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1,) INTRODUCTION:

The Prairie Island dNuclear Generating Plat"(PIINGP), Units. 1 and 2, each employ a 2-...
..-... loop presstrzed water:teactor. -Full:commercial operation began on December 16, 1973

ofr Unit 1Land on December 21 ,974-for Unit 2::Both units are licensed with the Nuclear.''"
Regulatory Cormission (NRC) for operation at 1650 MWt •er reactor, which is
equivalent to a gross electrical output of 575 Mwe for eachunit. Northern.. States Power.,-..,
Company dlb/a Xcel Energy (Xcel Energy) owns the facility, while Niclear Management

Company (NM) operates the facility.

PINGP is located.on the Mississippi River (River Mile 798) in Gobodue County near RedWing,• Minnesota (Figure 1). The site (approximately 578.acres).is located within the city

limits of Red Wing,, Minnesota on the West bank of the MissisSippi River,. The plant site
:is located about 26 miles SE of the Twin Cities Metropolitan Area.:.,;::.

Plant intake flow. from the Mississippi Rver enters thet intake Screeniiouse thrugh eight
- 8.5 foot by 11.2 foot bay openings. The bottom of the inlet skimmer wall is: at elevation
667.0 feet.I :Each bay is equippedwith a raked trash rack and traveling water-screen
with low-pressure fish wash sprays and high-piessure trash wash sprays. Traveling water
screens are equipped with fish lift buckets to. remove debris andorganisms from the .. .
intake water. Each screen is 10 foot wide and extends from the operating deck (elevation..
685 feet) to the floor (elevation 648.5 feet). Screen panels are replaceable. Duringthe
period of April. 1through August.31i fine.mesh (0.5 mm) screens are used. The remainderSof the .year 3/8 inch (9.5 mm) coarse mesh screens are in service. .The screens are capable

. .of operation at several different. speeds, as necessitated by trash loading.

During fine. mesh screen operation, the screens.continuously run at 3 fpm when screen
.,differential is 4 iniches or less.• During coarse screen operation; :the traveling screenS, fish
• spray wash sYstem and trash spray wash system do not operate when the differential levelis less than 4inches. The screens will automatically rotate With sprays. operating,1- 1/3
:revolutionsif8 hours, pass without screen op.eration. For. both fine and coarse screen
operation, if the differentiallevei exceeds 4.incheS, screen speed increases-proportionally
up to. a maximum of 20 fpm at 8 inches. differential level

Fish protection meatsures designed into the vertical traveling screens include fish
co lection buckets and low-pressure fish spraysý. ̀ Aqu'atic organisms"impinged on the
traveling.water screens are lifted in the colection btickets to the leveliof fish'sprays and
are then washed. into a fish collection trouiigh.. Removal of the fish, andorgamnsms is
accoffmplished on the upward travel side with a. loW pressure .(10 psi) inside spray when
fine mesh is used ad with a low pressure (20 psi) outside spraýy when coarse mesh screen
is used. :,Debris is removed by a backside iiiterior high-pressure (50 psi for fine mesh and100.psi,.for coarse mesh) Spray system.:-The organisms rnd debris washed offthe

"travel ing: water screens collect in a fish return.trough and a debris trough that :o-mbine
.into acommon trough and is returned to the river through a buried pipe approximately
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* .2200 feet long. The pipe discharges into the Mississippi River'at a point approximately
1500 feet:south (downfiver)of the intake screenhouse (Figure 2). .

: Thecirculating water flows from the.infake canal into •he plant screenhouse and to the,.
suction of the circulating water pumps,:' Four circulating water pumps, two for. each unit,

'." supply water to the condensers to:condense the turbine exhaust.steam'. Each pump hasa. :"
capcit o 14,00 gm a 4fttoAl head. Te condenser inner and outer pass

d"-ischge-flows from each unit combine into a common header and are directed to the:
discharge basin (Figure 3)" The discharge basin Serve as aastilling surge basin for the.:

i conidenser discharge and provides. the suction head for the cooling tower pumps. Four
cooling tower pumps take water from the discharge basin and discharge into individual
:cooling tower distribution pipes. Four crossflow cooling towers remove some of the heat.
from the circulating water.

The discharge canal directs the circulating Water flow from the distribution basin to the
discharge structure forreturn to the river via the sluice gates. Flow through the. four
submerged sluice gates ranges from 150 cfs to 1390 cfs. Discharge flow rates.are limited
during secified periods of the yearý as folos

AprilA 15-30 150-30 cfs
Mayl1 -31 ,'3G00cfs
Junel1-15 . 400 dfs
Junel16-30 800.cfsl

0 . .. :.The remaining peri6ds of the year flow is limited by :thedesign intake flow oft4l0cfs

Xcei has selected Compliance Alternative.(2) of 4OCFR 125.94 (a) ,tomeetthe,
0 ' .impingement and entrainment reduction requirements for PINGP.: Alternative (2)

requires that Xcel Energy demonstrate that existing design and constructiontechnologies,
.operational measures, and/or restoration measures: at Prairie Islandtmeet the. impingement
and entrainment performance standards..

Xcel. Energy will submit a comprehensive demonstration stdy (CDS) in accordance with
316 (b) of the Clean Water Act. The CDSwill demonstrate that the location, design,
construction, and capacity of the cooling water intakePstructure atPrairie Island reflects
'the best technology available for minimizing adverse environmental impact.

-. .XceiEner Ywill submit results of Impingement Mortality and Entraihment (IM&E)
' Characterization Studies conducted before and after construction of the intake..
screenhouse. Te I&E study will include' taxononic identifications: and:
c-aracterizationsof all life Stages of fish, shellfishand any species protected under

.. :ýFedetralState o:r Tribal Law that are .i the vicinity.of the cooling water intake Stcture
adssetble:.of impingement and entrainment.'



21) HISTORIJTCAL FISH SURVEYS:.'

Xcel Energy has completed several adult fishery stuies since the original 316(b) study:information was obtained.. Historical fisheries studies conducted before and.ater ...

'co mpletion of original316(b) study have inciuded trawling,: gill netting, seining, trap
netteing, anid electrofishing9..,

Trawling was conducted seasonally in the plant intake area, dischargec:Canal, and two
stations in North Lake from 1973 to: 1980.: A minimum of 15 minutes of trawling in two.
or more runs was completed in. each station:. A total of 38 species representing 14
families. were collected during trawling (Table. 1). The three dominant species collected
during trawling for all years combined are freshwater. drum,i gizzard shad, and white.
crappie.
: :Gill netting wasconducted onlyduring thespring and fall sampling seasonsfrom 1973 to

1980. Standard 250 x 6 foot experimental gill nets were used. :Eight nominal 24-hour
... sets were made in each section by making two nominal 24-hour sets at four stations..A
total of 39 species representing 14.families were identified during gill netting (Table 2)..The three most commonly collected species during gillnettingwere gizzard shad, white
bass; and sauger.

:Seining was conduct~ed.from 1973 to 1984. Shoreline seining wasrestricted to areas with
water depth less than 2 meters. Sampling areas too deep to wade were seiried by using a,
boat.to pull the offshore'end of the seine. Where river currents existed, the seine was•
pulled diwnstream. The. seine used from 1974 to 1984.wa ¼ inch knotles nylon•i•50 feet..longby 4-feet deep, with a '4 x"4x 4 foot bag..The seineiused in 1973 w9s 1 , foot. longs.
x 8 foot deep Seining. accounted for. 61 species representing 14 families (Table 3). The;

three* dominant species for all years combined were emerald shiner,ý gizzard'shad, ad
whiteý bas~s.

Trap netting.wasconduced wi the viciy.of PINGP fromI 1973 6o:1980. River trap.nets

were set for four nominal 24-hour periods... A total.of 47 species represenhting. 16 families: --were collected during trap, netting (Table 4) :The threedominant species for Iall yea rs "
combined were freshwater drum, black crappie,, and white bass. "
: Xel Energy has conducted an-electrofishing study on the Mississippi R n the

vicinity.of P,.NGP.since 1973. The ongoing study provides more than 30 years of data on": the fish opiulations in .'the riveIrI.

To fulfill'pa of thecontinuing environmental monitoring requirements of PINGP, the

,MississippiRiverfisheries population is sampled by electrofishing neaRed Wing,

Minnesota, Maythrough October.: The study area extends from 3.6. milesiupstream of the
plantf(Rivermile.802) to 10.8 miles downstream of the plant1(River mile 787.5), (Figure



4).4 The originaI objective of thestdy was to "determine existing ecological
:characteriStics before plant operation and to assess any. sgnificant changes to the aquatic
environment after operation" (NSP 1972). The6-objective was:changed slightly after the..
-plant became operational in 1973; to "determine environmental effects of thePINGP-on
the fish community in the'Missssippi River.and it's backwaters-.(NsP, 1973).. Presently,
the objective is to monitor and assess the status of the fishery in the vicinity of the PINGP
:SP" 1 %994).Parmeters analyzed and compared to. previous years include species.
'" composition,. length-:weight regressions, percent contribution (fish/hr), length-frequency
distributions, and catch per uniteffort (CPUE)for~selected: species.,

4 . . Electrofishing methods and materials have changed over th. 30 plus years: of the study as
equipment has improvedand slight plant-modifications (i.e. new intake
structure/dischargebcanal) have occurred. Fish are now. collected using a Smith-Root SR-

"18 Electrofishing boat equipped with a 5.0. GPP electrofishing unit. The power source is
a 5.0 GPP generator.,.:The 5000 watt generator has a maximum output of 16 amps, and a
range of 0-1000 volts. The generator has the capability tobe either pulsed AC :or DC
with a pulse frequencyof 7.5, 15, 30, 60, and 120 Hz.". The anode consists of two
umbrella arrays, each with six dropper cables. The 18 foot boat and droppercables hung
from the front, of the boat serve as the cathode.Collection0ccus durifig daylight hours
with a pulsed direct current. Due to the, constantiy.changing river conditions,
Electrofisher output is varied to enhance the effectiveness. '

1Sampling is done monthly, May through October, witin four established sectors of the
S) .study area'(see Figure 4). The runs within- each sector. are .similar to previous years:. I

s Sampling to ensure a similar set of relative data indices.for yearly comparison. At the end
of each. run", the elapsed shockingtimeisrecorded froma digi timer, which only

t-alied the'seconds that the electrica field was energized. A run isterinated dafter
approximately 450 seconds shocking time or when the end of'the prescribed run is
reached..

Stunned fish are captured with one-inch stretch mesh landing nets equipped with eight-
foot insulated handles., Startinginr 1981, all cyprinids (besides. carp), small percids, and
all white bass, gizzard shad, and freshwater drumless than 160. mm are not sampled.

p- Catured fish-are placed in live-wells and supplied with river watericofistantly until the
'' "end of each run. At the end of eachrn fish are ideified:,meaured to the nearest.

millimeter (total length), weighed to the nearest 10 grams, and released. Parameters used
to describe the fisheries include species composition, length-weight regressions, percent-
contribution, length-,frequenIcy distrbuions t and catchper unit effort (CPUE) It is

-assum.ed that population dynamics and spatial distribution is representedby CpUE .

ince.i 973 there have been 7-1 species representing 20. different families.collected while
':elc tr"fishing (Tablee5). Aftiedr 1980 wentsampling r•iterai canged 50 species from 1I

families have been identifi ed, while electrofishing in -the Prairie sland plant vicinity.
Currently apoimately 40s seies are sampled each year..



Dominant species. for the study period (300+ years). has: been dependant on what type of
gear. was used for samplingi. verall, carp, freshwater drum and white bass have been the

- :. most dorminant.ý Important pan fish include black and white crappies, and bluegill..Important game fish include. sauger, walleye,- and ismallouth, bass..The most dominant

cyprinid besides carp is emerald shiner. Other species With occasional high catch rates.
include shorthead redliorse, quillback carpsucker and channel ca•tfish. Gizzard shad have:
been highly variable in the catchwith higher percentages occurring when y-o-y fish were
Sampled,. Electrofishing has been the only collection method used since 1988.: Since that
time, the top four species have been carp, white bass, freshwater drum and shorthead
redhorse.

Overall (all methods combined) a total of.79 species representing 20 families have been
-collected.during surveys conducted in the vicinity of PINGP since 1973.
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3) MUSSEL SURVEYS
A mussel survey was conducted in the vicinityWof PTNGP by biologists fromXcel Energy

and Minnesota Depa ent of Natural Resources. ,The.survey was conducted pror to:
"proposed constnuctibn of the intake screenhouse and discharge at PTNGP to determine..

whether Lampsilis higginsii or any other ,endangered mussels were present in the area.'

Sampling methods included brailing with a crowfootbarý, wading, and snorkeling.
Sampling was conducted from September 4 through- 17,% 1980..

A total of 248 mussels representing 21 species were collected (Table 6). Two species

werefotund as relic shells only and one species was collected only from the traveling -
screen wash. No live specimens of Lampsilis.higginsil or any otherendangered speciese

were collected. The survey indicated a viable mussel. faua existsin the vicinijy of
PINGP. A copy of the surveyis provided is AppendixA.

Distribution- and relative abundanceof.U pper Mississippi Rver mussels species for

navigation Pool 3 as provided by Kelner (2003) is presented in Table 7. Kelner (2003).'.

-lists a total of 27.live species collected from Pool. 3with historical collections of 13.
) " additional species. Amblema plicata, Fusconaiaflava,. and Obliquaria reflexa were

considered abundant in collections.

10. .
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4) POTENTIAL THREATENED AND ENGDANGERED_
SPECIES...,:.
Tables 8 and 9 provide a listing of Minniesota and Wisconsin endangered, threatened, and

special concern fish and mussel s pecies.- Review of present and historical surveys will
-be utilized-to identify any species protected under Federa, State or Tribal Law that are in',

the vicinityof the0cooling water intake structure and susceptible to impingement and
entrainient. Tw ostate listed Endangered mussel species (Lampsilishiginsi and
.QUadrulafragosa) also have Federal status of Endangered.,

Seven fish species listedby Minnesota and/or Wisconsin have been collectedinsureys
conducted in the vicinity of PINGP since 1973.,: Lake sturgeon were collected during',
eiectrofishing sutreys (2003) and trap-netting (1977)o Blue fucker have.been identified

. ".:in:electrofishing .collections (1982, 1983, 1986 1989, 1991-2005) and trap-netting (1987).;.
: - Goideyehave been coliected duringelectrofishing (1985, 1988,1993, 1996-1999, 2003-
.2005), trap-netting (1.974, 1976-1978, 1982, 1983, 1987), trawling.(1974, 1980), gill-
'netting 1973-1980), and seining (1980). Redfin shiner were identified in electrofishing
samples.(1975, 1976) and seining collections (1975).. River redhorse have been collected
during electrofishing 1ý7 of the 33.sampling years (1982, 1983, 1986, 1987, 1989-1992,

. .-1994, 1995, 1998-2005).and five years during ap-netting (1974, 198 1, 1984-11986).:
Greater redhorse was identified in electrofishing surveys conductedduring 1984, 1988,
1990, 1997, 1998, 2001, and 2003.. Paddlefishhavee been collected twiceduring
electrofihn sres(972005).

Goldeye was thýeonly listed species collectedduring impingement spling conducted

from 197.3 to. 1984. Goldeye:were identified in impingement samples. from 1973 to 1980
and 1983.

One state listed mussel species (Elliptio dilatata) was identified during the 1980 mussel
survey conducted in the vicinity of PINGP. Elliptio dilatata is listed aisSpecial Concern
by the Minnesota Department of Natural ReSources and is not listed by the Wisconsin
- "Deptment of Natural Resoirces.. R elic :shells of Fusconaia ebena Were identified
.. ng .during the 1980'mussel survey: Fusconaia ebena isistedas Endangered by both
Minnesota and Wisconsin. Based nt summary• provided byKer ir(2003) (Table 7), :
-no live specimens of Fusconaia ebena have been documiented in the past 25 years in Pool3. Federally listed Endangered mussel species.Lampsilis higginsi an9dQuadrulafragosa

have not been documented in live collectins from Pool 3dduring the past 25years (see

:::-able 7).

On July 29.,2003-," members -from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Minnesota
. Departent of Natural kesources, and Ary Corps of Engineers placed 195 -subadult

@9. .. ::.-Lapsilis higginSiito a site in lower MissiSsippi River Pool 3 at SturgeonLake. .

:11:



(approximately River Mile 799) (Kelner etal, 2004). In addition, 1,400 Lampsilis
igginsuii were placed at the same site in 2005 and 744 were placed at the site and :

scattered between the site and approximately ½2.mile downstream in 2006 (Keiner, pers
conimm 2006). Lampsilis higginsii wererelocated to the sturgeon Lake site as part of an
ongoing multi-agency coordinated reintroduction effort.

0Y.
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5) IMPINGEMENT

5.1. PLANT SCREENHOUSE. IMPINGEMENT 19.73 TO1984 (BASELINE)

Fish and other: organisms impinged on ithe travelingi: screens of-the PINGP cooling water
i ntake have beerimonitored and reported annually since 1974.ý In addition, impingement.
.samplingwas conducted in 1973 during preoperational testingand after commercial

production began.. Impingement data included taxonomic composition, Weekly
impingemen rates, seasonal impingement rates, and length fre'quenciesof fish measured.
Non-fish organisms impinged (e.g. crayfish, turtles,-clams,, and small mammals) were.
also reported.-

Procedures for collection, ideification d enumeration ofimping orgasms from
1973 to 1980 were similar. Trash basketswere emptied on Monday, Wednesday, and:.

. Friday each week.- Debris and organismswee separated, fishes Were taxonomicaly_
enumerated, and non-fish organisms were recorded..: Fishes removed from the bar racks:
were also included in impingement data. Organisms alive. after impingement were.':
included in total impingement numbers: and released.':,

A' Impingement sampleswere collected every other week during 1981 through 1984.: Tirash
basketswere emptied Monday, Wednesday, and Friday each sampling week.. Annual
impingement losswas estimated bymultiplying actual numbers of fish collected by two.

Observations were made during weeks not sampled to asSure no catastrophic losses
occurred. Debris and organisms were separated,. fish were taxonomically enumerated,
and non-fish organisms were recorded."

A summary of total number and percent composition of predominant fish taxa impinged
at the PINGP from 1973 to 1984. is presented in Table 10. Annual estimated number of
fish impinged-raged from 24,967oin1979 to554,590 in 1977. Nearly 2 million fish
were estimated to have been impinged during the1 2. :sample years.:.: Gizzard shad was the
most frequently impinged taxon from 1973 to 1984, repr.esenting nearly 80 percent of fish
impinged for all sample years combined. Other species common in impingement
samplesincluded freshwater dru., white bass, and channel catfish.

A! su aryof non-fish species (excluding mammafisinsects, and birds) is presented in
Table I11. Shelfish iclu e nine identified species of clams. Other species impinged
included various sp .ecies of turitles, crayfish, mudpuppies,. and, frogs.-



5.2 INTAKE SCREENHOUSE IMPINGEMENT 1984 TO 1989 (VERIFICATION)

In 1983, anew screenhouse was constructed at the, PINGP. There are presently two
-complete screening facilities operating at PINGP. The old, or original, traVeling. screens
and screenhouse (plant screenhouse) were designed to prevent debris, fish, and other
organisms from. entering the planty'ia the cooling water intake:. Debris anAdfish impinged,.-- onplant screenhouse screens arewashed into a trash trough which flows into a trash

collection basket. The new screenhouse and screens (intake screenhiouse), completed in
.. 983, were. designed and located to exclude fish from the warm circulating water system.-:"Impingementand survivalof fish at the new intake screenhouse.was studied beginning in

1984.,

The intake screenhouse vertical traveling screens employ fine mesh (0.5 mm) panels with
continuous screen operation during the larval fish. season (mid-April throughAugust) andcourse mesh (9, mm) panels forthe remainder.6f the year. During the larval season, fish

impinged on the fine mesh screens are washed'off the front side of the screen into a
trough on the screenhouSe operating deck. Flowin the front trough; which contains the

rý; impinged fish is returned to the Mississippi River dow'nstream of the-plant intake or Can
be ivetedino fish collection ta.nks in the environmentllbrtr.

During November.1983 through March.1984. impingement samples werecollected from* .
coarse mesh screens at the intake screenhouse. Total number of fish •pinged Was,estimated by expanding the numbers: collected during weekly samples over an entire*

month. In addition, fish collected were- recorded as live or dead, live fish were held in. .. ,:.
aquaria for up to 96 hours. To determine the:efficiency ofth6e.screeh wash in removing

:'...fish on the front side of the coarse mesh scfeens,ý a dip net was used to• ollect material.
washed off the backside of screens.: The results of the samples indicate the front spray,
.wash system was nearly 80pe nt effective in removing fis-h.

S Anestimated 12,637 fish from.ii17 tax were Collected ohe intae.coarse mesh screens:
(Table 12). oGizzard shad comprised more than,75 percent of the total.Other ajor taxa
collected were ch•ne c.at.fish, fresh water drur,. shiners, and c'rappies.: Suriarates o" vf
fi.sh collcted from the intake coarse mesh screens ranged fom 0.. to 100 percent '(Table.:-

- - 3). HoweVer, the smalI nunier of individuals .collected for some- taa preclude any
definitive statements regarding survival.ratess.r Initial survival rates-of dominant tdxa
collected ranged from a .low of 7.9 percenit for gizzard, shad and to a high 0of 97.4 :pecent.:
'for channel catfish. It -was, noted that in a number. of samples many gizzard shlad-
collected had obviouslydied prior to collection (NSP,•1 983)1.:Excluding':gizzard shad
initiatlsurvival ratesaveraged: 79.1 percent.The majoity"of fish Collected were jueve.iles

less.tha 200 mim total length..

During sample: yer 98o189,sml colcto offish impinged: on the fine mesh
-screensstarted in April and continued through August. Saples were collected2 to 3
:days a week by diverting 25 percent of the screen:waash.water into collection-tans in the
basement .f the enyironmental .iab. Screen wash water flows by gravityjfrotm:' the screen' .

wash troughinto a drop structure, and:through .an 18-,inch diameter pipe into the :,

14



environmental lab basement. Screen wash water was channeled from the 18-inch
..-,diameter pipe through a larval collection tank. The collection tank filters screen wash-:. .....
water throUgh.0.5 mnem mesh nylon. screen material."

Threle ty•es of saples were collected to provide various data. Saple -types included. . "
.abndarice, initial surviva and latent survival.. Following a designated Sampling...;:

':.'..duratin,all. fish -an any-y debris were rinsed into two collection baskets, located in the
collection areao f the. tank (Figure 5). These baskets were then removed from the ,tank,-the conitentstransferred to four-liter beakers, and transported to the fish handlifig and& -.

sorting-area for frthe rcsig

Initial survival s ampleswere-collected at night or early morning to determine nightdensity of fish -andeggs and initial survival of fish impinged on the ifie mesh.:sc'reens:

Initial samples underwent a "first and' second" sort.:, The first sort was. designed.to
remove, live and dead fish, with emphasis placed on removing all live fish in.i a.time::
efficient manner. The second sort wasodesigned to assure removal of all remaining fish
and eggs. Abundance samples were collected during early to midmorning toestimate day
density of fish and eggs impinged 0n the fine mesh screens.. After the. sample was.,
collected, all fish,; eggs; and debris were preserved in. 10 percnt buffered formalin
solution containing rose bengal stain and were sorted: after the stain had an opportunity to..
penetrate allorganisms..

Latent survival samples werelcollectedto determine the latent survival of fish 1impinged. ý..
- on the fine mesh screens.: Samples were collected during early morning.: After the :.-

sample was collected, aliquots were placed in Pyrex baking dishes and sorted over alight
table. -Only live fish were removed and Placed in 250 ml wide mouth jars .or six :gallon,
-aquaria conitaining filtered river water. Jars and aquaria were kept in acrylic• plastic water :.
baths receiving a constant supply of river water.: This allowed fish to be. maintained at .
ambient temperatures throughout the holding period.. Fish collected. for. latent survival

S:.::estimates Were held for 48 or 96 hours:and checked at selected time. increments. Numnber
:of live and dead fish wrreoddduring each time int erval.

During 1 .984,. back w:ash samples•from fine mesh screens were also: collectIe Back w*ash
sample's .were collec~ted While an abundance sample was collected.,Thissample ias:
c0lected.usinga 0.5 mmmesh ichthyoplankton ftnet plae in the high pressure r
removal rreturntrough. Comparing data, from the abundance and back wash. samples was .

.:utilized to determine the 6efficienrcy ofthe low pressure .front wash in removing fish:',impnged..on. the fine mesh screens. Tw.enty-.four pairs f saples compaed Iindicated
thatthe fro-ntispray wash removal system was more than 98 percentefficient inremoving
fish from te front, side of the fine mesh screens.

Quality assurance sample sorts wer performed randomly on more than five percent of
the. initial and abuhdance samples collected in 1984. After staining, sort efficiency
exceeded 98 percent for all samples.
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" Fish and eggdensities Were calculated on a day andnight basis usimg data from . -).......; abundance and initial surviVal samples, respectively. Estimates ofthe numbero'f fish and

-"7fish eggs impingedon-the fine mesh screens were calculated by averaging data from" :-.
initial and abundance samples. ,These valueswere expanded to weeklya•d yearly. .
impingement estimategs..All fish and eggs collectedwere identifiedoto the lowest practical
taxon by. ife stage and developmental phase. - Life stages included egg, larvae, juyenile, -

and adult.

The estimated number and percent composition ofall taxa/life stage -combinations -

collected during the months of April through August (1984 to 1988) are presented in ,
Table 14. -Estimates of the -number of fish and eggs: impinged on the fine mesh screens
Were calculated by averaging data from the:initial and.abundance samples.:-These values
were expanded to weekly and yearly impingement estimates-. -

In.: If 1984, more than- ten million eggs and nearly 500:million fish were estimated to have

. - - been impinged on the fine mesh screens. Juvenile channel catfish, carp prolarvae, and -

, .- - juvenile cyprinids were the most abundant taxa/life stage combinations impinged.
Impingement estimates in 984,Were believed.to, be a gross overestimate due to sapling

....equipmeni design.- -The equipment was redesigned in 1985 toallow for a more realistic .
. impingement estimate (NSP, 1986).2 Estimates calculated for 1985 through 1988r'a.e "
considered to be a realistic approximation of the nurnber of organisms which would have

- passed through PINGP in the absence of the fine mesh screens.

) - more• ithan 17 million eggs and nearly 25 million fish were.estimated to havebeen
impinged during 1985. Freshwater drum prolarvae; jiivenile chael catfish, and cpiid.•

- post larvae comprised 64 percent f all fish impinged. More than six million eggs and 55

- - millionfishwere estimated impinged during 1986. Two taxa/life stage combinations,
- "carand freshwater drum prolarvae, accounted for over. one-half of all- organisms -

impinged. During 1987,mMore than 14 million eggs and 62 million fishwere estimated to.'.
have been impinged. Freshwater drum prolarvae comprised 27.7 percent of. thetotal,

- .followed by'cyprinid postlarvae with 1.•6 percent :More than 2 1million eggsd 54

million fish were estimated to be impinged on fine mesh screens during 1988.
Freshwater dr proarvae comprised 42.6percent of the total, followed by freshwater -

drum eggs and.Cyprinidae postlar-va with"14.5 percent and 11.6 percent of the:total,.;.:.: ):.4
:,,respectively. -

.:i ..During the months of April, May, and June. operational measures to reduice intake flow."..,.
are in place per the NPDES permit to minimize potential impacts to lar al fish andeggs
at- the intake. .Modes of operation and. associated impacts were analyzed by HennmgsOn,
.Durham, and Richardson, Inc..in 1979 in an altenate discharge study (HDR, 1979):. The
analySis determined that dng AprilM, ay, and June PNGP could operate in a recycle -

m-.- odewith reduced intake flows to minimize potential impacts t6 larval fish and eggs". As
m.....,ambient river.temperatures increase in spring, the partial recyclenmodeis utilized to

i .:.M . aintain condenser inlet temperatures IbeloW he design maximum 0 of850F. As river .
. .temperaturesincreaseand ichthyoplankto denisitis decrease, in•ake flows increase.
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Operations at.PINGP .reflect this design with current operational measures as follows:
Apri15-3::ýJ 150-30cs

~~M ayi1-31. N3O cfs
Junie 1-15 4W0f
June 16-30_., ~800cf
Through, screenf elocities during the period of April. 5 t June 15 range -from 0.29 ft/sec
to 038.ft/sec. These through screen velocities during this sensitive larvaeperiod are less'

:-than the 0.5 .qft/sec performance standard for impingement mortality as stated in the 316(b)
Phase I rule document."The remaining periods of the year flow is limited to the design
intake fl of 1410 cfs.

studies conducted by Stone and Webster (1977), stated thatreduction ,of intake flows at

PINGP during May and June would, reduce, mortality based on the decreaseof....
impingement or entrainment of fish. Annual larval peak densities encountered at PINGP

.,-during 1984 to 1989. occur in May or.June (ESE, 1996).. In the development of the
S316(b) Phase.II rule, the EPA states that some facilities could achieve further reductions

in impingement mortality and entrainment by providing for seasonal flow restrictions..

:5.2.1, Survivorship 1984 to 1989,

B ased on.the calculation baseline definition, o6niy juvenile fish (or fish large enough to be6 ;::!
impinged on 3/8-inch mesh) will be included for impingement mortality estimates.
Data is presented for pro and post larvae stages Ito demonstrate surviVorship of these life
stages on .finemeshscreens that 6therwise wouldhiave' bee-n entrained. In addition, eggs .cen I
that are impinged on the fine mesh §creens (that would have been.entrained) are now .':
returned to the'river via the fish collection system. Nuimber of eggs. estimated to have
been-impinged ranged from 6,504,222 to 17,534,761 during 1984to 1988 (Table 14).
• 'Summary of initial survival data for all taxallife stage combinations collected from 1984

..through 1989 are presented in Table 15. Juvenile survival of the six study years rangedfrom 66.1 to 89.7 percent with a cmbined survivorship of 71.5 percet (Table 16).

Survivorship ofjuveniles is relatively, high for all taxa impinged ranging from25 percent
(gizzard shad) to 100 percent(Bullhead spp.and Walleye),. It is apparent that overall,
prolar vae and postlarvae exhibit 16wer survival while juvefiiles exhibit the highest
survival. ýCcatostomidae, channel catfish, and walleye: exhibit relatively high survival for

ithe life stages colected. Freshwater drumt, gizzard shad,,cyprinids,•Lepomis, Pomoxis,
and white bass exhibit relativ'ely poor Survival f6r pro•iarae and postlarvae. life stages.

u:r,.: ivorship f prolarvae and postlarvae for all years combined'was 7.2 percent and 5.5
...,,,....percent, respe ively.- Overall (atl t'xa/life stages combined) initial survivalwas 15.•0.,_

percent f6r all years combined, ranging fr6om'4.4 .Percent in 1988:to 50.1 percent in 1984

Alt*ho ugh presented in this"repo tthe annual 1988.s. su -rv hip. data t as not utilized in
the original rpport:by mutual agreement with MPCA due to extremelow flows and
exces~sive am~ount's of zooplankton and phytoplankon in samiplesý
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P ) .2.2 Samplinig Mortality
S Extreme 0low river flows and excessive debri,• conditionsbccurred dung impingement.

- samping in 1988.: It became apparent that. saplinginduced mortalitywas having a
pronounced impact ion initial survival estimates. Large amounts of zooplankton:. and'.'. .
pnytopiaiiton appeared to be causing increased mortality of fish in the sampling tak
and was subStantially increasinig srting time (NSP, 1989). .To address this concern, the
IarIal survivorship study ,as adapted in.1989 and 1990 by introducing test fish into the
" .sample collectionsystem.-Todifferentiate from naturally occurring larval fish intthe.
. _"..•&•samples, test fish were' ked witha biological stain':Theresultant survival of test"fish

was used to assess samnpling induced mortality.

The'effects of.debris loading were studied to determine the relationship to survival of"
larval fish ollected. Studies conducted in 1989 and 1990 document •at high debis int"the colletion system caused introduced test fish to suffer increased mortality and:

indicated survivorship of larvaifish collected from the vertical traveling screens was
underestimated. It was also determined that survival estimates are dependent on the!
-hardiness of species and developmental stage of the fish (NSP, 1989).

Results of studies.conducted in 1989 and 1990 indicate that sampling induced mortality
-caused by excessive debris in samples ranged from approximately 3 to 44 percent ,

nmortality depending Upon sample period and test fish species (Figure 6).. Oveiall, test...
S) . fish survival was85 percent,, suggesting that -the'sampling method. may account for 15

peren m~~ortality of all fish sampled from fine mesh screens and up to10 percent -

- mortality ofjuvenile fish (NSP,,"1989).

1 8" " ' : . •- . 2 . .



ý6) ENTRAINMENT

6.1 BASELINE.`.

Larval fish were sampled in the vicinity of Prairie island by the: Minnesota Depairtent ofNatural Resources frmMay toSeptember during 1974 and 1975. Thisdata was used to t

estimate total nubers of youg fish passing through the Sturgeon Lake outiet. :tLoal number o. yiu. fis. e-arval,
towsmwere conducted at 4 to 8 sampling locations (Figur• 7):using aconical niet with one
square meter. frontal area. with a mesh size:.of 787, microns or a conical net of 560 micron
-meshwith mouth diameter of one meter. Coitents of the net were removed at the end of
each run. Samples were preserved in five percent formalin solution and counted at a later
date. No attempt was made to identify the larval- fish.

Larval fish tows Were made in an effort to determine when and where larval fish and eggs "
were most abundant. Abuindance of larval fish in tow samples varied from week to week..,: -
It Was determined that high numbers of ichthyoplankton probably indicated that certain.-

.- species had good spawning success. In, 1974, larval fish catches'were highest during late
JuIy and early August. -ine 1975, maximum numbers of larval fish.were caught during the
first week June.
Entrainment studies were conductedbyNUS Corporation for 316(b) demonstration: ..

studies in 1975 (NUS, 1976). Entainment monitoring studies were: conducted at Prairie
Island betweenApril 25 and: September 5. Samples were collected during one 24-hour
period each week. Samples were collected at tlhee stations; in front of the bar rack, on
the plant side of the skimmer wa1, din the middle of the recirculation canal.

,Al .samples were collected Withplankton nets constructed of 560 micron mesh.' Each net
was 2.5 m long attached to square 42.5 cm frame and fitted with a flow meter. All neo's
were. fished as stationary, drift nets.:' Between 3 and 7 nets were stacked vertically,,, ý.
.dePending on lcation and water depth. Samples were stamed and preserve•d informain.:
Larvae' ereidentified to spe cies level when possible.: The total number of eggs, lral

fish and jiuvenile fi~sh for each taxon entrained was calculated.:'

A total of 39 taxa; incliuding at least 26.species from 12 families, were represented in
So6ll.ections8.(Table;l:7.). ýFreshwaterdrdum.eggs accounted for.89 percent of thedeggs ad

mooneye eggsless thia 0.. a percent; the remainder of the eggs were: unidentified.
Emerald shiners were the most abundant young fish collected, followed by gizzard shad,
unidentified suckers,: white bass,carp and freshwater drum. These 6 taxa comprised
nearly 80 percent of-the 'catch of young fish (Table'18).

Peak egg density,(27.5/1OOm 3) occurred on May. 29; a secondary peak (3.34/100m3)
occurred on June 19.: On both occasions the collections were dominated .by.freshwater

3d.rum eggs..' Peak: density (10 1/10Wm ) of fish larvae occurred on May 29. Second ary
peaks occurred on May 2.1.(72/100m3) and June 26 (60/l00m3). On May• 29, the::,
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collections were dominated by .emerald shiner,. white bass, and gizzard shad..ý Suckers
(Catostomidae and Ictiobus'spp.) were most abundant in May 21 samples, with gizzard
shad and carp predominant on June 26.- .

Estimated Entrainment.

Analysis of the impact of entrainrent of fish eggs and la•e at Prairie Island isbasdedon
the simple population modeling approach, described by Horst (1975) in which the
number of larvae entrained is converted to an estimaite of the.number of adult fish that."
would have been produced had the larvae .not been entrained., .

A totalof.8,137-1,000 fish eggs and. 1,645,000 larval and juvenile fish were estimated to-
be entrained by PiNGP between May 12 and September 10; 1975'. The number of larval.
arid juvenile fish entrained represents abou't6 percent of the total number of larvae and..::.
juveniles passing through the, Sturgeoni Lake outlet during the sameepeiod (basedon
MDNR data): :Weekly estimates of entrained larvae and juvenles ranged from less than ".
1. percent to 85. percent of the estimated Sturgeon Lake production.

The entrained eggs and larvae represent.a potential loss"o about 2,830,000 aduI .fish
from atleast 28 taxa. The number of eggs and young entrained, thenumber of adults lost
and the values for fecundity and surival used to calculate the losses are summarized in ,
Table- 19..''

"Over99 percent of thepotenitial adult fish losc of 8ntaxa:of forage fish.'Taxa of
either sport or commercial importance (e.g., sauger, waliebeg white basssunfish,

crappies, freshwater drum, -carp, buffaloes,. and carpsuckers) represented less. than:
percent of the adults lost. Minnows (mainly emerald shiner) accounted for 80 percent of ,

"..the potential.aduIt loss. Darters (logprch, r r, a-nd ohnny darter) and
unidentified percids. comprised the next greatest proportioniý (18 percent) of the potential•.:-

: adult loss.:-, Gizzardshad (0.s a1mng trou iperch".(0.3 peicnif)wdre etema i .i..
forage taxa., hd(. ecn)a~ ru e~ 03pret ee h e

Oak Ridge. National Laboratory'under contract with. h CA conduc ted any, anyis of
the 316(b) demonstration study by NUS in 1976 (Oak Ridge, 1978). ::The analysis.:
consisted ofa critique of the 316(b) ;demonstration and.an indepenent analysisofthe
PN intaG e system.. :With regard to entrainment, the. 'analysis concIuded that.estimated
l..osses of the.whitebass and sauger popuiation; due to entraient.through the 0old intae

system may result in 'a' significant iimpact on both speides). ..Theiestiimated entrainment..
loss for other species was considered to be of less concern. in addition, itwasdetermined
that fine meshscrens should be.considered for"inclusioniin any alterativ;edesin"at
P.IENGP.-Experience with fine meshscreens indicate that they hav••e thcapabiity of-
reducing the number o fis larvae. entramed (Oak Ridge, 1978).::

A-field.s ping progamrwas undertken from June j 6to June 17, 1978, to study the
distributi6ni of fish'eggs and.larvae at three sampling locationshnear alternative intake
locations (Stone and Webster,. 1978). The survey 'was conducted.at .the request of the
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MPCA to permif a more quantitative evaluation of ichthyoplankton'densities -at
) .i• alternative. intake locations.; The: stud.rwas conducted fora twoweek period"during June

1978 which wasbelieved to be the peak portion of the ichthyopla 0ro season. .Thei.,-,I -
.icthyop!anton concentrations at the three locations were used to exaine the reative

benefits..0f each location (Figure: 8). Density of organisms collected during this study is
presented in Table 20. Gizzad.shad pri olarae (22.14pe6rcent) and postlarvae (28.39•",ý, .
percent) and freshiwater drum eggs (26.96 percent) represented over 75 percent of the
collections. O.Other taxa. and life stages common incollections included, freshwater drum:
prolarvae (7.82 percent), carp proiarvae (5.60 percent) and white bass prolaaey(2.98
percent).

6.2- VERIFICATION STUDIES

Stone and Webster .(1977) conducted studies for alternative ýntake designsto "reduce
entrainment mortality at PINGP. One objective was to determine criteria for screen mesh
size that is fine, enough to screen a large percentage of eggs and Iarval stages of species
considered to be important.

Data on egg diameter, and larval hatching size for species entrained at PINGP are..
-presented in Table 21. Based on-this data, it was determined that 0.5 mesh'screen would
::.be required to adequately screen those organisms from the water entering the intake,,
canal Examination of the data indicates that 0.5 mm mesh should screen a wide range of.

) eggs and larvae near PINGP."" .

' The EPA Section 316(b) Phase II Technical Development Document su arized
..- performance data for fine mesh screens at severalsites and from. labortory tests.

"Seasonal use-of fine seSh on twoof four screens at-the Bnswick Power Plant in North

Car olina has shown 84.percent reduction in entrainment compared to the converntionali
screen systems. ýSimilar results were obtainedduring pilot testing odf mm Screens at the

- -Chalk Point Generating Station in Maryland and at the Kintigh Generating Station inh-
..New Jersey. Tennessee Valley Authority pilot-scale studies showed reductions..in striped

:.:ibass larvae entrainmentuP to 99 percent using a0.5 mm screen. Experiences at Big

. :-.Bend Station.show .that fine. mesh 'screens can reduce entrainment by 80 percento more.

At PiNGP, back•washisamples from fine mesh screens:were collected in 1984. *Back:.:'
: . .wash ,samples were collected while an abundance (frontwash),sample was colilete.! .'* -

-Thissample was.collected using a 0..5mm mesh ichthyoplaton dift net placed i the I

high pressure trash rremovaf retuir trough.-: Comparing data fromthe abundance and back
wash samples was utilized to determine the efficiency of the low pressure.:fofnt wiash ini: :
removing fish, impinged'on the fine mesh screens. Twenty-four pairs of samples
compared indicated that the: front spray wash removal system was more than 98 percent.
efficient in remoVing.fish from the, front side of the fine mesh screens. -

Impingement estimates calculated for 1985 through 1988 are considered to be a realistic .
) approximation 'of the number dof larval fish and eggs which would have been entrained
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'through PINGPn the abs~ence of thefine mesh screens. Entrainment studies in 1975.
"estimated that nearly 70 million larvaeand eggs were entrained at PINGP.,'Impingement
estimates from fine mesh screens for 1985 thr6ughl 988 were similar with estimated
number of larvae •-and eggs impinged ranging from 42 million to 77 million (see Tables, 14
and 19). Speciescomposition of entrainment and impingemient samples is .also similar
'iwith freshwater drum, cyprinids, and gizzard shad representing a large percentagepof

-.,:samples .(see Tables.-14, :i9. and 20).
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7) SUMMARY

Impingement performance standards are defined as a reduction in impingementmortality
for all life stages offish and Shellfish by80 to 95 percent from the calculation baseline.

Entrainment performance standards are defined as the reduction of entrainment of all life
stages:of fish and shellfish by 60 to 90 percent from the .calculatiOn baseline.-

Calculation baseline. means an estimate of impingement mortality and entrainment that
would occur at the site assuming that:.-.

a..... The cooling water system has been designed asa once4-r•oiugh.system;
b.. The. opening of the coofing water intake structure.is located at, and the face of the

standard 3/8-inch mesh. traveling screen isoriented parallel to, the shoreline near

the surface of the source waterbody;
c. The baseline practices, procedures, and structural configuration are those that

your facility would maintain in the absence of any structural or operational
controls including flow or velocity reductions, implemented in whole or in part
'for the purposes. of reducing impingement mortality and entrainment.

During the period April 1 through August 31, Prairie Island is required to operate-the
intake vertical traveling screens in continuous mode and- using fine-mesh (0.5 mm) screen.-
material in order to minimize entrainment of larval fish, fish eggs,and other aquatic
-organisms. n addition, intake flows are limited from April.15 through June3 30 in order

tomnmize teimpingement of fish. antid fish larvae.:.During the remaining months...
. (:.. .i:September through March) when entrainment of larval fish and eggs is not expecte&..

s", tandard.3/8-inchmesh screens are installed. The fish handling and return System is in

service during both time periods.

.. Based on the calculation baselinedefInition, only juvenile fish (or fish large enoughto be
impinged on 3/8-inch mesh) are included for impingement mortality estimates. The size
,range for juvenile fish impinged on fine meshscreens from 1984to6 1989 is presented on

-'Table 22. Representative size ranges of fish impinged from PrairieIslnd (1973 to1:984),
Black Dog (2005 to 2006) andUAlleniS. King (2004 to 2005) impingement samples are
presented on Table 23.

Minimum size of fish collected.from ne mesh screens identified as jiuveniiies was
:typically less than 20 mm,whereas miimum.size of fish impiniged..on3i8i-uichmesh

waSCreens -was.20 mmorgeater. Further modal size ranges of fish mipmged onPiNGP.

..3/8-inch mesh- screens from 1973 toi984 were greater than juvenile fishýrepr;esented
from fine me'sh-screen samples. Mo~dal size ranges of the fivme most common fish

' .impinged on 3/8-inch mesh screens were: gizzard shad (00 to 1.59mm), fe:shwater drum
1:004 6to l39m), ,whte bass (100 to 139mm), crappie (60 tci119mm), and channel catfish

. •(120 to 179mm).'. In comparison, impingement mortality estimatescalculated from fine
:.mesh screens would be more, conservative since miimium length of juvenile fish

iminged on fine mesh screens during 1.984 to: 1988 were less than, lenigths for taxa
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collected from 3/8 inch meshscreens,. Fish that may have been entrai ned during .
-)" ,operation with 3/8-inch mesh screens aree .nowimpinged on fine mesh resulting in an

increas~ed percentage of survival..:

Estimates ofjuvenile fish impinged on fine mesh screens is substantiallý highe th the
estimated number of fish.impinged when compared to: hebaseline data from 3/8-inch
"meShscreens. fHowever, size ofjvenile fishimpinged on'fine mesh screensis typically
.... ".-":smaller and were mos't likely. entrained through the.3/8-inch mesh screens:. In addition,

impingement from the6plant Screenhouse 3/8-inchmesh screens resulted in nearly 100.
percent mortality as fish were returned via.a trash; trugh 1and collectedin fish balskets.

Juvenile fish impinged on fine mesh are washed from screens with a low pressure spray

system and retirned to the rivervia a fish collection trough and retumrnpiPe. Overall
..Survival ofjuvenile fish from fine mesh screens is 7-1.5 percent, without factoring in

,operational measures and sampling induced mortality.

During"November N983 through Mach: 1984 impingement samples were collected from,
:coarse mesh screens at the intake .screenhouse.. Initial. suival rates of dominanttaxa.
c .:i: :i..i::,! i: :: ,::: •o~llected ranged from a low of 7.9 percent for gizzard shad and toa.high of97.4 percent

for channel catfish. It was noted thatin a number of samples many. gizzard shad
collected had obviously died prior to collection (NSP, 1983). Excluding gizzard shad,'
initial survival. rates averaged,79.1 percent. The majority of fish collected were juveniles -

less than 200.mm.total length.: '. .
S " Impingement estimates from :fine mesh Screens are much greater than estimates from 3/87

W inch screens. This is the result of eggs, prolarvae, postlarvae, and smallerijuvenile fish.
impinged on fine mesh, screens. These life stages of fish ,which would normally be..
entrained:through the cooling water system, are washed fromý fine mesh screens and

returned to the river via the intake screenhouse fish return system. ImPingementi survival
of prolarvae and postlarvae is much lower than juvenile fish, but is no longer 100 percent
mortality. that would be expected if these life stages were .entrained through PINGp. In.
addition, with utilization of fine mesh screens, eggS are no longer entrained but Washed

-fromn fine mesh screensand returne to th river..
Operational m easures dae als•outilized at PINGP It limit impingement of all life Stages of

fish, during peak larvldensity Period (May, d Jue). ..Intake flows 'are rediiucedto. 2030 :.
percent of design flows: to limit impingement during April, May, and June.,.,,



....:8) ,.'CONCLUSION ':: "':...,,

Basedon srv ival studies, sampling induced mortalityistudies, ad operational measures,
PINGP meets the impingement standards set forth by the 316(b) rule.:: Survival of
juvenile and larger fish sampled from fine mesh screens is 71.5 percent. In addition,
studies- to determine sampling induced mortality determined that nearly 10 percentof
mortality to juvenile fish (i5 percent mortality for all life stages) is caused by the." '

-samling method': With saing mrtality, factored in, over' 80 percent survivorship is,
...expected, from PINGP fine mesh screens.. If operational measures a:re factored in,..it can,.

• .beassumed that overall fish survivorship of the community is increased since fewer fish
.overallare being impinged b. During the peak larval density period (May Jad June),

PINGP intake flows are limited to 20 to 30 percent of design flow.' The assumption can..
_ be made that during these months only one-third of the. fish that would have been ...
impinged (if operating at design flow)ý are being imPinged resulting in increased oVerall,
surviVorship':.:,.

Due to the use of 0.5'mm (fine) mesh screens at the intake screenhouse from April
through August entraiment standards are met at Prairie Island It has been documented : "'

from larval studies conducted at PINGP that 0.5. mesh screens collects eggs. and larvae of
all fish expected to be encountered in the naturally occurring drift from the Mississippi
River community within the vicinity of the plant. In addition to preventing entrainment
of eggs and larvae, fine mesh screens limit the establislhment of a resident population of
fish in the intake and recycle canals and subse uent potential for cold-shock mortality.

.' ' :. -... '... "} •/ ;.•i .. } '. / ' : ! ::, , : •!{ .. • , '/ . ..2'5
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Table 1. Taxa Collected by Trawling Within the Vicinity-of PINGP from 1973 to 1980.

173 1974 '1975 '1976 1977 1978 1979 1980

Famil Species
:,:Petromyzontidae Silver lamprey x x .

Lepisosteidae . Shortnose gar x x x x x x

'Hiodontidae .Goldey''e' x _x
Mooneye x

-lupeidae Gizzard shad: x X: X : x x X-..:' x
Cyprinidae Carp: x x x x x x x x

Silver chub' X". X. X x x
Pugnose minnow x x
Emerald shiner X. x x X x X,. ..
River shiner. X v
Spo~ttai shiner x x ;:Xx x xx
Bullhead minnow, N

: Catostomidae River carpsucker x x
Quillback x x.
White sucker x
Smallmouth buffalo x x x x x x .x

- •-Bigmouth buffalo, x x x: x..- x x x ,
Shorthead redhorse x x x x
**Carpsucker spp xx x'x

Ictaluridae Black bullhead X X.
'" - Yellow bullhead X.,

Channeicatfish x x .x x xx x x
Tadpble madtom', . X X x

•Esocidae Northern pike x x
Percopsidae Trout perch*: x x x x x x
Percichthyidae White bass x x.,xIX. X X X X
Centrarchidae Rock bass . x

Pumpkinseed.. X.
Bluegill X -.'. X x x x X --..
Whitecrapxe-xx x A x.x- x x Kx
Black~crappie x x x x x x x

Percidae Johnny darter x x x
. Yellow perch x x x X.X

Log perch X"X
- Sauger X X. A'.: x xX x X ..

Walleye x x: x.' -x x x x" X'
Sciaenidae '_Freshwater drum- X X X; X. % x xx X X.

S# Families (14) Total species (38) 10 23::: 19 22 19 18 :30;:, 26
**Pior •to 1978 carpsuckers. were identified to genus only .



Table 2. Taxa Collected by Gill Netting Within the Vicinity of PINGP from 1973 to- 1980,

Petromyzontidaer
Lepisosteidae,.

Amiidae
_Hiodontidae.-,:,:

-.Clupeidae..
Cyprinidae..

1973 1974 1975 19.76 1977 1978 1979 1980:
Spcies.-

Silver lamprey x
Longnose-gar x x x. x X: x. xý x
Shortnose gar x x x. x x x
Bowfin x x x x X x x x
Goldeye-. x x x x x x. " X
Mooneye y x x X x x
Gizzard shad x.. x x x x - x:- x:k x

Crp x x x x x x-.
Silver chub: ,.: -. X x x

6

Catostomidae River carpsucker "
. Quillback

Highfin carpsucker
W white sucker ,

Smallmouth buffaic' x.
Bigmouth buffalo
Silver redhorse

' Shorthead redhorse X
S**Carpsucker spp x

Ictalurida" Blackbullhead
S) . "' . Yellow bullhead

Brown bullhead
:Channelcatfishl

Tadpole madt6m , -

- -Flathead catfish'.
Esocidae Noither pike -. x

Gadidae - Burbot
-Percichthyidae .ite i bass X
Centrarchidae-:.,":Rock bass-. -,. - x

:- G•een.sunfish :.
- -Bluegil -

-**Hybrid sunfish
Smallmouth bass.

Largeouthbass..
WAhite crappie
Black crappie - x

x
X. x x
x x x

x x x

x x x,
x x X

: x x . x

x

x

x
x

x
x

X.

x.

x

X x

X X . : X.: ,

:.X 1 ' X ,,: . :

X, X ,, .X

x A

X Xý: x "
x x

x x x

x X x

X, x

K X- x

x- x x

x x

x: x x

x x xx x x

x x: :;. ..X i:i::x .
:X 7 :x . ":"x".":

x A. x x_.

-x ~X x X
,x x: x

x Vx- .x11

x x

xx x x
x -x x x

x .K -: X! . . ,. .x . . •X : .. .:. i .. : . ; :-'. .,.( .. i" : "

Percidae 61- ellw 'perch x -x- x x x x -- x
ýSauger - x x x x x x- x x
Walleye, - x x.. x x x x x x

Sciaenidae" Freshwater drum x x. x x x" x x x
-# Families, (14)- ',Total species (3) 18 -27- :27., 30 30 28 28 -32

" **Prior to. 1978 carpsuckers were identified to genus only
***Most hybrid sunfish werelikkelyLepomis cyanellusx Lpomis macrochirus



Table'3. :Taxa Collected by Seining Within the Vicinity of PINGP from 1§73 to 1984.

Family S ecles
- Lepisosteidae Longnose gar

: .4 "Shortnose gar

Amudae Bowfin

-:Hiodontidaes Goldeys

Mooneye

Clupeidae Gizzard shad

Cyprinidae Carp..:

Speckled chub

Silver chub

. , Notropis spp

Golden shiner

.Common shiner.

1973 1974 1975.1976 1977'1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984

x X

x x X:I. x x x

x
X

x X

X X X x x x X X X X X X

X ý-X. XýI X X X: X X X X X X
ix

x x x X.. x xl'ý X. X. x x x

x x ,
X. x

x x

Emerald shiner X X X_ X X.ý :X; X X X X Xý
Rosyfac6 shiner. x x x

Sand.,shiner x X Xý X

Spotfin.shiner,, XI: X X X ýX, X Xý: X X:
Ri hl r X, X- x

iver s ine X.,

Spottall shiner X 'X ý,,X X:, X: X X.., X. x x x

ý.'-R66 shii x

Mimic shiner x x

Redfi shiner x
BI ck os iner X

a n esh,

iýnows x X.-

.. Homyhead chub,. X
0

Brassy minnow X X

Pugnose minnow. x x x x x x

Silvery minnow ý-X

Fathead minnow x x x X

Bullhead minnow x X: x x x X, X,, X X Xý X.

Bluntnose minnow X X X x

Creek chub X X-

ýýCatostomidae River carpsucker

Quillback x x

White sucker. "X X'_ X ýx

Smallmouth buffalo.%. X %,. Xý X X. X x . Xý

Bigmouth buffalo, X X :ýX X,:,.X X X ýX X

Silver redhorse Xý

Shoirthead redhorsE X X. X Xý' X x x
-Carpsucker spp X Xý X'.1'.XIý:.x X.:ý X X x x x

Ictaluddae.,'. Yellow bullhead x

Channalcaffish X X X X '.,'X X X X X X

TO X x ý-x q.xR919 madtom.
ýtherinidae. Brook silverside x

Esdcldw Northern pike x x x X% :X X x x x

Percopsidae Trout perch xlý x x x x

Percichthyidae, 'White bass x x x X. x X, X. x x X x x

Centrarchidae Rock ass X X -x x x

Green sunfish X X X

Blue gill X x x" - x X.. x x- x x

-Hybrid.su nfish X

:Smallmouth bass. X x, x *x x x x x x ý!.X-: x
Xý x x X-11

liargern.outh base X,
WhItecrappie:.:. x x x x x .. x

X:: x x:1 x X.

Black crappie x x X. X.- X A x x x

Fercidae Yellow P" x x x X* x

Saugef x x x x :Xýý X; x x x x x

alleyei x x x x x x x x x

Log perch x x x x Xý, x x x x x x x

Johnny.darter X X X X X X x .,:x x x x x

Riv er der ter x

Sciaenidae Freshwater drum X, x x x x x x ýx :,.x x x x

# Families (14) Total species (61) 37 -37, *40 33 .29 30 25 30 30 32 30 27

'Red shiner probaiilyýrnis-identffied breeding male spotfin shiner (1975)

r to I iiie carpstickers were *identified to genus only
.- Most hybrid sunfish Were likely Lepomis cyanellus x Lepomis macrochirus

P.:

F..



Table 4. T7ax Collected by Trapnetting Within the Vicinity of PINGP from 1973 to 1987..

S. 1973 1974
Family; SeIe

P petromyzontidae Silver lamprey ... X-

Chestnut lamprey,..

A Acipensendae Lake sturgeon

Lepisosteidae: Longnose gar. X X

S' Amiiae :. Shortnose gar. X X

Amiidae Bowfin X X

Hiodontidae.' Goldeye X
- ooneye x X

Anguillidae American eel X
t Clupeidae Gizzard shad " X X

Cyprinidae " Carp - X X

Emerald shiner

Catostomidae River carpsucker

. Quillback . .

b .Highfin carpsucker

:White sucker -- X X

Blue sucker .

- Spotted sucker X

- Northem hogsucker

Smalimouth buffalo X X

Bigmouth. buffalo X:,- X

River redhorse . - X

Silver redhorse . :. X . X

Golden redhorse

Shorthead redhorse X .X

.Carpsucker spp x x

Ictaluridae " Black bullhead X
.'Yellow bullhead X X

Brown-bullhead X X

Channel catfish X X

Flathead catfish . X

Esocidae Northern pike X X

Gadidae, . . Burbot X

Percichthyidae White bass X X

Centrarchidae Rock bass- X X

Green sunfish

- Pumpkinseed . x
i:: ;!!: : .. i i:,:..:2:i 'i :Bluegill '- -:• X i ..:t: x •

-.- ~ Hyrd sunfish' -

Smalimouth bass X

1975 1976 197.7 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986,1987

x x x
Fx .

x x x X
:X -x Xx x x x x x x X x

k x- kx x xx x x x.x x
x x x x x x x:x .... x x x

X :: X :X .X ::.: ,
-X X X.:X. Xx x "

x X x:. "x x X x .x X X X
x x x :x x x x x x :x x

xxX X X Xx X x x : X

x. :.XX X X .X Xx

x X X X X X X_ X x x x

A x -.. :. -.. .

~Xx. x x ~ ~ - -x x
X XX X:

.x ::x -x X . x .x. x x x., x

; - x x~x - xx x.

x . x x x. x x X x X ,-X: x. x
x X. X X .- --

x x X x x ×x x x, x x .X
X x X."x *x X X: x

X X -Xý X X X X. ':::X-

":X X X X..X X X. : Xý. X :.X
X X : X) X A :. X X. X :,!. x x .

x x x x. x x -X xX. x x x
xxxxxx x.- xxx XX" x X X, x.X X X Xx X xkýX X:, :X

X X. :.X-, X " '

x x
x

x x

.x x

x
X

x
x
X,

x.X
X

x, x
-x x
x
x x

X- x

x x

x
x

'"X
x
-x
x

x x
x *x

x
x x x~

x x
.x x .xix.. ''':

- : " . ' Largemouth bass:. X X X X

White crapp ie X- X x X x X..

- - -Black crappie, X X X X X: X

Percidae : Yellow perch . - X" x X X X.

-Salugerl,' X XI X X X X.:
- -WalleyeX X A X

Sciaenidae.:- Freshwater drum X- X X X. X X x -

# Families (16) ... Total species (47) 26' 35 27 34 36':: 37
, Priorrto 1978 carpsuckers.were identified to genus only -

.***Most hybrid sunfish were likely Lepomis cyanellus x Lepomis macrochirus

x x x x x x. .x x. x

x x x x x x x
x, x.. x X .-x x xx X X. :X - xX x x

x xx xxxX -x x •x •x x: X.x

x x- x x-x x.;-:x x -x

35, 32:-.,34: 29 :30 .33:::30' 26 31



tabe5 axa Collected b lrroibn Witloni the Vicinity of PINGP fromn 1973 to 2005. (Paige 1 of2)

1973 1•974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 .1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989. 1990 199 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005

:'.: ::'',Lepisooteidae :,,Longnose gar "'':":}:'"'""X',:: ',, :X , ... ,X X . x .- X i X X, XXX.-x . , X X " x '}X-' X" X X X•,. : x i x.,, x".x' *x -X- x X,,X"•,x' :X !,x ., X / fX .,,'
y.i•{ •.{X:-i:.."'.' •Sh~oetnagar X:.:"•_' ."X 'X:.,-i XX .X :X:x .X .- XX X. x;:X x . X " X '.X 'X " X XX ."x : x " . X" X ::. X 'X. :X"" X.". X} : .X." X< 'xI"X "

Am•a Bofi X . .x X X X X X x x x x X X , x x x X X X X x X X X.b.. :iodontidae , iGoldeye 
X X x x x x d.x.Moonec X X- X X X. X X"X. X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 'X X X

•" .Anguillidae Amenlcan eel X . .X X X k X. X X X " .X X X, .X ., X X X X X X .-X .X -X -'}X,. . X
:- Clupeidae, . . ..Gizmridsbad X X ' "X X X X .X ,.. X X X .X .X X .X ....X , X X X IX X X X X X X X X X X : X X X X

Cyneidaie Canrpe gaX x x x x x x. x x X x x x x X. x x X X X X X x X x X x x X x. X x X

Sirca. _X XA X X X.

S.otPugnosocminnow X X X r .X : .
x x 

" 
x 

",

ommonshiner . X X . ' x x x x x .

Emeraldshow ine X X X X X

Rirerobjoe X

Ca.,i~ .:i- -Rosyfae• shine r x -. X X" .x. . x : .X;
S.otl 'na-'.e r 

x x x :. 

• .X 
X X X 

. -

X X X•

Redlinda MPlanerxx xi X X~

Spotilv hier cu X. X. ýX X X X

cRedci thiner X

Silveryl mhinnow

Bollbeadininno X X X X X

Biwitnose nhinno XCato"-. ato • ida.. R..-e'caipo~ suker.... ..:.i. •X ,:X .,X " " X X- XX "-" X:"•- X.,. X X X:-. X X ". X X: ' X" X: " X:Y' X: X " X.: X-. X . ....X *X. X X X..ii .' X. . -"

Hpihfincaspinek X XýX X, X X X X XX

W n hineucer Xq ~ X X X X*X X X X X X X

Bluoucee X- X X X X-, X X X Xý X -

d spo tt d h ina er . X . X:X:X X" X

NoratherdminhowackX* X X

Bimavhulao' X X X X X X X X X X X X X X XX X X X X, X X X X X. Xý :X X

t ivlreo•• . " x x x .X X x x X x x x X X X X x x X X X.- x x

Si : " i lvr•reh korse X X X X X '. X X X X"xX X X X X X X X X X X X X x x :x x

Goldersuckr'e X " . X X X X X AX X "X X X X X X X X X X:X X X X x . X .. X:.X

'} :! .:~~~~~~~X : -,_ .. . ,: Xio h • k • i .- . : i .: . ; . ." X . x x - x" x x '} : " . -X ,
";}: i.:"Smallmouth bouffalo " . x~i..":•x , x• x x x x x:.x::x . . x x .x -x-x x x x x. x .,, X '..X X x x ,

x x 1.."x-x x .x x ...x x-X ( x, . .x .x/ .::Bigmnouthbuffan6., .: X •: :x X ' ,:x X . X . X x X X X. X X ' X. X'. X X x: X ." ... X x.

' .': • :¢ . Silveiredhorse 'i '''"X "X ' x •" x ..x x x x x x x xx'"' x! . Tx X xx. x X. -x: x .x x,: x ix x X.- x ,. x x.
""'"/ i::7 ":!:: G.oldn-edh.-s I x'i{ x.{: .." ., .X " .- , .". X " X . x x .X, . -x ".X' "x x • . x x x- x• X:. 'X-... X "' -:X X x.. " x X' ..



Table 5. Taa Collected by Electrofishing Within the Vicinity of PINGP from 1973 to 2005. (Page 2 of 2)

0

Shortheadredhorse XX -.X X X X-X X- X:. X X X X "X X.

- Greater redhorse.. .........-....."...-.... .X -.

.a..-ucskerspp X X X X X xX X

Ictalhridae Black bullhead .. : X X X X X

Yellow bullhead X X X

Channel catfish X X x A X X X X X X X x x x x x

Tadpole madtom X

Flathead catfish X X '.X X X X X X X X - X X X X

Atheeinidae Brook silverside X

-Esocidae Northern pike X X X X X X X x X x X X X X x

Muskellunge2X
.Salmonid ae Brown trout .. X X -

eercopsidae - , Trout perch - X . X - : X

Gadidae B" rbot - X X,',ý .'X X_ X X x .,: x

Percichthyidac Whitebas X X X X X X X X X X X x X. -x x

Centrarchidae- Rockbas". X X -X X X X X X X X X X XI X ...X

Greensunlish " " X X X X X X X X X X X. X X X-

Punpki reed X X X

,iOrangespottedtsuntish X X:

Bluegill X X X x x X X X X X X X X. X.

:Smallmouthbaa. X XX X X X X X X X X X X X X

Largemouthibas• X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

White crappie X AX X X X9.C X X X X X X X X X

Black crappie X X X X.X X X X X X X XX X X

.'no*Hybnidsunfish . X -X X X, X

P Y -1 X,:' .ellow,.ch XX X x x x x x x X X X x. Johnny.darter x ..x X X X

Sager , X. X x X X x X- X:- x x x X ,x.: x

Woye 1 X.X X X X" X X X X x X"X 'X X X

Saugeye.-
LoxpcliX X - X

Sciaentdae- Fieshwaterdrum< X .X X x x 1X . . X X X X.X.

# Families (20)Total species (71) 25 44 *40 43 427 40 .45 44 33 36 32 34. 31 33 34

Red shiner probably misidentified breeding male sjotfo shiner (1975)

n*Prior to1978 carp"uckish were identified.to genso only
-MostI hybrid snfnish were likely Lejiomit cyanellus a Lepomnia macroeltirus'

X X

XX

X X

X X

.X

'x

X X. X X x X x X . x X X x x X X
X X . - XX

: " ' " ' " x x - x. - x:

..X X

X

-X X

X X -X X X

X X X X X

X X XX X X X X X

X X X ''

X X X X X X X X X X X x x

X X 'X X X" X X" X X-"X X X X X X
X . - . ... . .x- .,. 7..., : -. .x x x I.. x ..

X X

X X X - X X

X X

X X

x x

X

x

x

X:

x

x
.x

x

x

x

x

x

X

X

X

X
X

X X- X. X X X

X X X X X X

X X X. X X X

X X X X X X

X X X X X X

X- X X X X X

"..X X .X X X x

X X -X X X X

X X X
X "X ,X

x X X
X X "X

X. ..X .X"

X X X

X X X

• X X ,X

X X Xx .x A
X .X X,

X x

X. -X X

X x X

X

x

x

x
X

XýxS

X

X

X

X Xý X
ýx" x X
.X X X

X X X

X X X

X .X X

X X

X -X X-

X X "X

X X X

X X X

.X X X

X

X

X.

x

x

X

X
x

x

A

X-

x

X_

x_x

x

X

X,

x

X X X

X X

.X. ...[ :.: . 7(: : -

X X X,

X X X

X "X X

X X X

X X X

X X X

X X X

X X X

X X X X, X X " X5:

X- X X X X .X X X X.

X X X X X X X.. X -X

x x x - X "x X X X :

. , . ., . . . . . • •
X X

.38 38

X .x X 'X>X X X .x

35 36 39 35 37. 39 34 40 39

X

40

X X X X X " X
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Table 6. Frequency of. Occurrence of Mussels Collected in the Vicinity of PINGP, 1980..

- Taxa #:Collected.

Amblema'plicata.;
Obliquaria .reflexa.
Fusconaia undata
Trunccilia donaciformis
Qua drula puStulosa
Trun cilia truncata .,
.Anodontagrandis
- • ... . .v ,.ig .'. .... ..

Fus6onaia flava -
Toxolasma parvus
Leptodea fragilis
Unidentified. - ,:
Lampsilis radiata siliquoidea
EIliptio dilatata.
Actinonaias carinata
Anodonta imbecillis

.. Anodonta corpulenta .
i.-Leptodea /aevissima....

Leptodea ovata ventricosa
) Pleurobema cordatum

Pro ptera alata
Fusconala -ebena
Quadrula quadrula.

35'
30
22
13

9 .
67

6

4
2• ,
2

1

248

* Collected from traveling screen wash.
SFound a'sIrelic. shells only.** Fo nd a~reli., : 'p'



-)-Table 7. Relative Abundance of Upper Mississippi River Navigation Pool 3 Mussel Species.

Scientific Name Common Name" Ponl 3
Common Name , 1,, Pool 3

Subfamily Cumberlandinae
Cumbertandia monod.Spectaclecase

Subfamily Ambleminae
Amblema.plicata. Three ridge
Cyclonaias tuberculat. Purple wartybackl'"
Elliptio crassidens.. : Elephant ear.

. ... --Elliptio dilatata .- Spike
Fusconaia ebena Ebonyshell
Fusconaia flava Wabash pigtoe.
Megalonaias nervosa Washboard
Plethobasus cyphyus Sheepnose -
Pleurobema sintoxia Round pigtoe :
Quadrula fragosa Winged mapleleaf
Quadrula metanevra, Monkeyface
Quadrula nodulata Wartyback
Quadrula pustulosa Pimpleback
Quadrula quadrula iMapleleaf
Tritogonia verrucosa Pistolgrip

Subfamily Anodontinae
Alasmidonta marginat. Elktoe
Arcidens confragosus Rock pocketbook
Lasmigona complanal White heelsplitter
Pyganodongrandis Giant floater

* ) Simpsonaias ambigua Salamander mussel
• Strophitus Undulatus Strange floater.

Utterbackia imbecillis Paper pondshell

Subfamily Lampsilinae ,
Actinonaias ligamenti Mucket . -

Ellipsaria lineolata Butterfly
-.,Epioblasma triquetra Snuffbox -

Lampsilis cardium Plainopcketbook.
Lampsilis higginsi: Higgins eye
Lampsilis siliquoidea Fatmucket
Lampsilis teres. .Yellow:sandshell
Leptodea fragilis. Fragile papershell
Ligumia recta -:.:'Black sandshell
Obliquaria reflexa. T:-hreehom wartyback
Obovaria ofivaria -..: Hickorynut
Potamilus alatus Pink heelsplitter
Potamilus ohiensis Pink papershell
Toxolasma parvus Lilliput
Truncilla donaciformis Fawnsfoot
Truncilla truncata Deertoe
Venustaconcha ellipsi Ellipse

H-

A
H
H

A
R
H
R
H
H
C
C
C

H

R
R
R
C.

H
R
R

SR"

R.

H
C
H
R
H
R
R "

A
R-•

C.
,C
R
R•

C
H

Live species
Historic
Total species

27
13
40

H=Records of occurrence but no live collections have been documented in the past 25 years.
R=Rare, does not usually appear in sample collections.
C=Commonly taken in most samples; can make up. a large portion of some samples.
A=Abundantly. taken in most samples.

Source:: Kelner. 2003.2



Table 8. Minnesota and Wisconsin Listing of Endangered, Threatened, and Special -Concern Species.

FISH.

Scientific Name
Minnesota
StatusCommon Name

Acipenserfulvescens. Lake sturgeon
• Alosa chrysochloris ..... Skipjack herring.
Ammocrypta asprella Crystal darter:

Aphredoderus sayanus, Pirate perch,
'.Coregonuskiyi Kiyi
Coregonus zenithicus Shortjaw cisco
Cycleptus elongatus Blue sucker
Erimystax x-punctata Gravel.chub!
Etheostama chlorosoma Bluntnose darter
Etheostoma microperca Least darter
Fundulus dispar Starhead topminnow

-Fundulus sciadicus Plains topminnow
Hiodon asosoides Goldeye
Ichthyomyzon fossor Northern brook lamprey
Ichthyomyzon gagel. Southern brook lamprey,
.Ictiobus niger Black buffalo
Lepomis megalotis - Longear sunfish

* Luxilus chrysocephalus Striped shiner,
Lythrurus umbratisis Redfin shiner
Macrhybopsis aestivalis -Shoal chub
Morone mississippiensis Yellow bass
Moxostoma carinatum River redhorse
Moxostoma duquesnei Black redhorse
Moxostoma valenciennesi. Greater redhorse
Notropis amnis- Pallid shiner
Notropis anogenus Pugnose shiner
.Notropis nubilus Ozark minnow,
Notropistopeka Topeka shiner
Noturus exilis; Slender madtom
Percina evides Gilt darter
Polyodon spathula ... Paddlefish.

SC
SC
SC
SC
SC

..SC
SC
SC
NL
SC
NL
SC
NL
SC

,SC

SC
NL
NL
NL
NL

SC.
NL
NL
NL
SC
SC

... .NL

SC

T

Wisconsin
- " Status

NL

E
.... *. NL •

NL
NL

E :

'ENL

ENL

-NL "

T

-E
TI

NL :'
T,

E
T

NL
E

T
T -

Status Designations:ý-
E=Endangered
T=Threatenedi
SC=Special .Concern
NL=Not Listed..-..

SourcesV: Minnesota Department of NatUral Resources....
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources.



Table 9. Minnesota and Wisconsin Listing of Endangered, Threatened, and Special Concern.Species.

Mussels
Minnesota.
Status

Wisconsin
Status

Federal
StatusScientific Name Common Name

ACtinoaias figamentina
..Alasmidonta marginata
Alasmidonta viridis
Arcidens confragosus
Cumberlandia monodonta
Cyclonaias tuberculata -
Ellipsaria lineolata
Elliptio crassidens.
Elliptio dilatata

SEpioblasma triquetra.

Fusconaia ebena
Lampsilis higginsi'
Lampsilis teres
Lasmigona compressa:
Lasmigona costata
Ligumia recta
Megalonaias nervosa
Obovaria olivaria
Plethobasus cyphyus

..Pleurobema coccineum..
* Quadrula fragosa. . .

. Quadrula metanevra..
Quadrula nodulata
Simpsonaias ambigua. "
'Tritogonia verrucosa
Venustaconcha ellipsiformis
Villosa iris

Mucket
Elktoe
Slippershell mussel
Rock pocketbook
Spectaclecase
Purple wartyback
Butterfly
Elephant ear
Spike
Snuffbox
.Ebonyshell
Higgins eye
Yellow sandshell
Creek heelsplitter
Fluted-shell.
Black sandshell
Washboard
Hickorynut
Sheepnose
Round pigtoe
Winged mapleleaf
Monkeyface.. .
Wartyback .
Salamander mussel.
Pistolgrip
Ellipse
Rainbow shell

T
T
NL"
E
T

E.
SC
T
E
E
E
SC
SC
SC
T
SC
E
T
E
T
E
T
T

NL

_.NL
.NL

T
7T
E
E
'E
E

E
E
E

N L
ýNL
NL
NLý
NL:
E
" NL
E
T
T . ..
TN
T.
T.
E

E

Status Designations:
E=Endangered
T-Threatened ....

SC=Special Concern
NL=Not Listed

Sources: Minnesota Department of Natural.Resources.ý
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources.
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Table 10. Total Number ared Percent Compnsitiun of Fish Impinged at PINGP from 1973 to 1984. .

1973- 1974 . 1975 1976
Taxi Number . % Number. % Number .: % Number -A Numbe

1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 18" 19I33* 1984
e % Number % Number % Number % Number. % Number % Number % . Number 1k Totals %
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10
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19

.0.

S 01
10
0

87

.0

8877

, 24

147

0:o
0.2

244
0

414
, 0

0
.• 0.

2.•7..

'1.144

09.

6.0M%. - ;.,2 -. 0.00% "9 0.01%.-
0.02% 4 0.00% 36 0.04%

.0.00% %12. .0.00% 3 0.00%
0.00% 6 0.00% 16 0.02%
0.01%. 2 "0.00% 18 :.0.02%

0000% .08% , 2- 0.00%,
0.02% 0 0.00% .17 0.02%
0.00% 0 0.00% .0 0.00%

[ 93.90% 132,667 93.57% 70,506 75.55%
0.00W, 2 0.00% 5 0.01%
0.00% "+ 1 0,00%A 28. :0.03%
0.00% " 0 0.00% 0 0.00%
0.00% 0 00% 10to 0.01%
804% 35 0.02% '110 " 0.12%

20.0% 289 0.20% 427 0.46%
0.14% 0 , 07%. 259 0.28%
0.84% 776 0.53% 2.231 2.39%
0.01% 79 0.05% 150 .0.16%
0.00. 0 000% 83 0.09%
.0.02% 9 001% 11 0.01%
0.00% 3 0.00% 27 0.03%
'0.00% 0 0o00% 1 0.00%

. 0.01% 18 0.01% 34 0.04%-
0.00% 0 o00% -0 0.00%
000% 0 0.00% 0 0.00%

.0.00% 0 .000% 0 0.00%

.0.00%1. 0 0.60% , 0 0.00%
0.00% 0 0.00% 15 0.02%
0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00%
1.28% 148 ' 0.10% 2797 3.0%.
0.01% 12 0.01% 38 0.04%
0.00% .0 0.00% 4 0.00%
0.00% 0 0.00% 9 011 0.87%
0.03% 637 0.44% , 6,223 6.67%
0.09% 1 0.02% " 33 0.04%
0.02% . 35 0.02% 90 0.10%
0.00% 3. 0.00% 12 0.01%

A003% 26 0.02% 49 0.05%
0.02%, - 19 0.01% 6 0.01%

0.69% .1,367 0.94% 2,712 291%
0.03% 57 0.04%. 76 0.08%

:0.01%" 56:" 004% , Iill 0.12%"
0.00% 0: 0.00% 0 0.00%
0.21%-. , : 674 .'0.46% 242 0.26%
000% . .. " 0 0.00% 1 ' 0.00%
000D% ;::0 0.00%. 0 0.00%.
0.00% - 5 0.00% 0 0.00%
0.00%'" 13 001% 2 .0.00%
0.64% .-. 1.704. 1.17% 2,030 2.18%
0.00 1, 0.00% 6 0.01%.
0.04% "13 . 0.01% , 1 -0.09%
0.06%0 13 .- 001% 15 0.02%
80.0% 0 O0,0% 2 0.00%

.0.00% 0 0.001k%'ý. 0 0.00%,.
-. 000% 0 000% 0 0.00%

0.01% 13 0.01%:.-: 97. 0.10%
.'000% ' 5 0.00%.. 27r 0.03%
0.13%,' .69 0.05% : 73. . 0.08%
1.65% 3,143. 2.15% 3.789 4.06%
0.00% it . 21 - 0.01% . 3 .0.00%
0 00% . 0 0.00% .0 0.00%

152.8

5;5

84

446

6.

74,371

9 0.00% 3 0.00%
50 .0.02% 27 0.00%
4- 00% 1 0.00%

.12 0.00% 9 0.00%
30 .01% 16 0+00%

00 0,% 1, 000%
20 001% 12 0.00%

1 0.00% 1 0.00%
78 580.51% 4560949 82.39%
2 0.00% 1 0.00%

17. 0.01% 14 0.00%
0 0.00%' 1 0.00%
0 0.00% 0 000%.

57 0.06% 14 0.00%
093 0.38% 122 0.02%
43 0.05% 14 0.00%

81 2.14% 374 U.0.07%
15 0.04% 43 0.01%
6', 0.00% 0 0.00%.

18 0.01% 7 0.00%
46 0.06% 26 0.00%

2 0.00% 12 o.00%
40 0.02% ,"19 0.00%

0. 0.00% 1. 0.00%
0- 0.00% "0 0.00%l.
1 0.00% .0 0.00%
I 0.00% 4. 0.00%.
2 0.001%k 1 0.00%
0 0.00% 0 0.00%
0 0.00% 0 0.00%
0 ". 0.00% 0 0.00%
0 0.00% 0 0.00%

54 1.36% 274 0.05%
57 3.24% 3,977 0.72%
38 0.01% .. 64 0.01%
44 0.06% .. :73 0.01%
.4 0.00%1 " 4 0.00%
23 0.01%,-. 13 0.00%
31 0.01% - 10 0.00%
38 17.08% 9,725 1.75%
99 0.04% 35 . 0.01%
96 0.08% . 189 0.03%

0 0.00% "': 0 0.00%
01 0.61% 2.317 0.42%
1 0.00%. 0 0.08%

.0 0.00% 1 .'0.00%
1 0.001%• 0 0.00%

14 .0.01% 12 0800%
52 2.62%: 5,530 .1.00%
19 0.01% " 1 0.00%
30 .0.01% 23 0.00%
21 .C0.01%.. 5 000%"

1 0.o0% 0 -0.00%
2 " 0.00%. 0 0.00%
1 0.00% 0 0.00%

80 0.02% 14 0.001.
18 0.05%- 47 0.01%
57 0.02% 22 0.00%
90 13:16% 74.422 13.42%
00 0.27% 160 0.03%

2 0.08% 0 0.00%

4
14

0

203

15
0

93,895

6

08

33
562

0
1234

82
0

15
."414

1
0

12

14

455
.03

12
76

+19
.3 -,

30

" 0

0.
36

; 36

3,63

143
':0

.0.00 .3"
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0.00%. 0
0.00% 3
0.00%. 26
0.00% . 0
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0.00% 1
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0.01% 2
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0.00W 4
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32 0.01% 2 0.00% 719 0.04%-
262 0.12% 730 0.35% 12.570 .0.64%

34 0.02% 28 0.01% 1.008 0.05%
0 .10.00% 0 0.00% 89 1000%

26 0.01% 4 0.00% 253 0.01%
22 0.01% 10 0.00% 804 0.04%
2 0.00% 2 0.00% 37 0.00%
•.8 0.00% 20 0.01% 229 0.01%

0 0.00% 0 0.00% 6 0.00%
2 0.00% 0 0.00% 2 0.00%

2 0.00% 0 0.00% 7 0.00%
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0 0.00%1/ 0 0.00% 56 0.00%
0 0.00% 0 0.1k% 6 " 0.00%

A48 0.07% 58 0.03% 50568 0.28%

3,458 1.55% 1,014 0,48% 34,693 1.76%

. 0.00% 0 0.08% 265 0.01%.
86 0.04% 32 0.02%- 769 0.04%
0, 0.00% 0 0.00% .23 0.00%
6 0.00% 18 0.01% 166 0.01%

4 0.00% 6 0.01% 113 0.01%.

.1.312 0.59% -274 013% 69,495 "3.52%
16 0.01% 2 0,00% 448 "0.02%
12 0.01%. 140. 0.07% -931 0.05%
0 0.00% ' 0 0.00% . 2 0.00%

S708 0.32% N0 -0.42% 8 9.995 ..0.46%
0 0.00%. .0 0.00% 2 0.00%
0 000%", 0 0.00% 1 0.00%
8.0.00% 2 200 .31 • 0.00%
.6 0.00% -""0. 0.00% 8 7 0.00

S2390. 1.07% .. 218 0.10%" .23,346 1.18%
• --0 .0.00% . "+ 0 0.0(0% .""29 -, 0.00%

26. 0.01% . 1 0. 0.00% 276 0.01%
:-2 0.00% . 0 0.00% .'121 .0.01%
-'0" 0.00% .'. .0 0.0016' "3 0.00%

0 .0.00% . 0.00% -"/ ... 2. 0.00%
0 0.00% 0 0.00% '. 1 0.00%

0 o0.04% . 12 0.01% -548 0.03%
44 0.02% 16 0.01% 425, 0.02%

0 .0.00% 0 .00%.0 375 0.02%

41,390 18.60% . 2.944. 1.40% 227,549 11.52%
38 . 0.02% : 24 0.01% 1,570 0.08%

0 0n0n 0 1- n I 0
0 0 go%: 0 000%

om It 0 om 0 O.OD%
SQflO 10000%•/ • 14R11000 101100%"P 63 334 tD00.00% 261.285 5 00.00% 504.090 100.00%• •105.983 100.00% 24.967. 100.00% 110.764 100.00% 54.376 100.00% .121.896 100.00% 222.478. 100.00% 210.590 100.0M. 1,975,552 100.00A"

a1973 numbers represent fish impinged from March 21 through Apri 30 and November 20 through January 2,1974.:.
cc 1981 to 1984 number muulpried by 2 since sampling occurred every other week.



Ta..ble 11. PiNGP Non-fish species Sampledoff Screens (mammals, insects and birds excluded) 1973-1984.

Year .: 1973. .1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982

T urtles
Spiny softshell* 9 32-59-365.403 "" 94.35.J.4. . 89220 15 '22..1387 32.2

Map 7 , A 6 9 3 2 3>: 5 - 2 4 - 45i 1.0

Painted -21 37T 16 5: 7 4. 5 -95- 2.2

.WesternPainted 5 4 9 14 32. 0.7

Eastern Painted ,1 10.0

False map 1 1 2 :: - .1 1 .1 - 1 8. 0.2

Snapping 2 9 g1 5 1 6 . 1 25 :0.6

Unid turtle 3 3 0.1

- Mussels
Clams'. 372 36 33 127. 251 185 1,004 23.3
Stout floater .6 .6 0.1

Heelsplitter' 3 3 0.1

Fawnfoot .2 2 : 0.0

Deertoe . 1 1 0.0

-. ,Threeridge .1 .. 0.0

. Fragile papershell . - 2 5 .7 0.2

Pink papershell. - 68 6 0.2

Pocketbook'...- 1 0.0

.Paper floater- - 19 14- 51 84 1.9
Corbicula'I -53~ 

:- 53'..1 1.2

Unidentified: c.lam:.. 1 134.:: - - 5 - . 140 3.2

Crayfish 244: 253 148 101 42 34 57 38 12 9 9 24 981 22.8
Mudpuppy 15 . -8 ' 30 37 .32 33 116. 16 4 9 22 7 329 .,7.6:

-Leopard fr 25It1 1 1. 7 -. 5- -2 213 ý69 1.6.
Unidfr 2 ...2:: 0.0

Toad 1 1 71, -. 12 -0.3

.Snake 2 '2 51 _-"..5: 0.1

Snail -2 52 1 50.1

Totals, 302 337 415 901 547 .245 365 566 157 61 171 242 4,309

*Clams include: Fawns foot, corbicula, paper pocnd shells, floaters, fragile paper shells, unidentified :.

.+Corbicula not counted or recorded consistently, due to sheer numbers



Table 12. Estima,-ted Total Number of Fish Impinged on the PINGP ntake Coarse Mesh.Screens
from November 1983 through March

Taxa :Nov-83 Dec-83

Silver lamprey'-
Gizzard shad
Minnow species

Shiner s•pecies,.
River carpsucker:"
Shorthead redhorse
Bullhead species
Channel catfish
Tadpole madtom
Flathead catfish.
Trout perch .
White -bass'
Green sunfish:
Bluegill;..
Crappie species:"
Logperch"..
Freshwater drum',:.

Total I

Si .3,650.
0ý

40
.0

0
0

250

10
20
80
40
•0.

-. .. "20
":.-80

: * 17.0

:827
-4.

...42
0'
4
0

319
4
0

S"0

.4

21
0
82

" •8

1984. ..

Jan-84 i

0

0

144
0

-0

4

:16-:

4•
40

589
6:

70,,
" .0

3i.

" 177

•, 150

0•.

" "-17 .:!.

35. "

32,
.247

:Feb-84 Mar-84

::i.13 -i
241

67

7
7.

235
0

34
7

107
:0

.27
80

0.
469

Total!.,..

33
9,683
.: 10 ...

227
•7
15
10

1,125
14
69
11.

123
25 ::,
80

220'..

"-934"

0.3
76.6

0.1

0.1
0.1
0.1
8.9
0.1
0.5
0.1 ,

0.2.
0.6

0.4.
7.4

-4,-280. 1,258 4.4,604 1,1 194 1, 3 1,.1,301- S12,6.37--



Table 13. Survival Rates of Fish Taxa Impinged on the PINGP Intake Coarse Mesh Screens from
November 1983 through March 1984.

:Total #
Collected

Initial-
DeadTaxa

Initial;Live: Initial"Live After&.% Live,
% Live 96 Hours 96 Hours"

7

Silver lamprey
Gizzard shad.
Minnow species -

Shiner species.
River carpsucker
Shorthead .redhorse'
Bullhead species
Channel catfish-
Tadpole madtom. -
Flathead. catfish
Trout perch
White bass
Green sunfish
Bluegill

Crappie species,
Logperch
Freshwater drum

1,579.

.3
41

" 3

2'
194

2
:-10

:2

17
5

1-3

32
6

-153-

1,455
1

.1

0
5
0

561
1

" 11
"1

6
6•

0
56

9ý 100.0%*
124. 7.9%

2, 66.7%
27 :.65.9%

" 0:. 0.0%

3 100.0%

.. 100.0%
189 97.4%

2.2 100.0%
:9 90.0%
1 50.0%
6 35.3%

7 .4 80.0%
7 53.8%

26 81.3%
6 • 100.0%/o

97' 63.4%

514 24.8%

. -7

A162

4 -

.0'0

4
'5
4

6
17

•- 77..8%::

1.1%
33.3%

i:26.8%/,

0.0% "

1,0 0.'0%0
•, 100.0%

83.5%0
50.0% OXO
40.0%

0.0%
80.0%

'80.0%"

38.50/%
12.5%

100.0%0/
1.1.1%

Total 2,072 1,558 244 '11.8%

Less Shad. 493 103 L390 79.1%.., 227r..-. 46.0%,

q



Table .14. Estimated Number and Percent Composition ofFish and Eggs Impinged on Fine Mesh Screens During April through August 1984 to 1988.

•_ _- __ _-. _ " • . 1984 1985 " 1986 1987 "1988
Taxa Life Stage I Number I% Number % -. I Number %I Number %I Number "_ %

Centrarchidae'..
Cypdnidae
Percidae•
Trout perch
Freshwater drum
Unidentified
Bullhead Spp.
Burbot
Carp ;
Catostomidae
Channel catfish
Cyprinidae
Flathead catfish
Freshwater drum
Gar spp.
Gizzard-shad
Lepomis spp..
Percidae.
Pomoxis spp.,
Rock bass
Troutperch
Tadpole madtom
White bass
Walleye
Burbot
Carp
Catostomidae
Centrarchidae
Coregonus spp. -

Cypdnidae
Freshwater drum
Gar spp..
Gizzard shad
Lepomis spp.
Mooneye
Northern pike
Percidae
Pomoxis spp..
Rockbass
Sauger,
Sander spp.
Trout perch
Unidentified
White bass
Walleye.
Bullhead spp.'
Burbot
Carp
Catostomidae
Channel catfish
Centrarchidae.
Cyprinidae
Flathead catfish
Freshwater drum
Gizzard shad
Lepomis spp.:
Mooneye
Percidae
Pomoxis spp.
Rock bass.
Sauger
Sander spp.
Trout perch
TadPole madtom
Unidentified:
White bass
Walleye
Percidae.I InidiAnflifpil_ i

adult
adult
adult .
adult:
egg.

.egg:
juvenile
juvenile
juvenile
juve.nile
juvenile

: juvenile .
juvenile**
juvenile

* juvenile.
juvenile.
juvenile
juvenile
juvenile :1
juvenile
juvenile
juvenile
juvenile
juvenile

postiarvae
postlarvae
postiarvae
postlarvae.
postlarvae

* postlarvae.
postlarvae..
postlarvae
postlarvae
postlarvae.

* postarvae
* postlarvae

postlarvae
postlarvae
postlarvae

* postiarvae
postlarvae
postlarvae
posatarvae

. postlarvae
-postiarvae
prolarvae
prolarvae.:
prolarvae
prolarvae
prolarvae
prolarvas.:
prolarvae
prolarvae
prolarvae
prolarvae.
prolarvae
prolarvas
prolarvas
prolarvae
prolarvae
prolarvae
prolarvas
prolarvae .
prolarvae
prolarvae
prolarvae

* prolarvae,
unidentified
Sniid-nfifi-I

*326,013
'43,680
26,880

9,135,760
2,747,032

24,080

" 1,151,017

*992,483
312,432,548
-41,927,497

1 824,503

2,786,320

124,972" 659,360

504,035
403,170,'

. 165,719
269.953
'423.986
342,873

6,720
446

1,174,154
342.222

0.07%
0.01%
0.01%
1.85%
0.56%
0.00%

0.23%
- 0.20%

•63.40%

2U688 b.01%

40883,385
5,131,250

872,694
3,259,697

1,344

218,848
208:992

•."30,240:

2,688
2,464

28,880

1.156,512

13,440.
1,792

69,566,744
4,654,935

15,854,289

,1,619,738

185,808
6,210,510

897,568
"77,280

68,992:
.227,528

-137,032

.86,464.
:19,488

2,240

1 58,368
83,048

251,328

8.51%
0.17%

.0.57%

:0.03%
0.13%
.0.10%
0.08%
0.03%
0.05%

•0.09%
0.07%
0.00%

0.00%
0.24%
0.07%

0.99%
1.04%

0.18%
0.66%

.0.00%

0.04%
0.04%
0.01%

0.00%
0.00%

'0.01%
0.23%

0.00%
"0.00%

14.12%
0.94%
3.22%

0.33%
:0.04%
1.26%

.0. .18%

0.02%
.0.01%
0.05%
0.03%

.0.02%

0.00%
0.00%

0.03%
:0.02%

0.05%

n niol.

17,010,668. -524.093

2,688

5,376

2;459,504.
207,712

32,256
278,976

22,848
33,600

.15,072

14,112
16,128
8,064

448,
. 534,752

201,576
2,688

2,080,416
984,880
2.688

598,800
237,216

66,832
.250,699

4,928'
3,0O11

40.04%
1.23%
0.0 1%

0.01%

.5.79%

0.49%
0.08%
0.66%

0.05%
0.08%

0.04%

-0.03%
0.04%
0.02%

0.00%

1.26%
0.47%
0.01%

4.90%
2.32%
0.01%

1.41%0.56%

0.16%
0.59%
0.01%
0.01%

6,1
'3

8

6

4,1
,.1

88486 0.01%

75,592 9.84%
28,630. 0.52%

1 344 0.00%
24,528 0.04%
22,736 0.04%
60,496 1.37%
94,656 0.31%

4,480 :. _0.01%
53,352 1.04%

1,344 0.00%
38.080 0.06%
43,456 0.07%

8,512, 0.01%
13,664 .0.02%

41;664 0.07%

51,072- 0.08%
4,480 0.01%

72,200 6.65%
13,120 0.18%

11,6'2.5!

2
1.0

14,3

7.3

3,6

.672
14,700
1.176

72,852
98,570:

513,080
2,007,544

4,032'
*4,264,536

345,016

10,483
75,072

237,040
2,240

4,480
34,496

1,482,336
17,920

0.00%
.0.02%
0.00%

15.13%
3.37%

0.82%
.3.20%
0.01%

6.80%
0.55%

0.02%
0.12%
0.38%
0.00%

0.01%
0.05%
2.36%
0.03%

7,644 0.01%
5.292 0.01%

35,494 0.31%
46,346 .1.36%

55,032 0.85%

28.812, 0.04%
10,584 ': 0.01%
26,208 .0.03%

4,116 0.01%

1,176 0.00%
2,352 0.00%
1,176 '0.00%

01,598 0.13%

448 0.00%
72,319. 3.08%
51 .120 0.07%

42,980 .18.59%

17,102,. 9.48%

27,968 :4.70%
98,952 0.13%

62,524 .0.21%
79,364 0.23%

69,056 "0.09%

69,732" .0.09%
549,064 0.71%
4.032 0.01%

.23,744 0.03%
67,071: 3.20%
327;428. 0.42%
'14,112.. 0.02%

980,864 -9.05%

336,836 .27.66%
168,252 :,:0.22%
65,856 . 0.09%
4,200 . 0.01%

162,644 . '0.21%
13,524 0.02%

588 0.00%
16,800: 0.02%

315,840

9,782,976
2,438,464

1,344
110,656

6,028,512
2,688

.-331,968

5,376
77,952
ý4,032

5,376

3,136

.552,608
15,232

8,736

448
7,789,600
3,525,984

2.464,448
857.472

17.472
61 824

4,480

0.47%

14.56%
3.63%

0.00%
0.16%
8.97%
0.00%
0.49%

0.01%

0.12%
0.01%

0.01%

0.00%
.0.82%
0.02%
0.01%
0.00%

11.59%
5.25%

3.67%
1.28%

...0.03%

0.09%

0.01%

2,016 0.00%
355,585.' 0.84%

1,503,104
1,748,970

266,112
448

651.264-

11,609,536
114,032
..58.688

17,024
69,063

3.54%
4.12%
0.63%
0.00%
1.53%

27.32%

0.27%
0.14%
0.04%

0.16%

16,422,806 ' 26.17%
7,758,013 12.36%

20,608 0.03%

527,184 0.84%

15,306,928 24.39%
269,488 '0.43%
28,000 0.04%
71,296 0.11%

160,334 0.26%
107,968 0.17%

1:.:,1,344 0.00%

2,4
3

6,9

21,

1 5,376 0.01%
637,952 0.95%

19,936. 0.03%
536,032 0.80%
145,600 0.22%
18,816 0.03%
9.408 0.01%

525,504 0.78%

28,620,928 42.60%
913,024 1.36%
370,944 0.55%

448 0.00%
41.440 0.06%
2,912 0.00%

16;128 0.02%

1,344 0.00%A
433,216 0.64%
478,912 . 0.71%
2,688 .0.00%

•84.896 0.20%
1,344 0.00%

25,626 0.06%
2,573. 01%

1.344 0.00%

88,243- 0.21%
149,648 0.35%
13,978 0.03%

.120816 "0R8%

54.1 18 0;09%
4,032 A0.01%

135,232 0.22%
10,752 0.02%
30,374 0.05%
6,048 0.01%

77 .07 n t?-,

241.008 0.31%
56,592 0.07%
6,720 0.01%

prolarvae 100,116,592 2 0 .3 2 % 16,405,8934 38.61% 40,908,477 6 5 . 19 % 31.886,239 41.33% 32,137,280 " 47.83%
postiarvae 17,311,8180 3.51% 5,326.535 :12.54% 13,283.595 121.17% 28,644,661 37.39% 15,944,768 23.73%
juvenile 363,039,236 73.67% 3,096,336 :7.29% 1,963,864 3.13% 2,125,830ý 2.76% 6, 567,904 9.78%
adult 396,573 0.08% 2,688 0.01% 8,848 ::'0.01% 16,548 0.02% 315,840,. .0.47%

eggs 11,882,792 : 2.41% 17.534,761 41.27% 6,504,222 10.36% 14,271,422,:: 18.50% 12.221440 :18.19%
unidentified 71.624 0.01% 120,8168 0.28% 84,045 0.13%6/ 0 0.00% ' 0. 0.00%
TOTAL 1492,818,635 100.00% 42,487,029 100.006 00.00% 77,144,700 100.00% 67,187,232 100.00%



Table 15. Summary of Initial Survival Based on Taxa and Life Stage from 1984 to 1989.

T,• ax'a " ý
Bullhead spp.
Bullhead spp.
Burbot
Burbot
Carp
Carp
Carp

S. Catostomidae

Catostomidae
. Catostomidae -

Channel. catfish
Channel catfish
Centrarchidae,
Centrarchidae-'
Coregonus spp."
Cyprinidae
Cyprinidae
Cyprinidae..
Cyprinidae
Flathead catfish
Flathead catfish-,
Freshwater drum
Freshwater drum
Freshwater drum
Gar spp."
Gizzard shad
Gizzard shad
Gizzard shad

* Lepomis spp.
. ) Lepomis spp.

Lepomis spp.
Mooneye
Percidae
Percidae
Percidae
Percidae
Pomoxis spp.:
Pomoxis spp.
Pomoxis spp.
Rock bass
'Rock bass
Rock bass
Sauger
Sauger
Sander spp..
Trout perch
Trout perch
Trout perch
Tadpole madtom
Tadpole madtom
Unidentified
Unidentified.
Unidentified
White bass
White bass-
White bass
Walleye
Walleye
Walleye..

Obverall

Life Stage
Juvenile
Prolarvae
Postlarvae

Prolarvae
:Juvenile
Postlarvae
Prolarvae
Juvenile`
Postlarvae
Prolarvae

-Juvenile
Proiarvae
Postlarvae
Prolarvae
Postlarvae .
Adult

Juvenile
Postlarvae-
Prolarvae
Juvenile
Prolarvae
Juvenile
Postlarvae
Prolarvae
Postlarvae
Juvenile
Postlarvae
Prolarvae
Juvenile
Postlarvae
Pr0larvae
Prolarvae
Adult
Juvenile
Postlarvae
Pr0larvae
Juvenile
Postlarvae
Prolarvae
Juvenile

•, Postlarvae
Prolarvae
fPostarvae

Prolarvae -

Prolarvae
Juvenile
Postlarvae
Prolarvae
Juvenile
Prolarvae
Postlarvae
Prolarvae

:Unidentified
Juvenile

:,..ýPostlarvae.
Prolarvae:
Juvenile
.Postiarvae

Prolarvae

3

Dead Live Total

0 1
- 0 1 . 1

2 , 6 8
,5. 2 7

4 95 99
1,804. " '326. 2,130:
2,507" 1,048 3,555 .

11 28 39
'154 104 - 258

1,110 . 1,154. 2,264
2,557 5,779 8,336

-87 ' 235 --'.322:

-0 '-1

4 :65 69'
.611 . 2,307 2,918:
6,975 414 17,389.
3,719 18 3,737.

3 47 50
0 . 5

" 313 " 478 791
4,361 717 5,078
32,215 703 32,918

- 1 .- 0 1

33 11 '.44 .
5,271 23 5,294

1,279 1 1,280
26 67 93

544 -12 . 556
365 0 365

43 .13 56
1 1 2 "

19 41 .. 60
286 39 325..
432 45 47•7

2 31 33
297 12 309
85 - 0 85

1 .6 7
0 - ' 4 4
10 1

53 . 23 76.
91 25 116
16 3 19,

3 " 34 37

. o . 1

2 21 23
0 2 2

77 0' 77
1,060 0... 1,060",
2,083 0. 2,083

26- " 67. 93
S1,586 160 1,746

618 '5 623
-0 ' 2 .2

. . 2 ::' "'.:.3 ,•:: .. •:5

.. ",179: .122 . 301

80.927: 14.308.'- 95.235

'6 Survival
100.0%
100.0%
:75.0%
28.6%
96.0%
15.3%
29.56/6
71.8%
40.3%0
ý51.0% 6Ox
69.3%
73.0%

0.0%.,.i0.0% "
100.0%
'94.2% '

79.1% ".
2.4%

.0.5%
94.0%'/o ,

100.0%.,
60.4%
14.1%

'."2.1% .

0.0%"25.0% .

* 01/%
.0.1%:

72.0%
2.2%
0.0%

23.2%
50.0%
68.3%
12.0%

9.4%
93.9%

3.9%0/a

0.0%
85.7%0/

'1 00.0% .

0.0%
30.3%
21.6%
15.8%
91.9%

0.0%
100.0%'
91.3%

-100.0%
0.0%;

72.0%

9.2% .!.
0..08%,:

100.0% .

60.0%
40.5% /,:

15.0%--l.



Table 16. Percent Survival for Intake Screenhouse ImpingementSamples by Lifestage from 1984 to 1989..

Life Stage: 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989: All Years

Prolarvae 26.9 13 7 . 2.72 0.9 8.5 7.2

Postlarvae 15.6". 22.1 8.0 4. 0.5 .0 5.5

Juvenile 87 679 87.9 86 75.8 833 71.5

All lifestages; 501 21.6 .. 12.8 . 6.1 4.4 11.4 15.0



Table 17. Fish Eggs and Young

O~Commorin2Name
Gizzard shad
L... Lake whitefish:t;.
Mooneye/Goldeye. .

.Mooneye . ,
Northern pike. ..
Minnow spp.
Carp..
Speckled-chub
Emerald shiner
Bullhead minnow -'... """.
Suckers:.
White sucker
Carpsucker spp.
Buffalo spp..:.

. Redhorse spp.
Ch~annel catfish
Tadpoleimadtom -:...-
Flathead catfish
Tro ut perch
-Burbo .
SWhite bass.

- Sunfishes :.. . .

Rock bass.
Pumpkinseed
Bluegill .
Unidentified sunfish..
Crappie spp.
White crappie
Black crappie

..... lowPerchs ....
-• .. .. og erh d , it : :-'Unidentified darters

Yellow perch,
* Logperch

River darter
U.nidentified darters
Sauger
Walleye
Walleye/Sauger
Freshwater drum

Collected in Entrainment Sarr

Scientific "Niame.

Dorosoma cepedianum.
Coregonus ciupeaformis.
Hiodon spp.
HiodOn tergisus...
Esox lucius. "

Cyprinidae
Cyprinus carpio

Hybopsis aestivalis
Notropis athernoides
Pimephales.vigilax

Catostomidae ,
Catostornus commersoni...

.Carpiodes.spp.

Ictiob~us'sp P.
.Moxostoma spp.

Ictaiurus punictaitus..-:.
Noturus gyrinus
;Py!dictus olivaris

'"Percopsis omiscomaycus.

Lota Iota
Morone chrysops
Centrarchidae

Ambloplites rupestris-

Lepomis gibbosus.
Lepomis macrochirus

..4Lepomis spp:. .
P omoxis SPP..
Pomoxis annularis

lPomoxis nigromaculatus.'..:
.-PerCid ae i•.;::.-: .:.:. .i;:-,

Etheostoma nigrum,- . .
Etheostoma spp.
Perca:flavescens
Percina caprodes .
Percina shumardi."
Percina spp.
Sande•r canadense
Sander vitreum
Sander spp.
Aplodinotus grunniins

n pling at Praire Island, 1975:.F :.,

... . -. .. Larvae Juveile

xx
x

x x
xx
xx
xx

• " " " X : -.... " X !:'-i x:
• ."X " .

'.i:X . :"iX '; :

x
x
x
x
x

" "" x :'- '
'- •, :. :,x • ! !
. ; " ::)X ., J :'! :
1 : i:--x / , .: :

.. x.,.

•x

X:

X: x

x. x
:X

X. xxx

x

-.x: , x '::: :•:• :

x.
x
x x
x
x
x
x

*x
x
x

x x. x

Source: NUs, 1976.

I ')I '



Table 18.. Mean Density and Percent of Catch of Young Fish Collected in Entrainment

Sampling at Prairie Island, 1975.

Taxa #1 "00m3 Percent

Notropis athemoides . 4.36 22.30:,
Dorosoma cepedianum 4.00 .20.50
Catostomidae 2.45 12.50
Morone chrysops 2.26 11.60
Cyprinus carpio 1.36 7.00
Aplodinotus grunniens 1.03 5.30
Ictiobus spp. 0.62 3.20•
Sander canadense 0.55 2.80,
Cyprinidae .0.51 260.
Carpiodes spp. 0.44 :2.20
Percina spp.-.. 0.33 1.70
Hiodon tergisus 0.32 1.60.
Lepomis spp"' 0.26 1.30
Percidae 0.26 1.30
Percinarshumardi 0.17 0.90 .
PomoXis spp. .0.12 0.60
Ictalurus punctatus 0.09. . 0.50
Sander vitreumh 0.09 0.50

* Hiodon spp.ý " 0.06 .. 0.30
,, Perca flavescens 0.03 0.10.

.Sander spp. 0.03 0.10
Lepomis macrochirus. :0.02 . 0.10
Percopsisomiscomaycus 0.01 "
Etheostoma nigrurmn 0.01
Etheostoma.spp. . . 0.01
Percina caprodes, 0,01
Pomoxis nigromaculatus 0.01
Coregonus.:clupeaformis <0.01'
Esox lucius <0.01
Hybopsis aestivalis <0.01
Pimephales vigilax - <0.01*
Catostomus commersoni <0.01
Moxostoma spp. <0.01
Noturus gyrinus <0.01

Pylodictus ofivaris <0.01
Ambloplites rupestris <0.01
Lepomis macrochirus . <0.01.
Pomoxis annularis <0.01
centrarchidae. <0.01
Unidentifiable 0.11 0.60
Unidentified 0.01 *

Source: NUS, 1976.



Table 19. Calculation of Loss of Adult Fish Due to Entrainment.of Eggs,. Larvae, and Juveniles at PINGP in 1975.

Taxa Number
Entrained

Survival Larvae Produced
Fecundity Egg to Larva by One Female

Survival
..Larvae to Adult

Number of
Adults Lost

Gizzard shad
Lake whitefish.
Mooneye
Northern pike '
Carp
-Emerald shiner
Minnow spp..
Carpsucker spp. -
White sucker

6Buffalo spp.
Redhorse spp.
'Chahnel catfish.
Tadpole madtom
Flathead catfish
Trout perch
White bass
Rock bass
Pumpkinseed
Bluegill
Crappie spp.

.. Johnny darter
Yellow perch..,

, Logperch
River darter
Sauger

- Walleye
Perches " . -
Freshwater drum

Eggs
Larvae/Juveniles

Unidentifiable larvae.
" . Unidentifiable eggs

Unidentified larvae-

Total Eggs
Total Larvael,1uveniles

10,370,000
.4,000

1 .,1221,000

4,000.
3,257,000..

15,961,000
1,575,000.
4,598,000

13,000
6,617,000

36,000
:325,000

3,000
16,000
25,000

7,297,000
.- 5,000

122,000
742,000
480,000
67,000

102,000
88,000

.'.1,711,000
1,881,000

: '- 319,000
:956,000

.7,4841000
3,408,000

403,000
;887,0001

39,000 0

8,371,000,-."
61,645,000_,

.1,560,000 .. 0.005
178,000 0.005
60,000 0.005

-981,000 .0.005
S7,360,000 0.005

:2,900. 0.005
2:.2900 . 0.0005

619,200-` - 0.005
954,000. -. 0.005

1,610,000 •0.005
135,000 0.005
214,800 0.75•

.200 0.75
108,300 0.75

1,400 0.005
3,390,000 0.005

63,000 0.75
16,425 0.75
97,000 0.75

::462,200 0.75
.1,600 0.75

436,800 0.03
6,000. .0.005

F-1,200 0.005
159,500 " 0.005

:2,257,000 0.005
477,000 0.005

1,300,000 - 0.005

-7,800
900
300

4,900
36,800

15
... •. . 15

_ 3100
4,800
8,000
- .680

160,000
150
500

7
17,000

300
"A12,000

73,000
35,000

1,200
13,100

30
6

800
11,300
2,400

6,500,:

0.0003
0.002
0.007

-. 0.0004
0.00006

.0.13
" .0.13_

- 0.0006
0.0004.

::0.0002
0.003

0.00001
0.01

0.004
0.3

0.0001
0.007

0.0002:
0.00003
0.00006

0.002
0.0001. :

0.07
0.3

0.003
0.0002
0.0008.

0.0003:

: 3;111
8'

,8,547
2

. 195-
2,075,000

204,700
.. ..2,759.

5
S1,323

.108
3

30
64

7,500
• 730

-35
24
22
29,:

134
10

6,160
513,300

5,643.:
.64

:765

11
.1,022

-2,831,304
"2,809,935
1 21,339

'- Total
Forage
Sport/Commercia

S ource: NUS, 1976.,



Table 20. Density (# organsims/100m3) of Fish and Eggs Collected During June 6 through 17, 1978 Stone and Webster Intake StudY.

Density .. Density Density Denisty

".Taxa-: Life Stage Station 1 % Station 2 S Station 3 % Total %
-Gizzard shad pro0arvae 120.13 15.05% .94.09 14.99% 625.13 26.44% 839.65 22.14%,

Gizzard:shad ,postlarvae 22.43 2.81%-: 14.95 2.38% 1039.10 43.94%- 1076.53 :28.39%-
Freshwaterdrumeggs 375.86 47.09% 336.53 o53.62% 308.87 13.06% .,1022.27 26.96%

,Freshwater drum prolarvae, 131.69 16.50% 78.51 1.2.51% 86.21 3.65% 296.70 7.82%

--Freshwater drum postlarvae -3.69 0.46% 4.96 •0.79% 30.75 ... 1.30% ..39.41 ..04%

White bass. .eggs.:. 6.93 0.87% 0..0;00., 0.00% 0.00 0.00% 6.94 _ 0.18%

...White bass . prolarvae 1.56. 0.20% 0.19 0.03% . 9.37 0.40% 11.12 .29%

...White bass_ postlarvae 8. 01 1. 00% 14.01- 2.23% 91.07 3.85%. . 113.12 2.98%

Emerald shiner eggs 0.00 0.00% .0.00 .00%. 0.20. 0.01% 0.20 0.01%

Emerald shiner •roparvae- .0.00 0.00% 0.00%: 0.098 0.040/.: ,0.98 -. 0.03%
.Emerald shiner postlarvae '0.00 0.00% 0.32 0.05% 42.36. 1.79% 42.68 .1.13%

Carp eggs::- . 0.36 0.05% . 0.00;. .0.00% 1.62 0.07% 1.98 0.05%
:,".Carp.'." :.prolarvae 21.36 2.68%0 76.44 12.18% 114.30 4.83%0/ 212.25 5.60%

carp. postlarvae::- 0.00 0.00% 0.36 0.06%W 0. 19 .01% 0.55 0.01

Darters prolarvae 0.60 0.08%: 0.35 :, 0.06% ...., 2.36: 0.1.0% " " 3.31 0.09%,
:Darterss ipostlarvae- 0.00 000% 0.00 -0.00% 2.73 0.12% 2.73 .07%

Cyprinidst: eggs 29.32. 3.67% 0.17 0.03% 0.00 0.00% 29.53ý.. .0.78%

Cyprinidsý .prolarvae 75.98 9.52% 6.39 1.02% 6.80 0.29% 89.28 2.35%s t .. .. .:5 :: ;- 1 1 . . o

Cyprinids postlarvae 0.20 0.03% 0.37 0.06% 2.53 0.11% 3.10 0.08%

Total Density. . 798.12 627.64 2364.57 3792.33 -

Source: Stone and Webster; 1978.



,Table 21. - Egg Diameter and Larval Hatching Size for Species Entrained at PINGP.

Approximate Egg Approximate Larval
Common Name Scientific Name Diameter-(mm) Hatching Size (mm).

Gizzard shad Dorosoma cepedianum ... 0.8.2
Shiners - Notropis spp . 1.0-1.5 5.0
White. bass . Morone chrysops 0.7-1.2 - :
Darters Etheostoma spp. . 1.1-1.7 4.7-5.0
Walleye.. Stizostedion vitreum 1.5-2.0 6.0-8.6
Freshwater drum Aplodinotus grunniens 1.4-1 .9
Northern pike Esox lucius. ,: .2-3.4 610.0
Carp Cyprinuscarpio'. 1.0-2.0. 30-6.4
Black bullhead,' Ictaluras melas 3.0 -"

Brown bullhead-. Ictaluras nebulosus.. 3.0 6.0
Trout-perch P, ercopsis omiscomaycus 1.2-1.8 6.0
Burbot "Lota Iota 1.2-1.7 .-
Largemouth bass Micropterus saimoides 1.4-1.8 2.7-4.3
Smallmouth bass Micropterus dolomieu 5.2-2.5 5.6-7.0
Bluegill " Lepomis macrochirus 0.9-1.4 2.-3.0

White crappie Pomoxis annularis 0.9 .3.0,.
Black crappie Pomoxis nigromacuiatus 1.0 3.0
Yellow perch - Perca flavescens 1.7-4.5 5.0-6.0

Source: Stone and Webster, 1977. - ..
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Table 22.

Taxa

Representative Total Length Ranges (mm) for.Taxa/Life Stage Combinations
Established in 1984 through.1988 Fine Mesh Impingement Studies at PINGP.,

,.' ..

Prolarvae. Post larvae Juvenile

Channel catfish.W alleye_ ,i: :-i:

Sauger:

.Lepomis spp.
Pomoxis spp.
White.bass,
Rock bass
Trout perch
Mooneye

Burbot

Cyprinidae
Catostomidae:
Freshwater drum
Flathead catfish
Tadpole madtom
Gizzard shad
Bullhead spp.

11.0- 18.0
5.6- 10.8
5.1"- 10.6
" 3 ,4.3 6 6.2
: 4.2- 5.7
3.6 -6.5
7.1 - 7.1
6.3 - 6.6

8.3 -.19.3
3.8 - 7.6
4.8 -8.5

3.1- 6.2
4.4- 13.7.
3.3-9.5

16.5-17.8
10.8- 11.8
3.6.-.5.6

N/A
ý9.8 -19'.8
8.2 - 14.6
4.2 13.5
4.1- 15.6
4.2-17.0-
7.3- 12.1
9.0- 12.8

13.0•- 15.0

5.9-,18.5
5.0 - 17.0
6.9-22.5
6.2-14.3

N/A
N/A

5.5 -.21.7
N/A

•:15.0 -'51-.0
21.5ý-87f.0

•,i 14.2 J66.0

716.4-ý75.0P
15.0-571.0,
14.0 .- 32.0
13..0 -43.0

84.0-84.0
19.7 -59.0
12.9 - 60.0
19.4-37.0
12.5 - 53.0
19.0 -.34.0
14.5-21.0
19.0 - 50.0
16.0.- 24,0

@9



Table Z3. Representative Total Length Ranges (mim) of Fish Collected from.
Impingement.Samples at PINGP, A.S. King, and Black Dog Plants.

PINGP King :Black Dog,
-________"__ :_._ :.__ . .1973 - 1984 1 8 2004-2005 2005-2006
rax . . • . __.. .. .... .... _". _ .

Longnose gar...

Shortnose gar

Bowfin

Gizzard shad.

Goldeye

Mooneye

Northern pike.

Carp'.

Silver chub .

minnow/shiner sp...-

Carpsucker sp

Carpsucker/buffalo"sp

Smallmouth buffalo'..

Bigmnouth buffalo

Buffalo sp

Shorthead redhorse .

Silver redhorse:. 2' .

Redhorse sp,

Suckersp

White sucker

Black bullhead

Brown bullhead.

Yellow bullhead.

Bullhead sp

Channel catfish.

Tadpole madtomr -
Flathead catfish

Trout perch

Burbot . ':

White bass

Rock bass.

Greensunfish.

Bluegill::,

Largemouth bass

Smalmouth bass

Crappie*

Yellow perch,,-',

iLogpe Ircb .

Sauger
Walleye

Sauger/walleye:.

Fres'hwater drum r "

80-839..

:140-939.

140-7.799
20-499..

• ; ."':80-419 .. :

100-419

80-979'

20-859

,40-199 -1

20-179,

40-639...'
40-239

40-659 ..

,40-859,'
40-269

40-579

200-639

' 60-619:;

40-219.

40-659

40-3 19.
.... 80-339

-80-159,,."
20-339. .

20-759":,

20-299 - -

20-1119 :"'
:: .(: 40-359 1

'1i00-539::.
20-479

20-239-.
, 20-359

20-339,

60-459 -

40-439-.
20-439:',

.40-279:
' .:-i..i40-179.('

:1 40-519.

40-459":

20M59

150

28 -419

229 296

'>.110

140-14)

35-87

79

.79-

49

6: 5 -110.:

120

46 - 68

83

737 -120:

40 -152,

148

48

43 - 168

98

39-234

78 210

60 -100

31 -315

60 - 503:

.73 , 222

32 -443

* 84-142
473- 546':
'34-235-

119 150 -

.28 -124

- 35-1"56

35.-232.

.61-111

58:.39 - 104,.

ý47- 186

'47- 177

51i-.228'

80o-95..
72-129.

: .42-324

47- 138

'34. - 335ý.

'32- 112
30.-126,

32 320

52 -.83"

145-

45.m550o

20-430'
a
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Figure 4. PINGP Fisheries Study Area
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Figure77-L. Location of Larval.Fish:Towing Stations at PINGP, 1975
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Col Wm J Badger, District Engineer,.
.St. Paul District Corps of Engineers.
1210 U S Post Office &.Custom House

I. - St Paul, Minnesota 55101

" AIRIE.. ISLAND NUCLEAR. GENERATING, PLANT
ý:use.Slurve
C/E Reference NCSCo-RF ý(80-112-13"

' Enclosed is a copy of a Mussel survey, dated December

I .1980, conducted by NSP and. the Department of Natural
Resources in the vicinity of the Prairie.Island Nuclearp9  Plant.

E: Schentzel.
Assistant -Administrator.

Regulatory Liaison.
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enclosure:

cc: John-Enblom, DNR..

George Clymer, DNR
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TO.0

.DATE December 30, 1980:

L W EBERLEY "

E I! SCHENTZEL

- Supervisor, Ecological
Studies

- Assistant Administrator,
Regulatory Liaison...

LOCATION Prairie 'Island

LOCATION
ERAD.

SUBJECT. PRAIRIE ISLAND MUSSEL SURVEY

Enclosed is the final report of a Mussel survey conducted
-by NSP biologist and Minnesota Department of Natural Re-Ssources personnel in the vic ity of the Prairie Island
Nuclear Generating Plant. : ......
The survey, completed in -September 1980, .was conducted in

response to-a request by the U S Army Corps of Engineers.
.The results indicated-that no endangered Mussel species.
were, found in the vicinity of the
questions, please advise.-

L W Eberley, Supervis r:

- Ecological Studies
Prairie Island Nuclear Generating

plant. If there are

Plant.-

ah

enclosure -

cc: -,R D Clough w/o attach.
M N Gregersonw/o attach -

. J K Poucher w/o. attach,.-.i
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By

Gorge.Clymer -Minnesota D~epartment :of Natural Resources

Le4 ý Eberleyý - Nor thern S tate s Power Company
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ABSTRACT

A mussel survey was conducted in the vicinity of the
Prairie' island Nuclear Generating Plant (PINGP) near Red Wing,

Minnesota, by biologists from Northern States Power Company'.

and Minnesota Department of Natural Resources. The survey was,

conducted prior to proposed construction of a new intake.and

di'scharge at. PINGP to• determine• whether Lampsilis higginsii:'
or any other endangered mussels, as •protected under Public Law

93-205: (the Endangered Species Act of 1973) were present in the

area.

Brailing with a crowfoot bar, ,wading, and pollywogging

(snorkeling) methods were used in the survey. Samplin was done.

from September 4-17, 1980.

.A.. total 'of 248 mussels representing,21 species was. ol-

lected. Two, species were found as relic shells only and one.

species was collected only from the power:, plants! travelling

screen wash., No live specimens of. La'mpsilis higginsil or.-any,"

other endangered: species -were collected. Despite.,the diffi -i:
culties of adequately sampling mussels in large turbid, rivers

such as the6 Mississippi,_ thesurvey indicated a viable mussel

fauna exists. in the vicinity, of PINGP.

• . . , . - .• • . -. , .• • \ .. : . . , - , . ,. . . : . .... . i i i l iivp
:• .. . . .. •! ,• " ' ' • : i~ i~ :• , • . . .... • ,
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INTRODUCTION

A-, survey was undertaken in September..1980 by Northern-

S tates.PowerCompany::(NSP). to determineC: if Lampsi higgin sii

or any other endangered mussel species, as ..protectedCL under "

Public Law -93-205 .:(the Endangered ýSpecies Act' of 1973) were.

present in; the vicinity of .the Prairie Island Nuclear Generating

Plant (P.INGP).

The:. survey. was, .conducted prior to: proposed construction,

of -a new intake and discharge at -PINGP designed -to minimize-im-

:pacts on the aquatic environment. caused, byl; power-plant .o-peration.

P.INGP is located on the-Mississippi.-River near. Red Wing,:..

Minnesota, 65 km ,(40 mi. *-southeast of Minneapo~lis :and St. Paul,

Minnesota. The Mississippi River in the. vicinity of PINGP,."iS-1.

characterized by a. lentic aquatic fauna.due to the presence of:...

U. S. %Lock and Dam 3: a' short. distance downstream.'

F..
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Description:of the' Study Area
. .- The.mussel survey was conducted in: the- intake sand di.-

Charge canals of thePrairie. Island :Niuclear-• :Generaating-':P Pant,-..

main Mississippi River, channe and below Lock.and Dam. No.• 3

.(Figure 1).

Cole~cting ' ehd

Brailing was used-indeep water areas and: polywogging

(snorkeling) 'and .wading cwere used along the, shoreline and •on:-.

shallow, sandy andhard, bottom areas.

The crowfoot bar. (figure 2)•used inthe survey was manu-

factured for .Northern States Power Company by George Clymer_ ..

The crowfoot specifications are as follows:
Beadm: Ten feet long, ½ inches: thick and 3½ inches

widei (standard 10-foot 2:X 4) pie6r; fir,

se... smaill tight, knots, may, be pre sent"_ but n o• -

large, knots. that -might reduce the ýstrength.
Towi rid To haveth ree legs. fastened, t bea

:_with eye-bolts through:"3½-inch .dimension. To

be ."made of ¼ inch hollow-braided or 3-strand*
twis.ted synthetic rope.Legs joined to. 2-inch

welded. ring for attachment .of towing line

(not included). Galvanized,. thimbles in all *eyes.

Hooks Rock-hook .style, hsiabout 6 inche long ma'de: of

-14-gauge- annealed :steel. wire. Each hooký.' has..

points:. Th 4ý points are securely-wrapped-'to-

getheri4. with 5.5to 10 turn of 22. gaugre soft.:steel
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wire at a point about 1 inch from the end. :The
ends. are spread apart ati.an approximate. 30-to 45
degree angle to the long axis#, ..and. fused to..form
a :small ball, or bead on..each. '-Hooks areat-tached

to 1foot chains by means of. S-hoo•ks, 5 hooks. toeach chain. Chains are attached to beam.on 3-inch

centers by :means of.screw eyes. Bar has:. 40': chains• "" . ... ." " ' / a n d . 2 0 0 :- h o o k s , . .;, .:! "[ ' [:" i ,:i ,:,, .: /.• [ -.: -i ' - [

Al f te oot aluminum- johnboat, with a 25 hp outboard
motor was used in brailing. The boat Was ,backedadownstream with
the current'while the brail was being towed from,.,the' frontt.

Mussels are embedded: in the riverbed with .their incurrent.
and excurrent siphons: showing. While a. mussel is siphoning, he.
shells are open approximately one-quarter, ofan inch. As the
crowfoot+.bar is towed the points:of the hooks contact the fleshy
material-between.the open shells causing the mussel to .instinctively
close the. shells. Balls., on the- end of the hooks, prevent them from.
slipping between the shells, and the mussel -is: pulled. from the,:
riverbed. :The grasp of the mussel is so strong it-is sometimes.very: difficultto tpul it off :the hook.when, the. brail is brought.

aboard -the, boat, after each runý.
" -.,After .each run:was completed the mussels were identified, 1

counted,- and reurned.to: the.: riverbed... The mussels were posi-
.tioned.in theriverbed in the same way. they appearnaturally. .to,

.enhance survival..4L'•- if the mussels were not replaced carefully,
hey would,,land on their sides and' not being able to right, them-

Selves, would eventually. die. Voucher, specimens ,of each

1 44Specimens were identified using Burch (1975), Mathiak •(1979):ýMurray and Leonard (1962), and"Parmalee (1967).



species were. retained by NSP.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION-. .

A total of 248 live mussels representing 21 species was

l:.,Collected by all methods.. Two .species, Fusconaia ebena and..

Quadrula gularua were collected-as relic Shells. only and.

Anodonta imbecillis wasý collected.: only from ''the power ,plant's

travelling. screen wash. Table 1 lists the'. scientific- andcommon.

names Of ail,l species encountered; in the survey.. Due to problems.

in making positive identifications, no attempt was made to separate,

Amblema peruviana from Amblema plicata. Mathiak .(1979) reports'

that some malacologistý.consider the two a single species.:*As

indicated in .Table 2,, Amblema plicata (103), Obliqua'ria reflexa

(35), and Fusconaia undata (30) were, the most frequently collected..

mussels. Nine' species were represented. by a single specimen.

Mathiak (1979) indicated that Ambiema plicata is "by far the: most

abundant mussel in the Mississippi River". No specimens. of

Lampsils higginsii or. any other endangered species: were, collected..

Wading and pollywogging yielded more mussels (133)i. than

brailing. (114) (Tables 3 and 4). This is not .. surprising since

the .area, near :PINGP, reta-ins 'many characteristics iof a lentic.

:-environment because of. U.S. Lo -and. Dam No. 3 located;a short-..:.

distance downstream. The' substrate in this. area is typically

.soft and many mussels collected in this area had.to be. dug. or

pried out of the riverbed. This. factor undoubtedly accounts,:

for the fact that only oneadult mussel (Fusconaia fia:va) was., '

collected brailing in the plant area but 25" small unidentified

unionids were collected by their byssus thread. The byssusn. -
d , ..- .. . . .: Th e,
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-thread is a mucous strand produced.by the young mussel which is
secured to rocks, sticks or -other debris to prevent- the mussel

:from rolling with the current

The small:. unidentified mussels were preserved in formalin

and sent to Dr. David H.. Stasbery at the Ohio State. University.

for identification. 'At the time of this report, no results of

identification had been received:: from. Dr. Stansbery. Upon....I .

receipt, the results of his identification will be incorporated,,,,,

into this survey.

The results from. this survey compare well with. those'.

reported.by National Biocenhric: (1979)- from the Mississippi

River near Wabasha, Minnesota.;. They collected 223 specimens

representing. 21 taxa. Fifteen species were common to both -surveys.

Species encountered at Wabasha ,but not PINGP were Amblema peruviana,.

Ligumiaý recta latissima, Obovaria oliva-ria, Plethobasus cyphyus,

and Quadrula metanerva. Five species collected near PINGP:were

not reported by NatiOnal Biocentric (1979) Anodonta graeis,

Fusconala flava, Fusconaia ebena (relic shell only), Leptodea

laevissima and.Quadrulla quadrula (relic. shell only).. National

Biocentric (1979) alsoreported finding no specimens of

Lampsilis "higginsii.

Adquately sampling mussels in large turbid rivers

.-presents. special problems. At PINGP,#} turbidity is such that
.scuba divingis not, practical therefore the.: main,: channel and

deep water. areas were sampled only; y brailing. In shallow water-...



areas, wading and pollywogging (snorkeling) were most effective.

:Due to the soft substrate- in.these areas, brailing was noatvery

effective.,

-.. :With the .exception. of one mussel bed- located: belowf Lock
and Dam. #3 near Trenton. (Figure 1),.sapling reveaiedno large

concentration of mussels. in any particular area; specimens., were

collected in nearly every area sampled, except the .dredged

portion.. of. the Mississippi, River main channel. /It would appear

that the mussel fauna is: actively -reproducing near PINGP but- at

.a relatively low density.-

9
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Figure 1 (con't.) PRAIRIE ISLAND SAMPLING SITES.
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Table 1

Prairie Island Mussel Survey Species List

Scientific Name

Actinanalas carinata (Barnes)

Amblema plicata (Say)

Anodonta imbeciilis (Say)**.

A.. corpulenta. ,(Cooper)

A. grandis (Say)

Carunculina parva (Barnes)

,Elliptio dilatata (Rafinesque)

Fusconaia flava (Rafinesque)

F,. ebena (Lea)*

F. undata (Barnes)

Lampsilis radiata siliquoidea (Barnes)-

L. ovata ventricosa (Barnes)

Leptodea laevissima (Lea)

L. fragilis (Rafinesque)

Obliquaria reflexa (Rafinesque)

Pleurobema cordatum (Rafinesque)

ýProptera alata (.Say)

Quadrula quadrula (Rafinesque)*

Q. pustulosa (Lea)

Truncilla truncata (Rafinesque)

T.;,donaciformis (Lea),-

Common Name

Mucket

Three Ridge

Paper Floater

Stout Floater

Floater
Lilliput Sbell:

Spike

Wabash Pigtoe

Ebony Shell

Pigtoe

Fat Mucket

Pocketbook

Pink Paper Shell

Fragile Paper Shell

Three-horned Warty Back

Ohio River Pigtoe

Pink Heelsplitter -

Maple Leaf

Pimple Back

Deer Toe

Fawns. Foot

*Found as- relic shells: only

**NSP travelling, screen wash
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Table 2
Frequency of Occurrence of Mussels in the Vicinity of the."

Prairie Island Nuclear Generating Plant

MusSel Frequency of Occurrence

Amblema plicata (Say) 103

Obliguaria reflexa :35

Fusconaia undata .30

Unidentified 25

Quadrula pustulosa 13

Trunci.lla truncata 8

•Anodonta grandis 7

Fusconaia flava 6

TrunclZ1.4d12foxz, 6

Leptodea fragilis

Lampsilis radiata siliquoidea2

Actinonaias carinata i

Anodonta,; imbecillis a

A. corpulenta. 1

Carnunculina parva 1
:Ellipti' dilatata. 1
Leptodea laevissima 1

.L. ovata ventricosa 1

Pleurobema co-rdatum 1.

Proptera alata 1

Total 248
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Table 3

Species- Of; Mums:s-elds :and. Nuber,: Col.lec-ted. By

Wadingq -anrd- PFoIlywoggin g.- Near PINGP

Species- ___" __er.I

Ambl ema plicat a 96

Fusconaia undat'a 12

Obl iqu'aria r'e'f'e"xa 8 .

Anobdont a, gra'n'di s 7

Fusconaia f'lava 4

Anodonta corpulenta 1

A-nodonta a' "imb'ecJi*lli s 1

Ca ru nculina pa'va1

Leptodea ovataventZitcosa 1

Proptera alata l

Total .134
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z :....Table. 4

Species of Mussels and Number. Collected By.

Brailing Near PINGP

Species Number-

Obliquaria reflexa 27

Unidentified 25

Fusconala -undata 18

Quzdxtila pustulosa 13

Truncilla truncata 8

Amblema plicata 7.

Truncilla donaciformis 6

Leptodea fragilis 4

Lampsilis radiata siliquoidea 2

Actinonaias carinata 1

Elliptio dilatata 1

.Leptodea. l'aevissima 1.

Pleurobema cordatum 1

Total 114
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The Ohio State University:.- Museum of Zoology
1813 North High Street:
Columbus, Ohio. 43210

Phone 614 422-8560.

12 March, 198.11

Mr. George Clymer
_Aquatic Biologist -

Minnesota Department of Natural Resources:
Ecological Services. Section.•
Box 25, Centennial Building
658 Cedar: Street

.St. Paul, MN 55155

Dear Mr. Clymer:

The set of 10 vials of juvenile unionid mollusks arrived here unbroken.
and I have replaced the formalin solution with our AGW (ethyl alcohol 80%,
glycerine 5%, distilled waterl15%) solution. Naiad mollusk juveniles are
most easilypreserved. for identification using shell characters *by :dropping
directly into AGW. If thesoft. parts.are-to be studied, the specimens are.

first relaxed, then 'fixed with a 5% formalin before being run,.through an al-
cohol series up -to AGW strength. for permanent preservation.

I am favorably impressed by how well the shells of these juveniles-are
preserved. -Apparently there were few, if any,:breaks in the periostracum.
which would give the acidic formalin an opportunity to. dissolve. the :shell.."

Thank you for your 23 January letter containing the River Mile Location
(797.75) of the proposed power plant site. We have expanded this fix into the.
following locale: .

.Mississippi River, R.Mi. 797.75,
(2.7 mi. NE of Harliss,
6..0 mi. NW of.Red.Wing,ý
T1 13N.,'R15W, Burnside Twp.,
Goodhue Co., Minnesota).
S•se.ptember,.1980 -George M.. Clymer

Please correct us. if .there are any errors-here.. ".

I did take the time to -look at the specimens :under a binocular microscope
before packing them for shipment. I was surprised to find. that, most-of the, ju--
veniles were Truncilla donaciformis .(Lea, 182.7). with Toxolasma parvus_(Barnes,
1823) making .up most of. the remaining specimens., A single Truncilla :truncata..
(Rafinesque,.,1820) and one Elliptioi dilatata (Rafinesque, 1820) completed& the
set. These specimens are being catalogued immediately so that you may have the,
catalogue numbers as vouchers. In the meantime the. results are being .typed so

..that. the... can be .s ent .. tQ..yUyet.t.day. I. ha .•n• c i p d.y Q. :..
... incomparingtheSespecimens with :previously, identified-"specimens i .:the c:0iec-

tionhereo in order to arrive at certain identification. .Th lack of-diversity

College of Biological'Sciences
Departmentp of oology.
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in these 10 vials plus the presene of' easilyidentifiable species reduced .the

task. to only. a few hours This: is a'most unusual experience. ", :

..The literature on the identification, ofjuvenile"unionids is sdcan.and

widely dispersed making it almost a* must to have extensive sets of identifiel.' .

• .: juveniles at. hand in order to do this type of work. Much of- the success de-

pends upon .a familiarity w i th the; type and extent :of variation o0f I ubonal' ..

sculpturing in each species. These specimens will help in this- regard,. ,with. ..

the reference collection here._.

I am sorry for the several delays including being out0sick for several'

daysý..but I am pleased tobe able to.do. the determinations after all. I will'.. .

send :a carbon of this ,letter, and the results 'to Dr.. Chelberg. It.is good. to

hear that Dr. Chelberg is continuing his.interest in the unionids of the
upper MMississippi River. I had the pleasure Of Visiting him at the ltimeof theo

concern .over.dredging of.: the Minnesota River and was favorably impressed with

his, interest in and concern about this. molluscan fauna.

I hope and. trust you will find.these rmdeterinations o fvalue in, yoU

work.

Sincerely,

David H. Stansbery,.
:.Director. and Professor,

DHS/aw -

". %_



IDENTIFICATION OF JUVENILE UNIONID MOLLUSKS. FROM THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER NEAR
PRAIRIE ISLAND MINNESOTA

By
David H. Stansbery

March 1981.

DATA

Run

Run 2

9-10-80

9-12-80

Run 2+3-9-4-80

Run

Run

Run

. Run

Run

Run

Run

.3 9-10-80

3+4 9-17-80

4 9-10-80

6 9-10-80

8+10 9-1.6-80,

9 discharge

11 9-5-80
discharge

SPECIMENS

4-

.1
1

I

1

2
1

1

2

OSUM
SPECIES' CATALOGUE NO.

Tiuncilla donaciformis (Lea, 1827) -48899

.Toxolasma arvus (Barnes, 1823) 48904
Truncilla donaciformis (Lea,1827) 48903

Truncilla donaciformis. (Lea, 1827) 48901

Toxolasma parvus (Barnesl823) 48900

Truncilla donaciformis (Lea,1827) 48907
Toxolasma parvus (Barnes, 1823) 48908
Elliptio dilatata (Rafinesque,1820). 48898

Truncilla :donaciformis (Lea,'1827) 48899

Truncilla donaciformis (Lea, 1827): 48905.
Truncilla truncata (Rafinesque,1820) 48906

Toxolasma parvus (Barnes, 1823): " 48909

Truncilla 4donaciformis (Lea,1827) 48902'

Specific locale: Mississippi River, Prairie Island Generating Plant,
R.Mi. 797.75, (2.7 mi. NE of Harliss,. 6.0 mi. NW of
Red Wing, T113N, R15W, Burnside Twp., Goodhue:Co.,
Minnesota)

4-17 Sep. 1980 Collector: George Clymer
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1.0 Introduction

1.1 Purpose

On July 9th, 2004 the EPA published an amendment to rule 316(b) of the Clean Water Act
(CWA) in the Federal Register (from hereafter referred to as "the Rule"). The purpose of the
amendment is to establish the best technology available for minimizing adverse environmental
impact associated with the use of cooling water intake structures. The Design and Construction
Technology Plan (DCT Plan) is one component of the Comprehensive Demonstration Study
(CDS), which is being submitted by our facility to comply with 40CFR 125.95(b)(4)(i).

1.2 Compliance Alternative 2

The Rule states five alternatives for a facility to choose from in order to be in compliance. Xcel
Energy chose compliance alternative 2 (40 CFR 125.94(a)(2)) for Prairie Island Nuclear
Generating Plant (PINGP), as discussed in the "Proposal For Information Collection (PIC)."
Briefly, compliance alternative 2 requires Xcel Energy to demonstrate that existing design and
construction technologies, operational measures, and/or restoration measures at PINGP meet the
impingement and entrainment performance standards.

1.3 DCT Plan Description

The DCT Plan is intended to describe the intake technology that is currently used at PINGP.
Included in this document are the intake designs, drawings, and specifications currently installed
at the facility, as well as the initial intake structure that has been modified over the years. Also
included in this Plan are operational measures used that are intended to minimize impingement
and entrainment at the facility. Historical impingement and entrainment data, both pre and post
intake modification, is also included and confirms that the current intake design and technology
is meeting the impingement and entrainment standards of 40CFR 125.94(b).
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2.0 Plant Information

2.1 Facility Description

Location

PINGP is located on the Mississippi River in Goodhue County (township 113N, range 15W)
near Red Wing, Minnesota (Figure 1). The site is located within the city limits of the City of
Red Wing, Minnesota on the west bank of the Mississippi River. The plant site is located about
26 miles SE of the Twin Cities Metropolitan Area. The total area of the site is approximately
578 acres.

Generation

PINGP has two units, identified as units 1 and 2. Each unit employs a 2-loop pressurized water
reactor. Full commercial operation began on December 16, 1973 for Unit 1 and on December
21, 1974 for Unit 2. Both units are licensed with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) for
operation at 1650 MWt per reactor, which is equivalent to a gross electrical output of 575 MWe.
Northern States Power (NSP) owns the facility; Nuclear Management Company (NMC) operates
the facility.

Cooling System Description

The principal surface waters in the vicinity of the site are the Mississippi River, Sturgeon Lake,
the Vermillion River and the Cannon River (Figure 2). Level of the Mississippi River and
Sturgeon Lake is regulated by Lock and Dam No.3, which is located approximately one and one-
half miles downstream of the plant. Water is withdrawn from the Mississippi River for
condenser/circulation water system and cooling water systems. The condenser/circulating water
system provides high volume cooling water flow for the turbine-condenser steam cycle whenever
a unit is operating. The cooling water system also supplies other plant equipment, such as
pumps, motors, and heat exchangers.

River water enters the plant through the intake screenhouse and the plant screenhouse.
Circulating water discharge to the river is controlled by sluice gates and recycle gates. When
cooling towers are in operation, some of the plant waste heat is transferred to the air and the
remainder is transferred to the river. During the period the towers are out of service, the waste
heat is transferred to the river or recycled back to the intake canal and mixed with the incoming
cold water.

2.1 Capacities and Utilization Rate of Facility

PINGP operating reports are included for the 2001-2005 reporting years and can be found in
Appendix A. As documented in the reports, the net generation from each unit is relatively
consistent each year, however some slight year-to-year variation does occur. The main factor

B f) that drives this yearly variation is the refueling outages. Each unit is on an 18-month refueling

6



schedule, meaning that every 18 months the unit is shutdown for approximately 30 to 40 days for
refueling purposes. During this time period, the unit does not generate electricity.

Average Annual Net Generation of Facility Over 5 Year Period

The average annual net generation at PINGP is
included in Table 1. Since PINGP has one
intake structure that the two units share, the
average net generation of the facility is the
sum of the average net MWh output for Unit 1
and Unit 2. The five-year average of the
annual net generation for the total facility is
8,409,316 MWh.

Total Net Capacity of Facility

Table 1. PINGP Annual Net Generation

Net MWh Output
Year Unit 1 Unit 2 Total Facility

2001 3,641,741 4,270,964 7,912,705

2002 4,373,234 4,296,033 8,669,267

2003 4,596,347 4,240,971 8,837,318

2004 3,599,996 4,660,264 8,260,260

2005 4,518,398 3,848,630 1 R 367 02R

Avg: 4,145,943 1 4,263,372

PINGP capacities are given in Table 2 below. For calculation of the capacity utilization rate, the
sum of the maximum dependable capacities for Unit 1 and Unit 2 is to be used. Thus, the total
net capacity of PINGP is 1,044 MWe.

Table 2. PINGP Capacities

Unit I Unit 2

Licensed Thermal Power (MWT) 1650 1650
Nameplate Rating (Gross MWE) 593 593
Design Electrical Rating (Net MWE) 536 536
Maximum Dependable Capacity (Gross MWE) 554 554

Maximum Dependable Capacity (Net MWE) 522 522

Capacity Utilization Rate (CUR)

CUR = Average Annual Net Generation / (Total Net Capacity of Facility * hours/year)
CUR = 8,409, 316 MWh / (1,044 MWe * 8,760 hrs)
CUR= .920

The calculated capacity utilization rate for PINGP is 0.920.
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3.0 Intake Design and Technology Narrative Description

In 1977, Xcel Energy examined alternatives to modify their current intake design in order to
minimize impingement and entrainment mortality in conjunction with a proposed new mode of
plant operation. Design objectives were to develop and evaluate designs which would permit
utilizing increased intake flows while maintaining reduced impacts of impingement, entrainment,
and cold shock at the plant. Various intake technologies and studies were conducted and are
documented in Appendix B. After extensive review of designs and agency input, a new
screenhouse was constructed at PINGP. The new screen house, referred to as the "intake"
screenhouse, became operational in the fall of 1983 and the final system description can be found
in Appendix C. It should be noted that the old screenhouse is still in use and is referred to as the
"plant" screenhouse. In order to get a better understanding of the intake technology currently
used and the impact it has on minimizing impingement and entrainment mortality, both the pre-
modification and post-modification design and technology of PINGP's intake are described
below.

3.1 Intake Technologies

Pre-modification Design and Technology

The original circulating water system and intake design was capable of operating as a once-
through system, a closed-loop system or a helper system (a portion of the water is recycled to the
intake). Cooling water was drawn into the plant through an intake canal, which was about 110
feet wide and 760 feet long. A barrier wall was located near the mouth of the canal to retain
heated water in the system. The barrier also excluded floating debris from the screen house. A
plot plan of the intake before modification is included in Figure 3 and shows the relative location
of the barrier wall, intake canal, plant screen house, and discharge canal.

Water from the Mississippi River was drawn into a common intake screen house structure, which
consisted of four vertical shaft, dry-pit circulating water pumps, three electric and two diesel
driven cooling water pumps, a trash rack, and vertical traveling screens (Figures 4 and 5). The
screenhouse has a common trash rack outside the eight screen bays. Each bay contains a vertical
traveling screen. The four circulating and five cooling water pumps are located behind the
screens. Each circulating water pump normally drew water from two of the screen bays;
however, a plenum downstream from the screen made it possible for a unit operating with one
pump to draw water through four screens, thus reducing the approach velocity at the screen
faces.

Each traveling screen is 10 feet wide by 36 feet high and utilizes wire mesh with 3/8-inch
openings. For cleaning, the eight screens are rotated and washed with approximately 80-psi
water pressure (125 psi design) spray nozzles. Debris is washed into a common trough leading
to a trash basket for ultimate removal. Normally, the screens are washed intermittently when a
pre-set differential head across the screen is exceeded or on a pre-set time cycle. No fish
protection technologies or operational measures are used on the coarse mesh screens to minimize
impingement mortalit.
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PINGP used closed-loop operation during the winter months when the ambient river water and
*) air temperatures were low. As these temperatures increased, the condenser inlet temperatures

also increased and the helper-cycle mode of operation was initiated when the inlet temperature
reached 850 F. This sequence of operation was reverse during the fall as ambient river water
temperatures decreased. Under all modes of operation, the circulating water flow was passed
through mechanical draft cooling towers in order to reduce the temperature of the discharge
water for existing thermal criteria.

Post-modification Design and -Technology

From an operational perspective, the modified intake design and technology operate similar to
the pre-modified design. This means that the current circulating water and intake system are
capable of operating as a once-through system, a closed-loop system, or a helper system. The
difference between the two intake systems is the location of the screen house and the traveling
screen technology used. A plot plan of the post-modification intake design is shown in Figure 6
and 7, displaying the location of the screenhouse. The location and operation of the four
circulating water pumps and five cooling water pumps did not change. Intake screenhouse
general arrangement and design drawing is presented in Figure 8.

Plant intake flow from the Mississippi River enters the intake screen house through eight 18.5
foot by 11.2 foot bay openings. The bottom of the inlet skimmer wall is at elevation 667.0 feet.
Each bay is equipped with a raked trash rack and a traveling water screen with low-pressure fish
wash sprays and high-pressure trash wash sprays. Bypass gates are available to maintain a

* continuous flow in the event that flow through the screens is reduced due to high debris loading.
The bypass gates are a vertical lift gate type with rollers. The gates open automatically when the
head differential across the traveling water screens reaches 18 inches or when the head
differential across the intake screenhouse reaches 24 inches.

Each screen is 10 foot wide and extends from the operating deck (elevation 685 feet) to the floor
(elevation 648.5 feet). Screen panels are replaceable. During the period of April 1 through
August 31, fine mesh screens (0.5 mm) are used to minimize the number of fish eggs and larval
entrained. For the remainder of the year, coarse mesh screens (3/8-inch or 9.5 mm) are in
service. The screens are capable of operation at several different speeds, as necessitated by
debris loading.

During fine mesh screen operation, the screens run continuously. When the head differential is 4
inches or less, the screens continuously travel at 3 fpm during fine mesh operation. Coarse
screen operation is intermittent, meaning that the spray wash systems (both fish and debris) do
not operate when the differential level is less than 4 inches. These screens will, however,
automatically rotate, with sprays operating, 1-1/3 revolutions if 8 hours pass without screen
operation. For both fine and coarse screen operation, if the differential level exceeds 4 inches,
screen speed increases proportionally up to a maximum of 20 fpm at 8 inches differential level.

The post-modification traveling water screens are equipped with fish lift buckets to remove
organisms from the intake water (Figure 9). Aquatic organisms impinged on the screens, or
carried in the attached buckets, travel with the screen during rinsing and are washed into a fish
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collection trough. Removal of the fish and organisms is accomplished on the upward travel side
with a low-pressure (10 psi) inside spray when fine mesh is used and with a low-pressure (20
psi) outside spray when coarse mesh is used. Debris is removed by a backside interior high-
pressure (50 psi for fine mesh and 100 psi for coarse mesh) spray system. The organisms and
debris washed off the traveling water screens collect in a fish return trough and a debris trough
that combine into a common trough and is returned to the river through a buried pipe
approximately 2200 feet long. The pipe discharges into the Mississippi River at a point
approximately 1500 feet south of the intake screen house (see Figure 7).

A deicing system is utilized to distribute warm water across the inside face of the intake structure
to prevent formation of ice on the exposed surfaces (Figure 10).

3.2 Intake Flows and Velocities

Pre-modification

The flow rates and
resulting velocities
under the pre-modified
intake's barrier wall
are given in Table 3 on
the right. Pre-
modification velocities

* ) at the trash racks and
traveling screens are
included in Table 4.

Table 3. Flow Rates and Velocities,
Two Unit Operation (Full Load)

Flow Rate (cfs) Velocity Under
Operating Mode From River Recycle Canal Barrier Wall (fps)

Closed-Loop 188 1312 0.3
Helper 750 750 1

Open Cycle 1500 0 2.1

Table 4. Approach Velocity to Trash Rack
and Traveling Screens

(based on total plant flow of 1500 cfs)

Velocity (fps)
Water Level At Racks At Screens

Normal Water Level 1.2 1.3
(674.5 fIt)

Low Water Level 1.2 1.4
(673.5 ft)

Post-modification Intake Flows and Velocities

The design of the post-modified intake screen house structure minimizes the impact of the
PINGP on aquatic organisms in the Mississippi River. The approach canal to the intake screen
house is 575 feet wide and extends from the main flow of the river (see Figure 8). The canal is
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designed for a maximum flow of 3360 cfs. Actual flow is limited to a maximum of 1410 cfs
resulting in a flow rate of less than 1 fps. The system design requirements change based on
various times of the year and screen mesh size.

During 1983 and 1984 velocity profiles were conducted at flow rates specified in the NPDES
permit. Design criteria for the fine mesh screen states the average face velocity through the
gross area of the screen material should not exceed 0.5 fps based on low water level and a
discharge rate of 800 cfs. All flow measurements were less than or equal to 0.2 meters per
second (0.6 fps). Most data points recorded were less than 0.1 meters per second (0.3 fps). The
average velocity of the water approaching the fine mesh screen was determined to be within the
design criteria for all discharge flows measured (150 cfs to 1145 cfs) (NSP, 1984).

Intake velocities were also measured in 2003 and are included in Table 5 (Staley, 2004). One set
of measurements was taken at 1006 cfs discharge and the other at 815 cfs. Both sets were taken
while the traveling screens were in the coarse-mesh mode of operations. Intake velocities
measured during 1006 cfs blowdown averaged 0.388 fps to 0.599 fps across all eight bays.
Intake velocities averaged 0.337 fps to 0.427 fps across all eight bays measured during 815 cfs
blowdown. The study concluded that intake flows are not outside design requirements and
average flows do not differ substantially between intake screen bays.

Table 5. Post-modification Velocity Profiles - Velocities Obtained From The Following Report:
Approach Canal Dredging Project (White Paper Report)

_April 15, 2004

Average Velocity At Center of Bays Average Velocity
Blowdown River Level (fps) Across All Bays

(cfs) (ft) 128 127 126 125 124 123 122 121 (fps)

1006 674.6 0.388 0.557 0.599 0.415 0.522 0.420 0.490 0.454 0.481

815 674.6 0.337 0.373 0.349 0.427 0.356 0.346 0.356 0.349 0.362

Average Calculated Through-Screen Velocity* Average Through-
(Coarse Mesh) Screen Velocity

Blowdown River Level (fps) For All Screens
(cfs) (ft) 128 127 126 125 124 123 122 121 (fps)

1006 674.6 0.807 1.159 1.246 0.864 1.086 0.874 1.020 0.945 1.000

815 674.6 0.701 0.776 0.726 0.888 0.741 0.720 0.741 0.726 0.752
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Average Calculated Through-Screen Velocity*
(Fine Mesh)

(fps)

128 127 126 125 1124 123 122 121

Average Through-
Screen Velocity
For All Screens

(fps)
Blowdown

(cfs)
River Level

(ft)

1006 674.6 0.8999 1.291 1.388 0.96211.210 0.973 1.135 1.0521 1.114

815 674.6 0.781 0.864 0.809 0.989 0.825 0.802 0.825 0.8091 0.838

*Equation used for Calculation: TSV Q/(D*OA*TW*K)

Where:

TSV = Through Screen Velocity

Q = Flow Rate (Calculated from velocities at center of bays, Q = V*A)

D = Water Depth (River Level - Bottom of Bays = 26.1 ft)

OA = Open Area of Screen (Obtained from Table, .610 coarse and .548 fine)

TW Nominal Tray Width, (10 ft)

K = Through Flow Screen Constant (396)

3.3 PINGP Water Appropriation and NPDES/SDS Permit Allowances

In accordance with the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES)/State
Disposal System (SDS) permit, PINGP's intake flows are controlled indirectly by imposing
limitations on the circulating water (SD-001) discharge flows. The discharge restrictions are
presented in Table 6 and, as shown, are implemented during the spawning season. The goal of
these restrictions is to minimize the impingement of fish, larval fish, and eggs on vertical
traveling screens.

Table 6. NPDES Discharge Limitations

Discharge Restriction River Flow
Date (MGD) (cfs)

194 (300 cfs) _ 15,000
97 (150 cfs) < 15,000

May I - 31 194 (300 cfs) NA
June I - 15 259 (400 cfs NA
June 16 - 30 517.5 (800 cfs) NA
July- April 14 Not restricted NA
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4.0 Fish Protection Technologies and Measures

Table 7 identifies the fish protection technologies and measures used at PLNGP to minimize
impingement and entrainment and meet the performance standards. A more in-depth review on
the operation of the technologies will be submitted in the Technology Installation and Operation
Plan. Specifications for the measures and technologies listed below are included in Appendix.C.

Table 7. Fish Protection Technologies and Measures Used at PINGP.
Technology/Measure Description

Fine mesh screens, installed April through
August, prevents entrainment of fish eggs and
larvae into the cooling system during peak

Fine mesh screens (0.5mm) spawning months.
Discharge restrictions indirectly control intake
flows and are implemented during peak
spawning months, thus minimizing
impingement of eggs, larval fish, and juvenile

Discharge Restrictions fish.
A low-pressure screen wash is used to gently
remove accumulated eggs, larvae, and
juveniles from the screens, thus minimizing
harm that may occur to them during the

Low-Pressure Screen Wash removal process.
The vertical traveling screens are equipped
with fish lift buckets, allowing fish to remain

Fish Buckets in water during the screen wash process.
During fine mesh operation, the traveling
screens are continuously washed/rotated at 3
fpm. This decreases the length of time eggs,
larvae, and juveniles are impinged on the
screens and further minimizes harm that may

Continuous Screen Wash occur while impinged.
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5.0 Impingement and Entrainment

Impingement performance standards are defined as a reduction in impingement mortality for all
life stages of fish and shellfish by 80 to 95 percent from the calculation baseline. Entrainment
performance standards are defined as the reduction of entrainment of all life stages of fish and
shellfish by 60 to 90 percent from the calculation baseline.

Calculation baseline means an estimate of impingement mortality and entrainment that would
occur at the site assuming that:

a. The cooling water system has been designed as a once-through system;
b. The opening of the cooling water intake structure is located at, and the face of the

standard 3/8-inch mesh traveling screen is oriented parallel to, the shoreline near the
surface of the source waterbody;

c. The baseline practices, procedures, and structural configuration are those that your
facility would maintain in the absence of any structural or operational controls including
flow or velocity reductions, implemented in whole or in part for the purposes of reducing
impingement mortality and entrainment.

During the period April 1 through August 31, Prairie Island is required to operate the intake
vertical traveling screens in continuous mode and using fine-mesh (0.5 mm) screen material in
order to minimize entrainment of larval fish, fish eggs, and other aquatic organisms. In addition,
intake flows are limited from April 15 through June.30 in order to minimize the impingement of

) fish and fish larvae. During the remaining months (September through March) when
entrainment of larval fish and eggs is not expected standard 3/8-inch mesh screens are installed.
The fish handling and return system is in service during both time periods.

Based on survival studies, sampling induced mortality studies, and operational measures, design
and construction technologies at PINGP are already in place to meet the impingement standards
set forth by the 316(b) rule. Survival ofjuvenile and larger fish sampled from fine mesh screens
is 71.5 percent. In addition, studies to determine sampling induced mortality determined that
nearly 10 percent of mortality to juvenile fish (15 percent mortality for all life stages) is caused
by the sampling method. With sampling mortality factored in, over 80 percent survivorship is
expected from PINGP fine mesh screens. If operational measures are factored in, it can be
assumed that overall fish survivorship of the community is increased since fewer fish overall are
being impinged. During the peak larval density period (May and June), PINGP intake flows are
limited to 20 to 30 percent of design flow. The assumption can be made that during these
months only one-third of the fish that would have been impinged (if operating at design flow) are
being impinged resulting in increased overall survivorship.

Due to the use of 0.5 mm (fine) mesh screens at the intake screenhouse from April through
August entrainment standards are met at Prairie Island. It has been documented from larval
studies conducted at PINGP that 0.5 mesh screens collects eggs and larvae of all fish expected to
be encountered in the naturally occurring drift from the Mississippi River community within the
vicinity of the plant. In addition to preventing entrainment of eggs and larvae, fine mesh screens

* ) limit the establishment of a resident population of fish in the intake and recycle canals and
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subsequent potential for cold-shock mortality. A more detailed review can be found in the
PINGP Impingement Mortality and Entrainment Study.
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2000 PINGP Operating Report
Availability

Reactor Reserve Reserve Forced Outage

Period Hours Reactor Critical Hr- Shutdown Hrs Generator On-line Hr,, Shutdown Hrs Hrs Service Factor Availability Factor

Month Unit I Unit 2 Unit I Unit 2 Unit I Unit 2 Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit I Unit 2 Unit I Unit 2 Unit I Unit 2 Unit I Unit 2

January 744 744 744 744 0 0 744 744 0 0 0 0 100 100 100 100

February 696 696 696 696 0 0 696 696 0 0 0 0 100 100 100 100

March 744 744 744 744 0 0 744 744 0 0 0 0 100 100 100 100

April 719 719 719 669.7 0 0 719 669.7' 0 0 0 0 100 93.1 100 93.1

May 744 744 744 0 0 0 744 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 100 0

June 720 720 720 587.5 0 0 720 550.7 0 0 0 0 100 76.5 100 76.5

July 744 744 744 744 0 0 744 744 0 0 0 0 100 100 100 100

August 744 744 744 744 0 0 744 744 0 0 0 0 100 100 100 100

September 720 720 720 720 0 0 720 720 0 0 0 0 100 100 100 100

October 745 745 745 745 0 0 745 745 0 0 0 0 100 100 100 100

November 720 720 720 720 0 0 720 720 0 0 0. 0 100 100 100 100

December 744 744 465.8 744 0 0 459.7 744 0 0 0 0 61.8 100 61.8 100

Outage and Power Reduction Occurrences
Date Type Hours Reason Method LER Number Systern Comr onent

Month Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 1 Unit 2

March 3/11/2000 S 0 B 5 N/A N/A N/A
April 4/28/2000 S 49.3 C 3 20001 N/A N/A
May 5/28/200 5/31/2000 S S 0 744 B C 5 4 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

June 6/8/2000 S 169.3 C 4 N/A N/A N/A

August 9/16/2000 9/23/2000 S S 0 0 B B 5 5 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

December 12/1/2000 12/22/200q S S 284.3 0 B B 1 5 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

Decemberl 36887 S 0 C 5 N/A N/A N/A

Performance Outage Occurrence Key

Gross Thermal Gross Electrical Net Electrical Capacity Factor Capacity Factor
(MWH) (MWH) (MWH) (MDC NET) _(DER NET) Type Reason Method

Month Unit I Unit 2 1 Unit I Unit 2 1Unit IUnit 2 Unit 1 Unit 2 1Unit IUnit 2 P - Forced

S - ScheduledJanuary
February

March
April
May
June
July

August

September
October

November
December

1225051
1143720
1205735
1184386
1218951
1184386
1224035
1224035
1161003
1222001
1184386
730964

1224774
1145494
1220708
1103821

0
848507
1226072
1226072
1178369
1224042
1184458
1222012

427760
399880
420040
404090
416540
401100
414180
414720

398360
426680
413660
254310

426750
399020
425050
376870

0
286490
414180
414740

404990
426120
413110
425690

407481
381040
399735
380487
393584
378041
390053
390590

376813
405382
394064
239235

407195
380726
40536
355144
-3125

266125
389976
390547
383356
404977
393570
405407

104.9
104.9
102.9
101.4
101.3
100.6
100.4
100.6

100.3
104.2
104.8
61.6

104.8
104.8
104.3
94.6
-0.8
70.8
100.4
100.6

102
104.1
104.7
104.4

102.2
102.1
100.2
98.7
98.7
98

97.8
97.9
97.6
101.5
102.1

60

102.1
102.1
101.6
92.2
-0.8
69

97.8
97.9

99.3
101.4
102

101.7

A - Equip. Failure

B - Maint. Or Test

- - Refueling

D - Regulatory Restriction

B - Operator Training

sad License Examination

- Administrative

3 - Operational Error

H - Other

1 - Manual

2 - Man. Trip

3 - Auto Trip

4 - Continued

5 - Reduced Load

9 - Other

i

- i - - & - - - I - & - d. . * -
* MDC = Maximum Dependable Capacity

DER = Design Electrical Rating



2001 PINGP Operating Report
Availability

Reactor Reserve Reserve Forced Outage

Period Hours Reactor Critical Hr Shutdown Hrs Generator On-line Hfrs Shutdown irs Hrs Service Factor Availability Factoj

Month Unit I Unit 2 Unit I Unit 2 Unit I Unit 2 Unit I Unit 2 Unit I Unit 2 Unit I Unit 2 Unit I Unit 2 Unit I Unit 2

January 744 744 454.4 744 0 0 453.6 744 0 0 0 0 61 100 61 100

February 672 672 106.2 672 0 0 73 672 0 0 0 0 10.9 100 10.9 100

March 744 744 744 744 0 0 744 744 0 0 0 0 100 100 100 100

April 719 719 719 719 0 0 719 719 0 0 0 0 100 100 100 100

May 744 744 744 212.1 0 0 744 212.1 0 0 0 531.9 100 28.5 100 28.5

June 720 720 720 629.6 0 0 720 596.7 0 0 0 123.3 100 82.9 100 82.9

July 744 744 744 744 0 0 744 744 0 0 0 0 100 100 100 100

August 744 744 16.1 744 0 0 10.2 744 0 0 733.8 0 1.4 100 1.4 100

September 720 720 480.8 720 0 0 474.9 720 0 0 245.1 0 66 100 66 100

October 745 745 745 735.2 0 0 745 735.2 0 0 0 9.8 100 98.7 100 98.7

November 720 720 720 684.1 0 0 720 657.1 0 0 0 62.9 100 91.3 100 91.3

December 744 744 744 744 0 0 744 744 0 0 0 0 100 100 100 100

Outage and Power Reduction Occurrences

Date Ty e Hours Reason Method LER Number System Con ponent

Month Unit I Unit 2 Unit I Unit 2 Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit I Unit 2 Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 1 Unit 2

January 1/1/2001 S 0 C 5 N/A N/A N/A

January 1/19/2001 S 290.4 C 1 N/A N/A N/A

February 2/25/2001 S 0 C N/A N/A N/A

February 2/25/2001 S 599 C N/A N/A N/A

March 3/28/2001 S 0 B 5 N/A N/A N/A

April 4/1/2001 4/6/2001 S S 0 0 B B 5 5 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

April 4/4/2001 S 0 .B 5 N/A N/A N/A

May 5/9/2001 F 531.9 A 2 20103 N/A N/A

June 6/17/2001 6/1/2001 S F 0 123.3 B A 5 4 N/A 20103 N/A N/A N/A N/A

July 7/27/2001 S 0 B 5 N/A N/A N/A

August 8/1/2001 F 58.5 A 3 10104 N/A N/A

August 8/3/2001 F 675.3 A 3 10105 N/A N/A

September 911/2001 F 245.1 A 4 N/A N/A N/A

October 10/27/2001 S 0 B 5 N/A N/A N/A

October 10/31/2001 F 9.8 A 2 20105 N/A N/A

November 11/1/2001 F 62.9 A 4 N/A N/A N/A

December 12/2/2001 S 0 B 5 N/A N/A N/A

Performance Outage Occurrence Key

Gross Thermal I Gross Electrical Net Electrical
(MWH) H(MWH- (MWH)

Capacity Factor
(MDC NET)

Capacity Factoi
(DER NET) Tvne Reason Method

-- . - - -- - .5-~-, -- - 4-----,----~-E-------,- -- - 4 .,.4 4 4.
Month Unit 1 I Unit 2 1 Unit I I Unit2 Unit 11 Unit 2 Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit I I Unit 2 F - Forced

S - ScheduledJanuary
February

March
April
May
June
July

August
September
October

November
December

647600
78244

1225489
1167568
1226505
1183826
1225489
14226

751958
1225489
1185859
1223457

1224042
1105291
1222012
1157054
348131
957107
1191563
1224042
1184458
1205773
1061648
1224042

224960
27260

427400

405980
419110

400860
413910

5920

257080
427010

413300
426550

426980
385610
425540
401380
118000
321560
399190
412610

406780
419230
369620
425930

212043
22630

407267

386636
395690

377528

389713
1865

241264
406648
394146
406311

406394

366841
405184
382227
105860
299425

375369
388170
385371
399956

351076
406091

54.6
6.5

104.9
103

101.9
100.4
100.3
0.5

64.2
104.6
104.9
104.6

104.6
104.6
104.3
101.8
27.3

79.7
96.7
99.9

102.5
102.6
93.4

104.6

53.2
6.3

102.1
100.3
99.2
97.8
97.7
0.5
62.5
101.8
102.1
101.9

101.9
101.8
101.6
99.2
26.5

77.6
94.1
97.3

99.9

99.9

91
101.8

A - Equip. Failure

B - Main. Or Test
C - Refueling
D - Regulatory Retriction

- Operator Training
md Licenser Examintiton

- Admiistra•v

3 - Operational Error
H - Other

I - Manual

Z - Man. Trip
3 - Auto Trip

- Continued
i - Reduced Load

) - Othe

- ~ b

MDC = Maximum Dependable Capacity
DER = Design Electrical Rating



2002 PINGP Operatinh Report
Availability

Reactor Reserve Reserve Forced Outage

Period Hours Reactor Critical Hr: Shutdown Hrs Generator On-line Hr Shutdown Hrs Hrs Service Factor Availability Factor

Month Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit I Unit 2 Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit I Unit 2 Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit I Unit 2

January 744 744 744 744 0 .0 744 744 0 0 0 0 100 100 100 100

February 672 672 672 22 0 0 672 21.2 0 0 0 0 100 3.2 100 3.2
March 744 744 744 740.1 0 0 744 717.7 0 0 0 0 100 96.5 100 96.5

April 719 719 719 719 0 0 719 719 0 0 0 0 100 100 100 100
May 744 744 744 744 0 0 744 744 0 0 0 0 100 100 100 100
June 720 720 720 720 0 0 720 720 0 0 0 0 100 100 100 100

July 744 744 744 744 0 0 744 744 0 0 0 0 100 100 100 100

August 744 744 744 744 0 0 744 744 0 0 0 0 100 100 100 100
September 720 720 720 720 0 0 720 720 0 0 0 0 100 100 100 100

October 745 745 745 745 0 0 745 745 0 0 0 0 100 100 100 100

November 720 720 356.3 720 0 0 356.3 720 0 0 0 0 49.5 100 49.5 100
December 744 744 635 744 0 0 616.7 744 0 0 0 0 82.9 100 82.9 100

Outage and Power Reduction Occurrences

Date T, pc Hours Reason Method LER Number System Component

Month Unit I Unit 2 Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit I Unit 2 Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit I Unit 2 Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit I Unit 2 Unit I Unit 2

January 1/19/2002 1/18/2002 S S 0 0 B C 5 5 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

February 2/1/2002 S 650.8 C 1 N/A N/A N/A
March 3/1/2002 S C 4 N/A N/A N/A
April 4/20/2002 4/27/2002 S S 0 0 B B 5 5 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

June 6/24/2002 F 0 A 5 N/A N/A N/A
July 7/1/2002 7/13/2002 F 5 0 0 A B 5 5 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

July 7/20/2002 S 0 B 5 N/A N/A N/A

October 10/27/2002 0 B 5 N/A N/A N/A

November 11/15/2002 S 363.7 C 2 202 N/A N/A
December 12/1/2002 S 127.3 C 4 N/A N/A N/A

December 12/8/2002 S 0 C 5 N/A N/A N/A

Performance -_ Outage Occurrence Key

Gross Thermal Gross Electrical Net Electrical Capacity Factor Capacity Factor
(MWH) I (MW ) (MWH) (MDC NET) (DER NET) Type Reason Method

Month Unit 1 I Unit 2 1 Unit 1 I Unit 2 1 Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 1 I Unit 2 1 Unit I I Unit 2
-4 - -

F - Forced

S - ScheduledJanuary
February
March
April
May
June
July

August

September
October

November
December

1222440
1106598
1224473
1161471
1225489
1185859
1222440
1225489

1185859
11224473
566001
965930

1195623
31464

1142075
1167545
1225616
1185883
1221541
1225616
1185883
1221541
1185883
1225616

426500
385330
426850
399310
415710
396300
405700
410870
400590
421790
195070
335660

416430
10200

396640
401040
417510
399320
410130
415600

405240
425300
412780
426240

406257
366746
406784
377603
391759
372871
381434
387132

378538
401398
184789
317923

39667f
7134

377034
379314
39318C
375754
38562c
39172E
384044
405525
393411
406601

104.6
104.6
104.7
100.6
100.9
99.2
98.2
99.7

100.7
103.2
49.2
81.9

102.1
2

97.1
101.1
101.2
100

99.3
100.9

102.2
104.3
104.7
104.7

101.9
101.8
102
98

98.2
96.6
95.6
97.1
98.1
100.5
47.9
79.7

99.5
2

94.5
98.4
98.6
97.4
96.7
98.2

99.5
101.6
101.9
102

A - Equip. Failure

B - Maint. Or Test

C - Refueling

D - Regulatory Restriction

E - Operator Training

and License Examination

F - Administrative

- Operational Error

H - Other

I - Manual

2 - Man. Trip

3 - Auto Trip

4 - Continued

5 - Reduced Load

9 - Other

- a - I - a - I - a - I - a - i - S - - -
MDC = Maximum Dependable Capacity

DER = Design Electrical Rating



0

2003 PINGP Operating Report
Availability

Reactor Reserve Reserve Forced Outage

Period Hours Reactor Critical Hr. Shutdown Hrs Generator On-line Hrs Shutdown Hrs Hrs Service Factor Availability Factoi

Month Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit I Unit 2 Unit I Unit 2 Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit I Unit 2

January 744 744 744 744 0 0 744 744 0 0 0 0 100 100 100 100

February 672 672 672 672 0 0 672 672 0 0 0 0 100 100 100 100

March 744 744 744 744 0 0 744 744 0 0 0 0 100 100 100 100

April 719 719 719 719 0 0 578.6 719 0 0 140.4 0 80.5 100 80.5 100

May 744 744 744 744 0 0 744 744 0 0 0 0 100 100 100 100

June 720 720 720 720 0 0 720 720 0 0 0 0 100 100 100 100

July 744 744 74 744 0 0 744 744 0 0 0 0 100 100 100 100

August 744 744 744 744 0 0 744 744 0 0 0 0 100 100 100 100

September .720 720 720 286 0 0 720 284.5 0 0 0 0 100 39.5 100 39.5
. October 745 745 745 539.6 0 0 745 479.6 0 0 0 44.7 100 64.4 100 64.4

November 720 720 720 720 0 0 720 720 0 0 0 0 100 100 100 100

December 744 744 744 744 0 0 744 744 0 0 0 0 100 100 100 100

Outage and Power Reduction Occurrences

Date Tvpe Hours Reason Method LER Number System Corn onent

Month Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit I Unit 2 Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit I Unit 2

January 1/11/2003 S 0 B 5 N/A N/A N/A

March 3/1/2003 3/24/2003 S F 0 0 B A 5 5 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

April 4/15/2003 4/5/2003 F S 140.4 0 A B 1 5 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

September 9/12/2003 S 0 C 5 N/A N/A N/A

September 9/12/2003 S 435.5 C 2 N/A N/A N/A

October 10/26/2003 10/1/2003 S S 0 220.7 B C 5 4 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

October 10/10/2003 S 0 C 5 N/A N/A N/A

October 10/12/2003 F 44.7 A 1 N/A N/A N/A

October 10/14/2003 S 0 C 5 N/A N/A N/A

November 11/8/2003 S 0 B 5 N/A N/A N/A

Performance Outage Occurrence Key

Gross Thermal Gross Electrical Net Electrical

(II (MWH) (MWH)

Capacity Factor
(MDC NET)

Capacity Factor
(DER NET) Type Reason Method

-, .. . -. .. .. r ... w r -.. T r t - 9 4

Month Unit I Unit2 Unit II Unit2 1 Unit I I Unit2 Unit I Unit 2 Unit 1 Unit 2
January

February
March
April
May
June
July

August
September

October
November
December

1223444
1105374
1205847
948627
1224462
1181712
1214283
1217337
1184766
1221408
1179677
1221408

1206259
1106417
1224598
1164488
1223579
1183846
1223579
1206259
405482
712309
1186163
1225905

426720
385150
415140
325840
415640
397700
411070
410480

406030
424120
410310
425370

419520
383770
425040
400790
415720
398810
412060
404630

136160
246050
411500
425570

406758
366868
395246
305093
391840
374330
386875
386312
383913
403523
390258
405331

F - Forced

S - Scheduled399764
366048
405369
379274
392061
375711
388291
380845
125415
230714
391654
405825

104.7
104.6
103.6
82.7

100.9
99.6
99.6
99.5

102.1
103.8
103.8
104.4

102.9
104.4
104.4
101.1

101
100
100

98.1

33.4
59.3
104.2
104.5

102
101.9
99.1
79.2
98.3
97
97

96.9
99.5
101.1
101.1
101.6

100.2
101.6
101.7
98.4
98.3
97.4
94.4
95.5

32.5
57.8
101.5
101.8

A - Equip. Failure

B - Maint. Or Test

C - Refueling

D - Regulatory Restriction

E - Opeartor Training

and License Examination

- Administrative

3 - Operational Error

q - Other

-Manual

2 - Man. Trip

3 - Auto Trip

4 - Continued

5 - Reduced Load

)- Other

- . .- I - I - - - * - i - S *I
MDC = Maximum Dependable Capacity

DER = Design Electrical Rating



2004 PINGP Operating Report
Availability

Reactor Reserve Generator Reserve Forced Outage

Period Hours Reactor Critical Hrý Shutdown Hrs On-line Hrs Shutdown Hirs firs Service Factor Availability Facto

Month Unit I Unit 2 Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit I Unit 2 Unit I Unit 2 Unit I Unit 2 Unit I Unit 2 Unit I Unit 2 Unit I Unit 2

January 744 744 744 744 0 0 744 744 0 0 0 0 100 100 100 100

February 696 696 696 696 0 0 696 696 0 0 0 0 100 100 100 100

March 744 744 744 744 0 0 744 744 0 0 0 0 100 100 100 100

April 719 719 719 719 0 0 719 719 0 0 0 0 100 100 100 100

May 744 744 744 744 0 0 744 744. 0 0 0 0 100 100 100 100

June 720 720 720 720 0 0 720 720 0 0 0 0 100 100 100 100

July 744 744 744 744 0 0 744 744 0 0 0 0 100 100 100 100

August 744 744 744 744 0 0 744 744 0 0 0 0 100 100 100 100

September 720 720 236.7 720 0 0 236.5 720 0 0 0 0 32.8 100 32.8 100

October 745 745 0 745 0 0 0 745 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 100

November 720 720 204 682.8 0 0 182.3 673.6 0 0 0 46.4 25.3 93.6 25.3 93.6

December 744 744 744 744 0 0 744 744 0 0 0 0 100 100 100 100

Outage and Power Reduction Occurrences

Date T, pe Hours Reason Method LERNumber Sytem Co' onent

Month Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit I Unit 2 Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit I Unit 2 Unit 1 Unit2 Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit I Unit 2

February 2/20/2004 S 0 B 5 N/A N/A N/A

April 4/2/2004 S 0 B 5 N/A N/A N/A

June 6/25/2004 S 0 B 5 N/A N/A N/A

July 7/8/2004 F 0 A 5 N/A VC 2VC1531

August 8/12/2004 8/29/2004 S S 0 0 C B 5 5 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

September 9/1/2004 9/20/2004 S F 0 0 C B 5 5 N/A N/A N/A LF N/A HCV

September 9/9/2004 F 0 A 5 N/A EE N/A

September 9/10/2004 S 483.5 C 2 N/A N/A N/A

October 10/31/2004 10/6/2004 S S 745 7.8 C B 4 5 N/A N/A N/A SM N/A P

October 10/31/2004 S 11.9 B 5 N/A AB P

November 11/23/2004 11/12/2004 S S 2.6 14.5 B B 2 5 N/A N/A N/A SM N/A P

November 11/23/2004 11/17/2004 S F 535.1 46.4 C A 4 2 N/A N/A N/A BK N/A FCU

December 12/27/2004 S 48 B 5 N/A SN LIT

December 12/28/2004 S 8.5 B 5 N/A SM P

Performance Outage Occurrence Key

Gross Thermal
(MWH)

Gross Electrical I Net Electrcal
(MWH) I (MWH) Capacity Factor Capacity Factor

(MDC NET) I (DER NET) Type Reason Method
- -- -,-~'--..--,--Method

Month Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 1 I Unit 2 Unit I I Unit 2 Unit I I Unit2 1 Unit II Unit2
-9--9 -~ 9.~ I - .9- t ~ - - .9-4-

F - Forced

S - ScheduledJanuary
February
March
April
May
June
July

August
September

October
November
December

1224462
1097232
1224462
1184766
1224462
1132856
1224462
1130820

289067
0

213646
1206589

1225905
1145401
1224886
1155591
1224886
1186163
1223867
1221829
1185143
1218772
1098525
1222848

425840
380440

426680
403310

409160
378070

413800

386160

98200
0

72210
423460

426080
398720

426600
395400
415610
400120
412330
414680
403110
421270
379290
423050

405743
362018
406472

380569

384758
354908

389632

362405

88869
0

63242
403526

406334
380254
406615
373524
391824
377088
388445
390821

380792
400770

360646
403151

104.5
99.6
104.7
101.4
99.1
94.4
100.3
93.3

23.6
0

16.8
103.9

104.6
104.7
104.7
99.5
100.9
100.3

100
100.6
101.3
103.1

96
103.8

101.7
97

101.9
98.8
96.5

92
97.7
90.9

23
0

16.4
101.2

101.9
101.9
102
96.9
98.3
97.7
97.4
98

98.7
100.4
93.5
101.1

A - Equip. Failure

B - Maint. Or Test

C - Refueling
D - Regulatory Restriction

E - Opeartor Training

and License Examination

F - Adninistrative

* - Operational Error
* - Other

1 - Manual

2 - Man. Trip

3- Auto Trip

I - Continued
5- Reduced Load
) Other

- . - . - . - I - S - * - S a S - S - S -
MDC = Maximum Dependable Capacity

DER = Design Electrical Rating



2005 PINGP Operating Report
Availability

Reactor Reserve Reserve Forced Outage
Period Hours Reactor Critical Hr Shutdown Hirs Generator On-line Hrs Shutdown His firs Service Factor Availability Facto

Month Unit I Unit 2 Unit I Unit 2 Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit I Unit 2 Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit I Unit 2 Unit I Unit 2

January 744 744 744 744 "0 0 744 744 0 0 0 0 100 100 100 100

February 672 672 490.6 672 0 0 434 672 0 0 0 0 64.6 100 64.6 100

March 744 744 728.3 706.6 0 0 704.8 706.5 0 0 37.3 37.5 94.7 95 94.7 95

April 719 719 719 296.5 0 0 719 290.4 0 0 0 428.6 100 40.4 100 40.4
May 744 744 74 0 0 0 744 0 0 0 0 142 100 0 100 0

June 720 720 720 504.1 0 0 720 478.4 0 0 0 1.1 100 66.4 100 66.4
July 744 744 744 744 0 0 744 744 0 0 0 0 100 100 100 100

August 744 744 744 744 0 0 744 744 0 0 0 0 100 100 100 100

September 720 720 720 720 0 0 704.9 720 0 0 0 0 97.9 100 97.9 100

October 745 745 745 745 0 0 745 745 0 0 0 0 100 100 100 100

November 720 720 720 720 0 0 720 720 0 0 0 0 100 100 100 100

December 744 744 744 744 0 0 744 744 0 0 0 0 100 100 100 100
Outage and Power Reduction Occurrences

Date T, pe Hours Reason Method LER Number System CoGm unent

Month Unit I Unit 2 Unit I Unit 2 Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit I Unit 2 Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 1 Unit 2

February 2/19/2005 2/10/2005 S S 238 9 B B 2 5 N/A N/A TK SM GEN P

March 3/1/2005 3/12/2005 S S 1.9 0 B B 2 5 N/A N/A TK N/A GEN N/A
March 3/2/2005 3/30/2005 F F 37.3 37.5 A A 2 2 N/A N/A TG BK FCV FCU

March 3/5/2005 S 0 H 5 N/A TK GEN
April 4/1/2005 F 69.05 A 4 N/A BK FCU

April 4/15/2005 F 359.55 A 2 N/A EK DG
May 5/1/2005 F 30 A 2 N/A EK DG
May 5/2/2005 F 112 A 4 N/A BP V
May 5/6/2005 S 602 C 2 N/A N/A N/A

* June 6/10/2005 F 1.1 B 4 N/A BQ NZL
June 6/10/2005 S 238 C 4 N/A N/A N/A

Jane 6/11/2005 S 2.5 B 2 N/A N/A N/A
September 9/16/2005 5 15.1 B 2 N/A TK GEN

October 10/13/2005 S 10.96 B 5 N/A SM P

November 11/19/2005 5 14.72 B 5 N/A N/A N/A

December 12/5/2005 S 256.05 B 5 N/A ID N/A
December 12/28/2005 S 18.62 B _ N/A SM P

Performance Outage Occurence Key

Gross Thermal Giross blectrical Net Electrical
(MWH) I (MWH) (MWH)

Capacity Factor
(MDC NET)

Capacity Factor
(DER NET) MethodType Reason

-. . r .. - 4. 4.
Month Unit I Unit 2 IUmit 1 Unit2 IUnit 1I Unit 2 IUnit 1 Unit 2 Unit i Unit 2
Mouth it I Unit 2 Unit I I Unit 2 it I I Unit 2 Unit I

F - Forced

S - ScheduledJanuary
February
March
April
May
June
July

August
September

October
November
December

1204554
700961
1090610
1184207
1223884
1184207
1221849
1222867

1147582

1222867
1183190
1220832

1223867
1104639
1118906
470796

0
743515

1225630
1225630

1184945
1222578
1175791
1223595

420780
244980
380070
409230
421140
400430
412630
415780

394130
427680
414290
426120

422330
378740
382770
161480

0
246190
408840
411400

402860

422620

407390
424510

401091
229863
361416
387458
399397
377852
388698
392165

372048
407165
395008
406237

402606
360939
363634
145892
0

227477
384530
387600
380822
402132
388277
404721

103.3
65.5
93.1

103.2
102.8
100.5
100.1

101

99

104.7
105.1
104.6

103.7
102.9
93.6
38.9

0
60.5
99

99.8
101.3
103.4
103.3
104.2

100.6
63.8
90.6
100.5
100.2
97.9

97.5
98.3

96.4

102
102.4
101.9

101
100.2
91.2
37.9

0
58.9

96.4
97.2

98.7

100.7
100.6
101.5

A - Equip. Failure
* - Maint. Or test
C - Refeiling
D - Regulatory Retriction
E - Opeantor Training
and License Examination

F - Admiinisrative
o - Operational Eraor
-1 . Other

I - Manual

2- Man. Trip

3- Aio Trip

4 - Continued

5 - Reduced Load

9 - Other

* - Other

- & I ~ I I - - & d I - d -
MDC = Maximum Dependable Capacity

DER = Design Electrical Rating
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A. INTRODUCTION

In December, 1976, Northern States Power Company authorized
Stone & Webster Engineering Corporation to develop concep-
tual designs of various intake alternatives which would
have the potential to Zg/dnce fish imningement and ichthvo-
plankton entrainment at the Prairie- IslanH Nuclear Generating
Plant. The basic objectives of the program were as follows:

6 Develop and evaluate designs which would permit
utilizing intake flows of up to 1500 cfs (open
cycle operation) while maintaining fish impinge-
ment and ichthyoplankton entrainment 4.taoQx iiw
baseline levels associated with the present system
operating at a 188 cfs withdrawal rate.

( Estimate the capital costs of construction and
annual maintenance costs for those designs which
combine the best potential for biological effec-
tiveness and commercial availability.

This report discusses the results of Stone & lebster's
efforts. It includes a description of the present Prairie
Island intake design, a discussion of existing impingement
and entrainment, a general discussion of the various alter-
natives evaluated, and a detailed description of three
alternative intake designs selected for further consideration
at Prairie Island. Also included are order-of-magnitude
cost estimates for the three selected designs.

B. SUN94ARY AJND CONCLUSIONS

The objective of this study was to evaluate alternative
intake designs or operational modes which might be employed
at the Prairie Island Nuclear Generating Plant to control
impingement and entrainment mortality. Scfie 11y it

was desired that the alternative systems be capable of
main'taning entrimn ý~ mi~ment im.at~lu4

belo the 1eve1 which would be • ,h a contianous
188 cfs cooling water withdrawal rate with the exist nginae(basel ine level) buct ýInVcnwou- l~, orccrto
at wihdraw~al- ratpq- of _Up o 50fs Thpontial for

reduction of impact throu h withdrawal rate reduction iringeriod-o hh i_ hthoulankto-n-densry ,=--waalso evaluatq~d.

A number of intake alternatives were considered in light
of their capabilities to meet the study objectives. Based
on results of this study, three alternative schemes were
selected which appear to offer the potential to satisfy
the objectives. These are the modified traveling screen
with fish buckets,- the anEaEý ,• mon: ýael n •cx-en,

z flow trsvelin£ screen.

Each of these alternatives has advantages and disadvantages.
The mesh size (0.5 mm) chosen for all schemes and the
requirement for continous operation at relatively high



speed are disadvantages common to all three systems. The

fine mesh presents more potential for clogging than the
commonly used 3/8 inch mesh. In addition, it requires that
special attention be paid to wash systems and screen mesh
reinforcement to prevent distortion or tearing of the mesh
due to the pressure of the wash water or heavy debris loading.
Continous operation at relatively high speeds is required
in order to remove impinged organisms rapidly, thus reducing
impingement mortality. Continuous ooeration results in
substantial wear and maintenance problems and requires that
specially designed bearings, chains, etc., be used in the
construction of the screens.

* Modified Traveling Screens with Fish Buckets
With respect to being able to judge biological effectiveness,
the modified traveling screen with fish buckets offers the
advantage of onpzational d~at fran the ,wurr- P•ar Stion.
At tnis station, immediate mortality data indicate greater
than 90 percent survivorshin for a variety of species which

• are also collected on the existing Prairie Island screens
(Section 3.2.1). The basic disadvantages which must be
assessed in relation to this mode of operation are that fish
are stressed, at least to some extent, by the impingement
process and subsequent handling, and that there are
long- term mortalitv data available on whic tn-,,-:he

* ultimate fate of the imiin.zed fish.-

It is estimated that modified tr veling screens with fish
buckets would cost S14.S million 'o construct and that main-
tenance costs would be about S120,000 per year. The opera-
tion of this system would require about 120 KW of auxiliary

* power and 1050 M1H of energy on an annual basis.

Angled Screens
Angled screens depend on the diversion of fish along the
screen face and into a bypass system through the use of f
natural behavioral resDtAses of the species involve. The

* maior advantages of this scheme are as follows: (1) opera-
tional data indicate that these systems work well or several
species (Section 3.2.1), ( laboratory data indicate up to
100 percent guidance efficiency for species with behavioral
characteristics expected to be,_imilar to those of species
found at Prairie Island, and (4 the fish remain in the

P water and are subjected to a minimum of handling.

T he basic disadvantage with respect 1n ccru"n" drp•egar this scheme is that it is iintsteri ox% =s-eies
nicjeid i mpnant at vrairie Tsan d. It is therefore

necessary to. extrapolate from the reactions of other species
in order to assess its potential effectiveness for the
species of interest. Should it be found that some of the
species of Prairie Island do not guide, the fact that this
alternative is equipped with lifting buckets and a fish
return system provides a backup whereby the potential for
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survivorship is enhanced through collection and removal
of impinged organisms in a fashion equivalent to that bf
the modified traveling screen with fish buckets.

The design utilizing angled flush mounted traveling screens
is the most expensive scheme evaluated. Construction costs
are estimated at $17 million with annual maintenance costs
of $140,000. The operation of this system would require
about 585 KW of auxiliary power and S140 MiH of energy annually.

Center Flow Screens
Center flow screens offer the advantage that operating exper-
ience with the one U.S. installation indicates that there
is relatively low mortality to impinged fish. Should impinge-
ment be a problem at Prairie Island, the design of the screen
is such that it could remove impinged organisms to a fish
transport system in essentially the same fashion as the
modified traveling screen. The same disadvantages (impinge-
ment and handling stresses) apply to this scheme that apply
to the modified traveling screen.

Center flow screens are the least expensive of the alterna-
tives evaluated, costing $7 million to construct and $40,000
per year to maintain. The operation of this system would
require about 33 K1 of auxiliary power and 290 MWH of energy
annually.

Impingement
It is not possible to quantify the potential reduction in
number of juvenile and adult fish impinged 'by each of the
alternative designs. The modified traveling and center flow
screen designs incorporate a low (0.5 fps) screen approach
velocity which should reduce the number of fish impinged.
Further, available data indicate that immediate survival
values are over 90 percent for a system with a similar mode
of operation. The angled traveling screen design, which
has a 1.0 fps approach velocity (0.5 fps at the screen face),
has proven to be effective in operation, and has shown 100
percent guiding effectiveness for selected species in physi-
cal model studies with low (less than 4 percent) resultant
mortality. Finally, since all three alternative intakes
would be located away from the existing warm water attrac-
tn area-and would be designed to minimize embayment-_up-
stream of the screenhne1, it ,.,o,,!a •ppear that the sel--Lion Of ef~ f thzzc; chcm:: fov ,,<e •t prarie T•1]iid would
offer the potenti•1 or ;ubi,,a . no in impingement
mortality relative to the existing intake.

Entrainment
With respect to entrainable fish, it is believed that the
use of a fine mesh screen offers the potential for signifi-
cant reduction of entrainment mortality through the use of
proper mesh size, low screen approach velocity, and minimal
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impingement time. These operating characteristics may

be achieved with each of the alternatives discussed above,

S if the screens are upgraded to withstand continuous oper-

ation and modified to incorporate adequate wash systems and

spray' pressures. It may not be possible to operate contin-
•eh~r•¢• -#•teof 15M0'cts and hold _nr nent

.ipacts t-o •h•be ln_ h-,e.L• However,_ b..Uased_ on asslum-•__•

tions set forth in the body of this report (Sections 1.0 and

*.. T2)it may be possible to operate r -- tes

d uringer~o~s o~f high ichthyonlankton density (May and

June anWdaaytihdrawval rates up to 1500 cfs for the

balance of the year while maintaining tota
ment mo~t~adTy1ee
conditions.

As mentioned above, the potential for reduction of entrain-

ment impact through reduction of makeup flou., to 188 cfs

during times of high ichthyoplankton density was also

evaluated. Data presented in the Prairie Island Section

16Lb) demonstration _.NHf', 7 1 naica a av and
Zune are te months of greatest ichthyoplankton density.
Reduction o- flow to 188 f irn &.av and June wou re-

siLt-in a.30 percen u i tot a-T -e-r•.- ifhth-V-

planKtUon morTL comaed to i9Ji leveBs (Section 3.2.2).

•e reent) ieduLion in tot6al yearlv ic t Moolankton rn r" I.- ty

i.e. aDrnv matelv 77 percent of the mortality r2duc.tdi n

would be obtained in June.,

Conclusions
*In conclusionh it a ne-eoe• thet av 1 . •ive

designs discussed in this report would reduce impingement

anUýntrainment losses from exisit-ge ! s. Each has

inherent advantages and di-sadvantages with respect to

biological and/or economic considerations. From the point

of view of biological effectiveness, it is not possible

* at this time to compare the meritos of'the various schemes

in terms of numbers of fish saved. There are, however,
decided differences in the costs of these schemes. The

center flow screens would cost approximately $7 million

as compared to $14.5 million for modified traveling screens
with fish buckets and S17 million for angled flush mounted

* traveling screens. Therefore, while all three schemes would

require further investigations and more detailed develop-

met-t.f4. n criteria prior to use at Prairie Island, if

only one scheme were toe rher evhe u wou a ea

mo cnt-e_£ective to concentrate this effort on the center

flow 1 & n.
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1.0 ASSUMPTIONS

A number of assumptions were made regarding the effective-
ness of various screening systems with respect to impinge-
ment and entrainment of aouatic organisms.

Impingement
With respect to reduction of impingement mortality, the two
basic assum tions are that all e considered importjn

•S'c -iwoin 2.2) we alon a ýn reen to a bvnass
and t 'uvenile sandý e_-[wlthe
possil h½_cepfion nf giz'-rA shad) are relative ivI rdv '
and can survive short term impingement and pumping. "

While few data are available regarding ability to guide the
specific organisms in question along an angled screen, past
studies indicate guidance efficiencies of up to 100 petcent
(Schuler, 1973; Schuler and Larson, 1974; Taft et al, 1976)
over a range of temperatures and screen approach velocities
for a diverse assemblage of species. With regard to the
assumption of relative hardiness, operational data on imme-
diate mortality from the Surry Power Station indicate greater
than 90 percent survivorship (Section 3.2.1) for species
found at Prairie Island when impinged on screens modified
to incorporate a fish handling and return system.

Otherra s-,ugt ~ies made with respect to impingement are that
all new structures (both intake and fish return) will be
unaffected by thermal effluent. (thus avoiding adverse
effects of ld stress during periods of plant s)
and that availa e ata are Inaicative of
long term trends at Prairie Island.

Entrainment
Major assumptions concerning entrainment are that all
ichthyoplankton or entrainable fish are passive organisms
and cannot be diverted through their own swimming efforts,
that 0.5 mm mesh will collect eggs and larvae of all impor-
tant species, and that the potential exists for relatively
high survival of these organisms once they are impinged.
While no data are available to support the first of these
assumptions, this represents a conservative approach to the
problem of assessing entrainment mortality since it implies
that these organisms will either be entrained or impinged,
depending on the size of screen mesh utilized and that
stresses cannot be reduced through guidance of these or-
anIsms. The second assumption can be substantiated through

examination of egg diameters and larval hatching size of
species found at Prairie Island (Table 3.2-1). The assump-
tion concerning survivorship of impinged fish larvae is
perhaps most crucial to the problem of reducing entrain-
ment mortality. In support of this assumption, data from
a TVA study (Tomljanovich, Heuer, and Voightlander, 1976)
indicate that for smallmouth and largemouth bass, survivorship
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can be high if the proper combination of mesh size, water
velocity and impingement time can be achieved. Further,
operational data from the Barney Davis Station (which uses
0.5 mm mesh screens) indicates relatively ]iibh immediate
survivorship of marine fishes in the 10-?n mm .e range
(S. MTurray, personal communication) .

Other assumptions made with respect to entrainment are
that there is 100 percent mortality of entrained fish in
the present system due to stresses suffered in passage
through the condenser and cooling towers and that available
entrainment data are indicative of long term trends at
Prairie Island.
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2.0 PRESENT INTAKE DESIGN AND OPERATIhN

2.1 Physical Facilities
* The Prairie Island Nuclear Generating Plant consists of

two 560 MWe units utilizing pressurized water reactors.
The plant is located on the right (west) bank of the Missis-
sippi River approximately 40 miles southeast of Minneapolis-
St. Paul and 6 miles upstream from Red Wing, Minnesota.
Units 1 and 2 began operation in December 1973 and December

*1974, respectively.

The plant is capable of operating with the circulating
water system as a once-through system, a closed-loop system,
or a helper system where a portion of the water is recycled
to the intake and the remainder discharged to the river.

p To date, the plant has not operated on a once-through basis.

Cooling water is presently drawn into th'p"lant through an
intake canal which is about 110 feet wide and 760 feet long.
A barrier wall is located near the mouth of the canal to
retain heated water in the system. The barrier also excludes
floating debris from the screenhouse. Figure 2.1-1 shows
a plot plan of existing facilities at the plant with the
relative location of the intake canal, screcnhouse, and
discharge canal.

Each unit requires approximately 750 cfs of circulating and
cooling water. Total Dlant flow .of 1500 cfs is a combina-
tion of river water and recycled cooling water. The amount
of circulating and cooling water flow withdrawn from the
Mississippi River under present operating conditions can
vary from approximately 188 cfs to 1500 cfs depending on
the time of year and the mode of operation. This flow is
drawn into a common intake screenhouse structure incorpo-
rating four vertical shaft, dry-pit circulating water pumps,
three electric and two diesel driven cooling water pumps, a
trash rack and traveling screens (Figures 2.1-2 and 2.1-3).

The screenhouse has a common trash rack outside the eight
screen bays. Each bay contains a vertical traveling screen.
The four circulating and five cooling water pumps are located
behind the screens. Each circulating water pump normally
draws water from two of the screen bays; however, a plenum
downstream from the screen makes it possible for a unit
operating with one pump to draw water through four screens,
thus reducing the approach velocity at the screen face.

The flow rates and resulting velocities under the barrier
wall, for possible modes of operation, are given in Table
2.1-1. Velocities at the trash rack and traveling screens
are given in Table 2.1-2.

Each traveling screen is 10 feet wide by 36 feet high and
utilizes wire mesh with 3/8 inch openings. For cleaning,
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the eight screens are rotated and washed with approximately
80 psi water pressure (125 psi design) spray nozzles. Debris
is washed into a common trough leading to a trash basket
for ultimate removal. Normally, the screens are washed inter-
mittently when a pre-set differential head across the screen
is exceeded or on a pre-set time cycle.

During the winter months when the ambient river water and
air temperatures are low, closed loop operation is used. As
the river water and air temperatures increase condenser inlet
temperatures rise. When an 85 F inlet temperature is reached
the helper cycle mode of operation is initiated by increas-
ing the discharge to the river. This sequence of operation
is reversed during the fall as ambient river water tempera-
tures decrease. Under all present modes of operation, the
cýrculating water flow is passed through mechanical draft
cooling towers. This is done to reduce the temperature of
the discharge water in order to meet existing thermal cri-
teria.
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Table 2.1-1

FLOW RATES AND VELOCITIES

Two Unit Operation
(Full Load)

Operating Mode

Closed-Loop

Helper
(50% recycle)

Open Cycle

Velocity under
Flow Rate (cfs) Barrier Wall

From River Recycle Canal (fps)

188 1312 0.3

750 750 1.0

2.11500 0

Table 2.1-2

APPROACH VELOCITY TO TRASH RACK
AND TRAVELING SCREENS,

(Based on Total Plant Flow of 1500 cfs)

Water Level

Normal Water
Level 674.5 ft

Low Water
Level 673.5 ft

Velocity (fps)
At Racks At Screens

1.2

1.2

1.3

1.4
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2.2 Impingement
Impingement and general fisheries data for Prairie Island
from 1974 and 1975 have been-presented in the Section 316(b)
demonstration prepared for NSP by NUS Corporation (1976).
This discussion presents a synopsis of that information
giving particular attention to species considered important
with-respect to their impingement at Prairie Island.

Impingement monitoring is accomplished through emptying
the trash basket 1-3 times per week and sorting impinged
organisms from debris. Fish are identified, counted and
total lengths are recorded for un to 100 specimens of each
species taken. When feasible, live fish are released.

A total of 44 species (146,063 fish) were impinged in 1974.
with 48 species cnd one hybrid (93,466 fish) impinged in
1975. Gizzard shad was the main species taken and accounted
for 94 percent and 75 percent of the 1974 and 1975 totals,
respectively. An attempt was made to correlate impingement
rate with various physical parameters (such as water temper-
ature and flow aDpronriation) for black bullhead, whi e
bass, cranpies. and freshwater drum. The results suggesqt

temost importan' n ;rQtial haczeistc
= n, U ii7i] ~ SinHui daua from ohner
power stations in ica e a positive correlation between in-
take velocity (or flow) and imningement, it is possible
that the same holds true at Prairie Island. Although no
correlation analyses were performed for gizzard shad impinge-
ment, a large proportion of the impingement of this species
is the result of cold stress on fish resident in the intake
and recycle canals during winter-time plant shutdowns as
well as periodic dieoffs in the lake and river during cold
periods (L. Grotbeck, personal communication).

For the present study, it was necessary to identify" impor-
tant species in order to evaluate the potential biological
effectiveness of the various alternative intake designs
selected for possible application at Prairie Island. ;he
f-ollownw, crite-ria wer ed:abzi f-e Hheofiprtant species:

Sport and commercial value or utilization as a
forage species. This led to the exclusion of ,
a number of "rough" species such as cam. carp-
suckei, and buffalo, and the inclusion of walleye
and sauger.

C Numbers of a species impinged in relation to the
estimated population size for that species. If
the number impinged was eaual to or greater than
0.S% of the total estimated population (NUS, 1976),
the species was considered important with respect
to impingement.

Table 2.2-1 is a list of species considered important with
respect to impingement losses and includes an indication
of their seasonal occurrence.
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Table 2.2-1 Species Considered Important with

Respect to Impingement Losses

Common Name

0 Gizzard shadL,'

Channel catfish raI-

Black bullhead~pt9

U White bass - F.'AI- 4-

"Crappie" F-•.i

Freshwater drum r_-"

0 Walleye/Sauger r <:

Scientific Name

Dorosoma cepedianum

Ictaluras Dunctatus

I. melas

Morone chrvsops

Pomoxis spp.

Aplodinotus grunniens

Stizostedion vitreum/
S. canadense

Primary Seasonal Occurrence

October7February

August-December

April-May

July-November

July-October

September-November

April

0'

0

S

0

I
0
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2.3 Entrainment
Entrainment monitoring was conducted at Prairie Island fromW April 25 to September 5, 1975, (NUS, 1976). Samples were
collected from three stations on a weekly basis during one
24-hour period each week. Larvae were identified to species
when possible. This information is briefly synopsized below.

A total of 39 taxa and at least 26 species were collected
0 (some were not identifiable). Fresh water drum eggsaccountedjo•S_9-Ler'-f oF iqh fiejerh cted, attri-

bu a5le to the fact that this species releases pelagic
bouyant eggs while most of the other species present either
deposit adhesive eggs in nests or broadcast adhesive eggs

*e ovter weed beds.

Emerald shiners and gizzard shad were the most abundant
kchthyoplankters collected, accounting tor -Z.3 and ZO.5
percent of the total-, respectivPLy. Catfishes ana wn•te
bass accounted for another 12.5 and 11.6 percent of the

* total while 35 other taxa accounted for the remaining
33.1 percent.

Judgements of importance were made with regard to both
number entrained, expressed in relation to eauivalent loss
of adults from the local population, and importance as

* sport or forage species. It was decided that species whose
entrainment led to losses in the adult population of 0.5 percent
or more (NUS, 1976) would be considered important. Table
2.3-1 presents the common and scientific names of those
species considered important with respect to entrainment
losses as well as an indication of their seasonal occurrence.

0, It should be noted that rough fish, such as buffaloes,
carpsuckers, and carp were excluded on the basis of unde-
sirability rather than number entrained.
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Table 2.3-1 Species Considered Important with

Respect to Entrainment Losses

* Common Name

Gizzard shad

Emerald shiner

* White bass

Walleye

Sauger

* Freshwater drum

"Darters"

Scientific Name

Dorosoma ceDedianum

Notropis atherinoides

Morone chrvsops

Stizostedion vitreum

Stizostedion canadense

Aplodinotus grunniens

Percidae

Primary Seasonal Occurrence

May-June

May and July

May-June

May

May

May-June

May-June
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3.0 ALTERNATIVE INTAKE DESIGNS

The three alternative intake designs selected for possible
application at Prairie Island would each incorporate at
least one of two concepts for fish protection. Schemes
1 and 2 would involve the collection and gentle removal of
fish, fish eggs, and larvae. Scheme 3 would combine fish
diversion with collection and removal, using angled travel-
ing screens to divert juvenile and adult fish, with eggs
and larvae being collected and removed. Each scheme has
been designed to exclude organisms from the intake and
recycle canals and to return screened fish, eggs, and
larvae back to the Mississippi River.

The alternative asns were selected on the basis tir
engieeri••n rt litv and thtF1 nerrtial for h ich½Hcal~ec- ess. Engineering considerations included the
past operating experience of a device, the practicality
of installing such a device at Prairie Island, and the
potential for operational and maintenance problems. Bio-
logical considerations included the past experienc_ of a
U-evice relative to its effectiveness in reducinz fish.mor-taiy_ e n hoth _ajmzz.-n$ ý-ýer~p nr oz n 'e-tes

tiveness with Mississiori River species.

Besides the three schemes discussed in this report, several
others were investigated for possible use at Prairie Island.
The schemes which were eiminat= dfrom detaiie__ considera-
tion included such devicesa5 infi_2_-i aion __l4lris,

_rous 1--tew screens, louvers, and angled sta-
.tioQzraYvsz-- _enfs. While these devices all have suitable
applications, they were eliminated from consideration due to
their limited effectiveness or their impracticality rela-
tive to the Prairie Island site. Several of the khemes,
for example the porous dike and the infiltration aI-.ry,
Wecause the size ot the strucm,1re •nouiredto pass the de 4_ _gn_ o_ 1500 cfs would be prohibitively
1_4 . Others, such as stationary screens, had associa-

Aengineerin roblems which madethem impracticaglf
this partic'lar application.. A- louver s$vy1m for fish

F virsoý n was eliminated because it would not divert egzs
and larvae, and fish which * g._ p=s_ _trouh the 2ouvers
could establish a resident population in the intake and
recycle canals.

A description of each scheme developed for possible use
at Prairie Island is given below. Each alternative requires
the incorporation of a bypass and/or transportation system
to return diverted or collected fish, eggs, and larvae to
the Mississippi River. Section 4 addresses various possi-
ble methods of fulfilling this requirement.

In addition to the intake alternatives discussed below,
reduction of withdrawal rates during periods of high ichthyo-
plankton density was also evaluated as a means to reduce
entrainment impacts. This evaluation is presented in
Section 3.2.2.
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3.1 Engineering Description
The alternatives which were retained for further study
have /theollowing common features:

All require a new screenhouse structure located
upstream of the recycle canal. This removes the
possibility of fish being attracted to the warm
water in the recycle canal.-4 ., ,

All structures would be built at the mouth of
the present intake canal on the north shoreline.
This location allows the structures to be built 6 Cloaý
on land with minimal interruption to plant opera-'e "CG.
tion and provides for easy access and adequate
construction lay-down area.

/ All require the present intake canal to be sealed
off, with a new canal constructed to tie the
new screenhouse into the existing system. This
prevents organisms from by-passing the new struc-
tures and e stablishing a resident population in
the recycle canal.

4./ All require a transportation system to return
rganisms back to the Mississipoi River.

All require provisions for deicing to prevent
the formation of frazil ice on the racks and
screens to ensure reliable operation during the
inter.

6./All screenhouses-were sized for a maximum flow
of 1500 cfs, with a velocity at the screen face
of 0.5 fps based on the gross screen area. This
was based upon larval impingement data (Tomljanovich.
Heuer, an Voightlander) which indicate velocities
in this range yield Up to 100 percent survival
whereas survival decreases with increasing velocity.

Figure 3.1-1 shows a plot plan of the Prairie Island site
with the proposed location of a new screenhouse and possible
pipe routings for the deicing water and fish transportation
systems.0

3.1.1i Scheme 1 - Center Flow Traveling Screen
This scheme would consist of a combined trash rack and screen
structure utilizing center flow traveling screens. The
screenhouse would be located approximately 600 feet north-
east of the existing screenhouse as shown in Figure 3.1-1.
Figure 3.1-2 shows the proposed plot plan for the center
flow screenhouse.

The screenhouse would be a reinforced concrete structure
utilizing fiur ceriter f)i 3w exli sreens. Plan and
profile views of the screenhouse are shown in Figures 3.1-3

p
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and 3.1-4 respectively. The upstream end of each screen
bay would have a barrier wall extending to elevation 667
to exclude ice and floating debris from the structure.
Trash racks would be placed between the barrier wall and
the screens to collect large debris. The racks from the
existing screenhouse would be removed and used at the new
screenhouse, supplemented as necessary with new racks. The
racks would have 3/8 inch thick bars with three inch clear
spacing and would be inclined at a 10 degree angle to pro-
vide traction for the trash rake. The trash rake from the
existing screenhouse would also be moved to the new screen-
house. The rake would lift debris from the racks into a
rail-mounted trash hopper. The hopper could then be emptied
at the end of the rail line for ultimate disposal by truck.

A warm water diffuser would be located at the base of the
trash racks and would extend along the walls of each screen
bay up to the normal water level. This diffuser would
supply sufficient quantities of warm water to raise the
ambient water temnerature in the screen bays to approxi-
mately 39 F in order to prevent the formation of frazil
ice on the racks and screens.

The center flow traveling screens would be located behind
the trash racks. The screens would be installed so that
their longitudinal axes are parallel to the approach flow.
Water would enter through the upstream end of each screen
and pass through both sides and the bottom. Debris and
organisms would be impinged on the 0.5 mm mesh and washed
into a combined fish and trash troueh for return tcthe
xiver. .Figure 3.1-5 shows a section through a center flow
screen. As shown in this figure, the screen baskets are
curved, thus allowing for a greater screening area per
basket. This, coupled with the fact that water flows out
both sides and the bottom, results in a lesser number of
screens required to pass a specific flow. Carryover of
debris is eliminated with this type of screen by having
the trash trough located within the screen itself.

The screened organisms and trash washed from the screens
would be carried by gravity flow through a buried pipeline
leading to the Mississippi River. The pipeline would be
buried approximately 6 feet below ground to protect it from
freezing. It would discharge at a point approximately
1200 feet southeast of the proposed screenhouse location.
Provisions could be made in the collection trought.__route
sc reen washings into a collection "1
Posal. so th-attrash an organ1isms c-itc-obuediverted from
theriveriduring perio~ie of heavy debris load•ng.

Fine screening, utilizing 0.5 mm mesh, presents potential
debris removal problems which could have an impact on screen
design. A polyester mesh, while having a smooth surface for
eggs and larvae removal, could be punctured by sticks or
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sharp objects or rip if washed with high pressure spray
nozzles C80-100 psi). Polyester mesh might have to be
braced with coarser mesh to protect it from puncture.
Bronze, stainless steel, or copper mesh on the other hand,
are stronger but fatigue faster than polyester mesh and
form a rougher surface. Studies are presently being con-
ducted at the Barney Davis Plant in Corpus Christi, Texas
to determine the structural integrity of various types of
light weight mesh material. Preliminary results indicate
that the extent of debris loading and the wash pressure
are directly related to the useful lifespan of various
materials. Therefore, before choosing a type of mesh, the
type of debris expected and wash pressure required should
be carefully considered.

Continous operation of the screen would be required for
removal of eggs and larvae during neriods of peak abun-
dance. Also, since the fine mesh would collect more debris
than the conventional mesh (3/8 inch), it could clog more
rapidly than conventional mesh. The screen should, there-
fore, be capable of continuous operation at a low speed
(I fpm) for debris removal to Drevent the possibility of
overloading the motors during sudden clogging. The screen
should, furthermore, be capable of operating at about 14 fpm
with a 4 inch head differential and up to 28 fpm with an
8 inch differential to keep the screens clean. This contin-
uous operation would require modification of the screen
construction to include lighter baskets, heavy duty bearings
and bushings, proper slack tensioning, heavy duty chains,
and other improved features.

The use of a fine mesh screening media could pose a poten-
tial problem with respect to biofouling. Typically a salt
'vater environment has usually resulted in more severe foul-
ing conditions then has a fresh water environment. However.
the Mississippi River being rich in nutrients could induce
fouling. The fact that the screens will be rotating contin-
uously at a low speed will, help to avoid any potential
problems since the screens will be continuously washed.If however, biofouling did prove ,t~o b•ap - n:1 .. l-6....ri-

-Cn--o rion the up-*tream of the ccreens to control growth K-- cmch.

Each screen would be equipped with a two speed motor capable
of rotating the screen at either 14 or 28 fpm as stated
above. The four motors would each be 5 hp and require
about 16.5 KW of auxiliary power with all screen operating.
In addition, approximately 16.5 KW of power will be required
for the screen wash pump which would have a 20 hp. motor.
The annual energy reouirements for this scheme would be
about 290 MW.H.
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To construct this scheme, the area encompassing the screen-
house and the new intake canal would be graded to an ele-
vation slightly above the groundwater table. Sheetoiling
would then be driven around the perimeter of the screen-
house and the interior excavated until an elevation of
about 644 was obtained. This elevation was selected in
order to increase the available water depth and minimize
the number of screens required. A tremie concrete seal
mat would then be poured and the area within the sheetpil-
ing dewatered. The sheetpiling would remain in place to
be used as the exterior forms for the walls of the screen-
house. After construction of the screenhouse was completed,
openings would be made in the sheetpiling to allow for
passage of water through the structure.

With the screenhouse completed, dredging of the new intake
canal would be undertaken to tie the new-structure into
the existing system. Bottom slopes of 5:1 would be used,
and the slopes rip-rapped to prevent scouring. The majority
of the dredging would be nerformed by land based equipment.
As shown in Figure 3.1-2, the shoreline would be excavated
flush with the face of the screenhouse in order to reduce
potential embayments.

The final phase of construction would be the installation
of the fish return pipe and an earthen dam to seal the
mouth of the existing intake canal. Excavated material
would be used as much as possible for construction pur-
poses. The dam would be scheduled for completion after
all work on the screenhouse and canals was done and the
system was ready for oDeration, thus ensuring minimum dis-
ruption of plant operation. The fish return pipe would
be buried and the portion below water would have the trench
covered with rip-rap to prevent erosion.
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3.1.2 Scheme 2 - Modified Traveling Screens with Fish
Buckets

This scheme consists of twelve through-flow traveling screens
which would be modified and fitted with fish buckets. The
screens would be installed in a reinforced concrete struc-
ture constructed in the same location as discussed for
Scheme 1. Figure 3.1-6 shows the proposed plot plan for
this scheme.

The screenhouse would be similar to that discussed for
Scheme 1 with the arrangement and design criteria for the
barrier wall, trash racks and rake, and deicing system the
same. Plan and profile views of the screenhouse are shown
in Figures 3.1-7 and 3.1-8.

The eight screens presently in operation at Prairie Island
would be removed. from the existing screenhouse, modified
and installed in th. new screenhouse. Modifications to
the screens would include lengthening the screens from
36 to 50 feet, upgrading the screens for continuous opera-
tion (including bushings, bearing, chains, baskets, and
proper tensioning), replacing the existing 3/3 inch mesh
with 0.5 mm mesh, adding a low pressure spray system and
fish trough, and installing comnartmented fish buckets onto
the lifting lips of the screen baskets.

The modified spray system would use a low pressure spray
to wash organisms into a fish collection trough for return
to the river. The new fish trough would be made of a smooth
material, such as fiberglass or polyethylene', and would
incorporate long-radius bends to minimize fish abrasion.
A high pressure spray would wash debris into a separate
trash trough for collection and ultimate removal.

Two types of dual screen wash systems are commercially
available; one in which organisms are washed off of the
ascending (front) face of the screen and the other in
which they are washed from the descending Cback) face.
For use at Prairie Island, either a back wash or a front
wash system could be utilized. Figures 3.1-7 and 3.1-8
show a front wash dual spray system since the existing
screens utilize a front wash high pressure spray. In
choosing a wash location, the ease of debris removal with
minimum spray pressure, and the effect of svray pressure
on the integrity of the mesh material should be considered.
A back wash system, as shown in Figure 3.1-9, may offer a
more effective means for removing organisms and debris
since they would tend to fall by gravity towards the col-
lection troughs, especially if a smooth mesh were used.
Both the back wash and front wash systems are presently
in use on power plant intakes and are being incorporated
in the design of a number of further installations. How-
ever, before specifying the location of the wash system or
the spray wash pressures, investigations should be under-
taken since little information is available regarding the
biological effectiveness of either system.



As with Scheme 1, this scheme would also require that the
screens be capable of continuous operation (10-14 fpm)
during per'iods of high impingement, and would have similar
operational problems to those discussed in Section 3.1.1.

To complete the modifications to the existing screens,
fish buckets, as shown in Figure 3.1-10, would be bolted
onto the liftin: lips of the screens in order to maintain
impinged organisms in a minimum water depth of 2 inches
during the time of travel from the water surface to the
head shaft sprocket.

By modifying the existing screens for use in this proposed
scheme, only four new screens would have to be purchased.
Fixed screens would be installed at the existing screenhouse
to replace the traveling screens and to collect leaves or
other debris which might fall into the recycle or intake
canals.

These screens would utilize two speed motors similar to
those on the existing screens. The 12 motors would be
3-3/4 hp each requiring approximately 37 KW of auxiliary
power. The screen wash pump for this scheme would have
a 100 hp motor requiring about 83 KW of power. The annual
energy requirements for this scheme would be about 1050 MIW.

The fish transportation system is the same for Scheme 2
as discussed for Scheme 1 and the construction method for
Scheme 2 is also similar.
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3.1.3 Scheme 3 - Analed Flush Mounted Traveling Screens
with Fish Buckets

This scheme would consist of a screen structure utiliing
(a) flush-mounted traveling screens with fish buckets and
set in a chevron arrangement, (b) 1-foot wide fish bypasses
and bypass transition sections, (c) a fish transport pipe-
line and (d) a pumping unit to return fish safely to the
0Mississippi River. The location of the structure, the de-

• sign of the barrier wall, trash rack arrangement and deicing
system, and the construction techniques are all similar
to those discussed for Scheme 1. The plot plan for this
scheme is shown in Figure 3.1-11.

The primary angled screen diversion system would consist of
twelve, flush-mounted traveling screens set in chevron arrange-
ments. Since the eight existing screens could be utilized
after modification, only six new screens would be required
(four for the primary diversion system, two for the second-
ary diversion system). Four screen bays, each incorporating

* three angled screens, would be constructed. A concrete
pier would separate each set of screens. Details of the
chevron arrangement are shown in Figures 3.1-12, 3.1-13
and 3.1-14.

A minimum of 20 feet would be provided between the trash
* racks and the beginning of the angled screens to ensure

that the flow approaches the screens at the proper angle
(approximately 25 degrees) for successful fish guidance.

Each bypass would incorporate two transition sections which
would direct the water into transport pipes. The transition

* sections could either be shop fabricated out of steel plate
or incorporated into the concrete formwork. Access to each
transition would be provided through a manhole located in
the bypass entrance to allow for manual cleaning, if necessary-

Each transition section would convey bypassed fish to a pipe-
* The two pipes in each chevron would then be manifolded into

one larger pipe. The pipes from the two chevrons would
carry the bypass flow to two jet pumps located in a pit
south of, and adjacent to, the screenhouse (Figure 3.1-11).
These pumps would induce the suction flow in the bypasses
and bypass pipes. The pumps would discharge the bypass flow

• into a secondary screen bay. The purpose of the secondary
bay is to concentrate the fish in a smaller quantity of
water in order to reduce pumping costs, and to recover as
much of t-.e bypass and driving flow as possible. The second-
ary screen bay would utilize two angled flush-mounted
screens and a secondary bypass. The secondary screens and

I bypass are of the same design as those used in the primary
screenhouse. Flow diverted into the secondary bypass would
be conveyed by a pipe to a secondary jet pump. The discharge
from this jet pump would convey bypassed fish back to the
Mississippi River through a buried pipeline. The discharge

* point of the pipeline would be the same as discussed for
Scheme 1.



I

The driving flow for the three jet pumps would be supplied
by three vertical turbine pumps mounted in a pump bay located

* behind the secondary angled screens. Since more flow would
normally enter the pump bay than the driving pumps require,
an overflow weir would be installed, with provisions for
stop gates, to regulate the water surface elevation in the
pump bay. The excess flow would Dass into the intake canal
downstream of the screenhouse.

As discussed for Scheme 2, the existing screens at Prairie
Island would be modified for use in the new screenhouse
and fixed screens installed in their place. Besides the
screen modifications which were previously discussed for
Scheme 2, the flush mounted screens would be further modi-

* fied by resetting the individual screen panels so that
they are flush in the vertical direction, and removing the
seal plates on each side of the screen to form a flush face
with the concrete piers and the bypass. In order to prevent
debris from passing under and around the foot shaft of the
screen, which might result in jamming due to the absence
of the seal plates, a special boot plate would be required.

o This would extend about 2.5 feet above the floor, with the
boot loading leg extended to meet the boot plate, and a
hinged metal deflector added to the top of the boot loading
leg to seal off the boot area.

The screens would also be fitted vith fish buckets similar
to those discussed for Scheme 2. However, for this scheme
the buckets would have to be smaller in size in order to
decrease the oDen space in the lower area of the boot section
at the boot plate. The open space in the lower area of the
boot section is the result of eliminating the end seal plates
in order to form a flush mounted screen. The bucket would
extend about 3.5 inches from the screen mesh to the outer
edge and would be shaded to be able to retain at least 2
inches of water to remove fish safely.

Organisms and debris which are collected on the screen face
would be washed into separate troughs by a dual spray wash
system similar to that discussed for Scheme 2. The collected
organisms would be discharged into the fish return line
downstream of the secondary jet-pump. This would allow for
the return of all impinged organisms back to the river with-
out having to pass through a pump, thus reducing the potential
for injury.

Since this scheme also utilizes a fine mesh screen, it would
have similar operational problems as discussed previously
in Section 3.1.1.

This scheme would also utilize two speed motors on all the
traveling screens. The 14 motors would be 3-3/4 hp, requir-
ing approximately 42 KI% of auxiliary power with all screens
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in operation. The screenwash pump would have a 100 hp
motor requiring 83 KW of auxiliary power. The fish return
system used in this scheme utilizes two driving pump with

*- Z35 hp motors and a secondary driving pump with an 85 hp
motor. These three pumps require approximately 460 KW
of auxiliary power. The annual energy requirement for
this scheme would be about 5140 LMIH.
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3.1.4 Flow Regulation
Each of the schemes previously mentioned have utilized
fine mesh screens operating continously. Another option

* which has been considered is the use of any of these
schemes with coarse mesh and reducing the flow rate during
potential periods of high entrainment. For example, if
the center flow screenhouse was constructed using coarse
mesh, the construction costs would be approximately the
same. However, the screens would not be operated contin-

* uously because of lower clogging potential, thus reducing
the annual energy consumption associated with the screen-
house.

During periods of high entrainment (May and June) the flow
rate could be reduced to 188 cfs. For the remainder of

0 the year the flow rate could vary ur to 1500 cfs. Opera-
ting-in this manner, the annual energy consumption for the
center flow screens would be about 51 NIF.

This examnle illustrates one nossible onerating mode which
relies on flow regulation to reduce entrainment losses
rather than using fine screening. There are an infinite
.umber of variations which could be used; however, the
analysis of these variations are beyond the scope of this
report. Section 3.2.2 discusses the biological impact
associated with this particular operating mode.

-.1.5 Emergency Bvmass
.s previously mentioned, all of the proposed schemes would
-:tilize a fine mesh (0.5 mm) screen material. With any
size screen mesh, the potential for clogging exists: how-
ever, as the mesh size decreases the clogging potential

* can be expected to increase. This potential leads to the
nossible requirement of an emergency bypass should the
creen clog or otherwise become Inoperative.

it is difficult to predict how a particular screen will
operate under various conditions until it is installed

Scr unle*ss extensive field or laboratory testing is under-
taken. Therefore, no judgement on the clQgng _otential
.Ynyof t e DroDosed schemes can-e maa~de at, E Lie

iowever, variou meods of bypassing water-to the exiatng
screenhouse, shuld a cloggin' problem arise, are available.

* Cne solution to this problem would be to install culverts
beneath the earthen dam which seals the intake canal.
Each culvert would be equipped with a control valve to
prohibit flow except when recuired. The control valve would
be motor operated and would be automatically opened when
a pre-set differential head was exrerienced across the
screens. All auxiliary eouipment would be located in a
heated building atop the dam. The area in front of and
behind the culverts would be rip-rapped to guard against
scouring.
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Another scheme would be to construct a flume running along-
side the new screenhouse. The flume would connect the

* approach canal with the intake canal. Again, an automatic
control valve, as discussed above, would be used to regulate
flow. This scheme would have the advantage that it could
be built at a later date if operational data show clogging
to be a problem. The flume would be constructed with either
concrete or sheetpile walls and would require rip-rap to

* guard against scouring;

A third scheme would be to incorporate a bypass directly
into the screen design. Of the proposed alternative intake
schemes, only the center flow traveling screen has this
capability. Because of the orientation of the screen, a

* flap gate can be installed in the downstream end of a
center flow screen. This gate could be set to open when
a pre-selected differential head across the screen is ex-
ceeded, and since the existing traveling screens would not
be removed from the existing screenhouse, if the center
flow scheme were adopted, trash would still be collected
there.

Most of the schemes discussed above would require that
they be constructed when a new screenhouse was installed
in order to be cost-effective. The necessity for an emer-

* gency bypass would require further study.
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3.2 Biological Effectiveness
Several important factors bear on biological effective-
ness. Among the most important are mode of operation
and screen mesh size. These are discussed first with
respect to impingement and then with respect to entrain-
ment.

3.2.1 Impingement
The alternative designs discussed in this report rely on
either collection and removal (modified traveling screens
with fish buckets and center flow screens) or on diversion
(angled screens) to reduce mortality to juvenile and adult
fish.' Modified and center flow screens depend on impinge-
ment of organisms followed by careful handling to return

-fish to the water in good'Condifion.

Modified Traveling Screens with Fish Buckets
This alternative involves modi-ving and moving the location
of the existing traveling screens so that fish could be
impinged and removed with minimal stress and mortality.
Conventional traveling screens c.. iniure fish because of
the multiple sources of stress to which the fish are exposed.
First, where screen rotation is intermittent (the usual case),
fish are subject to suffocation while impinged. Second,
as fish are lifted free of the water surface, they are no
longer held against the screen cloth and can, therefore,
fall back into the water and reimpinrge. Third, conventional
screen wash systems operate at a high pressure (SO to 100 psi).
The high velocity jets which clean the screens of debris
can cause injury. Finally, where attemDts have been made
at power plants to return live fish to their natural environ-
ment after impingement and removal, the discharge point
is frequently close to the intake structure, a situation
which can result in additional reimpingemenz.

A modified screen and spra-vash system has been recently
develope, which eliminates some of the nrobiems inherent
in conventional screen designs. Since this modified system
can be bac.-fitted utilizing existing screens, it has obvious
advantages over systems that require construction of new
structures. However, because the modified screens rely on
the impingement of fish, this system can be employed only
after it has been determined that the snecies of concern
can withstand such handling. The following briefly describes
the operating experience of modified traveling screens rela-
tive to biological effectiveness. There is only one presently
operating power plant with a modified traveling screen
and sDravwash system which has been biologically evaluated
(White and Brehmer 1975). The Surry Power Station is situated
on the James River and withdraws 3740 cfs of water for con-
denser cooling. Prior to installation of the modified screens,
unscreenid water was pumped from the river to a canal in
whic;- it clowad by gravity to the plant. Early operating
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experience showed that fish were being oumped into the
canal and were ultimately imoinged on the traveling screens

0 located at the plant. To remedy this situation, eight modi-
fied screens were installed at the river to collect fish
upstream from, the pumps.

Screen modification involved bolting steel troughs on the
trash lips of the conventional screen baskets. The troughs

* extend approximately 5 inches from the screen face and
are capable of maintaining a minimum water depth of 2 inches-
during screen rotation. This arrangement prevents fish
from flipping off the screen and becoming reimpinged and
also ensures that the fish are in water as they are lifted
to the point of release. Collected fish are carried over

* the headshaft sprocket and either fall into a collection
trough or are gently washed into the trough with a low pres-
sure jet (15-20 psi) on the back side of the screen. The
low pressure wash feature of the modified screen prevents
the damage caused by conventional spraywash systems.

0 To ensure maximum survival of impinged fish, the modified
screens are operated continuously at. a speed of 10 fpm. Con-
sequently, fish are not imninged on the screen mesh for more
than 2 minutes. In eighteen months of operation, the modified
screens have shown a high degree of success in collecting
fish while maintaining low mortality (White and Brehmer 1975).
Short-term holding studies (aporoximately 15 minutes) show
that, on the average, survival' of 58 fish species was 93.3
percent. Average survival of 19 freshwater species was 98.1
percent. A number of snecies collected occur at Prairie
Island, as listed below:

Common Name Scientific Name Percent Survival

Gizzard shad Dorosoma cenedianum 93.1

Channel catfish Ictalurus Dunctatus 98.8

Shiners Notropis sDpp 96.6

Carp Cyprinus carnio 92.9

Bluegill Lepomis macrochirus 100.0
Black crappie Pomoxis nigromaculatus 100.0

Yellow perch Perca falvescens 100.0

Seven species of the family Clupeidae (which includes
p gizzard shad), representing 58.1 percent of the 18 month

collection total, showed a percent survival range of 82.3
to 94.3 with an average survival of 93.3 percent.
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On the basis of these short-term survival data, it appears
that the modified traveling screens have Drovided an
effective means for minimizing fish impingement mortality*
at Virginia Electric Power Company's Surry site. Various
utilities (among them Public Service Electric & Gas, North-
east Utilities Service Company, Long Island Lighting Company,
and Wisconsin Electric Power Comoany) are presently modi-
fying existing screens or incorporating modified screens
into the design of new power plants. Due to this interest

*and the apparent potential for effective operation, several
screen manufacturers now offer modified screens and spray-
wash systems as standard items for new and existing stations.
Although modified screens appear to have good potential for
alleviating impingement mortality, it should be pointed out
that short-term mortality studies alone may not adequately

* reflect possible longer term mortality which may result
from injury incurred during the impingement and removal
process. On the basis of impingement survival data collected.
at a Dower plant roca.ed on Lhe E uAs-O-n R-ver, it has te
.a l tep at imnmediate survival may be a poor indicato n
' of •4mpc ent mortality, and hat some considera f

0 latet ýortalitv is reauired for aaeouate assessment of
impi• ement damage (Ecologica± Analysts, inc., 1976)._ The

/ data offered in support o± mhs statement are given in Table
S3.2-1. It can be seen that while initial survival of four4 species was high, mortality increased rapidly over the 96
hour holding period, particularly for gizzard shad and Alosa spp.
Similar resul's have been shown at other rower plants, for
example Indian Point Units 2 and 3, Nine Mfile Point Unit I,
Roseton, and Danskammer (Texas Instruments, 1974; LIMS, 1977;
EAI, 1976).

* These data should not be considered as contradictory to the
results obtained at the Sutrv Power Station for several
reasons. First, the Hudson River studies were conducted
at plants which do not incorporate modified screens (i.e.
lifting buckets). Therefore, there was a good chance that
fish could drop off the flat debris lip as it cleared the

* water surface and be reimpinged one or more times. Those
fish which were retained by the lip were out of water for
a period of time and, in some cases, were exposed to high
pressure sprays. Further, 9tandard shallow, rough concrete
sluiceways were generally used to convey fish to a collection
-area. Also, results of recirculation studies (Ecological

• Analysts, Inc., 1976) indicate that a relatively large
percentage of the fish returned to the river after impinge-
ment and sluicing may be reimpinged unon release, thereby
increasing the potential for mortality. Finally, the impinge-
ment survival study results are based on somewhat limited
numbers of test snecimens. All of these factors may have
biased the itiezeu .re

p abý,lehe ..... . i-
C.rp -o-raet hl-, le lw preure sprays. -n
" prd a u. •a m ate tenc i y ývaluation
would result in substanti. _, higher survival rates.
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Table 3.2-1
1

Impingement Survival at a Hudson River Power Plant

2 Percent Survival
No. of

Species Fish Initial 6 hr 12 hr 24 hr 48 hr 96 hr

White perch 439 94 ..-- 71 63 50

Striped bass 45 93 -- 62 44 18 11

Gizzard shad' 110 98 58 25 11 0.5 0.5

Alosa spp. 49 70 8 2 0 0 0

Cont2

W White

Gizza

ols

perch 38 100 100 i00

Lrd shad 11 100 100 100

1 Based on Ecological Analysts, Inc., 1976
2 Summary of 3 to 6 sampling dates

100

100

100

82

100

82

I
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Although modified screens may be somewhat less effective
on a long-term survival basis than the Surry results indi-
cate, it is believed that the excellent short-term survival
observed at that site fully warrants consideration of this
screening concept for application at Prairie Island. The
high survival achieved among the relatively fragile clupeids,
including gizzard shad, as well as other species occurring
at Prairie Island, indicate that the modified screen system,
incorporating a well-designed means of transportation back
to the river, would act to greatly reduce the existing level
of impingement mortality. Naturally, the effectiveness of
the screens in alleviating mortality would vary according
to the species present. Therefore, it could be valuable to
conduct studies with the species of concern prior to back-
fitting. In this way, the actual degree of effectiveness
could be determined on a small scale and the practicality
of installing a complete screening system could be evaluated
for cost-effectiveness.

Angled Flush Mounted Traveling Screens
To date, angled traveling screens have not been utilized
within an operating power plant. However, a number of
studies have recently been conducted which indicate that
such a concept is highly effective in diverting fish to by-
passes. Most recently, Stone & Webster Engineering Corpora-
tion (1976) has completed studies which have led to the
development of an angled screen diversion and fish trans-
portation system which is presently being incorporated into
the design of two large power plants situated on Lake Ontario.
These and other studies are discussed below.

Several major research programs have been conducted to
evaluate, the potential of an angled screen, leading to a
bypass, for effectively diverting fish and thereby mini-
mizing impingement at power plant intakes. The first
evaluations were conducted by Ichthyological Associates,
Inc. for the Southern California Edison San Onofre Station
(Schuler, 1973; Schuler and Larson, 1974). In these studies,
5/8 inch mesh screens were not found to be acceptable due to
poor-to-fair guidance C0 to 70 percent) of the northern an-
chovy (Engraulis mordax), a primary test species. Moderate-
to-good guidance (60 to 90 percent) of other test species
was obtained with a screen set at 45 degrees 4o the approach
flow, an approach velocity of 2.0 fDs, and a bypass velocity
of 1.5 to 4.0 fps (higher efficiencies corresponded to
higher bypass velocities). This was also the best setting
for anchovies, which were guided with 30 to 70 percent
efficiency.

The angled screen was not considered further because of the) large bypass flow required to yield good guidance efficiencies.
However, design limitations at the San Onofre Station permitted
only one approach velocity (2 fps) to be tested, this velocity
being the minimum possible. Therefore, it should not be
concluded from the San Onofre studies that angled screens
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would not be effective at other sites. It is possible that
the same or other species could be effectively guided along
angled screens under different conditions, particularly
lower velocities and smaller screen mesh sizes.

Later studies by Stone & Webster have shown that angled
screens can be effective when properly applied. The S&W
studies were conducted for a number of utilities operating
large power plants on Lake Ontario and the Hudson River
(Taft et al, 1976). In studies with Lake Ontario species,
the alewife being the primary species of concern, it was
found that an angled screen, set at a 25 degree ouientation
to the flow at equal approach and bypass velocities ranging
from 0.S to 3.0 fps, was 100 percent effective in diverting
1 to 6 inch long fish to a 6 inch wide bypass under all con-
ditions tested, including low water temperature (Stone &
Webster, 1976). As a result of these findings, a complete
diversion and transportation system, incorporating pipe and
pumping components, has been developed for returning fish
safely to the lake. Similar results were obtained by S&W
during studies with Hudson River species (striped bass, white
perch, and Atlantic tomcod which ranged in length from 2-6
inches). Under the same design and hydraulic conditions given
above, the angled screen was found to be 100 percent effective
in guiding these species to a 6 inch wide bypass. Results
of 1 week mortality studies showed that survival of bypasse)
fish was greater than 96 percent (Taft et al, 1976).

Although angled screens have not been otherwise evaluated
for power plant screenwell application, they have been uti-
lized at several hydroelectric facilities for guiding up-
stream and downstream migrants. At the North Fork Project
on the Clackamas River in Oregon, angled traveling screens
are installed at two locations along a 2 mile long fish
ladder (Gunsolus and Eicher, 1970). Downstream migrants,
primarily chinook (Oncorhynchus tshawvtscha) and coho (0.
kisutch) salmon and steelhead trout (Salmo gairdneri), enter
the fish ladder at the North Fork Dam via a downstream mi-
grant channel. From this point, they can pass either through
an open port in a gate system or can travel farther downstream
where they are diverted by a set of angled screens and by-
passed to the fish ladder. The width of the approach channel
is 10 feet. The two traveling screens (0.14 inch mesh, 16
gauge wire cloth) are each 11 feet wide and are set in tandem
with a 2 foot center pier between them. The screens are
oriented at a 22 degree angle to the flow. The average depth
of water in front of the screens is 30 feet. This arrange-
ment has been found to be highly effective in diverting down-
stream migrants without impinzement provided that the total
screen flow does not exceed 500 cfs.

The second angled traveling screen installation is located
just upstream of the fish ladder entrance (2 miles downstream -
from the North Fork Dam at the foot of the Cazadero Dam).
This single screen is 7 feet wide and is set at a 45 degree
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angle to the flow. The structure is utilized to separate
downstream migrants from the ladder flow -for subsequent
introduction to a 5 mile long nineline. This pipeline
transports the fish safely to a free-fall discharge just
below the last dam in the complex, the River Mlill Dam.
Both angled traveling screen installations at the North
Fork complex have been functioning effectively for nearly
15 years.

Experience at the Mayfield Dam on the Cowlitz River i:t
Washington further substantiates the effectiveness of angled
screens in guiding fish (Thompson and Paulik, 1967).

Results of the above studies indicate that angled traveling
screens offer a potentially effective method for reducing
fish impingement losses at Prairie Island. The s.lze and
life stages of the species of concern at Prairie Island (NIS,
1976) are similar to those tested by Stone F Webster and
occur at water temperatures similar to those evaluated. There-
fore, it is believed that the species at Prairie Island should
be capable of guiding along angled screens at the times of
year that they commonly inhabit the area. As discussed in
Section 3.1, the angled screen design for Prairie Island
would incorporate lifting troughs and a dual pressure wash
system to aid in the collection of fish eggs and larvae.
Therefore, should some juvenile or adult fishes be incapable
of guiding along the angled screens, they would be impinged
and gently removed for return to the r4iver. The potential
effectiveness of this back-up nrovision relative to fish
survival was discussed above under Modified Traveling Screens
with Fish Buckets.

Center Flow Screens
Center flow traveling screens have only recently been utilized
for power plant application in the U.S. However, they are
used extensively in Europe. With attention being turned
toward the screening of fish eggs and larvae in the U.S., a
small number of utilities and agencies are investigating the
possible use of center flow screens wi.th fine mesh. At this
time, data are limited, but the results indicate that these
screens could offer an effective solution to the problem of
excluding eggs and larvae, as well as juvenile and adult fishes,
from circulating water systems.

There is only one power plant in the U.S. which presently
utilizes center flow screens from which biological data has
been collected. Central Power and Light Comoany's Barney
Davis Station is located on Laguna Madre in Corpus Christi,
Texas. Due to heavy debris loading in the area caused by
marine grasses and ctenophores, four center flow screens were
installed to screen the total plant flow of about 800 cfs.
Each screen has 53 panels of 0.5 mm polyester mesh. The
design velocity through the clean screen is approximately
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1.7 fps corresponding to a gross velocity at the screenface of 0.78 fos. The screens are operated continuously

at a travel speed of 7 finn and have an overhead 10 to 20 psi
spraywash svstem. In 1975 and 1976, biological samp ling was
conducted to determine species comnosition and mortalitv
(S. Murray, personal communication). The majority of the
organisms recovered in sampling nets located in a screen-
wash debris collection pit consisted of penaeid shrimps which
showed high survival. Of approximately 50 fish species col-
lected, the dominant species were the bay anchovy (Anchoa
mitchilli) and the gulf menhaden (Brevoortia patronusj rang-
ing in length from 15 to 20 mm. Very tew larger rish are
taken although this station employs a long intake canal
which is generally heavily populated by adult fish. Early

• studies showed relatively high mortalitites of these small
fishes due to extensive clogging of the samnling net during
the 5 minute sampling period. Later, a- series of 30-second
samples were taken which yielded much higher survival.
Actual percentages are not available at this time. However,
considering the sizes of the fragile snecies such as menhaden
and anchovy which have been successfully collected with good
survival, it would appear that the center flow screen deserves
consideration for the collection of iuvenile and adult fishes.
This conclusion is further substantiated by the results of
the modified traveling screen evaluations discussed in the
previous section since the-center flow screen is essentially
the same as the modified screen in terms of the manner in
which fish are handled.

Screen Mesh Size
Screen mesh size is important with respect to juveniles
(and adults of some species) in that use of relatively coarse
mesh, such as 3/8 inch onenings commonly used for traveling
screens, would permit smaller individuals to pass through
the screens and into the intake and recycle canal system.
This, then, would present the potential for development of
a resident population i.ithin these canals and such a popula-
tion would be s-ubiect .zo cold shock and impingement at the

* existing screenhouse during winter plant shutdowns. .. As
noted in Section 2.2, it is believed that a large proportion
of existing impingement losses stem from cold stress effects
on fish resident in the canals. It is therefore important
that the alternative designs chosen employ a screen mesh
sufficiently fine to exclude Juveniles and adults from the

* intake and recycle canals. The subject of screen mesh size
is discussed further below with respect to organisms entrain-
able through the existing 3/8 inch mesh screens.

3.2.2 Entrainment
It is immediately evident from the preceeding discussion that
all life stages entrainable through the existing coarse mesh
screen must also be screened if the potential for development
of resident populations in the intake and recycle canals is
to be minimized. In addition, since mortality through the
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plant is assumed to be 100 percent and it is assumed that
these are passive organisms which cannot be guided, reduction

* of entrainment mortality for a given intake flow rate neces-
sitates use of a design which will collect and remove these
organisms from the water prior to their entry to the intake
canal. This objective, then, sets the criterion for screen
mesh size for all the alternatives discussed, since mesh
size must be fine enough to screen a large percentage of the

* eggs and larval stages of species considered to be important.
Further, the design emnloyed should be capable of yielding
high survivorship of organisms removed if the objective of
reduced entrainment mortality is to be met.

Data on egg diameter' and larval hatching size for species
* entrained at Prairie Island are presented in Table 3.2-2.

It may be noted that the first 5 species listed in this table
are those considered important with respect to entrainment
losses and that egg diameters for these species range from
0.8-2.0 mm, with larval hatching sizes (where known) of from
3.2-8.6 mm. Based on these figures, it was determined that

* 0.5 mm mesh screen would be required to adequately screen
those organisms from the water entering the intake canal.

Examination of Table 3.2-2 also indicates that 0.5 mm mesh
should screen a wide range of other species common to the
Prairie Island location. Therefore, if it were determined
at some later date that a different species assemblage was
more important than the one proposed in this report, 0.S mm
mesh screen should work equally as effectively for almost
any species selected.

With respect to survival of impinged organisms, limited
data are available both from operational traveling screens
and from laboratory studies which ind2icate that, for certain
species, impingement mortality of early life stages on fine
screens can be kept relatively low if proper design criteria
are met. These criteria include mesh size, water velocity,
and duration of impingement.

As noted above, the only operational data available are
from the Central Power and Light Barney Davis Station in
Corpus Christi, Texas. Here, bay anchovy and gulf menhaden
are the dominant fish collected from 0.5 mm mesh screens.

* These fish range in length from 15-20 mm and immediate mor-
tality studies indicate high survivorship of these fragile
species (S. Murray, personal communication).

In laboratory studies (Skinner, 1974), it was found that
steelhead trout ranging in length from 22-36 mm could be

* impinged for up to 50 minutes at 1.5 fps and still exhibit
greater than 90 percent survivorship. Survival decreased
rapidly when impingement time exceeded 10 minutes for both
king salmon (Onocorhvncus tshawvtscha; 36-56 mm) and steel-
head trout when velocity was increased to 2.5 fps. Striped
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Table 3.2-2 Egg Diameter and Larval Hatching Size for

Species Entrained at Prairie Island

Common Name

Gizzard shad

* Shiners

White bass

Darters

* Walleye

Freshwater drum

Northern pike

* Carp

Black bullhead

Brown bullhead

* Trout-perch

Burbot

Largemouth bass

* Smallmouth bass

Bluegill

White crappie

* Black crappie

Yellow perch

Scientific Name

Dorosoma ceDedianum

Notropis snD.

MýGi-one chrvsoDs

Etheostoma SDD.

Stizostedion vitreum

Aplodinotus !runniens

Esox lucius

Cyprinus carnic

Ictaluras melas

I. nebulosus

Percopsis omiscomzaycus

Lota lota

Micropterus salmoides

M. dolomieu

Lepomis macrochirus

Pomoxis annularis

P_. nigromaculatus

Perca flavescens

Approximate Egg Approximate Larval
Diameter (ram) Hatching Si.ze (rmm)

0.8 3.2 (1)

1..,-1.5 5.0 (1)

o..7-1.2 --- (2)

1.!-i.7 ,4.7-5.0 (1)

1.5-2.0 6.0-S.6 (4)

1.4-1.9 --- (3)

2.23. 6.0-10.0 (4)

1.0-2.0 3.0-6.4 (1,4)

3.0 --- (4)

3.0, 6.0 r.4

1.2-1.S 6.0 (4)

1.2-1.7 - (4)

1..4-I.S 2.7-4.3 (1,4)

1.2-2.5 .5.6-7.0 (1,4)

0.9-1.4 2.0-3.0 (1,4)

0.9 3.0 (1, 4)

1.0 3.0 (1.4)

1.7-4.5 5.0-6.0 (1,4)

I
(1) Lippson and Moran (1974)
(2) Ruelle (1977)
(3) Grotbeck (personal communication)
(4) NUS (1976)
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found to exhibit close to 100 Percent survival with impinge-
ment times up to 4 minutes at screen anproach velocities
of less than 0.8 fDs. This same study suggests that it may
be feasible to impinge striped bass eggs for up to 6 minutes
at velocities of up to 0.8 fps with egg survival of. ver
80 nercent.

Prentice and Ossiander (197'1) nresent data which indicate
that chinook salmon fry ranging in size from 26-170 mm can
be imDinged on 0.7 mm mesh screen *or up to 15 minutes at
water velocities u7 to 1.5 fTs with greater than 94 percent
survival (18 hour post-test observation). With a screen
approach velocity of 0.5 fns, survival of the smallest
fish was Virtually 100 percent for imningements up to 60
minutes. At higher velocities, they found greatly decreased
survival when impingement time was increased ,o over 15 min-
utes; i.e. at 0.5 fps survival was indenendent of impingement
time, but at 1.5 fps survival decreased as impingement time
increased from 6 to 60 minutes.

Tomljanovich, Heuer and Voightlander (1976" studied :he
effects of screen mesh size, water velocity, and impinge-
ment time on efficiency of screening and mortality of large-
mouth bass (Micronterus salmoides), smailmouth bass (C.
dolomieui), and striped bass for a range of screen sizes
(0.5-2.51 mm mesh). They determined that of the screen
sizes tested, 0.3 mm yielded the g-reatest screening efficiency
(90 percent for larval fish with lengths as small as 5.3-
7.5 mm). For largemouth and smallmouth bass larvae, 48 hour
mortality could be held to anDroximately 20 nercent for
16 minute impingement time with n.5 fps screen apnroach
velocity and 0.3 mm mesh. Shorter impingement times resulted
in survival factors of up to anproximatel! 95 percent for
these species. For striped bass, 4S hour mortality studies
resulted in mortality of approximately 100 percent, but
extremely high control mortalities for this species make it
difficult to interpret the data.

tY(~
,~ -,

Q

IL it can be assumed from the data presented above that mor-
talityvof fish presently entrained at Prairie Island can
be held to approximately 20 percent on fine mesh screens when
approach velocities are relatively low and impingement time
is kept to 15 minutes or less, then each of the propcsed
alternative intakes offer the potential for substantial
reduction of entrainment mortality as compared to the exist-
ing Prairie Island intake system. For example, under present
operating conditions, for every 1000 organisms entrained,
1000 die due to 100 percent mortality experienced in passage
through the cooling system. With 20 percent mortality
assumed for the proposed alternatives, it could be exnected
that only 200 instead of 1000 organisms would die, equivalent
to a 5 times increase in survival. Thus, employment of one
of the proposed alternative systems could make it possible
to continuously pump S times more water than the baseline
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level (Section B) through the Prairie Island Nuclear Gen-
erating Plant while maintaining entrainment mortalities
at or below baseline levels. If the baseline intake flow

x/J2 ) is 4-sýumed to be 188 cfs, then the flow could be increased
to( 40-cfs while maintaining the same level of entrainment
imipac-tas would be exnerienced at the 138 cfs withdrawal
rate.

* Such a judgement obviously relies heavily on the inference
of equivalent mortality (20 nercent) between snecies tested
and species found at Prairie Island, and this certainly re-
quires further testing. However, the available data on
impingement mortality for early life stages of several snecies
of fish do indicate that the nroper combination of screen
mesh size, water velocity, and impingement time results in
high survivorship and it could be nresumed that the same
trend would be nresent for the snecies of im.or-t-- . .
Prairie Island.

Should it be desireable to use coarse mesh screening on any
of the intake alternatives discussed, the potential still
exists for reduction of entrainment mortality through re iuc-
tion of makeup flows during periods of high ichthvopianktonr.
density.

* Examination of data nresented in the Prairie Island Section
316(b) demonstration (NUS, 1976) indicates that M!ay and June.
ba- --4 higst ichthvoplankon n aes-Tc s account + r

O '. tl - yerl' entr =. R eduction oa
'lows during May and June would reduce entrainment mortalitv-
Achievement of a 1SS cfs flow rate is assumed to ot:er no
benefit during Tay, since during May, 71-96, .lows were some-
what below this figure. rin June, hcwever, reduction of makeup
flow to 188 cfs from the une. 1976, average makeup t5ow-or---
,piproxim tei.v 530 :±~s, 17ud :ead eo af Ee:FE,erc educ t- on
I n Le-m-pinuber ot rish eggs and larvae entrain~d. 1:inc-; e iI",.n*:
accoun~ts lor 146 .Pr~rp oF - ýo nt-al yearly,._ _cin -z~anton

* entrainment, this flow reduction would result in a 30 pe.rcenz:
U.c& .,3se in yearly icK•ylT-yor•-h-rtaiMty. IntaKe tTows"-•i~n•-u and August, T-U., averagec l-9-"r and S53 cfs,

respectively, ue to relatively low ichthvonlankton densities
dring thLese months; wever, maintainence of - lTS s
f~L uIng duly V - -0 wou .ave e- to

Sortalitv redcons of only 4 and 5 percenL, respec i~ly.
Atotal of 39 percent reduction in }-early mortality could
be obtained (compared to 1976 levels) if the makeup flow
were held to 188 cfs from June through August. Intake flows

ichthyoplankton densities are sufficiently low for
the remainder of the year that continued maintainence of a

* 188 cfs makeup flow would be of little value. Tn September,
for example, a 188 cfs flow rate would result in a reduction

of only 0.05 percent in entrainmient mortality.
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Based on the assumptions set forth in the body of this report,

it may be possible to operate at lower withdrawal rates during

* periods of high ichthyoplankton density (M-Iay and June) and

up to 1500 cfs for the balance of the year while maintaining

total annual mortalit,, levels at those associated wi the

baseline conditions.
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4.0 FISH TFUNSPORT SYSTE-:--

All three alternative intake schemes nroposed for Prairie
island would reouire a system for returnina collected or
diverted organisms to the Mississinni River. Since the
rmodified travelin.g screens and center flow screens would
lift the oraanisns a substantiai height albove the nool
elevations for removal, sufficient head is available for
gravity, flow return via nipeline. The angled screen alter}'-:.'7
native, on the other hand, would reouire a Dumn to supply "
the energv needed to transnort fish to the release noint.- .
Based on extensive studies "' Stone 87 Webster (l97_.-: Taft
et al, 1976) , a jet ,umn• h..s been selecte- -or use in this

report as an e.fetie means tr f-nsortinz -

The iet numo is a unit -.which. ner.orms its numnin. action
,v the transfe- oI ene rC v Cr.- a hi. -i veiocrtv ie: to one
of. low velo cc it :,re a-
shown in Figure- Z.1- 'te core .'me, in ,.ch a 7i
no::le or muIti7e ncz::Ies are - c en:r.. .. , and the
peripheral type, ir W.hicn, t;-e ne:tle or no::- =__re pl-ce•,
around the periph-er\.

The major elements of' ier tvme are :he :v•-- no--!e,
the suction noetle the e MjIy * Cn -treame
diffuser. The *-' •r essure in ".eenters t mixinz
tube bv means ct n-:le wa.ca c" "-e-, aoci:'..
The no::ie can be o` "rous 3i .. r..:
co .,aura tions and number. 7n the X I Z 0exchange from th hg -'e :.... -Tw-e.t. .. " " c:•t'.-
flow ta-,kes. . nlace. e sucti:": -C1 a:
expense o: tihe . ... t.eneh.- -: " :
the mixing tube best C ' .e e, w t:t"r eet u., .- "
cvi'-ndrican1 walls. Ie. n the comhine. !. le.... -:-
chamber. it will have attained coe-e!en-e -

heriphera! -et uU--S "-ve been ":.-.i t0 n a
nor: 11e %e s n na-:srs...:....-.- .n-" .. -. i r.-

7o0.dCZ., c ts uaLiatin, t rea. mau:aC._. - - .'-15 ::
three-s-a,ge Dern i,-era! ' * .,
l "adiý anid h and I' of sioc. e I -n
diameter. the nurn.r can move 5 -cund S o - 7 S
ii.i.;th a mnaxi•u•m u 5 -,1fe.t o e eo -n n- e.e.. c-
been used to trasor' z - to I I c h I o Z.a Z

Snake River hatcherv Ba.LIe7 o . P n I. .e C- e'o
hatchery and the -.a; C.-.ns hatche 0 -. o re C. n •:ze
(7ame Commission w-tn no initial or .i axed ao:rrai,,
197].~

Studies by Stone 8 Webster (.-:. e.,- 3t --. 3 -6. incate
that the nerihe.-r. tvme iet run' . as 7e n. 1oqenia z Crcausing injur- or stress than the core -.%-e ru- . 0 : C.• .

the oerinheral nun .s now c1onsidered to 'e -he m.s -O ra,-
ticai method for inrucint tra.s (-rr ri-e :_co.s.
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Information on hydraulic .•erformance ch-arcteristic: of
peripheral Jet runns is meostzl rc.rreta,-. I, owever,
Stone & Webster (1975), in con iuczion wit' the deve"onrment
of a fish transnortation system for power plant ap. icdation,
has der"ved ethe nerfor.n:-nce C1a-C-, e _s: :S r r.z(-h a "en
empher;caI ol t-0on V el_-I 'd.v .'cCe tests. .sh : raT1snr-
tation system hydraulics h-ave also been derived anai-:tcaill.-
verified by model tests, and have been computerized in order
to allow onti•iza.-icn oF a system desil.- r-or a narticular
application.

As n--reviousl- mentioned. S-one . ebser s recently con-
ducted studies toevaluae the. e-feci-enes_ of a icte numn
for inducing bypass and nine flows ani -a-.s.nornt n s
safely. In these 5tud-ed , sec•- •e o-.- o i cc.-.nle te.-
diversion system., -un c 1 u d US ,. 0U'tt- L I in/
screen, trInsort -:p'--

: a' '0 :.., -: . n. a..... ' ' " . . u =- : = ,• :d ~ i.a

stu5 .- es were ten usec
o0era-tinP c oni4in- o .
uazion, the com-onens w:n: Z' CC' C F,.•m c d.eoI..c.or.N ",en n nre z-, onn.. -. . znt ,-n j - u re C .s I •e
rcoo d xlno2 Z!r tinf a ,. -'z -u -
o N r au m•' are h ,2 , n - :.' n r7 . - , n .

ca p be u ver e .. rd", . . .. : .. " "-""

CA 0.- r -a1

ta c_ s c .'* - ,- ... . *... .. . . .. _. . . .. .- ':•

a S.

7 C. C n n- a

O• :"•-"• C ,: . ....... • .............. .........................

C- .. . ..

c n.n t t 1,:n n 7e C:,
•o.-•"~~ ~~ ý:.'t- -x-• -

.C r!: .n •c t}'7: 7h :S2 . .. -

:• c.- " z o-:i " - ':,- --, i -

ec t. e n tr. nn . . : C 2.. ,.. .CS.-... ..

dlsca.z e ;.. • Cel -: :c l -e :- " .: e _ . -' .h r . 7 f - •'•

-,C. . n !i C.-: c -as 7- l c .• : : ' F " : - ••
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2. All bends should be o- the lonz-'adius tieona
s'-, ar Co- torce toar t- seces :n ee areas

T . ,e nines should be sized so that the ve-oci- a-
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5.0 ESTIMATED COSTS

Based on the designs for the proposed alternative intakes
for the Prairie Island Plant, order of magnitude costs
were.developed for each scheme. The estimated costs are
based on the following:

1. Present day prices and fully-contracted labor
rates as of May, 1977

2. Forty hour work week, single shift operation
3. Allowance for contingencies to cover material,

labor productivity, construction problems, and
design changes to satisfy licensing and regula-
tory requirements

4. All construction performed on a fully-contracted
basis

5. Start of construction on June 1, 1978, with con-
struction schedules of 16 months for center flow
screens, 21 months for modified screens with fish
buckets/ and 23 months for angled screens

6. Allowance for overhead to cover distributable con-
struction cost, indirect cost, and general and
administrative costs

7. Allowances for escalation and interest during con-
struction

The total evaluated costs for the various schemes are presented
in Table 5.1-1. Also included in this table are the power
and annual energy requirements and maintenance costs for
each scheme.

Table 5.1-1

Economic Comparison

Auxiliarv Annual Total Evaluated Annual
Power Energy 6 Maintenance

Scheme (KW) (MWH) Cost(Sxl0 ) Cost(S/yr)

Center Flow
Screens 33 290 7.0 40,000

Traveling Screens
With Fish Buckets 120 1050 14.5 120,000

Angled Screens
With Fine Mesh
and Fish Buckets 585 5140 17.0 140,000



The costs listed in this table are for structures designed
for an approach velocity of 0.5 fps at the screen face.
No attempt was made to optimize any of the schemes. If
further investigations indicate that the optimum approach
velocity varies significantly from 0.5 fps, the estimated
costs would change accordingly.

Annual energy reauirements listed in Table 5.1-1 are based
on continuous operation-of the screens at a low speed of
between -1 to 2.5 fpm. During periods of high trash loading
or peaR density D'eriods of organisms, the screens would
operate at higher speeds. The horsepower requirements of all
electrical equipment associated with the screens were held
constant throughout the year, with variations in screen rota-
tion assumed to be accomplished by gear reduction. Motors
were assumed to be 90 percent efficient. Further, it was
assumed the screenwash pumps operate whenever the screens
are rotating.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE

Northern States Power Company (NSP) previously made a preliminary engi-

neering study of alternative intake systems for the Prairie Island Nuclear

Generating Plant. This study was undertaken to evaluate the cost of intake

modifications versus the cost of derating the unit to meet permit require-

.ments. The results of this study indicated that substantial overall

savings could be achieved by modifying the intake, if the discharge rate

to the Mississippi River could be increased and if potential biological.

problems associated with increased discharge and intake rates could be-

minimized.

In December 1976 NSP authorized Stone and Webster Engineering Corpor-

ation (S&W) to develop conceptual designs of various intake alternatives

that could reduce biological impacts while permitting increased intake

flows. The three most feasible intake alternatives are presented in

the report entitled "Alternative Intake Designs for Reduction of

Impingement and Entrainment Mortality, Prairie island Nuclear Generating

Plant, Units 1 and 2, July, 1977."

This report is a supplement to the above-mentioned S&W report. Its

purpose is two-fold: first, to provide information in selecting the

proposed screenhouse location, including investigation of an offshore

submerged intake requested by regulatory agencies in May 1978; and

second, to provide supplemental information on the intake alternatives

studied by S&W but not considered suitable for use at the Prairie Islandt

Plant.
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2.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

2.1 Alternative Intake Locations

Three locations were considered as potential intake siting areas:

Sturgeon Lake, the main channel of the Mississippi River and the plant

shoreline.

The northern reach of the plant shoreline was chosen as the preferred

intake location (Section 4.3). The plant shoreline considered extends

from north of the existing intake canal to the discharge canal. The

southern reach of the area, near the discharge canal, is shallow and

would require extensive construction and maintenance dredging, with

associated short-term environmental impacts. This reach was dropped

from consideration, since it offered no advantages over the northern

reach (Section 4.3). The northern reach, near the intake canal, is

deeper and therefore would require less dredging. Good land access

is available, and construction impacts would be minimized.

Sturgeon Lake is a shallow backwater area of the Mississippi River and

is a highly productive area. Construction of an intake on the shoreline

of the lake would require extensive dredging that could result in ecolog-

ical impacts. An intake located, in Sturgeon Lake would also require

maintenance dredging, and its reliability during the winter is question-.

able because of the heavy ice pack in this area. Sturgecn Lake was

rejected as a potential intake location (Section 4.1).
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The main channel of the Mississippi River is most likely a less pro-

ductive biological area than Sturgeon Lake. An intake located here

would be in deeper water, resulting in less dredging for the intake.

However, intake lines extending to the plant would have to cross either

Sturgeon Lake or the backwaters in front of the plant. This location

would place the intake at the edge of the navigation channel where it

would be susceptible to damage from barge traffic. Inspection and main-

tenance of an intake here would be difficult. This location was rejected

as a potential intake site because of engineering impracticality, the

construction that would result from installation of the intake pipelines,

and the lack of information indicating that this location would substan-

tially reduce fish losses in a cost-effective manner (Section 4.2).

2.2 Offshore Submerged Intake

Even though the main channel location was rejected, as discussed in Section

2.1, an offshore submerged intake near the main channel is discussed here

in response to regulatory questions of May 1978.

An offshore submerged intake for the Prairie Island Plant would uti-ize

four velocity cap intakes at the edge of the main channel of the Miss-

issippi River. The intakes would be connected to an onshore pumphouse --

by buried pipelines. Provisions for backflushing to control ice build-

up would be provided. Entrainment losses associated with this intake

would probably be less than for other proposed intake schemes, since

the larval densities in the river are probably lower than those of

Sturgeon Lake. Since the cost of construction of an offshore submerged
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intake would be approximately $45 million, it is questionable that the

potential decrease in entrainment losses justifies the additional capital

inv-estment. An additional study, to be issued in the late summer of 1978,

is being conducted to answer the cost/benefit question (Section 4.1).

2.3 Alternative Intake Designs

The S&W report of July 1977 presented the three proposed intake alter-

natives for the Prairie Island Plant. The current report gives additional

information on the remaining five alternatives which were studied but re-

jected for this particular application. These alternatives are discussed

in detail in Section 5.

Angled fixed screens were rejected because of their inability to protect

fish eggs and larvae, their potential maintenance and reliability prob-

lems, and their failure to offer any substantial advantage, except pos-

sibly cost, over the proposed intake systems.

Louvers were rejected because they do not protect fish eggs and larvae

or eliminate the potential for a resident fish population in the intake

and recycle canals, which was one of the prime objectives of the study.

Radial wells were rejected because of the large number required and the

impracticality of locating intakes over a 15- to 18-mile stretch of

shoreline. Also, radial wells have not been used for once-through cool-

ing systems and thus represent unproven technology for a facility the

size of Prairie Island.
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Porous dikes were rejected because Of the potential maintenance problems

associated with the filter media and the large size of the structure

required to pass the design flow. Also, porous dikes are still in the

development stage and have never been used to protect small organisms

at power plant intakes.

Wedgewire screens were rejected because of potential maintenance problems

with backflushing the screens to remove debris and for deicing. Also,

the ambient current required to flush debris and organisms away from

the screens (about 1 fps) is regularly not available at the si:te
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3.0 ASSUMPTIONS

The assumptions made for this study were used to: 1) estimate the size

of structures and associated equipment, 2) evaluate the alternative

intake schemes with respect to their relative biological effectiveness,

and 3) evaluate the alternatives with respect to their engineering

practicality for use at the Prairie Island Plant.

Engineering assumptions used in this report are:

1. The design flow will be 1410 cfs.

2. Approach velocity, based on gross screen or intake area, will not

exceed 0.5 fps.

3. No structures will be built within 500 feet of the emergency

intake.

4. The velocity in the pipelines will not exceed 9 fps.

With the exception of the design flow rate, which was lowered to 1410 cfs

from 1500 cfs, the engineering assumptions are the same as those stated

in S&W (1977). Additionally, it is assumed that intake systems or screen-

ing equipment would not be acceptable unless they have demonstrated satis-

factory engineering reliability.

The biological assumptions used in this report with respect to impinge-

ment and entrainment of aquatic organisms are:

ImpinL ,ment

1. All important species will guide along an angled screen to a bypass.
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2. Juveniles and adults of important species, with the possible

exception of gizzard shad, are relatively hardy and can survive

I short-term impingement and pumping.

1 3. All new structures will be unaffected by thermal effluents, thus

avoiding adverse effects of cold stress during periods of plant

3 shutdown.

4. Available impingement data are indicative of long-term trends at

I Prairie Island.

Entrainment

3 1. Ichthyoplankton or entrainable fish are passive organisms and cannot

be diverted through their own swimming efforts.

1 2. 0.5 mm mesh will collect eggs and larvae of all important species,

- thus preventing establistment of a resident population in the

intake and recycle canals and subsequent cold-shock mortality.

3. Relatively high survival of these organisms is possible following

impingement and removal from fine-mesh screens.

4. 100 percent mortality of entrained organisms now occurs at Prairie

3 Island.

5. Available entrainment data are indicative of long-term trends at

1Prairie Island.
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4.0 ALTERNATIVE INTAKE LOCATIONS

Three areas were originally considered for locating an alternative intake

structure. They were Sturgeon Lake, the main channel of the Mississippi

River, and the shoreline from north of the existing intake canal to the

plant discharge.

4.1 Sturgeon Lake

Sturgeon Lake is a shallow backwater area of the Mississippi River. The

southern end of the lake is directly north of the Prairie Island intake

canal. This area was originally considered because it would minimize

recirculation of waste heat because of its remote location with respect

to the discharge canal. Also, there is less boat traffic on the lake

than on the Mississippi River.

Sturgeon Lake represents the type of habitat suitable for use as a fish

spawning and nursery area. Backwater areas of this nature provide pro-

tection from predation, prevent downstream displacement of eggs and

larvae by river currents and can contain the rich food supplies critical

to early larval development. On the basis of fisheries data collected

since 1970, it appears that most species inhabiting the vicinity of

Prairie Island prefer such areas for spawning (NiUS 1976). Therefore,

the eggs, larvae and young of these species are probably more abundant

in habitats such as Sturgeon Lake than in other areas of the Mississippi

River. While density differences in the vicinity of Prairie Island have

not been quantified for these early life stages, it was felt that the

spawning and nursing potential of Sturgeon Lake, in conjunction with

engineering concerns addressed below, precluded serious consideration
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of the lake as a site for a new intake structure.

Since the issuance of the July 1977 alternative intake study report,

ichthyoplankton distribution and abundance data have been obtained from

Sturgeon Lake, the main river channel and the existing rrairie Island

intake. These data, which were obtained through sampling in June of

1978, are being analyzed, and a cost/benefit study will be performed.

The findings of these analyses will be issued in late summer 1978.

From an engineering viewpoint, there are several aspects which make

Sturgeon Lake unattractive for siting an intake structure. The mean

depth of the lake is relatively shallow, less than 7 feet, at a flat

pool elevation of 674.5 feet (1929 datum), with large areas being less

than 4 feet deep, especially near the shoreline. The shallowness of

the lake would necessitate a large volume of dredging to provide suffi-

cient water depth at an intake. Periodic maintenance dredging would

also be required to ensure reliable intake operation. Ice cover would

be a problem for any structure built on Sturgeon Lake. During a severe

winter, ice over 3 feet thick could form, which would drastically reduce

the effective water depth; in fact, a thick enough ice cover could

block the intake from its supply of water.

The Sturgeon Lake intake location was dropped from consideration due

to the probable abundance of ichthyoplankton in this area, the potential

short-term biological impacts associated with the dredging operation

required for intake construction and operation, and because of the

reliability problems associated with ice cover and the shallow water

depths.
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4.2 Mississippi River - Main Channel

The stretch of the Mississippi River main channel originally considered

as a possible intake location extends from wing dam number 36 south to

wing dam number 40, a distance of approximately 3000 feet (Figure 1).

This area provides relatively deep water, 12.5 feet at a low water ele-

vation of 672.5 feet (1929 datum), and access to currents which are norm-

ally of greater magnitude than those of Sturgeon Lake or the backwaters

of the river. An intake located here would be built between two adjacent

wing dams and as far east as possible without encroaching on the navi-

gation channel. This position would take maximum advantage of the

existing water depth and would minimize construction dredging at the

intake structure.

Sufficient biological data were not available during the alternative

intake study to determine whether fish and ichthyoplankton densities in

the main channel are substantially lower than at the proposed screenhouse

location (adjacent to the existing intake canal). However, as discussed

below, engineering concerns severely limit the practicality of a main

channel intake and result in substantial increases in cost over the

shoreline schemes. Further, as discussed in S&W (1977), the three

shoreline schemes were assumed to be capable of minimizing entrainment

and impingement mortality at the proposed location. Therefore, the

operational uncertainties and added costs of locating an intake struc-

ture in the main channel were considered unwarranted. The potential

for further reducing mortality by locating an intake in the channel

will be readdressed after the analysis of data from the recently con-

ducted ichthyoplankton studies at Prairie Island.



Locating an intake on the main channel of the river poses several design

problems. The intake would have to be as close as possible to the navi-

gation channel in order to obtain water depths sufficient to protect

the structure from ice cover and to include an allowance for siltation.

Constructing an intake adjacent to the navigation channel could create

a potential hazard to navigation and would increase the potential for

structural damage due to a collision from commercial or recreational

traffic. The intake would also be susceptible to damage from large debris

being carried downstream, especially during periods of flooding.

An intake located on the main channel of the river would require large-

diameter pipelines to convey the water to the plant. The installation

of the pipes would entail a large dredging operation which would traverse

shallow backwater areas and possibly some of the small islands fronting

the plant shoreline. The construction of an intake and the associated

piping would result in heavy short-term construction impacts to the area.

From a biological standpoint it could be desirable to withdraw water

from the main channel of the Mississippi River because of the expected

lower larval densities; however, the problems associated with construc-

ting an offshore intake on this stretch of river make it impractical

from an engineering standpoint. Further, the additional cost associated

with an intake on the main channel does not appear to be justified from

a cost/benefit standpoint in the absence of any supporting biological

data. This cost/benefit study is presently being prepared as mentioned

in Section 4.1. Although this location is considered impractical for

an intake, a detailed discussion of a typical submerged offshore intake
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on the main channel of the river is presented in Section 4.4. This dis-

cussion, as well as an order-of-magnitude cost estimate, is presented

for comparative purposes with respect to the proposed intake schemes

discussed in S&W (1977).

4.3 Plant Shoreline

The third area considered as a potential intake location was the shore-

line from north of the intake canal south to the discharge canal. This

area has two major divisions: the northern area, which has been dredged

to create the plant's intake canal and provides relatively deep water,

and the southern area, which is shallower and has been left in a rela-

tively undisturbed state. The entire area is subject to some degree of

thermal recirculation from the existing plant discharge; however, the

extent of recirculation decreases with increasing distance north along

the shoreline.

In the southern area, extensive dredging would be required to provide

an adequate water depth. Heat recirculation would also be more likely

to occur if an intake were located in this area. For these reasons,

and because the southern area offered no advantages over the northern

area, the southern area was dropped from further consideration.

The northern part of this area appears to be the most acceptable location

for a new intake structure. Since the water depth is greater at this

location than farther south along the shoreline, less dredging would be

required. This location would also provide easy access for construction

equipment and has an adequate lay-down area. Recirculatioz would still



occur from the existing discharge canal, but it would be no worse than

that experienced with the existing intake. In conjunction with the

alternative intake study, S&W has been investigating modification to the

discharge system of the Prairie Island Plant. The proposed modifications

would significantly reduce recirculation by using a submerged discharge

in the main channel of the Mississippi River approximately 700 feet south

o. *.arney's Point.

The northern area was deemed more acceptable because of the reduced

potential for recirculation. Further, the amount of dredging required

in the southern area would be moroi extensive than at the northern area,

resulting in a greater impact to established communities. For these

reasons, the proposed location north of the existing intake canal was

selected rather than other locations along the shoreline and was used

for all the alternative intakes discussed in S&W (1977).

4.4 Submerged Offshore Intake

For the purpose of this report, a submerged offshore intake is. defined

as a velocity-cap intake located at the edge of the navigation channel

of the Mississippi River. -

The intake system would consist of four reinforced concrete structures

located between wing dams number 36 and 37. The structures would be

spaced approximately 170 feet on centers and would be as close to the

main channel as possible. The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers has recom-

mended that the structures be set back at least 25 feet from the ends of

the wing dams. Each intake would be sized for a flow of 360 cfs with
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a design approach velocity to the trash bars of 0.5 fps (based on

gross inlet area). The water withdrawn by the intakes would be primarily

from the main channel of the Mississippi River; however, flow from Stur-

geon Lake may also be induced into the intake, with the percentage of

Sturgeon Lake water increasing during periods of low river flow. Because

of the low approach velocities, no significant effects on the flow pat-

terns of the river are expected.

The intakes would be connected to an onshore pumphouse by two 12-foot

I.D. pipelines with a design velocity of 6.4 fps. The pipelines would

be buried in a common trench and topped with rip-rap to provide adequate

protection from erosion during flooding periods. Each pipeline would be

approximately 2500 feet long.

The onshore pumphouse used in this evaluation employs center flow travel-

ing screens. Figure 2 shows the plot plan for a submerged offshore

intake and the proposed pipeline routes to the onshore screenhouse.

Figure 3 shows typical sections of one of the submerged intake struc-

tures. A space of 2 feet is allowed from the river bottom to the inlet

for sedimentation buildup. Likewise, approximately 5.5 feet submergence

from the low water level to the top of the structure is allowed for ice

cover during the winter, adequate submergence to minimize vortex for-

mation and entrainment of air and floating debris.

Two-half-capacity pumps would be installed in the pumphouse to provide

the necessary head requirements for system operation. An additional

pump for backflushing the intakes during winter operation would also
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be installed in the pumphouse.. This flow reversal pump would take warn.

water from the existing plant discharge structure and use it to back-

flush the intakes during periods of potential ice blockage of the in-

takes. The total auxiliary power required for this system would be

approximately 2940 kw, with annual energy requirements of about 13,400

mwh.

As discussed previously, data were not available at the time of the alter-

native intake study to quantify the potential reductions in intake of

fish and ichthyoplankton which might be achieved by withdrawing cooling

water from the main channel. However, the cost of constructing an offshore

intake connected to an onshore center-flow screenhouse is highly unwar-

ranted for two reasons. First, the screenhouse in this scheme (Figure

2) is essentially identical in location and operation as the previously r

proposed center-flow scheme. Therefore, the added offshore structure

and connective piping simply act to move the point of water withdrawal

to another location. Second, a velocity cap intake is not designed to

reduce entrainment of non-motile forms such as fish eggs and larvae and

would therefore act only to reduce juvenile and adult impingement. As

mentioned, data on ichthyoplankton distribution and abundance in the

plant area are being analyzed. These data will form the basis for a

cost/benefit analysis comparing the offshore velocity cap intake with

an onshore center-flow screenhouse.

Order-of-magnitude costs associated with constructing a submerged off-

shore intake were estimated for the scheme shown on Figure 2. These

costs are based on present-day prices and fully-contracted labor as of
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May 1978 and are directly comparable to the estimates contained in

the July 1977 S&W report. Included in the total evaluated costs are

allowances for contingencies, distributables, indirect costs, escalation,

interest during construction, and general and administrative overhead

costs. These allowances are the same as those used to estimate costs

in S&W (1977).

The total evaluated cost of constructing a submerged offshore intake,

including an onshore pumphouse using center-flow traveling screens, is

approximately ý45 million. An approximate order-of-magnitude cost for

this scheme at another location can be determined by computing the dif-

ference in linear feet of common pipe trench required, multiplying that

figure by $6140/L.F., and either adding or subtracting the resultant

value to or from the total system cost. The cost/L.F. represents an

average total evaluated cost, including allowances, for installing two

12-foot I.D. pipes in a common trench.

While this type of intake structure has been used at several install-

ations, the practicality of its use for the Prairie Island Plant is

questionable. As previously mentioned, the problems associated with

construction and maintenance of an intake close to the navigation

channel make this scheme unattractive. Also, the total cost is high

compared with that of the proposed intake alternatives.



5.0 ALTERNATIVE INTAKE DESIGNS AT ONSHORE LOCATION

The various alternative intake designs requiring construction of a new

screenhouse north of the existing intake canal were discussed and evalu-

ated in Chapter 3 of the July 1977 S&W report. These were the modified

traveling screen with fish buckets, the angled flush mounted traveling

screen, and the center flow traveling screen.

The July 1977 report also mentioned that several other alternative designs

had been investigated for possible use but had been eliminated because

of their limited effectiveness or their impracticality relative to

the Prairie Island site. These alternatives were: angled fixed screens,

radial wells, louvers, a porous dike, and wedgewire screens. These five

alternatives were discussed at a meeting with the Minnesota Pollution

Control Agency on May 17, 1978. These alternatives and their biological

effectiveness, engineering practicality and reasons for rejection are

discussed as follows.

5.1 Angled Fixed Screens

Description

Angled fixed screens can be used to divert juvenile and adult fish., by-

using the natural behavioral response of fish to an object-in flowing

water. The screens would be set in a chevron arrangement sfmilar to.

the angled traveling screen alternative shown on Figures 3.1 to 12 of

S&W (1977). This system would require a diverting flow of water and a

fish bypass system similar to that for either louvers or angled traveling

screens.
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Biological Effectiveness

As a fish diversion device, angled fixed screens are essentially ident-

ical to the angled traveling screens developed as one of the preferred

schemes. However, because they can not be rotated and cleaned, they

would be ineffective in protecting fish eggs and larvae that would

impinge on them. On this basis alone, this system can be rejected.

Additional concerns are 1) that clogging of fixed screens would adverse-

ly affect juvenile and adult fish diversion, and 2) that removal of fixed

screens for cleaning would allow passage of organisms into the existing

recycle and intake canals, permitting establishment of a resident popu-

lation in the system.

Engineering Practicality

An angled fixed screen installation could be constructed at the Prairie

Island intake. Large fixed screen installations are now used in sewage

treatment plants, but, there are serious questions related to the reli-

ability and maintenance of such a system for the large flows required for

a nuclear power plant. In particular, cleaning debris from the fine mesh

to avoid plugging would be a problem. Some possible but cumbersome solu-

tions include using screen-washing equipment, rotating screen to remove

material lodged in the mesh, removing screens and inserting replacements.

Reasons for Rejection

Although angled fixed screens could satisfy juvenile and adult fish pro-

tection requirementsP they would be ineffective in protecting ichthyo-

plankton. Further, the operational problems associated with fixed

angled screens have not been resolved. Except for possibly lower con-
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struction costs, they offer no significant advantages over the angled

traveling screens retained as one of the preferred schemes. Accordingly,

angled fixed screens were not considered further.

5.2 Radial Wells

Description

An infiltration scheme using recharge from the Mississippi River was

evaluated to determine whether existing conditions are suitable for an

installation of this type. The scheme considered was the radial well,

typified by the Ranney Water Collector.

Radial wells are constructed by sinking a vertical caisson near a surface

water source and then jacking out horizontal screen pipes into the sur-

rounding aquifer, as shown on Figure 4. The major requirements for a

successful radial well are (1) a suitable pervious aquifer, (2) an

adequate supply of surface water, and (3) the absence of relatively

impermeable materials that could limit recharge to the aquifer. To

meet the last requirement, hydrologic conditions should be such that

impermeable materials can not be deposited over the aquifer being

recharged.

Biological Effectiveness

Since the radial well functions essentially the same as a natural

aquifer, probably little or no biological impact would occur as a

result of operation. In this sense, the radial well concept may be

the most environmentally sound alternative intake system (U.S. EPA 1976).
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Engineering Practicality

Experience indicates that the maximum capacity of a single radial well

installed in an ideal aquifer is about 20,000 gpm. However, based on

existing data, the yield from a single well in the vicinity of the

Prairie Island Plant would be approximately 10,000 gpm. Assuming this

number is representative of the actual yield, a total of 65 radial wells

would be required. The wells would have to be spaced from 1200 to 1500

feet apart to prevent unacceptable interference effects between adjacent

wells. As a result, the well field would extend along 15 to 18 miles

of the shoreline. In addition to the 65 radial wells, an extensive

piping network would be required to connect the individual wells to the

plant's circulating water system.

The annual energy requirements for this system would be greater than for

any of the other alternatives. Additional pumping head would be required

to overcome friction losses in the pipelines and for drawdown in the indi-

vidual wells. Supplying the additional energy required for the pumps would

result in increased operating costs and a derating of the plant's net

generating capacity.

Reasons for Rejection

Radial wells were rejected for use at the Prairie Island Plant for the

following reasons:

1. The heavy sediment loading in the river, especially during

spring floods, could eventually settle over the aquifer and

reduce the yield from the well. No practical method of

backflushing is available to eliminate this problem.
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2. The influence of the wells on the existing groundwater table

would extend over a 15- to 18-mile stretch of the Mississippi

River.

3. The cost of the scheme would be relatively high in comparison

with the other schemes investigated. Each radial well would

cost about $1 million, not including the costs for the pumps

and an extensive piping system.

4. The additional energy requirements and the potential for

derating the plant are excessive in comparison to the other

alternatives.

5.3 Louvers

Description

Model studies and several operating systems have demonstrated that louver

systems can divert fish from water intakes and thus avoid physical impinge-

ment on mechanical screens. The louvers are designed to guide fish to

a bypass where they can be returned to the receiving waters. Figure 5

shows the velocity vectors in the flow and the resultant path of fish

movement toward a bypass for louver arrays set at angles of 11.5 and

45 degrees.

Biological Effectiveness

Louver diversion takes advantage of natural behavioral responses of

fish when approaching an object in flowing water. The louver creates

a zone of localized turbulence which fish avoid as they move irn the.

direction of flow. This avoidance response, in conjunction with a

downstream component of flow, gradually diverts the fish to a bypass

connecting to a return pipeline.
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Model and prototype studies and applications of louver systems have shown,

in many cases, greater than 85 percent guidance efficiency of juvenile

and adults under many different experimental conditions with a variety

of fish species (Taft and Mussalli 1978). There have been cases, however,

where louvers have not functioned effectively in guiding fish to a by-pass

(Thompson and Paulik 1967). Further, the guidance capacity of louvers is

highly dependent on the length and swimming performance of fish. Since

eggs and early larvae are essentially non-motile, louvers would not be ex-

pected to guide these life stages. Among later life stages, Skinner (1973)

has demonstrated a strong positive relationship between fish length and

guidance efficiency for striped bass (Morone saxatilis) for white catfish

(Ictalurus catus) in full-scale efficiency evaluations. Figure 6 shows

this relationship for striped bass. It can be seen that Skinner (1973)

did not generally obtain efficiencies as high as 80 percent with individ-

uals of the species smaller than about 25 mm and 40 mm, respectively.

In general, high guidance efficiencies have been limited primarily to

juvenile and adult fish. In addition, louvers have certain engineering

features which influence their applicability to Prairie Island. First,

the louver principle was initially developed for fish diversion at such

facilities as irrigation and hydroelectric projects, which do not require

the degree of screening necessary at power plants for condenser protection.

Therefore, in past applications, stationary louver systems have been used

without great concern for debris clogging problems or the need for fur-

ther screening for equipment protection purposes. At a power plant,

stationary louvers would create serious reliability problems resulting

from their clogging potential. Accordingly, traveling louver screens,
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such as those being installed at the San Onofre Nuclear Generating

Station (Downs and Meddock 1974), would be required for debris removal

at a great increase in structural cost. In addition, conventional travel-

ing water screens would be required as a backup to the louvers to screen

non-diverted organisms and debris to the level necessary to prevent the

establishment of a resident fish population in the recycle and intake

canals.

Engineering Practicality

A louver system could be constructed for the Prairie Island intake.

Special engineering considerations for this type of system include the

effect on pumps from eddy formation downstream of the louvers, design

of a bypass pumping system which is not harmful to diverted fish, re-

moval of debris from louver face, and handling and disposal of bypassed

debris or non-diverted fish.

Reasons for Rejection

Due to their inability to divert fish eggs, their limited effectiveness

in diverting larvae, and the engineering problems associated with their

design and operation at power plants, louvers do not offer a biologically

efficient, reliable and cost-effective means for substantially reducing

fish losses at Prairie Island.

5.4 Porous Dike

Description

A porous dike is a physical barrier that uses a filter media on its

upstream face to screen organisms while allowing water to pass through
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the structure. The porous dike design considered for use at Prairie

Island consisted of large stones which formed the central core, and

sand on the upstream face which serves as the filter medium. Figure 7

shows the plot plan for a porous dike sized for a flow rate of 188 cfs

(84,400 gpm), which represents approximately 13 percent of the plant

design flow of 1410 cfs.

Biological Effectiveness

The porous dike concept has never been used to protect small organisms

at power plant intakes. The primary biological concern with the dike

relates to its ability to prevent the passage of fish eggs and larvae.

Since these early life stages are essentially non-motile, they drift

passively in the current and would, therefore, be subject to entrainment

into the dike unless a fine filtering medium is placed on the outer

surface and an adequate ambient flushing flow existed to carry the

organisms away from the structure. It is believed that non-motile

organisms must be screened at the outer surface boundary rather than

within the dike, since small organisms which penetrate this boundary

will ultimately be lost regardless of the screening capacity of the media

located in the interior of the dike. However, locating the fine filter

medium at the outer boundary could create engineering problems in pro-

tecting the dike from wave forces. Therefore, it may not be possible

to design the dike to screen all of the life stages.

Engineering Practicality

Porous dikes are in the developmental stage and as yet have not been

used for once-through intakes. A porous dike sized to pass the design
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flow for the plant would have to be approximately 8500 feet (1.6 miles)

long. A dike of this length would extend a considerable distance upstream

into.Sturgeon Lake and downstream into the backwaters fronting the plant.

Besides the large area required for the dike, there are also several en-

gineering factors which must be considered. The upstream face of the

dike, the filter media, would have to be protected from erosion due to

prevailing currents and wave action. Also, if the filter performed.

properly, its hydraulic efficiency would decrease from biofouling and

as the medium became clogged with debris and silt. This would require

that the sand be replaced periodically, or backflushed,. resulting in

potential problems of access, maintenance and monitoring of performance

to determine the proper replacement interval. To date, there is no

reliable method for backflushing this type of filter system since the

filter medium is unconfined and could be carried away by any ambient

current during backflushing. Further, during backflushing, water qual-

ity standards may be exceeded.

Reasons for Rejection

Porous dikes were rejected for use at the Prairie Island Plant for the

following reasons:

1. Porous dikes are untested in regard to the screening of

fish eggs and larvae.

2. The length of dike required would result in its encroachment

on large areas of Sturgeon Lake and the backwaters of the

Mississippi River.
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3. The filter medium would be difficult to maintain, and the

required flow rates could not be sustained because of clogging.

4. No reliable backflushing method is available.

5.5 Wedgewire Screens

Description

Wedgewire screens are commercially available and have been used success-

fully as a part of make-up water intakes. Figure 8 shows a layout for

a wedgewire screen installation sized for the design flow of 1410 cfs.

The screens are arranged in four banks, with each bank having 40 screens

arranged in pairs, as shown on Figure 9. The screens are sized to have

a through slot velocity of 0.5 fps with a slot opening of 1 to 2 mm.

O -The screens are connected to an onshore pumphouse by two 12-foot I.D.

buried pipelines. Each pipeline carries water from two of the screen

banks. The screenhouse is equipined with two half-capacity booster pumps

to provide the necessary head requirements for system operation. An

additional pump, used to backflush the wedgewire screens, would also be

installed in the pumphouse. This pump would take water from the plant

discharge structure to backflush the screens. Two banks of screens would

be cleaned simultaneously, allowing the other two banks to remain oper-

ational and provide the required plant flow.

Biological Effectiveness

Biological research on cylindrical, wedge-wire screens indicates that

they may be effective in preventing the entrainment of fish eggs and

larvae at power plants, provided the screen slot size is small (approx-
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imately 1 to 2 mm) and there is a relatively high-velocity cross-flow

to carry organisms around and away from the screen (Bason 1978). No

such current exists at Prairie Island; however, since the screen would

be designed to prevent the passage of all organisms, it is possible

that entrainment of fish eggs and larvae would be reduced greatly despite

this drawback.

Due to the small slot size and slot velocity (0.5 fps), entrapment or

impingement of juvenile and adult fish would not be expected to occur..

Therefore, the wedge-wire screen alternative would appear to offer a

potentially effective means of reducing fish losses at Prairie Island.

Unfortunately, such screens have not been developed to the point where

they offer a reliable means of screening once-through cooling water

flows, as discussed below.

Engineering Practicality

Wedgewire screens, which use small slot openings, tend to be self-cleaning

when installed at a location where the ambient velocity is at least I fps

(Hanson et al.). This type of screening system also requires provisions

for backflushing the screens to ensure the removal of debris should the

screens clog and to prevent the accumulation of frazil ice. The loca-

tion selected for the wedgewire screens (shown on Figure 7) provides

the required water depth to allow for sedimentation buildup and for

protection from floating debris and pack ice. This location also places

the screens outside the navigation channel of the Mississippi River.

However, the ambient velocities in this area are quite low, usually
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between 0.0 and 0.4 fps, with the velocities tending to decrease as the

distance from the mainchannel increases. With such low ambient velo-

cities the screens would not be self-cleaning.

As previously stated, a pump would be provided to backflush the screens.

Although a pump is required, no long-term operational experience on re-

sidual cleanliness is available for a once-through cooling system with

wedgewire screens. Access would be required for manual cleaning. Exten-

sive research would be required to ensure the adequacy of the backflushing

system.

Reasons for Rejection

Wedgewire screens have been used on several smaller installations but

never on large once-through cooling systems. Ambient velocities near

the plant are such that the screens would not be self-cleaning; there-

fore, such a system would require reliable methods of backflushing debris.

from the screens and for preventing the formation of frazil ice. To

date, such method has not been developed for once-through cooling systems.

Further, the location of the screens and the large number required to

pass the design flow would make it very difficult to maintain the screen

and to monitor their performance.

The cost of installing a wedgewire screening system is higher than the

systems proposed in the original S&W report. Since this system would be

S close to- the proposed screenhouse location and would probably withdraw

a combination of Sturgeon Lake and Mississippi River water, the potential



for reducing entrainment mortalities beyond that of the proposed screen-

houses may not justify the additional expense and construction impact

associated with installing the wedgewire screening system offshore in

the present intake approach canal. For these reasons, this system was

rejected for use at the Prairie Island Plant.

5.6 Comparison of Alternatives

The alternative intake study performed by S&W for NSP considered eight

potential schemes. The S&W report of July 1977 discussed the three

proposed schemes and this report has discussed the five schemes not

considered applicable for use at the Prairie Island Plant. Table 5.6-1

lists the eight original schemes. The intakes are qualitatively com-

pared in four catagories: engineering criteria, biological criteria,

construction practicality, and economic ranking.

Schemes considered practicable for use at Prairie Island had to satisfy

the first three catagories listed above. To satisfy the engineering

criteria a scheme must be able to pass the design flow, use proven

technology and equipment, and have good maintenance and dependability

records with respect to once-through cooling systems.

To satisfy the biological criteria a system must screen specific

species of fish eggs and larvae and must reduce entrainment and im-

pingement mortalities to levels at or below those experienced with the

existing intake system at Prairie Island. The system must also prevent

a resident population from establishing itself in the recycle and intake

canals.
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For a system to be considered from a construction standpoint, it must be

practical to build it within a reasonable distance of the plant. It

also cannot be within 500 feet of the emergency intake or isolate the

emergency intake from its water source.

The economic ranking is provided only to indicate the relative position

of the various schemes with respect to costs from a qualitative view-

point. Costs for the proposed schemes are presented in S&W (1977).
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TABLE 5. *

Comparison of Alternative Intake Schewes
9)

Alternatives
Satisfies

Engineering
Criteria

Satisfies
Biological
Criteria

1- I1

Construction
Practicality

Yes

Yes

Angled Traveling Screen

Angled Fixed Stationary Screen

Yes Yes
-1 t

Economic
Ranking

3

2*No No

-- *1- -

Centerflow Traveling Screen Yes Yes

- I ~- I- - - *I--
Modified Conventional Traveling

Screen Yes Yes

Louvers Yes No

Porous Dike No No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

5

4

Radial Wells No Yes
I I

Wedgewire Screen No Yes

* = lowest cost

** not ranked since they do not meet biological criteria
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report presents a benefit cost analysis for intake structure location

at the Prairie Island Nuclear Generating Plant (PINGP). The purpose of the

analysis is to quantify the differential benefits and costs related to location

of a modified intake system at a new onshore location and at an offshore

location at the edge of the main channel of the Mississippi River. Center

flow fine mesh screens would be used for each system.

A field sampling program was undertaken from June 6 to June 17, 1978, to

study the distribution of fish eggs and larvae at three sampling locations

near the alternative intake locations. Hypotheses of spatial and temporal

distribution of the ichthyoplankton data collected were statistically analyzed

using an Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) technique. The six taxa selected for

analysis with respect to entrainment were white bass, freshwater drum,

"darters," gizzard shad, emerald.shiner, and carp. Statistically highest

densities were generally found at the sampling location nearest the proposed

onshore intake location.

To conduct the benefit cost analysis, it was first necessary to estimate

potential entrainment at PING?. Two methods were used to estimate the

total entrainment of ichthyoplankton during a spawning season:

1. Based on the field study of fish eggs and larvae conducted during

the 1978 sampling program, an estimate of the total entrainment

for June 6 to June 17 was derived. Proposed PINGP flow conditions
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were used. The period of occurrence for most of the eggs and

larvae of the taxa of interest is no longer than four months,

based on a 1975 study of entrainment at PINGP. The maximal con-

centrations during the period of occurrence are found to fall

within the June 6 to 17 period, based on prior experience. Ac-

cordingly, the total entrainment for this period represents a

higher than average entrainment based on the concentrations of

organisms. Therefore, a conservative estimate was made of the

total number of fish eggs and larvae entrained annually by adjust-

ing the number for June 6 to 17 to account for the total proposed

plant intake flow for the spawning season, assumed to be May 15

to September 4.

2. The number entrained for the spawning season was also estimated

using proposed flow rates and ichthyoplankton densities esti-

mated at the bar racks of the present intake during the 1975

entrainment study. This estimate was then multiplied by the

ratio of the maximum concentration in 1978 to the maximum concen-

tration in 1975. This method assumes the temporal pattern of

ichthyoplankton is similar in different years and locations, and

that there is a proportional relationship in magnitude of abund-

ance among years and locations.

The total number of fish eggs and larvae from the two methods was then used

to project the number of adult fish which would have developed had entrain-

ment not occurred. This analysis utilized the equivalent adult model.

Based on reimbursement value information published in 1978 by the North
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Central Division of the American Fisheries Society, the replacement cost

of the fisheries resources lost by entrainment at each of the three locations

was calculated.

The benefit cost analysis focuses on the differential benefits to the fisheries

resources to be gained from constructing an offshore intake when compared to

the additional cost. Costs and benefits were calculated on an annual level-

ized basis.

Installation of fine mesh screens at the proposed onshore intake location

results in a benefit of about $1.5 million annually on the basis of reduced

fisheries replacement cost. A further annual benefit to the fishery of

$0.36 million could be obtained by locating the intake offshore. However,

this additional benefit is estimated to cost $5.8 million per year. Accord-

ingly it is concluded that the increased cost of the offshore location (about

16 times the benefit) is disproportional to the incremental increased benefit

to the fisheries resources.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

In December of 1976, Northern States Power Company authorized Stone & Webster

Engineering Corporation (S&W) to develop conceptual designs for several

alternative intakes which would have the potential for reducing fish impinge-

ment and ichthyoplankton entrainment at the Prairie Island Nuclear Generating

Plant (PING?). Three intake designs, utilizing various screening devices,

were selected as being practicable to construct and operate in addition to

being potentially effective in protecting organisms: center-flow traveling

screens, angled traveling screens and modified conventional traveling screens

with lifting buckets.

The engineering and biological rationale for selecting these designs is

presented in an alternative intake design report prepared by S&W (1977).

In May of 1978, the report was submitted to the Minnesota Pollution

Control Agency (MPCA) at a meeting on alternative designs. During this

presentation, other available intake systems were discussed which had

been evaluated but were not considered to be practicable or potentially

effective at PINGP. Since the S&W report did not include a discussion

of the rationale by which these other designs had been eliminated

from consideration, MPCA requested this information be issued as a

supplemental report. MPCA further requested that the supplement include

the basis for selecting a shoreline location for the three alternative

intakes rather than a location in Sturgeon Lake or the main channel of

the Mississippi River where organism densities might be lower.
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Accordingly, S&W prepared a supplemental report addressing these issues

which was submitted to MPCA in August 1978 (S&W 1978). Relative to

intake location, the following conclusions were made:

1. As a shallow backwater area, Sturgeon Lake has a high potential

as a spawning and nursery area. This potential, in conjunction

with serious engineering concerns (S&W, August, 1978, p. 4-2),

precluded further consideration of the lake as a site for a new

intake structure.

2. Engineering problems associated with offshore intake construc-

tion and operation in the river near PINGP made this location

impractical. The additional costs of such an installation

did not appear justified since the three shoreline design

alternatives could mitigate to a large degree entrainment

losses to ichthyoplankton.

3. Data on ichthyoplankton distribution and abundance at the

offshore intake location were not available during the evalua-

tion of alternative intake locations. Therefore, the preferred,

shoreline location (adjacent to the existing intake canal) was

selected on the basis of engineering and economic considerations.

Subsequent to submittal of the supplemental report, data from an ichthyo-

plankton survey conducted at the alternate intake locations in June 1978

were analyzed by S&W. The survey was conducted at the request of MPCA

to permit a more quantitative evaluation of ichthyoplankton densities at

alternative intake locations.
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The ichthyoplankton study was conducted for a two week period during June

1978 which is believed to be the peak portion of the ichthyoplankton season.

The ichthyoplankton concentrations at the three locations were used to

examine the relative benefits of each location, by first calculating the

adult loss equivalent to the entrainment loss. This loss was then converted

to a dollar value by considering the replacement cost of the fish as deter-

mined by the American Fisheries Society.

This report presents the results and analyses of the 1978 ichthyoplankton

study, estimates the environmental benefit associated with each of the

alternate locations, and compares these benefits with the costs of intake

construction and operation at the three alternate locations.
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2.0 DESCRIPTION OF THE 1978 ICHTHYOPLANKTON SURVEY

2.1 SAMPLE COLLECTION

From June 6 to June 17, 1978, an ichthyoplankton survey was conducted at

PINGP by NSP. Three sampling stations were chosen to represent potential

alternative intake locations for PINGP. The stations are shown in Figure

2.1-1. Station 1 was located in the main channel of the Mississippi River.

Station 2 was located at the end of the Sturgeon Lake. From June 6-13,

1978, this station was sampled as represented by 2a in Figure 2.1-1. For

the remainder of the study, the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency requested

a shift in location of Station 2; this is represented as 2b in the figure.

Station 3 was located near the present intake.

Samples were collected on June 6, 8, 10, 13, 15, and 17. Generally

sampling was conducted between midnight and 4:00 am. The order in which

the stations were sampled on each date was randomly determined. Oblique

tows were conducted to sample the entire water column at each station.

On each date two consecutive tows were conducted at each station. Each

tow consisted of two nets, yielding four observations for each station

on a given sample date. The net mouths were square, 41.5 cm per side;

the nets were 560 micron mesh and 2.5 meters long. Flow was measured

with a General Oceanics (Model 2030 (R-2 rotors) digital flow meter

suspended in the mouth of each net. The duration of a tow was set to

insure that a minimum of 100 m3 was filtered by each net. Samples were

preserved immediately in the field in a solution of 5 percent buffered

formalin and rose bengal dye.
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2.2 SAMPLE ANALYSIS

Light tables and glass sorting trays were used to separate ichthyoplankton

from detritus. Specimens were identified to the lowest practical taxonomic

level. The phases of larval fish development were taken from Snyder

(1976, pages 52-54); the phases enumerated were prolarvae, mesolarvae,

and metalarvae. A maximum of 20 specimens of each species and develop-

mental stage was measured to the nearest 0.1 mm. These specimens were

indexed and stored in 5 percent buffered formalin.
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3.0 RATIONALE FOR SPECIES SELECTION

Studies conducted previously for PINGP (NSP 1975; NUS 1976; S&W 1977)

have defined which species are representative of the whole community and

critical with respect to the effects of the power station operation. The

July 1977 S&W report (Table 2.3-1) identified seven fish taxa considered

important with respect to entrainment. This group included white bass,

freshwater drum, "darters," gizzard shad, emerald shiner, walleye, and

sauger. The criteria for considering a taxon important took into account

relative power plant exploitation. Taxa for which entrainment led to

losses of 0.5 percent or greater to the adult population (identified

in N-US, 1976) were included initially. The taxa considered were further

limited as rough fish, such as buffaloes, carpsuckers, and carp were

excluded on the basis of minimal exploitation other than the power

station and minimal fisheries management concern for the maintenance of

these stocks.

The above criteria were utilized as the basis for selection in this study,

but some modification was necessary due to species abundance during the

1978 study.

For the purpose of the present study walleye and sauger were excluded

from analysis because they were not captured in the 1978 study in suffi-

cient quantities to permit an analysis of spatial pattern. The other

taxa considered in the 1977 S&W Report were included in the present

study. In addition carp were added to this study because they were

abundant during the 1978 sampling period.
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4.0 ANALYSES OF ALTERNATIVE INTAKE LOCATIONS

4.1 ICHTHYOPLANKTON DISTRIBUTION

Ichthyoplankton data are presented in Table 4.1-1. Numbers shown represent

numbers of individuals per 100 m3 for each station, sampling trip, and

life stage. Since neither meso-larvae nor meta-larvae were found in

sufficient numbers for meaningful analysis, these two stages were combined

under the one life stage designation of post-larvae. Thus, ichthyoplank-

ton are divided into egg, pro-larvae, and post-larvae life stages.

A two-way nested Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was used to analyze ichthyo-

plankton data to test hypotheses of spatial and temporal distribution.

The comparison among sampling stations for the taxon/life stage densities

was the hypothesis of greatest interest, since this hypothesis would

test for consistently higher or lower densities at the alternate locations.

In the ANOVA, the dependent variable was organism density and the discrete

variables were trip (random effect), station (fixed effects), tows

within trip-station and nets within tows (random effects). The equation

for the ANOVA is:

ijklm= U + Ti + S + TS + W + Nijkl + Eijklm
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Table 4.1-1: Number of Organisms Per 100 m3 by Station, Trip, and Life Stage 1

A. Gizzard shad

Life 2 Trip3

Station Stage 1 2 3 4 5 6 Total

1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

2 20.09 35.06 38.40 9.53 8.65 8.41 120.13

3 5.45 11.07 2.84 2.09 0.55 0.43 22.43

4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

25.54 46.13 41.24 11.61 9.20 8.83 142.55

21 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

2 13.18 16.83 16.69 20.58 13.76 13.04 94.09

3 4.82 6.87 0.39 0.60 0.95 1.33 14.95

4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

18.00 23.70 17.08 21.97 14.70 14.37 109.82

3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

2 77.39 110.08 166.30 78.99 137.02 55.35 625.13

3 57.75 132.18 672.25 84.04 29.52 46.74 1,022.48

4 0.67 1.24 9.33 2.35 1.72 1.31 16.62

135.81 243.50 847.88 165.38 168.26 103.40 1,664.23

Total 179.35 313.33 906.20 198.96 192.16 126.60 1,916.60

1 Average of Four Nets

2 1 = Eggs

2 = Pro-larvae
3 = Meso-larvae
4 = Meta-larvae

3 = June 6
2 = June 8
3 = June 10
4 = June 13
S = June 15 4-2



Table 4.1-1: Continued

B. Freshwater drum

Life Trip
Station Stage 1 2 3 4 5 6 Total

1 1 34.88 191.35 47.72 34.34 59.78 7.77 375.86

2 14.32 11.03 23.29 11.61 15.59 55.84 131.69

3 0.23 0.63 0 0 0.74 2.08 3.69

4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

49.44 203.02 71.01 45.95 76.11 65.70 511.23

2 1 27.34 51.98 3.67 148.28 82.74 22.54 336.53

2 9.66 9.61 19.46 6.46 11.99 21.34 78.51

3 0.85 / 0.63 0.77 0 2.00 0.53 4.77

4 0 0 0 0.19 0 0 0.19

37.84 62.21 23.89 154.93 96.72 44.40 420.00

3 1 15.08 46.27 1.73 56.38 172.13 17.28 308.87

2 23.50 17.33 14.56 8.81 10.57 11.43 86.21

3 2.28 9.19 13.04 1.25 2.67 1.69 30.12

4 0 0 0.19 0.44 0 0 0.63

40.86 72.80 29.52 66.88 185.36 30.41 425.83

Total 128.14 338.03 124.42 267.76 358.19 140.51 1,357.06
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Table 4.1-1: Continued

C. White bass

Life Trip
Station Stage 1 2 3 4 5 6 Total

1 1 0 0 0 6.93 0 0 6.93

2 0.22 0.63 0 0 0.71 0 1.56

3 0.43 0.39 0 0.62 0 0 1.44

4 1.98 3.79 0.20 0.42 0 0 6.57

2.63 4.99 0.20 7.97 0.71 0 16.49

2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

2 0.19 0 0 0 0 0 0.19

3 0.35 0.20 0 0 0 0.18 0.73

4 7.13 3.55 0.79 0.37 1.24 0.19 13.28

7.67 3.75 0.79 0.37 1.24 0.37 14.20

3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

2 0.17 0.39 0.8 3.03 2.91 2.07 9.37

3 0.17 0.19 2.29 0 0 0.18 2.84

4 18.96 6.57 59.09 1.27 0.58 1.87 88.33

19.30 7.15 62.19 4.30 3.49 4.12 100.55

Total 29.26 15.89 63.18 12.46 5.44 4.49 131.24
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Table 4.1-1: Continued

D. Emerald shinner

Life Trip
Station Stage 1 2 3 4 5 6 Total

1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

3 0.15 0 0 0 0 0 0.15

4 0 0 0 0 0.17 0 0.17

0.15 0 0 0 0.17 0 0.32

3 1 0 0 0 0.20 0 0 0.20

2 0 0 0 0.22 0 0.76 0.98

3 0 0 3.28 9.84 0 0 13.12

4 0.43 0 10.22 11.27 3.39 3.93 29.24

0.43 0 13.50 21.34 3.58 4.69 43.54

Total 0.58 0 13.50 21.34 3.76 4.69 44.18
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Table 4.1-1: Continued

E. Carp

Life Trip
Station Stage 1 2 3 4 5 6 Total

1 1 0 0 0 0 0.36 0 0.36

2 0.21 0.44 2.44 1.47 1.10 15.70 21.36

3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0.21 0.44 2.44 1.47 1.47 15.70 21.72

2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

2 1.85 0.80 3.65 3.73 24.30 42.12 76.44

3 0 0 0 0 0.17 0.19 0.36

4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1.85 0.80 3.65 3.73 24.47 42.31 76.80

3 1 0 0 0 1.03 0.59 0 1.62

2 0.57 0.78 5.02 18.77 22.42 66.74 114.30

3 0 0 0 0 0.19 0 0.19

4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0.57 0.78 5.62 19.80 23.19 66.74 116.10

Total 2.63 2.02 11.11 25.00 49.13 124.75 214.62
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Table 4.1-1: Continued

F. Darters

Life Trip
Station Stage 1 2 3 4 5 6 Total

1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

2 0 0 0.20 0 0.18 0.22 0.60

3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0.20 0 0.18 0.22 0.60

*2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

2 0.15 0 0 0 0 0.19 0.35

3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0.15 0 0 0 0 0.19 0.35

3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

2 0.34 0.39 1.19 0.43 0 0 2.36

3 0.17 1.02 0 0 0 0 1.20

4 0 0.20 1.34 0 0 0 1.53

0.52 1.61 2.53 0.43 0 0 5.09

Total 0.67 1.61 2.73 0.43 0.18 0.41 6.04
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Table 4.1-1: Continued

G. Cyprinids

Life Trip
Station Stage 1 2 3 4 5 6 Total

1 1 0 0 6.09 19.35 2.21 1.66 29.32

2 1.72 4.76 2.63 3.16 1.48 62.22 75.98

3 0 0 0.20 0 0 0 0.20

4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1.72 4.76 8.93 22.51 3.69 63.89 105.50

2 1 0 0 0 0 0.17 0 0.17

2 0.51 0.39 0.96 2.09 0.43 2.02 6.39

3 0 0.19 0 0 0.18 0 0.37

4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0.51 0.58 0.96 2.09 0.78 2.02 6.93

3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

2 0.39 0.39 0.40 1.71 0.77 3.13 6.80

3 0 1.57 0.38 0 0 0 1.95

4 0 0.37 0.21 0 0 0 0.58

0.39 2.33 1.00 1.71 0.77 3.13 9.33

Total 2.62 7.67 10.89 26.31 5.24 69.04 121.76
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where

Yijklm = mth observation. at 1th net, kth tow, th station and jth trip

U = overall mean

T. = effect of ith trip

th
S. = effect of j stationJ

T5. th th
Sij = interaction of i trip and j station

Wk = the random effect for the kth tow within the ith trip

and th station

th t
N = the random effect for the 1 net within the kth tow of

ij kl

the ith trip, and j th station

Eijklm = random error, NID (0,• 2)

In this analysis, there is no replicate for each level of N, hence Nijkl

is considered random error. Prior to examining the ANOVA results, an

evaluation was made to determine whether the data sets used in the ANOVA

analysis (i.e., four life history stages of seven fish groups, yielding

28 data sets) would meet its assumptions.

Contingency tables of the data were examined for number of zera observations

(Table 4.1-1). In addition, the residuals from the ANOVA for untransformed

(number per m 3) and transformed density values [logl 0 (density +1) and

square root of density]* were analyzed in order to determine for each

species-life stage if the assumptions of ANOVA do not appear to be

violated and the data appear to provide a meaningful basis for statistical

analysis.
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Examination of the contingency table (Table 4.1-1) indicated only eight

of the 28 data sets had a sufficient number of nonzero observations to

yield ANOVA results which could be interpreted. These include shad

pro-larvae and post-larvae; freshwater drum eggs, pro-larvae and post-

larvae; white bass larvae (all stages combined); carp pro-larvae; and

pro-larvae of the group of all other cyprinids. In addition, the larvae

(all stages combined) for all species combined were analyzed.

After examining residuals from both transformed and untransformed data,

it was determined that the square root of density would best meet ANOVA

assumptions for the data sets chosen above. An c = 0.05 was chosen as

the level of significance. The ANOVA results are summarized in Table 4.1-2.

The existence of differences in density anong stations is the hypothesis

of prime concern. Station effects for all data groups except freshwater

drum eggs and pro-larvae and cyprinid pro-larvae, were found to be

significant (Table 4.1-2). In most cases, the highest density was at

station 3. Densities at stations 1 and 2 are similar. The mean density

of all larvae for all species combined increased from 0.486/m3 at station 2

3 3to 0.643/mi at station I to the highest density, 3.423/m , at station 3

(Table 4.1-3). The high mean density at station 3 was attributed to

shad pro-larval and post-larval densities, 1.042/mr3 and 1.732/m3 ,

respectively, (Table 4.1-3).

Ichthyoplankton were collected in very high densities on June 10, 1978,

compared to the other dates. This suggests time may be an important

factor related to density. Thus, the interaction of trip and station
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Table 4.1-2: F-Ratio Values for the Analysis-of-Variance of the Spatial and Temporal Distributions
for the Selected Life Stages and Species, PINGP, June 6-17, 1978

Source

Trip (T)

Station (S)

SXT

Tow within

Degrees of
Freedom

5, 18

2, 10

10, 18

18, 36

Gizzard
Pro-L

6.90*

45.40*

3.05*

2.07

shad
Post-L

29.893*

9.26*

29.11*

6.1*

Freshwater drum
Egg Pro-L Post-L

155.76* 3.81* 4.59*

0.19 1.66 7.21*

53.11* 1.98 6.26*

0.84 3.11* 1.61

White
bass
All-L

21.10*

5.32*

17.68*

1.80

Carp
Pro-L

43.75*

6.83*

3.73*

5.09*

Cyprinids
Pro-L

4.28*

4.01

1.98

5.38*

All
species
Al1-L

11.75*

12.56*

10.15*

7.84*

*Significant at cf. = 0.05



Table 4.1-3: Station Means and Standard Deviation of Means (In Parenthesis)
for the Selected Life Stages and Species, PINGP,
June 6-17, 1978

Species/Life Stage Station 1 Station 2 Station 3

Gizzard shad
Pro-larvae

Gizzard shad
Post-larvae

Freshwater drum
Eggs

Freshwater drum
Pro-larvae

Freshwater drum
Post-larvae

White bass
All-larvae

Carp
Pro-larvae

Cyprinids
Pro-larvae

All Species
All-larvae

0.200
(0.094)

0.037
(0.594)

0.626
(0.220)

0.219
(0.041)

0.006
(0.012)

0.016
(0.055)

0.036
(0.042)

0.127
(0.056)

0.643
(0.725)

0.157
(0.094)

0.026
(0.594)

0.561
(0.220)

0.131
(0.041)

0.083
(0.012)

0.024
(0.055)

0.127
(0.042)

0.011
(0.056)

0.486
(0.725)

1.042
(0.094)

1.732
(0.594)

0.515
(0.220)

0.144
(0.041)

0.051
(0.012)

0.168
(0.055)

0.191
(0.042)

0.011
(0.056)

3.423
(0.725)
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effects on the distribution of ichthyoplankton density values was of

interest, especially for those groups which did not show a significant

station effect; freshwater drum eggs and pro-larvae and cyprinid pro-

larvae. Examination of interaction mean values and least significant

difference (LSD) tests for shad pro-larvae and post-larvae, freshwater

drum post-larvae, and all larval stages of white bass show that density

is highest at station 3 and peaked on June 10, 1978. The density of

these ichthyoplankton at stations 1 and 2 remained fairly constant

during the study. The density of carp pro-larvae tended to increase

with trip at all stations but increased fastest at station 3. This may

indicate carp began spawning late in the study area. Freshw-ater drum

eggs showed highly inconsistent abundance through time and at the three

stations. Freshwater drum pro-larvae and cyprinid pro-larvae did not

have significant trip by station interactions (Table 4.1-2).

Density values for all nine groups, varied significantly between sampling

trips. Also, the density collected during different tows, which were

nested within trip and station, varied significantly for pro-larvae of

freshwater drum, carp and other cyprinids and postlarve of freshwater

drum. This variation is possibly due to patchy distribution, unknown

distributional changes and sampling error.

For the species/life stage group data sets amenable to ANOVA evaluation,

the results of these analyses strongly indicate the highest abundance of

ichthyoplankton was found at station 3. This is primarily attributable

to the high incidence of pro-larvae and post-larvae of shad collected on

June 10, 1978.
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4.2 PREDICTED LOSS OF FISH AT ALTERNATIVE INTAKE LOCATIONS

4.2.1 Methodology

The methods for estimating impact to the selected species at the alter-

native intake locations and results of these calculations are presented.

Two methods are employed. In the first, the number of ichthyoplankton

which potentially could have been entrained without fine mesh screening

for the twelve-day sampling period in 1978 is estimated for three life stages

(egg, pro-larvae and post-larvae) of each species, assuming the proposed

intake flows at each of the three stations. The estimates are used to

calculate total adult loss for 1978 resulting from entrainment of ichthyoplankton

at each station. The extrapolation from 12 days to the entire spawning

season also is based on proposed plant flow. The adult loss is calculated

from a simple population dynamics model. In the second method, ichthyoplankton

data collected during the entire spawning season in 1975 is analyzed in

the same manner as the 1978 data and adjusted to reflect the magnitude

of abundance noted in 1978.

4.2.2 Estimated Numbers of Ichthyoplankton Entrained

To estimate total ichthyoplankton entrainment for the sampling period, a

mean density was calculated for each of the three stations for each

sampling trip. The calculation was repeated for all life stages of the

six selected fish taxa.

4 x
X = 1=i s't'i

s~t 4
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where

s,t

xst

= the mean density at station s on sampling trip t

= density of ichthyoplankton (for a given species and life

stage) in ith replicate taken at station s on trip t

The four replicate observations (consisting of two tow, two nets per

tow) used to calculate each mean were also used to calculate confidence

limits for the means.

S 2

CL- t x~
.05,df=3 X

&S,t

where

CLst the confidence limit for mean density at station s

on trip t

t.05,df=3 = the 95 percent student's t-value for three degrees

of freedom

S2 = sample variance for observations taken at station s
st

on sampling trip t

The confidence limits may also be calculated in another manner because

of the sampling design: two nets are nested within each of two tows.
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This provides a sub-sample rather than a replicate. However, analyses

of variance for this data show that the density collected at different

tows (experimental error) when compared to nets within tows (sampling

error) did not vary significantly in five of nine cases. For this

reason, confidence limits were calculated by simply using the four

samples as replicates.

Multiplying the density of ichthyoplankton by the volume of water with-

drawn by PINGP in a given period of time results in the total entrainment

for that period of time. Projected daily intake flow rates at PINGP for

the study period are shown in Table 4.2-1. To determine the number of

ichthyoplankton entrained during the 24-hour period corresponding to

each sampling trip, the volume of makeup water which would have been

withdrawn under the proposed flow rates during the period was calculated

from its daily flow rate (Table 4.2-1). This was then multiplied by the

corresponding estimated density (mean and confidence limits expressed as

number per m 3). Because flow rates are available for days on which no

sampling was done, mean and confidence limit densities were estimated

for these days by linear interpolation from the sampling study values.

The estimates were then multiplied by the corresponding daily volume of

water withdrawn by PINGP.

To determine total number entrained during the-12-day sampling period,

the daily entrainment values were added together. The results are shown

in Tables 4.2-2 to 4.2-7.
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Table 4.2-1 Proposed Intake Flow Rate (CFS) and Corresponding Daily
Volume of Water Withdrawn (M3), Prairie Island Nuclear
Generating Plant, May - September

Date Flow Rate
(CFS)

330

435

May

Daily Volume
(M3 )

8.073699xi0
5

1.064260xl0
6

3.449672xi06

3.449672x10
6

June 1-15

June 16-30 1410

1410July - September
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Table 4.2-2: White Bass Entrainment by Station and Life Stage for June 6-17, 1978

(Lower and Upper Confidence Limits in Parentheses)

Station I

Mississippi River Channel

Station 2

Sturgeon Lake

Station 3

Present Intake LocationStage

Eggs 184,310
(0-523,720)

40,524
(0-109,290)

0
(0-0)

0
(0-0)

Prolarvae 2,994
(0-12,521)

290,829
(0-754,868)

316,690
(7,540-739,290)

Postlarvae 164,181
(27,094-399,530)

2,241,709
(1,579,602-2,981,120)
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Table 4.2-3: Freshwater Drum Entrainment by Station and Life Stage for June 6-17, 1978

(Lower and Upper Confidence Limits in Parentheses)

Stage

Eggs

Station I

Mississippi River Channel

9,201,100
(7,148,800-11,253,000)

Station 2

Sturgeon Lake

Prolarvae 4,799,300
(933,860-8,664,600)

9,499,500
(6,642,600-12j356,000)

2,550,600
(784,410- 4,316,800)

146,222
(6,850-361,051)

Station 3

Present Intake Location

9,382,800
(4,847,730-13,918,000)

2,308,700
(1,103,800- 3,513,400)

805,083
(383,160-1,330,417)

Postlarvae 149,580
(0-355,810)
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Table 4.2-4: Carp Entrainment

(Lower and
by Station and Life Stage for June 6-17, 1978
Upper Confidence Limits in Parentheses)

Station 1

Mississippi River Channel

Station 2

Sturgeon Lake

Station 3

Present Intake LocationStage

Eggs 848,493
(0-2,147,623)

5,536
(0-23,149)

46,973
(0-161,460)

Prolarvae 4,517,510
(444,551-10,386,700)

3,445,310
(1,914,697-5,080,140)

25,620
(0-107,143)

5,115,060
(1,961,178-8,433,260)

63,327
(0-195,375)

Postlarvae 5,448
(0-22,782)
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Darter Entrainment by Station and Life Stage for June 6-17, 1978
(Lower and Upper Confidence Limits in Parentheses)

Table 4.2-5:

Station 1

Mississippi River ChannelStage

Station 2

Sturgeon Lake

0
(0-0)

Station 3

Present Intake Location

Eggs 0
(0-0)

0
(0-0)

Prolarvae 22,580
(0-94,428)

12,490
(0-52,233)

56,963
(0-156,670)

64,311
(0-187,286)

Postlarvae 0
(0-0)

0
(0-0)
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Table 4.2-6: Gizzard Shad Entrainment by Station and Life Stage for June 6-17, 1978

(Lower and Upper Confidence Limits in Parentheses)

Station I

Mississippi River Channel

Station 2

Sturgeon Lake

Station 3

Present Intake LocationStage

Eggs. 0
(0-0)

0
(0-0)

0
(0-0)

Prolarvae 3,064,300
(1,492,500-4,636,700)

494,090
(224,310-800,840)

2,692,300
(900,070-4,581,100)

370,514
(19,121-793,195)

17,520,000
(9,533,000-25,507,000)

27,728,890
(17,402,099-38,316,600)

Postlarvae
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Table 4.2-7: Shiner Entrainment
(Lower and

by Station and Life Stage for June 6-17, 1978
Upper Confidence Limits in Parentheses)

Station I

Mississippi River Channel

Station 2

Sturgeon Lake

Station 3

Present Intake LocationStage

Eggs 836,460
(0-2,097,300)

5,536
(0-23,149)

6,482
(0-27,106)

Prolarvae

Po stlarvae

3,551,900
(85,401-8,724,000)

5,448
(0-22,782)

21,611
(15,197-51,044)

17,890
(0-75,565)

303,660
(3,478-853,210)

1,300,775
(100,270-2,887,600)
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To determine total number entrained during the 1978 spawning season, the

number calculated for the sampling period was proportionally increased

by a factor based on the proposed intake flow. From data presented in

Table 4.2-1, approximately 1/18 of the total flow withdrawn from May 15

to September 4 (the spawning season suggested by data collected in 1975;

see NUS, 1976, Table 5.3-6) occurs during the twelve-day period in June

when the 1978 study was conducted. Therefore, each mean value in Tables

4.2-2 to 4.2-7 was multiplied by 18 to arrive at total entrainment for

1978. If peak densities of ichthyoplankton occurred from June 6 to June

17, 1978, then this method provides a conservative estimate of total

entrainment because the peak densities are assumed to occur throughout

the spawning season.

A second method was devised to calculate total entrainment during the

1978 spawning, based on the ichthyoplankton data collected at the PINGP

bar rack in 1975 (Figure 2.1-1). The 1975 study was conducted from May

15 to September 4 and appears to encompass the entire spawning season

for all species selected for entrainment analysis.

The data are shown in Table 4.2-8. The method used to calculate entrain-

ment for the twelve-day period in 1978 was also applied to the 1975

data, for calculation of mean and confidence limit values.

Once the 1975 total entrainment was calculated, it was used as the basis

for calculating total entrainment in 1978. To do this, the ratio of
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Table 4.2-8

Mean Density (NO/100 H3 ) of Ichthyoplankton of Selected Fish Species Collected
During the 1975 EntrainmenýtW~dy at

Prairie Island Nuclear GeneratinR Plant (I3Pl1976. Table 5.3-6)
f"

Gizzard Shad
.Date Prolarvae Postlarvae

Freshwater Drum
EgRs Prolarvae Postlarvae

White Bass
Prolarvae Postlarvae

Emerald Shiner
1

Prolarvae Postlarvae
Carp

2

Prolarvae Postlarvae

Darterd

Pfolarvae Postlarvae

Pay 15

21

29

June 5

12

19

26

July 2

10

17

24

31

Aug. 7

14

21

Sept.4

0.00

0.87

14.79

1.04

0."4

1 .28

29.98

1.37

0.32

0.03

0.02

0.64

0.49

0.00

0.16

0.00

0.00

0.00

1.00

0.55

2.64

1.13

4.22

0.60

0.87

0.48

0.01

0.05

0.10

0.65

0.12

0.00

0.00

0.32

25.52

2.90

0.61

3.34

0.76

0.10

0.05

0.41

0.01

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.01

0.93

2.02

0.44

3.30

0.99

0.20

0.04

0.13

1.02

0.81

0.09

0.33

0.58

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.06

0.22

4.-

0.23

0.00

0.02

0.02

0.02

0.02

0.05
0.10

0.11

0.00

1.05

2.38

3.45
0.22

0.07

0.16

0.25

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.01

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

18.23

1.62

7.42

0.88

0.23

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.25

48.84

0.40

0.32

0.07

4.91

2.29

4.86

0.43

4.57

4.16

0.66

0.93

0.17

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.04

0.10

0.20

0.07

0.00

0.20

1.04

0.15

0.57

0.58

0.10

0.78

1.05

0.00

0.82

2.18

1.37

0.40

0.52

0.07

16.75

1.03

1.45

0.41

0.57

0.53

0.27

0.68

0.15

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.11

0.03

0.00

0.04

0.00

0.20

1.80

o.o6•

0.04

0.00

0.04

0.20

0.15
0.00

0.25

1.79

6.68

0.41

0.09

0.15

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.02

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.64

0.29

0.00

2.28

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

lrdentification was difficult at this level
2 Cyprinus Carpino and cyprinids combined
3Percidae, Percina app., Percina shumardi (7), Percina caprodes, Etheostoma app. and

E. nigrum combined.
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maximum density recorded in the 1978 study to the maximum density

recorded in the 1975 study was calculated for all life stages of all

species. The calculations were conducted for Stations 1, 2, and 3; that

is, the ratio of maximum density found at Station 3 in 1978 to maximum

density found at the bar rack station in 1975 was calculated, as well as

the ratio of maximum density found at Station I in 1978 to maximum

density found at the bar rack station in 1975, etc. The ratios were

then multipled by the appropriate estimates of 1975 entrainment.

The second method assumes that data collected in 1975 provide a reasonable

approximation of the temporal pattern of ichthyoplankton abundance in

1978, but differs in magnitude of density. By adjusting for differences

in maximum density, the calculated entrainment will be an accurate

estimate of total entrainment in 1978.

The results of Method 1 and Method 2 are shown in Table 4.2-9.
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Table 4.2-9:

if I.

Total Entrainment for 1978 Spawning Season, Calculated
According to Two Methods

0

Station 1
(Mississippi River)

Station 2
(Sturgeon Lake)

Station 3
(Present Intake Location)

Species .Method I Method 2 Method 1 Method 2 Method 1 Method 2

White Bass
Eggs
Prolarvae
Postlarvae

Freshwater Drum
Eggs
Prolarvae
Postlarvae

Carp
Eggs
Prolarvae
Postlarvae

Darter
Prolarvae
Postlarvae

Gizzard Shad
Prolarvae
Postlarvae

Shiner
Eggs
Prolarvae
Postlarvae

3,317,580
729,432

2,955,258

165,619,800
86,387,400
2,692,440

15,272,874
81,315,180

98,064

0
103,825
535,780

23,305,921
34,605,571

541,709

0
24,918,583

76,046

0
53,892

5,234,922

170,991,000
45,910,800
2,631,996

99,648
62,015,580

461,160

17,287,526
13,224,980

519,256

0
14,113,730

129,325

0
27,318

919,920

0
5,700,420

40,350,762

168,890,400
41,556,600
14,491,494

845,514
92,071,080
1,139,886

1,025,334
1,157,598

315,360,000
499,120,020

116,676
5,465,880

23,413,950

0*
441,658

7,542,703

20,061,924
14,563,591
3,438,310

0
22,344,217

721,280

406,440
0

20,047
0

224,820
0

17,791
0

109,629
331,855

55,157,400
8,893,620

15,056,280
63,934,200

98,064

11,371,685
5,970,717

0
11,204,960

247,358

48,461,400
6,669,252

6,096,470
3,708,101

49,251,537
367,627,905

0
700,479.

25,502,890

99,648
388,998
322,020

0
375,810
420,659



4.2.3 Calculation of Equivalent Adults

The number of adults resulting from the entrained ichthyoplankton can be

calculated from a simple population dynamics model, adapted from Horst

(1975, 1978). Assuming the fish population is in equilibrium and has a

sex ratio of 1:1, the fecundity of a breeding pair results in two breeding

adults in one generation.

2 = S .F (1)
ea

where

S = is the survival from egg to adult

F = is the fecundity of a female during her life,

or, rearranging

S = 2/F (2)

The survivorship from egg to adult equals the product of the survivorship

from egg to pro-larvae (Sel) and the survivorship from pro-larvae to

adult (Sla)

Sea = S el*S (3)

Therefore, if the entrained life stage is pro-larvae, then F in Equation 2

.) must be multiplied by the survival from egg to pro-larvae and divided

into 2 to give Sla
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F iSa l(4)

Similarly, the survivorship from egg to adult (Sea) is equal to the

product of the survivorship from egg to pro-larvae (S)el, survivorship

from pro-larvae to post-larvae (Slp), and the survivorship from.post-larvae

to adult (S pa).

Sea = Sel'Slp'Spa (5)

Therefore, if the entrained life stage is post-larvae, then F in Equation 2

must be multiplied by the product of survival from egg to pro-larvae

(Sel) and survival from larvae to post-larvae (Slp).

S 2 (6)
pa

pap SeI'Slp "F

To obtain the number of equivalent adults (N) resulting from the entrained

ichthyoplankton, the number of entrained eggs (E) is multiplied by Sa'

the number of entrained pro-larvae (L) is multiplied by Sla' and the

number of post-larvae (P) is multiplied by Spa. Adding these gives the

number of adults (N):

9+ L + P'S (7)N 'ea *Sla + *pa
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true because sufficient information existed for each to support the

choice of the parameters. A more thorough explanation is provided for

each species in Section 4.3.

In all instances, fecundity was estimated for the breeding population.

In such cases, the equivalent adults predicted from lifetime fecundity

are distributed across reproductive or breeding age classes.

Only the most probable estimates of ichthyoplankton entrainment are used

for E, L, and P in Equation 7. Thus, values from Table 4.2-9 were used.

The number of equivalent adults corresponding to confidence limits can

be easily obtained because EAM predictions are directly proportional to

number of ichthyoplankton.

The total estimated cyprinid entrainment was added to the total estimates

for carp and emerald shiner, respectively, for equivalent adult analyses

of these two species. Similarly, all percid ichthyoplankton were

assumed to be Johnny darter; thus, total percid entrainment estimates

were used for the darter EAM. The resulting number of equivalent adults

calculated for entrainment of these species are conservative (i.e.,

overestimates) because ichthyoplankton of species other than those

selected are present in the estimate of number entrained.

This model assumes the following:

1. The population is in equilibrium. This means that the number

of fish in the population is stable (given normal fluctuations)
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and the proportion of fish at any age is relatively constant

(stable age distribution). If historical information on a

fish population shows an increasing or decreasing trend in

number of individuals, the numerators of Equations 2 and 4 can

be appropriately modified.

2. The reference to a breeding pair (Equation 4) is applicable

when the number of males equals the number of females. If a

skewed sex ratio exists in the population, Equation 2 can be

altered accordingly. A sex ratio dominated by females decreases

the numerator in Equation 2, thus decreasing the number of

equivalent adults. To derive a conservative impact assessment,

modification of the analysis due to unequal sex ratio is made

only when the sex ratio is dominated by males.

3. The entrainment of eggs, pro-larvae, and post-larvae is assumed

to occur at the time when eggs are laid, pro-larvae hatch, and

post-larvae begin exogenous feeding. This assumption results

in nonconservative predictions.

4. The number of "equivalent adults" represents the annual loss

in an equilibrium, density-independent population with a

stable age distribution. This loss is distributed by age in

proportion to the stable age distribution. Assuming that
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density-dependent factors do not operate in a population

results in a conservative estimate of the equivalent adults

lost.

Parameters used in the EAM calculations for the selected species are

presented in Table 4.3-2; explanation of their derivation can be found

in Section 4.3. The results of the EAM model are shown in Table 4.2-10.
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Table 4.2-10: Equivalent Adults Lost From Entrainment at Alternative
Intake Locations

Species

White Bass

Freshwater Drum

Carp

Darters

Gizzard Shad

Emerald Shiner

Station 1
(Mississippi River)

Method I Method 2

2,124 376

42,984 13,992

7,524 2,301

19,602 968

7,578 3,750

2,754,973 569,939

Station 2
(Sturgeon Lake)

Method 1 Method 2

3,618 636

29,538 6,670

5,958 1,381

10,890 859

6,066 2,279

150,715 190,934

Station 3
(Present Intake).

Method 1 Method 2

28,242 5,231

67,356 16,871

9,288 2,650

608,508 165,612

279,990 196,598

9,983,946 10,655,391



Table 4.3-1: Weighted Mean Fecundity of White Bass

Age

III

Estimated
Lengtha
(mm)

298.1

Effectiveb
Fecundity
At Age (From Length)

Percent
By Agec

of ý Spawners

Weighed
Mean
Fecundity

IV 331.6

V 354.7

VI 371.2

124,900

218,850

312,700

398,250

23.4

48.1

26.0

2.5

225,752

aNSP 1975 Annual Report, Volume 1U, Table 2.5.2-25
bRuelle 1977. Figure 4 (Average of 1970 and 1971)

cRuelle 1977. Page 68
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Table 4.3-2: Summary of Life History Information

Species

White Bass

Freshwater Drum

Carp

Darters

Gizzard Shad

Emerald Shiner

Aean
;eneration
rime FecunditZ

4+ 290,091

4+ 60,400

5 223,150

S
ea

6.8944x10-6

3.3112xI0-5

8.9626xi0-6

4.4444xi0-2

5.2770xi0-6

3.3333xi0-3

'la

6.8944xi0-5

3.3112xi0-4

8.9626x0- 5

4.8309xl0-2

5.2770x10-5

4.1667xi0-2

S

6.8944xi0-4

3.3112x10-3

8.9626xi0 4

4.8309x10i1

5.2770xl0-4

4.1667xi0-1

1

2

1

45

379,000

600
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older fish were mature at age IV, it is assumed at least 28.5 percent of

the white bass were repeat spawners. Increasing the annual fecundity by

a factor of 28.5 percent yields an estimate of 290,091 as the lifetime

fecundity of a female white bass (Table 4.3-2).

Because information on early life stage survivorship is not available

from the literature, it was assumed egg to pro-larvae and pro-larvae to

post-larvae survivorship is 10 percent.

4.3.2 Freshwater Drum

The fecundity of freshwater drum has been examined by Daiber (1952) for

Western Lake Erie and by Swedberg and Walburg (1970) for Lewis and Clark

Lake populations.

Daiber (1952, Table 2, page 162) found from 43,000 to 508,000 ova in the

seven female drum examined. He also found that just prior to spawning

there are three distinct egg sizes in the ovaries and that after spawning

two egg size groups remained in the ovaries to serve as the supply for

the next and later years of spawning.

Swedberg and Walburg (1970, page 562) also found three sizes of ova in

the ovaries. These authors estimated fecundity only from counts of the

fully yolked ova that would be spawned in the current year. Swedberg

and Walburg (1970, page 562) estimated an average fecundity of 49,300

eggs for the 17 mature females examined.
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Butler and Smith (1950, Table 6, page 52) reported the maturity at age

for female drum in the Mississippi River taken from navigation pools 4A,

(just below PINGP 8, 10, and 17). They report 46.1, 48.3, 96.6, and

100 percent mature at ages IV, V, VI, and VII, respectively.

Butler (1962, Table 3, page 345) estimates the annual survival of adult

drum in navigation pools 3 (at PINGP) and 6 to be 56.6 percent for the

years 1944 to 1948.

From Swedberg and Walburg's (1970) estimate of fecundity, Butler and

Smith's (1950) estimate of percent maturity at age and Butler's (1962)

estimate of adult survivorship, an estimate of lifetime fecundity for an

age IV to VII female drum can be made. The estimated lifetime fecundity

is 60,400 ova (Table 4.3-2).

Because information on early life stage survivorship is not available

from the literature, it was assumed egg to pro-larvae and pro-larvae to

post-larvae survivorship is 10 percent.

4.3.3 Carp

Swee and McCrimmon (1966, page 374) describe the fecundity of carp.

They report a direct relationship between fecundity at age, length, and

weight (Swee and McCrimmon 1966, page 372). They also report age V carp

were the most common in the spawning populations they studied for both

years of study. (Swee and McCrimmon 1966, page 374 and Figure 3).
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Most of the carp collected from the Prairie Island site, based on length-

frequency observation (NSP, 1975 Annual Report Volume II, Tables 2.5.2-5,

2.5.2-7, 2.5.2-11, 2.5.2-14, 2.5.2-16, and 2.5.2-19) are of a size range

comparable to the age V carp studied by Swee and McCrimmon (1966, Table 3,

page 377). Because of this, the average fecundity of age V carp (Swee

and McCrimmon, 1966, Table 3) of 223,150 was used (Table 4.3-2).

Swee and McCrimmon report the sex ratio of -nale to female carp on

the spawning grounds to be 1.8 to 1. They explain, however, that this

may be partially due to an extended spawning season for male carp.

Therefore, a sex ratio of 1:1 was used in the model.

Because information on early life stage survivorship is not available

from the literature, it was assumed egg to pro-larvae and pro-larvae to

post-larvae survivorship is 10 percent.

4.3.4 Darters

Of the Percidae ichthyoplankton identified to species level for the

samples collected in the first two weeks of June, Johnny darter (Etheostoma

nigrum) was the most abundant. Since fecundity and egg survival of

Johnny darter is available from the literature, the fecundity estimate

for Johnny Darter will be used to calculate equivalent adult darters.

Winn (1958, Table 4, page 182) compared the fecundity of 14 species of

darters from Michigan, Kentucky, and Tennessee. Winn claimed the fecund-

ity of age I and II Johnny darters to be 610 and 1043 ova, respectively.
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Speare (1965, pages 309-310) found three size classes of eggs in ovaries

of Johnny darters collected in southern Michigan. Speare (1965, page 309)

found only the largest of the size classes of eggs is spawned each year

and that the smallest size classes are resorbed. Speare's C1965, page

310) estimates of fecundity of age 1, II, and III Johnny darters is 45,

82, and 112 eggs, respectively. Since age I is the first age of reproduc-

tion the fecundity used for the model is 45 eggs per female (Table 4.3-2).

Speare (1965, page 313) determined the hatching success (egg to pro-larvae

survivorship) of Johnny darter eggs to be 92 percent. Since pro-larvae

to post-larvae survivorship is not available from the literature, it is

assumed to be 10 percent.

4.3.5 Gizzard Shad

Bodola (1966, page 423) found that age I female gizzard shad are rarely

mature. Most gizzard shad spawn for the first time at age II (Bodola,

1966, page 423) and since most of the spawners in the population are

age II, the fecundity of age II will be used for the model Bodola

(1966, page 424) reported that the fecundity of age II shad is 379,000

eggs.

Because information of early life stage survivorship is not available

from the literature, it was assumed egg to pro-larvae and pro-larvae to

post-larvae survivorship is 10 percent.
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4.3.6 Emerald Shiner

Fuchs (1967) reviewed the life history of emerald shiner in Lewis and

Clark Lake. Fuchs (1967, page 252) found emerald shiners reach maturity

at age I and post spawning mortality is high (page 256). Most of the

emerald shiners in the population studied by Fuchs (1967, page 255) were

composed of age I fish.

Fecundity information for emerald shiner are not readily available from

literature. However, a few authors have investigated fecundity of other

Notropis species, such as spottail, spotfin, redfin, and rosyface shiner,

which are also found in the vicinity of the Prairie Island plant.

McCann (1959, page 341) reports the fecundity of age I spottail shiner

in Clear Lake, Iowa, to be 100-1,400 eggs. Wells and House (1974,

pages 9 and 10) report 915-3,709 eggs from Lake Michigan spottails,

955-1,768 eggs from Kalamazoo River spottails, and 1,769-8,898 eggs from

Western Lake Erie spottails. Scott and Crossman (1973, page 467) report

the fecundity of spotfin shiner taken by another author in New York

State to be 225-1,580 ova. Black (1945, Table 3, page 460) reports an

average fecundity of mimic shiner to be 367 ova. Finally, Pfeiffer

(1955, Table 1, page 99) reports an average fecundity of 600 ova for

age I rosyface shiner. It is assumed for the equivalent adult model

that the fecundity of age I emerald shiners is 600 eggs per female

(Table 4.3-2).

Reed (1958; pages 325 and 326) estimated about 20 percent of rosyface

shiner and stoneroller minnow eggs were not successfully fertilized
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using artificial techniques. An average of 10 percent of the successfully

fertilized eggs survived to hatch 57 to 59 hr later. (Reed, 1958, page

326). The overall result is that 8 percent of the spawned eggs become

newly hatched pro-larvae. Since pro-larvae to post-larvae survivorship

is not available from literature sources, it is assumed to be 10 percent.
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4.4 MONETARY VALUE OF EQUIVALENT ADULTS

In order to compare the benefits of alternate intake locations with

their incremental costs, the monetary values of adults resulting from

entrained ichthyoplankton were estimated. The Monetary Values of Fish

Committee, North Central Division of the American Fisheries Society,

published a list of reimbursement values for fish found in the North

Central United States (Monetary Values of Fish Committee, 1978). The

reimbursement values are a composite of hatchery production costs,

commercial values and angler expenditures for each species of fish. The

Committee recommended these values be used for assessing potential

damages to fish populations. Therefore, the value of the fish lost due

to entrainment can be calculated by determining the cost of equivalent

adults lost at each of the three alternate locations.

Since the value of most of the fish species is expressed in pounds of

fish some estimate of the weight of an equivalent adult of each of the

species was made. The weight of an equivalent adult should represent

the average weight of the breeding population.

The reported value of an adult white bass over 13 inches in length is

$3.00/lb. Using length at age and weight at length information for

white bass in the PINGP area (NSP, 1975, Vol. II, Table 2.5.2-25 and

2.5.2-24, respectively), the weights of age IV and age V white bass are

approximately 1.1 and 1.4 lb/fish; the latter is used as the weight of

an equivalent adult fish.
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The reported value of an adult freshwater drum over 12 inches in length

is $0.40/lb. Butler and Smith (1950, page 51) report the length of age

IV and age V drum to be 13.4 and 14.8 in., respectively. Scott and

Crossman (1973, page 815) report drum of that length to weigh about one

pound. One pound is used as the weight of an equivalent adult fresh-

water drum.

The reported value of an adult gizzard shad over 12 inches in length is

$0.39/lb. Bodola (1966, figure 9) reports age II shad to be about one

pound in weight. One pound is used as the weight of an equivalent adult

gizzard shad.

The reported value of an adult carp over 12 inches in length is $0.20/lb.

Swee and McCrimmon (1966, Table 3) report the mean weight of an age V

female carp to be 3.4 lb (1561 grams); this is used as the weight of an

equivalent adult carp.

The reported value for darters is $0.15/fish. The value for shiners,

assuming they can be categorized as cyprinidae bait fishes, is assumed

to be $0.06/fish.

The values of equivalent adult fish lost due to entrainment of ichthyoplankton

during the 1978 spawning season are shown in Table 4.4-1. Two sets of

values are given, corresponding to the two methods used to estimate

total entrainment in the 1978 spawning season; see Section 4.2.2 for

further explanation.
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ITable 4.4-1: Annual Reimbursement Value of Equivalent Adults Lost Due to

Entrainment of Ichthyoplankton Assuming Total Mortality

Station 1
(Mississippi
Method I

River)
Method 2

Station 2
(Sturgeon Lake)

Method 1 Method 2

Station 3
(Present

Method I
Intake)

Method 2Species

White Bass

Freshwater
Drum

Carp

$ 8,928

$!.17,190

$ 5,112

$ 2,934

$ 2,952

$165,298

$ 1,579

$ 5,597

$ 1,565

$ 145

$ 1,463

$ 34,196

$ 15,192

$ 11,808

$ 4,050

$ 1,658

$ 2,358

$ 9,043

$ 2,671

$ 2,668

$ 939

$ 129

$ 889

$ 11,456

$ 118,620

$ 26,946

$ 6,318

$ 91,278

$ 109,206

$ 599,037

$ 21,970

$ 6,748

$ 1,802

$ 24,841

$ 76,673

$ 639,323

Darters

Gizzard
Shad

Emerald
Shiner

TOTAL ANNUAL COST
(1978 Dollars)

$202,414 $ 44,545 $ 44,109 $ 18,752 $ 951,405 $ 771,357

LEVELIZED
COST $489,842 $107,799 $106,744 $ 45,380 $2,302,400 $1,866,684



5.0 BENEFIT-COST ANALYSIS

This benefit cost analysis considers the relative environmental benefits of

locating the intake of the PINGP at each of three alternate locations. A

statistical analysis, utilizing least squares analysis of variance for a

nested design, led to the conclusion that for most species and life stages the

present onshore location (sampling station 3) had higher densities of eggs and

larvae than either of the other two locations (Table 4.1-3). Thus, there

is some benefit to the fisheries resources to be gained from moving the intake

from its present location to an offshore location.

To provide a quantitative basis for evaluating these environmental benefits,

the cost of replacing the fisheries resources at each station was estimated.

This analysis relied on certain conservative assumptions which tend to

over-estimate of the cost for replacement. Benefits are calculated on the

basis of annual levelized costs in 1978 dollars.

In the first part of the analysis, estimates were made of the loss in terms

of adult fish associated with the loss of eggs and larvae by entrainment

utilizing the equivalent adult model (Horst 1975, 1978). The results of

this portion of the analysis are presented in Table 4.2-10. These equiva-

lent adults were then translated into dollar values by using the replacement

costs for fishery resources published by the North Central Division of the

American'Fisheries Society (Monetary Values of Fish Committee, 1978). The

replacement costs were then estimated (Table 4.4-1) for the proposed onshore

intake location and the offshore locations under the assumption that all the

fish eggs and larvae entrained will suffer mortality. Replacement costs aie
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stated in Table 4.4-1 as annual costs in 1978 dollars and as levelized costs.

The proposed use of the center flow fine mesh screens represents a signi-

ficant and substantial step toward minimization beyond that which might

result from alternate intake locations. In the S&W Report (1977, page 53)

on alternate intake designs for the onshore location, data on survival of

fish with a fine mesh screen modification were reviewed. It was stated,

assuming literature values are appropriate for PING?, that survival would be

approximately 80 percent with low approach velocities and short impinge-

ment times. Thus the replacement costs for the fisheries' loss should be

reduced to 20 percent of the amounts in Table 4.4-1, since only 20 percent

of the organisms would suffer mortality. The benefit associated with 80%

mortality reduction is about $1.5 million (Method 1) and $1.84 million (Method

*)• 2). These values are 80% of the levelized costs shown on Table 4.4-1 for

station 3.

The cost for the intake at the onshore and offshore location with the center

flow fine mesh screen technology is presented in Table 5.0-1. These costs

were developed by NSP based on capital costs developed by S&W (1977, Table

5.1-1 and 1978, Table 4-9). The cost information is presented for an off-

shore location nearer the 1978 ichthyoplankton sampling station 1 (S&W,

1978, Figure 2). The environmental benefits as indicated by the analysis

of the 1978 ichthyoplankton would be similar at stations 1 and 2, and in

fact the analysis of variance did not declare the concentrations at these

locations statistically different at 0C = 0.05. However, engineering consider-

) ations (S&W, 1978, page 17) indicate that a location near. sampling station 1

would be more suitable.
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Differential benefits and costs are the important consideration in choosing

between possible intake locations. The differential benefit of locating the

intake offshore is estimated as the difference in levelized costs for replac-

ing the fisheries resources at the onshore and offshore locations. On an

annual levelized basis the differential benefit for the offshore location

is about $0.36 million. Referring to Table 5.0-1, the cost for this differ-

ential benefit is $5.8 million per year.

To summarize, installation of fine mesh screens at the proposed onshore intake

location results in a benefit of about $1.5 to $1.84 million annually on the

basis of reduced fisheries replacement cost. A further annual benefit to the

fishery of $0.36 million could be obtained by locating the intake offshore.

However, this additional benefit is estimated to cost $5.8 million per year.

Accordingly it is concluded that the increased cost of the offshore location

(about 16 times the benefit) is disproportional to the incremental increased

benefit to the fisheries resources.
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Table 5.0-1: Benefits and Costs of Alternate Intake Locations For Prairie Island Nuclear

Generating Plant

Cost
(Millions of Dollars) Center Flow. Onshore Location

Alternative
Center Flow Submerged Offshore

Demand Charge

Energy Charge

Maintenance

Capital

Total Cost 1

Levelized Cost
(Millions of dollars per year)

Benefit

Method 1

Total Cost

Levelized Cost

Method 2

Total Cost

Levelized Cost

0.02

0.05

0.66

8.87

9.60

1.89

2.54

0.82

57.04

62.29

1.07 6.93

0.19

0.46

0.04

0.10

0.15

0.37

0.01

0.02

1 1978 Costs
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I EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report presents the thermal impact assessment of an alternate
discharge scheme being considered for the Prairie Island Nuclear Generating
Plant (PINGP) in conjunction with a proposed new mode of plant operation.
The proposed discharge would be located on the west bank of the Mississippi
River approximately 150 m (500 ft) downriver from-Barney's Point so that
the thermal discharge would enter the main channel of the river. Discharge
velocities would be maintained at approximately 2.3 m/sec (7.5 fps). Am

..... Cooling towers would not be used from November through
March to eliminate mechanical damage that has occurred in past winters.
The closed and partial recycle modes of operation are employed -to minimize
potential impacts to fish and their progeny during the spawning period.
The proposed discharge modification would eliminate heat recirculation
to the intake and increase mixing of the, thermal plume with the receiving
water, both of which would reduce biological impacts.

The environmental characteristics in the vicinity of the plant have
been described in the PINGP 316 (a) Demonstration (HDR, 1978) and are
summarized in this report. The plant is located on the west bank of the
Mississippi River approximately 64 km (40 mi) south of the Minneapolis-
St. Paul metropolitan area and 2.4 km (1.5 mi) upriver from Lock and Dam
No. 3. The existing intake and discharge are located at the southern
end of Sturgeon Lake. The river is 300 to 370 m (1,000 to 1,200 ft) wide
in the vicinity of the plant. River flows are regulated for flood con-
trol throughout the year and for navigation during ice-free months. The
weekly average'discharge rates for the period 1928 to 1976 ranged from
7,000 cfs in December to 4'4,000 in April, with velocities generally less
than 0.6 m/sec (2 fps) most of the year. Ambient river temperatures
range from 00 to 290 C (320 to 850 F) annually with daily fluctuations
of about 10 C (20 F). Sewage discharges upriver have enriched the water
in nutrients and toxicants but conditions do not appear limiting for any
biota.

Fisheries studies conducted near PINGP chave indicated that gizzard
shad, white bass, freshwater drum, and carp dominate the adult and ju-
venile fish populations from late May through October. Seasonal and
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PINGP is located on the west bank of the Mississippi River
approximately 64 km (40 mi) south of the Minneapolis-St. Paul
metropolitan area. The proposed discharge would be located
about 150 m (500 ft) downriver from Barney's Point (approxi-
mately 300 m (1,000 ft) to the left of this scene].

annual variations in abundance occur for the dominant species. Peak
ichthyoplankton densities are in June or early July, and densities are
greater in Sturgeon Lake than in the main channel of the river. A high
diversity of benthic macroinvertebrates, zooplankton, and primary pro-
ducers exists near PINGP, and all groups show marked seasonal variations
in abundance. Many of the macroinvertebrates are larval stages of ter-
restrial and aquatic insects that emerge as adults. Aquatic macrophytes
occur in many shallow water areas, but few occur in the main channel of
the river. Bald eagles (threatened status in Minnesota) and various
waterfowl migrate through the area in spring and fall, but the present
discharge does not appear to be an important overwintering area for the
eagles. Peregrine falcons (endangered status) are being reintroduced
about 48 to 80 km (30 to 50 mi) downriver from PINGP.
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To assess the potential impacts of operating the PINGP alternate
discharge, the selected to repre-
sent biological communiti a ecoLogica interactions for assessing
impacts in the PINGP 316 (a) Demonstration were also used in report.Th ihselected wr 0 _ MN
an ý_co Vereort-es were Ro

, iY Thermal tolerances of these--••RIS,

determined from an extensive iterature review, were compared to the
thermal plume modeling results for a range of plausible environmental
and operating conditions. The predicted impacts are generally expressed
in terms of physical areas within the thermal plume where conditions
limiting various life functions (e.g., survival or reproduction) could
occur for each RIS during typical and extreme environmental conditions.

The thermal plume from the altergate .discharge was modeled for both
typical and extreme environmental conditions. Forty-one cases were run,
using both near- and far-field models, and isotherm plots were drawn for
each. Qjag•_v• - ' • . . . .c•a--aim-; • • . •

S...- The indigenous biota,
however, would be protected from cold shock as discussed below.

To predict the potential biological.,impacts of constructing and op-
erating the alternate discharge, both literature and field data for the
RIS were used along with the-thermal plume model results. Construction
of the new discharge would be most likely to impact aquatic biota during
dredging for and laying of the outfall-pipes across the backwater com-
monly called the refuge.. Potential impacts to fish in the refuge would
result from temporary habitat disturbances that could affect feeding and
spawning. The area affected would be very small compared to other simi-
lar habitat available nearby, and thus, impacts to fish populations in
the vicinity of PINGP are expected to be minimal. Potential impacts to
invertebrates, primary producers, and birds are likewise predicted to
be small.

• An --------- j--. ja• f e ratures indicates
that during operation of the~proposed discharge all of t RIS should
be attracted to some portion of the thermal plume when ambient tempera-
turesare low and some shouldavoid at least the warmer areas within the
plume during summer. Similar predictions were made for the existing dis-
charge, and _Aww ,,m - b•-- T _'- .-....

Mm±m'1p ncein hab' between the existing and pro-
posed discharge locations, however, preclude extrapolation of the field
data from the existing discharge to the proposed discharge, and thus,
only predictions based on literature data were used. Upper lethal tem-
peratures were used to estimate the area potentially excluded from long-
term use by adult fish during typical summer conditions. Under these
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conditions, only one species, , should be excliudpd from the I
thermal plume, and the exclusion area for tis species would be less
than 0.01 ha (0.03 A) from June through August. High discharge velocif
ties in this small area would also exclude fish.

The thermal plume from the proposed discharge is predicted to have
negligible effects on spawning and reproductive success. Induction of
premature spawning is not likely since the main river channel does not

provide suitable habitat for most of the RIS, and turbulence from the

rr

no rovid uial

mst of h rpesn

frequent passage of barges would tend to reduce residence times in the
plume. Loss of spawning habitat should be negligible,•and mortality

from thermal and shear stresses to larvae drifting through the plume
should be minimal.

The main channel does
not provide suitablespawning habitat for•,

most of the res resen- hend wekl averag
tative important fki p
species of fish. Fre- a wih epea
quent passage of barges t e ru antub
disturbs the area of • •......•,

the proposed discharge •' "

reducing residence by "

fish and mixing the 4

thermal plume. i

The potential for cold shock occurs at PINGP during winter• since
temperatures in the plume exceed the recommended maximum weekly average

temperature (MWAT) for cold shock protection'and a significant probabil-

ity (0.55) of a forced trip (shutdown) occurring at one unit while the

other unit is refueling exists. Fish residing in areas with tempera-

tures above the MWAT could acclimate to these temperatures and thus be
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susceptible to cold shock impacts. The area in which fish could ac-
climate to temperatures above the !MWAT would be approximately 0.3 ha
(0.7 A) during typical one-unit operation. If only the minimum volume
for deicing were recycled, the area would be reduced to 0.04 ha (0.1 A)
since initial discharge temperatures would be reduced. The available
area would be further reduced to 0.02 ha (0.05 A) because discharge
velocities exceeding the maximum sustained swimming ability of most of
the RIS [0.9 m/sec (3 fps)] would occur in an area of 0.02 ha adjacent
to the discharge.

Operation of the alternate discharge would not be expected to affect
any endangered species of fish nor to inhibit any migrations. Effects
of the thermal discharge on growth rates, predator-prey interactions,
and the incidence of parasites and diseases are also predicted to be
negligible. Neither recreational nor commercial fishing should be in-
fluenced by the proposed discharge.

Potential impacts to macroinvertebrates are expected to be negligible.
The preferred temperatures of Hydropsyche and Macronemum are exceeded in
an area of less than 0.02 ha (0.05 A) along the river bank in June through
August, and Stenonema may be excluded from less than 0.007 ha (0.02 A) of
shoreline in November. Early emergence of adult macroinvertebrates could
theoretically occur in a small area [less than 0.4 ha (0.9 A)] through-
out the year, although this has not been observed in the present discharge.
Potential impacts to other invertebrates, primary producers, and birds
are predicted to be negligible.

Table 1-1 compares potential impacts predicted for the existing and
proposed alternate discharges for each organism group. In all cases,
impact potential would be reduced at least one or two orders of magni-
tude if the proposed discharge were used.

In conclusion, construction and operation of the proposed discharge
is predicted to cause neither appreciable harm nor adverse levels of
impact to aquatic biota. Operation of the proposed alternate discharge
would reduce the potential for impacts from the PINGP thermal discharge
below the level predicted for continued use of the existing discharge
which was likewise shown to cause no appreciable harm.
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Table 1-1. Comparison of predicted biological impacts during
operation of the existing and proposed discharges
under typical environmental conditions.

S
ORGANISM GROUP AND EXISTING DISCA ALTERNATE DISCMARG
PARAMETER AFFECED

Fish (5s)

Sunmer Survival Maximum area of exclusion is 4.4 ha in July Maximum area of exclusion is 0.01 ha
and August (velocity not calculated but very in June through August. Velocities
low). within this area exceed 0.9 m/sec.

Spawning and Repro- Premature spawning could occur in walleye, Premature spawning not predicted for
ductive Success carp, gizzard shad, and emerald shiner but any species.

effects on populations expected to be
minimal.

Exclusion area for spawning is less than Exclusion area for spawning is less
2.6 ha. than 0.01 ha.

Exclusion area for embryo development is Exclusion area for embryo development
less than 17 ha. is less than 0.1 ha.

No thermal stress to larvae drifting No thermal stress to larvae drifting
through the plume predicted. No shear through the plume predicted. Shear
effect due to discharge configuration. stress may occur to a few larvae but

should not alter recruitment to adult
populations.

Winter Survival Area in which plume temperature exceeds Area in which plume temperature exceeds
MWAT for winter survival is 4.4 ha (2 unit MAT for winter survival is 0.2 to
operation). For I unit operation, when 0.9 ha depending on amount of recycle
cold shock potential is greatest, area (2 unit operation) . The area would be
would be less than 2.2 ha. reduced to 0.02 ha for I unit operation

with minimum recycle when area of high
velocity (> 0.9 m/sec) is subtracted.

Growth Rates, Pre- Minimal effects predicted. Negligible effects predicted.
dator-Prey Inter-
actions, and
Incidence of Para-
sites and Diseases

macroinvertabraces (RIS)

Survival Preferred temperature exceeded in < 6.6 ha Preferred temperature exceeded in
of plume during June through August. < 0.02 ha of bank during June through

August (remainder of plume is unsuitable
habitat).

Maximum area of exclusion is less than Maximum area of exclusion is less than
0.5 ha in May. 0.007 ha in November.

Emergence Emergence may be accelerated up to 2 weeks Emergence may be accelerated up to 2
in an area of 18.5 ha and-up to 5 months weeks in an area of 0.4 ha and up to
in an area of 1.5 ha. 5 months in an area of 0.01 ha.

Phytoplanlton, Zoo- Negligible impacts predicted. Negligible impacts predicted.
plankton, and Periphyton

Aquatic Macrophytes No impacts predicted. No impacts predicted.

Birds Negligible impacts predicted. Negligible impacts predicted.

1
From the PINGP 316(a) Demonstration (HDR, 1978).
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II INTRODUCTION

This report presents the thermal impact assessment of an alternate
discharge scheme being considered for Prairie Island Nuclear Generating
Plant (PINGP) in conjunction with a proposed new mode of plant operation.
Although this is only a proposed scheme, this report has been written
to satisfy the legal requirements governing thermal discharges as des-
cribed in the introduction to the PINGP 316(a) Demonstration (HDR, 1978).
The new scheme, which is proposed to minimize the extent of the thermal
plume, involves relocation of the discharge so that heated effluent
would enter the main channel of the Mississippi River rather than a
backwater area as it presently does. Plant operation would also be
changed to minimize impacts to the aquatic ecosystem at both the intake
and discharge.

In this report, potential impacts of the proposed discharge are pre-
dicted using the thermal plumes modeled by Stone & Webster Engineering
Corporation. The input conditions and isotherm plots from their report
are included as an appendix. Various environmental conditions, including
typical and extreme cases, were modeled, and the results are combined with
biological and physical data derived primarily from the PINGP 316(a)
Demonstration for impact analysis.

The report is organized as follows: Section III briefly summarizes)
the general environmental characteristics of the area and presents some
new ichthyoplankton data. Details of the location, design, and operation
of the proposed discharge are presented in Section IV, while the thermal
plume is discussed in Section V. Both construction and operational impacts
of the proposed discharge are considered in Section VI, utilizing a pre-
dictive (Type 2) approach, and the operational impacts are compared to
those predicted for the existing discharge in the PINGP 316(a) Demonstration.
A Conclusions section and a list of literature cited are also included.
Appendix A contains tabular data utilized in the report, Appendix B contains
selected portions of the Stone & Webster Engineering Corporation report
(Stone & Webster, 1978a) on the thermal plume analysis, and Appendix C
contains unpublished information used in this report.

Many of the individuals who contributed to the PINGP 316(a) Demonstra-
tion also were instrumental in the development of this report. In parti-
cular, Mr. Lee Eberley and Mr. Richard McGinnis of NSP provided primary
guidance, and initial assistance was given by Mr. Larry Grotbeck. Dr.
Y. Y. Shen and Mr. Donald Matchett of Stone & Webster Engineering Corpora-
tion were instrumental in providing the information included in Appendix B.
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III ENVIRONMENTAL CHARACTERISTICS

Environmental characteristics in the vicinity of PINGP have been
described in detail in the 316(a) Demonstration (HDR, 1978) and are
briefly summarized in this section.

A. HYDROLOGY

PINGP is located on the west bank of the Mississippi River approxi-
mately 64 km (40 mi) south of the Minneapolis-St Paul metropolitan area
and 2.4 km (1.5 mi) upriver from Lock and Dam No. 3 (Figure III-1). The
existing intake and discharge are located at the southern end of Sturgeon
Lake, a backwater lake connected to the main channel of the river by
numerous coulees and reaches. The river is 300 to 370 m (1,000 to 1,200
ft) wide near PINGP with steeply sloping banks along the main channel.
River flows are regulated for flood control throughout the year and for
navigation during ice-free months. Weekly average discharge rates for
the period 1928 to 1976 ranged from 7,000 cfs in December to 44,000 cfs
in April. Maximum and minimum daily rates recorded during this period
were 228,000 cfs and 2,100 cfs. Velocities are generally low, less than
0.6 m/sec (2 fps), most of the year.

B. WATER QUALITY

Ambient water temperatures range from 00 to 29' C (320 to 850 F).
Daily temperature fluctuations are low in the river [1.1' C (20 F)] but
can be higher in backwater areas. The average fluctuation was 20 to 30 C
(3.50 to 5.40 F) with a maximum of 9.7' C (17.50 F) in Sturgeon Lake
during ice-free months of 1974 through 1977.

Dissolved oxygen levels low enough to be limiting to aquatic biota
have not been measured near PINGP even though domestic sewage is dis-

7 -charged- from the Minneapolis-St Paul Metropolitan Sewage Treatment Plant
located 61 km (38 mi) upriver. Elevated nutrient and toxicant levels,
however, h-v-been6bserved at.PINGP, possiblyjreflecting upriver contri-
butions from domestic/industrial and agricultural sources. Near Lock and
Dam No. 3, some toxicants, such as cyanide, have been periodically measured
at levels that could stress many types of aquatic biota, including fish and
plankton. Generally, however, water quality conditions near PINGP promote
a diverse and productive assemblage of river and backwater organisms.
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Figure III-l. Location of PINGP on the Mississippi River in relation
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C. BIOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENT

The variety of aquatic habitats and the eutrophic conditions near PINGP
have led to a density and diversity of biota at all trophic levels that
are nearly maximal for this particular climatic and geographic location.
Both lake and river biota flourish, primarily because of a broad food base
accompanied by few and infrequent limiting environmental conditions other
than normal seasonal fluctuations.

The list of representative important species (RIS) selected for assess-
ing impacts in the 316(a) Demonstration are used in this report to assess
potential impacts of the alternate discharge. The fish selected were
walleye, white bass, channel catfish, northern pike, black crappie, gizzard
shad, carp, emerald shiner, white sucker, and shorthead redhorse. The
macroinvertebrates chosen were Hydropsyche, Stenonema, Pseudocloeon, and
Macronemum. Life histories, thermal tolerances, migrations and spawning
areas, predator-prey interactions, and diseases and parasites were included
in the 316(a) Demonstration for the RIS.

Fisheries studies conducted for NSP have indicated that gizzard shad,
white bass, freshwater drum, and carp dominate the adult and juvenile
fish populations near PINGP from late May through October. Abundance
varies both seasonally and annually for the dominant species. Ichthyo-
plankton densities determined in 1974 and 1975 for the PINGP 316(b)
Demonstration indicated that peak densities occurred in July 1974 and
June 1975, and the most abundant species were white bass, emerald shiner,
carp, "and gizzard shad. An additional ichthyoplankton study was conducted
in June of 1978 (see Figure 111-2 for locations sampled). Total densities
were about 5 times higher in Sturgeon Lake (Station III) than in the
main channel of the river (Station I), and the relative species abundance
differed also (see Figure 111-3 and Table A-l). Gizzard shad, carp, white
bass, and emerald shiner were the dominant RIS in Sturgeon Lake while
gizzard shad carp',--"* catostomids (suckers), and white bass were dominant
in the river.

Both commerical and recreational fishing occur in Pool No. 3 of the
Mississippi River navigation system, which is located between Lock and
Dam No. 2 and No. 3 (see Figure III-1). Catfish, carp, drum, and buffalo
are the most valuable commerical species. The harvest and catch per unit
effort in Pool No. 3 increased from 1970 through 1974 while declining in
Pool Nos. 4 and 4a, which are located between Lock and Dam No. 3 and No. 4
downriver from PINGP. Creel census information from 1973 through 1976
indicates that recreational fishing pressure has remained lower in the
vicinity of PINGP than in the tailwaters of Dam No. 3 with fishing success
greater above the dam. Walleye and white bass were the RIS most frequently
caught near PINGP, while white bass dominated the catch in the existing
PINGP discharge area during spring.
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A high diversity of benthic macroinvertebrate, zooplankton, and primary A
producer populations exists near PINGP. Marked seasonal variations in
organism abundance are common in all groups. Many of the macroinverte-
brates are larval stages of terrestrial and aquatic insects that emerge
from the water during summer. Various taxa of phytoplankton and zooplankton
bloom at intervals in response to changing levels of nutrients or food
organisms and temperature. Aquatic macrophytes are present in many shallow
backwater areas, but few occur in the present PINGP discharge canal or the
main channel of the river. Life histories and thermal tolerance information
for all biotic categories except macrophytes were also discussed in the
316(a) Demonstration.

The bald eagle, classified as a threatened species in Minnesota (Federal
Register, 14 February 1978), and various waterfowl migrate through the
Mississippi River Valley in spring and fall with some overwintering in
areas of open water. The existing PINGP discharge does not appear to
be an important eagle overwintering area. Ducks and other waterfowl
utilize open water areas during their migrations, and open water created
by the existing discharge may enhance the number of mallards overwintering.
The peregrine falcon, an endangered species, is being reintroduced in
former nesting areas along Lake Pepin approximately 48 to 80 km (30 to
50 mi) downriver from PINGP.

9
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IV PLANT DESCRIPTION AND OPERATING PROCEDURES

A. CIRCULATING WATER SYSTEM

1. Alternate Discharge Description. The general layout of the pro-
posed alternate discharge system is shown in Figure IV-I and in Figures 3-2
and 3-3 in Stone & Webster (1978a). In this system, discharged water
would be routed from the existing discharge structure through a canal
to a new discharge control structure located approximately 244 m (800 ft)
south of the present discharge gates. From there, the heated water would
be pumped through 1 to 4 pipes, depending on the flow rate, to the main
channel of the river about 150 m (500 ft) downriver from Barney's Point.
The pipeline would cross an existing backwater area (commonly known as
the refuge) and the island separating this backwater from the river.
The pipeline would consist of one 1.7 m (5.5 ft) diameter pipe and four
2.4 m (8 ft) diameter pipes. The small pipe would be used during closed
cycle operation (150 cfs blowdown = plant discharge to river), and
various combinations of the pipes would be used when blowdown exceeds
300 cfs to maintain a discharge velocity of about 2.3 m/sec (7.5 fps)
(Stone & Webster, 1978a).

2. Modes of Operation. The circulating water system at PINGP may
be operated in four basic modes: closed, partial recycle, helper, and
open cycle. Detailed discussions of each mode of operation can be found
in Section IV A of the PINGP 316(a) Demonstration. For the alternate
discharge system, the proposed operating procedure is open cycle with
partial recycle (600 to 1,300 cfs blowdown) from November through March;
closed cycle (150 cfs blowdown) in April; partial recycle (300 cfs blow-
down) in May; partial recycle (400 cfs blowdown) the first half of June;
and helper cycle (up to 1,410 cfs blowdown) from 16 June through October.
These projected discharge rates and schedules are shown in Figure IV-2
and discussed in more detail below.

From November through March when river temperatures are low, the plant
would operate in an open cycle mode (no cooling towers). To maintain the
turbine-generator at peak efficiency, the condenser inlet temperature
should be approximately 15.6' C (600 F). To accomplish this, a portion
of the total circulating water would be returned to the intake canal via
the recirculation canal to mix with the cold makeup water before entering
the screenhouse. Discharge rates would be varied between 600 and 900 cfs
to maintain the 15.60 C inlet temperature. This mode of operation is
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Figure -IV-2. Annual time course of projected plant discharge rates and modes of operation.
During winter, two variations of open cycle operation may be used: one for
maximum plant efficiency and one with minimum recycle for intake deicing
(see text).



essentially the same as the partial recycle mode except that warm water
does not pass through the cooling towers before being discharged to the
river or recycled to the intake. Cooling towers would be bypassed in
winter to eliminate the icing-associated mechanical damage that has
occurred in the past and caused shutdown of cooling towers during the
critical warm water months.

In order to lower temperatures in the discharge plume for protection
of fish from potential cold shock, the amount of recycle could be reduced
to the minimum necessary for intake deicing (up to 84 cfs for 2 unit oper-
ation and 42 cfs for 1 unit operation) with an associated loss in plant
efficiency. Both maximum and minimum recycle operation during winter
have been modeled for impact analysis.

During April, the plant would be operated in a closed cycle mode to
minimize potential impacts to fish and their progeny at the intake and
discharge. In this mode, circulating water would be cooled in the cooling
towers before being recirculated to the intake, and approximately 150 cfs
would be discharged to the river.

As ambient river temperatures increase in spring, the partial recycle
mode would be utilized to maintain condenser inlet temperatures below
the design maximum of 29.40 C (850 F). Blowdown rates would increase to
300 cfs for May and 400 cfs from 1 through 15 June. During the partial
recycle mode, circulating water is also cooled through the cooling towers..

As wet-bulb and river temperatures increase and ichthyoplankton den-
sities decrease, helper cycle would be utilized. In this mode of operation,
circulating water passes through the cooling towers and is discharged to
the river with no recirculation.

In addition to the benefits of eliminating icing-associated cooling
tower damage in winter and increased plant efficiency*, the proposed
alternate discharge system would also offer the following advantages:
elimination of heat recirculation to the intake and increased mixing of
the thermal effluent with the receiving river water. Increased mixing
would reduce the extent of the thermal plume, and thus, reduce the
potential for impact to the indigenous biota (Section VI).

3. Use of Chlorine and Other Chemicals. Chemical use within the
plant will not change as a result of operating the alternate discharge.
Present procedures are described in Section IV A.3 and IV A.4 of the
PINGP 316(a) Demonstration (HDR, 1978).

*Plant efficiency is a function of turbine back pressure, which is a

function of condenser inlet temperature.
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B. PLANT PERFORMANCE

Plant availability and outages as discussed in detail in the PINGP
316(a) Demonstration are not expected to change as a result of the
alternate discharge and new mode of plant operation. Thus, the probabil-
ity of simultaneous forced trips (unscheduled unit outages) would remain
0.0004 and the probability of a forced trip occurring at one unit when
the other one is refueling would remain 0.55.
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V THERMAL PLUME

A. MODEL DESCRIPTION

The thermal plume modeling performed by Stone & Webster Engineering
Corporation is divided into two parts: near-field analysis and far-field
analysis. The near-field model assumes a surface jet for simplicity
(Stone & Webster, 1978a). The PDS model developed by Shirazi and Davis
(1974) was used to compute thermal plume protiles and incorporates adjust-
ments for river bottom geometry suggested by Jirka et al. (1975) was also
incorporated. Similar profiles were assumed for both velocity and
temperature in the discharge jet.

The far-field model was developed by Yeh and Tsai (1976). In the
far-field model, the initial jet-induced turbulence no longer affects
the diffusion process, and the only dispersion mechanisms are buoyancy-
driven currents and the existing turbulence in the river flow. Thermal
profiles are computed by integrating the time-dependent Green's function
solution. The eddy diffusivities used in the thermal diffusion equation
are the same as those used in the far-field model (3-D zone) in the PINGP
316(a) Demonstration (HDR, 1978).

The distance from the source at which the near-field model ends and
the far-field model starts is called the transition point. The selection
of the transition point is based on the "best fit" which utilizes a
trial-and-rror mthcd-te emateh-rtee- ut --- surface--i-sotherms-, vertical
temperature profiles, and lateral temperature profiles; Typical transi-
tion points for various input conditions range from 90 to 213 m (300 to
700 ft) measured from the point of discharge. Detailed model descriptions
and the selection of the transition point can be found in Section 4 of
the model study report (Stone & Webster, 1978a).

B. CASES STUDIED

A total of 41 cases were modeled for the alternate discharge impact
analysis. Of these, 32 cases are presented in Appendix B: 13 cases of
proposed monthly extreme conditions and 19 cases of variations of the
proposed monthly extreme conditions. The input conditions are presented
in Tables 5-1 and 5-2 in Appendix B. The remaining 9 cases provided
additional information necessary for impact assessment. These cases are:
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April typical and April proposed extreme with 901 angle of discharge and
7 cases combining 1 and 2 unit operation in January with optimum and
minimum recycle for typical and proposed extreme conditions.

The proposed monthly extreme conditions are based on the combination
of ambient environmental and discharge conditions which would result in
maximum absolute temperature readings downstream from the discharge dur-
ing each month. The combination used was:

* expected maximum blowdown rate

* a condenser rise of 13.80 C (24.80 F)

* maximum river temperature (based on records from Red Wing
Generating Plant)

" 7-day 10-year low river flow

" the 95 percentile wet-bulb temperature plus 1.10 C (20 F)
(to account for possible cooling tower plume recirculation).

Variations of the proposed extreme conditions consisted of maximum blow-
down [except for the winter months when the blowdown would be controlled
by maintaining an optimum condenser inlet temperature of 15.60 C (600 F)];
a 13.80 C (24.80 F) condenser temperature rise; maximum or median river
temperature; 7-day 10-year low or median river flow; and the 95 or 50
percentile plus 1.1' C (2' F) wet-bulb temperature.

C. COMPARISON OF PREDICTED THERMAL PLUME WITH TEMPERATURE STANDARDS.

The models presented earlier in this section were used to describe
the thermal plume from the proposed discharge. In order to compare pre-
dicted plume temperatures to Minnesota temperature criteria (WPC 15),
the absolute temperature and temperature differential (AT) at various
distances downriver from the discharge were calculated as described by
Stone & Webster (1979). These computations were based on environmental
conditions used in the various model runs and measured environmental con-
ditions for the period 1960 through 1976. Plant discharge flows and
temperatures were calculated utilizing the proposed discharge rates shown
in Figure IV-2, and then plume temperatures or ATs were calculated. The
results are tabulated in Tables C-23 through C-28.

The Minnesota temperature criteria for the Mississippi River below
Dam No. 2 require that:

1. The river temperature should not be raised more than 2.80 C
(50 F) above natural based on the monthly average of the

maximum daily temperature.
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2. A daily average of 30 0 C (860 F) should not be exceeded at
any time.

3. The weekly average temperature in any month shall not exceed:

January 4.40 C (400 F) July 28.90 C (840 F)
February 4.40 C (400 F) August 28.90 C (84 0 F)

March 12.20 C (540 F) September 27.80 C (82 0 F)
April 18.30 C (650 F) October 22.80 C (730 F)
May 23.90 C (750 F) November 14.40 C (580 F)
June 28.90 C (840 F) December 8.90 C (480 F)

For thermal discharges such as power plants, the Minnesota Pollution
Control Agency (MPCA) generally specifies a mixing zone outside of which
these criteria apply. This zone is determined on a site-specific basis
and is defined in the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
(NPDES) permit. The size and shape of the mixing zone varies but is
usually on the order of 305 m (1,000 ft) long in rivers. For the pur-
pose of this report, distances of 305, 610, and 915 m (1,000, 2,000, and
3,000 ft) will be used in comparing the predicted plume with the criteria.

The calculated temperatures at the above distance (Tables C-23, C-25,
and C-27) indicate that the proposed discharge would meet the 300 C (860 F)
criterion throughout the year. The maximum temperature at 305 m (1,000 ft)
is estimated to be 300 C, and this should occur only 0.1 percent of the
time in July. The weekly average temperature criteria for each month
would also be met except possibly in November, December, January, and
February.

The 2.80 C (50 F) AT criterion, however, would typically be exceeded
at 305 m (1,000 ft) during November through March (Table C-24) and would
be exceeded about 50 percent of the time in October. Even at 610 and
915 m (2,000 and 3,000 ft) downstream, the 2.80 C AT criterion would not
be met from November through March (Tables C-26 and C-28). Consequently,
a variance to state water quality standards would be necessary for this
discharge. The potential biological impacts of the thermal plume during
these months are predicted to be minimal as discussed in Section VI.
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VI BIOLOGICAL IMPACTS OF

THERMAL DISCHARGE

Potential impacts of constructing and operating the proposed PINGP
alternate discharge are discussed in this section. A predictive Type 2
approach based on literature data for thermal tolerances, the thermal
plume model results (presented in Section V and Appendix B), and calcu-
lated occurrence of various temperatures and ATs in the plume is used
for all trophic levels. Potential impacts of operating the alternate
discharge are predicted for both typical and extreme environmental con-
ditions. These conditions are defined in Tables 5-1 and 5-2 of Appendix
B for the model results. For the calculated temperatures (Appendix C),
plume temperatures occurring 50 percent or more of the time are consid-
ered typical and those occurring 5 percent or less of the time are con-
sidered indicative of extreme conditions. Intermediate conditions were
also modeled and the results are presented in Appendices A and B. Site-
specific data were utilized where possible.

Present plant operation would be altered to the proposed modes of
operation described in detail in Section IV. Closed cycle (150 cfs
blowdown) would be used in April and partial recycle used from May to
mid-June (300 to.400 cfs blowdown). Helper cycle would be used from

mid-June through October, and once-through cooling (no cooling towers
in operation) with partial recycle would be used from November through
March. Once-through cooling with partial recycle may recirculate as
much as 50 percent of the circulating water (for maximum plant effici-
ency) or as little as 6 percent (for intake deicing).

The predicted impacts of the proposed discharge and those of the
existing discharge (described in the PINGP 316(a) Demonstration (HDR,
1978)] are compared for fish, macroinvertebrates, zooplankton, phyto-
plankton, periphyton, aquatic macrophytes, and birds in the following
sections.

A. CONSTRUCTION IMPACTS

1. Fish. Construction of the alternate discharge would affect
several aquatic habitats in the immediate vicinity of the plant. Ef-
fects would be most pronounced in the upper reaches of the refuge (a
backwater area just south of PINGP) and a small area along the west.
bank of the main river channel in the immediate vicinity of the pro-
posed discharge outlets (see Figure IV-1). Construction activities
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could be scheduled for April 1980 through August 1981 with the majority
of the work occurring during warm weather months. Fish utilizing the
refuge could be affected by various construction activities through-
out this period, but dredging and laying of pipes across this backwater
(which would occur during the spring of 1981) would be the activities
most likely to cause adverse environmental effects through habitat dis-
turbance (e.g., substrate removal, increased turbidity, and noise or
vibration).

The refuge is a shallow backwater with a soft, sedimentary substrate
and a few aquatic macrophyte beds. Such habitats associated with large
rivers are often utilized by many fish species for resting, feeding, and
spawning. Sampling during 1973 through 1977 indicated that all of the
RIS utilize the refuge to some extent but gizzard shad, carp, and white
bass were the most abundant throughout the ice-free months. The litera-
ture for preferred spawning habitat and seasonal sampling data indicate
that gizzard shad, carp, white bass, and shorthead redhorse probably
spawn in the refuge and that northern pike, black crappie, and emerald
shiner may also.

Potential impacts to fish in the refuge will involve a temporary and
intermittent disturbance of feeding and resting patterns, particularly
in the northern portion of the refuge. In addition, some of the poten-
tial spawning area at the northern end of the refuge will be eliminated
during dredging and pipe-laying activities. The increased turbidity as-
sociated with these activities may also effect spawning by causing adults
to avoid the area when seeking a place to spawn or by causing increased
mortality of eggs attached to the bottom (demersal) through suffocation
by settling sediments (all RIS except emerald shiners). The area in
the refuge affected by construction activities (including turbidity) will
be relatively small in comparison to total refuge area and to similar
habitats available for use by fish in the vicinity of PINGP (e.g., North
and Sturgeon Lakes). Consequently, both short- and long-term construc-
tion-related effects to fish populations in the vicinity of PINGP are
expected to be minimal.

The potential construction impacts to fish in the main channel of
the river are also expected to be minimal since only a small area of
river bank just south of Barney's Point would be disturbed when the pipes
and sheet pile are emplaced. This area is situated along the main chan-
nel where barges frequently pass and is thus suboptimal habitat for most
fish species.

Limiting the disturbance of aquatic habitats to the shortest time
period possible and utilizing dredging techniques that minimize tur-
bidity are recommended in order to minimize impact potential.

4,:
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2. Macroinvertebrates. Construction activities are expected to
disturb less than 0.15 ha (0.4 A) of benthic habitat when the discharge
pipes are laid across the upper end of the backwater commonly called
the refuge (see Figure IV-l). Since the pipes will be buried, this area
would be recolonized after construction is completed. Increased tur-
bidity and sedimentation are expected to have only temporary and mini-
mal effects. Removal of the dike constructed to separate the existing
discharge from the refuge would permanently remove approximately 0.05 ha
(0.12 A) of riprap habitat [assuming a length of 100 m (328 ft) and
depth of 3 m (10 ft) on the north side and 1.5 m (5 ft) on the south
side of the dike]. Flow through the refuge would be returned to near
natural (prior to PINGP) conditions, which could cause scouring of the
bottom during floods. If the tops of the pipes are exposed, habitat for
aufwuchs would replace that for burrowing organisms. Furthermore, flow-
ing water could change the species composition of macroinvertebrates in-
habiting the refuge area. These changes are difficult to quantify but
would tend to return the backwater area to more natural conditions.

3. Zooplankton. Construction of the proposed alternate discharge
should have minimal and temporary effects on zooplankton populations in
the refuge. Removal of the dike would allow zooplankton from Sturgeon
Lake to enter the refuge since the discharge pipes should not restrict
water flow.

4. Phytoplankton. Construction activities could affect phytoplank-
ton temporarily in the refuge area as a result of increased turbidity.
These effects, however, are not expected to alter overall productivity
or species composition in the vicinity of PINGP. Removal of the dike
separating the existing discharge from the refuge would tend to equal-
ize phytoplankton populations in the refuge and in Sturgeon Lake and
allow return of the refuge to more natural (pre-PINGP) conditions.

5. Periphyton. Construction of the proposed discharge would dis-
turb a negligible amount of periphyton habitat while increased turbidity,
and sedimentation would temporarily reduce photosynthesis in the refuge.
Removal of the dike separating the existing discharge canal from the
refuge would eliminate approximately 0.01 ha (0.03 A) of riprap substrate
suitable for periphytic growth since light penetrates approximately 50 cm
(20 in.) [see Section III of the PINGP 316(a) Demonstration (HDR, 1978)].
This loss of habitat should not affect river populations or overall peri-
phyton production.

6. Aquatic Macrophytes. Since occurrence of macrophytes is extremely
limited in the upper end of the refuge (Eberley, 25 August 1978), impact
upon these plants is expected to be almost non-existent. As mentioned
previously, less than 0.15 ha (0.4 A) of bottom habitat in the refuge will
be disturbed during construction, and this area will be restored to normal
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conditions before alternate discharge operation begins. Removal of the
dike separating the refuge from the present discharge canal will restore
flow through Sturgeon Lake to the pre-PINGP regime. Scouring during
floods may expose some upper surfaces of alternate discharge pipes and
thus eliminate a slight amount of potential macrophyte habitat, but the
impact of this is expected to be negligible.

.7. Birds. Construction activities should have negligible effects
on waterfowl and other birds, including bald eagles, in the vicinity of
PINGP. Construction could be scheduled to begin in April of 1980 and
continue through August of 1981 with most of the activities conducted
during warm weather months. Since bald eagles and waterfowl are most
abundant in the PINGP area during late fall and winter and since only
limited construction activities would occur during that time, construc-
tion-related impacts to these organisms are predicted to be small.

B. OPERATIONAL IMPACTS

In order to quantify the predicted impacts of the proposed thermal
discharge, two approaches were taken. First, the thermal plume model
results (Stone & Webster, 1978a) for typical and extreme environmental
conditions were utilized to illustrate configuration of the plume under
such conditions. The frequency of occurrence for the combined proposed
extreme environmental conditions used in the model can not be readily
calculated. Therefore, a second study was undertaken to estimate the
frequency with which plume temperatures could exceed the thermal criter-
ia for various life functions of the RIS. The methodology and results
of this approach are described in Appendix C. For predictive purposes,
typical environmental conditions were considered to exist whenever the
plume temperature of concern occurred at least 50 percent of the time in
a given area. A frequency of less than 5 percent was considered indica-
tive of extreme environmental conditions.

1. Fish. In this section, potential operational impacts for typi-
cal and extreme environmental conditions are discussed. In predicting
the potential operational impacts to fish, effects of attraction to and
avoidance of the thermal plume are considered in terms of spawning and
reproductive success; thermal stress (avoidance area exceeding upper
thermal tolerance levels and cold shock potential); general fish popu-
lation stability; and the incidence of diseases and parasites. Litera-
ture data, such as thermal tolerances, and thermal plume model results
with some use of site-specific field data are the basis for the predic-
tions. All predictions are quantified.to the maximum extent possible by
estimating area and time period within which conditions exist that would
prohibit completion of various life functions of the RIS chosen for this
study.

9
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a. THERMAL CRITERIA. The EPA recommended thermal criteria pre-
sented in the PINGP 316(a) Demonstration (HDR, 1978) were utilized for
impact prediction. Table VI-I summarizes these criteria for each of
the RIS.

b. ATTRACTION TO AND AVOIDANCE OF THE THERMAL DISCHARGE. Litera-
ture data on preferred temperatures presented in the PINGP 316(a) Demon-
stration indicate that all of the RIS should be attracted to some por-
tion of the thermal plume when ambient temperatures are low while some
species should avoid at least the warmer portions of the plume during
summer. Table VI-2 summarizes the literature data and shows that wall-
eye, white sucker, emerald shiner, and northern pike would probably not
frequent the mixing zone when ambient temperatures exceed 250 C (770 F).
Under such ambient temperatures, plume temperatures 80 C (140 F) or more
above ambient would not be preferred by the other species, except pos-
sibly carp.

Field surveys conducted in the existing discharge support these pre-
dictions. Shorthead redhorse, white bass, carp, and gizzard shad avoided
the warmest parts of the discharge during summer while these species plus
walleye and emerald shiner were attracted to the plume during one or more
of the other seasons. Differences in predicted plume temperatures and
location (habitat type) of the discharge, however, preclude direct extra-
polation of these results to the proposed discharge.

Although preferred temperatures of many of the RIS may be exceeded
in the predicted plume during summer, these species may not necessarily
be excluded from the discharge area. Fish may avoid areas with tempera-
tures above their preferred levels but may enter occasionally for feeding
or to escape predators. Based on the thermal plume model results (Stone &
Webster, 1978a), the maximum temperature in the discharge in August would
range from 28.60 C (83.40 F) during typical conditions to 33.20 C (91.70 F)
fr pp d extreme e itn .. The t dLffefex.t±cr! betwel
plume and ambient disappears rapidly in August as a result of mixing (see
figures in Appendix B), and the area within the mixing zone [2.8 0 C (50 F)
AT] ranges from 0.3 ha (0.8 A) for typical conditions (plume temperatures
> 26.4* C) to 0.08 ha (0.2 A) for proposed extreme conditions (plume tem-
peratures > 32.2* C). Thus, the areas in which the preferred temperatures
of some of the RIS may be exceeded are small, especially when compared to
the amount of similar habitat available [e.g., 320 ha (800 A) in Sturgeon
Lake].

Upper lethal temperatures for the RIS more accurately define the areas
in the plume that may be excluded from long-term use by the RIS. Based
on literature data presented in the PINGP 316(a) Demonstration, it appears
that exclusion of some species would begin when plume temperatures reach
310 C (880 F) (Table VI-2). Maximum discharge temperatures are predicted
to exceed 310 C only during extreme environmental conditions of high am-
bient river temperature or low river flow (7-day 10-year low) or both from
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criTable VI-1. Temperature teria for the RIS in Centigrade (Farenheit in parenthesis).

MAXIMUM
MAXIMUM MAXIMUM WEEKLY

WEE TEMPERATURE MAXIMUM WEEKLY TEMPERATURE AVERAGE
M VEAXIMU EMRAUAVERAGE FRSOTTR EPRTR

SPECIES AVERAGEMFORPERAEE FOR SHORT-TERM TEMPERATURE

SPCISTEMPERATURZE TMEAUE
SURVIVAL FOR SPAWNING SURVIVAL DURING FOR WINTERFOR GROWTH SU R3 FOSPAWNING SURVIVAL 7

EMBRYO 5  ADULT 6

Walleye 24.5 (76) 29.5 (85)8 7.5 (46) 19 (66) 25 (77)9 10 (51)

White Bass N.D. N.D. 16.5 (62) 26 (79) N.D. 10 (51)

Channel Catfish 31.9 (89) 35.2 (95) 27 (81) 29 (84) 33.6 (93) 10 (51)

Northern Pike 28.4 (83) 30.1 (86) 8.4 (47) 18 (64) 24 (75)10 10 (51)

Gizzard Shad N.D. 34 (93)11 19.5 (67) 29 (84) 31 (88) 10 (51)

Carp 30.2 (86)1 38 (1]00)8 21 (70) 33 (91) 30.5 (87)9 10 (51)

Black Crappie 26.7 (80) 31 (88)8 17 (63) 20 (68) N.D. 10 (51)

Emerald Shiner 29.6 (85) 30 (86)13 23.5 (74) 27 (81) 29.5 (85) 10 (51)

White Sucker 27.7 (82)12 28.4 (83) 7.2 (45) 21 (70) 23.3 (74) 10 (51)

Shorthead Redhorse N.D. N.D. 11 (52) N.D. N.D. 10 (51)

H
0'

IData used for the calculations ar from Tables A-li

through A-20 and A-45 in the PING
References are listed with the da

P 316 (a) Demonstration.
ta.

2 MWAT = Optimum for growth + Ultim

324-nour survival calculated from
accdlimation temperature of the MW
20 C safety factor subtracted.

40ptimum or mid-range for spawning
5 Maximum of incubation and spawnin4
6 24-hour survival calculated from
acclimation temperature of the MW,
the 20 C safety factor subtracted

ite incipient lethal-Optimum
3

og time = a + b(T) at an
LT for growth and with the

temperatures.

.og time = a + b(T) at an
tT for spawning and with

'S

7 From Figure VI-5 in the PINGP 316(a) Demon-
stration when ambient is < 2.5' C (December
to mid-March at PINGP).

8Ultimate lethal -2o C since no regression
equation available.

9Upper lethal of juvenile -2° C since no
regression equation available.

1 0 Upper lethal of larvae -2' C since no
regression equation constants for 180 C
acclimation.

1 iAt an acclimation temperature of 30* C.
1 2 Based on data for larvae.

1 3 At an acclimation temperature of 250 C.

/
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Table VI-2. Estimated potential effects of increased temperature in the
thermal plume on the RIS in the vicinity of PINGP.

SPECIES POTENTIALLY SUB- SPECIES
JECTED TO TEMPERATURES POTENTIALLY

ABOVE PREFERRED TEMPERATURE 1 EXCLUDED 2

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

(68)
(70)
(72)
(73)
(75)
(77)
(79)
(81)
(82)
(84)
(86)
(88)
(90)

(91)
(93)
(95)
(97)
(99)

(100)
(102)
(104)
(106)

white sucker

walleye, emerald shiner
northern pike
shorthead redhorse

white bass, black crappie
gizzard shad

channel catfish

carp

emerald shiner, white sucker
walleye, shorthead redhorse, 3

white bass 3

northern pike, black crappie

gizzard shad
channel catfish

carp

iBased on maximum preferred temperature in Appendix A of the PINGP
316(a) Demonstration (HDR, 1978).

2 Maximum upper lethal temperature (LT 5 0 ) at highest reported accli-
mation temperature for juvenile fish. Adults generally have a
slightly lower upper lethal temperature.

3 From Bush et al., 1974.
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May through August, and the area with temperatures in excess of 310 C
is small - less than 1.5 ha (3.7 A). The estimates of exclusion pre-
sented in Table VI-2, however, must be interpreted carefully since they
were derived from the highest reported lethal temperature for each species,
and many other factors are involved (as discussed in Bush et al., 1974).
For example, the data are based on laboratory experiments that undoubtedly
did not simulate all of the conditions near PINGP that influence thermal
tolerance. In addition, the data are based on a 50 percent survival rate,
at a specified time and acclimation temperature. Small changes in tem-
perature near the upper tolerance limit can cause large increases in mor-
tality (Bush et al., 1974), and exposure time is also an important factor.

The extent and duration of plume temperatures which could exceed the
short-term summer survival criterion for each RIS (Table VI-I) were esti-
mated as described in Appendix C. The results of these calculations are
summarized in Tables VI-3 through VI-12. White sucker is the only species
for which exclusion is predicted during typical environmental conditions
in July and to a lesser extent in June and August. The estimated area
of exclusion is less than 0.01 ha (0.03 A) in all three months and occurs
within about 15 m (50 ft) of the discharge. During more extreme environ-
mental conditions, the exlusion areas are predicted to be 0.005 ha (0.012 A)
or less in May, 0.05 ha (0.12 A) or less in June, 1.0 ha (2.5 A) or less
in July, and 0.1 ha (0.3 A) or less in August and September for northern
pike, black crappie, and emerald shiner. For walleye and white sucker,
the exclusion areas are predicted to be less than 0.005 ha (0.012 A) in
May, 0.5 ha (1.2 A) or less in June and September, and 0.5 ha or greater
in July and August. No exclusion is predicted for channel catfish, giz-
zard shad, and carp, and no data are available for white bass and short-
head redhorse.

These calculated areas of exclusion represent the maximum in which
thermal mortality could occur since the 20 C (3.6' F) safety factor was
subtracted from the median tolerance temperature when the criteria were
calculated. The calculated areas are also conservative since exclusion
from the immediate vicinity of the discharge as a result of velocity was
not considered. The following paragraphs discuss the effect of discharge
velocities on the exclusion of fish from portions of the thermal plume.

To determine velocity exclusion, swimming abilities of fish must be
related to velocities in the plume. Swimming speed in fish depends on
both environmental and physiological factors including temperature, dis-
solved oxygen, species, size, and condition. Figure VI-1 shows the re-
lationship of swimming speed to water temperature for three species and
indicates that swimming speed increases as water temperature increases
until an optimum temperature is reached after which swimming speed de-
creases. Swimming ability also increases with increasing size for a
given species (Bainbridge, 1958) as can be seen in Figure VI-I. The
speeds presented in the figure are maxima which can be maintained for
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Table VI-3. Estimated areas in the thermal plume where tempera-
tures may exceed the criteria for various life
functions of walleye and the frequency with which
they may occur.

Species: Walleye

TEMPEATURE AREA IN WHICHAREA INAWHIC FREQUENCY CRITERIONPARAMETER CRITERIONA1  
PLUME TEMPERATURE

(C) EXCEEDS CRITERION
2  

EXCEEDED IN AREA
3  

REMARKS
(C) (HA) (%)

Maximum for short- 50.001; 0.005 May: 57.6; 0.1term survival in 29.5 10.01; 0.05 to 0.1 June: 7 to 23.6; ý0.7
summer 50.01; ý0.5 July: 534.7; 51.3

50.01; 0.1 to 0.5 Aug: ý21; S1.7
50.1 Sept: 52.3

Maximum for short- Spawn April to mid-
term survival of 25.0 50.001; 0.05 May: ý65.7; 0.2 May. Little or no
adult during suitable spawning
spawning habitat in plume.

Maximum for
incubation and 19.0 50.01; a2.5 May: ý74; 53.7 Ambient river tem-
larval development perature exceeds

criterion 12 percent
of time.

Maximum weekly >2.5 July: <82
average for 24.5 >2.5 Aug: <72
growth

4
2

1
From Table VI-1.

2
From Tables C-1 through C-21. Areas that occur Z 50% of time are considered typical and those
that occur 5 5% of time are considered extreme. See Appendix C for description of how these
numbers were derived.

3 From Tables C 1 through C 21. DBee .net ineled time when -ffb.iint ... t exceeds
criterion.

4 Estimated from Tables C-23 through C-28.
any measurable effect on growth.

Frequencies of < 40% were not considered to have
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Table VI-4. Estimated areas in the thermal plume where tempera-
tures may exceed the criteria for various life
functions of white bass and the frequency with which
they may occur.

Species: White Bass

TEMPERATURE AREAFREUENCY CRITERION
PARAMETER CRITERION 1  PLUME TEMPERATURE U

EXCEEDS CRITERION
2  EXCEEDED IN AREA

3  REMARKS(C) (HA) M%

Maximum for short-
term survival in
summer

Maximum for short-
term survival of
adult during
spawning

Maximum for
incubation and
larval development

Maximum weekly
average for
growth4

N.D.

N.D.

26.0

N.D.

Spawn late May and
June. Little or no
suitable spawning
habitat in plume.

*Ambient river tem-

perature exceeds

!C0.00l; 0.01
~0.01; k2.5

May: >49.3; 2.9
June*: z57.2; K4.3

1
From Table VI-l. N.D.=no data.

2
From Tables C-i through C-21. Areas that occur Z 50% of time are considered typical and those
that occur 1 5% of time are considered extreme. see Appendix C for description of how these
numbers were derived.

3From Tables C-i through C-21. Does not include time when ambient temperature exceeds
criterion.

4Estimated from Tables C-23 through C-28. Frequencies of < 40% were not considered to have
any measurable effect on qrowth.

9
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Table VI-5. Estimated areas in the thermal plume where tempera-
tures may exceed the criteria for various life
functions of channel catfish and the frequency
with which they may occur.

Species: Channel Catfish

TEMPERATURE, FREOUENCY CRITERION
PARAMETER CRITERION1  

PLUME TEMPERATURE FREQENCY CRERIONEXEDSCIERO2 EXCEEDED IN AREA3  
REMARKCS

(C) EXCEEDS CRITERION(-
(HA)

Maximum for short-
term survival in 35.2 0 0

Summer

Maximum for short- Spawn May through
term survival of 33.6 0 July. Suitable
adult during spawning habitat
spawning in plume along

bank only.

Maximum for -0.001; 0.005 May: -11.3; 0.4
incubation and 29.0 50.001; 0.05 to 0.1 June: 31.7; S1.8
larval development 50.01; -0.5 July: 547.1; 53.9

Maximum weekly
average for 31.9 0 0
growth

4

lFrom Table VI-l.
2

From Tables C-1 through C-21. Areas that occur a 50% of time are considered typical and those
that occur S 5% of time are considered extreme. See Appendix C for description of how these
numbers were derived.

criterion.
4
Estimated from Tables C-23 through C-28.
any measurable effect on growth.

XUUV LIUII WfLW amcl=enF temperature exceeds

Frequencies of < 40% were not considered to have
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Table VI-6. Estimated areas in the thermal plume where tempera-
tures may exceed the criteria for various life
functions of northern pike and the frequency with
which they may occur.

Species: Northern Pike

TEMPERATURE AREAFREQUENCY CRITERION

PARAMETER CRITERION
1  PLUME TEMPERATURE R

EXCEEDS CRITERION
2  EXCEEDED IN AREA

3  REMARKS
(C) (HA) (%)

Maximum for short- S0.001 May: 54.1
term survival in 30.1 50.001; 0.01 to 0.5 June: 16.3; S3.9
summer 50.01; 0.1 to 1.0 July: =20; S2.2

S0.01; 0.05 to 0.1 Aug: =10; 51.8
50.1 Sept: S1.5

Maximum for short- Spawn April to
term survival of 24.0 SO0001; 0.05 to 0.1 May: 181.2; 51.9 early May. No suit-
adult during able spawning areas
spawning in plume.

Maximum for Ambient river tem-
incubation and 18.0 <0.01; ?2.5 May: ý74.5; 53.9 perature exceeds
larval development criterion %18%

of time.

Maximum weekly
average for 28.4 0 0

growth

1
From Table VI-l.

2From Tables C-1 through C-21. Areas that occur Z 50% of time are considered typical and those

that occur S .5% of time are considered extreme. See Appendix C for description of how these
numbers were derived.

3
From Tablps C-I thrniouh C-21 n Dnes not include time when amhient temnpraturp P'eperq

criterion.

4Estimated from Tables C-23 through C-28. Frequencies of
any measurable effect on growth.

< 40% were not considered to have
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Table VI-7. Estimated areas in the thermal plume where tempera-
tures may exceed the criteria for various life
functions of gizzard shad and the frequency with
which they may occur.

Species: Gizzard Shad

TEMPERATURE AREAFREQUENCY CRITERION
PARAMETER CRITERION1  

PLUMIE TEMPERATURE EXUEDCY CRERIONEXCEEDS CRITERION
2  

EXCEEDED IN AREA
3  REMARKS

(C) (HA) (%)

Maximum for short-
term survival in 34.0 0 0
summer

Maximum for short-
term survival of 31.0 S0.001 May: 51.6 Spawn April through
adult during S-0.01 June: S7.7 June.
spawning

Maximum for 50.001; 0.005 may: 511.3; 0.4
incubation and 29.0 -0.001; 0.05 to 0.1 June: 31.7; 51.8
larval development

Maximum weekly
average for N.D.
growthI

'From Table VI-1. N.D.=no data.
2 From Tables C-i through C-21. Areas that occur a 50% of time are considered typical and those
that occur 5 5% of time are considered extreme. See Appendix C for description of how these
numbers were derived.

criterion.
4 Estimated from Tables C-23 through C-28. Frequencies of < 40% were not considered to have
any measurable effect on growth.
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Table VI-8. Estimated areas in the thermal plume where tempera-
tures may exceed the criteria for various life
functions of carp and the frequency with which they
may occur.

Species: Carp

TEMPEATURE AREA IN WHICH
TEMPERATURE TEN W FREQUENCY CRITERIONPARAMETER CRITERION1 PLUME TEMPERATURE EXEDDI RARMRKACI EXCEEDS CRITERION2  

EXCEEDED IN AREM REMARKS

(C) (HA) (%)

Maximum for short-
term survival in 38.0 0 0
summer

Maximum for short- 30.5 < 0.001 May: < 2.7 Spawn May through
term survival of [ 0.001; 0.01 June: E2.4; 2.5 July. Suitable
adult during < 0.01; 0.03-0.5 July: < 14.4;< 3.1 spawning area in
spawning plume along river

bank only.

Maximum for
incubation and 33.0 0 0

larval development

Maximum weekly
average for 30.2 0 0
growth4

IFrom Table VI-l.
2 From Tables C-1 through C-21. Areas that occur • 50% of time are considered typical and those
that occur 5 5% of time are considered extreme. See Appendix C for description of how these
numbers were derived.

3From Tables C-1 through C-21. Does not include time when ambient temperature exceeds

4
Estimated from Tables C-23 through C-28. Frequencies of <
any measurable effect on growth.

40% were not considered to have

9
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Table VI-9. Estimated areas in the thermal plume-where tempera-

tures may exceed the criteria for various life
functions of emerald shiner and the frequency with
which they may occur.

Species: Emerald Shiner

TEMPERATURE AREAFREQUENCY CRITERION
PARAMETER CRITERION 1  

PLUME TEMPERATURE EOUENCY INERION
(C) EXCEEDS CRITERION 2  

EXCEEDED IN AREA 3  
REMARKS

(HA)

Maximum for short-
term survival in 30.0 50.001 May: 54.6
summer 50.001; 0.01 to 0.05 June: 18.1; S4.4

50.01; 0.3 to 1.0 July: S24.3; S2.8
50.01; 0.05 to 0.1 Aug: S13.7; S2.3
S0.1 Sept: 51.7

Maximum for short- 10.005 May: s7.6
term survival of 29.5 50.005; 0.05 to 0.1 June: 523.6; 50.7 Spawn May through
adult during- 50.01; >0.5 July: 534.7; 51.3 August.
spawning -0.01; 0.1 to 0.5 Aug: 521.1; 51.7

Maximum for 50.001; 0.005 to 0.01 May: -35.3; !5.0
incubation and 27.0 50.005; >0.5 June: 153.0; <2.7
larval development 50.1; a2.5 July: Z58.1; 923.9

50.05; ý2.5 Aug: ý57.4; S11.2

Maximum weekly
average for 29.6
growth2

1From Table VI-l.
2 From Tables C-i through C-21. Areas that occur > 50% of time are considered typical and those
that occur 5 5% of time are considered extreme. See Appendix C for description of how these
numbers were derived.

3From Tables C-1 through C-21. Does not include time when ambient temperature exceeds
cteron

4Estimated from Tables C-23 through C-28. Frequencies of < 40% were not considered to have
any measurable effect on growth.
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Table VI-10. Estimated areas in the thermal plume where tempera-
tures may exceed the criteria for various life
functions of black crappie and the frequency with
which they may occur.

Species: Black Crappie

TEMPERATURE AREAFREUENCY CRITERION
PARAMETER CRITERIONI PLUME TEMPERATURE ECEDEDC I CRERO

EXCEEDS CRITERION
2  EXCEEDED IN AREA

3  REMARKS
(C) (HA) (%

Maximum for short- ý0.001 May: S1.6
term survival in 31.0 50.001; 0.005 to 0.01 June: 7.7; 52.7
summer 50.01; 0.05 to 0.1 July: S8.2; 1.0

50.05 Aug: 52.8
50.05 Sept; 150.6

Maximum for short- Spawn May and June.
term survival of
adult during N.D. No suitable spawn-

spawning 
ing area in plume.

Maximum for
incubation and 20.0 50.01; 20.5 May: 265.8; 64.9

larval development ý0.i; 2.5 June: S27.7; 6.7

Maximum weekly Immediate discharge
average for 26.7 >2.5 July: <45 area unsuitable
growth4 habitat.

1
From Table VI-l. N.D.=no data.

2
From Tables C-1 through C-21. Areas that occur
that occur 5 5% of time are considered extreme.
numbers were derived.

50% of time are considered typical and those
See Appendix C for description of how these

3 
From Tables C-1 through C-21. Qnjag pnt, jb~luj1,i-mp w~h4~ p~n ami-" op-* o-----A
criterion.

4
Estimated from Tables C-23 through C-28. Frequencies of
any measurable effect on growth.

< 40% were not considered to have

9
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Table VI-11. Estimated areas in the thermal plume where tempera-
tures may exceed the criteria for various life
functions of white sucker and the frequency with
which they may occur.

Species: White Sucker

2From Tables C-i through C-21. Areas that occur ? 50% of time are considered typical and those
that occur 5 5% of time are considered extreme. See Appendix C for description of how these
numbers were derived.

3From Tables C-1 through C-21. Does not include time when ambient temperature exceeds
14 briai l.

Estimated from Tables C-23 through C-28. Frequencies of < 40% were not considered to have
any measurable effect on growth.
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Table VI-12. Estimated areas in the thermal plume where tempera-
tures may exceed the criteria for various life
functions of shorthead redhorse and the frequency
with which they may occur.

Species: Shorthead Redhorse

T~ERTURE AREA IN WHICHTEMPERATURE AEINWCH FREOUENCY CRITERION

PARAMETER CRITERION
1  

PLUME TEMPERATURE EXCEEDED IN AREA REMARKSEXCEEDS CRITERION E(c) H) (%)
(HA)

Maximum for short-
term survival in N.D.
summer

Maximum for short-
term survival of Spawn late April
adult during N.D.to early June.
spawning

Maximum for
incubation and N.D.
larval development

Maximum weekly
average for N.D.
growth

IFrom Table VI-l. N.D.= no data.
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Figure VI-l. Swimming speeds of fish of different size at various
temperatures. Data for walleye, white sucker, emerald
shiner, and northern pike are critical velocities (maximum
maintained for 10 minutes) as reported in Jones et al.
(1974) while data for the other three species are critical
swimming speeds calculated from regression equations
(Hocutt, 1973). All swimming speeds are less than 0.9 m/s
(3 fps). The relationship of swimming speed to plume
velocities is discussed in the text.
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a specified period of time and are generally less than 0.6 m/sec (2 fps). 9)
Darting speeds, however, are considerably higher but can be maintained
for only a few seconds. For example, darting speeds of 2.1 m/sec (6.9 fps)
have been recorded for northern pike 16.5 cm (6.5 in.) in length while
carp 13.5 cm (5.3 in.) in length have been recorded to dart at 1.7 m/sec
(5.6 fps) (Bainbridge, 1958.)

Discharge velocities are expected to be approximately 2.3 m/sec
(7.5 fps) as the heated effluent enters the river. This initial velocity
decreases rapidly as the plume mixes with the river, particularly during
April through mid-June when river flows are high. For typical environ-
mental conditions, velocities exceeding 0.9 and 0.6 m/sec (3 and 2 fps)
are predicted to extend approximately 31 and 61 m (100 and 200 ft) down
the plume centerline, except during spring. Discharge velocities exceed-
ing 0.9 m/sec should extend about 61 m downstream in April and 18 to
23 m (60 to 75 ft) downstream in May and early June. River flow typical-
ly exceeds 0.6 m/sec in April, and velocities greater than 0.6 m/sec
should extend approximately 52 m (170 ft) downstream in May and early
June.

Since most of the RIS probably cannot maintain swimming speeds in
excess of 0.9 m/sec (3 fps), the area in which discharge velocities ex-
ceed 0.9 m/sec would be excluded from use by the RIS. This area would
be approximately 0.02 ha (0.05 A) in May and early June and 0.05 ha
(0.12 A) the remainder of the year. Thus, fish could not reside in the
highest temperature waters in the immediate vicinity of the discharge 9
even if they would prefer to (as in winter).

A comparison of the exclusion areas predicted for the present and
the proposed discharge locations (based on thermal plume modeling) in-
dicates a reduced influence of the thermal plume for the alternate dis-.

nh~~~a -r, Th reswi-iz'hi- eul t-emprgtur-es aýro ?7rdicted are9
considerably smaller for the proposed discharge than for the existing
discharge. Furthermore, the navigation channel is unsuitable for pro-
longed residence or spawning by many of the RIS whereas the existing
discharge is in a backwater area more suitable for these activities.
In addition, the higher proposed discharge velocities would exclude
fish from the area of highest water temperatures thus further reducing
the potential for effects to fish.

c. EFFECTS ON SPAWNING AND REPRODUCTIVE SUCCESS. The PINGP thermal
plume could influence spawning and reproductive success primarily by in-
ducing premature spawning, eliminating spawning habitat, and causing
thermal stress to embryos and larvae residing in or drifting through the
plume.

Premature spawning as a result of thermal discharge from the PINGP
alternate discharge is not likely since the navigation channel is not
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a suitable habitat for most of the RIS and frequent passage of barges
would tend to reduce residence times for those species which inhabit the
main channel.

Elimination of spawning habitat through thermal or velocity exclu-
sion of adults should also be negligible. Temperatures within the ther-
mal plume are calculated to exceed the maximum for short-term (24-hour)
survival of adult RIS during the spawning period at least 50 percent of
the time for walleye, northern pike, and white sucker (Tables VI-3, VI-6,
and VI-ll). The predicted exclusion area is less than 0.005 ha (0.012 A)
which is very small compared to available spawning areas in the vicinity
of PINGP. Furthermore, the immediate discharge area is not a very suit-
able spawning area for these species. For the more extreme environmental
conditions, exclusion from some larger area may occur for these three
species as well as gizzard shad, carp, and emerald shiner during at least
part of their spawning period (see Tables VI-3 through VI-12). The area
of exclusion should exceed 0.5 ha (1.2 A) less than 4.2 percent of the
time. Since these conditions are expected to occur very infrequently,
they should not appreciably influence spawning.

The temperature limits for embryo development are lower than those
for adult survival indicating that adults could lay eggs in areas not
suitable for embryo development. The areas within the plume in which
temperatures are calculated to exceed the criteria for embryo develop-
ment are summarized in Tables VI-3 through VI-12 and are presented in
detail for each RIS in Appendix C. At least 50 percent of the time,
these areas are less than 0.01 ha (0.03 A) for all of the RIS, except
emerald shiner in July and August where the area would be less than
0.1 ha (0.3 A). For extreme environmental conditions, the areas are
generally less than 0.1 ha (0.3 A), although they may exceed 0.5 ha
(1.2 A) for most species during the latter part of the spawning period.
The calculated exclusion areas are very conservative estimates of the
maximum area in which reproduction and embryo djv•]opm~n; nnoi1lr he af-
fected by the thermal discharge. In other words, the 20 C safety factor
has been included for adult survival, and the most conservative upper
limits for development have been used. Furthermore, the areas include
little or no suitable spawning habitat for some species, such as white
bass, northern pike, carp, black crappie, white sucker, and shorthead
redhorse, thus further reducing the potential for impact to these species.

Larval fish produced upriver may also be affected by drifting through
the PINGP thermal discharge. Larvae in the immediate vicinity of the
proposed discharge come from both Sturgeon Lake and the main channel of
the river. The total density of larvae and the relative abundance of
each species varies over time as a result of changes in river flow, wind
speed and direction, and other factors which influence the hydrodynamics
of the area. Drift times through the plume are difficult to calculate
since velocity is not constant. Velocities in the river average about
0.3 m/sec (1 fps) from April through August and were used as a conserva-
tive estimate for calculating drift time.
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The ichthyoplankton study conducted in June 1978 (Stone & Webster,
1978b) indicated that ichthyoplankton densities are higher in Sturgeon
Lake than in the river and relative species abundance differs as well
(Section III C). The dominant species of larvae drifting in Sturgeon
Lake during May through August of 1975 was calculated to be gizzard
shad followed by white bass, emerald shiner, and carp [PINGP 316(a)
Demonsration (HDR, 1978), Figure 111-26]. Few larvae of the other RIS
were found in the drift. Comparing short-term lethal temperatures
(minus 20 C for 100 percent survival) for each RIS (Table VI-13) with
the thermal plume model results for typical environmental conditions
(Appendix B) indicates that only northern pike and walleye larvae would
be likely to experience thermal stress in the PINGP alternate discharge
thermal plume. Northern pike larvae drifting near the shoreline in
April could encounter temperatures exceeding 20.20 C (68.40 F) for less
than 1.25 minutes while walleye larvae could drift through temperatures
above 190 C (660 F) for less than 1.4 minutes in April and 5 minutes in
May. These estimates are conservative for these species since velocities
near the shoreline would exceed 0.3 m/sec in the plume and the thermal
tolerance data were for exposure times exceeding those estimated here.
Thus, thermal stress to drifting larvae is expected to be negligible.

Shear stress may occur to larval fish entering the discharge jet.
Assuming a round jet as described in Hinze (1959, pp. 420-426), the maxi-
mum shear force is calculated to be 900 dynes/cm2 . This force would
occur approximately 6 m (20 ft) from the point of discharge and would
attenuate rapidly since shear is inversely proportional to distance.
Consequently, only a small submerged area (center of discharge is 4.4 m
(14.5 ft) below normal pool elevation] would contain high shear force.
Laboratory experiments have indicated that 50 percent mortality would
occur after a one minute exposure to 415 dynes/cm2 for whiteperch lar-
vae and 785 dynes/cm2 for striped bass larvae (Morgan et al., 1976.)
Thus, even though each species differs in its susceptibility to shear
stress, mortality to some RIS larvae could be expected. Exposure times
would generally be less than one minute since discharge velocities would
be high in the areas of high shear force, and the area of high shear
force would be small; therefore, impacts to drifting larvae are expected
to be minimal. Based on ichthyoplankton studies at PINGP gizzard shad
are the dominant species in the drift and, thus, the most likely to be
affected.

d. COLD SHOCK POTENTIAL. Cold shock may occur during winter when
fish that have become acclimated to warm temperatures in the thermal
discharge are suddenly exposed to the colder ambient temperatures either
from sudden removal of the heat source (both units shut down) or from
swimming out of the plume to escape predators, etc.). Effects may be
sublethal (e.g., loss of equilibrium) or lethal depending on tempera-
ture differential, species of fish, ambient temperature, and physiolo-
gical state of the organism. Although not directly lethal, loss of
equilibrium may result in death through increased susceptibility to
predation.
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Table VI-13. Short-term thermal tolerances of larval fish.

LARVAL ACCLIMATION TS
SPECIES LARA TEMPERATURE LT 5 0  TI REFERENCE

STAGE I(C)

Northern Pike 1 day old 6.1 22.2 24 hrs. Hokanson et al.,
1973

11.8 28.2 24 hrs.
17.6 28.0 24 hrs.

free 7.2 23.5 24 hrs.
swimming 12.6 26.3 24 hrs.

17.7 28.4 24 hrs.

White Sucker new hatch 8.9 29.0 24 hrs. McCormick et al.,
15.2 31.0 24. hrs. 1977
21.1 31.5 24 hrs.

swim-up 10.0 28.5 24 hrs.
15.8 30.7 24 hrs.
21.1 32.0 24 hrs.

Walleye 2-5 days 6 211 72 min. Smith and Koenst,
old 11 212 72 min. 1975

Channel Catfish 29 31 West, 1966

White Bass pre- 21.5 32 17 min. Coutant, 1974
feeding 21.5 34 7 min.

Carp 3 days old 25 37 24 hrs.
3

Coutant, 1974

.~2 38 24 .1 4;i 4A 1'' hrs 1

19 days old 25 38 24 hrs.

i 4. h.b .1.

1LT44L

3After a 10 minute exposure to test temperature
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To ensure protection of all warm water fish species a maximum weekly
average temperature (MWAT) of 100 C (50* F) when the ambient temperature

is 2.51 C (370 F) or 150 C (590 F) when the ambient temperature is 50 C
1(410 F) should not be exceeded in the plume. IAt PINGP, maximum weekly
ambient temperatures are less than 50 C (410 F) from mid November to--
early April and less than 2.50 C (370'F) from December to mid March.
Thermal plume model results (Stone & Webster, 1978a) show that tempera-
tures in the plume would routinely exceed the recommended MWAT. During
typical winter conditions (January) when both units are operating in a
partial recycle mode (no cooling towers) to maximize plant efficiency
and when ambient temperatures are near 00 C (32' F), plume temperatures
are predicted to exceed 100 C in an area of approximately 0.9 ha (2.2 A).
For 1 unit operation, the area would be 0.3 ha (0.7 A). This area is
sufficient for fish to congregate and acclimate to the elevated temper-
atures; thus, under these conditions, the potential for cold shock at
PINGP exists. For proposed extreme conditions, the area with tempera-
tures greater than 100 C is predicted to be 1.4 ha (3.5 A) for 2 unit
operation and 0.7 ba (1.7 A) for 1 unit operation. The plant can also
be operated with only enough recycle for deicing which would reduce the
temperature differential at the discharge by increasing the volume dis-
charged. In this mode of operation, the plume area in which tempera-
tures exceed 100 C would be reduced to 0.2 ha (0.5 A) with 2 units and
0.04 ha (0.1 A) with 1 unit for typical conditions and 0.6 ha (1.5 A)
with 2 units and 0.06 ha (0.2 A) with 1 unit for propose.d extreme
conditions.

Both units may shut down simultaneously during winter and the proba-
bility of this has been calculated to be 0.0004. During refueling of
one unit, the probability of a trip at the other unit is 0.55 (55 percent).

Temperatures as high as 29.30 C (84.80 F) may occur in the plume for
typical and extreme conditions during maximum efficiency Operation. High
velocities near the discharge, however, would limit the residence of fish
in the highest temperatures. During 2 unit operation, for example, ve-
locities exceeding 0.9 m/sec (3 fps) would extend about 31 m (100 ft)
downstream for typical and extreme conditions. For 1 unit opreration,
the distance would be about 24 m (80 ft). Assuming the areas containing
these velocities follow the isotherm contours, fish would be excluded
from approximately 0.04 ha (0.1 A) and 0.03 ha (0.08 A) because of ve-
locity. The areas with temperatures greater than 100 C would be re-
duced by 10 percent or less. The maximum temperatures available for
fish to acclimate to would then be 220 C (71.60 F) for 2 unit operation
and 180 C (64.40 F) for 1 unit operation.

Based on thermal tolerance data for the RIS presented in Appendix A
of the PINGP 316(a) Demonstration, cold shock (direct lethal effects) to
fish acclimated to about 200 C (680 F) is predicted to be minimal for
channel catfish, northern pike, and white sucker. Cold shock may occur
in walleye and emerald shiner acclimated to 200 C or higher, while gizzard

9
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shad would be very likely to suffer cold shock. The area within the
plume (1 unit operation) where temperatures are predicted to exceed 180 C
(64.40 F) also has velocities greater than 0.9 m/sec (3 fps). Thus,
channel catfish, northern pike, and white sucker should not become ac-
climated to temperatures sufficiently high for cold shock to occur if
the other unit tripped. Cold shock would probably occur to any of the
other RIS that had become acclimated to the warmest plume temperatures
available. Data collected in the existing discharge area during winter
indicate that the species most likely to reside in the plume during
winter are gizzard shad, carp, white bass, and black crappie. Gizzard
shad are expected to be fairly abundant and carp should be moderately
abundant while only a few white bass and black crappie would be ex-
pected. Of these, all but carp would probably suffer cold shock if one
unit trips while the other is refueling.

During once-through operation with minimum recycle, the discharge
temperature could be as low as 13.8' C (56.80 F). For 1 unit operation,
velocities exceeding 0.9 m/sec (3 fps) would extend 23 m (75 ft) down-
stream in an area of 0.02 ha (0.05 A) for both typical and extreme con-
ditions. Thus, 'the areas in which predicted temperatures would exceed
100 C (500 F) and where velocities are less. than 0.9 m/sec are 0.02 ha
for typical conditions and 0.04 ha (0.1 A) for proposed extreme condi-
tions. These areas are about 15 times less than those for maximum ef-
ficiency operation; consequently, once-through cooling with minimum re-
cycle during winter operation when one unit is refueling would provide

*) better protection of fish from potential cold shock. An unscheduled
trip of one unit during 2 unit operation would reduce the area within
the various isotherms, but warm water would still be available so that
no cold shock would be expected.

A comparison of the existing plume (150 cfs blowdown and use of
cooling towers) and proposed alternate discharge plume (2 unit opera-
tion with no use of cooling towers) shows that the area where tempera-
tures exceed 100 C (50.0 F) would be reduced by a factor of 5 using the
alternate discharge and operating at maximum efficiency. The area would
be reduced by more than 12 times when operating with minimum recycle.
Thus, the potential for cold shock would be greatly reduced with use of
the alternate discharge.

e. OVERALL EFFECTS ON FISH (RIS) POPULATIONS. In general, the
effects of environmental perturbations on fish populations are difficult
to assess, particularly in a large river such as the Mississippi. An
inordinate amount of sampling would be necessary to determine anything
except large changes, and such long-term data are not available for
most water bodies, including the upper Mississippi River. Furthermore,
the evaluation of a single perturbation such as a power plant discharge
is often complicated by the effects of other activities of man (e.g.,
sewage disposal, dredging, building dams, etc.).
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The PINGP alternate discharge could affect fish populations primari-
ly through altered spawning, exclusion of spawning areas, thermal stress
to drifting larvae, cold shock, blockage of migrations, species shifts,
and altered growth rates. Most of these have been discussed for the
discharge area in previous sections with quantitative information where
possible.

Thermal effects on spawning and reproductive success are expected
to have negligible effects on river populations. Premature spawning is
not expected to occur as a result of thermal discharges from the pro-
posed alternate discharge, and exclusion of suitable spawning area is
predicted to be negligible for typical environmental conditions. The
low frequency of occurrence (less than 5 percent of the time) for the
more extreme environmental conditions precludes any significant influ-
ence on reproduction. Thermal stress to developing embryos in the
plume is predicted to be negligible since little if any spawning is ex-
pected in the warmer areas of the plume and the areas where thermal cri-
teria may be exceeded are less than 0.1 ha (0.3 A) 50 percent or more
of the time. Furthermore, no lethal thermal stress to larvae drifting
through the plume is expected during typical conditions, and shear
stress mortalities to larvae are not expected to reduce recruitment to
adult populations.

Thermal discharge *from the proposed location should not inhibit any
fish migrations in the area. The discharge would be located on the west
(Minnesota) bank of the main river channel which is also the navigation
channel, and the plume is predicted to remain near the bank and on the
surface. Thus, the remainder of the river channel and the area below
the plume would be available for migration routes. Walleye and white
sucker are the only species that normally migrate to spawn, and these
species could easily avoid the plume.

No impacts to threatened or endangered species are predicted since
no species protected by state or federal endangered species provisions
have been reported in the area.

Potential effects of the alternate discharge on recreational and
commercial fishing are expected to be negligible. The present discharge
appears to have had no adverse effects and has even provided an increased
white bass fishery in the discharge area during spring (see PINGP 316(a)
Demonstration). The new discharge location would probably eliminate the
enhanced white bass recreational fishing in the discharge but otherwise
would have the same effects as the present discharge.

The PINGP alternate discharge thermal effluent is expected to have
negligible effects on RIS predator-prey interactions in the aquatic eco-
system near the plant since the area of potential influence is very small.
Forage species (e.g., emerald shiners and gizzard shad) may be subject
to somewhat higher predation rates when they are attracted to the dis-
charge in large numbers during the cooler months of the year. Walleye
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and white bass are the only piscivorous (fish-eating) RIS that show an
increased abundance in the existing discharge concurrent with the con-
gregation of forage species, and it is unlikely that increased preda-
tion by these fish would deplete the forage stocks in the general area.
In fact, the predators, which are important sport species, could bene-
fit from such prey concentration. Lower trophic level interactions
among fish and invertebrates should be relatively unaffected by the
discharge.

Growth rates of fish may also be influenced by the proposed thermal
discharge and subsequently affect populations through physiological changes
such as altered age at maturity. Temperatures outside the mixing zone
are not expected to exceed the MWAT for growth for channel catfish,
northern pike, carp, emerald shiner, or white sucker (Tables VI-3 through
12) at least 60 percent of the time. A portion of the plume beyond the
mixing zone, however, is expected to exceed the MWAT for growth for wall-
eye during July and August and black crappie in July. Since the plume
beyond the mixing zone is located along the west bank of the river main
channel which is also the navigation channel, this area is probably sub-
optimal for residence by most species, particularly quietwater species
such as black crappie. Condition factors (relation of length to weight)
for fish collected inside and outside the plume in the existing discharge
area were not found to differ significantly (Krosch, 25 October 1977).
During extreme environmental conditions, the areas where temperatures
exceed the MWAT for growth may be fairly large, but the infrequent oc-
currence and short duration of these conditions preclude any measureable
effect on fish growth. Consequently, thermal plume effects on growth
are expected to be negligible.

Small changes in fish population structure are difficult to measure
and nearly impossible to predict. Many factors are involved in deter-
mining population structure including natural density-dependent compen-
satory mechanisms and influences of man such as fishing, navigation, and
pollution. The potential for alternation of fish population structure
as a result of the PINGP thermal discharge is sufficiently small that it
would likely be masked by pre-existing variability. The effects of the
proposed discharge on river populations is predicted to be even less than
the small effect predicted for the existing discharge.

f. EFFECTS ON PARASITES AND DISEASES. As with the present discharge,
no effect on parasites or diseases of fish is expected as a result of
discharging heated water from the proposed location. Specific parasites
possibly influenced are considered in the PINGP 316(a) Demonstration.

2. Macroinvertebrates. Based on literature for thermal tolerances
and the thermal plume results (Stone & Webster, 1978a), impacts to macro-
invertebrate populations are predicted to be negligible. Temperatures
in the plume are not expected to exceed thermal tolerances of the RIS
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long enough to cause any damage to drifting macroinvertebrates (Tables
VI-14 through VI-17). Since the thermal plume is essentially a sur-
face plume less than 3 m (10 ft) deep (Figure 4-6 in Stone & Webster,
19 7 8a), the only potential for impact to benthic (bottom-dwelling) mac-
roinvertebrates would be along the submerged shoreline to a depth of
3 m (10 ft). Hydropsyche could be excluded from 0.007 ha (0.02 A) of
shoreline downriver from the discharge point during typical environmen-
tal conditions in February and from 0.014 ha (0.04 A) in June through
August (Table VI-14). For Macronemum, the calculated exclusion area
would be less than 0.01 ha (0.025 A) during typical conditions in August
(Table VI-15), and Stenonema may be excluded from up to 0.007 ha (0.02 A)
in November (Table VI-16). In addition, the warmer plume temperatures
could cause emergence of Hydropsyche to be advanced as much as 5 months
within an area of approximately 0.01 ha (0.03 A) of shoreline habitat
during typical winter conditions. For the remainder of the year, emer-
gence could be advanced by 2 weeks along almost the entire length of the
west (Minnesota) shoreline extending to Lock and Dam No. 3, or about
0.04 ha (0.9 A). Macronemum could also experience accelerated emergence
schedules downriver from the proposed discharge to Lock and Dam No. 3
for the entire year. Significant early emergence is not expected, how-
ever, since this phenomenon has not been observed in the existing dis-
charge canal. For the proposed extreme environmental conditons, the
exclusion areas for Hydropsyche and Macronemum would be larger, but the
low frequency of occurrence precludes any measurable influence on sur-
vival or emergence. No comparable data are available for the other two
PRS.

in comparing the proposed alternate discharge with the existing dis-
charge, the predicted area of habitat exclusion for macroinvertebrate
RIS would be greatly reduced by the proposed discharge. The area with-
in which accelerated emergence could occur is also much smaller. The
primary reasons for the lower impact potential are better mixing and
less suitanie Hanitat in the main channel ot the river where critical-
ly high plume temperatures can occur. Thermally influenced habitat
would be limited to a narrow band of shoreline downriver from the pro-
posed discharge. This area also has a steep bank and is periodically
scoured by turbulence from passing barges. Thus, potential impacts of
the proposed discharge to macroinvertebrate populations are expected to
be negligible.

3. Zooplankton. As with macroinvertebrates, no mortalities to any
taxa of zooplankton drifting through the plume are expected since none
were observed or predicted to result from operation of the existing dis-
charge where conditions more stressful than those predicted for the pro-
posed discharge occur. Rapid mixing and smaller areas of high tempera-
tures account for this prediction.
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Table VI-14. Estimated areas in the thermal plume where tempera-
tures may exceed the critical temperature for
various life functions of Hydropsyche and the
frequency with which this could occur.

AREA IN WHICH FREQUENCY
BIOLOGICAL CRITICAL PLUME TEMPERATURE CRITICAL TEMPERATURE
ACTIVITY TEMPERATURE

1  
EXCEEDS CRITICAL REMARKS

(C) TEMPERATURE
2  

AREAC
(HA)

TYPICAL EXTREME TYPICAL EXTREME

Maximum temperature where
live specimens have been 35-38 0 0 - -

observed.

Mean lethal temperature 32-38 (Spring, 0 0 - -

(48 or 96 hr TL or LT50) Fall)
of mature larvaT or adult 38 Summer
stage.

Most common temperature Ambient river tempera-
taxon recorded at, based on 0.007 0.006->0.1861 Feb. May - Sept. ture naturally exceeds
frequency of occurrence at 27-29 0.014 J,~ne - Aug. 29- C during August
different temperature levels. proposed extreme

condition.

Temperature increases which 1 2 week 0.382 0.382 All year All year Coutant (1968)
have been shown to affect advance
emergence period. 14 (!'2) - 5 t0.

advance in 0.010 0.008-0.010 Nov. - Mar. Dec. - Mar. Nebeker (1971)
1winter . II

t
From Table A-29 in the PINGP 316(a) Demonstration (IIDR, 1978).

2
From Tables A-3 through A-43 for typical (median) and proposed extreme environmental conditions (see Tables 5-I and
5-2 in Appendix B for conditions).

3
Frequencies of occurrence are given as month for typical environmental conditions since these are assumed to occur at
least 50 percent of the time throughout the month. Month of occurrence is also given for the proposed extreme conditions
since the frequency cannot be readily calculated.
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Table VI-15. Estimated areas in the thermal plume where tempera-
tures may exceed the critical temperature for
various life functions of Macronemum and the
frequency with which this could occur.

AREA IN WHICH FREQUENCY

BIOLOGICAL CRITICAL PLUME TEMPERATURE CRITICAL TEMPERATURE
ACTIVITY TEMPERATUREI EXCEEDS CRITICAL REMARKS2 EXCEEDED IL4

(C) TEMPERATURE
2  

AREAI
(HA)

TYPICAL EXTREME TYPICAL EXTREME

Maximum temperature where
live specimens have been 35 0 0 - -

observed.

Mean lethal temperature
(48 or 96 hr TL or LTs0) N.0. - - - -

of mature larvaT or adult
stage.

Most common temperature Ambient river tempera-
Eaxon recorded at, based at 28 0.008 0.005-'0.186 Aug. May - Sept. ture naturally exceeds
frequency of occurrence of 26* C during August
different temperature levels, proposed extreme

condition.

Temperature increases which •0 -2 weekhavembeeaurewncreafeswhct 0 2ek 0.382 0.382 All year All year Hopwood (1975)
have bean shown to affect advance

emergence period.

1
From Table A-29 in the PINGP 316(a) Demonstration (HDR, 1978). N.D. no data.

"From Tables A-3 through A-43 for typical (median) and proposed extreme environmental conditiuns (see Tables 5-i and
5-2 in Appendix .B for conditions).

Frequencies of occurrence are given as month for typical environmental conditions since these are assumed to occur at
least 50 percent of the time throughout the month. Month of occurrence is also given for the proposed extreme conditions
since me frequency cannot be readily calculated.

9
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Table VI-16. Estimated areas in the thermal plume where tempera-
tures may exceed the critical temperature for
various life functions of
frequency with which this

Stenonema and the
could occur.

AREA IN WHICHF

BIOLOGICAL CRITICAL PLUME TEMPERATURE CRITICAL TEMPERATURE
ACTIVITY TEMPERATURE

1  
EXCEEDS CRITICAL CICEM AE REMARKS

(C) TEpERATURE
2

EXCEEDED IN
(HA)

TYPICAL EXTREME TYPICAL EXTREME

Maximum temperature where
live specimens have been 32.0 0 0 - -

observed.

Mean lethal temperature
(48 or 96 hr TL or LT5 0 ) 25.5 0.007 0.007 Nov. Mar. & Nov. 10* C acclimation

of mature larvaT ur adult temperature
stage.

Most coemmon temperature
taxon recorded at, based on
frequency of occurrence at N.D----

different temperature levels.

Temperature increases which
have been shown to affect N.D. --

emergence period.

P~rom Table A-29 in the PINGP 316(a) Demonstration (HDR, 197d). N.D. no data.

2From Tables A-3 through A-43 for typical (median) and proposed extreme environmental conditions (see Tables 5-1 and
5-2 in Appendix B for conditions).

3Frequencies of occurrence art given as month Cor typical environmental conditions since these are assumed to occur at
least 50 percent of the time t1iroughout the month Month of occurronce is also given for the proposed extreme conditions
since the frequency cannot be readily calculated.
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Table VI-17. Estimated areas in the thermal plume where tempera-
tures may exceed the critical temperature for various
life functions of Pseudocloeon and the frequency
with which this could occur.

AREA IN WHICH FREQUENCY
BIOLOGICAL CRITICAL PLUME TEMPERATURE C RITICAL TEMPERATURE

ACTIVITY TEMPERATURE EXCEEDS CRITICAL REMARKS
(C) TEMPERATURE2 EXCEEDED IN

(HA)

TYPICAL EXTREME TYPICAL EXTREME

Maximum temperature where

live specimens have been 40.7 0 0 - -

observed.

Mean lethal temperature
(48 or 96 hr TL or LT 5 0 ) N.D.
of mature larvaT or adult
stage.

Most common temperature
tAxon recoraed at, based on
frequency of occurrence at N.D. - - -

di.fferent temperature levels.

Temperature increases which
have been shown to affect N.D. - - - -

emergence period.

1
From Table A-29 in the PINGP 

3
1

6
(d) Demonstration (HDR, .1978). N.D. - no data.

2
From Tables A-3 through A-43 for typical (median) and proposed extreme environmental conditions (see Tables 5-1 and
5-2 in Appendix 8 for conditions).

3Frequencies of occurrence are given as month for typical cnvironmental conditions since these are assumed to occur at
least 50 percent of the time throughout the month. Month of occurrence is also given for the proposed extreme conditions
since the frequency cannot be readily calculated.

1 0
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Of the zooplankton taxa likely to encounter the plume and for which
thermal bioassay data exist, Diaptomus (a copepod) is probably the most
thermally sensitive. Thermal stress would occur in this organism only
if it remained in the highest predicted plume temperatures [greater than
310 C (880 F)] for more than 24 hours. This would not be a likely situa-
tion, however, since discharge velocities would approximate 2.3 m/sec
(7.5 fps) precluding long residence times of zooplankton in the plume.
Stress resulting from elevated temperatures combined with limiting water
quality conditions resulting from upriver sewage discharges could occur
in the plume, but any effects would be very localized and consequently
should have negligible impacts on general zooplankton populations in the
river. Thermal stress to zooplankton is thus expected to be negligible.

4. Phytoplankton. As stated in the PINGP 316(a) Demonstration,
phytoplankton are among the most thermally tolerant planktonic organ-
isms. Densities and species composition of phytoplankton are not ex-
pected to change as a result of the proposed discharge since drift times
through the plume are relatively short. Furthermore, delayed response
to plume passage should be minimal, a prediction supported by the fact
that no statistical evidence for decreases in chlorophyll pigments was
found in the existing discharge compared to intake waters. Local re-
ductions in productivity, however, may be observed in the vicinity of
the alternate discharge during summer operation as a result of plant en-
trainment of phytoplankton. Thus, impacts of the proposed discharge on

*)i phytoplankton populations in the river are predicted to be negligible.

5. Periphyton. Periphyton colonize most exposed submerged sur-
faces where light intensities are sufficient for photosynthesis. Nu-
trients are not limiting in this section of the Mississippi River but
light penetration is, and consequently, the most dense growth can be
expected to occur within 50 cm (20 in.) of the surface. Periphtyon,
especially diatoms, have high thermal tolerances similar to those of
phytoplankton. A limited amount of habitat suitable for periphytic
growth would be influenced by the thermal plume from the proposed dis-
charge. Where the highest temperatures impinge upon the shoreline,
diatom species composition may gradually change as less tolerant species
are excluded. Observations in the existing discharge canal suggest that
no reduction in biomass or productivity or unsightly or nuisance growth
should occur.

6. Aquatic Macrophytes. No impacts to aquatic macrophytes are ex-
pected to occur as a result of operating the proposed alternate dis-
charge since no macrophyte beds exist along the western shoreline of the
main channel in the area of predicted thermal influence. A small macro-
phyte bed (No. 2) occurs at the mouth of the refuge about 750 m (2,500 ft)
downriver from the proposed location of the pipes [see Figure 111-29 in
the PINGP 316(a) Demonstration (HDR, 1978)]. Thermal influence, however,
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is predicted to be minimal since temperatures will be elevated less than
21 C (3.60 F) at this distance downriver. No deterimental effects of
elevated temperatures have been observed in the present discharge canal,
and thus, neither density nor composition of aquatic plants occurring
in bed No. 2 would be influenced as a result of operation of the proposed
discharge.

7. Birds. Effects of thermal effluent from the proposed alternate
discharge on the bald eagle (a threatened species) and waterfowl should
be similar to those predicted for the existing discharge in the PINGP
316(a) Demonstration. The open water area created by the thermal ef-
fluent in winter would be smaller than that in the present discharge
canal, and velocities would be higher near the discharge (bank). Thus,
the small impacts predicted for the existing discharge would be even
smaller. No effects on migrations of ducks and other waterfowl are ex-
pected, and the peregrine falcon (an endangered species) should not be
affected if they become reestablished in the area.

K!
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VII CONCLUSIONS

The impact analysis performed in Section VI indicates that construc-
tion of the proposed alternate discharge should not adversely affect
aquatic biota in the vicinity of PINGP. Its operation, moreover, should
reduce potential impacts to indigenous populations of fish, invertebrates,
and primary producers to a level below that of the existing discharge.
Attraction to and avoidance of the thermal plume by at least some species
of fish will continue during various times of the year, but the subse-
quent effects on spawning, growth, migrations, predator-prey interactions,
parasites and diseases, and winter survival are predicted to be lower
than if use of the present discharge is continued. Thermal effects on
primary producers and invertebrates are expected to be negligible as
are potential impacts to waterfowl and raptors which frequent the vicinity
of PINGP.

Table VII-l compares the predicted operational impacts of the exist-
ing and proposed discharges. For fish, the area in which plume tempera-
tures would exceed the criterion for summer survival would be decreased
by more than two orders of magnitude with use of the alternate discharge.
The areas in which plume temperatures could exceed the criteria for adult
and embryo survival during the spawning period would be much smaller for
the proposed discharge, and its location on the bank of the main river
channel would also reduce potential impacts to spawning and reproductive

discharge velocities at the alternate discharge could cause some shear
stress to larval fish drifting through the immediate discharge area, but
this potential mortality is not expected to alter recruitment to adult
populations.

The potential for cold shock would be greatly reduced in the alter-
nate discharge plume since the areas in which temperatures could exceed
the maximum weekly average temperature (MWAT) for winter survival would
be much smaller. Other impacts to river populations such as effects on
growth, migrations, predator-prey interactions, and the incidence of
parasites and diseases are expected to be minimal for both discharge
schemes.

For macroinvertebrates, the potential effects on survival and emer-
gence would be substantially reduced if the alternate discharge were
used. Impacts to other invertebrates, primary producers, and birds are
expected to be negligible for both discharges.
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Therefore, it is concluded that construction and operation of the
proposed alternate discharge would not cause appreciable harm or adverse
levels of impact to aquatic biota in the vicinity of PINGP. Furthermore,
the predicted impacts would be substantially reduced relative to those
predicted for continued use of the existing discharge.
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Table VII-l. Comparison of predicted biological impacts during
operation of the existing and proposed discharges
under typical environmental conditions.

ORGANISM GROUP AND EXISTING DISCHARGE' ALTERNATE DISCHARGE
PARAMETER AFFECTED

Fish (RIS)

Summer survival Maximum area of exclusion is 4.4 ha in July Maximum area of exclusion is O.O ha
and August (velocity not calculated but very in June through August. Velocities
low), within this area exceed 0.9 m/see.

Spawning and Repro- Premature spawning could occur in walleve, Premature spawning not predicted for
ductive success carp, gizzard shad, and emerald shiner but any species.

effects on populations expected to be
minimal.

Exclusion area for spawning is less than Exclusion area for spawning is less
2.6 ha. than 0.01 ha.

Exclusion area for embryo development is Exclusion area for embryo development

less than 17 ha. is less than 0.1 ha.

No thermal stress to larvae drifting No thermal stress to larvae drifting
through the plume predicted. No shear through the plume predicted. Shear
effect due to discharge configuration. stress may occur to a few larvae but

should not alter recruitment to adult
populations.

Winter Survival Area in which plume temperature exceeds Area in-which plume temperature exceeds
%WNT !or winter survival is 4.4 ha (2 unit %UNT for winter survival is 0.2 to
o•eration) . For I unit operation, when 0.9 ha depending on amount of recycle
cold shock potential is greatest, area (2 unit operation) . The area would be
would be less than 2.2 ha. reduced to 0.02 ha for I unit operation

with minimum recycle when area of high
velocity (> 0.9 m/see) is subtracted.

Growth Rates, ?re- Minimal effects predicted. Negligible effects predicted.
dator-Prev rnter-
actions,, and
:ncidence of ?ara-
sites and Diseases

- - I ~ ~ 1~ t - 1
?referred temmerature exceeded in < 6.6 ha
of plume during June through August.

Maximum area of exclusion is less than
0.5 ha in May.

Emercence may be accelerated up to 2 weeks
in an area of 18.5 ha and up to 5 montas
in an area of 1.5 ha.

Preferred temperature exceeded in
0.02 ha -3f bank during June Lhrough

August ~remainder of plume is unsuitable
habitat)

Maximum area of exclusion is less than
0.007 ha in November.

Emer7ence may be accelerated up to 2
weeks in an area of 0.4 ha and up to
5 months in an area of 0.01 ha.

Emercence

phvtoplankcon, Zoo- t Negligible impacts predicted. Negligible impacts predicted.

plankton, and Pea.pnyton

Aquatic :!acrophites No impacts predicted. No imoacts predicted.

3irds Negligible impacts predicted. Negligible inpacts predicted.

7From =he ?ZNG? 316(a) Demonstration (HDR, 1978).
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DATA CATALOG



Tab 1 es

Table Page

A-I Numbers and density of larval fish collected A-i
near PINGP in June 1978 (NSP, Unpublished data).

A-2 Monthly and annual cumulative distributions of A-2
daily maximum river temperatures at RWGP (1950-
1976 plant logs).

A-3 Areas within various isotherms from the thermal A-3
plume model (Appendix B) for January proposed
extreme conditions (determined by computer
planimetry). River temperature = 1.10 C (340 F)"
and river flow = 3,699 cfs.

A-4 Areas within various isotherms from the thermal A-3
plume model (Appendix B) for February proposed
extreme conditions (determined by computer
planimetry). River temperature = 3.30 C (38' F)

and river flow = 3,780 cfs.

A-5 Areas within various isotherms from the thermal A-4
PLuma model (Apendix a) for March pro-pesed
extreme conditions (determined by computer
planimetry). River temperature = 7.20 C (450 F)
and river flow = 4,279 cfs.

A-6 Areas within various isotherms from the thermal A-4
plume model (Appendix B) for April proposed
extreme conditions (determined by computer
planimetry). River temperature = 18.30 C (650 F)
and river flow = 7,623 cfs.

A-7 Areas within various isotherms from the thermal A-5
plume model (Appendix B) for April proposed
extreme (90' discharge) conditions (determined
by computer planimetry). River temperature =

18.30 C (650 F) and river flow = 7,623 cfs.
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A-8 Areas within various isotherms from the thermal A-5
plume model (Appendix B) for May proposed
extreme conditions (determined by computer
planimetry). River temperature = 22.80 C (730 F)
and river flow = 8,475 cfs.

A-9 Areas within various isotherms from the thermal A-6
plume model (Appendix B) for June #1 (1-15 June)
proposed extreme conditions (determined by
computer planimetry). River temperature = 26.10 C
(790 F) and river flow = 6,431 cfs.

A-10 Areas within various isotherms from the thermal A-6
plume model (Appendix B) for June #2 (16-30 June)
proposed extreme conditions (determined by computer
planimetry). River temperature = 26.10 C (790 F)
and river flow = 6,431 cfs.

A-ll Areas within various isotherms from the thermal A-7
plume model (Appendix B) for July proposed
extreme conditions (determined by computer
planimetry). River temperature = 28.30 C (830 F)
and river flow = 4,299 cfs.

A-12 Areas within various isotherms from the thermal A-7
plume model (Appendix B) for August proposed
extreme conditions (determined by computer
planimetry). River temperature = 29.4* C (850 F)
and river flow = 3,390 cfs.

A-13 Areas within various isotherms from the thermal A-8
plume model (Appendix B) for September proposed
extreme conditions (determined by computer
planimetry). River temperature = 25.60 C (780 F)
and river flow = 3,680 cfs.

A-14 Areas within various isotherms from the thermal A-8
plume model (Appendix B) for October proposed
extreme conditions (determined by computer
planimetry). River temperature = 21.10 C (70* F)
and river flow = 4,010 cfs.

A-15 Areas within various isotherms from the thermal A-9
plume model (Appendix B) for November proposed
extreme conditions (determined by computer
planimetry). River temperature = 12.80 C (550 F)
and river flow = 4,243 cfs.
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A-16 Areas within various isotherms from the thermal A-9
plume model (Appendix B) for December proposed
extreme conditions (determined by computer
planimetry). River temperature = 6.70 C (440 F)
and river flow = 3,787 cfs.

A-17 Areas within various isotherms from the thermal A-10
plume model (Appendix B) for February typical
conditions (determined by computer planimetry).
River temperature = 00 C (320 F) and river

flow = 7,088 cfs.

A-18 Areas within various isotherms from the thermal A-10

plume model (Appendix B) for March variation #1
conditions (determined by computer planimetry).
River temperature = 7.2* C (45* F) and river
flow = 10,614 cfs.

A-19 Areas within various isotherms from the thermal A-lI
plume model (Appendix B) for March variation #2
conditions (determined by computer planimetry).
River temperature = 1.10 C (340 F) and river

flow = 4,279 cfs.

A-20 Areas within various isotherms from the thermal A-lI
plume model (Appendix B) for March typical
conditions (determined by computer planimetry).
River temperature = 1.10 C (34' F) and river
flow = 10,614 cfs.

A-21 Areas within various isotherms from the thermal A-12
plume model (Appendix B) for April typical (90"
discharge) conditions (determined by computer
planimetry). River temperature = 5.10 C (44.70 F)

and river flow = 32,170 cfs.

A-22 Areas within various isotherms from the thermal A-12
plume model (Appendix B) for May variation #1
conditions (determined by computer planimetry).
River temperature = 22.80 C (750 F) and river
flow = 25,586 cfs.

A-23 Areas within various isotherms from the thermal A-13
plume model (Appendix B) for May variation #2
conditions (determined by computer planimetry).
River temperature = 15.60 C (600 F) and river
flow = 8,475 cfs.
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A-24 Areas within various isotherms from the thermal A-13
plume model (Appendix B) for May variation #3
conditions (determined by computer planimetry).
River temperature = 22.80 C (730 F) and river

flow = 8,475 cfs.

A-25 Areas within various isotherms from the thermal A-14
plume model (Appendix B) for May typical condi-
tions (determined by computer planimetry). River
temperature = 15.60 C (600 F) and river flow =

25,586 cfs.

A-26 Areas within various isotherms from the thermal A-14
plume model (Appendix B) for June variation #1
conditions (determined by computer planimetry).
River temperature = 26.10 C (790 F) and river
flow = 1,986 cfs.

A-27 Areas within various isotherms from the thermal A-15
plume model (Appendix B) for June variation #2
conditions (determined by computer planimetry).
River temperature = 21.50 C (70.70 F) and river
flow = 6,431 cfs.

A-28 Areas within various isotherms from the thermal A-15
plume model (Appendix B) for June variation #3
conditions (determined by computer planimetry).
River temperature = 26.10 C (790 F) and river

flow = 6,431 cfs.

A-29 Areas within various isotherms from the-thermal A-16
plume model (Appendix B) for June typical con-
ditions (determined by computer planimetry).
River temperature = 21.5' C (70.70 F) and river

flow = 19,462 cfs.

A-30 Areas within various isotherms from the thermal A-16

plume model (Appendix B) for August variation #i
conditions (determined by computer planimetry).
River temperature = 29.40 C (850 F) and river

flow = 9,209 cfs.

A-31 Areas within various isotherms from the thermal A-17
plume model (Appendix B) for August variation #2
conditions (determined by computer planimetry).
River temperature = 23.70 C (74.60 F) and river
flow = 3,390 cfs.
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A-32 Areas within various isotherms from the thermal A-17
plume model (Appendix B) for August variation #3
conditions (determined by computer planimetry).
River temperature = 29.40 C (850 F) and river
flow = 3,390 cfs.

A-33 Areas within various isotherms from the thermal A-18
plume model (Appendix B) for August typical con-
ditions (determined by computer planimetry).
River temperature = 23.70 C (74.6' F) and river
flow = 9,209 cfs.

A-34 Areas within various isotherms from the thermal A-18
plume model (Appendix B) for November variation #1
conditions (determined by computer planimetry).
River temperature = 12.80 C (55* F) and river
flow = 9,600 cfs.

A-35 Areas within various isotherms from the thermal A-19
plume model (Appendix B) for November variation #2
conditions (determined by computer planimetry).
River temperature = 4.40 C (400 F) and river
flow = 4,243 cfs.

A-36 Areas within various isotherms from the thermal A-19
plume model (Appendix B) for November typical
conditions (determined by computer planimetry).
River temperature = 4.40 C (400 F) and river
flow = 9,600 cfs.

A-37 AIea w±thi var±ous ±sothezms from the chermal A-20
plume model (Appendix B) for January proposed
extreme (one unit) conditions (determined by
computer planimetry). River temperature = 1.10 C
(340 F) and river flow = 3,699 cfs.

A-38 Areas within various isotherms from the thermal A-20
plume model (Appendix B) for January proposed
extreme (two units, once-through) conditions
(determined by computer planimetry). River
temperature = 1.10 C (340 F) and river flow =
3,699 cfs.

A-39 Areas within various isotherms from the thermal A-21
plume model (Appendix B) for January proposed
extreme (one unit, once-through) conditions
(determined by computer planimetry). River
temperature = 1.10 C (340 F) and river flow
3,699 cfs. j
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A-40 Areas within various isotherms from the thermal A-21
plume model (Appendix B) for January typical
(two units) conditions (determined by computer
planimetry). River temperature = 00 c (320 F)
and river flow = 7,340 cfs.

A-41 Areas within various isotherms from the thermal A-22
plume model (Appendix B) for January typical
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and river flow = 7,340 cfs.

A-42 Areas within various isotherms from the thermal A-22
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0' C" (320 F) and river flow = 7,340 cfs.

A-43 Areas within various isotherms from the thermal A-23
plume model (Appendix B) for January typical
(oneunit, once-through) conditions (determined
by computer planimetry). River temperature -

00 C (320 F) and river flow = 7,340 cfs.
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Table A-i. Numbers and jensity of larval fish collected near PINGP in June 1978
(NSP, Unpubl. shed data).

DATE

6- 6

STATION'

I

II

III

SAMPLEDI(.3)

VOLUME

119

106

734

0 U.

0x

(n
:3

N
@3
'0

0
80
*'1*~

ow

0

U

0
0

'0
@3
4..
@3
0~
NO.

*.-. 0.
4..,,)
4~)

@3
@3

.04,)
4.4 ~
0

U,
04
01

461.0

580.6

527.0

12

47

105

2

1

3

4

11

4

0

1

0

1

2

1

0

0

0

75

73

167

189

166

82

213

241

1,014

IF

I 478.5 223 24 1 2 0 2 0 78 932 330

6- 8 II 498.1 119 19 0 4 0 0 1 57 258 200

III 509.2 1,236. 36 0 3 0 3 0 180 235 1,458

I 494.8 204 1 5 12 0 5 0 132 279 359

6-10 II 520.1 75 4 1 19 0 2 0 129 21 230

I11 517.7 1,390 323 5 26 46 7 0 221 9 5,018

1 475.9 55 5 3 7 0 9 0 70 288 149

6-13 II 510.4 114 2 0 22 0 8 0 46 766 192

III 468.6 774 20 4 88 101 2 0 60 269 1,049

I 550.1 51 4 3 6 0 9 0 103 348 176

6-15 11 523.6 76 7 2 130 1 9 0 76 430 301

III 523.0 880 18 6 118 18 23 0 76 898 1,139

I 490.8 43 0 2 76 0 39 0 578 73 738

6-17 II 544.5 77 2 1 232 0 6 0 133 124 451

III 534.0 556 22 1 359 21 2 0 92 92 1,053

I 2,951.1 695 46 16 107 0 65 0 1,036 2,109 1,965

Total II 3,177.3 567 81 5 418 2 27 1 514 1,765 1,615

III 3,079.5 ,570 524 19 598 186 38 0 796 1,585 10,731

1 23.6 1.6 0.5 3.6 0 2.2 0 35.1 71.5 66.6

NO/100 m3 II 17.8 2.6 0.2 13.2 0.1 0.9 0.03 16.2 55.6 50.8

III 278.3 17.0 0.6 19.4 6.0 1.2 0 25.9 51.5 348.5

11 = main channel, II = intake alproach channel, and I;I = lower Sturgeon Lake (see Figure 111-2 for location).
2
Primarily Aplodinotus grunniensl (drum).



Table A-2. Monthly and annual cumulative distributions of daily
maximum river temperatures at RWGP (1950-1976 plant logs).

PERCENT OF TIM TEMPERATURE EQUALED OR EXCEEDED
TEMPERATURE -

JAN FEB MAR I APR KAY JUNE JULY AUG SEPT OCT NOV DECI ANNUAL

85

84

83

82

81

80

79

78

77

76

75

74

73

72

71

70

69

68

67

0.0

0.1

0.2

1.1

2.5

3.5

5.6

7.9

0.0

0.5

1.4

4.4

7.6

12.5

18.6

27.1

36.6

46.3

56.6

63.3

72.6

81.4

0.0

0.7

2.1

5.4

15.1

23.9

34.0

44.2

56.0

67.0

75.6

84.0

89.6

93.8

97.1

98.2

99.6

99.9

0.1

0.1

0.1

1.3

1.9

5.5

9.9

20.8

30.5

39.3

48.5

.62.2

72.1

80.6

86.7

91.5

94.4

97.3

99.4

0.0

1.0

2.2

3.0

4.1

5.6

7.1

10.7

15.6

21.5

27.1

34.9

43.1

I
.01

.01

.16

.28

.61

1.72

2.86

4.76

6.76

8.80

11.0

13.4

15.8a-

18.0

20.0

22.2

23.6

25.5

27.4

0.0

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1
67
66

65

64

63

62

61

60

59

58

57

0.0

0.1

0.1

0.3

0.3

0.5

0.6

1.0

2.5

3.9

11.1

16.1

20.4

26.9

34.9

42.1

50.1

56.6

63.1

70.0

87.7

92.2

93.9

96.5

98.1

99.1

99.5

100.0

99.9

99.9

100.0

99.6

100.0

49.9

58.3

67.4

73.4

79.9

86.5

92.1

94.8

96.5

98.0

0.4

0.6

2.3

5.8

8.6

10.7

16.4

22.1

29.7

36.3

28.7

30.2

31.6

33.1

34.7

35.0

37.8

39.0

40.5

41.9

9O
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Table A-3. Areas within various isotherms from the thermal plume model
(Appendix B) for January proposed extreme conditions
(determined by computer planimetry). River temperature =

1.10 C (34' F) and river flow = 3,699 cfs.

AT ABSOLUTE TEMPERATURE AREA

(F) (C) (F) (ft 2 ) (m 2 ) (ha)

45 26.1 79 1,972 183 0.018

40 23.3 74 3,769 350 0.035

35 20.6 69 6,602 613 0.061

30 17.8 64 14,212 1,320 0.132

25 15.0 59 34,844 3,237 0.324

20 12.2 54 84,528 7,853 0.785

.15 9.4 49 171,633 15,945 1.595

10 6.7 44 401,635 37,312 3.731

5 3.9 39 >681,008 >63,266 >6.327

Table A-4. Areas within various isotherms from the thermal plume model
(Appendix B) for February proposed extreme conditions
(determined by computer planimetry). River temperature =
3.30 C (380 F) and river flow = 3,780 cfs.

- V1t*I ,...-.-.,. nTn.A-nr.n,~mrrnr, t 1 1kLD~U4jUJ.r. ±~.J'irLL¶.t~J. LJ±~L kU~F,.

(F)

AIý6ulju.Lý J.I;,IWtXQVI:UEE MrIZA
I. t Y

(C) (F) (f t2) (m2) (ha)
(C (fi (ha (in

2
)

40

30

25

22.5

20

15

10

5

25.6

20.0

17.2

15.8

14.4

11.7

8.9

6.1

78

68

63

60.5

58

53

48

43

1,580

8,142

19,997

40,647

65,336

150,403

341,840

>591,246

147

756

1r858

3,776

6,070

13,972

31,757

>54,927

0.015

0.076

0.186

0.378

0.607

1.397

3.176

>5 .493
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Table A-5. Areas within various isotherms from the thermal plume model
(Appendix B) for March proposed extreme conditions (deter-

mined by computer planimetry). River temperature = 7.20 C
(450 F) and river flow = 4,279 cfs.

AT ABSOLUTE TEMPERATURE AREA

(F) (C) (F) (ft 2 ) (m2 ) (ha)

35 26.7 80 3,067 285 0.029

30 23.9 75 6,847 636 0.064

25 21.1. 70 18,743 1,741 0.174

20 18.3 65 70,333 6,534 0.653

15 15.6 60 153,271 14,239 1.424

10 12.8 55 346,581 32,197 3.220

5 10.0 50 >622,388 >57,820 >5.782

Table A-6. Areas within various isotherms from the thermal plume model
(Appendix B) for April proposed extreme conditions (deter-
mined by computer planimetry). River temperature = 18.30 C
(65' F) and river flow = 7,623 cfs.

1 A~ i ný r. ,-v r-v, mr. *%nn, m1r50ý r, ~~.~J~. ±LJrt~.

(F)
4 -~ ¶

(C) (F) (ft2) (m2) (ha)

15 26.7 80 874 81 0.008

10 23.9 75 3,832 356 0.036

5 21.1 70 22,269 2,069 0.207

2.5 19.7 67.5 79,455 7,381 0.738

1 18.9 66 357,124 33,177 3.318
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Table A-7. Areas within various isotherms from the thermal plume model
(Appendix B) for April proposed extreme (900 discharge)
conditions (determined by computer planimetry). River
temperature = 18.30 C (650 F) and river flow = 7,623 cfs.

Table A-8. Areas within various isotherms from the thermal plume model
(Appendix B) for May proposed extreme conditions (deter-

mined by computer planimetry). River temperature = 22.80 C
(730 F) and river flow = 8,475 cfs.

ABSOLUTE TEMPERATURE AREA
ABSOLUTE TEI'~E RATURE AREA1* .9.

(C) (ft2) (ha)
(F) (C) (F) (f t2) (m 2 ) (ha)

15 31.1 88 334 31 0.003

10 28.3 83 1,866 173 0.017

7.5 26.9 80.5 5,602 520 0.052

5 25.6 78 21,471 1,995 0.200

2.5 24.2 75.5 118,102 10,972 1.097

1 23.3 , 74 476,371 44,255 4.426
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Table A-9. Areas within various isotherms from the thermal plume model
(Appendix B) for June #1 (1-15 June) proposed extreme con-
ditions (determined by computer planimetry). River tempera-
ture = 26.1' C (790 F) and river flow = 6,431 cfs.

AT ABSOLUTE TEMPERATURE AREA

(F) (C) (F) (ft 2 ) (m 2 ) (ha)

10 31.7 89 1,310 122 0.012

5 28.9 84 9,697 901 0.090

2.5 27.5 81.5 102,387 9,512 0.951

1 26.7 80 >413,389 >38,404 >3.840

Table A-10. Areas within various isotherms from the thermal plume model
(Appendix B) for June #2 (16-30 June) proposed extreme
conditions (determined by computer planimetry). River
temperature = 26.10 C (79' F) and river flow = 6,431 cfs.

I AT ABSOLUTE TEMPERATURE AREA
I Y F

(F) 
(ha) (mL)

(F) (C) (F) (ft4) (mz ) (ha)

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

31.1

30.5

30.0

29.4

28.9

28.3

27.8

27.2

88

87

86

85

84

83

82

81

2,396

4,808

9,465

18,744

42,069

113,375

403,288

>694,179

223

447

879

1,741

3,908

10,533

37,466

>64,489

0.022

0.045

0.088

0.174

0.391

1.053

3.747

>6.449

I ____________ _______________ I. _____________ .J.
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Table A-11. Areas within various isotherms
(Appendix B) for July proposed

mined by computer planimetry).
(830 F) and river flow = 4,299

from the thermal plume model
extreme conditions (deter-
River temperature = 28.30 C

cfs.

AT ABSOLUTE TEMPERATURE AREA

(F) (C) (F) (ft 2 ) (m2 ) (ha)

8 32.8 91 3,235 301 0.030

7 32.2 90 6,710 623 0.062

6 31.7 89 12,386 1,151 0.115

5 31.1 88 27,122 2,520 0.252

4 30.6 87 87,269 8,117 0.812

3 30.0 86 350,845 32,594 3.259

2 29.4 85 >658,933 >61,215 >6.122

Table A-12. Areas within various isotherms from the thermal plume model
(Appendix B) for August proposed extreme conditions (deter--
mined by computer planimetry). River temperature = 29.40 C
(850 F) and river flow = 3,390 cfs.

AT ABSOLUTE TEMPERATURE AREA
AT ABSOLUTE TEMPERATURE AREA
(F) (C) (F) (ft 2 ) Cm2) (ha)
(F) (C) (F) (f t2) (m2) (ha)

6 32.8 91 3,147 292 0.029

5 32.2 90 8,408 781 0.078

4 31.7 89 26,610 2,472 0.247

3 31.1 88 127,059 11,804 1.180

2 30.6 87 >550,340 >51,127 >5.113
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Table A-13. Areas within various isotherms from the thermal plume model
(Appendix B) for September proposed extreme conditions
(determined by computer planimetry). River temperature
25.60 C (780 F) and river flow = 3,680 cfs.

AT ABSOLUTE TEMPERATURE AREA

(F) (C) (F) (ft 2 ) (m2) (ha)

8 30.0 86 3,252 302 0.030

7 29.4 85 7,951 739 0.074

6 28.9 84 16,475 1,531 0.153

5 28.3 83 39,671 3,685 0.369

4 27.8 82 / 133,232 12,377 1.238

3 27.2 81 421,269 39,136 3.914

2 26.7 80 >654,134 >60,769 >6.077

Table A-14. Areas within various isotherms from the thermal plume model
(Appendix B) for October proposed extreme conditions
(determined by computer planimetry). River temperature
21.10 C (700 F) and river flow = 4,010 cfs.

ABSOLUTE TEMPERATURE AREA
ABSOLUTE TEMPERATURE AREA4 b 4

(F) 

(ha) 
(ft2) (in

2 )

(F) (C) (F) I (f t2) (m2) (ha.)
L 1 *4* 4

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

26.7

26.1

25.6

25

24.4

23.9

23.3

22.8

22.2

80

79

78

77

76

75

74

73

72

2,827

5,719

9,666

19,913

38,517

108,253

300,675

>573,672

>766,211

263

531

898

1,850

3,578

10,057

27,933

53,294

>71, 181

0.026

0.053

0.090

0.185

0.358

1.006

2.793

5.329

>7.118

I. L
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Table A-15. Areas within various isotherms from the thermal plume model
(Appendix B) for November proposed extreme conditions (deter-
mined by computer planimetry). River temperature = 12.80 C
(550 F) and river flow = 4,243 cfs.

AT ABSOLUTE TEMPERATURE AREA

(F) (C) (F) (ft 2 ) (m2 ) (ha)

20 23.9 75 9,443 877 0.088

15 21.1 70 34,696 3,223 0.322

10.5 18.6 65.5 90,194 8,379 0.840

10 18.3 65 228,632 21,240 2.124

5 15.6 60 >629,074 >58,441 >5.844

Table A-16. Areas within various isotherms from the thermal plume model
(Appendix B) for December proposed extreme conditions (deter-
mined by computer planimetry). River temperature = 6.70 C
(440 F) and river flow = 3,787 cfs.

AT ABSOLUTE TEMPERATURE AREA

(F) (C) (F) (ft2) (m2 ) (ha)

35 26.1 79 3,640 338 0.034

30 23.3 74 8,292 770 0.077

25 20.6 69 22,352 2,077 0.208

20 17.8 64 69,908 6,494 0.649

15 15.0 59 155,718 14,466 1.447

10 12.2 54 356,587 33,127 3.313

5 9.4 49 >583,038 >54,164 >5.416
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Table A-17. Areas within various isotherms from the thermal plume model
(Appendix B) for February typical conditions (determined by
computer planimetry). River temperature = 00 C (320 F) and
river flow = 7,088 cfs.

AT ABSOLUTE TEMPERATURE AREA

(F) (C) (F) (ft 2 ) (m2 ) (ha)

50 27.8 82 1,743 162 0.016

40 22.2 72 5,510 512 0.051

30 16.7 62 15,255 1,417 0.142

25 13.9 57 31,950 2,968 0.297

20 11.1 52 69,786 6,483 0.648

15 8.3 47 152,936 14,208 1.421

10 5.6 42 369,957 34,369 3.437

5 2.8 37 >659,948 >61,309 >6.131

Table A-18. Areas within various isotherms from the thermal plume model
(Appendix B) for March variation #1 conditions (deter-

mined by computer planimetry). River temperature = 7.2' C
(450 F) and river flow = 10,614 cfs.

An.
,Vj M,-..1j1.IIr' rrwIwr~A.I,~nr j - -.-.- ________________

(ft2) 
(ha)

(F) (C) (F) (f t2) (m2 ) (ha)
(F) (C) I I I

35

30

25

20

17.5

15

10

5

26.7

23.9

21.1

18.3

16.9

15.6

12.8

10.0

80

75

70

65

62.5

60

55

50

3,886

7,986

14,327

30,082

50,215

79,010

180,437

>462,472

361

742

1,331

2,795

4,665

7,340

16,763

>42,964

0.036

0.074

0.133

0.280

0.467

0.734

1.676

>4.296
________________ .1. ______________
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Table A-19. Areas within various isotherms from the thermal plume model
(Appendix B) for March variation #2 conditions (determined
by computer planimetry). River temperature = 1.10 C (340 F)

and river flow = 4,279 cfs.

AT ABSOLUTE TEMPERATURE AREA

(F) (C) (F) (ft 2 ) (m2 ) (ha)

45 26.1 79 1,937 180 0.018

30 17.8 64 12,917 1,200 0.120

25 15.0 59 33,607 3,122 0.312

20 12.2 54 75,770 7,039 0.704

15 9.4 49 163,407 15,181 1.518

10 6.7 44 383,978 35,672 3.567

5 3.9 39 >640,803 >59,531 >5.953

Table A-20. Areas within various isotherms from the thermal plume model
(Appendix B) for March typical conditions (determined by
computer planimetry) . River temperature = 1.1i C (34'. F)
and river flow,= 10,614 cfs.

A rr 7%M0nTTTn'V MWILMVIDAMITMV
Am ~C~TTT'W~ mff~'DI. -. I. -. ~-,-- ______________

.4. 4

(F) (C) (F) (ft 2 ) (m2) (ha)

45 26.1 79 2,093 194 0.019

40 23.3 74 4,181 388 0.039

30 17.8 64 7,204 669 0.067

25 15.0 59 17,992 1,672 0.167

20 12.2 54 40,743 3,785 0.379

15 9.4 49 95,386 8,861 0.886

10 6.7 44 221,050 20,536 2.054

5 3.9 39 >479,084 >44,507 >4.451
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Table A-21. Areas within various isotherms from the thermal plume model
(Appendix B) for April typical (900 discharge) conditions
(determined by computer planimetry). River temperature =

5.10 C (44.7' F) and river flow = 32,170 cfs.

AT ABSOLUTE TEMPERATURE AREA

(F) (C) (F) (ft 2 ) (m2 ) (ha)

25 20.9 69.7 897 83 0.008

10 12.6 54.7 3,321 309 0.031

5 9.8 49.7 11,316 1,051 0.105

2.5 8.4 47.2 32,386 3,009 0.301

1 7.6 45.7 75,294 6,995 0.700

Table A-22. Areas within various isotherms from the thermal plume model
(Appendix B) for May variation #1 conditions (determined by
computer planimetry). River temperature = 22.80 C (750 F)
and river flow = 25,586 cfs.

.9

AT ABSOLUTE TEMPERATURE AREA
AT ABSOLUTE TEMPERATURE AREAI I .1. * _______

(F) (C) (F) (f t2) (m2) (ha)

10 29.4 85 1,991 185 0.019

7.5 28.1 82.5 4,386 408 0.041

5 26.7 80 10,990 1,021 0.102

2.5 25.3 77.5 36,226 3,365 0.337

1.75 24.9 76.75 68,343 6,349 0.635

1 24.4 76 >157,741 >14,654 >1.465

11
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Table A-23. Areas within various isotherms from the thermal plume model
(Appendix B) for May variation #2 conditions (determined by
computer planimetry). River temperature = 15.60 C (600 F)
and river flow = 8,475 cfs.

AT ABSOLUTE TEMPERATURE AREA

(F) (C) (F) (ft 2 ) (m2 ) (ha)

25 29.4 85 772 72 0.007

20 26.7 80 1,762 164 0.016

15 23.9 75 4,421 411 0.041

10 21.1 70 16,982 4,365 0.437

5 18.3 65 101,807 9,458 0.946

3.2 17.3 63.2 129,967 12,074 1.207

2.5 16.9 62.5 403,003 37,439 3.744

Table A-24. Areas within various isotherms from the thermal plume model
(Appendix B) for May variation #3 conditions (determined by
computer planimetry). River temperature = 22.80 C (730 F)*
and river flow = 8,475 cfs.

1;

AT ABSOLUTE TEMPERATURE A-REA
ABSOLUTE TE~ERATUPE AREA*1* t - . I ,.

(F) (C) (F) (ft 2 ) (ha) (in
2)

(F) (C) (F) (ft2) (m2 ) (ha)

7.5 26.9 80.5 778 72 0.007

5 25.6 78 3,151 293 0.029

2.5 24.2 75.5 20,946 1,946 0.195

1.5 23.6 74.5 109,799 10,200 1,020

1 23.3 74 301,003 27,963 2.796
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Table A-25. Areas within various isc
(Appendix B) for May ty]
computer planimetry).
and river flow = 25,586

otherms from the thermal plume model
pical conditions (determined by
River temperature = 15.60 C (600 F)
cfs.

AT ABSOLUTE TEMPERATURE AREA

(F) (C) (F) (ft 2 ) (m 2 ) (ha)

15 23.9 75 879 82 0.008

10 21.1 70 2,866 266 0.027

5 18.3 65 11,877 1,103 0.110

2.5 16.9 62.5 38,264 3,555 0.356

1.75 16.5 61.75 63,340 5,884 0.588

1 16.1 61 129,587 12,039 1.204

Table A-26. Areas within various isotherms from the thermal plume model
(Appendix B) for June variation #1 conditions (determined by
computer planimetry). River temperature = 26.11 C (790 F)
and river flow = 1,986 cfs.

Am nTZ •CrTTT7 TrpTrT' •1" •• irT T'

(F) (F) (C) 
(ft 2 ) (ha) (in

2
)

(F) (C) (F) (ft2) (m2) (ha)

10 31.7 89 702 65 0.006

7.5 30.3 86.5 4,608 428 0.043

5 28.9 84 14,139 1,314 0.131

2.5 27.5 81.5 48,969 4,549 0.455

1.75 27.1 80.75 83,119 7,722 0.772

1 26.7 80 225,777 20,975 2.098
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Table A-27. Areas within various isotherms from the thermal plume model
(Appendix B) for June variation #2 conditions (determined by
computer planimetry). River temperature = 21.50 C (70.70 F)
and river flow = 6,431 cfs.

AT ABSOLUTE TEMPERATURE AREA

(F) (C) (F) (ft 2 ) (m2) (ha)!

15 29.8 85.7 2,207 205 0.021

10 27.1 80.7 6,879 639 0.064

5 24.3 75.7 69,153 6,424 0.642

2.5 22.9 73.2 >684,786 >63,617 >6.362

Table A-28. Areas within various isotherms from the thermal plume model
(Appendix B) for June variation #3 conditions (determined by
computer planimetry). River temperature = 26.10 C (790 F)
and river flow = 6,431 cfs.

AT ABSOLUTE TEMPERATURE AREA
AT ABSOLUTE TEMPERATUPE AREAi * t Y F

(F) (C) (ft 2 ) (m2) (ha)(F) (C) (F) (f t2) (m2 ) (ha)

5 28.9 84 1,215 113 0.011

2.5 27.5 81.5 11,698 1,087 0.109

1.75 27.1 80.75 42,481 3,947 0.395

1 26.7 80 468,152 43,491 4.349
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Table A-29. Areas within various isotherms from the thermal plume model
(Appendix B) for June typical conditions (determined by
computer planimetry). River temperature = 21.50 C (70.70 F)

and river flow = 19,462 cfs.

AT ABSOLUTE TEMPERATURE AREA

(F) (C) (F) (ft 2 ) (m2 ) (ha)

10 27.1 80.7 2,020 188 0.019

5 24.3 75.7 13,836 1,285 0.129

2.5 22.9 73.2 46,166 4,289 0.429

1.75 22.5 72.45 114,647 10,651 1.065

1 22.1 71.7 242,439 22,523 2.252

Table A-30. Areas within various isotherms from the thermal plume model
(Appendix B) for August variation #1 conditions (determined
by computer planimetry). River temperature = 29.40 C (850 F)
and river flow = 9,209 cfs.

ABSOLUTE TEMPERATURE A•V•
ABOLT TEMPERATURE.A-EA

(F) (C) (F) (f t2) (m2) (ha)

6 32.8 91 4,245 394 0.039

5 32.2 90 9,281 862 0.086

4 31.7 89 23,032 2,140 0.214

3 31.1 88 70,357 6,536 0.654

2 30.6 87 285,489 26,522 2.652

1 30.0 86 >658,037 >61,132 >6.113
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Table A-31. Areas within various isotherms from the thermal plume model
(Appendix B) for August variation #2 conditions (determined

by computer planimetry). River temperature = 23.70 C
(74.60 F) and river flow = 3,390 cfs.

AT ABSOLUTE TEMPERATURE AREA

(F) (C) (F) (ft 2 ) (m2 ) (ha)

10 29.2 84.6 10,179 946 0.095

8 28.1 82.6 23,844 2,215 0.222

7 27.6 81.6 50,202 4,664 0.466

6 27.0 80.6 116,392 10,813 1.081

5 26.4 79.6 264,632 24,584 2.458

2.5 25.1 77.1 >766,221 >71,182 >7.118

Table A-32. Areas within various isotherms from the thermal plume model
(Appendix B) for August variation #3 conditions (determined
by computer planimetry). River temperature = 29.40 C
(850 F) and river flow = 3,390 cfs.

*1~

^• AR•.AAT crrm ~~R~T 1F._____AREA

(F) (C) (F) (ft 2 ) (m2 ) (ha)

2.5 30.8 87.5 4,040 375 0.038

2 30.6 87 19,589 1,820 0.182

1.5 30.3 86.5 189,107 17,568 1.757

1 30.0 86 >698,978 >64,935 >6.494

0.5 29.7 85.5 >963,076 >89,470 >8.947
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@Table A-33. Areas within various isotherms from the thermal plume model
(Appendix B) for August typical conditions (determined by
computer planimetry). River temperature = 23.70 C (74.60 F)
and river flow = 9,209 cfs.

AT ABSOLUTE TEMPERATURE AREA

(F) (C) (F) (ft 2 ) (m2 ) (ha)

8 28.1 82.6 4,274 397 0.040

7 27.6 81.6 9,193 .854 0.085

6 27.0 80.6 17,000 1,579 0.158

5 26.4 79.6 33,680 3,129 0.313

4 25.9 78.6 75,663 7,029 0.703

3 25.3 77.6 218,128 20,264 2.026

2 24.8 76.6 >485,126 >45,068 >4.507

Table A-34. Areas within various isotherms from the thermal plume model
(Appendix B) for November variation #1 conditions (deter-
mined by computer planimetry). River temperature = 12.80 C
(550 F) and river flow = 9,600 cfs.

A r 7%VCnTTTrnV rnVMnVr)ArrItT'Dt4
=. II.C =

(F) (C) (F) (f t2) (m2) (ha)

20 23.9 75 10,931 1,015 0.102

15 21.1 70 28,311 2,630 0.263

10 18.3 65 125,078 11,620 1.162

5 15.6 60 >544,432 >50,578 >5.058

9
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Table A-35. Areas within various isotherms from the thermal plume model
(Appendix B) for November variation #2 conditions (deter-
mined by computer planimetry). River temperature = 4.4' C
(40' F) and river flow = 4,243 cfs.

Table A-36. Areas within various isotherms from the thermal plume model
(Appendix B) for November typical conditions (determined by
computer planimetry). River temperature = 4.40 C (4 0 1 F):
and river flow = 9,600 cfs.

AT ABSOLUTE TEMPERATURE AREA

(F) (C) (F) (ft 2 ) (m2) (ha)

40 26.7 80 2,034 189 0.019

30 21.1 70 5,757 535 0.054

25 18.3 65 11,226 1,043 0.104

20 15.6 60 25,968 2,412 0.241

15 12.8 55 75,430 7,008 0.701

10 10.0 50 177,766 16,515 1.652

5 7.2 45 >465,986 >43,290 >4.329

9
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Table A-37. Areas withinvarious isotherms from the thermal plume model
(Appendix B) for January proposed extreme (one unit) con-
ditions (determined by computer planimetry). River tempera-
ture = 1.10 C (340 F) and river flow = 3,699 cfs.

AT ABSOLUTE TEMPERATURE AREA

(F) (C) (F) (ft 2 ) (m2 ) (ha)

45 26.1 79 758 70 0.007

35 20.6 69 2,110 196 0.020

25 15.0 59 7,841 728 0.073

20 12.2 54 27,092 2,517 0.252

10 6.7 44 156,683 14,556 1.456

5 3.9 39 >515,942 >47,931 >4.793

Table A-38. Areas within various isotherms from the thermal plume model
(Appendix B) for January proposed extreme (two units, once-
through) conditions (determined by computer planimetry).
River temperature = 1.10 C (340 F) and river flow =

3,699 cfs.

ABSOLUTE TEMPERATURE AREA
ABSOLUTE TEMPERATURE AREAI t

(F) (C) (F) (ft 2 ) (ha) (in
2
)

(F) (C) (F) (f t2 ) I
(m2 ) (ha)

20 12.2 54 9,301 864 0.086

15 9.4 49 75,419 7,006 0.701

12.5 8.1 46.5 293,471 27,264 2.726

10 6.7 44 >858,788 >79,781 >7.978
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Table A-39. Areas within various isotherms from the thermal plume model
(Appendix B) for January proposed extreme (one unit, once-
through) conditions (determined by computer planimetry).
River temperature = 1.10 C (340 F) and river flow
3,699 cfs.

AT ABSOLUTE TEMPERATURE AREA

(F) (C) (F) (ft 2 ) (m2 ) (ha)

20 12.2 54 1,967 183 0.018

15 9.4 49 7,852 730 0.073

10 6.7 44 37,911 3,522 0.352

7.5 5.3 41.5 159,951 14,860 1.486

5 3.9 39 >756,393 >70,269 >7.027

Table A-40. Areas within various isotherms from the thermal plume model
(Appendix B).for January typical (two units) conditions
(determined by computer planimetry). River temperature
00 C (320 F) and river flow = 7,340 cfs.

ABSOLUTE TEMPERATURE AREA
ABSOLUTE TEMPERATURE AREA- 4 S I

(F) (C) (F) (ft 2 ) (ha) (in
2 )

(F) (C) (F) (f t2) (m2) (ha)

45 25.0 77 2,053 191 0.019

35 19.4 67 6,978 648 0.065

25 13.9 57 28,516 2,649 0.265

15 8.3 47 132,039 12,266 1.227

10 5.6 42 345,925 32,136 3.214

5 2.8 37 >588,103 >54,635 >5.464
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Table A-41. Areas within various isotherms from the thermal plume model
(Appendix B) for January typical (one unit) conditions
(determined by computer planimetry). River temperature=
00 C (320 F) and river flow = 7,340 cfs.

AT ABSOLUTE TEMPERATURE AREA

(F) (C) (F) (ft 2 ) (m2 ) (ha)

45 25.0 77 910 84 0.008

35 19.4 67 2,523 234 0.023

25 13.9 57 7,583 705 0.071

20 11.1 52 18,765 1,743 0.174

10 5.6 42 106,826 9,924 0.992

5 2.8 37 >418,128 >38,844 >3.884

Table A-42. Areas within various isotherms from the thermal plume model
(Appendix B) for January typical (two units, once-through)
conditions (determined by computer planimetry). River
temperature = 00 C (320 F) and river flow = 7,340 cfs.

AT AREA
AT ABSOLUTE TE1MPERATUJRE AE
(F) (C) (F) (ft 2 ) (m2) (ha)

20 11.1 52 7,982 742 0.074

15 8.3 47 52,055 4,836 0.484

12.5 6.9 44.5 119,314 11,084 1.108

10 5.6 42 548,140 50,922 5.092

5 2.8 37 >1,043,852 >96,974 >9.697

9
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Table A-43. Areas within various isotherms from the thermal plume model
(Appendix B) for January typical (one unit, once-through)
conditions (determined by computer planimetry). River
temperature = 01 C (320 F) and river flow = 7,340 cfs.

AT ABSOLUTE TEMPERATURE AREA

(F) (C) (F) (ft 2 ) (m 2 ) (ha)

20 11.1 52 2,206 205 0.021

15 8.3 47 7,459 693 0.069

10 5.6 42 40,633 3,775 0.378

7.5 4.2 39.5 102,157 9,490 0.949

5 2.8 37 >521,789 >48,474 >4.847
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APPENDIX B

THERMAL PLUME MODEL RESULTS



The input conditions and isotherm plots from the thermal plume

model study for the alternate discharge (Stone & Webster, 1978a) are

presented in this appendix. The area within each isotherm was digitized

by computer planimetry, and the results are tabulated in Appendix A.
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TABLE 5-1 INPUT DATA FOR THERMAL DISCHARGE ANALYSIS

PROPOSED EXTREME CONDITIONS

w
Mo

Qp TP Ta Qr WB
MONTH (c(fo) F) (oF) (cfs) (OF)

0.) (2) (3) (4) (5)

JAN 679 4.8 34.0 3699 34.7

FEB 737 4.8 38.0 3780 36.6

MAR 866 4.8 45.0 4279 47.0

APR 150 5.0 65.0 7623 59.1

MAY 300 9.1 73.0 8475 68.4

JUN 1-15 400 2.0 79.0 6431 73.9

JUN 16-30 1386 8.5 79.0 6431 73.9

JUL ].384 91.5 83.0 4299 77.5

AUG 1381 91.7 85.0 3390 76.1

SEP 1385 6.9 78.0 3680 70.7

OCT 1388 E0.8 70.0 4010 63.7

NOV 1.390 79.8 55.0 4243 49.7

DEC 845 4.8 44.0 3787 36.5

Notes:
(1) Expected Maximum Blowdown for 1
(2) Cooling Tower Performance CurvE
(3) Maaximum Inlet Temperature - Re&
(4) 7-Day, 10-Year Low Flow - U.S.(
(5) Natural Wet Bulb at MiinneapoliE

Lkture Modified Operation.
9 and 24.8°F Condenser Temperature Rise.
Wing Generating Plant (1950-1976).
.S. Flow Data at Prescott, Wisconsin (1928-1976).
which is Exceeded 5% of the Time Plus 2.0'F for Recirculation.



TABL.E 5-2 1 TPUT DATA FOR THERMAL DISCHARCE ANALYSIS

VARIATIpNS OF PROPOSED EXTREME CONDITIONS

T Ta Qr W1
MONTH (cfs) (0 F) (oF) (cfs) (0 F)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

FEB#/1 652 84.8 32.0(7) 7088(8)

MAR/l 866(6) 84.8 45.0 10614(8)
MARl]2 653(6) 84.8 34.0(7) 4279
MAR//3 679(6) 84.8 34.0(7) 10614

MAY/11 300 89.1 73.0 25586(8) 68.4
MAY#2 300 87.4 60.0 8475 68.4
MAY//3 300 82.3 73.0 8475 52.8(9)
MAYA14 300 80.2 60.0 25586(8) 52.8(9)

JUN/11 400 92.0 79.0 19462(8) 73.9
JUN/12 400 90.7 70.7(7) 6431 73.9
JUN//3 400 86.9 79.0 6431 62.8(9)
JUN//4 400 85.5 70.7(7) 19462(8) 62.8(9)

AUG//I 1381. 91.7 85.0 9209(8) 76.1
AUG/12 1391- 87.4 74.6(7) 3390 76.1
AUG/13 1.375 87.8 85.0 3390 64.8(9)
AUG//4 1.385 83.4 74.6(7) 9209(8) 64.8(9)

NOV01 1.390 79.8 55.0 9600(8)
NOV//2 770(6) 84.8 40.0(7) 4243
NOV//3 770(6) 84.8 40.0(7) 9600(8)

w
(.J

Notes:
.(I) Expected Maximum Blowdown for 1

(2) From Cooling Tower Performance
(3) Maximum Inlet Temperature - Red
(4) 7-Day, 10-Year Low Flow -- U.S.(

-(5) Natural Wet Bulb at M1.nneapoliE
(unless noted).

(6) Blowdown Resu].ting During PartLi
(7) Hedian Inlet Temperature - Red
.(l Med l , F1 ,., - YJ.i- C . Fl c ;w*<•(ý) Natulial Wie ouib baL Hinaeapol-.

uture Operation (unless noted).
Curves and 24.8*F Condenser Temperature Rise.
Wing Cenerating Plant (1950-1976) (unless noted).

.S. Flow Data at Prescott, Wisconsin (1928-1976) (unless noted).
which is Exceeded 5% of the Time Plus 2.0*F for Recirculation

al Recycle to Maintain 60'F Condenser Inlet Temperature.
Wing Generating Plant (1950-1976).
a-at Prriqc( Wisrnniqin (Vq28-]976)...hicii i.s VS. -ded juo0 of t-1ne Tyttfe Pluti - iro Rec-x-LculaW:£•
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FIGURE 6-27
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FIGURE 6-31
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TABLES

Table Page

C-I Summary of the estimated percentage of time that the

area within the 180 C (64.40 F) isotherm equals or =

exceeds the given areas C-2

C-2 Summary of the estimated percentage of time that the

area- within the 190. C .(66.20 F) isotherm equals or
exceeds the given areas C-2

C-3 Summary of the estimated percentage of time that the
area within the 200 C (68.00 F) isotherm equals or
exceeds the given areas C-3

C-4 Summary of the estimated percentage of time that the
area within the 212 C (69.80 F) isotherm equals or
exceeds the given areas C-3

C-5 Summary of the estimated percentage of time that the
area within the 23.30 C (73.90 F) isotherm equals or
exceeds the given areas C-4

C-6 Summary of the estimated percentage of time that the
area within the 240 C (75.20 F) isotherm equals or
exceeds the given areas C-4

C-7 Summary of the estimated percentage of time that the
area within the 24.50 C (76.10 F) isotherm equals or
exceeds the given areas 1-5

C-8 Summary of the estimated percentage of time that the
area within the 250 C (77.00 F) isotherm equals or
exceeds the given areas C-5

C-9 Summary of the estimated percentage of time that the
area within the 260 C (78.8° F) isotherm equals or
exceeds the given areas C-6

C-10 Summary of the estimated percentage of time that the
area within the 270 C (80.60 F) isotherm equals or
exceeds the given areas C-6

C-11 Summary of the estimated percentage of time that the
area within the 28.30 C (82.90 F) isotherm equals or
exceeds the given areas C-7
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Table Page

C-12 Summary of the estimated percentage of time that the
area within the 28.40 C (83.10 F) isotherm equals or
exceeds the given areas C-7

C-13 Summary of the estimated percentage of time that the
area within the 290 C (84.20 F) isotherm equals or
exceeds the given areas C-8

C-14 Summary of the estimated percentage of time that the
area within the 19.50 C (85.10 F) isotherm equals or
exceeds the given areas C-8

C-15 Summary of the estimated percentage of time that the
area within the 300 C (86.00 F) isotherm equals orexceeds the given areas C-9

C-16 Summary of the estimated percentage of time that the
area within the 30.10 C (86.20 F) isotherm equals orexceeds the given areas C-9,

C-17 Summary of the estimated percentage of time that the
area within the 30.50 C (86.90 F) isotherm equals or
exceeds the given areas C-10

C-18 Summary of the estimated percentage of time that the
area within the 310 C (87.80 F) isotherm equals or
exceeds the given areas C-10

C-19 Summary of the estimated percentage of time that the
area within the 31.90 C (89.40 F) isotherm equals or
exceeds the given areas C-1l

C-20 Summary of the estimated percentage of time that the
area within the 33.60 C (92.50 F) isotherm equals or
exceeds the given areas C-I1

C-21 Summary of the estimated percentage of time that the
area within the 35.20 C (95.40 F) isotherm equals or
exceeds the given areas C-12

C-22 Percentage of time river ambient temperatures were
equalled or exceeded during the period 1960 through 1976 C-13

C-23 Percentage of time the calculated mixed temperature
305 m (1,000 ft) downstream from the discharge along
the plume centerline is equalled or exceeded C-14
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Table Page

C-23 Percentage of time the calculated mixed AT at 305 m
(1,000 ft) downstream from the discharge along the
plume centerline is equalled or exceeded C-15

C-24 Percentage of time the calculated mixed temperature
610 m (2,000 ft) downstream from the discharge along
the plume centerline is equalled or exceeded C-16

C-26 Percentage of time the calculated mixed AT at 610 m
(2,000 ft) downstream from the discharge along the
plume centerline is equalled or exceeded C-17

C-27 Percentage of time the calculated mixed temperature
915 m (3,000 ft) downstream from the discharge along
the plume centerline is equalled or exceeded C-18

C-28 Percentage of time the calculated mixed AT at 915 m
(3,000 ft) downstream from the discharge along the
plume centerline is equalled or exceeded C-19

iii



The information contained in this appendix was calculated using
equations developed by Stone & Webster Engineering Corporation (Stone &
Webster, 1979). Computations were based on environmental conditions
used in the various model runs and a number of conditions taken from the
period 1960 through 1976. The rationale and results are the subject of
a report being prepared by NSP, but not completed at the time this
document was published.

Surface area within given isotherms and the frequency with which
these temperatures occur in the area were computed in order to quantify
the predicted biological impacts of the alternate discharge. The results
are presented as the percentage of time a particular temperature would be
equalled or exceeded within a given area each month (Tables C-I through
C-21). All cases when river ambient temperature exceeded the given tem-
perature were excluded, and the frequency with which ambient temperature
exceeded the given temperature was noted. No calculations were made for
April, but blowdown would be very low (150 cfs) and river flow would be
high, thus, making the isotherms very small.

Table C-22 presents the percentage of time that ambient river tem-
peratures occur each month during the period 1960 through 1976. This is
based on intake temperature records at Red Wing Gnerating Plant (RWGP)
located about 15 km (9.4 mi) downriver from PINGP.

The percentage of time that various temperatures and LTs would occur
at a distance of 305, 610, and 915 m (1,000, 2,000, and 3,000 ft) down
the centerline of the plume were also calculated for each month (Tables
C-23 through C-28) in order to predict whether the plume would comply
with state temperature standards.
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Table C-i. Summary of the estimated percentage of time that the area
within the 180 C (64.40 F) isotherm equals or exceeds the
given areas (excluding instances when river temperature
exceeds 180 C).

m).-'CENTACE CT TIME AREA

AREA. JAN FES MAR
HECTARES
= CSSV4=1• .03840.03944.0

.OE-5 o 0.0 0.0 4.7
0.0001 0.0 0.0 4.7
0 .001 0. 0 .0 4 7
0.OOs 0.0 0.0 4.3

0 01 0 .0 0 .0 2.4

0 .0 0.0 0 .0 0. 0
0.1 .90 0.0 0.0

0 5 0 . 0 .0 0 0

1 0 0 0 0 .0 0 .0

2.5 0.0 0. 0 0 .0

WITH.!N 64.4 F ISOTHERM EQUALS CR EXCEECS GIV.EN AREAS

APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV D0EC

0.04194.03395.03906 03916 03756. 038';3,038ý08.04200 .0
0.0 84.3 7.S 0 0 0 0 37.7 " 3 57.4 1 .0
0.0 84.3 7.5 * 0 0 0 0 37.7 '-.3 57.4 1 .0
0 0 84.3 7.5 0 0 0 0 37.7 72.3 57.4 1 .0
0 .0 8--.a 7.5 0.0 0 0 37.7 72.1 S7.1 1.0
0.0 74.S 7.5 0.0 0.0 37.7 70.8 52.3 1.0
0 0 45.8 7.5 0 .0 0 0 36.3 SO 5 16.0 0. 0
0 0 33.3 7.3 0. 0 0 .0 35. 3 39 .7 9.7 . 0
0.0 12.6 6.0 0.0 0.0 31.5 :.5- 0.2 0.0
0 .0 6.8 4.5 0. 0 0 .0 28 7 10S 0.0 0. 0
0.0 3.9 3.9 0.0 0.0 25.5 14.4 0.0 0.0

Table C-2. Summary of the estimated percentage of time that the area
within the 190 C (66.20 F) isotherm equals or exceeds the
given areas (exc-luding instances when river temperature
exceeds 190 C).

a,

.PERCENTAGE OF
AREA JAN
HECTARES

1O---5 0. 0
0 0001 0 0
0 001 0 0
0 005 0 0
0 01 0 0
0 05 0 0
0 1 0 .0
0 5 0. 0
1 0 0 .0
2.5 0 0

TIME
FEB

AREA WITHIN 66.Z F ISOTHERM EQUALS OR EXCEEDS GIVEN AREAS
MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC

nqk%-n - -

0.0
0 .0
0 .0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 .0
0.0
0. 0
0.0

2.2
2.2
2.2
2.2
1.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

.0.o
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

91.3
91.3
91.3
85.4
74.0
37.7

25.3
8.2
6.0
3.7

17.4
17.4

17.4

17.4
17.4
17.1
16.5
13.5
11 .8

8.2

Tog.0 0U 3-J. . 0 3t SO. v .20 .2 U 300 D.0 ViZIU . U
0.0 0o8 51.7 57.8 41.0 0.8
0.0 0.8 51.7 57.8 41.0 0.8
0.0 0 .8 51 .7 S7.0 41.0 0 8

.0 0 8 51.7 57.7 41 .0 0 .8
0 .0 0. 51 .7 56.3 34.S 0 8
0.0 0 .8 43.7 37.1 10.7 0 0
0.0 0.8 46.9 28.1 8.0 0.0
0 .0 0 .8 39.4 15.3 0 .0 0 .0
0 .0 0.8 35.3 IZ 3 0.0 0.0
0.0 0 8 C9.5 7 .8 0.0 0 0
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9Table C-3. Summary of the estimated percentage of time that the area
within the 200 C (68.00 F) isotherm equals or exceeds the
given areas (excluding instances when river temperature
exceeds 200 C).

PERCENTAGE OF TIME AREA WITHIN 68.0 F ISOTHERM EGUALS OR EXCEEDS GIVEN AREAS
ARtA JAN FES "IAR APR MAY. JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC
HECTARES
ZCBSV4ZI6.038ý0 .03944.0 0.0 194. 0339S.03906.03916 .037S6. 038;3.03608.04'200.0

1. C--S
0 0001
0 001
0 .0 0
0.01
0 05
0 1
0 S
'1.0
I' .

0.0
0.0
0 0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

1 .0
1 .0
1.0
0 .8
0.6
0 .0
0. 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

93.7
93.7
93. 6
81.2

65 .8
24.5
13.3

4.9
3.3
0.7

27.7

27.7
27.7
27 . 7

Z6.6
^25.0
13. 1
12.8

6.7

1 .0
1.0
1.0
1 0
1 .0
1 .0
1 0
1 .0
1 .0
1 .0

2. 1
2. 1
2.1
2.1
2.1
2.1
2.1
Z. I

.0

56.1
S6.1
36. 1
56 1
56. 0
51 .7

47.4
33.8
27.3
20.3

43.3
43.3
4.3.3
43. 1

2S.4
18.2

7.S
3.9
1.0

27.9
27 .9
27 .9

27.7
24.4

9.S
2.5
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

Table C-4. Summary of the estimated percentage of time that the area
within the 210 C (69.80 F) isotherm equals or exceeds the
given areas (excluding instances when river temperature
exceeds 210 C).

PERCENTAGE OF
AREA JAN
-4ECTARES
2 C0SVC.216.03
1.0E-S 0.0
00001 0 .0
0 001 0 0
0 005 0 0
0 01 0 0
0 05 0 0
0.1 0.0
0 .5 0. 0
1.0 0.0
.5 0.0

TIME AREA WITHIN 69.8 F ISOTHERM EQUALS OR EXCEEDS GIVEN AREAS
FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC

840.03944.0 0.04194.0339S.03906.03916. 0375. 03843.03803.04200.0
0 .0
0 .0
0 .0
0 .0
0 .0
0 .0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0 6
0 0
0. 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

0 .0
0 .0
0.0
0. 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0. 0
0 0
0 .0

96.2
96.2
96.0
75.3
53. 7
14.9

9.4
3.1
1.1
0.0

42.6

42.6
42.6
42 .3
39.4
354

:,0 6

,20.6

14.8
9.6

2.9
2.9
2.9
2.9
2.9

2.9
2.9

Z.9
2

6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6. 3
6.3
6. 3
6. 1
5. 7
5.2

65 . 1
6S .1

65. 1

64.7
S6.2
'9.4
Z2.1
2S.3
18.5

30 .8
30.8
30 .8
30 .7
28.8
1S.6
10 1

1.2

0.2
0.0

22.7
22.7
22.7
21.0
18.3

6.S
0.2
0.0
0 ..0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0 0
0 .0
0 0
0 .0
0 0
0.0

9
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Table C-5. Summary of the estimated percentage of time that the area
within the 23.30 C (73.9 0 F) isotherm equals or exceeds
the given areas (excluding instances when river temperature
exceeds 23.30 C) .

PERCENTAGE OF TIME AREA
AREA JAN. FES MAR
HECTARES
= CBSV4216.03840.03944.0
1.0E-S 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0001 0.0 0.0 0.0
0 001 0.0 0 0 0 0
0OOS 0.0 0.0 0.0
0 01 0.0 0 0 0 0
0 0S 0.0 0 0 0 0
0.1 .9.0 0 0 0 0
0 S 0.0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0.0 0 0 0 0
2.5 0.0 0.0 0.

WITHIN 73.9 F ISOTHERM EQUALS OR EXCEEDS GIVEN AREAS
APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC

0.04194.03395.03906.03916..03756.03843. 03808.04200.0
0.0 90.? 80.7 19.2 32.9 59.6 9.3 8.0 0.0
0.0 90.7 80.7 19.2 32.9 S9.6 9.3 8.0 0.0
0.0 89.3 80.7 19.2 32.9 59.6 9.3 8.0 0.0
0.0 '3.7 80.1 19.2 32.9 S9.6 9.3 8.0 0.0
0.0 22.6 77.2 19.2 32.9 S9.1 .8.7 7.8 0.0
0.0 4.2 54.1 18.7 32.2 43.6 1.4 0.0 0.0
0.0 1.6 -4.8 18.0 31.2 33.2 0.1 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.4 28.0 15.6 26.6 19.4 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.2 22.8 14.1 23.4 14.2 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 16.4 11.2 18.5 10.4. 0.0 0.0 0.0

Table C-6. Summary of the estimated percentage of time that the area
within the 240 C (75.2' F) isotherm equals or exceeds
the given areas (excluding instances when river temperature
exceeds 240 C).

OERCENTAGE OF TIME AREA

HECTARES
= CSSV4Z16. 03840.03944,'0
1.O=-S 0.0 0 .0 0.0
0.0001 0.0 0.0 0.0
0 001 0.0 0 0 0.0
0 005 0 0 0 0 0.0
0 01 0 0 0 0 0.0

0 3S 0.0 0 .0 0 .0
0 1 0 .0 0 0 0.0
0.S 0 .0 0 0 0.0

1.0 0 0 0 0 0.0
2.S 0.0 0 0 0.0

WITHIN 75.2 F ISOTHERM EQUALS OR EXCEEDS GIVEN AREAS
AM IA I JU .l14 JUL OCT NOV DEC

0.04194.03395.03906.03916.03S'6.,0384,3.03808.04200.0
0.0 63.I 89.8 33.3 54.9 Sl.1 4.2 4.6 0.0
0.0 a3.1 &9.8 33.3 S4.9 51.1 4.2 4.6 0.0
0.0 81.-2 89.8 33.3 S4.9 51.1 4.2 4.6 0.0
0.0 33.4 85.3 33.3 54.9 S1.1 4.2 4.6 0.0
0.0 14.6 83.1 33.C 54.8 50.6 4.1 4.6 0.0
0.0 1.9 53.,.- 31.9 SZ.9 34.2 0,' 0.0 0.0
0.0 .S 43.5 30.7 50.6 26.2 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 2S.7 24.7 41.4 13.6 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 19.S 21.3 37.0 10.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 14.0 18.3 31.Z 6.9 0.0 0.0 0.0
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Table C-7. Summary of the estimated percentage of time that the area
within the 24.50 C (76.10 F) isotherm equals or exceeds the
given areas (excluding instances when river temperature
exceeds 24.50 C).

PERCENTAGE OF TIME AREA WITHIN 76.1 F ISOTHERM ECUALS OR EXCEEDS GIVEN AREAS
AREA JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC

uECTARES
= CSSV4216.03840.03944.0 0.04194.03395.03906.03916,03756.038.23.o3808.04200.O
Il.OE-S 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 7S.7 91.9 46.3 64.2 44.3 2.1 2.1 0.0
0.0001 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 75.7 91.9 4• .3 64.2 44.3 2.1 2.1 0.0
0.001 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 73.4 91.9 '6.3 64.2 44.3 2.1 2.1 0.0
0.005 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 26.2 89.0 46.3 64-.2 44.3 2.1 2.1 0.0
0.01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 11.0 80.2 46.1 64.1 43.8 2.1 2.1 0.0
0.05 6.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.? 48.7 C-3.9 60.4 27.6 0.1 0.0 0.0
0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 38.1 41.4 57.1 20.7 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.5 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 21.0 32.9 -:,4.4 9.9 0 0 0.0 0. 0
1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 16.1 29.6 39.0 7.3 0.0 0.0 0.0

.2.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 10.4. 26.2 32.2 4.9 0.0 0.0 0.0

Table C-8. Summary of the estimated percentage of time that the area
within the 250 C (77.00 F) isotherm equals or exceeds the
given areas (excluding instances when river temperature
exceeds 250 C).

r 0

PERCENTAGE OF TIME AREA
AREA JAN FEB MAn
.=_CTARES

Z 055V4-16.03840.03944.0
1.0o-5 0.0 0.0 0.0

0.0001 0.0 0.0 0.0

0 .001 0 0 0. 0.0
0 005 0 0 0 .0 0 0
0.01 0 0 0 .0 0. 0
0 .05 0 .0 0 .0 0. 0
0 1 0 0 0 .0 0. 0
0 .5 0 .0 0 .0 0 0
I1.0 0 0 0 .0 0. 0

2.5 0 .0 0. 0 0 0

WITHIN 77.0 F ISOTHERM EQUALS OR EXCEEDS GIVEN AREAS
APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC

0. 041Y4.03395-03906.03916.037S6.03843.-03808. 04200.0
0.0 67.4 88.9 &5.9 62.3 35.7 1.4 0.4 0.0

0.0 67.4 88.9 4S.9 62.3 35.7 1.4 0.4 0.0
0.0 65.7 88.9 45.9 62.3 35.7 1.4 0.4 0.0
0.0 20.4 84.2- 4,.S 9 62.3 35.7 1.4 0.4 0.0

0.0 7.7 70.3 45.3 62.0 3S.3 1.4 0.4 0.0
0.0 0.2 39.4 40.9 56.5 21.1 0.0 0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0 30.5 36.5 51.1 15.1 0.0 0.0 0.0

,0.0 0.0 13.6 27.& 3S.9 6.4 0.0 0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0 9.3 24.7 29.8 4.4 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 S.8 21.5 21.8 2.4 0.0 0-.0 0.0

9
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Table C-9. Summary of the estimated percentage of time that the area
within the 260 C (78.8' F) isotherm equals or exceeds the
given areas (excluding instances when river temperature
exceeds 260 C).

PERCENTAGE OF TIME AREA WITHIN 78.8 F ISOTHERM EQUALS OR EXCEEDS GIVEN AREAS
AREA JAN FES MAR
HECTARES
= CESV4216.03840 03944.0

APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC

0. 04194.03396.03906.03916.03756. 03843.03808. 04=00.0
1 . OE-S
0 0001
0 001
0.005

0.01
0 05
0.1
0 .S
2.0
2.S

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
9'. 0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0 .0
0 .0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 .0
0 0
0 0
0 0

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0. 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0. 0
0 .0 0 .0
0 .0 0 0
0 .0 0 0
0,.0 0 0

51.0 84.8 66.1 79.1
S1.0 84.8 66.1 79.1
49.3 84.8 66.1 79.1
11.3 72.S 66.1 79.0

2.9 S7.2 66" 1 78.4
0.0 23.3 S3.9 66.8
0.0 16.s 49.8 57.9
0.0 8.6 33.1 38.7
0.0 6.3 31.4 32.1
0.0 4.3 23.3 24.8

23. 9
-3.9
C'3 9
C.3 9
23.5
13.4

9 .6
4.4
3.6
3. 0

0.3 0 0 0.0
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0. 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0.0
0 0
0 0
0 0

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

Table C-10. Summary of the estimated percentage of time that the area
within the 270 C (80.60 F) isotherm equals or exceeds the
given areas (excluding instances when river temperature
exceeds 27' C).

PERCENTAGE OF TIME AREA WITHIN 80.6 F ISOTHERM EQUALS OR EXCEEDS GIVEN AREAS
AREA JAN ES AR APR MAY Ailm 111 AU Gap OC e: I- r

CT AR E S
CB5V4216.03840.03944.0 0. 04194.0339 .03906.03916.037S6.03643. 03803.04200.0

1 . 0=-'-
0 0001
0 .001
0.006

0.01

0 .0
0. 1
0 S
1 0
=.5

0.0

0 0
0 0
0 .0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

0. 0
0 .0
0 0
0 .0
0 0
0.0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

0. 0
0 .0
0. 0
0 0
0 0
0.0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 .0

0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 .0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0.0

35.3 71.3 82.7
35.3 71.3 82.7
34.1 71 .3 82.7
6.0 , 53.0 82.4
0.9 41.0 79.7
0.0 13.7 65.6
0.0 8.8 8. 1
0.0 2.7 38.-
0.0 1.6 32.6
0.0 06 6 3.9

76.3
76.3
76.3
76.1
7S.3
57.4
46.2
26.3
19.7
11 .2Z

13.4
13 .'4
13. 4

13.%4

1 . 27.1

4.7
1.9
1.6
0.?

0 .0 0.0
0 .0 0.0
0 .0 0.0
0 .0 0.0
0.0 0.0

0.0 0 .0
0.o0 .0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0

0 0
0.0
0 .0
0.0
0. 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
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Table C-I1. Summary of the estimated percentage of time that the area
within the 28.30 C (82.90 F) isotherm equals or exceeds the
given areas (excluding instances when river temperature
exceeds 28.30 C)

PERCENTAGE OF TIME AREA WITHIN 82.9 F ISOTHERM EQUALS OR EXCEEDS GIVEN AREAS
AREA JAN FEa MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG S•P OCT NOV DEC

HECTARES
= 055V4216.03840.03944.0
1.0E-5 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0001 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.001 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.OOS 0.0 0 0 0.0
0.01 90 0.0 0.0

0.O0 0.0 0 .0 0.-0
0.1 0.0 0 .0 0.0

0.S 0.0 0 .0 0.0
1.0 0.0 0 .0 0.0

Z.5 0.0 0 .0 0.0

0.04194.0339S.03906. 0:"1l6.037S6.03843..03808.04200. 0
0.0 17.6 ,4.2 65.6 48.3 5.3 0.0 0.0 0.0

0.0 17.6 44.2 65.6 48.3 5.3 0.0 0.0 0.0

0.0 16.7 44.2 65.6 &'8.3 5.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 1.0 31.0 65.1 48.2 S 3 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 19.8 62.2 47'.1 S.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 4.5 39.6 26.8 2.8 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 2.0 Z9.2 16.8 1.8 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.1 13.6 3.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 8.7 1.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 3.8 0.S 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Table C-12. Summary of the estimated percentage of time that the area
within the 28.40 C (83.10 F) isotherm equals or exceeds
the given areas (excluding instances when river temperature
exceeds 28.40 C)

PERCENTAGE OF
.. EA JAN
HECTARES
= CSVV.16.03B
1.0=-5. 0.0
0 0001 0 0
0 001 0 0
0 005 0 0
0 01 0 0
0 05 0 0
0.1 a.0
0.5 0 0
1 .0 0.0
-. 5 0.0

TIME AREA WITHIN 83.1 F ISOTHERM EQUALS OR EXCEECS GIVEN AREAS
FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP CCT NOV DEC

40.03940.0

0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0

0. 04194. 0339S.03906.03916 03756.03843. 03803.04,00. 0
0.0 16.2 4-2.2 63.9 45.1 4.8 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 16.: 42.2 63.9 45.1 4.8 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 15.4 t-2.2 63.9 45.1 4.8 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.9 29.4 63.3 4•S.1 4.8 0.0 0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0 18.3 60.1 44.0 4.7 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 4.0 33.3 24.1 2.6 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 1.6 8.1 1S.0 1.S 0.0 0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0 0o t 13.1 C.3 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0 0.0 7.3 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0 0.0 4.4 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

9
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Table C-13. Summary of the estimated percentage of time that the area
within the 290 C (84.2' F) isotherm equals or exceeds the
given areas (excluding instances when river temperature
exceeds 29' C).

PERCENTAGE OF TIME AREA WITHIN 84.2 F ISOTHERM EQUALS OR EXCEEDS GIVEN AREAS
A.PEA JAN FEB MAR
!-'-CTARES
= CS_5V416.03840.03944.0
1. 0.-S 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0001 0.0 0.0 0.0
0 001 0.0 0.0 0
0 005 0. 0 0 0 0 .0
o.o1 a , ..o0 0 0 0.0
0 0S 0.0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0.0 0 0 0 0

:- S 0 .0 0 0 0 0

10 0 .0 0 0 0.0
: S 0.0 0 0 0.0

APR MAY JUN JUL. AUG SCP OCT NOV DEC

0 .04194..0339S .03906.03916 .03756 .03843.03808 04C-00.0
0. 0 11 .3 31.7 47.1 31 1 3.1 0.0 0 0 0.0
0.0 11 3 31.7 47.1 31 1 3.1 0.0 0 0 0.0
0 0 10.6 31 .7 47. 1 31 1 3. 1 0.0 0 0 0 .0
0.0 0.4 21.1 46.9 31.0 3.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 11.S 44.4 29.8 3.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 1.8 1-3.4 13.0 I.S 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0 0 0 .4 1s.8 .5 0.6 0.0 0.0 0 .0
0 0 0 0 0.0 3.9 0.4 0 .'0 0.0 0 .0 0 .0
0.0 0.0 0.0 2.2 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 1.2 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Table C-14. Summary of the estimated percentage of time that the area
within the 29.50 C (85.10 F) isotherm equals or exceeds the
given areas (excluding instances when river temperature
exceeds 29.50 C)

TIME AREA WITHIN 8S. 1 F ISOTHERM EOt)ALS OR EXCEEDS GIVEN AREASPERCENTAGE OF
ARPEA JAN FEB MAR
HE •7AR E S

055V42 16.03840. 03944..0
1.0-S 0.0 0 .0 0.0
0.0001 0.0 0.0 0.0
0 001 0 0 0 0 0.0
0 005 0 0 0 0 0.0
0 01 0 0 0 0 0.0
0 05 0 0 0 0 0.0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0.0
0.5 0 0 0 0 0.0

1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
2.5 .0 0 0 0.0

.. ~Q MAY .1tI~J JUl

0. 04194. 03395.03906 03916. 03756 . 03843. 03808. 0 4200.0
0.0 7.6 23.6 34.7 21.1 2.3 C0 0 0.0 0.0
0.0 7.6 23.6 34.7 21.1 2.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 7.2 23.6 34.7 21.1 2.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.1 14.6 34.5 21.0 2.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 7.0 32.3 20.0 2.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
0 0 0 .0 0.7 1A..7 5 7 0 .7 0 .0 0 .0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.1 8.0 1.7 3-.2 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 1.3 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
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Table C-15. Summary of the estimated percentage of time that the area
within the 30* C (86.00 F) isotherm equals or exceeds the
given areas (excluding instances when river temperature
exceeds 300 C).

PERCENTAGE OF TIME AREA WITHIN 86.0 F ISOTHERM ECUALS OR EXCEEDS GZVEN AREAS
AREA JAN FEB MAR
-4ECTARES
= CSSV4216.03840. 03944.0
1. 0E-S 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0001 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0D1 0.0 0 .0 0. 0
0.005 0.0 0.0 0.0

0.01 .6'.0 0 .0 0 0
0 . OS 0o. 0 0 .0 0 0
0.1 0.0 0 0 0 0

.0.5 0. 0 0.0 0 .0
1 .0 0.0 0 0 0 0
2.5 0.0 0 0 0 0

APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC

0.04194..0339S .03906.03916.037S6. 03843. 03808.04-00. 0
0.0 4.6 18.1 24.3 13.7 1.7 0.0 0.0 0.0

0.0 4-6 13.1 24.3 13.7 1.7 .0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 4.4 16.1 24.3 13.7 . 1.7 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 9.9 24.1 13.S 1.7 0.0 0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0 4.4 22.1 12.S 1.7 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.2 7.6 2.3 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 2.8 0.5 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 Goo 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0o
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 00 0 .0 00 0.0 0. 0 0 .0 0.0

Table C-16. Summary of the estimated percentage of time that the area
within the 30.10 C (86.20 F) isotherm equals or exceeds the
given areas (excluding instances when river temperature
exceeds 30.1' C).

PERCENTAGE OF TIME AREA WITHIN 86.2 F ISOTHERM EQUALS OR EXCEEDS 3IVEN AREAS

APEA JAN FES MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG .=EP oCT N

HECTARES
= C-SV4-Z16.03840.03944.0 0.04194.03395.03906.0C 916. 037S6.03843.03808.04200.0

1.0 -s 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4..1 16.3 20.9 10.6 1.S 0.0 0.0 0.0

0.0001 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.1. 16.3 20.9 10.6 I.S 0.0 0.0 0.0
0 001 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .0 4.0 16.3 -0 .9 10 6 1 .S 0 .0 0 .0 0. 0

0 005 0 .0 0 0 0 .0 0 0 0.0 8.6 20 .7 10 6 1 .S 0 .0 0 .0 0. 0

0.01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.9 19.2 9.9 I.S 0.0 0.0 0.0

0.05 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 6.6 1.8 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0

0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.2 0.3 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
0 S 0 .0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 .2 0 .0 0.0 0 .0 0 .0 0 0
1 .0 0 .0 0 .0 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 .1 0 .0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0. 0

2 .S 0 .0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 .0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0 .0. 0

9
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Table C-17. Summary of the estimated percentage of time that the area
within the 30.50 C (86.90 F) isotherm equals or exceeds the
given areas (excluding instances when river temperature
exceeds 30.5 0 C).

PERCENTAGE OF TIME AREA WIT
AREA JAN FES MAR
iECTARES
Z C=5V4216.03840 .03944.0
1.OE-S 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0001 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.01 0.0 0. 0 0
o.oo5 0.0 0.0 0.0

0 01 &,. 0 0 0 0 0
0.0S 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0
1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Z.S 0.0 0.0 0.0

HIN 86.9 F ISOTHERM EQUALS OR EXCEEDS GIVEN AREAS
APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC

0.04194.03395.03906.03916.03756.03843.03808.04200.0
0.0 2.7 12.4 140.4 6.Z 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 2.7 12.4 14.4 6.2 1.0 0.0 • 0.0 0.0
0.0 2.6 12.4 14.4 6.2 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 5.4 14.2 6.1 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 2.5 13.3 5.6 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 3.1 o.5 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.7 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Table C-18. Summary of the estimated percentage of time that the area
within the 310 C (87.80 F) isotherm equals or exceeds the
given areas (excluding instances when river temperature
exceeds 310 C).

PERCENTAGE OF TIME AREA
ARPEA JAN FES MAR
HECTARES
= OCsv4Z16.03840.03944.0
1.0=-S 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0001 0.0 0.0 0.0
0 001 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 005 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 01 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 05 0.0 0 0 0 0
a 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 5 0 0 0 0 C.0
1 0 0 .0 0 .0 0.0
2 5 0.0 0 . 0 0.0

APPR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NO%/ DEC

WITHIN 87.8 F ISOTHERM EGUA'_S OR EXCEEOS GIVEN AREAS

0.04194.0339S .03906.03916.03756.03343. 03808.04200.0
0.0 1.6 7K7 *8.2 2.8 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 1.6 7.7 8.2 2.8 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 1.5 7K7 8.2 2.8 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 2.7 8.1 2.8 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 1.2 7.5 2.2 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
0 .0 0 .0 0 .0 0.3 0 .0 0 0 0 0 0 .0 0. 0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0 0 0 .0 0 .0 0.0 0.0 0 .0 0 .0 0 .0 0. 0
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Table C-19. Summary of the estimated percentage of time that the area
within the 31.90 C (89.40 F) isotherm equals or exceeds the
given areas (excluding instances when river temperature

exceeds 31.90 C).

S

0 ERCENTAGE OF TIME AREA WITHIN a9.4 F ISOTHERM EOUALS OR EXCEEDS GIVEN AtAz

AREA' JAN FES MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC

HECTARES
Z OBSV4'16.03840.03944.0 0.041940,339S.03906.03916.037S6.03e43.0380a.04200.0
1.0E-S 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.4 2.3 2.0 0.3 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0

0.0001 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.4 2.3 2.0 0.3 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0

0.001 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.4 2.3 =.0 0.3 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0

0.OOS 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.6 1.9 0.3 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0

0 .01 0.0 0 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .3 1 .8 0 2 0 .2 0 0 0 .0 0 0

0.0S 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

0.1 .O,0 0 .0 0 0 0 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0. 0

0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

2.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Table C-20. Summary of the estimated percentage of time that the area

within the 33.60 C (92.50 F) isotherm equals or exceeds the

given areas (excluding instances when river temperature

exceeds 33.60 C).

J, 0

PERCENTAGE OF TIME AREA

HE CTARES
Z0ESV4=16.03840.03944.0
1.0--5 0.0 0.0 .0.0
0.0001 0.0 0.0 0.0

0 001 0 0 0 .0 0. 0
0 005 0 0 0 .0 0 0
0 01 0 0 0 .0 0 0
0 OS 0 .0 0 .0 0. 0
0 .1 0 .0 0.-0 0 .0

0 .S 00 0.0 0.

1.0 0 .0 0 .0 0. 0

25 0 .0 0 .0 0 0

WITHIN 92.S F ISOTHERM EQUALS OR EXCEEDS GIVEN AREAS

0.04194.03399.03906. 03916. 03756 03843 03808.04200. 0

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

0.0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 '0.0

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

0 0 0 0 0 .0 0 .0 .0 .0 0 .0 0 .0 0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
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Table C-21. Summary of the estimated percentage of time that the area
within the 35.20 C (95.40 F) isotherm equals or exceeds the
given areas (excluding instances when river temperature
exceeds 35.20 C).

PERCENTAGE OF TIME AREA WITHIN 95.4 F ISOTHERM EQUALS OR EXCEEDS GIVEN AREAS

AREA JAN FES MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC

HECTARES
= CESV4216.03840 03944.0 0.04194.03395. 03906.03916.03756.0384.3aOsOS.04-00.G
i )=-s 0.0 0 0 0.0 0 .0 0 0 0 .0 0.0 0.0 0 .0 0 .0 0.0 0 0
0 .0001 0.0 0 .0 0.0 0 .0 0 0 0 .0 0.0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0. 0
0.001 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.00S 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

:0.05 0 0 0 .0 0 0 0 .0 0 0 0 .0 0.0 0.0 0 0 P 00 0.0 0. 0
0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
1 C 0 .0 0 .0 0 .0 0 .0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 0 0 0 .0 0.0 0.0
: . 0'.0 0 0 0 0 0 .0 0 0 0 .0 0.0 0.0 0 . 0 0.0 0.0 0.0

I.
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Table C-22. Percentage of time river ambient temperatures were equalled
or exceeded during the period 1960 through 1976.

PZRCZNTAGE OF TIME AMBIENT
JAN FEE MAR APR MAY

7EMP.ERATUPE" :-S .EUALLE- CR EXCEEOED

F
JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV CEC

83

31
80
79
78..
77

76
73

73
7L
71
70 .
69
6a
67

•... 66 " ..... ... ..

6S
64
63
62
61.
60
59

. .Sa . .........

.36

SS

S3

S1
so
fief& a
48
47
46

'44
43

-0
39
3S
37
36
3S
34
33

0.4,
... ... 1 .6

3.3
S.3
8.0

10.6
14.7
17.3
21.0

26. 1
30 1,
3S. -
39. 0

0 .6 33.3
0 .4 60.a
1 . 66.3

2.1 70.2
2.8 74. S
4.4 79. -2
6.8 82.S

6 14-.6 ,88.6

o 1 .6 90.6
3 31 .3 93.7

.8 '-3.2 96.7
5 60.9 99.
0 6S.7 99.6

0.8
0.9
1.9
3.6

4.9
6.6
9. 1

16. 1
20.7

26.4
34. 9

60.3
67.0
77.
81.8

84.4
90.1
92.6
9S. 1
96.4

98.9
99.8

100.0
10 0 . 0
100.0
100.0
100 0

100 0

100 0
100.0
100.0
100.-0
100.-0

0 .8
1.8

S.9
9.0

13 .7
20.4
29.2
37 1
'7 .3

64. 3
73.9

'.. 1
90.0
93.7
95.S
97.8
98.8

100.0
1 0 0
100 0
100 0
100 0
IGO.0-
100 0
100 0
&00 0

1O0 0
100 .0
100 0
l90 0
100".0
100 0
1000
100 0
100 0
1.00 0
100 0
1200 0
100 0
100 0
100 0
100 0
100 0
100 0
100 0
100 0

I1.
3.0
6.3

18.4
C9.8
42 - 3

'-2. 3

S3. 1
66. 4

81.0
87. 1

91 .8
94. 7
97.2
97.9
99. 1

100 .0
100.0
100 0
100 0
100 0
100 0
100 0
100 0
100 0
100 0
Lo00.
100 0
10 0
100 0
1Co .0
10 0
i00. 0
100 0
1100 0
100 0
IO0 0
100 0
100 0
1 0 00
100 0
I00 0
100 0
I.0 0
100 0
100 0
100 0
1000
1000
100 0
100 0

0.4
0.9

10.8
23.3
34..3
44.6
S4.1
67.0

7S .. 1

82.7
89.6
93.9
961.6

97.9
99.:
99.4-

100 0
I00 0
100 0
100. 0
100 .0
100. 0
100. 0
100. 0
100. 0
100. 0
100. 0
100. 0
100. 0
100 .0
100.0
100.0

100 .. 0
100.0

100. 0
100 .,0
100. 0
100. 01 c0 .0

100 .0100.0

100. 0

100 .0
100 0

100 0
LOa 0

1.8
-2.9

3.9
S.3
7.1

10 .0
14..7
19.8
27-.
32.7

40.0
46.9
53.1
61 .6
70 .0
76. 1
82.7
88.

92. 9
95. 1

96.7
97.8
98.6
98 .6
99.
99.4
99.8

100 0
100. 0

0.4
0.9
3.4
9.1

13.3
15.6
:-. 0
26.9
33.8
38.-
43.-
51 .4
37.5
6S . 1
71.3
75.3

8Z'.7

iui 9 V2 y a

0.4
2.0
4.3
7.S

0+.
1.
1.
3.

0 .6 i.
8.- . Z .

100.01O op

100 0
1 00 .0
100.0
1 00.0
1 00.0
1 00.0

100.0
1 00.0
1 00.0
100.0

too 0

100 0
100 0

90.1
92. 8
94-19
98 .5

100 .0
100 0

100 0
100 0
100 0
100 0
100 0
100 0
100 0
100 0
100 0
100.0

9.8
12.2
16.5
21 .-

Z6.1
31 .0
38.2
43.7
S3.S
59.4
67.1

75 . 081.0

87. 1
90.0
92.2

O.'
0.4
0.3
0.9
0.9
1.1
2.1
3.4
S.S

10.6
18.6
36. 1

3= 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 I00.0 100.0 100.0 lo0.O 100.0

.'f
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Table C-23. Percentage of time the calculated mixed temperature 305 m
(1,000 ft) downstream from the discharge along the plume
centerline is equalled or exceeded.

PKECENTACT OF T:MF MIXED -TEMP£RATURE AT 1000 FEET IS E-UALLzC 2R EXCEE0E
J AN FES MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP COT NOV DEC

: 8,6

8'

83
82

8,0

79
73
77
76
7S
74.
73
7"

71
70
69

68
67

64
63

61

S9
.=8

S7

5S

S4
53 0.6

S1 0.8
SQ 0.8

S1.0 8.3
'37 Z.. 0 9
4.6' 0.3 10.S 3a S

_..,S ... 1.. 30.3o. 52 .7 . .

S' 3.9 7; 6 7. 1
e-3 93.5 96.5 85.4

4= 100.0 97.5 90.3
41 100.0 99.e 94.1
C-0 100.0 100 0 9S. .3
39 100.0 100.0 100.0

33 100.0 100.0 100.0
3. 100.0 100.0 100 0
36 100.0 100.0 100.0
3S 100.0 100.0 100.0

34 100.0 100.0 100.0
33 100.0 100.0 100.0
3".2. 100.0 100.0 100.0

1
1
1

3
4.

4

6
6

9

10

9

9
9

I0
10

10

10
10

10

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

0.1
0.6
2-.
7.1

0.1 17.3
0.7 30.6
1.9 44.5
S.4 S6..2
9.0 6S.6
13.2 .76.9
Z 0 06 82.0
27.8 87.3
38.2 92.9

0.5 4 96.3
1. I S•.4 97.6

•.I 6=•9 98.6
3.'- 69.4 99.3
6.2' 77.1 100.0
9.0 33.3 100.0

1.6 90.0 100.0

S.2 94.= 100.0
9.L 96.4. 100.0
-. 3 07-6 100.0
3.6 99.1 100.0

I.S 99.7 100.0
9.1 100.0 100.0

4 100.0 100.0

1.4. 100.0 100.0
9.4. 100.0 100.0

8.0 100.0 1 C0 .0
1.8 100.0 100.C
S.2 100.0 100.0

1.0 100.0 100 0
3.0 1 G000 1 00

. 0 1 0.0 1O0.C
6 1 00.0 1 00 0
8 S 100.0 1 0 0.0
3 9 1000 1 0 00
9.7 100.0 110.0

0 0 100.0 1 00. 0
00.0 100.0

0 100.0 1
0. 0 000 1 C .0 0
0.0 100.0 100.0

0.0 l1000 100.0
0.0 1 C 0 a 100 0
0.0 0 a00 1 0 0.0
0.0 100.0 1 00.0
0 0 10o00 1 0 0
00 1000 0 0 0
0.0 100.0 100.0

0.0 100.0 100.0
0.0 100.0 110.0
0 0 1000 1 00.0
0.0 10 00 1 00.0

0.9
3.9

:6.612.4

49. 1
61.2
72. 2
20.2
38-.5
93 .1
96.7
98.3
99.2

99.7
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

100.0

100 .0

100.0
100 0

i 0 3-0100.0

1 CO. 0
100 .0

100. 0
100 .0

100 0

100.0

1 00.
1 00.

100 .0

1 O0 0

100.1 030

1o0 C . 0

100.

1700.0

1 00.0a1CO 0
100. 0

S00.0

100 0
iO0C 0

100 0
I00. 0

0.0
0.3

1.9
3.1
4.6
6.8
9.8

1.4. 4

19.6
27. 8
33.8
42. 0
4-9 •.4
-7.9.

66.9

74.5
81 .2

91 3
94.Z

96 -S
98

98. 9

99.3

99. 6
iooo.

100 0
100 .

100 0
10 0
100 0
100 0
100 0
1000
1000
100 0
100.0
100.0

100 0
100 0
1O0 0
100 0
100 0
100. 0
100 0
100 0
100 0
10 o0
100 0
ICC. 0

0.1.

0.7
2.S
7.1

12.2
1s.4

19.9

25. 0
23.2
39.6
4-S.O

53.5

I6 . 3

82.9

80.1

96. 1
99. 0
99.4%
99.9

100.0

10 0.0

100 0
100. 0
100 .0

1 0 0 .C

100.0
100.0
1O00.

100.0100.0
100.0
1O00.
100.0

0.6

S-3
8.2
3.3

12.0

16 0
19.1

ZS.2 0.2
29.0 0.4

36.1 0.8
46.2 1.0

S7.8 3.2
69.3 7.0
SI.9 17.S
87.2 35.0

98. 3 95.0
100.0 99.6
100.0 100.-0
,00 0 1 0.0

1.0.0 1100.0

I00.0 100.0
100.0 100.0

100.0 100.0

1 00.0 100 .0
100.0 100.0
1000 100 .0
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Table C-24. Percentage of time the calculated mixed AT at 305 m (1,000 ft)
downstream from the discharge along the plume centerline is
equalled or exceeded.

P. ECENTAOE OF TrM-E MIX=-D 0E.TA , AT 1000 . £"-IS .•CUALLED aR EXCEEDED
TEMP JAN --S MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUS -==P 0-T NOV DEC

13 16.5
12 66.2

1 1 3.9
10 100 0

9 1O0 0
a 100 0
7 100 0
6 100 0
S 100 0
4 100.0
3 100.0
z 100.0
I 10 0.C

0 100.

12.9
70.4
05. 8
97.1
99.0

o0 0.

100.0
10 .0
100. 0
100 0
100.0
100.0

1 0 0
100 . 0

1.8
38.5
58.8

70 .2
78.S
87..2
94.9
96.6 0.
98 .4. 0.2 0 .0 0.1
0oo . a 3. 1 1.4 a.
100.0 60... 1 21 .4 =6.6 4'7.
100.0 16.4 59.1 S6.1 91.
100.0 84.3 97.C 99.2 99."
.100...0 . . 100a..0 .1o.0 100 .0 100.

a

3

1.0

38.0

SS .6
9-r . a
i9.. 9

2.7

9.9
18.9

0.2 46.6
1 .S 75.4
6.S &.3.6

S0.6 92.0
&7.7 98.5
60.0 100.0
97.0 100.0

100.0 100.0
100.0 100.0

16.6

65. 1.. .

93.3
98.7
99.8

""99.'8 .... . ..

100 .
100.0

00 .0

100.0
100.0

10 0.. 00.0 . .010 0 ....0

IF 40
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Table C-25. Percentage of time the calculated mixed temperature 610 m
(2,000 ft) downstream from the discharge along the plume
centerline is equalled or exceeded.

P7-CTNTAGZ CF TIME MrXEO TrMP

F

ERATURr AT =000 FEET 1 =.UAL.L= CR TXCED=E0
JUN JUL AU SSP CCT NOV CEcJAN FES MAR APR MAY

* 85
-. 84 .

83
32
81

79
77

75
74
73

71
70
69
68

67
66
6S

62

61

-60

39
5.3

37
36

0.4.
1.1
-. 9
6.8

10.0

22.6
31 .0,

0.S 41 .4
0.7. 9.3
1 .6 S7.8
3.1 64.s
".6 72.0
7.±• 80.1

10.1 87.4
13.-4 9z..'
16.5 95 .4
=-1 .9 96.8
.- 9.9 q.-9- :

.7'97. 1

'5 .5 100.0
.. 2.9 100 0
57.8 100.0
6-4..-2 i00 0
73.3 100 0

80.5 100 0
83.0 100 0
68.-. 100 0
92.1. 100 0

2 20c 0
96.3 100 0
9S.1 100..
98.7 100 0
99.5 100 0

'99.3 100 0
100.0 100 0
100 0 100 0

00 00 130. 0
100.0 100 0

100.0 100.0
100.0 10.0

00 .0 100 .0
100.0 10 0.0
100.0 100.0
100.o 100.0
100. Ic 0.0
10 .0 100.0
1 0 .0 100.0
100.0 100.0
100 .0 100.0

0.2
1.4

12.
22.8
37.0

4-9.3
61 .3

78.8
84.4
89 9
9ý4-. 2
? 6 9
97.

99 .6

130 .
100.0
100.0
11CC .0
10. 0

1100.0
i100 0
100 0
100.0
100.0

130.0

100.0100 . 0

100.0
1 00.0
100.0

100 .0

100 0
100 0
100 0
100 0

100. 0
100 0
IO .O
100.
! 0 0

100.0
100 .0
100 .0
00. 0

100. 0
1 00.

100.0

o.1
0 .4
2.1
6.7 0.0

18.8 1 a

43.2 . a

64.9 7 6
"5.0 10 8
83. 0 16. 1

90~21.
9... 29-.3
97. 1 ?3 A.

93.5 , -3 .3
99.3 50.6 0.2
99.8 59.1 0.7.

2100.0 47.S Z.8
100.0 75.3 7.5
10 0.0 81.7 12.6
100.0 88.3 15.6
IGO0 0 " ?I a : " 0 3 ... . . . . . ... . . .

i00. 09.. : 26.0

:00.0 96.6 23.0
10O.0 97 39.6
100. 0793.S ".6 0.6
100. 0 98.9 S-.S 2-.5
100 .0 99.3 61.2 S.3
.0 .0 99 6 633.9 8.2

1O .0 9'l 9 7 .8 -" 8.3 .. . . .
100.0 100 0 81.7 9.7

10C0 0 100.0 $6.4 I=.-

loo a ' :0 90 9 ? iE..
I00 0 100 0 95.0 19.7
100 0 100 0 98.2 a= 0.8 0.2
100 0 100. 0 99. 3 30.0 0.'

100 0 1000 99. 9 37.0 09.8
100 0 100 0 100 .0 1-8.1 1 .0
100.0 100.0 100.0 S7.1 2.9

100.0 100.0 100.0 67.0 6.3
1C0 0 100 0 1000 S 2.8 14.77_
1C00 1 ̂ 0 0 100 0 Z7. 23.0
101.0 100.0 100.0 89.9 54.7
100 100 . I00. 0 96. - a9.3
00.0 10 0 0 LO0.0 .9 S. 99.6

1i 0 1003 1 00 0 10C 0 100 0
00.0 d00 100.0 100 0 100 0

100.0 1 00 0 100.0 1CO 0 100 0
10 ,. 0 100.0 100.0 100 0 I00 0
00 0 100 0 1000 1.00 0 100 0
1C00 0 00.0 00.0 00.0 100 0
10.0 1 D000 100.0 100.0 100 0
1CO.0 100.0 100.0 10O.0 100.0

54
S3
6 Q

so

'9

47

45

'3

.29

38
3 -.

36
35

33

0.6

1.7
4.5 0
93

100.0

100.0
100.0
1 00.0

1 00.0
100.0

100.0

0.

96.
97.
99.

100.

100

100.
100.

0.6
0.6
0.8
1.0
1.8

-15..

3 1s .2
' 32.9

0 71 .0
C a£4.8

3 S9.7
&. 94.1
0 95.7

0 100. 0
o 100 0
a 100 0
0 100. 0
0 100 .0

32 100.0 100.0 100.0
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Table C-26. Percentage of time the calculated mixed AT at 610 m (2,000 ft)
downstream from the discharge along the plume centerline is
equalled or exceeded.

Fz

9
S

7

S

3

I
0

PERCENTACE OF TIME MZXEO DEL-TA T AT 2000 FEET IS ECUAL.LTO CO EXCEDEOE
JAN FSS MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG =EP OCT .'.'C V 0E

33.7__-2.S
93.5 94.6
1300 96.9
100 0 99.0

100.0 100.0
100 0 100 0
100 0 100 0
10.0 100 0
103.0 100 0
.00.0 100 0
100 0 100 0

S3 .1
68.8
77.9

87.8
94.9 .6
97.6 0.1 0.6 S.=
99.4 3.7 2.4. 12. 0 48.3

100 .0 0.5 3. 3 56.7 73.9 93.5
100.0 SZ.0 81,S 96.7 9S.0 99.7
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

0.4
3.4

14-7
44.S
84. 0
99.0

100 .0
100.0

1.P 6.3
6.1 39.0

16. 2 77.7
27.S 9Z 4
'6.4 98.7
76.3 99.8
06.6 99.3
97.1 100.0

100.0 100.0
1OO:O 100.0
100.0 100.0
100.0 130.0

9I
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Table C-27. Percentage of time the calculated mixed temperature 915 m
(3,000 ft) downstream from the discharge along the plume
centerline is equalled or exceeded.

PERCENTAGE OF TIME M!XrO TEMPERATURE AT 3000.-OET IS ECUALLEC OR EXCEEDED
TSMP JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN

83
83

JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC

82
81

._80 ___

79
,"8

76
75

74
."3

71
70
69
68
67

66
65

63
62

-- 9

S3
57

-55
S4

53
52 _

51

so 0.6
A49 0.6
e.8 0.0

0.1
0.8
1.8
5.9
9.1

14.0
21.0

-3.7
0.5 39.1
3.7 43S.1
1.6 56.0
3.1 63.Z
4.5 0 8
6.9 78.5
9.8 85.8

12.9 90.s
16 .0 94. 8

.! a 96.
=..,.1 97.8
$•x.6 99-1

" -.2 100 0

50.3 100 0
56.S 100 0

6Z.6 100.0
ý.=. 100.0
79.S 100.0

82.S 100 0
87.0 100.0
91.6 100.0

0, a 00 0
95.7 100.0
97.8 100.0
93.7 100.0
99.4 100•.0
99 8 100.0

100.0 100.00
100 0 100 a
1O0 0 100 0
100 0 100 0
100.0 I00.0
100.0 100.0
1000 o 00.C

1:.0.0 100.0

100 0 I00 0
C 0.0 100 0

100.0 100 0
100.0 100.0

0.1
1.1
3.6
9.5

19.7
33.5

5:8.0

69.8
77. 1
82.3

88.2
92.8
96. '
97. 5
98.S
99.2

100.0
100. 0
100 0
100. 0
100. 0
100. 0
100 0
1 00 0

100. 0
100 .0
100.0

100 .0

100.0
I3O0

100.0

100.0
100.0
100 .0
1 00.

100. 0
100 .0
100 .0

100.3

i 0 0 .0

100. 0
100. 0
3.00 0

1 C0 0

100 0
100 0

0.0

0.4
1.6
5.4

15.6

39.8

49.9
61.7
72.6
80.3
83 .=

76 S
96.5

99.2
99.5

100 .0

100.0
100.0
100.0
100 0
100 .0

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

ICO. 03

100.0

100.0.
100.0

10CO 0

100 0

100 0
100 0

a00 0
100. 0

100. 0

100. 3

100.0aI C0 0 i.

100 0 1

100.0a

100 0 I
100 0

100. 0 i

.19.0
19.4-
28. 0
33.6
4.1 .4.

'5. 1
56.1
64.5

79.2

86.0
90 .1
93.7
93 .87

983.6
9Q. 0

99.4
99.0

00 .0
100 .0

0.1

0.6

6.0

-17 9
23.7
30.7
3•7.S

4-2.6
-9. o 0.6
53.5 2.5

6S.3 5.9
71.7 8..
"7,.6 9.0
84.0 9.9

0.8
'2.
3.5

.8

7.1
9.8 4

ea 0 es 9

46
&S 0.6
'.4. _ .. _.._ 3. 1

4.3 0.6 8.1

'1 59.8 76.0
40 96,-4 96.0
39 100.0 97.1
33 100 .0 99.2
37 130.0 100.0

36 100.0 100.0
35 100.0 100.0

34 100.0 100.0
-23 100.0 100.0

8.1

93.3.

0S. 1

100 . 0

50.3
75.3

90. 1
93.3

95.
100.0

100. 0
100 .0
100.0

00. 0

100 0

100 0

•00 0
.00 0
100 0

i00 0

leo 0
100 0
.00.0.00 0
.o00.

.00 0

.00 0

.00.0a
.00.0
.00.0
.00.0

93
96.5
99 .

100 0
100 0
100 0

10.

100 0
I 10. 0

100 0

1 00.0
1.00.0

100.0
100.0

100 0
100 .0
100 0

tS . 0

17.9

20.8
27. 1 0.2
31. 9 0.'

50.0 1 .0
50 .41 2.9

e9 7 6.7
83 6 17.0
87.3 31 .8
90 .8 64. 0

96.- 91.2
99.6 99.6.

100 0 100 0
100 0 100 0

100 0 100 0
100 0 100 0
100 0 100 0
100.0 1001032 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
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Table C-28. Percentage of time the calculated mixed AT at 915 m (3,000 ft) •)
downstream from the discharge along the plume centerline is
equalled or exceeded.

PERCENTACE OF TME MIXED .DELTA T AT 3000 FEET IS E-uALLEC OR EXCE0oE--0•TEMP JAN F£ E tS MAR APR MAY J U . JUL AU3 S P CCT NOV DEC

10 8.3 7.3 1.2 2.6 14.1

9 SS.2 60.2 33.1 _ 8.4 SO.7
8 96.a 95.0 54.a 17.0 s0.8
7 100.0 96.7 68.6 0.1 27.1 92.4.
6 100.0 98.7 77.3 1.1 S1.9 98.7

___ 100 0 100 0 s8.0 0.1 '-S 79.0 99.8
4. 100.0 103.0 96.1 0.1 1.8 29.7 90.3 100.0
3 100.0 100.0 98.4 1.1 0.2 3.9 26.1 69.8 99.Z 100.0
2 100.0 100.0 100.0 21.4 33.2 5..4 88.7 97.0 100.0 10^.0
I 100 .0 100.0 100.0 34.S 71.5 94.- 97.1 99.6 100.0 100 .0 1C0.0
0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 103.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

9
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SECTION I

SUMMARY ANDCONCLUSIONS

In May 1979, Stone & Webster Engineering Corporation (S&W) initiated a
study program for Northern States Power Company (NSP) to evaluate the
survival potential of larval fish impinged on a fine-mesh screen. The
study was conducted at Alden Research Laboratories (ARL) in Holden,
Massachusetts, under the direction of S&W biologists and ARL hydraulic
engineers and modeling personnel.

The study program had two major objectives:

1. To determine the survival potential of larvae of several fish
species which commonly occur at the Prairie Island Nuclear
Generating Plant (PINGP) following impingement and removal from a
fine-mesh screen.; and

2. To identify engineering factors which contribute to mortality and
thereby develop reasonable design criteria for a proposed fine
screening system at PINGP.

Results of this program would therefore aid in determining the potential
biological effectiveness of the proposed screening system. 'Accordingly,
laboratory conditions were established to test parameters which could- be
important under field conditions.

Testing consisted of impinging groups of organisms on fine screening panels
over a range of velocities from 0.5 to 3.0 fps for durations from 2 to
16 minutes. These conditions more than cover the range which would be
expected to occur at a fine screening facility at PINGP.

A total of 882 tests were conducted over a 10-week period with larvae of
walleye, channel catfish and bluegill. Subsequent to each test, impinged
larvae. were removed from the test screen and were held for 96 hr to deter-

.mine latent survivorship. A separate group of controls was held for compari-
son to determine mortality resulting from handling and holding.

Walleye testing was hampered by high mortality among both test and control
larvae. Since it was evident fr6m control data that the high mortalities
observed were largely a function of handling and holding problems and not
impingement stress, it was necessary to evaluate the 24-hr mortality data
rather than data obtained over longer periods. Under the velocity/
impingement duration conditions proposed for the fine screening installa-
tion at PINGP (0.5 fps/4 min), mean test mortality for 24 hr was approxi-
mately 32 percent. Due to the holding problems experienced during the
study, this estimate has a large variance. It does appear that walleye are
capable of withstanding impingement and surviving under the conditions
proposed for PINGP; however, it is not possible to determine the exact
level of survival which would occur.
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Testing with channel catfish and bluegill larvae indicated that \these two
species are very hardy. Handling and holding problems were not
encountered, and it was possible, therefore, to obtain 96-hr mortality
determinations.

In general, both species exhibited high survival under many of the test
conditions. Under the design conditions anticipated for PINGP, test mor-
tality alone was less than 5 percent. When adjusted for control data,
mortalities were less than 1 percent.

In conclusion, it appears that, of the three species tested, channel cat-
fish and bluegill are capable of high survival following impingement and
removal from a fine-mesh screen. A 96-hr estimate of survival for walleye
larvae was not possible due to problems which arose in maintaining this
species under laboratory conditions. However, under the conditions tested,
it appears that the design parameters anticipated for the PINGP intake
offer the best potential for walleye survival (based on 24-hr survival
data). Since channel catfish and bluegill larvae showed high survival
under conditions which were much more severe than those anticipated for
PINGP, it is expected that these species will suffer little mortality if
exposed to a fine-mesh intake screen.
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SECTION 2

BACKGROUND AND TESTING RATIONALE

2.1 BACKGROUND

In December 1976, Northern States Power Company (NSP) authorized Stone &
Webster Engineering Corporation (S&W) to develop conceptual designs of
various intake alternatives which could potentially reduce fish impingement
and ichthyoplankton entrainment mortality at the Prairie Island Nuclear
Generating Plant (PINGP) on the Mississippi River. The basic objectives of
the study program were as follows:

1. Develop and evaluate designs which would permit the utilization
of intake flows up to 1,410 cfs (open cycle) while maintaining
impingement and entrainment mortality at or below baseline levels
associated with the existing system operating at a 188 cfs with-
drawal rate.

2. Estimate the capital costs of construction and operation for
those designs which combine the best potential for biological
effectiveness and commercial availability.

As a result of this effort, three alternative intake designs were selected
as being practicable to construct and operate in addition to being poten-
tially effective in protecting organisms: center-flow traveling screens,
angled traveling screens, and modified, conventional traveling screens with
fish lifting buckets and low-pressure sprays. A detailed description of
each design was presented in a separate report. (Stone & Webster, 1977).

All three designs selected for possible application at PINGP would operate
on the same basic protection concept, namely, impingement and removal of
fish eggs and larvae from a fine-mesh screening medium. Later life stages.
(juveniles and adults) would also be similarly collected by center-flow or
modified screens, but would be diverted to a bypass without impingement if
the angled screen system were utilized.

Subsequent to the alternative intake design effort, NSP made the decision
to proceed with the retrofitting of a fish protection system at PINGP,
pending regulatory agency review and approval. The center-flow screen was
tentatively selected as the preferred alternative for three reasons:

1. The screen is cdmmercially available and has proven to be opera-
tionally reliable in many applications with fine-mesh screening;

2. Biologically, the center-flow design is similar to the other
designs in that all three function as collection (impingement)
and removal systems;

3. The center-flow design costs were approximately one-half those of
the next most costly alternative. Accordingly, the center-flow
screen was deemed to offer the most cost-effective means for
reducing entrainment and impingement losses at PINGP.
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Although fine screening technology is progressing rapidly in the U.S.,
relatively few studies have been conducted to quantify the survival poten-
tial of ichthyoplankton following collection on a fine-mesh screen. These
studies are summarized below.

The only operational data available from a power plant comes from the
Central Power and Light Barney Davis Station in Corpus Christi, Texas. The
0.5 mm-mesh center-flow traveling screens are operated continuously at a
travel speed of 14 fpm and have an overhead 40 to 60 psi spraywash system.
From 1975 to 1977, biological sampling was conducted to determine species
composition and mortality. The majority of the organisms recovered in
sampling nets located in a screen-wash debris collection pit consisted of
penaeid shrimps, which showed high survival. Of approximately 50 fish
species collected, the dominant species were the bay anchovy (Anchoa
mitchilli) and the gulf menhaden (Brevoortia patronus) ranging in mean
length from 15 to 30 mm. Of about 12,000 organisms collected in 1977,
86 percent were recovered alive (Murray and Jinnette 1978). Average
survival of bay anchovy and gulf menhaden over the year was 69 and
90 percent, respectively.

Several laboratory and field studies also demonstrate the potential for
high survival of ichthyoplankton following impingement. In 1977, Consoli-
dated Edison Company of New York sponsored an evaluation of a fine-mesh
through-flow traveling screen at the Indian Point Generation Station -
Unit I on the Hudson River (Ecological Analysts, Inc. 1977). One traveling
water screen was backfitted with a 2.5-mm nylon mesh and modified with fish
buckets, a low-pressure spray header, and a collection trough on the rear
side of the screen. Collection efficiency studies were conducted with 12-
and 14-day-old post-yolk-sac hatchery striped bass (Morone saxatilis) with
mean lengths of 7 to 9 mm. Survival estimates were obtained with wild
fish, primarily late post-yolk-sac (mean length of 15 mm) and early juven-
ile (mean length of 19 mm) striped bass. In all tests, the screen approach
velocity was approximately 0.9 fps and the screen travel speed was 10 fpm.
The_ results of these studies showed that 7 to 9 mm larvae were not effec-
tively retained by the 2.5-mm mesh. It was concluded that 10- to 18-mm
larvae may be the smallest size that can be collected on mesh of this size.
Initial and latent (96-hr) survival estimates of late post-yolk-sac larvae
washed from the screen were 68 and 47 percent, respectively. Initial-and
latent survival estimates of early juveniles were 100 and 88 percent,
respectively (Ecological Analysts, Inc. 1977).

The Indian Point study results are relatively consistent with those ob-
tained in laboratory and field studies conducted by the Tennessee Valley.
Authority (Tomljanovich, Heuer, and Voightlander 1977). In these studies,
the effects of screen mesh size, water velocity, and impingement time on
the efficiency of screening and mortality of 10 species, including large-
mouth bass (Micropterus salmoides) and smallmouth bass (M. dolomieui), were
evaluated. It was determined that of the screen sizes tested, 0.5 mm
yielded the greatest screening efficiency (90 percent for larval fish with
lengths as small as 5.5 to 7.5 mm). Smallmouth bass showed greater than
95 percent survival at 48 hours under all test conditions. Largemouth bass
exhibited higher latent mortality at impingement durations greater than
8 minutes. Latent survival of this species average 91.6 percent at an
approach velocity of 0.5 fps, but dropped to 66.4 and 49.3 percent at
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velocities of 1.0 and 1.5 fps, respectively. In general, a negative rela-
tionship was found between fish survival and impingement duration and
velocity indicating that the longer the impingement time and/or the higher
the velocity, the lower the survival rate.

Additional studies by TVA further substantiate the survival potential of
larvae following impingement on a fine-mesh screen. Tomljanovich and Heuer
(1979) have demonstrated that survival of 3 to 19 day old larvae (mean
total length of 5 to 14 mm) of 5 species can be high under conditions which
are achievable in a power plant intake structure. Four species, paddlefish
(Polyodon spathula); northern pike (Esox lucius); white sucker (Catastomus
comersoni); and channel catfish (Ictalurus punctatus)) showed greater than
90 percent survival 24 hr after impingement, air exposure, and spilling
into a collection trough. Walleye (Stizostedion vitreum) and largemouth
bass tested under the same conditions showed 24 hr survival rates of greater
than 62 percent (adjusted for control mortality). Higher survival (69 to
97 percent) was obtained when the duration of air exposure was reduced from
3 minutes to 1 minute. The only species which did not perform well was the
striped bass; however, control mortalities were also very high and much of
the mortality observed was attributed to the problems of maintaining this
fragile species under laboratory conditions.

In laboratory studies (Sazaki, Heuback, and Skinner 1972; Skinner 1974), it
was found that steelhead trout (Salmo gairdneri) ranging in length from 22
to 36 mm could be impinged for up.to 50 minutes at 1.5 fps and still exhibit
greater than 90 percent survivorship. Survival decreased rapidly when
impingement time exceeded 10 minutes for both king (chinook) salmon
(Oncorhyncus tshawytscha; 36-56 mm) and steelhead trout when velocity
increased to 2.5 fps. Striped bass were'found to exhibit close to 100 per-
cent survival with impingement. times up to 4 minutes at screen approach
velocities of less than 0.8 fps. This same study suggests that it may be
feasible to impinge striped bass eggs for up to 6 minutes at velocities of
up to 0.8 fps with egg survival of over 80 percent.

Prentice and Ossiander (1974) present data which indicate that chinook
salmon fry ranging in size from 26 to 170 mm can be impinged on a 0.7-mm-
mesh screen for up to 15 minutes at water velocities up to 1.5 fps with
greater than 94 percent survival (18-hour observation). With a screen
approach velocity of 0.5 fps, survival of the smallest fish was virtually
100 percent for impingements of up to 60 minutes. At higher velocities,
they found greatly decreased survival when impingement time was increased
to over 15 minutes; i.e., at 0.5 fps, survival was independent of impinge-
ment time, but at 1.5 fps, survival decreased as impingement time increased
from 6 to 60 minutes.

While available information indicates that the survival of many species can
be high, few data were available which would have.permitted a quantitative
estimate to be made of the survival which might be expected with the species
of fish occurring at PINGP. Accordingly, in late 1978, NSP authorized'S&W
to conduct an impingement study in the laboratory to obtain data on the
survival potential of selected, important species occurring at the site.
This report presents the findings of this laboratory study.
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2.2 TESTING RATIONALE

Each of the intake alternatives developed for PINGP were designed to achieve
a maximum screen face velocity of 0.5 fps at a plant flow rate of 1,410 cfs.
Further, each screen type would be capable of traveling at a speed which
could limit impingement duration on the fine-mesh screen panels to approxi-
mately 2 minutes. Therefore, a primary objective of the impingement survival
study was to verify that selected, important species can survive these
conditions. Since the presence of debris on the mesh of a traveling screen
can act to create localized areas of higher velocity, it was desirable to
extend the range of test velocities to higher values to permit a clear
definition of velocity effects. A maximum velocity of 3.0 fps was selected
for this study.

Although the traveling screens which might be applied to PINGP could operate
at high travel speeds to minimize impingement duration, it would be desirable
to reduce the speed to alleviate operational and maintenance problems and
costs. Accordingly, impingement durations of up to 16 minutes were selected
for evaluation.

These primary test variables of velocity and impingement duration were

tested via a 5 by 4 matrix, as shown below:

VELOCITY (FPS)

0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 3.0

2
IMPINGEMENT
DURATION 4
(MINUTES)

8

16

Thus, a replicate series consisted of a completed matrix of 20 individual
velocity/impingement duration combinations. All species were tested
initially by completing an entire replicate series over several days of
testing, i.e., while the fish were of a consistent size. After several
replicate series had been completed, the data were evaluated, particularly
with regard to velocity/duration combinations for which high mortality
rates were found. At this point, a judgement was made concerning future
testing protocol. Thus, repetitive completion of the testing matrix for
each species was not required. Generally, the decision was made to focus
further testing on combinations with higher mortality on the assumption
that reductions in the mortality rates under these conditions would also be
reflected in the rates under other conditions..

Test results were constantly updated and reviewed and modifications to the
testing program were made as needed. In this way, flexibility was retained
to eliminate unnecessary effort and to increase testing which could yield
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more productive results. As with the initial matrix development, any
testing program changes were based in part on the ability of the revised
matrix to provide statistically testable data.

The modifications to the initial testing matrix resulted in a limited
ability to analyze the resulting data as a whole. Consequently, analytical
procedures were applied to portions of the data, as appropriate,. and the
results are reported accordingly. To the extent possible, conclusions have
been drawn over the entire range of test conditions for each species
tested.

An additional factor which must be considered in fine-mesh screening is the
mesh size utilized. It had been determined based on the available litera-
ture that 0.5 mm mesh could be required at PINGP to ensure retention of all
important species/life stages. While it is possible that a larger mesh
size might prove equally effective in collecting ichthyoplankton with
acceptable rates of survival, the decision was made to conduct all tests
with a 0.5 mm nylon mesh to ensure complete retention. In this way, the
study results would not be confounded by potential problems with selective
retention of certain species or sizes within species.

A final consideration in the fine screening of small organisms was the
actual screen design. Center-flow and through-flow screens incorporate
semi-circular and flat-panel baskets, respectively. While the center-flow
screen had been selected by NSP as the preferred design for PINGP, a flat-
panel test screen was utilized in the laboratory.for three reasons. First,
the semi-circular basket creates slightly non-uniform hydraulic conditions
due to its curvature and the presence of a protruding trash lip. Since the
purpose of this study was to develop impingement survival data at discrete
velocity intervals, a non-uniform and variable velocity distribution across
the test screen panel was undesirable. Second, it had not been determined
at the time of the study that a center-flow screen design would receive
agency approval. Further, since the range of velocities tested more than
covered the range that would occur in actual application of either screen,
the factors considered most important in determining impingement survival
could be tested without the basket shape being closely simulated. Finally,
studies by TVA (Tomljanovich and Heuer, 1979) indicate that basket shape
alone may not be an important factor in impingement survival. Therefore,
the flat-panel design was selected for its ease of operation.

It was originally intended that walleye, white bass (Morone chrysops) and
freshwater drum (Aplodinotus grunniens) would be evaluated in the laboratory.
These species are among those which are considered important at PINGP.
Unfortunately, white bass and drum were not available due to unusual weather
conditions during the spring spawning season in 1979. Accordingly, channel
catfish and bluegill (Lepomis macrochirus) were substituted for these
species.

The experience of other researchers indicated that walleye are extremely
difficult to culture under artificial conditions when they are in the
larval stage of development. Nickum (1978) quotes the National Task Force
on Public Fish Hatchery Policy: "The inability to rear the tiny delicate
larvae of species like striped bass and walleye on artificial diets (is)
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the most crucial bottleneck in the national fish-culture program." Ex-
tensive efforts have gone into determining the causative agents in mor-
tality among walleye in intensive culture. Despite attempts to rear fry on
dry diets, all efforts have failed to produce more than a few hundred fish.
Experience at a number of state hatcheries has consistently shown that
walleye fry can be maintained for 2 to 3 weeks, after which the majority of
the fish die for no apparent reason (Nickum 1978).

In light of the anticipated problems in holding walleye, special holding
facilities were established to maximize survival potential. Further, plans
were made to conduct the majority of the walleye tests in as short a time
as possible to avoid problems in conducting survival tests (to 96 hr) when
natural fish condition could be deteriorating steadily. This approach did
permit many tests to be run in a period of days. However, handling and
holding problems did occur which affected the ability to draw clear con-
clusions from the data, as discussed in Section 5 of this report.
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SECTION 3

DESCRIPTION OF THE TEST FACILITY

A 10-ft-long by 2.1-ft-wide by 1.3-ft-deep flume, as shown in Figure 3-1,
was utilized for testing. The flume was divided into two channels (seg-
ments), each 1-ft-wide, to facilitate testing. The two channels were
similar in design and received flow from a common upstream reservoir. Flow
depth was adjusted by a common downstream gate while flow control was
achieved by a valve in the 12-inch supply line, which also contained a
venturi meter for flow determination.

The test section was centrally located in the flume and contained a pneumat-
ically operated screen frame mounted on a track, as shown in Figure 3-2.
The bottom of the frame contained a lifting bucket which was recessed into
the flume floor. Gaskets on the floor, sidewalls and central pier sealed
the frame in its lowered position to prevent leakage around the frame. The
frame supported a 0.5-mm-square-weave polyester screen which was used for
impingement testing. Details of the lifting bucket and screen support can
be seen in Figure 3-3, which shows the screen frame in its raised position.

Fine mesh screens (0.25 mm) were used both upstream and downstream of the
test section to retain organisms that swam off, or passed through, the test
screen. The location and orientation of these screens are shown in Figure 3-1.

The flume was located on top of a water supply sump of 5,000-gal capacity.
A pump supplied flow to the flume with a gravity return system.

Larval Holding Facility

All larvae were held in a closed-cycle, fresh water rearing facility. The
holding facility consisted of 2 tables partitioned into 10 tanks, with each
table connected to a common biological filter (Figure 3-4). This filter
served to remove uneaten food and fish wastes from the sy-stem.

Water was pumped from the biological filter into the bottom of the tanks to
induce an upwelling flow that kept food in suspension and provided a flow
to which the larvae could orient. As water entered a tank, an equal amount
of water drained out through a screened overflow pipe, leading back to the
biological filter. The capacity of each of the 20 tanks was approximately
100 liters and the turnover rate was about 300 liter/hr/tank. A 50 to
75 percent water change was made daily in order to maintain water clarity
and quality.

Larvae were fed a combination of live Artemia nauplii and two dry diets:
EWOS larvstart and W-7 (which is used by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service).
All three species consumed the brine shrimp nauplii; only the channel
catfish consumed both dry foods throughout the study.

The conceptual design of the rearing tables was an attempt to conform to
the state-of-the-art in culturing walleye fry, a species not yet reared
successfully for long periods of time in a laboratory situation (Nickum 1978).
Although walleye fry did not survive beyond three weeks from hatching, the
rearing of channel catfish and bluegill was successful.
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FIGURE 3-2
IMPINGEMENT FLUME

FIGURE 3-3
LIFTING BUCKET AND SCREEN MESH
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96-Hour Holding Facility

Test and control larvae were held in 1-liter glass beakers for 96 hr follow-
ing each test to monitor latent survival. The beakers were individually
aerated, and temperature was controlled by submerging them in a temperature-
regulated water bath table (Figure 3-4). Capacity of the system was 300 beakers
(50 beakers per water bath table; 6 tables.)

During the early stages of the testing program, a maximum of 25 larvae (sac
fry and young larvae) were held in each beaker. As body length of larvae
increased beyond 15 mm, the larvae from each test were divided into two or
more beakers to avoid overcrowding.

Larvae held in the beakers for 96 hr were fed on the same schedule as the
stock holding tanks. Water quality was monitored in the same manner as for
the main holding tanks.
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SECTION 4

BIOLOGICAL TESTING PROCEDURES

From May to August 1979, larvae of walleye, channel catfish, and bluegill
were tested in the impingement model. Fish were tested according to the
following schedule, which reflects the growth of each species during their
individual test periods:

Species Age at Delivery Test Period Length Range

Walleye 3 days May 29-June 15 8.4-12.4 mm
Channel catfish 3 days June 21-July 31 11.5-25.7 mm
Bluegill 14 days July 19-August 16 15.3-21.0 mm

Twenty-five larvae were used in each test. These larvae were removed from
the stock holding tanks at the time of each test, placed in glass beakers,
.and then transferred to the flume are• for acclimation prior to testing.
In general, several series of tests were conducted each day with one or
more species, depending on availability. Prior to each test series, a
separate control lot of 25 larvae was taken from the holding tanks, handled
as the test organisms, and placed in the collection bucket of the impingement
screen for 16 minutes (representing the longest impingement duration tested).
The larvae were then removed and held for 96 hr to determine latent mortality.
Therefore, these larvae experienced the entire testing procedure except
actual impingement. In addition, a second control group of 25 larvae were
removed from the stock tanks and placed directly into holding jars for
96 hr. This group was utilized to determine mortality arising solely from
handling or temperature differences.

Five velocities (0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, and 3.0 fps) and four impingement
durations (2, 4, 8, and 16 minutes) were investigated in the impingement
model. The velocity to be tested was established in the flume based on
manometer readings prior to ,testing. Periodic readings were taken across
the flume with a flowmeter to confirm manometer settings. To start each
test, a clock was activated and larvae were introduced into a segment of
the model upstream of the fine-mesh screens; a second lot of larvae were
introduced into the second segment either concurrently or later, depending
on the desired test conditions. Observations were made during each test of
the distribution of the larvae: swimming upstream, swimming in the screen
collection bucket, or impinged on the screens. Water temperatures of the
holding tank and flume and air temperature were also recorded.

At the conclusion of each test, the screens were raised and impinged larvae
were gently washed from the screens into the collection buckets. Larvae
were then carefully removed from the buckets, enumerated and placed in
numbered 1-liter glass holding beakers. Larvae which had been swimming
upstream of the screens during the test or those which had been impinged
but had "popped" off the screens when they were raised (to be collected on
the downstream retention screens) were removed from the model. These
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organisms were not held for latent mortality since they were not impinged
at the conclusion of the test.

The beakers containing larvae which had been impinged were returned to the
water bath tables (see description of holding facility). A count of initially
live and dead larvae was made approximately 1 hr after the completion of
the test, to allow those larvae which were "stunned" by impingement time to
recover or die. Thereafter, mortality was recorded at intervals of 24, 48,
72, and 96 hr.

At the end of the 96-hr holding period, beakers were siphoned down, and the
number of live larvae was recorded. Cannibalism among the larvae was a
problem with walleye. Missing larvae were generally assumed to have been
cannibalized. In the interest of conservatism, however, missing larvae
were assumed to have died and were included in the overall test mortality
figures (initial mortality plus 96 hr).

Statistical Analysis

The data were analyzed by analysis of covariance models which enabled the
simultaneous testing of categorical and continuous independent variables
(Kemp 1972). The categorical independent variables included the approach
velocity and the impingement duration. Two test segments were used in the
test program; therefore, differences in the segments were also analyzed.
The covariants included mean larval length and the difference in water
temperature between holding tanks and the flume.

Mortality recorded at 24, 48, 72, and 96 hr was used to calculate percent
cumulative mortalities for each time period. These percentages were used
to correct for differences in the number of larvae recovered and held
during each test. Control mortality was analyzed for each species to
establish the mortality attributed to the holding and handling conditions.

The computer program used for the analyses was a least-squares procedure,
which allows an unequal number of observations in each experimental cell
(Kemp 1972). Independent variables and/or interactions which had an o(<0.05
were considered significant.

Least significant difference (LSD) tests, the Tukey method of multiple
comparisons, and confidence intervals for the difference between two means
were employed to estimate the difference between mean mortality values for
each velocity/duration combination and to decide which means differed
significantly. In some cases, the LSD test showed a significant difference
between means, although the 95 percent confidence intervals around each
mean overlapped. Since the analysis studied all differences between pairs
of means, some differences could have been erroneously declared significant
(Snedecor and Cochran, 1967). To limit the effect of this problem, the LSD
test was used only when the F statistic was significant. The results of
the LSD test and the degree of overlap in the confidence intervals were
both considered in evaluating significant differences in mortality rates.
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SECTION 5

TEST RESULTS

A total of 882 impingement survival tests were conducted with walleye,
channel catfish and bluegill between May 29 and August 16, 1979. The
results of testing with each species are presented individually in the
following discussions.

5.1 WALLEYE

5.1.1 Analytical Results

The results of 308 tests with walleye, ranging in length from 8.4 mm to
12.0 mm, were analyzed. The test results are summarized in Appendix A-I.
Additional tests were conducted on a subsequent day when the larvae reached
12.4 mm in length, but control mortality had reached 100 percent. Results
of these tests were thus excluded from the analyses.

Statistical analyses conducted both during the testing period and at its
conclusion indicated that the mortality rates of larvae tested under all
velocity/duration combinations were quite high. As previously discussed,
the difficulties of obtaining high laboratory survivorship for walleye
larvae have been well documented both in basic and applied research (Nickum
1978). Therefore,.to determine whether the walleye, during the present
study, were being adversely affected by the artificial laboratory conditions,
walleye control data were studied.

An analysis was conducted on control larvae that were simply held and those
which were handled and held according to the test procedures. Based on the
analysis, there was no significant difference between the two control
groups. Therefore, handling did not significantly increase the mortality
rates. The length of the larvae influenced control mortality, with a trend
toward increasing mortality as the larvae grew. In addition, the relation-
ship between control mortality and length depends upon holding durations
(refer to Figure 5.1-1). Mean control mortalities and 95 percent confidence
intervals for each observational period are summarized in Table 5.1-1.

The presence of high or highly variable control mortality makes the evalua-
tion of additional effects of impingement stress on test organisms difficult.
It was necessary, therefore, to evaluate test effects, relative to controls,
on the basis of shorter holding periods. Thus, the 24-hr test results were
selected, since these results had the lowest control mortalities.

The analysis of the test matrix data was necessarily partitioned due to the
unequal number of observations at the various velocity/duration combinations.
Analyses of covariance were performed to determine the relationship between
mortality after 24 hr (the dependent variable) and the independent variables:
impingment duration, velocity, mean larval length, temperature difference
between the holding tank and flume, and model segment.
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During the testing period, the holding tank and flumeotemperatures remained
relatively constant. Tank temperature ranged from 14 C to 19°C, flume
temperature ranged from 16°C to 21.5 0 C. For each test, the flume tempera-
ture was equal to, or warmer than, the holding tank temperature. The
temperature difference (AT) ranged from 0.0 0 C to 3.5 0C.

The first analysis of covariance was conducted on larvae impinged for 2 and
4 minutes at all velocities. The results of the statistical analysis are
presented in Table 5.1-2. Within the range of independent variables tested,
impingement duration, velocity, and mean larval length significantly influenced
mortality. Temperature difference and model segment were not significantly
related to the mortality rates. The significant interactions were velocity -
duration and velocity - length.

Following this analysis, the independent variables with a <0.05 were eliminated
from the model and a second analysis was conducted (refer to Table 5.1-2).
This reduced model accounts for 48.9 percent of the total-variability as
compared to 49.8 percent for the full model. The following conclusions can
be drawn:

1. Mortality rates of larvae impinged at 0.5, 1.5, and 2.0 fps did
not increase as the impingement duration was increased from 2 to
4 minutes.

2. Mortality rates of larvae impinged for 2 minutes significantly
increased as the velocity increased from 0.5 to 1.0 fps. There
was no significant difference in the mortality rates of larvae
tested at 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0 fps for this impingement duration.

3. Mortality rates of larvae impinged for 4 minutes significantly
increased as velocity increased from 0.5 to 1.0 fps. There was
no significant difference in the mortality rates of larvae tested
at 1.5 and 2.0 fps.

The longer impingement durations of 8 and 16 minutes were. also analyzed by
analysis of covariance. Temperature difference and model segment were not
included in the subsequent analyses since, based on the first analysis,
they were not significant.

The 0.5 and 1.0 fps velocity tests had a similar number of observations and
were thus partitioned and analyzed together. The results of the analysis
are presented in Table 5.1-3. The significant independent variables were
velocity and duration. Mean larval length and the interaction between
velocity and duration were not significant.

The remaining velocities (1.5 fps to 3.0 fps for 8 and 16 minute impinge-
ment durations) were subjected to the same analysis of covariance design.
The results of this analysis are presented in Table 5.1-4. The significant
independent variables were velocity, duration, and length. A least signifi-
cant difference test for the three velocities showed that all were signifi-
cantly different at a<0.05 except 2.0 and 3.0 fps.
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The mean mortalities and 95 percent confidence intervals for each velocity/
duration combination are presented in Table 5.1-5.

Thus, the analyses of the 24-hr testing and holding mortalities indicate
that velocity and duration are important considerations with a general
increase in mortality as both these variables increase. For some test
conditions, combinations of velocity and duration have an interactive
effect, such that the difference between two velocities may depend upon
which duration is under consideration. The length of the larvae, although
significant for some of the analyses, appears to be less important than the
velocity and duration. Generally, mortalities increased as the larvae grew
in length.

The use of the 24-hr test results shifts the emphasis of the analysis to
identifying the relative importance of velocities, impingement duration,
and larval length, since no long-term (96 hr) estimates can be provided.
The mortality estimates summarized in Table 5.1-5 are presented for a
relative comparison since the effect of handling and holding have not been
removed.

5.1.2 Discussion

The problems which arose in maintaining walleye larvae in the laboratory
limit the interpretation of the test results for this species. As shown on
Figure 5.1-1, two major problems were encountered:

1. Control mortalities over the 96-hr observation periods reached
very high values which limited the usefulness of these data;
accordingly, it was necessary to utilize only those values up to
24 hr.

2. Mortalities at all observation times increased as the larvae
grew; based on experience with other species, the opposite trend
would be expected.

The high control mortalities experienced during the study are believed to
be a function of the difficulty of maintaining this species under artificial
conditions. Therefore, it is reasonable to. assume that correspondingly
high test Jmortalities were also partly a function of holding rather than
impingement stress.

The fact that mortality among test groups increased as the larvae grew
(Figure 5.1-1) is another indication of the holding problems which many
researchers have experienced with walleye larvae. Experience with other
species (see Sections 5.2 and 5.3) indicates that mortality among test
organisms should not increase substantially as. they develop. In fact,
decreases were shown for the channel catfish and bluegill tested con-
currently with the walleye. Therefore, it is believed that the observed
relationship between larval length and mortality for walleye is more a
function of deterioration in condition over time than some length- or
age-specific factor which reduces the survival potential of walleye as they
grow.
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If it is assumed that deterioration over time is a major factor in both
test and control mortalities, then survival values obtained early in the
study may better reflect the survival potential of walleye than those
obtained later in the testing period. Figure 5.1-2 shows the relationship
between larval length and 24-hr mortality for the 0.5 fps/4 minute duration
test condition. It can be seen that the general trend in test mortality is
similar to the trend in control mortality (Figure 5.1-1). Thus, testing
does not appear to drastically modify the trend of mortality over holding
time. As can be seen, the survival of walleye larvae at 24 hr is high
under the 0.5 fps test condition, particularly at the shorter impingement
durations. Since the proposed PINGP modified intake has been designed for
this low velocity condition, it would appear that the design criteria
selected would offer the best potential for walleye survival.

The mortality values given in Table 5-1-5 are very similar to results
obtained by the Tennessee Valley Authority (Tomlganovich and Hueur 1979)
which has conducted similar impingement survival studies with walleye
larvae. Since there appears to be reasonable agreement between the results
of two independent studies, it is believed that the survival values obtained
in the laboratory accurately reflect the mortalities expected to occur
under the conditions tested. The introduction of other parameters (such as
debris) which would exist in the field make it difficult to predict how
these values might change in an actual fine screening installation at
PINGP. However, it is clear that, of the conditions tested, the antici-
pated intake design incorporates the velocity and impingement duration
which offers the best potential for protecting walleye larvae.
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TABLE 5.1-1

MEAN CONTROL MORTALITIES AND
95 PERCENT CONFIDENCE INTERVALS

WALLEYE LARVAE

Observational
Period Mean Mortality + 95% CI

24 hr 26.8 + 7.4

48 hr 55.4 + 9.9

72 hr 75.8 + 11.0

96 hr 87.8 + 9.4
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TABLE 5.1-2

RESULTS OF ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE OF 24-HR
MORTALITY FOR 0.5 TO 3.0 FPS AND 2 TO 4 MINUTES

IMPINGEMENT OF WALLEYE

FULL MODEL

Source of
Variation

Sum of
df Squares

Velocity (V)
Duration (D)
Segment
V xD
L xV
LxD
Temp Diff
Length (L)

Residual
Total

4
1

1
4
4
1
1
1

24427.065
3866.941
359.454

2499.846
3474.756

154.881
213.105

1372.470

Mean
Squares

6106.766
3866.941
359.54
624.961
868.689
154.881
213.105

1372.470

235.580

F
Ratio

25.922
16.415
1.526
2.653
3.687
0.657
0.905
5.826

Probability

0.0000*
0.0001*
0.2183
0.0347*
0. 0066*
0.4186
0.3428
0. 0 168*

176 41462.027
193 82580.625

Note: *Significant at a<0.05

REDUCED MODEL

Source of
Variation

Sum of
df Squares

Velocity (V)
Duration (D)
VxD
L xV
Length (L)

4
1
4
4
1

27229.402
3769.490
2598.796
3423.895
1199.425

Mean
Squares

6807.348
3769.490
649.699
855.974

1199.425

235.724

F
Ratio

28.878
15.991
2.756
3.631
5.088

a
Probability

0. 0000*
0. 000 1*
0.0294*
0. 0072*
0. 0253*

Residual
Total

179 42194.602
193 82580.625

Note: *Significant at aY0.05
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TABLE 5.1-3

RESULTS OF ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE OF 24-HR
MORTALITY FOR 0.5 TO 1.0 FPS AND 8 TO 16 MINUTES

IMPINGEMENT OF WALLEYE

Source of
Variation

Velocity (V)

Duration (D)

VxD

Length (L)

Residual

Total

df

1

1

1

1

77

81

Sum of
Squares

15,454.88

1,633.38

41.62

488.68

30,443.15

47Y'741.20

Mean
Squares

15,454.88

1,633.38

41.62

488.68

F
Ratio

39.090

4.131

0.105

1.236

a
Probability

0.0000*

0.0455*

0.7465

0.2697

Note: *Significant at a<O.05

TABLE 5.1-4

RESULTS OF ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE OF 24-HR
MORTALITY FOR 1.5 TO 3.0 FPS AND 8 TO 16 MINUTES

IMPINGEMENT OF WALLEYE

Source of
Variability

Velocity (V)

Duration (D)

VxD

Length (L)

Residual

Total

df

2

1

2

1

25

31

Sum of
Squares

4,069.07

.2,069.04

112.75

1,728.66

5,879.36

12,417.43

Mean
Squares

2,034.53

2,069.04

56.38

1,728.66

F
Ratio

8.651

8.798

0.240

7.351

a
Probability

0.0014*

0.0065*

0.7886

0.0119*

Note: *Significant at a<0.05
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TABLE 5.1-5

SUMMARY OF 24-HR MORTALITY
ANALYSIS FOR WALLEYE LARVAE

Impingement Duration (Minutes)
2 4 8 16

Velocity
(fps)

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

3.0

31.9+ 6.5

42.9+ 6.5

38.2+ 6.6

46.6+ 7.9

66.2+10.9

35.2+ 6.5

55.5+ 6.5

46.1+ 6.6

45.0+ 7.9

91.3+10.9

31.9+ 8.5

58.4+10.2

60.6+12.2

79.6+16.2

94.7+24.5

39.5+ 8.5

69.9+10.2

80.6+14.4

100+39.6

100+39.6I
.1
I

I
I
]
I
I
a
I

-I

Note:

Values given are mean mortalities + 95 percent confidence intervals. These
estimated values are derived from the ANCOVA's given in Tables 5.1-1 through
5.1-4. No adjustments have been made for control mortality.
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5.2 CHANNEL CATFISH

5.2.1 Analytical Results

The channel catfish testing program was conducted in two phases, referred
to herein as Phase I and Phase II. During the first phase, larvae ranging
in length from 11.2 mm to 15.5 mm were tested in the impingement model over
the full range of approach velocities and impingement durations. There
were 180 tests conducted, 9 tests per velocity/duration combination.
During the second phase of testing, channel catfish larvae measuring 15.5 mm
to 25.7 mm in length were studied. One hundred tests were performed at 2.0
and 3.0 fps for 4 and 16 minutes. The results of the entire testing program
are summarized in Appendix A-2.

The holding tank and the test flume temperatures remained relatively constant
throughout the testing program. During the first phase, the tank tempera-
ture ranged from 15.3 C to 20.5. C and the flume temperature ranged from
17.5 C to 22.5 0 C. In each test, flume temperature was slightly warmer than
tank temperature. The temperature difference (tank temperature minus flume
temperature) ranged from -3.1C to-0.2OC. During the second phase, tank
and flume temperatures ranged from 17.3 0 C to 23.4 C and 19.80C to 24.80C,
respectively. The temperature difference ranged from -2.60C to 0.1 0 C.

Test results from the two testing phases were separately analyzed by analyses
of covariance. An analysis conducted on the Phase I data revealed that the
temperature differences and model segments did not influence larval mortality
(refer to Table 5.2-1). Therefore, these factors were not included in
subsequent Phase I analyses.

The analysis summarized in Table 5.2-2 indicates that, within the range of
independent variables examined during Phase I, impingement duration, approach
velocity, and mean larval length significantly influenced mortality, and
accounted for 12 percent, 12 percent and 7 percent of the total variabil-
ity, respectively. All two-way inte'ractions were significant. Since the
interaction between velocity and duration was important, both factors must
be specified to accurately predict larval mortality. In addition, the
relationship between mean larval length and mortality differed for each
level of approach velocity or impingement duration. The model summarized
in Table 5.2-2 accounted for 61 percent of the overall variability.

The mean mortalities and 95 percent confidence intervals were estimated for
all velocity/duration combinations (Table 5.2-3). A Tukey test of multiple
comparisons indicated that the mean mortality rate predicted for the 3 fps/
16 -minute condition was significantly greater than the predicted mean
mortalities for all other conditions. This was the only significantly
different mean.

Additional analyses of the data, stratified by velocity, revealed that the
mortality rates of larvae tested at 0.5 fps did not significantly decrease
as the larvae increased in length. However, mean larval length was signifi-
cantly related to the mortality rates of larvae tested at the higher approach
velocities. The magnitude and direction of the relationship between mean
larval length and mortality depends upon the duration. Table 5.2-4 summarizes
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the analyses stratified by velocity. Figure 5.2-I depicts the relationship
between mean larval length and mortality for each velocity examined.

Phase II of testing involved 15.5 mm to 25.7 mm larvae at approach velocities
of 2.0 fps and 3.0 fps and impingement durations of 4 and 16 minutes. A
preliminary analysis of covariance similar to the Phase I analysis is
presented in the first part of Table 5.2-5. The analysis revealed that the
temperature difference did not influence larval mortality. However, mortali-
ties of larvae tested in segment A were significantly lower than the mortali-
ties of larvae tested in segment B.

A second analysis, including interactions but excluding temperature differ-
ence, was then conducted. The second part of Table 5.2-5 summarizes the
results of the analyses. The nonsignificant interaction between mean larval
length and duration was then eliminated and a final analysis was performed.
The results of the reduced analysis are summarized in the same table. The
reduced model accounted for 49.6 percent of the total variability. Twenty-
eight percent of the total variability was explained by duration, 3.4 percent
by velocity and 4.7 percent by the combined effects of duration and velocity.

.Mean larval length accounted for 7 percent and the combined effects of
length and velocity explained 3.9 percent of the variability. Model segment
accounted for 2.6 percent of the total variability. Average mortalities
and 95 percent confidence intervals for each velocity/duration combination
and for each segment are presented in Table 5.2-6.

Channel catfish controls were studied to determine the mortality attribut-
able to handling and holding. Table 5.2-7 summarizes the results of the
analysis of covariance. Since the mortality rates did not significantly
differ between the two control groups, handling did not increase mortality.
The control mortality also was not associated with the mean larval lengths.

*The mean control mortality rate for all tests was 3.9 percent with a 95 percent
confidence interval of 1.82 percent to 5.98 percent.

The mortality attributable to holding and handling, as determined by control*
groups, was low. As shown in Table 5.2-8, this mortality was not significantly
affected by the group of fish tested or larval length. Since both test and
control mortalities were very low, no attempt was made to adjust test
mortality.

5.2.2 Discussion

Channel catfish testing was conducted in two phases in order to enhance
data collection. Prior to testing, survival under anticipated test condi-
tions was unpredictable. Accordingly, the entire testing matrix was run as
the larvae grew from 11.2 to 15.5 mm. Review of test results indicated
that survival was high under almost all conditions. Accordingly, the test
procedures were modified by eliminating tests at the 2-minute duration, for
which mortalitites were consistently low, and considering only the two
highest velocities. This procedure limited the amount of testing necessary
while monitoring mortality rates under conditions which would induce the
highest mortalities as the larvae continued to grow from 15.5 to 25.7 mm.
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The results of the previously described analyses have shown that velocity
and impingement duration had only a small influence on 96-hr mortality,
since survival of this species was very high under most test conditions.
The 96-hr mortality values given in Table 5.2-3 indicate, therefore, that
catfish mortality should be low even under conditions far more extreme than
those anticipated for PINGP. These values are based on mortality estimates
at the mean larval length. While larval length was found to have a significant
effect on mortality, the magnitude of the effect was generally small,
particularly under shorter impingement durations (Figure 5.2-1). At 0.5 fps,
larval length was not a significant factor; therefore, the 0.5 fps values
given in Table 5.2-3 are indicative of mortalities at all lengths tested.
If these data are adjusted for control mortality (mean = 3.9 percent), it
can be concluded that the mortality associated with impingement under the
conditions tested would not exceed 1.0 percent.

Results of the second phase of testing verified the assumption that mortality
under selected velocity/duration conditions would not change to any great
extent 'as the larvae continued to grow (compare Table 5.2-3 to Table 5.2-6).
The reason for the significant difference between the two test segments
during Phase II is unclear; however, the difference is small and does not
affect any conclusions relative to design criteria.
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TABLE 5.2-1

PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE - CHANNEL CATFISH MORTALITY
PHASE I - 11.2 to 15.5 mm LARVAE

Source of Sum of Mean F a
Variation df Squares Squares Ratio Probability

Velocity 4 5839.599 1459.8997 7.181 0.0000*
Duration 3 6161.035 2053.678 10.101 0.0000*
Segment 1 114.454 114.454 0.563 0.4544
AT 1 296.688 296.688 1.459 0.2286
Length 1 3019.854 3019.854 14.854 0.0002*

Residual 169 34358.684 203.306
Total 179 50343.61.8

Note: *Significant at a<0.05
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TABLE 5.2-2

ANCOVA - FIRST PHASE
CHANNEL CATFISH 11.2-15.5 mm

96-HR LATENT MORTALITY RATE

Source of
Variation

Sum of
df Squares

Duration (D)
Velocity (V)
D xV
LxV
LxD
Length (L)

4
3

12
4
3
1

5870.5
6237.3
7379.6
2447.9
5476.7
3466.5

Mean
Squares

1467.63
2079.10

614.96
611.97

1825.56
3466.47

128.06

F
Ratio

11.46
16 235
4.002
4.779

14.225
27. 069

a
Probability

0.0000*
0.0000*
0. 0000*
0. 0012*
0.0000*
0.0000*

Residual
Total

152 19465.2
179 50343.6

Note: *Significant at a<0.05

MODEL

Yijk = 8.52 + V.V + D. + (VDij) + [(LV.i + LD. - 3.87) (Lijk - 13.6)] + eijk

where:

• Yijk

V.
1

D.
J

Lijk

eijk

= 96-hr mortality

effect of the ith velocity

th
mean larval length of the ijk test

= the residual variance
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TABLE 5.2-3

CHANNEL CATFISH MORTALITY
GIVEN AS MEAN MORTALITY

FIRST PHASE - 11.2 TO 15.5 mm LARVAE

Impingement Duration (Minutes)
2 4 8 16

0.5 1.4 4.8 3.0 3.1

1.0 2.2 5.2 3.1 9.3

Velocity (fps) 1.5 4.5 9.2 5.4 13.8

2.0 3.2 5.2 3.6 15.8

3.0 4.3 9.2 13.9 50.3

Notes:

1. Only the 3.0 fps/16 minute combination was significantly different
from the other values.

2. 95 percent confidence interval around all values = +8.7 percent.

3. The mean mortality was estimated at a mean larval length of 13.6 mm.

I 4. Mean control mortality and 95 percent confidence interval 3.9 +
2.1 percent.
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TABLE 5.2-4

ANCOVA STRATIFIED BY VELOCITY

a. 0.5 fps

Source of
Variation

Duration (D)
LxD
Length (L)

Residual

Total

b. 1.0 fps

Sum of
df Squares

3
3
1

54.924
86.916
0.316

439.923
582.08

Mean
Squares

18.308
28.972
0.3116

15.7117

F
Ratio

1.165
1.844
0.020

a
Probability

0.3405
0.1621
0.8890

28
35

Source of
Variation

Sum of
df Squares

Mean
Squares

89.96
512.85
347.173

F
Ratio

1.198
6.831
4.624

Probability

Duration (D)
L x D
Length (L)

3
3
1

269.89
1538.54
347.17-

2102.28
4257.87

0.3285
0.0013*
0. 0403*

Residual
Total

28
35

75.08

Note: *Significant at u<0.05

c. 1.5 fps

Source of
Variation

Sum of
df Squares

Duration (D)
L x D
Length (L)

Residual
Total

3
3
1

483.878
2521.604
1783.086

4515.86
9304.43

Mean
Squares

161.293
840.535

1783.086

161.2808

F
Ratio

1.000
5.212

11.056

a
ýProbability

0.4073
0. 0055*
0. 0025*

28
35

Note: *Significant at a<0.05
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TABLE 5.2-4 (Cont)

d. 2.0 fps

Source of
Variation

Duration (D)
L xD
Length (L)

Residual
Total

Sum of
df Squares

3
3
1

958.491
1308.872

116.498

Mean
Squares

319.497
436.291
116.4976

130.9623

F
Ratio

2.440
3.331
0.890

a
Probability

0.0853
0.0337*
0.3537

28 3066.944
35 6050.8008

Note: *Significant at a<0.05

e. 3.0 fps

Source of
Variation

Sum of
df Squares

Duration (D)
LxD
Length (L)

3
3
1

11849.678
2405.8915
3667.2707

6355.0938
24277.910

Mean
Squares

3949.89
801.96

3667.27

226.968

F
Ratio

17.403
3.533

16.158

a
Probability

0.0000*
0.0274*
0.0004*

Residual
Total

28
35

Note: *Significant at et0.05
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TABLE 5.2-5

ANCOVA - SECOND PHASE
CHANNEL CATFISH: 15.5 mm - 25.7 mm LARVAE

PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS

Source of
Variation

Velocity
Duration
Segment
AT
Length

Residual
Total

Sum of
df Squares

1
1
1
1
1

94
99

1153.46
11642.184

1088.894
.197.464

2816.594

24701.8086
42322.277

Mean
Squares

1153.46
11642.184

1088.894
197.464

2816.594

262.785

F
Ratio

4.389
44.303
4.144
0.751
10.718

0.0388*
0.0000*
0.0446*
0.3882
0.0015*

a
Probability

Note: *Significant at a<0.05

FULL MODEL

Source of
Variation

Sum of
df Squares

Mean
Squares

Velocity (V)
Duration (D)
Segment
VxD
LxV
LxD
Length (L)

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1455.422
11900.623

1083.070
2000.771
1552.299

0.7582
2659.708

1455.422
11900.623
1083.07
2000.771
1552.299

0.7582
2659.708

F
Ratio

6.273
51.292
4.668
8.623
6.690
0.003

11.463

0. 0140*
0. 0000*
0. 0330*
0.0042*
0.0113*
0.9545
0.0010*

a
Probability

Residual
Total

92 21345.43
99 42322.277

232.016

REDUCED MODEL

Source of
Variation

Sum of
df Squares

Velocity (V)
Duration (D)
Segment
VxD
LxV
Length (L)

1
1
1
1
1
1

1455.422
11900.623

1083.070
2000.771
1552.299
2659.708

21346.18
42322.277

Mean
Squares

1455.422
11900.623
1083.07
2000.771
1552.299
2659.708

229.5288

F
Ratio

6.341
51. 848
4.719
8.717
6.763

11.588

0.0135*
0. 0000*
0. 0324*
0.0040*
0.0108*
0.0010*

Probability

Residual
Total

93
99

Note: *Significant at a<0.05
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TABLE 5.2-6

cCHANNEL CATFISH MORTALITY
GIVEN AS MEAN MORTALITY

SECOND PHASE - 15.5 mm - 25.7 mm LARVAE

Impingement Duration

4

2.0

Velocity

6.8

5.4

19.6

36.13.0

Note:' 1.
2.

95 percent confidence interval around mean mortalities = +6.3
The mean mortalities are estimated at a mean larval length of
18.7 ,n

MEAN MORTALITY AND 95 PERCENT
CONFIDENCE INTERVAL BY TEST SEGMENT

Segment

A
B

Mean Mortality

13.6 + 4.4
20.2 T 4.2

TABLE 5.2-7

ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE CONTROL MORTALITY

Source of
Variation

Group
Length

Residual
Total

Sum of
df Squares

Mean
Squares

9.999
1.2267

F
Rates

0.226
0.028

a
Probability

0.6372
0.8686

1
1

9.999
1.2267

1636.37
1647.599

37
39

44.226
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5.3 BLUEGILL

5.3.1 Analytical Results

Bluegill larvae ranging in length from 15.3 mm to 21.0 mm were tested in
the impingement model over the full range of approach velocities and impinge-
ment durations. Two hundred and ninety four tests were conducted. The
results of the entire testing program are presented in Appendix A-3.
During the testing period, the holding tank and flume temperatures ranged
from 17.0 C to 24.8 C and 19.7 C to 25.8 C. The temperature recorded in
the flume was a maximum of 4.4 C warmer than the tank temperature.

Ninety-six hr mortality rates for initial tests performed at 0.5 fps (all
impingement durations) were generally less than 10 percent. Results from
previous larval testing indicated that mortality should decrease as the
larvae grew in length. Since mortality rates were low, and the supply of
bluegill larvae was limited, only 28 tests were conducted at 0.5 fps. The
mean mortality and 95 percent confidence interval for these tests was 3.4 +
1.76 (refer to Figure 5.3-1).

An analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) was performed on the remainder of the
tests (conducted at velocities higher than 0.5 fps) to determine the relation-
ship between larval mortality (the dependent variable) and the independent
variables: impingement duration (2, 4, 8, and 16 minutes); approach velocity
(1.0, 1-5, 2.0, and 3.0 fps); temperature difference; and test segment (A
or B). The relationship between larval length and mortality was not investi-
gated since the bluegill larvae arrived at the laboratory from different
parental stocks and were hatched on different dates. Consequently, from
the start of the testing program, the larval lengths varied appreciably
resulting in a heterogenous group being tested daily.

A histogram of the mortality data obtained at velocities from 1.0 to 3.0 fps
all impingement durations) is given in Figure 5.3-2. It is clear that the
distribution is non-uniform. Therefore, prior to performing the ANCOVA, an
angular tra-.sformation of the dependent variable was necessary to satisfy
the assumptions for the analysis and to stabilize the variance of the error
terms.

The ANCOVA presented in Table 5.3-1 indicates that, within the range of
independent variables tested, impingement duration, velocity and tempera-
ture difference significantly influenced bluegill larval mortality. Test
segment was not important. The significant two-way interaction between
impingement duration and velocity indicates that these two factors were not
independent. -1

The independent variables with U<0.05 were eliminated from the model and a
second analysis was conducted. Temperature difference remained significant
(Table 5.3-2). However, this factor explained less than 1 percent of the
total variability. Therefore, temperature difference was eliminated from
the model, and a third analysis was performed. As shown in Table 5.3-3,
velocity, impingement duration, and their interaction remained significant.
The least squares equation for the reduced model presented in Table 5.3-3
accounts for 81 percent of the total variability. Based on the results
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of the analysis, 42 percent of the total variability was explained by
impingement duration, 22 percent by velocity, and 17 percent by the combined
effects of duration and velocity. Therefore, both impingement duration and
water velocity must be specified to accurately predict larval mortality.

The statistical model was evaluated at each approach velocity and impinge-
ment duration. Table 5.3-4 shows the predicted mean mortality rates and
95 percent confidence intervals for each velocity/duration combination.
Based on the analysis of covariance, the following conclusions can be
drawn:

1. Mortality rates of larvae tested at 1.0 fps were not influenced
by impingement duration.

2. The mortality rates of larvae impinged for 2 and 4 minutes at the
higher velocities were not significantly different, although the
mortality increased significantly as the impingement duration
increased from 4 to 8 minutes and from 8 to 16 minutes.

3. The mortality rates of larvae impinged for 2 and 4 minutes did
not significantly increase as the velocity increased.

To determine the mortality attributable to handling and holding of the test
organisms during the study, two control groups were studied; larvae which
were simply held and larvae which were handled and held. A t-test was
conducted to determine whether the mortality rates differed. Results
indicated that the mortality rates observed for the two control groups did
not differ significantly. It appears that no additional stress was placed
upon the larvae due to handling. Therefore, handling was not a significant
factor in test mortality.

The two control groups were combined to determine the mean mortality rate
among these organisms. On the average, 2.7 percent of the fish died, with
a 95 percent confidence interval'of 1.0 to 4.4 percent.

In conclusion, the 96-hr mortality rates for bluegill larvae were signifi-
cantly influenced by both the approach velocity and duration of impingement.
Mean mortality rates of larvae impinged for 2 and 4 minutes did not signifi-
cantly differ for each approach velocity examined. In addition, the mean
mortalities observed at 8 and 16 minutes for larvae tested at 0.5 and
1.0 fps were not significantly different and were similar to the mean
mortalities observed for the lower impingement durations.

Higher mortality rates were observed for larvae impinged for 8 and 16 minutes
at approach velocities of 1.5, 2.0, and 3.0 fps. The mortality rate increased
as impingement duration increased and/or the approach velocity increased.

Within the range of independent variables examined, test segment did not
significantly influence the mortalities. Temperature difference explained
less than 1 percent of the total variability.
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The mortality attributed to holding and handling was quite low. The lower
bound of the 95 percent confidence interval, 1.0 percent, can be viewed as
the most conservative estimate of control larvae mortality for purpose of
adjusting test mortality.

5.3.2 Discussion

As with the channel catfish, survival of bluegill larvae at 96 hr was high
under many of the impingement conditions. As expected, velocity and impinge-
ment duration were the significant factors in explaining mortality. However,
as shown on Table 5.3-4, these variables acted to increase mortality primarily
under conditions of high velocity coupled with long impingement duration.
Under the conditions anticipated for the intake at PINGP (0.5 fps/4 min
impingement), mean mortality was only 3.4 percent. If adjusted for mean
control mortality, this value becomes less than 1 percent. Therefore, it
is concluded that a fine screening intake should allow for the safe collec-
tion of bluegill larvae with very high survival.
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TABLE 5.3-1

RESULTS OF ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF
96-HR BLUEGILL MORTALITY - FULL MODEL

Source of
Variation

Sum of
df Squares

Velocity (V)
Duration (D)
Segment
V x D
AT

3
3
1
9
1

10.1450
19.1367
0.0112
7.9355
0.2291

8.3133

Mean
Squares

3.3817
6.3789
0.0112
0.8817
0.2291

0.0335

F
Ratio Probability

100.882
190.294

0.335
26.303
6.835

0.0000*
0.0000*
0.5635
0.0000*
0.0095*

Residual 248

Total 265 45.7082

TABLE 5.3-2

RESULTS OF ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF
96-HR BLUEGILL MORTALITY - REDUCED MODEL

Source of
Variation

Sum of
df Squares

Velocity (V)
Duration (D)
VxD
AT

3
3
9
1

10.1473
19.2600
7.9427
0.2288

8.3245

Mean
Squares

3.3824
6.4200
0.8825
0.2288

101.175
192.033
26.398
6.845

F
Ratio Probability

0.0000*
0. 0000*
0.0000*
0.0094*

Residual 249

Total 265 45.7082

Note:* Significant at a <_0.05
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TABLE 5.3-3

RESULTS OF ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF
96-HIR BLUEGILL MORTALITY - FINAL MODEL

Source of Sum of
Variation df Squares

Velocity (V) 3 9.960
Duration (D) 3 19.171
V x D 9 7.986

Residual 250 8.553

Total 265 45.708

Note: Significant at a <0.05

Mean
Squares

3.320
6.390
0.887

0.0342

F
Ratio

97.041
186.782
25.934

a
Probability

0.0000*
0.0000*
0.0000*

j
I

I

]

I

]

*1

MODEL

arcsin ( Y ) = 0.4087 + D. + V. + (DV)ij + eijk

where:

Yijk = predicted mortality
th

D. = effect of the i duration

V. = effect of the jth velocity

= the residual variance
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TABLE 5.3-4

PREDICTED MEAN MORTALITY RATES AND
95 PERCENT CONFIDENCE INTERVALS - BLUEGILL

Impingement Duration (Minutes)
Velocity
(fts) 2 4 8

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

3.0

13.4 + 1.76

0.3 < 2.3 < 6.1

0.1 < 1.4 < 4.6

10.4 < 2.5 < 6.3

i0.8 < 2.1 < 5.5

I- -_-

3.4 + 1.76

0.13 < 1.8 < 5.3

0.4 < 2.5 < 6.5

0.3 < 2.3 < 6

4.4 < 9.4 < 15.8I

3.4 + 1.76

0.1 < 1.5 < 4.8

8.3 < 14.3 < 21.5

18.4 < 26.3 < 35

52 < 61.1 < 69.8

16

3.4 + 1.76

1 < 4 < 8.7

33.6 < 42.8 < 52.3

56.2 < 65.5 < 74.2

93.3 < 97.3 < 99.6

I

I

I

]

Notes: Vel/duration combinations contained within dotted lines were not significantly
different (a <0.05) than adjacent boxes.

Mean control mortality and 95 percent confidence interval = 2.7 + 1.7 percent.
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SECTION 6

CONCLUSIONS

The objective of this study was to determine whether the concept of collecting
and removing larval fish from a fine-mesh screening system offers a potentially
effective means of alleviating existing entrainment losses at PINGP. The
results indicate that two of the test species, channel catfish and bluegill,
are relatively hardy and experienced low mortality following exposure to
such a system. The ability to draw firm conclusions on survivorship to.
96 hr from walleye test data is limited due to problems which occurred in
maintaining this species under laboratory conditions. It could not be
clearly determined to what extent the high mortalities observed among test
organisms were due to holding problems rather than impingement stress.
However, based on observations made during the study, it would appear that
holding was a major factor in mortality. This conclusion is supported by
the experience of other researchers, as discussed in Section 2. Therefore,
it might be expected that, under actual operating conditions at PINGP where
the larvae would not be exposed to the extensive handling and holding
stresses which occurred in the laboratory, survival could be greater than
indicated by these study results.

Despite the difficulties in estimating the long-term survival potential of
walleye, two main conclusions can be drawn from the results of testing with
all three species:

1. The concept of collecting and removing larval fish from a fine-
mesh screen appears to offer a potentially effective means of
mitigating entrainment losses; and

2. Velocity and impingement duration are two of the main factors
which must be considered if mortality is to be minimized.

It is clear that, if a system were to be designed for hardy species such as
channel catfish and bluegill, a relatively wide range of values for each
important parameter would be available for use. However, if the system
must incorporate conditions which would maximize the survival potential of
the least hardy species (in this case walleye), then the range of acceptable
velocities and impingement durations becomes limited. Therefore, if walleye
were the limiting species at PINGP, it would be necessary to implement
velocity/duration conditions similar to the lower range of those tested in
this study.

In conclusion, it would appear that a fine screening system for PINGP
affords a practical and potentially effective means of minimizing entrain-
ment losses. It is difficult to determine the survival potential of other
species of importance at this site based on these study results. However,
recent impingement survival studies, particularly those conducted by TVA
(1977; 1979), indicate that many species would exhibit survival rates in
the range of those obtained for walleye, channel catfish and bluegill.
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TABLE A-i

LARVAL IMPINGEMENT SURVIVAL STUDY
WALLEYE TEST DATA

CONDITIONS: VELOCITY = 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 FPS

DURATION = 2 and 4 MINUTES '

" • "

z L$J

1.

2.
5.
6.

9.
10.
21.
2"..
Z5.
26.
29.

.30.
39.
40.
43.
44.
47.
45.
61.
62.
65.
66.
69.
70.
71.
72.
75.
76.
79.
80.
81.
8Z.
85.
86.
89.
90.
93.
44.
97.
98.
99.

100.
105.
106.
109.
110.IllO.

112.
115.
116.
119.
120.
121.

8.39 1. I.
8.39 1. 2.
8.39 2. 1.
8.39 z. 2.
8.83 3. 1.
8.83 3. 2.
9.41 1 . 1.
9.41 1. 2.
9.41 2. 1.
9.41 2. 2.
9.41 3. 1.
9.41 3. 2.
9.7z 1. 1.
9.72 1. 2.
9.72 Z. I.
9.72 2. 2.
9.72 3. 1.
9.72 3. 2.

.9.72 1. I.
9.72 1. 2.
9.72 z. 1.
9.72 12. Z.
9.72 3. 1.
9.72 3. 2.
9.72 1. 1.
9.72 1i. 2.
9.72 2. 1.
9.72 2. 2.
9.72 2. 1.
9.72 2. 2.
9.87 .1. 1.
9.87 1. 2.
9.87 1. I.
9.87 1. 2.
9.87 2. 1.
9.87 2. 2.
9.87 Z. 1.
9.87 2. 2.
9.87 3. 1.

9.87 3. 2.
9.87 3. 1.
9.87 3. 2.
9.87 1. 1.
9.87 1. 2.
9.87 2. 1.
9.07 2. 2.

10.16 1. 1.
10.16 1. 2.
10.16 1. I.
10.16 1. 2.
10.16 2. 1.
10.16 2. 2.
10.16 2. 1.

23. 2.
"3. 2.
25. 0.
2.5. 0.
24. 1.
17. 7.
25. 0.
25.. 0.
23. 2.

9. 16.
23. 2.
19. 6.
25. 0.
22. 3.
22. 3.
21. 4.
20. 5.
23. 2.
25. 0.
24. 1.
19. 4.
16. 9.
25. 0.
23. 2.
24. 1 .
Z4. 1.
25. 0.
22. 3.
25. 0.
18. 7.
25. 0.
24. 1.
24. 1.
20. 5.

'19. 6.
13. 12.
24. 1.

9. 17.
22. 3.
13. 14.
19. .7.

17. 8.
24. 1.
25. 1.
16. 9.

6. 19.
24. 1.
23. 2.
25. 0.
22. 3.
2O. 6.
13. 12.
18. 7.

4.
3.
0.
6.

4.
4.
7.
8.
7.
1.
4.

4.

4.

5.
.6.
3.
5.
0.
8.
1.
4.
7.
7.
4.

3.
5.
7.
9.
2.
5.
5.
5.
6.
6.
6.
7.
0.
2.
3.
1.
3.
8.

3.

3.

3.
9.
5.
.7.
"7.
7.

5. 4. 72.0 25.
4. 1. 44.0 25.
0. 5. 321.0 25.
6. 4. 60.0 25.
0. 3. 48.0 25.
2. 2. 66.7 24.
4. 3. 64.0 25.
6. 3. 68.0 25.
7. 1. 76.0 25.
I. 0. 76.0 25.
9. 1. 64.0 25.
5. 2. 76.0 25.
5. 4. 52.0 25.
4. 1. 60.0 25.
Z. 2. 56.0 25.
2. 1. 40.0 25.
2. 2. 56.0 25.
2. Z. ZO8.0 25.
7. 1. 68.0 25.
0. 0. 8.0 25.
2. 0. 43.5 Z3.
2. 0. 76.0 25.
6. 1. 60.0 25.
4. 1. 44.0 25.
0. 0. 24.0 25.
0. 0. 16.0 25.
1. 1. 44.0 Z5.
I. 0. 44.0 25.
0. 1. 48.0 25.
3. 0. 52.0 25.
1. 0. 24.0 25.
0.' 3. 48.0 25.
2. 0. 44.0 25.
0. 0. 48.0 25.
I." S. 80.0 25.
1. 1. 92.0 Z5.
2. 2. 76.0 25.
0. 1. 76.9 26.
0. Z. 64.0 Z5.
0. 1. 70.4 27.
0. 1. 38.5 26.
0. 0. 64.0 25.
0. 3. 64.0 .25.
0. 4. 69.2 26.
0. 2. 64.0 Z5.
0. 0. 92.0 25.
6. 7. 96.0 25.
1. 5. 72.0 25.
3. 3. 88.0 25.
1. 2. 88.0 25.
2. 4. 92.3 26.
3. 1. 96.0 25.
0. 6. 100.0 25.

0.1 6.
0.1 "5.
0.0 0.
0.0 6.
0.0 5.
0.3 11.
0.0 7.
0.0 8.
0.1 9.
0.6 17.
0.1 6.
0.2 10.
0.0 4.
0.1 8.
o.1 9.
0.2 7.
0.2 10.
0.1 2.
0.0 8.
0.0 2.
O.2 8.
0.4 16.
0.0 7.
0.1 6.
0.0 3.
0.0 4.
0.0 5.
0.1 10.
0.0 9.
0.3 9.
0.0 5.
0.0 6.
0.0 6.
0.2 11.
0.2 12.
0.5 18.
0.0 8.
0.7 17.
0.1 5.
0.5 17.
0.3 8.
0.3 11.
0.0 9.
0.0 4.
0.4 11.
0.8 22.
0.0 1.
0.1 5.
0.0 9.

0.1 8.
0.2 13.
0.5 19.

0.2 11.
0.2 9.
0.0 0.
0.2 -12.
0.2 5.
0.5 13.
0.3 11.
0.3 lt.
0.4 16.
0.7 18.
0.2 15.
0.4 15.
0.2 9.
0.3 12.
0.4 11.
0.3 9.
0.4 12.
0.1 4.
0.3 15.
0.1 2.
0.3 10.
0.6 18.
0.3 13.
0.2 10.
0.1 3.
0.2 4.
0.2 6.
0.4 11.
0.4 9.
0.4 12.
0.2 6.
0.2 6.
0.2 8.
0.4 11.
0.5 13.
0.7 19.
0.3 10.
0.7 17.
0.Z 5.
0.6 17.
0.3 8.
0.4 11.
0.4 9.
0.2 4.
0.4 11.
0.9 22.
0.0 7.
0.2 6.
0.4 12.
0.3 9.
0.5 15.
0.8 22.

0.4 15.
0.4 10.
0.0 5.
0.5 16.
0.2 8.
0.5 15.
0.4 14.
0.6 17.
0.6 17.
0.7 16.
0.6 16.
0.6 17.
0.4 13.
0.5 13.
o.4 13.
0.4 10.
0.5 14.
0.2 6.
0.6 16.
0.1 2.
0.4 10.
0.7 18.
0.5 14.
0.4 1I..
0.1 3
0.2 4.
0.2 7.
0.4 1.1.
0.4 10.
0.5 12.
0.2 6.
0.2 9.
0.3 8.
0.4 11.
0.5 18.
0.8 20.
0.4 12.
0.7 18.
o.Z 7.
0.6 18.
0.3 9.
0.4 11.
0.4 12.
0.2 8.
0.4 13.
0.9 22.
0.3 14.
0.2 11.
0.5 15.
0.4 11.
0.6 19.
0.9 23.

0.6
0.4
0.2
0.6
0.3
0.6
0.6
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.6
0.7
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.4
0.6
0.2
0.6
0.1
0.4
0.7
0.6
0.4
0.1
0. 2
0.3
0.4
0.4
0.5
0.2
0.4
0.3
0.4
0.7
0.8
0.5
0.7
0.3
0.7
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.3
0.5
0.9
0.6
0.4
0.6
0.4
0.7
0.9

0.3 14. 0.6 14. 0.6 20. 0.8

LEGEND: Velocity (FPs)

1-0.5
2-1.0
3-1.5
4-2.0
5-3.0

Duration (Min)

1-2
2-4
3-8
4-16

Segment

I-A
2-B

A-I



TABLE A-i (Cont.)

LARVAL IMPINGEMENT SURVIVAL STUDY
WALLEYE TEST DATA

CONDITIONS: VELOCITY= 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 FPS
DURATION = 2 and 4 MINUTES

/z X
0I ýv 0 0I

1 IJ 1J,- -

12".
123.
124.
125.
126.
131.
132.
135.
136.
139.
140.
141.
142.
.143.
144.
145.
1146.
147.
148.
151.
152.
155.
156.
157.
158.
159.
160.
161.
162.
163.
164.
167..
168.
171.
172.
175.
176.
179.
180.
181.

*182'.

187.
*188.

109.
190.
195.
196.
197.
190.
203.
204.
205.
206.

10.16 2. 2.
10.16 3. 1.
10.16 3. 2.
10.16 3. 1.
10.16 3. 2.
10.16 1. 1.
10.16 1. 2.
10.16 1. I.
10.16 I. 2.
10.16 2. 1.
10.16 2. 2.
10.16 2. 1.
10.16 2. 2.
10.16 3. 1.
10.16 3. 2.
10.16 3. 1.
10.16 3. 2.
10.45 1. I.
10.45 1. 2.
10.45 1. 1.
10.45 1. 2.
10.45 2. 1.
10.45 2. 2.
10.45 Z. I.
10.45 2. 2.
10.45 3. 1.
10.45 3. 2.
10.45 3. 1.
10.45 3. 2.
10.54 I. 1.
10.54 1. 2.
10.5.4 1 . I.
10.54 1. 2.
10.54 2. 1.
10.54 2. 2.
10.54 2. 1.
10.54 2. 2.
I0.54 3. 1..
10.54 3. 2.
10.54 3. 1.
10.54 3. 2.
10.07 1. I.
10.87 1. I.
10.07 1. 2.
10.87 1. 2.
10.07 2. 1.
10.87 2. 1.
10.87 2. 2.
10.87 2. E.
10.87 3. 1.
10.87 3. 1.
10.87 3. Z .
10.87 3. 2.

8. 18. 3. 2. 2. 96.2 26. 0.7 21. 0.8 23. 0.9 25. 1.0
21. 3. 7. 1. 5. 83.3 24. 0.1 10. 0.4 11. 0.5 16. 0.7

12. 13. 3. 1. 5. 92.0 25. 0.5 16. 0.6 17. 0.7 22. 0.9

16. 9. 6. 1. 1. 84.0 25. 0.4 15. 0.6 16. 0.6 17. 0.7
13. 12. 6. it. 1. 92.0 25. 0.5 10. 0.7 Z2. 0.9 23. 0.9
20. 5. 2. 5. 6. 72.0 25. 0.2 7. 0.3 12. 0.5 18. 0.7
23. 2. 6. 3. 7. 84.0 25. 0.1 8. 0.3 11. 0.4 18. 0.7

23. 2. 3. 10. S. 96.0 25. 0.1 5. 0.2 15. 0.6 20. 0.0
20. 5. 6. 6. 2. 84.0 25. 0.2 11. 0.4 17. 0.7 19. 0.0
19. 6. 5. 4. 2. 92.0 25. 0.2 11. 0.4 15. 0.6 17. 0.7
16. 9. 9. 1. 0. 88.0 25. 0.4 18. 0.7 19. 0.8 19. 0.8

22. 3. 11. 3. 1. 92.0 25. 0.1 14. 0.6 17. 0.7 18. 0.7
12. 13. 5. 3. 2. 92.0 25. 0.5 18. 0.7 21. 0.8 23. 0.9

21. 4. 12. 3. 0. 80.0 Z5. 0.2 16. 0.6 19. 0.0 19. 0.8

19. 5. 9. 3. 4. 91.7 24. 0.2 14. 0.6 17. 0.7 21. 0.9

19. 5. 6. 5. 4. 95.8 24. 0.2 11. 0.5 16. 0.7 20. 0.8

18. 7. 11. 3. 2. 100.0 25. 0.3 18. 0.7 21. 0.8 23. 0.9

24. 1. 7. 7. 9. 100.0 25. 0.0 8. 0.3 15. 0.6 24. 1.0
20. 4. 6. 11. 1. 95.8 24. 0.2 10. 0.4 21. 0.9 22. 0.9

20. 5. 7. 4. 6. 96.0 25. 0.2 12. 0.5 16. 0.6 22. 0.9

16. 9. 9. 4. 2. 100.0 25. 0.4 18. 0.7 22. 0.9 24. 1.0

C0. 4. 10. 4. 3. 91.7 24. 0.2 14. 0.6 18. 0.8 21. 0.9
19. 6. 7. 4. 3. 92.0 25. 0.2 13. 0.5 17. 0.7 20. 0.8

20. 5. 8. 7. 3. 100.0 25. 0.2 13. 0.5 20. 0.8 23. 0.9

17. 9. 7. 5. 11. 100.0 26. 0.3 16. 0.6 21. 0.8 32. 1.2

18. 7. 10. 6. 2. 100.0 25. 0.3 17. 0.7 23. 0.9 25. 1.0

22. 3. 6. 7. 3. 100.0 25. 0.1 9. 0.4 16. 0.6 19. 0.8

23. 3. 12. 3. 4. 92.3 26. 0.1 15. 0.6 18. 0.7 22. 0.8
19. 6. 9. 0. 2. 92.0 25. 0.2 15. 0.6 15. 0.6 17. 0.7

Z4. 1. 3. 15. 3. 88.0 25. 0.0 4. 0.Z 19. 0.8 22. 0.9
17. 7. 1. 7. 6. 95.8 24. 0.3 8. 0.3 15. 0.6 21. 0.9
2!. 4. 4. 9. 2. 92.0 25. 0.2 8. 0.3 17. 0.7 19. 0.8
20. 5. 7. 8. 3. 92.0 25. 0.2 12. 0.5 20. 0.8 23. 0.9
17. 8. 10. 4. 3. 100.0 25. 0.3 18. 0.7 22. 0.9 25. 1.0

22. 3. 10. 8. 2. 96.0 25. 0.1 13. 0.5 21. 0.8 23. 0.9

15. 10. 10. 5. 0. 100.0 25. 0.4 20. 0.8 25. 1.0 25. 1.0
15. -10. 8. 4. 0. 96.0 25. 0.4 10. 0.7 22. 0.9 22. 0.9
17. 8. 6. 8. 0. 96.0 25. 0.3 14. 0.6 22. 0.9 22. 0.9
14. 11. -. 11. 1. 100.0 25. 0.4 1Z. 0.5 23. 0.9 24. 1.0

23. 2. 10. 9. 3. 100.0 25. 0.1 12. 0.5 Z1. 0.8 24. 1.0
18. 7. 4. 9. 1. 88.0 25. 0.3 11. 0.4 20. 0.8 21. 0.8

27. 0. 12. 4. 5. 92.6 27. 0.0 12. 0.4 16. 0.6 21. 0.8

25. 0. 7. 5. 3. 84.0 25. 0.0 7. 0.3 12. 0.5 15. 0.6
24. 1. 6. 6. 5. 100.0 25. 0.0 7. 0.3 13. 0.5 18. 0.7

23. 1. • 9. 2. 2. 95.8 *24. 0.0 10. 0.4 12. 0.5 14. 0.6
25. 0. 10. 7. 1. 96.0 25. 0.0 10. 0.4 17. 0.7 18. 0.7
25. 0. '10. 5. 6. 92.0 25. 0.0 10. 0.4 15. 0.6 21. 0.8
25. 0. 8. 8. 4. 96.0 25. 0.0 8. 0.3 16. 0.6 20. 0.8
24. 1. 10. 5. 6. 96.0 25. 0.0 11. 0.4 16. 0.6 22. 0.9

22. 3. 4. 8. B. 100.0 25. 0.1 7. 0.3 15. 0.6 23. 0.9

24. 1. 6. 9. 4. 88.0 25. 0.0 7. 0.3 16. 0.6 20. 0.8
25. 0. 7. 6. 7. 96.0 25. 0.0 7. 0.3 13. 0.5 20. 0.8
26. 0. 4. 8. 10. 92.3 26. 0.0 4. 0.2 12. 0.5 22. 0.8

LEGEDX : Velocity (FPS) Duration (Hin) Segment

1-0.5 1-2 I-A
2-1.0 2-4 2-B
3-1.5 3-8
4-2.0 4-16
5-3.0

A-2



TABLE A-I (Cont.)

LARVAL IMPINGEMENT SURVIVAL STUDY

WALLEYE TEST DATA

CONDITIONS: VELOCITY = 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 FPS

DURATION = 2 and 4 MINUTES

0 I•,
- ~ ~0 ~7,

-~ - Nr

212.

213.
214.
219.
220.
221.
222.
227.
228.
229.
230.
241.
242.
243.
244.
249.
250.
251.
252.

257.
258.
259.

' 260.
275.
276.
277.
278.
283.
284.
285.
286.
291.
292.
293.
294.

11.16 1. 1.
11.16 1. 1.
11.16 1. Z.
11.16 1. Z.
11.16 2. 1.
11.16 2. 1.
11.16 2. 2.
11.16 2. z.
11.16 3. 1.
11.16 3. 1.
11.16 3. 2.
11.16 3. 2.
12.73 1. 1.
12.73 1. 1.
12.73 1. 2.
12.73 1. 2.
12.73 2. 1.
12.73 2. 1.
12.73 2. 2.
12.73 2. 2.
12.73 35. 1 .
12.73 3. 1.
12.73 3. 2.
12.73 3. 2.
12.02 1. I.
12.02 1. I.
12.02 1. 2.
12.02 1. 2.
12.02 2. 1.
12.02 Z. 1.
12.02 2. 2.
12.02 2. 2.
12.OZ 3. 1.
12.02 3. 1.
12.02 3. 2.
12.02 3. 2.

25. 0. '. 7. 6. 84.0 25. 0.0 4. 0.2 11. 0.4 17. 0.7

25. 0. 10. 10. 2. 92.0 25. 0.0 10. 0.4 20. 0.8 22. 0.9

23. 2. 6. 8. 3. 96.0 25. 0.1 8. 0.3 16. 0.6 19. 0.8

25. 1. 10. 8. 4. 96.2 26. 0.0 11. 0.4 19. 0.7 23. 0.9

25. 0. 11. 8. 3. 92.0 25. 0.0 11. 0.4 19. 0.8 22. 0.9

24. 1. 7. 9. 3. 96.0 25. 0.0 8. 0.3 17. 0.7 20. 0.0

.4. 1. 11. 10. 2. 100.0 25. 0.0 12. 0.5 22. 0.9 24. 1.0

25. 0. 9. 8. 1. 80.0 25. 0.0 9. 0.4 17. 0.7 18. 0.7

25. 0. 6. 10. 6. 100.0 25. 0.0 6. 0.2 16. 0.6 22. 0.9

24. 1. 1. 9. 6. 76.0 25. 0.0 2. 0.1 11.- 0.4 17. 0.7

24. 0. 6. 7. 6. 91.7 24. 0.0 6. 0.3 13. 0.5 19. 0.8

"S. 0. 10. 6. 2. 96.0 25. 0.0 10. 0.4 16. 0.6 18. 0.7

23. 2. 12. 8. 0. 96.0 25. 0.1 14. 0.6 22. 0.9 22. 0.9

23. 2. 17. 4. 0. 100.0 25. 0.1 19. 0.8 23. 0.9 Z3. 0.9

23. 3. 9. 10. 3. 100.0 26. 0.1 12. 0.5 22. 0.8 2-. 1.0

19. 6. 7. 7. 1. 92.0 25. 0.2 13. 0.5 20. 0.8 21. 0.8

24. 1. 10. 7. 2. 88.0 25. 0.0 11. 0.4 18. 0.7 20. 0.8

22. 1. 9. 6. 4. 91.3 23. 0.0 10. 0.4 16. 0.7 20. 0.9

25. 0. 8. 8. 1. 80.0 25. 0.0 8. 0.3 16. 0.6 17. 0.7

21. 2. 11. 5. 3. 91.3 23. 0.1 13. 0.6 18. 0.8 21. 0.9

22. 3. 7. 7. 6. 92.0 25. 0.1 I. 0.4 17. 0.7 23. 0.9

22. 3. 7. 6. 2. 80.0 25. 0.1 10. 0.4 16. 0.6 18. 0.7

21. 3. 10. 2. 1. 95.8 24. 0.1 13. 0.5 15. 0.6 16. 0.7

19. 5. 10. 4. 3. 91.7 24. O.Z 15. 0.6 19. 0.8 22. 0.9

24. 1. 14. 5. 2. 92.0 25. 0.0 15. 0.6 20. 0.8 22. 0.9

25. 0. 6. 7. 6. 92.0 25. 0.0 6. 0.2 13. 0.5 19. 0.8

24. 1. 10. 6. 2. 88.0 25. 0.0 11. 0.4 17. 0.7 19. 0.8

25. 0. 8. 7. 5. 92.0 25. 0.0 8. 0.3 15. 0.6 20. 0.8

25. 0. 7. 5. 1. 80.0 25. 0.0 7. 0.3 12. 0.5 13. 0.5

24. 1. 9. 6. 7. 100.0 25. 0.0 10. 0.4 16. 0.6 23. 0.9

21. 4. 11. S. 5. 100.0 25. 0.2 15. 0.6 20. 0.8 25. 1.0

24. 1. 8. 4. 4. 92.0 25. 0.0 9. 0.4 13. 0.5 17. 0.7

23. 2. 6. 7. 5. 88.0 25. 0.1 8. 0.3 15. 0.6 20. 0.8

24. Z. 8. 9. 3. 92.3 26. 0.1 10. 0.4 19. 0.7 ZZ. 0.8

16. 9. 6. 6. 0. 96.0 25. 0.4 15. 0.6 21. 0.8 21. 0.8

15. 10. 5. 3. 2. 96.0 25. 0.4 15. 0.6 18.- 0.7 20. 0.8

LEGEND: Velociry (FPS) Duration (Min) Segment

1-0.5 1=2 1-A

2-1.0 2-4 2-B
3-1.5 3-'8

4-2.0 4-16

5-3.0'



TABLE A-i (Cont.)

LARVAL IMPINGEMENT SURVIVAL STUDY
WALLEYE TEST DATA

CONDITIONS: VELOCITY = 2.0, 3.0 FPS
DURATION = 2 and 4 MINUTES

13.
14.
17.
18.
33.
34.
37.
38.
51.
52'.
55.
56.

101.
102.
103.
1 04.
I17.
128.
129.
130.
183.
104.
I5.
186.
207.
208.
209.
210.
233.
234.
235.
•236.
237.
238.
239.
240.
265.
266.
267.
268.
271.
272.
273.
274.
299.
300.
301.
302.
305.
306.
307.
308.

8.83 4.
8.83 4.
8.83 5.
8.03 5.
9.41 4.
9.41 4.
9.41 5.
9.41 5.
9.72 4.
9.72 4.
9.72 5.
9.72 5.
9.87 4.
9.87 4.
9.87 4.
9.87 4.

10.16 4.
10.16 4.
10.16 4.
10.16 4.
10.54 4.
10.54 4.
10.54 4.
10.54 4.
10.87 4.
10.87 4.
10.87 4.
10.87 4.
11.16 4.
11.16 4.
11.16 4.
11.16 4.
11.16 S.
11.16 5.
11.16 5.
11.16 5.
12.73 4.
12.73 .4.
11.44 4.
11.44 4.
11.44 5.
11.44 5.
11.44 5.
11.44 5.
12.02 4.
12.02 4.
12.02 4.
12.02 4.
12.02 5.
12.02 5.
12.02 5.
12.02 5.

1.

1.
2.
2.
2.
2.

1.
2.1.

Z.
2.
2.

1.
2.
1.
2.

2.
2.

1.
1.
2.

1.
1.
2.
2.
1.
1.
i.

1.
1.
2.

2-.
1.
1.
4.

13.
17.

8.
11.
15.
19.
10.

6.
20.
21.
16.

3.
ZZ.
10.
11.
5.

22.
13.
14.
12.
14.
14.
21.
23.

.4.
23.
24.
Z5.
23.
25.
24.
22.
18.
11.

,3.
2.

24.
22.
20.
18.
14.
13.

0.
1.

17.
20.
21.
20.
11.

6.
2.
2.

12.
8.

16.
14.

9.
7.

14.
20.
5.
3.

10.
22.

3.
17.
13.
20.

3.
13.
11.
13.
11.
11.

3.
"2.
1.
2.
0.
0.
2.
0.
1.
3.
7.

13.
21.

23.
0.
3.
5.
7.

11.
12.
25.
24.

8.
5.
4.
5.

14.
19.
23.
q3.

5.
5.
2.
2.
2.
2.
2.
3.

10.
2.
2.

3.
1.
4.
0.
3.
2.
3.
2.
6.
2.
3.
4.

10.
6.
9.
9.

10.
7.

6.
5.
6.

4.
2.
2.
9.

11.
5.
8.
4.
7.
0.
0.
5.
5.
6.
6.
6.
2.
1.
1.

0.
0.
0.
1.
6.
4.
2.
0.
2.
6.
2.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
2.
1.
2.
0.
5.

10.

7.
1.
6.
3.
3.
4.
8.
9.

11.
10.

6.
2.
0.
0.
8.
3.
7.
3.
1.
1.
0.
1.
4.

3.
8.
9.
3.

2.
0.
1.

76.0 25.
60.0 25.
75.0 24.
76.0 25.
91.7 24.
65.4 26.
83.3 24.
96.2 "6.
72.0 25.
62.5 24.
57.7 26.
96.0 25.
80.0 25.
74.1 27.
95.8 24.
88.0 25.
60.0 25.
80.8 26.

100.0 25.
80.0 25.
96.0 25.
96.0 25.
87.5 24.
22.0 25.
92.0 25.
88.0 25.
91.7 24.
84.0 25.
92.0 25.
92.0 25.
96.0 25.

100.0 25.
92.0 25.
95.0 24.

100.0 24.
100.0 25.

79.2 24.
80.0 25.
84.0 25.
72.0 25.
76.0 25.
88.0 25.

100.0 25.
100.0 25.
92.0 25.
92.0 25.

100.0 25.
96.0 25.

100.0 25.
100.0 25.
100.0 25.
100.0 25.

48.0 17. 68.0
32.0 13. 52.0
66.7 17. 70.8
56.0 16. 64.0
37.5 11. 45.8
26.9 9. 34.6
58.3 16. 66.7
76.9 23. 88.5
20.0 15. 60.0
12.5 5. 20.8
38.5 12. 46.2
88.0 24. 96.0
12.0 7. 28.0
63.0 18. 66.7
54.2 17. 70.8
80.0 20. 80.0
12.0 6. 24.0
50.0 15. 57.7
44.0 14. 56.0
52.0 15. 60.0
44.0 17. 68.0
44.0 13. 52.0
12.5 6. 25.0
8.0 6. 24.0
4.0 11. 44.0
8.0 8. 32.0
0.0 9. 37.5
0.0 9. 36.0
8.0 12. 48.0
0.0 7. 28.0
4.0 7. 28.0

12.0 8. 32.0
28.0 13. 52.0
54.2 17. 70.8
87-.5 23. 95.8
92.0 25. *.***

0.0 9. 37.5
12.0 14. 56.0
20.0 10. 40.0
28.0 15. 60.0
44.0 15. 60.0
48.0 19. 76.0
**** 25. ****
96.0 24. 96.0
32.0 13. 52.0
20.0 10. 40.0
16.0 10. 40.0
ZO.0 11. 44.0
56.0 20. 80.0
76.0 21. 84.0
92.0 24. 96.0
92.0 24. 96.0

17.
13.
17.
17.
17.
13.
18.
23.
17.
11.
14.
24.

7.
10.
17.
20.

8.
16.
16.
15.
22.
23.
13.

7.
17.
11.
12.
13.
20.
16.
18.
18.
19.
19.
23.
25.
17.
17.
17.
18.
16.
20.
25.
25.
17.
13.
18.
20.
23.
23.
24.
25.

68.0 19. 76.0 1.
52.0 15. 60.0 1.
70.8 17. 70.8 2.
68.0 18. 72.0 2.
70.8 20. 83.3 1.
50.0 17. 65.4 1.
75.0 19. 79.2 2.
88.5 25. 96.2 2.
68.0 18. 72.0 1.
45.8 13. 54.2 1.
53.8 15. 57.7 2.
96.0 24. 96.0 2.
28.0 12. 48.0 1.
66.7 19. 70.4 1.
70.8 19. 79.L 1.
80.0 20. 80.0 1.
32.0 10. 40.0 1.
61.5 17. 65.4 1.
64.0 20. 80.0 1.
60.0 17. 68.0 1.
88.0 22. 88.0 1.
92.0 24. 96.0 1.
54.2 17. 70.8 1.
28.0 9. 36.0 1.
68.0 19. 76.0 1.
44.0 16. 64.0 1.
50.0 16. 66.7 1.
52.0 18. 72.0 1.
80.0 22. 88.0 1.
64.0 20. 80.0 1.
72.0 20. 80.0 1.
72.0 19. 76.0 1.
76.0 22. 88.0 2.
79.2 20. 83.3 2.
95.8 Z3. 95.8 2.

100.0 25. 100.0 2.
70.8 18. 75.0 1.
68.0 20. 80.0 1.
68.0 18. 72.0 1.
72.0 '18. 72.0 1.
64.0 18. 72.0 2.
80.0 Zl. 84.0 2.

100.0 25. 100.0 2.
100.0 25. 100.0 2.

68.0 20. 80.0 1.
52.0 17. 68.0 1.
72.0 21. 84.0 1.
80.0 22. 88.0 1.
92.0 25. 100.0 2.
92.0 23. 92.0 2.
96.0 25. 100.0 2.

100.0 23. 100.0 2.

LEGEND: Velocirv (FPS)

1-0.5
2-1.0
3-1.5
4-2.0
5-3.0

Duration (Min)

1-2
2-4
3-8
4-16

Segment

1-A
2-B



TABLE A-i (Cont.)

LARVAL IMPINGEMENT SURVIVAL STUDY
WALLEYE TEST DATA

CONDITIONS: VELOCITY= 0.5, 1.0 FPS
DURATION= 8 and 16 MINUTES

3. 8.39 1. 3.
4. 8.39 1. 4.
7. 8.39 2. 3.
a. 8.39 2. 4.

23. 9.41 1. 3.
25. 9.41 1. 4.
27. 9.11 2. 3.
20. 9.41 2. 4.
41. 9.72 1. 3.
42. 9.72 1. 4.
45g. 9.72 2. 3.

46. 9.72 2. -4.
63. 9.72 1. 3.
6t4. 9.7, 1. 4.

67. 9.72 2. 3.
60. 9.72 2. 4.
13. 9.72 1. 3.
74. 9.7Z 1. 4.
77. 9.72 2. 3.
70. 9.72 Z. 4.
83. 9.87 1. 3.
84. 9.87 1. 4.
07. 9.87 1. 3.
88. 9.07 1. 4.
91. 9.87 2. 3.
92. 9.87 2. 4.
95. 9.87 2. 3.
96. 9.37 2. 4.

107. 9.87 1. 3.
108. 9.87 1. 4.
113. 10.16 1. 3.
114. 10.16 1. 4.
117. 10.16 1. 3.
118. 10.16 1. 4.
133. 10.16 1. 3.
134. 10.16 1. 4.
137. 10.16 1. 3.
138. 10.16 1. 4.
149. 10.45 1. 3.
150. 10.45 1. 4.
153. 10.45 1. 3.
154. 10.45 1. 4.
165. 10 , 54 1. T".

166. 710.54 1. 4.
169. 10.54 1. 3.
170,' 10.54 1. 4.
173. 10.54 2. 3.
174. 10.54 2. 4.
177. 10.54 2. 3.
178. 10.54 2. 4.
191. 10.07 1. 3.
192. 10.87 1. 3.
193. 10.87 1. 4.

10.
20.
24.
IZ.
Z0.
16.
11.
5.

23.2'.

8.
14.
26.
17.
16.

6.
23.
25.
17.

4.
20.
17.
23.
25.

6.
6.
6.
1.

25.
23.
19.

23.
22.
19.
Z4.
23.
17.
18.
16.
19.
21.
25.

20.
23.
10.
3.

11.

0.
Z4.
25.
25.

7.
5.

1.
13.
5.

9.
14.
20.

2.
2.

17.
11.

0.
8.
9.

19.
0.
1.
S.

21.
5.

8.
2.
0.

19.
19.
19.
24.

0.
2.
6.

2.
2.
6.

4.
2.
8.
6.
8.
7.
4.
0.
5.
0.
7.

22.
25.
15.
25.
1.
0.
0.

5.
2.
3.

10.
7.
7.
1.
2.
4.
3.
8.
0.
8.
5.
4.
0.
0.
9.
4.

10.
7.
7.

1.
3.
2.
0.

S.
12.

8.
6.
2.
1.
3.
2.
3.
5.
5.
6.
7.
6.
8.
8.
0.
1.
4.
0.
5.
6.
8.

S.

2.
3.

1.
4.
3.
1.
5.

2.
0.

0.

1.
3.
4.

3.

0.
2.
1.
1.
0.

0.
1.
3.
0.
3.
0.
0.
6.
1.
6.
4.
3.
4.
5.
3.
2.
3.
6.
5.
5.
4.

12.
9.
*1.
6.
2.
0.
7.
0.
3.
5.
5.

1.
4.
9.
3.

0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
1.

0.
0.
0.
0.
I1.
0.
0.
2.
0.
2.
2.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
7.
7.
S.

5.
5.
I4.
4.

7.
5.
5.
4.
2..

3.
2.
3.
0.
0.
0.
0.
6.
4.
5.

72.0
72.0
76.0
8:.0

80.0
92.0
96.0
08.0
40.0
33.3
92.0
92.0
15.4
76.0
72.0
96.0
0.7

Z6.9
7".0

100.0
84.0
64.0
68.0
32.0
92.0

100.0
96.0

100.0
40.0
56.0

100.0
100.0
84.0
07.5
9Z.0
92.9
92.0
92.0

100.0
95.8
96.2
8B.0
96.0
96.0
88.0

1o0.0
96.0
96.3

100.0
100.0

92.0
88.0
88.0

25. 28.0
25. Z0.0.
25. 4.0
25. 52.0
25. 20.0
25. 36.0
25. 56.0
25. 80.0
25. 8.0
24,. 8.3
25. 68.0
25. 44.0
26. 0.0
25. 32.0
25. 36.0
25. 76.0
23. 0.0
26. 3.8
25. 32.0
25. 84.0
25. 20.0
25. 32.0
25. 8.0
25. 0.0
25. 76.0
25. 76.0
25. 76.0
25. 96.0
25. 0.0
25. 8.0
25. 24.0
24. 8.3
25. 8.0
24. 8.3
25. 24.0
28. 14.3
25. 8.0
25. 32.0
24. 25.0
24. 33.3
26. 2:6.9
Z5. 16.0
25. 0.0
25. 20.0
25. 8.0
25. 28.0
25. 88.0
27. 9Z.6
26. 57.7
25. 100.0
25. 4.0
25. 0.0
25. 0.0

1i.
7.
4.

15.
15.
16.
21.
21.

4.
6.

20.
19.

0.
16.
14.
23.

0.
1.

.17.
25.
15.
15.

9.
2.

20.
22.
21.
24.

14.
10.
8.
a.

15.
5.

10.
9.

13.
12.
1."

7.
11.
10.
15.
22.
26.
19.
25.

6.
6.
8.

(18.0
28. o
16.0
60.0
60.0
64.0
84.0
84.0
16.0
25.0
80.0
76.0

0.0
64.0
56.0
92.0

0.0
3.8

68.0
100.0

60.0
60.0
36.0

0.0
80.0
88.0
84.0
96.0

8.0
0.0

44.0
58.3
40.0
33.3
32.0
53.6
20.0
40.0
37.5
54.2
46.2
40.0
28.0
44.0
40.0
60.0
88.0
96.3
73.1

100.0
24.0
24.0
32.0

17.
9.
7.

17.
16.
20.
24.
ZZ .

9.
8.

21.
23.

1.

19.
18.
23.

2.
2.

18.
25.
17.
15.
10.
5.

20.
25.
21.
24.

6.
3.

17.
16.
13.
12.
13.
18.

9.
13.
15.
18.
17.
14.
19.
20.
17.
21.
24.
26.
26.
25.

9.
11.
13.

68.0 18. 72.0 1.
36.0 13. 52.0 2.
28.0 16. 64.0 1.
60.0 19. 76.0 2.
64.0 19. 76.0 1.
80.0 22. 88.0 2.
96.0 24. 96.0 1.
08.0 22. 88.0 2.
36.0 9. 36.0 1.
33.3 0. 33.3 2.
84.0 21. 84.0 1.
92.0 23. 92.0 2.
3.8 2. 7.7 1.

76A0 19. 76.0 2.
72.0 18. 72.0 1.
92.0 23. 92.0 2.
8.7 2. 8.7 1.
7.7 3. 11.5 2.

72.0 18. 72.0 1.
100.0 25. 100.0 2.
68.0 19. 76.0 1.
60.0 15. 60.0 2.
40.0 12. 48.0 1.
20.0 7. 28.0 2.
80.0 20. 80.0 1.

100.0 25. 100.0 2.
84.0 21. 84.0 1.
96.0 24. 96.0 2.
24.0 6. 24.0 1.
12.0 10. 40.0 2.
6&.0 24. 96.0 1.
66.7 21. 87.5 2.
52.0 18. 72.0 1.
50.0 17. 70.8 2.
52.0 17. 68.0 1.
64.3 22. 78.6 2.
36.0 20. 80.0 1.
52.0 17. 60.0 2.
62.5 22. 91.7 "1.
75.0 23. 95.8 2.
65.4 242. 84.6 1.
56.0 18. 72.0 2.
76.0 21. 84.0 1.
80.0 23. 92.0 2.
68.0 ' 19. 76.0 1.
84.0 24. 96.0 2.
96.0 24.. 96.0 1.
96.3 26. 96.3 2.

100.0 26. 100.0 1.
100.0 25. 100.0 2.
36.0 15. 60.0 1.
44.0 15. 60.0 1.
52.0 18. 72.0 Z.

A-5



TABLE A-i (Cont.)

194. 10.87 1. 4.
199. 10.87 2. 3.
200. 10.87 2. 3.
201. 10.87 2. 4.
202. 10.87 2. 4.
215. 11.16 1. 3.
216. 11.16 1. 3.
217. 11.16 1. 4.
218. 11.16 1. 4.
223. 11.16 2. 3.
224. 11.16 2. 3.
225. 11.16 2. 4.
226. 11.16 2. 4.
245. 12.73 1. 3.
216. 12.73 1. 3.
247. IZ.73 1. 4.
248. 12.73 1. 4.
253. 12.73 2. 3.
254. 12.73 2. 3.
255. 12.73 2. 4.
256. 12.73 2. 4.
279. 12.02 1. 3.
280. 12.02 1. 3.
281. 12.02 1. 4.
282. 12.02 1. 4.
287. 12.02 2. 3.
288. 12.02 2. 3.
289. 12.02 2. 4.
290. 12.02 2. 4.

23.

24.
23.

22.

24.
-5.

25.
25.
25.
25.
19.
20.
24.

Z4.
20.
24.
21.
22.
20.

19.
22.
25.
25.
25.

22.
24.
19.
19.

0.
0.
2.
2.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
6.
5.
1.
1.
7.
1.
4.
3.
5.

3.
0.
0.
0.
3.
1.
7.
6.

8. 4.
11. 3.

5. 7.
9. 9.
9. 3.
4. IZ.
5. 14.
7. 9.
9. 9.

12. 7.
11. 6.
4. 9.
2. 7.
9. 6.

12. 3.

11. 6.
8. 13.
9. 7.

12. 6.
8. 8.
8. 8.
8. 8.
8. 7.
7. 5.

12. 5,
10. 3.

6. 9.
9. 4.
7. 4.

6.
4.
4.

10.
6.
3.
5.
4.

2.

3.
2.
5.
4.
1.
1.

0.3.
2.
0.
3.
5.
8.
4.
4.
1.

3.

95.7 23. 0.0
92.0 25. 4.0
96.0 25. 8.0
91.7 24. 8.3
100.0 25. 4.0
100.0 24. 0.0
100.0 25. 0.0
100.0 25. 0.0
92.0 25. 0.0
92.0 25. o.o
84.0 25. 0.0
96.0 25. 24.0
76.0 25. 20.0
84.0 25. 4.0
88.0 25. 4.0
92.0 25. 20.0
92.0 25. 4.0
96.0 25. 16.0
92.0 25. 12.0
92.0 25. 20.0
88.0 25. 24.0
96.0 25. 12.0

100.0 25. 0.0
96.0 25. 0.0
96.0 25. 0.0
92.0 25. 12.0
88.0 25. 4.0
96.2 26. 26.9
84.0 25. 24.0

8.
12.

7.
ii.
10.

4.
5.
7.
9.

12.
ii.
10.
7.

10.
13.
16.
9.

13.
15.
13.
14.
11.

8.
7.

12.
13.

7.

16.
13.

34.8
48.0
28.0
45.8
40.0
16.7
20.0
28.0
36.0
48.0
44.0
40.0
28.0
40.0
52.0
64.0
36.0
52.0
60.0
52.0
56.0
44.0
32.0
28.0
48.0
52.0
28.0
61.5
52.0

12.is..15.

14.
20.
13.
16.
19.
16.
18.
19.
17.
19.
14.
16.
16.
22.
22.
20.
21.
21.
22.
19.
15.
12.
17.
16.
16.
20.
17.

52.2 1. 78.3
60.0 19. 76.0
56.0 18. 72.0
63.3 22. 91.7
52.0 23. 92.0
66.7 22. 91.7
"76.0 22. 88.0
64.0 21. 84.0
72.0 22. 88.0
76.0 21. 84.0
68.0 19. 76.0
76.0 22. 88.0
56.0 16. 64.0
64.0 21. 84.0
64.0 20. 80.0
88.0 23. 92.0
88.0 23. 92.0
80.0 23. 92.0
8e4.0 23. 92.0
84.0 23. 92.0
88.0 22. 88.0
76.0 22. 88.0
60.0 20. 80.0
48.0 20. 80.0
68.0 21. 84.0
64.0 20. 80.0
64.0 17. 68.0
76.9 24. 92.3
60.0 20. 80.0

1.

2.1.
1.
2.

2.1.
1.

2.
2.

2.

1.

2.
1.
1.
2'.
4.
1.
1.

2.
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TABLE A-i (Cont.)

LARVAL IMPINGEMENT SURVIVAL STUDY

WALLEYE TEST DATA

CONDITIONS: VELOCITY = 1.5, 2.0, 3.0 FPS
DURATION = 8 and 16 MINUTES

ii.
12.
15.
16.
19.
20.
31.
32.
35.
36.
49.
50.
53.
54.
57.
58.
59.
60.

231.
232.
261.
262.
263.
264.
269.
270.
295.
296.
297.
298.
303.
304.

8.83 3. 3.
8.83 3. 4.
8.83 4. 3.
8.83 4. 4.
8.83 5. 3.
8.83 5. 4.
9.41 3. 3.
9.41 3. 4.
9.41 4. 3.
9.41 4. 4.
9.72 3. 3.
9.72 3. 4.
9.72 4. 3.
9.72 4. 4.
9.72 5. 3.
9.72 5. 4.
9.72 5. 3.
9.72 5. 4.

11.16 3. 3.
11.16 3. 3.
12.73 3. 3.
12.73 3. 3.
12.73 3. 4.
12.73 3. 4.
11.44 4. 3.
11.44 4. 3:
i2.02 3. 3.
12.02 3. 3.
12.02 3. 4.
12.02 3. 4.
12.02 4. 3.
12.02 5. 3.

22.
15.
17.

0.
2.
0.

20.

5.

0.
9.
6.
1.
5.
0.
0.
0.
0.

18.
14.
13.

6.
5.
7.

ii.
3.

13.
2.
4.
1.
4.
6.

3.
10.

8.

26.
24.
25.

6.
24.
20.
25.
17.
20.
24.
20.
25.
25.
25.
25.

7.
12.
Ii.
19.
19.
20.
14.
22.
12.
23.
22.
24.
21.
19.

3.
1.
0.
0.
I.
0.
6.
1.
0.
0.
1.
0.
0.
1.
0.
0.
0.
0.

12.
7.
4.
3.
2.
3.

0.
1.

0.
O.0.
1.

3.
1.
0.
0.
0.
0.
3.
0.
1.
0.
1.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
3.
0.
'0.
0.
0.
1.
1.
1.
6.

0.
0.
0.
1.
1.

72.0 25. 12.0
68.0 25. 40.0
44.0 25. 32.0

100.0 26. 100.0
96.2 26. 92.3

100.0 25. 100.0
80.8 26. 23.1
96.2 26. 92.3
88.0 25. 80.0

100.0 25. 100.0
73.1 26. 65.4
84.6 26. 76.9

100.0 25. 96.0
88.0 '25. 80.0

100.0 25. 100.0
100.0 25. 100.0
100.0 25. 100.0
100.0 25. 100.0
96.0 25. 28.0
96.2 26. 46.2
91.7 24. 45.8
96.0 25. 76.0

100.0 24. 79.2
96.3 27. 74.1
88.0 25. 56.0
96.0 25. 88.0

100.0 25. 48.0
100.0 25. 92.0
96.2 26. 84.6

100.0 25. 96.0
100.0 25. 84.0
88.0 25. 76.0

10.
13.

9.
26.
24.
25.
12.
24.
21.
25.
17.
21.
24.
21.
25.
25.
25.
25.

9.
17.
18.
21.
22.
21.
19.
23.
18.
23.
25.
24.
23.
19.

40.0
52.0
36.0

100.0
92.3

100.0
46.2
92.3
84.0

100.0
65.4
80.8
96.0
84.0

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

36.0
65.4
75.0
84.0
91.7
77.8
76.0
92.0
72.0
92.0
96.2
96.0
92.0
76.0

13.
14.

9.
26.
25.
25.
18.
25.
21.
25.
18.
21.
25.
22.
25.

25.
25.
25.
21.
24.
22.
24.
24.
24.
21.
23.
19.
24.
25.
25.
23.
20.

52.0 16. 64.0
56.0 15. 60.0
36.0 9. 36.0

100.0 26. 100.0
96.2 25. -96.2

100.0 25. 100.0
69.2 21. 80.8
96.2 25. 96.2

84.0 22. 88.0
100.0 25. 100.0
69.2 19. 73.1
80.8 21. 80.8

100.0 25. 100.0
88.0 22. 88.0

100.0 25. 100.0
100.0 25. 100.0
100.0 25. 100.0
100.0 25. 100.0
84.0 24. 96.0
92.3 24. 92.3
91.7 22. 91.7
96.0 24. 96.0

100.0 24. 100.0
88.9 25. 92.6
84.0 22. 88.0
92.0 24. 96.0
76.0 25. 100.0
96.0 24. 96.0
96.2 25. 96.2

100.0 25. 100.0
92.0 24. 96.0
80.0 21. 84.0

1.
2.
1.
2.
1.
2.
1.
2.
1.
2.
1.

2.
1.
1.
2.
1.
1.
1.

1.
2.
2.
1.
1.
1.
1.
2.

2.
1.
1.
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TABLE A-2

LARVAL IMPINGEMENT SURVIVAL STUDY

CHANNEL CATFISH TEST DATA

CONDITIONS: VELOCITY = 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 3.0 FPS

DURATION = 2, 4, 8, and 16 MINUTES

C

I
I

H

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
1z.
13.
14.
is.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.

43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.

-2.2 11.54
-2.Z 11.54
-2.Z 11.54
-2.2 11.54
-2.5 11.54
-2.5 11.54
-2.8 11.54
-2.8 11.54
-2.7 11.54
-2.7 11.54
-2.2 11.54
-2.Z. I1.54
-3.1 11.54
-3.1 11.54
-3.0 11.54
-3.0 11.54
-3.0 11.54
-3.0 11.54
-3.0 11.54
-3.0 11.54
-2.8 12.23
-2.8 12,23
-2.8 12.23
-2.8 12.23
-3.0 12.23
-3.0 12.23
-3.0 12.23
-3.0 12.23
-2.4 12.23
-2.4 12.23
-2.6 12.23
-2.6 12.23
-2.6 12.23
-2.6 12.23
-2.5 12.Z3
-2.5 12.23
-2.5 iZ.23
-2.5 12.23
-2.5 12.23
-2.5 12.23
-1.4 13.38
-1.4- 13.38
-1.4 13.38
-1.4 13.38
-1.5 13.38
-1.5 13.38
-1.4 13.38
-1.4 13.38
-2.0 13.38
-2.0 13.38
-2.0 13.38
-2.0 13.38
-2.1 13.38

2.
1.
1.

2.
2.
2.
2.
3.
3.
3.
3.
4.
4.
4.
4.
5.
5.
5.
5.
1.
3.
3.
1.
2.
2.
2.
2.

3.
3.
3.
3.
4.
t4.
4.
4.
5.
5.
5.
5.
1.
1.
1.
1.
2.
2.
2.
2.
3.
3.
3.
3.
4.

1.
2.

3.
4.
1.
2.
3.
4.
1.
2.
3.
4.
1.
2.
3.
4.
1.
2.
3.
4.
1.
2.

3.
4.
1.
2.
3.
4.
1.
2.
3.
4.
1.

2.
3.
4.
1.
2.
3.
4.
'1.
2.
3.
4.
1.
2.
3.
4.
1.
2.
3.
4.
1.

1.
2.
1.
2.
1.
2.
1.
2.
1.
2.
1.
2.
i.
2.
1.
2.
1.
2.
1.
2.
1.
2.
2.
1.
2.
1.
2.
1.
2.
1.
2.
1.
2.
1.
2.
1.
2.
1.
2.
1.
2.
1.
1.
2.
1.
2.
1.
2.
1.
2.
1.
2.
1.

0.0
0.0
8.3
3.8
0.0
0.0
0.0

64.0
8.0

36.0
20.8
88.0
20.8

0 0
4.0

64.0
7.4

38.5
64.0

100.0
4.2
4.3
4.0
4.0
7.7
7.7
0.0
8.0
0.0
0.0
4.0

20.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

11.5
7.1
0.0
3.8

73.1
0.0
0.0
5.3
4.5
4.0
0.0
0.0
3.8
0.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
0.0

54.

55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.
98.
99.

100.
101.
102.
103.
104.
105.
106.

-2.1 13.38
-2.1 13.38
-2.1 13.38
-2.3 13.38
-2.3 13.38
-2.3 13.38
-Z.3 13.38
-2.2 12.88
-Z.2 12.88
-2.2 12.88
-2.2 12.88
-2.5 12.88
-2.5 12.88
-2.5 12.88
-2.5 12.88
-2.6 12.88
-2.6 12.88
-2.6 12.88
-2.6 12.88
-2.1 12.88
-2.1 12.88
-2.2 12.88
-2.2 12.88
-2.3 12.80
-2.3 12.88
-2.3 12.88
-2.3 12.88
-1.2 13.87
-1.2 13.87
-1.2 13.87
-1.2 13.87
-0.9 13.87
-0.9 13.87
-0.9 13.87
-0.9 13.87
-1.0 13.87
-1.0 13.87
-1.1 13.87
-1.1 13.87
-1.1 13.87
-1.5 13.87
-1.2 13.87
-1.2 13.87
-1.5 13.87
-1.5 13.87
-1.5 13.87

-1.5 13.87
-1.0 14.13
-1.0 14.13
-1.5 14.13
-1.5 14.13
-1.6 14.13
-1.6 14.13

4.
4.
4.
5.
5.
5.
5.
1.
1.
1.
1.
2.
2.
2.
2.
3.
3.
3.
3.
4.
4.
4.
4.
5.
5.
5.
5.
1.
1.
1.
1.
2.
2.
2.
2.
3.
3.
3.
3.
4.
4.
4.
4.
5.
5.
5.
5.
1.
1.
1.
1.
2.
2.

2.
3.
4.
1.
2.
3.
4.
1.
2.
3.
4.
1.
2.
3.
4.
1.
2.
3.
4.
1.
2.
3.
4.
1.
2.
3.
4.
1.
2.
3.
4.
1.
2.
3.
4.
1.
2.
3.
4.
1.
2.
"3

4.
-1.

2.
3.
4.
1.
2.
3.
4.
1.
2.

2.
1.
2.
1.
2.
1.
2.
1.
2.
2.
1.
2.
1.
2.
1.
2.
1.

2.
1.
2.
1.
2.
1,
2.
1.
2.
1.
1.
2.
1.
2.
1.
2.
1.
2.
1.
2.
1.
2.
1.
2.
1.
2.
1.
2.
1.
2.
2.
1.
2.
1.
2.
1.

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

60.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
0.0
0.0
4.0
8.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
8.0
4.0
8.0

.84.0
8.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

16.0
4.0
4.0
0.0
4.0
0.0
0.0
4.0
0.0
0.0

38.5
4.0

20.0
8.0

20.0
0.0

20.0
4.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

LEGEND: VELOCITY (FF5)

1-0.5
2-1.0
3-1.5
4-2.0
5- 3.0

DURATION (MIN) SEGNT

1-2 1-A
2-4 2-B
3-8
4- 16

A-8



TABLE A-2 (Cont.)

LARVAL IMPINGEMENT SURVIVAL STUDY

CHANNEL CATFISH TEST DATA

CONDITIONS: VELOCITY = 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 3.0 FPS

DURATION = 2, 4, 8, and 16 MINUTES

00
0 to

107. -1.6 14.13 2. 3. 2. 0.0 160. -1.9 14.62 S. 4. 2. 16.0

108. -1.6 14.13 2. 4. 1. 0.0 161. -1.3 15.16 1. 1. 1. 0.0

109. -1.5 14.13 3. 1. 2. .4.2 162. -1.3 15.16 1. 2. 2. 4.5

110. -1.5 14.13 3. 2. 1. 30.8 163. -1.3 15.16 1. 3. 1. 0.0

111. -1.8 14.13 3. 3. 2. 4.0 164. -1.3 15.16 1. 4. 2. 5.0

112. -1.8 14.13 3. 4. 1. 4.0 165. -1.7 15.16 Z. 1. 1. 0.0

113. -2.1 14.13 4. 1. 2. 4.0 166. -1.7 15.16 2. 2. 2. 0.0

114. -2.1 14.13 4. 2. 1. 0.0 167. -2.0 15.16 2. 1. 1. 0.0

115. -2.1 14.13 4. 3. 2. 8.0 168. -2.0 15.1 Z. 4. 2. 0.0

116. -2.1 14.13 4. 4. I. 12.0 169. -2.1 15. 16 3. 1. 1. 0.0

117. -2.2 14.13 5. 1. 2. 0.0 170. -2.1 15.16 3. 2. 2. 0.0

118. -2.2 14.13 5. 2. 1. 12.0 171. -2.2 15.16 3. 3. 1. 0.0

119. -2.2 14.13 5. 3. 2. 8.0 172. -2.2 15.16 3. 4. 2. 0.0

120. -2.2 14.13 5. 4. 1. 19.2 173. -2.3 15.16 4. 1. 1. 0.0

121. -0.2 14.62 1. 1. 1. 0.0 174. -2.3 15.16 4. 2. Z. 4.0

122. -0.2 14.62 1. 1. 2. 0.0 175. -2.3 15.16 4. 3. 1. 16.0

123. -0.2 14.62 1. 2. 1. 7.7 176. -2.3 15.16 4. 4. 2. 12.0

124. -0.2 14.62 1. 2. 2. 7.1 177. -2.7 15.16 5. 1. 1. 8.0

125. -0.2 14.62 1. 3. 1. 0.0 178. -2.7 15.16 5. 2. 2.. 0.0

126. -0.2 14.62 1. 3. 2. 5.0 179. -2.7 15.16 5. 3. 1. 9.1

127. -0.2 14.62 1. 4. 1. 6.7 180. -2.7 15.16 5. 4. 2. 56.0

128. -0.4 14.62 1. 4. 2. 0.0 181. -2.5 15.50 4. 2. 1. 0.0

129. -0.6 14.62 2. 1. 1. 0.0 182. -2.5 15.50 4. 2. 2. 4.0

130. -0.6 14.62 2. 1. 2. 4.2 183. -2.5 15.50 4. 4. 1. 24.0

131. -0.6 14.62 2. 2. 1. 11.5 184. -2.5 15.50 4. 4. 2. 28.0

132. -0.6 14.62 2. 2. 2. 8.0 185. -2.6 15.50 5. 2. 1. 4.Z

133. -0.6 14.62 2. 3. 1. 4.0 186. -2.6 15.50 5. 2. 2. 4.0

134. -0.6 14.62 2. 3. 2. 16.0 187. -2.6 15.50 5. 4. 1. 46.2

135. -0.6 14.62 2. 4. 1. 0.0 188. -2.6 15.50 5. 4. 2. 56.0

136. -0.6 14.62 2. 4. 2. 0.0 189. -0.2 15.21 4. 2. 1. 4.0

137. -1.1 14.62 3. 1. 1. 20.0 190. -0.2 15.21 4. 2. 2. 4.0

138. -1.1 14.62 3. 1. 2. 8.0 191. -0.2 15.21 4. 4. 1. 16.0

139. -1.1 14.62 3. 2. 1. 4.0 192. -0.2 15.21 4. 4. 2. 18.5

140. -1.1 14.62 3. 2. 2. 4.0 193. -0.9 15.21 5. 2. 1. 0.0

141. -1.1 14.62 3. 3. 1. 0.0 194. -0.9 15.21 5. 2. 2. 4.5

142. -1.1 14.62 3. 3. 2. 12.0 195. -1.0 15.21 5. 4. 1. 40.0

143. -1.4 14.6Z 3. 4. 1. 0.0 196. -1.0 15.21 5. 4. 2. 40.0

144. -1.4 14.62 3. 4. 2. 0.0 197. -0.3 16.36 4. 2. 1. 0.0

145. -1.4 14.62 4. 1. 1. 0.0 198. -0.3 16.36 4. 2. 2. 8.0

146. -1.4 14.62 4. 1. 2. 0.0 199. -0.8 16.36 4. 4. 1. 15.4

147. -1.4 14.62 4. 2. 1. 19.0 200. -0.8 16.36 4. 4. 2. 11.5

148. -1.4 14..62 4. 2. 2. 24.0 201. -1.0 16.36 S. 2. 1. 0.0

149. -1.8 14.62 4. 3. 1. 4.0 202. -1.0 16.36 5. 2. 2. 4.2

150. -1.8 14.62 4. 3. 2. 0.0 203. -1.5 16.36 5. 4. .1. 4.0

151. -1.8 14.62 4. 4. 1. 0.0 204. -1.5 16.36 5. 4. 2. 4.2

152. -1.8 14.62 4. 4. 2. 4.0 205. -0.7 16.24 4. 2. 1. 0.0

153. -1.9 14.62 5. 1. 1. 0.0 206. -0.7 16.24 4. 2. 2. 0.0

154. -1.9 14.62 5. 1. 2. 3.8 207. -0.7 16.24 4. 4. 1. 4.0

155. -1.9 14.62 5. 2. 1. 0.0 208. -0.7 16.24 4. 4. 2. 0 0

156. -1.9 14.62 5. 2. 2. 8.0 209. -1.1 16.24 S. 2. 1. 0.0

157. -1.9 14.62 5. 3. 1. 8.0 210. -1.1 16.24 5. 2. 2. 0.0

158. -1.9 14.62 5. 3. 2. 16.0 211. -1.1 16.24 5. 4. 1. 8.0

159. -1.9 14.62 5. Q. 1. 24.0 212. -1.1 16.24 S. 4. 2. 20.0

LEGEND: VELOCITY (FPS) DURATION (MIN) SECMMT

1-0.5 1-2 1-A
2-1.0 2-4 2-B

3-1.5 3-8
4-2.0 4- 16
5-3.0

A-9



".5

TABLE A-2 (Cont.)

LARVAL IMPINGEMENT SURVIVAL STUDY

CHANNEL CATFISH TEST DATA

CONDITIONS: VELOCITY = 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 3.0 FPS
DURATION = 2, 4, 8, and 16 MINUTES/:/ /.7 / /;

213. -1.1 17.37 4. Z. 1. 0.0

j

214.
215.
216.
217.
218.
219.
220.
221.
222.
223.
224.
225.
226.
227.
228.
229.
230.
231.
23Z.
233.
234.
235.
236.
237.
238.
239.
240.
241.
242.
243.
244.
245.
246.

-1.1
-0.1
-0.1
-1 .8
-1.8
-1.8
-1.8
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

-0.9
-0.9
-0.9
-0.9

-1.0
-1.0
-1.0
-1.0
-2.0
-2.0

17.37 4.
17.37 4.
17.37 4.
17.37 5.
17.37 5.
17.37 5.
17.37 5.
16.96 4.
16.96 4.
16.96 4.
16.96 4.
16.96 5.
16.96 5.
16.96 5.
16.96 5.
17.66 4.
17.66 4.
17.66 4.
17.66 4.
17.66 5.
17.66 5.
17.66 5.
17.66 5.
19.69 4.
19.69 4.
19.69 4.
19.69 4.
19.69 5.
19.69 5.
19.69 5.
19.69 5.
17.23 4..
17.23 4.

2.
4.
4.
2.
2.
4.
4.
2.
2.
4.
4.
2.
2.
4.
4.
2.
2.
4.
4.
2.
2.
4.
4.
2.
2.
4.
4.
2.
2.
4.
4.
2.
2.

2.
1.
2.
2.

1.
2.
2.
2.
2.
2.1.

2.1.

2.
2.
2.
1.
2.
1.
2.
1.
2.
1.

2.'
1.

1.
2.
1.
2.
1.
2.

0.0
4.0

11.5
0.0
8.3

36.0
64.0

0.0
4.0
0.0
8.0
4.0
0.0
4.0

20.0
16.0

0.0
4.0

16.0
4.0
0.0

68.0
48.0

0.0
12.0

8.0
3Z.0

0.0
12.0
44.0
44.0

4.0
0.0

247. -2.1 17.23 4. 4.
248. -2.1 17.23 4. 4.
249. -2.1 17.23 5. 2.
250. -2.1 17.23 5. 2.
251. -2.1 17.23 5. 4.
252. -2.1 17.23 5. 4.
253. -2.0 19.66 4. 2.
254. -2.0 19.66 4. 2.
255. -2.0 19.66 4. 4.
256. -2.0 19.66 4. 4.
257. -2.0 19.66 5. 2.
258. -2.0 19.66 5. 2.
259. -2.0 19.66 5. 4.
260. -2.0 19.66 5. 4.
261. -0.6 22.70 4. 2.
262. -0.6 22.70 4. 2.
263. -0.6 22.70 4. 4.
264. -0.6 22.70 4. 4.
265. -1.4 22.70 5. 2.
266. -1.4 22.70 5. 2.
267. -1.4 22.70 5. 4.
268. -1.4 22.70 5. 4.
269. 0.0 25.74 4. 2.
270. 0.0 25.74 4. 2.
271. 0.0 25.74 4. 2.
272. -0.8 25.74 4, 4.
273. -0.8 25.74 4. 4.
274. -0.9 25.74 4. 4.
275. -0.9 25.74 5. 2.
276. -0.9 25.74 5. 2.
277. -0.9 25.74 5. 2.
278. -1.0 25.74 5. 4.
279. -1.0 25.74 5. 4.
280. -1.0 25.74 5. 4.

1.
2.
1.
2.
1.
2.
2.
2.
1.
2.
1.
2.
1.
2.

2.
1.
2.
1.
2.
1.
2.
i.
2.
2.
1.
2.
2.
1.
2.
2.
1.
2.
2.

12.0
8.0
0.0

12.0
12.0
68.0

0.0
4.0
8.0

16.0
4.2

12.0
52.0
65.4
33.3

8.0
40.0

100.0
16.0
16.0
40.0
66.7
8.3

56.5
4.2

20.0
45.5
41.7
12.0
12.0
8.0

12.0
12.0
32.0

LEGEND: VELOCITY (rPS) DURATION (MIN)

1-0.5 1=2
2-1.0 2-4

•3- 1.5 3-8
4-2.0 4- 16
5-3.0

SEGMENT
I.-A
2-B

A-10



TABLE A-3

LARVAL IMPINGEMENT SURVIVAL STUDY
BLUEGILL TEST DATA

CONDITIONS: VELOCITY = 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 3.0 FPS
DURATION = 2, 4, 8, and 16 MINUTES

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12,

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
1.
19.
20.
22.

23.
14.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.

35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
4z.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
5z.
53.

-1.0 19.76 1.
-1.0 19.76 1.
-1.2 19.76 1.
-1.2 19.76 1.
-1.9 19.76 • 2.
-1.9 19.76 z.
-2.0 19.76 2.
-2.0 19.76 2.
-2.0 19.76 3.
-2.0 19.76 3.
-2.0 19.76 3.
-2.0 19.76 3.
-2.3 19.76 4.
-2.3 19.76 4.
-2.5 19.76 4.
-2.5 19.16 4.
-2."1 19.76 5.
-2.2 19.76 5.
-2.0 19.76 5.
-2.8 .19.16 5.
-1.9 19.56 1.
-1.9 19.56 1.
-1.9 19.56 1.
-1.9 19.56 1.
-2.6 19.56 1.
-2.6 19.56 1

-2.6 19.56 1.
-2.6 19.56 1.
-2.7 19.56 2-.

-2.7 19.56 2.
-2.7 19.56 2.
-2.7 19.56 2.

-2.7 19.56 2.
-2.7 19.56 2.
-2.7 19.56 2.
-2.7 19.56 2.
-2.9 19.56 3.
-2.9 19.56 3.
-2.9 19.56 3.
-2.9 19.56 3.
-3.4. 19.56 3.
-3.4 19.56 3.
-3.4 19.56 3.
-3.4 19.56 3.
-3.7 19.56 4.
-3.7 19.56 4.
-3.7 19.56 4.
-3.7 19.56 4.
-3.7 19.56 '4.
-3.7 19.56 4.
-3.7 19.56 4.
-3.7 19.56 4.
-3.8 19.56 5.

I.
2.
3.
4.

i.
2.
3.
4.
1.
2.
3.
2.
1.
2.
3.

4.
2.
3.

I.
4.
4.
2.
4.
3.
4.
4.
'4.
1.

1.

3.
3.
'4.

1.
1.

3.
3.
4.
'4.
1.
1.
2.

3.
3.
'4.
'4.
1.

I.
2.
1 .
2.

z

2.
2.

-2.

1 .

2.2.

2.
1.
2.

2.

1.
2.
1.

1.
C..
1.

1.
2.
1.

1.
2.
1.
2.
1.

1.
2.
1.
2.
1.

1.

1.

0.0
5.6
6.7
0.0
5.0

20.0
10.0
25.0

0.0
5.0

30.0
45.0
10.0
10.5
I5.0
i0.0
0.0
5.0

40.0
75.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
8.7
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
4.0
0.0
0.0
4.Z
0.0
0.0
0.0
8.0
4.0
4.0

11.1
4.0

11.5
32.0
12.0

8.0
0.0
0.0
4.0
8.0

21.7
56.0

8.0

54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.

.83.
84.

* 85.
86.
87.
88.
09.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.
98.
99.

100.
101.
102.
103.
104.
105.
106.

-3.8 19.56 5.
-3.8 19.56 5.
-3.0 19.56 5.
-3.8 19.56 5.
-3.8 19.56 5.
-3.8 19.56 5.
-3.8 19.56 5.

-1.3 20.96 2.
-1.3 20.96 2.

-1.0 20.96 2.
-1.0 20.96 2.
-1.0 20.96 2.
-1.5 20.96 2.
-1.5 20.96 2.
-1.5 20.96 2.
-1.3 20.96 3.
-1.3 Z^0.96 3.
-1.3 20.96 3.
-1.3 210.96 3.
-1.5 ^`0.96 3.
-1.5 20.96 3.
-1.8 20.96 3.
-1.8 20.96 3.
-2.3 20.96 4.
-1.3 20.96 4.
-2.3 20.96 4.
-2.3 20.96 4.
-2.3 20.96 4.
-2.3 210.96 4.
-2.3 20.96 4.
-2.3 20.96 5.
-2.5 20.96 5.
-2.5 20.96 5.
-2.5 20.96 5.
-2.5 20.96 5.
-2.5 20.96 5.
-2.5 20.96 5.
-2.5 20.96 5.
-2.5 20.96 5.
0.0 20.23 5.
0.0 20.23 5.
0.0 20.23 5.
0.0 20.23 4.

-0.8 20.23 4.
-0.8 20.23 '4.
-1.0 20.23 4.

-1.0 20.23 3.
-1.0 20.23 3.
-1.0 20.23 3.
-0.5 15.27 1.
-0.5 15.27 1.
-0.5 15.27 1.
-0.5 15.27 1.

1.
2.
4.
3.
3.

4.
4.
1.

3.
3.

'4.

4.
4.
1.
2.
2.
3.

4.

4.

3.
3.

4.

1.

2.
3.
3.
4.
4.
3.

4.
1.

2.
3.
'4.
1.
2.
3.
4 .

8.0
12.0

0.0
20.0
20.0
92.0
08.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
4.2
0.0
0.0
0.0
4.5
0.0
'4.2

"8.0
4.2

29.2
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

18.2
Z5.9
33.3
86.4

0.0
3.8
4.3

20.0
50.0
76.0

100.0
95.7
68.0
96.0

0.0
0.0

23.1
'70.8

0.0
4.3

12.0
12.5

9.1
4.3
0.0
4.3

LEGEND: VELOCITY (F?S)

1-0.5

2-1.0
3-1.5
4- 2.0
5- 3.0

DURATION (HIN) SEGMENT

1-2 1-A
2-4 2-B
3-8
4- 16

A-11



TABLE A-3 (Cont.)

LARVAL IMPINGEMENT SURVIVAL STUDY
BLUEGILL TEST DATA

CONDITIONS: VELOCITY = 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 3.0 FPS
DURATION = 2, 4, 8, and 16 MINUTES

107. -0.8
100. -0.8
109. -0.8
110. -0.8
111. -0.8
112. -0.8
113. -0.8
114. -0.8
115. -1.Z
116. -i.2
117. -1.6
118. -1.6
119. -1.8
12"0. -1.8
121. -1.8
121. -1.8
123. -0.1
124. -0.1
125. -0.1
126. -0.1
127. -0.3
128. -0.3
129. -0.3
130. -0.3
131. -0.4
132. -0.4
"133. -0.6
134. -0.6
135. -0.7
136. -0.7
137. -0.7
138. -0.7
139. -1.0
140. -1.0
141. -1.0
142. -1.0
143. -1.0
144. -1.0
145. -1.1
146. -1.1
147. -i.S
148. -1.5
149. -1.6
150. -1.6
151. -1.7
152. -1.7
153. -1.7
154. -1.7
155. 0.0
156. 0.0
157. 0.0
158. 0.0
159. -0.3

15.27
15.27
15.27
15.27
is. 27
15. 27
15.27

15.27
15.27
15.27
15.27
15.27
15.27
15.27
15.27
15.27
15.80
15.80
15.80
15.80
15.80
15.80
15.80
15.00
15.80
15.80
15.80
15.80
15.80
15.80
15.00
15.00
17.73
17.73
17.73
17.73
17.73
17.73
17.73
17.73
17.73
17.73
17.73
17.73
17.73
17.73
17.73
17.73
16.65
16.65
16.65
16.65
16.65

2.
2.

3.
3.
3.
3.
4.
4.
4.
4.
5.
5.
S.
4.
2.

2.

3.
3.
3
3.

4.

4.
4.
4.
5.
5.
5.
5.

2.2.
2.
3.
3.
3.
3.
4.
4.
4.
4.
5.
5.
5.
5.
1.

1.
1.
1.
2.

1.

3.
4.
1.
2.
3.

3.
1.

3.

4.
1.

3.
3.
2.
3.
4.
3.
2.
4.
4.
3.
4.
1.
4.
3.
2.
1.
4..
3.
1.

3.
4.
1.
2.
3.
4.
1.

3.
4.
1.
2.
3.
4.
1.
2.
3.
4.
1.

1.
2.
1.
2.
i.

1.
2.
3-.
2.
1.
i.
1.

1.
2.
1.
2.
1.
2.
1.
2.
1.
2.
1.
2.
i.
2.
1.

1.
2.
2.
1.
1.
2.
1.
2.
1.
2.
1.
2.
1.
2.
1.

1.
2.
1.
2.
i.
2.
1.

12.5
0.0
4.3
4.0
8.0
0.0

13.0

20.0
12.0
12.0
20.0
56.0

8.0
12.0
52.0
96.0

4.0
8.7
8.7
8.3
9.5
4.3

30.4
4.2
0.0
0.0

z5.0
8.0
8.3

20.0
88.0
48.0

0.0
4.8
0.0

16.7
9.5
8.0

25.0
60.0

'4.5
0.0

26.1
64.0
8.3

16.0
91.7

100.0
7.7
6.7

11.8
5.6
5.6

160.
161.
162.
163.
164.
165.
166.
167.
168.
169.
170.
171.
172.
173.
174.
175.
175.
177.
178.
179.
180.
181.
102.
103.
184.
105.
186.
187.
180.
189.
190.
191.
192.
193.
194.
195.
196.
197.
198.
199.
200.
zol.
202.
203.
204.
-05.
206.
207.
208.
209.
z10.
211.

Z12.

-0.3 16.65
-0.5 16.65
-0.5 16.65
-0.7 16.65
-0.7 16.65
-0.7 16.65
-0.7 16.65
-0.8 16.65
-0.8 16.65
-0.8 16.65
-0.8 16.65
-0.8 16.65
-0.9 16.65
-0.9 16.65
-0.9 16.65
-0.5 25.79
-0.5 15.79
-0.5 15.79
-0.5 15.79
-1.0 15.79
-1.0 15.79
-1.0 15.79
-1.0 15.79
-1.1 15.79
-1.1 15.79
-1.1 15.79
-1.1 "15.79
-1.3 15.79
-1.3 15.79
-1.3 15.79
-1.3 15.79
-1.8 15.79
-1.8 15.79
-1.8 15.79
-1.8 1S.79

-1.0 17.07
-1.0 17.87
-1.0 17.87
-1.0 17.87
-1.1 17.87
-I.1 17.87
-1.5 17.87
-1.5 17.87
-1.5 17.87
-1.5 17.87
-1.5 17.87
-1.5 17.87
-1.9 17.87
-1.9 17.87
-1.9 17.87
-1 .9 17.87

-2.0 17.87
-2.0 17.07

2.
2.

3.
3.
3.
3.
4.
4.
4.
4.
5.
5.
2.
5.
1.
1.
1.
1.
4.
4.
2.

3.
3.
3.
3.
4.
4.
4.
4.
5.
5.
5.
5.
1.
1.
1.
1.
2.
2.
2.
2.
3.
3.
3.
3.
4.

4.
4.

5.
5.

3.
4.
1.

3.

4.
1.

Z.
3.

3.
4.

1.
2.
3.
4.
1.

3.
2.
1.

3.
4.
1.
2.

3.
4.
1.
2.
3.
4.
1.
2.
3.
t4.
1.
2.
3.
t4.
1.
2.
3.
4.
1.
2.
3.
4.
1.
2.
3.
4.
1.
1.

2.
1.

2.

Z.

2.
Z.
2.
Z.
2.1.
2.
1.

1.

1.

2.
i.
2.
1.
2.
1.

1.
I.
1.
2.
1.
2.
1.
1.
2.
1.
2.
1.
2.
1.
2.
1.
2.
1.
2.

2.
1.
2.
1.
2.

13.0
4.0
7.4
0.0
0.0

16.0
68.0
4.0
0.0

20.0
91S.0

0.0
16.0
9Z.0

100.0
0.0
4.3
0.0

17.4
0.0
0.0

4.2
8.0
8.0
0.0

24.0
72.0

4.0
0.0

211.0
83.3

0.0
8.3

60.0
100.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
4.0
4.5
0.0
0.0
8.3
9.1
0.0

27.3
84.0
12.5
8.3

56.0
84.0

0.0
32.0

LEGEND: VELOCITY. (FPs) DURATION (MIN) SEGMENT

1-0.5
2-1.0
3-1.5
4-2.0
5-3.0

1-2
2-4
3-8
4- 16

1-A
2-B
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TABLE A-3 (Cont.)

LARVAL IMPINGEMENT SURVIVAL STUDY

BLUEGILL TEST DATA

CONDITIONS: VELOCITY = 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 3.0 FPS

DURATION = 2, 4, 8, and 16 MINUTES

(d 7) g. ~ -

Lo/o 1 / // /,- /

213. -2.0 11.81 5. 3. 1. 92.0 254. -2.4 2"0.26. 3. 4. 1. '40.0

S214. -2.0 17.01 5. 4. 2. 100.0 255. -2".8 20.26 4. 1. ". 4.0

215. -1.0 11.48 2". 1. 2. 6.0 256. -2.8 20.26 4. 2. i. '4.2

-216. -1.0 17.48 2. . 1. '40 257. -3.0 20.26 4. 3. 2. 28.0

211. -1.0 11.48 2". 3. 2. 8.7 258. -3.0 20.26 4. 4. i. 84.0

-2 18. -1.0 11.40 2. '4. 1. 4.0 259. -3.4 20.26 5, 1. 2. 0.0

219. -1.5 17.40 3. 1. 2. 0.0 2"60. -3.4 20.26 5. 2. 1. 8.3

220. -1.5 11.48 3. 2. 1. 0.0 2"61. -3.4 Z0.26 5. 3. 2. 60.9

221. -1.5 17.48 3. 3. 2. 8.0 262". -3;.4 20.2,6 5. '4. 1. 96.0

z22. -1.5 17.48 3. 4. 1. 44.0 263. -2.5 10.50 2. 1. 1. 0.0

2243. 0.0 17.48 4. 2. 1. 0.0 265. -2.7 18.50 2. 3. 1. 0.0

223. o•0 17.48 ,4. .". 2. 0.0 2"64. -2.5 18.50 2'. 2. 2. 0.0

225. 0.0 11.48 4. 3. 2. c8.0 266. -2.7 18.50 2. 4. 2. 0.0

226. 0.0 11.40 4. '4. 1 . 64.0 261. -3.2 18.50 3. 1. 1. '4.2

E27. -0.5 17.40 5. 1. 2.• 0.0 268. -3.2 18.50 3. 2. 2. 12.0

228. -0.5 11.48 5. 2. 1. 41.7 269. -3.2 18.50 3. 3. 1. 32.0

229. -0.5 17.48 5. 3. 2.• •. 210. -3.2 18.50 3. 4. 2. . 76.0

2"30. -0.5 17.48 5. 4. I. 100.0 271. -3.2 18.50 4. 1. 1. o.0
231. -2.2 17.40 2. 1. 1. 8.3 272. -3.2 18.50 4. 2. 2. '4.0

233. -2.0 17.40 S. 3. 1. 9.0 274. -2.4 18.50 4. 4. 1. 42.0

23 2. -2. 0 17.40 2. 2. 2. 0.0 27 3. -3 .4 18.50 4. 3. 1. 48.0

hI 37. -2.5 11.40 3. 3. 1. 16.7 278. -3.4 18.50 5. 4. 2. 10.0
123. -2.5 17.40 3. 4. 2. 7.0 276. -3.2 17.94 2. 1. 2. 4.2

239. -2.3 17.40 4. z. 1. 4.0 227. -3.2 17.90 2. 3. 1. 06.0

240. -2.3 17.40 4. 3. 2. 24.0 28. -3.03 Z.0 17.9 . 3. 2. 84.2

2i1. -2.3 17.40 '. 4. 1. 44.0 289. -3.3 17.94 2. 4. 2. 0.0

219. -2.3 17.40 4. 4. 2. 6.0 280. -3.7 17.94 3. 2. 2. 0.0
243. -2.5 17.40 3. 2. 1. 0.0 281. -3.4 17.94 3. 3. 6 0.0

241. -2.5 11.40 3. 3. 2. 27.0 328. -3.0 17.94 3. 4. 2. 0.0

22". -2.7 17.40 5. 4. 1. 84.0 2863. -4.0 17.94 3. 1. - . '.8

Z23. -2.7 17.40 4. '. 2. 0.0 284. -4.2 17.94 4. 1. 2. 0.0

2.47. -2. 1 7.46 2. 1. 2. 4.3 285. -4.2 17.94 4. 2. 1. 0.0

248. -2. 17.40 . . 2. 1. 64.0 286. -4.2 18.94 3. 3. 2. 46.0

:t"'7. -0.5 17/.40 5. 1 . Z . 90.0 287. -4. z 17.9O 3. 2. 2. - 0.0

248. -0.51 72.46 S. ". . 1. 41.7 29. -3.2 18.94 3. 3. 1. 32.0

249. -2.2 70.26 S. 3. 2. 0.0 290. -4.2 17.94 3. 4. 1. 84.0

250. -2.2 20.26 2. 4. 1. 8.7 291. -4.4 17.94 5. 1. 2. 0.0

251. -2.2 20.26 3. 2. 2. 0.0 292. -4.4 17.94 5. 3. 1. 4.0

252. -2.2 20.26 3. 2. 1. 20.8 293. -4.4 17.94 5. 3. 2. 54.0

253. -2.4 20.26 3. 3. 2. 20.0 294. -q.3- 17.94 5. 3. 1. 26 .9

LEGEW,): V'ELOCITY (ITS) DmURTION• CHIN) SEG•SNT
1-0.5 4-2 1-A

2- 1.0 2-4 2-3

-- 2.0 4- 16

24S -2. -1.40So. 1 4026 4. 79 . 4 . 4 .

A-13
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1.0 SUJMIARY

The intake and discharge modifications are required to reduce the
impact of the Prairie Island Nuclear Generating Plant on aquatic
organisms in the Mississippi River.

The intake modifications prevent fish, larvae and eggs from entering
the plant cooling water intake canal by removing and transporting them
downstream, where they are returned to the river at a location which is
outside of the influence of intake flow.

The discharge modifications provide a submerged jet discharge to
promote rapid mixing, exclude fish from the system. minimize fish cold
shock potential and prevent recirculation of warm water back to the
intake (outside the system). By removing this heat source, the
potential for attracting fish to the area of the intake screenhouse is
minimized.

The reduced intake temperatures also result in greater plant
efficiency. Increased water appropriation and changes in operating
modes prevent excessive circulating water temperature variations to the
operating plant.

1.1 DESIGN CRITERIA

1.1.1 General

The modifications to the intake and discharge systems are designed to
exclude aquatic organisms from the circulating water system and
eliminate cold shock to fish. This has been accomplished with
construction of an intake screenhouse with traveling water screens, a
fish return system, a 'deicing pumphouse, an environmental monitoring
laboratory, a screen storage building, and a discharge structure with
submerged jet discharge for rapid thermal mixing.

The intake screenhouse is located on the north side of the intake
channel. The structure contains equipment to remove aquatic organisms
and debris from the intake flow. Traveling water screens are equipped
with fish lift buckets. Bypass gates have been provided to maintain a
continuous flow in the event that flow through the screens is reduced
because of extraordinary clogging. A deicing system is available to
distribute warm water across the inside face of the structure to
prevent formation of ice on the exposed surfaces. Aquatic organisms,
washed off the traveling water screens, are collected in a trough which
feeds into the fish return line for return to the river.
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The discharge structure is located approximately 500 ft. downstream of
Barney's Point, .2150 ft. downstream of the former discharge, and
provides a submerged jet discharge at an angle of 45 degrees to the
main channel flow of the Mississippi River. Dikes convey discharge
flow from the distribution basin to the discharge structure through an
extension of the discharge canal. 'The former dike, downstream of the
former discharge has been removed.

A flood and drain gate has been installed in the .west dike to provide
flooding and draining capability for an area, west of the dike, to be
used by the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources as a water fowl
sanctuary.

The design bases, system design and operating considerations of the
circulating water system are given in Section 10.2.9 of the Prairie
Island Final Safety Analysis Report (subsequently referred to as the
FSAR).

1.1.2 Hydraulic

1.1.2.1 Water Levels - Mississippi River

Maximum Operating Water Level (Pool 3) EL. 678.0 ft.

Normal Operating Water Level (Pool 3) EL. 673.5 ft.

Extreme Low Water Level (Pool 3) EL. 672.5 ft.

Flat Pool (Pool 3) EL. 674.5 ft.

10 yr. flood EL. 682.5 ft.

100 yr. flood EL. 687.4 ft.

150 yr. flood EL. 688.1 ft.

*M.S.L. 1929 adjustment

The 150 year flood level was used as a basis for determining deck
elevations such that motors and electrical equipment will not be
inundated.

1.1.2.2 Velocities and Flow Rates

In accordance with permit requirements, the average face velocity
through the gross area of the 0.5 millimeter mesh screen material
should not exceed 0.5 fps based on low water level and corresponding to
a discharge flow rate of 800 cfs.
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The average face velocity through the gross area of the 3/8 inch screen
material should not exceed 0.88 fps corresponding to a maximum intake
flow rate of 1410 cfs.

For exclusion of fish from the discharge system and for rapid thermal
mixing, velocity in the discharge pipes is a minimum of 8 fps and a
maximum of 10 fps. Minimum pipe length is 80 ft.

The combination of the 8 fps velocity and the 80 ft. pipe length forms
a barrier through which the local fish cannot swim. A maximum velocity
of 10 fps was established in order to limit head loss across tfie
structure to a maximum of 3 ft.

The velocity limit at the edge of the navigation channel is 4 ft/sec.
for barge traffic. This is the maximum limit of the average velocity
component normal to river flow.

1.1.2.3 Deicing

Warm deicing water is provided during cold weather to prevent the
formation of ice on trash racks, traveling water screens and bypass
gates. Warm water is pumped from the discharge channel, immediately
downstream of the distribution basin. Minimum water temperature at the
intake after deicing is 32.5"F. For design purposes, the given plant
discharge water temperatures are 57%F for one unit operation and 820F
for two unit operation. Two unit operation normally entails partial
recirculation. One unit operation will be open cycle with no
recirculation.

1. 1.3 Environmental

1.1.3.1 Traveling Water Screens

Traveling water screens are of the through flow type of sufficient area
to screen the desired intake flow. The screens are equipped with
buckets to transport aquatic organisms to the return system.

1.1.3.2 Mesh Size

During the period April 16 to August 31, the screen mesh size is 0.5 mm
or as fine as practicable. During the remainder of the year, a screen
mesh size of up to 3/8 inch may be used. Screen panels are replaceable
and interchangeable.

1.1.3.3 Screen Speeds

The traveling speeds of the screens have been designed to resist
clogging and to minimize the impact on aquatic organisms. The drives
provide flexibility to vary speeds,. as required, during various periods
of the year.
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1.1.3.4 Fish Return System

Aquatic organisms impinged on the traveling water screens and in the
attached buckets are lifted to the level of the fish sprays and washed
off within 4 minutes into a fish collection trough. Removal of the
fish and organisms is accomplished on the upward travel side with a low
pressure (10 psi) inside spray when fine mesh is used and with a low
pressure (20 psi) outside spray when coarse mesh screen is used.
Debris is removed by a backside interior high pressure (50 psi for fine
mesh and 100 psi for coarse mesh) spray system. The pump supplying the
50 psi fine mesh spray can be run at a higher speed to provide a 125
psi spray to supplement the 100 psi coarse mesh spray during periods of
high trash loads. Separate fish and debris troughs combine to form a
pipeline which transports the effluent to a point near the downstream
end of the existing discharge channel.

Diverting troughs or taps have been provided for sampling capability at
the intake screenhouse and near the discharge. Debris can be collected
in a trash basket during sampling periods and during high river flow
periods.

The fish return line has been designed for velocities between 3 and 5
fps with higher velocities (less than 10 fps) being encountered for a
short duration to dissipate energy prior to discharge to the river.
All internal surfaces are smooth, to preclude abrasion damage.
Organisms are discharged from the pipeline below the mean low water
elevation at a depth (below Elev. 670) which ensures submergence below
the ice cover.

1.1.3.5 Thermal Limitations

Effective on the date the discharge structure becomes operational and
lasting until June 30, 1985, the following thermal limitations, as set
forth in the final NPDES Permit #MN0004006, shall be in effect:

From April 1 through November 30, the temperature of the receiving
water, as'measured immediately below Lock and Dam No. 3, shall not
be raised by more than 50F above natural, based on the monthly
averages of the maximum daily temperatures, except in no case shall
it exceed a daily average temperature of 86 0F.

From December 1 through March 31, the mixed river temperature
immediately below Lock and Dam No. 3 shall not be raised above 43*F
for an extended period of time. Should the mixed river temperature
equals or exceeds 43 0F for two consecutive days the Director and
the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources shall be notified.
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1.1.4 Geotechnical

1.1.4.1 De4gn

The design criteria are based upon information contained in the Prairie
Island FSAR Volume 5 supplemented by "Report on Test Borings", dated
June 13, 1980 by Stone and Webster Engineering Corporation
(Subsequently referred to as SWEC) and by Geotechnical calculations.

1.1.4.2 Allowable Bearing Capacity

Allowable bearing pressure for structures founded on the sandy soils at
Prairie Island vary with the size and shape of footing and the depth of
embedment. Net maximum bearing capacity for the de-icing pumphouse is
4000 psf. Net maximum bearing capacity for the discharge structure was
25C0 psf allowing for a settlement of less than 1.5 in., 3000 psf for
less than 1.8 in. The screenhouse was designed for a net bearing
capacity of 8000 psf.

1.1.4.3 Soil Properties

Intake Screenhouse and Pumphouse Areas

In situ soil above El. 640 TSAT = 126 pcf, TMoist = 116 pcf, 0=330
In situ soil below El. 640 ISAT = 133 pcf, 0 = 350

Discharge Structure

Sand fill above El. 671 TSAT = 127 pcf, TMoist = 119 pcf, 0 = 330
Clay El. 671 -665 'SAT= 113 pcf, for C = 0 psf. 0 = 27 0

before 1st stage dike Construction for 0 = 00, C = 400 psf
after 1st stage dike Construction for 0 = 00, C = 750 psf

Sand below El. 671 ISAT = 124 pcf

Other soil properties were determined by the Lead Geotechnical

Engineer, as required, from the above soils information and boring logs.

1.1.4.4 Permeability

Permeabilities determined from a well pump test as referenced in Volume
5, Section 3.14 of the Prairie Island FSAR range from 0.093 - 0.37 feet
per minute.

1.1.4.5 Earth Pressure Coefficients

Active and passive earth pressures are a function of wall deformation.
The relationships between the active and passive earth pressure
coefficients, Ka and Kp, versus wall deformation are presented in
Figure 1, page 28. It is important to note that these relationships
were developed for the conditions of insitu soils, vertical wall,
nonsloping backfill, and no wall friction. The Lead Geotechnical
Engineer established values for Ka and Kp for conditions differing from
those assumed above on an individual basis.
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1.1.4.6 Emergency Cooling Water Intake Piping

No sheetpile was driven within a 20 foot radius of the emergency
cooling water pipe.

1.1:4.7 Cut Slopes

Side slopes of the intake and discharge canals and dikes are one
vertical to three horizontal except as noted on the drawings. The
slope of the approach canal to the intake screenhouse are one vertical
to five horizontal. On the exit side of the screenhouse the channel
slope is one vertical to four horizontal.

1.1.4.8 Intake Canal Cutoff

The intake canal cutoff was designed for overtopping as well as a
differential head of 5 ft.

1.1.4.9 Erosion Protection

The discharge dike overflow section and the intake cutoff dike has been
protected with rockfill to prevent-erosion when overtopped.

The discharge structure approach and discharge basin has been protected
by riprap with an average diameter of 12 inches.

Riprap has also been provided immediately upstream and downstream of
the intake scre.-enhouse on the north bank of the intake canal.

Discharge dike slopes were covered with topsoil and seeded as shown on

drawings.

1.1.5 Structural

The purpose of these criteria is to provide the structural information
used to design the intake screenhouse, discharge structure, and
de-icing pumphouse. In general, the structural design criteria and the
component design criteria from Appendix B, Section B.6 and B.7,
respectively, of the FSAR for the Prairie Island Nuclear Generating
Plant were used.

The intake screenhouse, discharge structure and de-icing pump house and
components were designed as QA Type III structures.

1.1.5.1 Codes

As a minimum, structures were designed in accordance with the
applicable codes as listed.

A. American Concrete Institute Codes; ACI 318-77, ACI 301-(R75), and
other sections of the ACI Codes as applicable.
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B. American Institute of Steel Construction "Specification for the
Design, Fabrication and Erection of Structural Steel Buildings,"
1980 Edition.

C. International Conference of Building Officials "Uniform Building
Code," 1979 Edition.

D. Current versions of applicable codes except for piping and valves
are listed in paragraph B.3 Appendix B of the FSAR.

E. Project Analysisreport.

1.1.5.2 Loads

All structures and components were designed to withstand various kinds
and combinations of loads.

The different kinds of loads treated in the design are described in the
subsequent paragraphs.

A. Environmental Loads

These consist of snow and wind loads:

Snow load (SL) of 50 lbs. per sq. ft. of horizontal projected
area was used in the design of structures and components
exposed to snow.

Normal wind loads (WL) applied to the structure were as
described herein. Wind loads are based on ANSI Standard
A58.1-1972 which formalizes the recommendations of the
American Society of Civil Engineer's paper ASCE 3269 "Wind
Forces on Structures." A 100 mph design wind speed was used
per the FSAR.

B. Live Loads (LL) consist of loadings not permanently on the
structure. The following live loads were used.

The screenhouse deck was designed for a live load of not less
than 250 psf or an H10 truck loading plus 10 percent impact,
whichever governs.

The decks of the discharge structure and de-icing pumphouse were
designed for a live load of at least 100 psf. The storage
building floor slab and the floor of the environmental lab were
designed for a live load of not less than 200 psf. The floor of
the office in the environmental lab was designed for a live load
of not less than 80 psf.
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C. Dead Loads

Dead loads consist of the weight of structural steel, concrete,
and equipment. The weight of the equipment was as specified on
the manufacturer's drawings. Soil loads were considered to be a
Dead Load.

D. Load Allowances

Load allowances are provided to account for concentrations of
minor unknown loads from pipe hangers, cable supports, lighting
fixtures, etc. Steel beams and girders were designed to support
the following concentrated loads applied to the midspan of the
members:

Roof Beams or Joists 3.0 Kips
Roof Girders 6.0 Kips
All Other Beams. 5.0 Kips
All Other Girders 8.0 Kips

Reactions of beam load allowances were not accumulated into
girders and only- girder load allowances were carried to the
columns.

E. Seismic Loads

The seismic loads used were in accordance with the requirements
of the Uniform Building Code. This code specifies the location
of the plant site to be in "Zero" earthquake area. However, for
conservatism earthquake loads applicable to Zone 1 areas were
used in the design.

1.1.5.3 Load Combinations

The following combinations of loads were used to design the structures:

A. Normal Operating: Dead and Live loads together with
Environmental loads (wind and snow, separately).

DL + LL
DL + LL + WL
DL + LL + SL

B. Other: Dead and Live loads together with Uniform Building Code
Earthquake.

DL + LL + UBC Zone 1 Earthquake.

1.1.5.4 Stress Design Criteria

Concrete allowable stresses were from ACI 318-77 with no increase in
stresses for earthquake, wind, or snow conditions. Structural steel
allowable stresses were from AISC-1980 with no increase in stresses
for earthquake, wind or snow conditions.
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1.1.5.5 Materials

A. Structural Steel and Bolts: All structural steel conforms to
ASTM-A36. All primary bolted connections were made with ASTM
A325 bolts. Secondary bolted connections considered to be girt,
purlin, stair, ladder and handrail connections were bolted with
either ASTM A307 or A325 bolts. Anchor bolts conform to ASTM A36.

B. Concrete and Reinforcing Steel: Concrete has a minimum
compressive strength of 4,000 psi at 28 days. Reinforcing steel
conforms to ASTM Standard Specification for Deformed Billet-Steel
Bars for Concrete Reinforcement, ASTM-A615, Grade 60.

1.1.5.6 Stability

The intake screenhouse and discharge structure were analyzed for
stability using the following Factors of Safety:

Normal Conditions Extreme Conditions

FS Against Overturning 1.5 1.3
FS Against Sliding 1.5 1.3
FS Against Flotation 1.1 1.1

Extreme conditions consist of earthquake or flood (150 yr.).

A. Stability of Intake Screenhouse

When analyzing for stability of the intake screenhouse, 2 adjacent
bays were considered dewatered. The following cases were considered:

Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4

Water Level 678.0 678.0 678.0 678.0
Equipment in Place No No Yes Yes
Vertical EQ. No No Yes No
Horiz. EQ. No No No Yes
Wind Load on Superst. No Yes No No

B. Stability of Discharge Structure

When analyzing for stability of the discharge structure, one bay was
considered dewatered. The following Cases were considered:

Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4

Water Level 678.0 678.0 678.0 685.0
Equipment in Place Yes Yes Yes Yes
Vertical EQ. No No Yes No
Horiz. EQ No Yes No No
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1.1.6 Electrical

The purpose of these criteria is to provide the electrical bases
required to support the intake and discharge modifications to the
Prairie Island Nuclear Generating Plant. The electrical design w~s
based on a combination of design criteria from the Prairie Island
FSAR, Prairie Island Project Design Manual and on SWEC design
standards.

1.1.6.1 NSP Furnished Criteria

A. General Electrical Design Bases

Design bases for the plant electrical systems are given in
Section 8.1 of the FSAR.

B. 480-volt Auxiliary System

480-volt system design is given in Section 8.3.6 of the FSAR.

C. 120 VAC Instrument Bus System

120 VAC Instrument Bus System design is given in Section 8.3.8 of
the FSAR.

D. Circulating water system

The design bases, system design and operation considerations for
the circulating water system are given in Section 10.2.9 of the
FSAR.

E. General Instrumentation and control

The design bases for instrumentation and control are given in
Section 7 of the FSAR.

F. Main Control Board

The design and layout of the Main Control Board is given in
Section 7.7.3 of the FSAR.

G. Raceway

Raceway conforms to Section 4, Index 324.52 and 324.53 of the
Prairie Island Project Design Manual. This section includes, but
is not limited to, the design criteria, material requirements,
separation criteria, cable spacing and tie down requirements in
trays, normal voltage restrictions for cables entering the
control room and grounding requirements used for the original
raceway design. Raceway coding and identification conform to
Section 4 Index 3.24.54 of the Prairie Island project Design
Manual. NSP has assigned identification numbers to raceway. NSP
provided routing for cable in the turbine building cable tray
system as required.
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H. Wire and Cable

Cable derating, routing, fire protection, separation, tray and
other considerations are given in Section 8.3.11 of the FSAR.
Electrical wire and cable was used from the Northern States Power
Company's existing plant surplus when possible. Wire and cable
coding and identification conforms to Section 4, Index 324.54 of
the Prairie Island Project Design Manual. NSP has assigned
identification numbers to wire and cable.

I. Classifications

Design classifications and QA classifications are consistent with
those used for the original plant. These definitions are
provided in Appendix C of the FSAR.

J. Fire Stops

NSP provided up to date cable seal and fire stop requirements for
insertion into the installation specification.

1.1.6.2 SWEC Modified Criteria

A. Raceway

Conduit is rigid steel or electrical metallic tubing. Conduit size
and fill are based on National Electric Code recommendations (1981
revision). Conduit is in accordance with SWEC standard design.
drawings STD-ME-l-1-4 and '1-3-5 (copies provided in Appendix A),
unless otherwise specified in the drawings. The existing cable tray
system was used when possible.

B. Wire and Cable

Wire and cable were specified and purchased as QA Type III and met the
intent of IEEE 383-1974. All power cable was provided with an overall
interlocked aluminum or galvanized steel armor. All new cable had
copper conductors. Power cable was selected and sized in accordance
with IEEE S-135, IPCEA P-46-426 power cable ampacity tables.

C. Grounding

Grounding is in accordance with SWEC standard design drawings
STD-ME-2-1-6 and 2-2-7 (copies provided in Appendix A) unless
otherwise specified.
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D. Motors

All motors were provided with the driven equipment. Induction motor
data sheets SWEC form SM-34-9, 74 (copy provided in Appendix A), were
prepared for all motors.

E. Instrumentation and Control

Instrumentation and control requirements and operation for the
specific system are given in logic descriptions in Appendix B.
Instrument data sheets were completed for all instruments.

F. Power Sources

All electrical power sources required to support the modification were
selected on the basis of the following:

1. QA Classification
2. Maintaining equipment required to support other equipment on

the same bus as the supported equipment
3. Maintaining redundant or backup equipment on different buses

where possible.
4. Not exceeding the capacity of any power source
5. Load balancing between buses when possible.

G. Modification to Turbine Building Equipment

All modifications to the turbine building cable tray system or main
control board were accomplished without impairing the original
integrity or violating the original design classification of the
modified equipment. All modifications to said equipment were approved
by NSP prior to modification. Cable tray systems and main control
board were visually inspected prior to preparation of the modification
drawings to verify the accuracy of the existing drawings.

H. Additional Electrical, Instrumentation, and Control Equipment

All modifications to the main control board used equipment that was
consistent with that presently in use at Prairie Island and was
approved by NSP.

1.1.7 Mechanical

Heating, ventilating and fire protection equipment was provided as
agreed upon by SWEC and by NSP. Ambient design air temperatures at
the plant will be - 14 * F in the winter and 890 F in the summer.
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2.0 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

2.1 HYDRAULIC

2.1.1 Intake Screenhouse Equipment

Plant intake flow from the Mississippi River enters the intake
screenhouse through eight 18.5 ft. by 11.2 ft. bay openings. The
bottom of the inlet skimmer wall is at Elev. 667.0. Each bay is
equipped with a raked trash rack and a traveling water screen with low
pressure fish wash sprays and high pressure trash wash sprays.

The intake screenhouse also contains the following:

a. High and low pressure screenwash pumps and piping.

b. Traveling rake to clean trash racks.

c. Stop gates which will enable dewatering of 2 screen bays.

d. Bypass gates which will automatically open when the head
loss across the traveling water screens exceeds 18 in.
This could occur when trash loading is so high that
clogging of the screens results.

e. Screenwash system pipeline strainers.

f. Overhead traveling crane to service all equipment within
the structure and to handle screen storage racks.

g. Air compressors for service air and instrument air.

h. Fish and trash troughs to collect screenwash water.

2.1.1.1 Traveling Water Screens

Eight through flow traveling water screens equipped with fish buckets,
high and low pressure sprays have been provided to remove debris and
organisms from the intake water from the Mississippi River. Each
screen is 10 ft. wide and extends from the operating deck (El. 685')
to the floor (El. 648.5'). Screen panels are easily replaceable. A
0.5 mm mesh will be used during the period extending from April 16
through August 31, and a 3/8 inch (9.5 mm) mesh will be used the
remainder of the year. The screens are capable of operation at
several different speeds, as necessitated by trash loading. The
screens are designed to withstand an 8 ft. head differential and to
operate continuously at a 3.5 ft. differential. Screen panels will be
stored in a building close to the screenhouse.
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There are larval and fish screenwash systems on the front or ascending
side with a fish trough, and a high pressure two header spray system
on the back with a debris trough. The drive for each screen is
provided by a 5 hp variable speed motor.

The traveling screen specification H-109A. discusses the screens in

detail.

2.1.1.2 Trash Racks and Rake

One inclined trash rack, consisting of mounted 3/8" by 3" steel bars
with 1-1/2" clear spacing, has been installed in each bay. One
conventional trash rake with hopper traverses all eight bays on rails
embedded in the deck. Space has been provided for the future
installation of eight stationary bar screens if the need arises.

An alarm system will sound in the screen 'house and in the plant
control room if a water level differential of 6 inches across the
trash rack occurs. The racks have been structurally designed to
withstand 5 feet of differential head.

The trash rake can traverse the intake screenhouse at a speed of 30

feet per minute.

The trash rake specification H-11OM discusses the rake in detail.

2.1.1.3 Screenwash Pumps

A total of eight screenwash pumps have been provided as follows:'

No. of
Duty Capacity* Pressure

2 Fish Spray 150 GPM 20 psi
2 Larvae Spray 190 GPM 10 psi
2 Trash-Fine Mesh 120 GPM 50 psi
2 Trash-Coarse Mesh 250 GPM 100 psi

*Flows as listed are per screen

One pump for each spray duty has been provided for each of two banks
of four screens.

The fine screen trash removal spray pumps are two speed machines.
During periods of extremely high trash loading, these pumps can be
operated at the higher speed and the discharge will be used to
supplement the .coarse screen spray through the fine mesh trash spray
header.
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The pumps are of the vertical wet-pit type and draw water from behind
the stop gates at the downstream side of the intake screenhouse. Pump
discharges are equipped with 1/8 in. mesh manual blowdown y-type
strainers.

Distribution piping for the two screenwash systems was designed for
maximum flexibility. The fish spray pumps and the coarse mesh
screenwash pumps start automatically on a preset differential across
the screens. The larvae spray pumps and the fine mesh screenwash
pumps will be started manually and will operate, continuously from
April 16 to August 31.

The screenwash pump Specification P-226L discusses the pumps in detail.

2.1.1.4 Bypass Gates

The bypass gates are of the vertical lift gate type with rollers.
The gates open automatically when the head differential across the
traveling water screens reaches 18" or when the head differential
across the intake screenhouse reaches 24". Either of these could
occur if the screens experience severe clogging that cannot be cleaned
by the screenwash sprays. After cleaning the clogged screens, the
bypass gates close by manually activated controls located in the
intake screenhouse. The gate operators are designed to lift the gates
at a speed of 5 feet per minute. The gates, when fully open, have a
total of 500 sq. ft. of clear area to pass the full flow of 1400
c.f.s. with a head loss not exceeding 4 inches. Unscreened water will
flow on downstream to the screenhouse where debris will be removed.

The top of the gates are below low water elevation to ensure complete
submergence for ice protection. The bottom of the gates rest on a
2.75 foot high sill to allow for silt accumulation.

Differential water level sensors are installed in each of the screen
bays to measure head loss across the traveling water screens.

The bypass gates Specification H-107S discusses the gate in detail.

2.1.1.5 Stop Gates

The stop gates are steel-bulkhead type. There are four gates, to
enable dewatering of two bays concurrently. Each gate consists of
four sections provided with dogging devices to enable removal of these
gates in sections. Gate sections will be placed and removed by the
traveling crane. To remove a gate, head difference across the gate
must be less than 6 inches. Gates are designed to withstand a
differential head of 30 feet.

The stop log gates Specification H-106A discusses the gates in detail.
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2.1.1.6 Traveling Crane

A traveling crane has been provided in the screenhouse to service all
equipment contained therein. The crane is a 15 ton capacity overhead
bridge traveling crane. Crane capacity is based upon the maximum
anticipated equipment load. The crane is operated from the deck of
the intake screenhouse by means of a suspended pendant.

2.1.1.7 Siltation

A program of sediment monitoring and dredging will be prepared to
assure that sediment accumulation does not affect the traveling screen
operation. The sediment monitoring program will be designed to
measure the sediment build-up as frequently as required.

2.1.2 Discharge Structure

Flow enters the discharge structure through four 10 ft. by 11 ft.
openings and proceeds through separate bays to four motor operated
sluice gates (5 ft., 6 ft., 7 ft., and 8 ft. square), then to the
river through four submerged pipes. Flow through the four submerged
pipes ranges from 150 cfs to 1390 cfs. Discharge velocities in each
pipe is in the approximate range of 8 fps to 10 fps. Differential
head losses across the structure are approximately 2.0 ft. and 3.0 ft.
respectively.

The discharge pipe arrangement consists of four concrete pipes, one
each of 5 ft., 6 ft., 7 ft., and 8 ft. diameters. They are installed
parallel to each other in order of ascending diameters with the 5 ft.
pipe at the southerly or downstream end of the structure and the 8 ft.
pipe at the northerly or upstream end.

The following table shows the discharge capacity of all the various
pipe combinations in the discharge structure.

PIPES USED
(Diam. in Feet)

5
6
7

5&6
8

5&7
6&7
5&8
6&8

5,6&7
7&8

5,6&8
5,7&8
6,7&8

5,6,7&8

DISCHARGE (C.F.S) AT VELOCITY SHOWN
V=8 f.p.s. V=10 f.p.s.

157 196
226 150 283
308 3 385
383 479
402 4oo 503
465 581
534 668
559 699
628 785
691 864
710 888
785 982
867 L0 1084
936 1170

1093 1390*

* At a discharge of 1390 c.f.s. the velocity is 10.17 fps.
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Outfall pipes are placed on flat grade with inverts at Elev. 659.8.
Downstream of the pipe, a discharge basin slopes down at one vertical
to four horizontal to Elev. 652.

Slope erosion protection consisting of 12 in. (D50) rip-rap has been
provided on the westerly and southerly sides of the outfall basin
between Elev. 652 and Elev. 658.

The sluice gates are designed to withstand 20 ft. of unseating head.
The gates can be operated locally or remotely either fully opened or
fully closed.

The details of the sluice gates are specified in Specification H-107S.

Stop gates are provided for gate maintenance. They are the same stop
gates that are used and stored in the intake structure. Removal of
the gates will require equal water levels on both upstream and
downstream surfaces. Use of the stop gates will not allow dewatering
of the bays but will cut off flow through a bay.

The details of the gates are specified in Specification H-106A.

A parking area has been provided at the south end of the dike, with
two boat ramps, one for access to the area inside the dike, the other
for access outside the dike.

Space has been provided in the parking area near the discharge
structure to allow for future installation of dechlorination equipment.

A channel was cut through the island approximately 400 ft. downstream
of the discharge structure to allow circulation of river water into
the slough and to provide boat access to the main channel. An 8 inch
discharge pipe through the south end of the dike was provided to
deliver warm water from the discharge canal to the slough in the event
that the dissolved oxygen level in the slough becomes undesirably
low. The pipe is placed on flat grade with invert at Elev. 675.0. It
is capped at both ends with no control valve provided.

In accordance with the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources
(MDN`R) criteria, a control gate located at the west dike was provided
to flood and drain the backwater area, which will be used as a
sanctuary for water fowl. Operation will be as directed by MDNR.

The same control gate will also be used to drain the backwater area
back into the discharge canal. It will be necessary to lower the
water level in the discharge canal to accomplish this. Operation
guidelines will be developed later.
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2.2 ENVIRONHENTAL

2.2.1 Fish Return System

The organisms and debris washed off the traveling water screens is
collected in a common trough and returned to the river through a
buried pipe approximately 2200 feet long. The pipe discharges into
the Mississippi River at a point approximately 1500 feet south of the
intake screenhouse.

Because of potential icing problems, a partial flow of warm water,
taken from the deicing line, is maintained in the system when the
screenwash pumps are not in operation.

2.2.2 Environmental Monitoring Laboratory

A sampling laboratory is located northwest of the intake screenhouse.
The laboratory contains a sampling tank to collect organisms and
debris from the screens. It houses a larval table and adult fish
sampling tanks and also contains a water quality lab and new office
space to replace the present facilities. Two full size pumps, each
rated at 300 gpm, are located in the sampling laboratory. These pumps
provide ambient river water to the lab for use in the collection and
storing of samples. The design of the environmental monitoring
laboratory is covered in specification 12911.09-SOOLB.

2.2.3 Deicing System

The de-icing pumphouse is located north of the discharge canal,
immediately downstream of the distribution basin. A buried 3 ft.
diameter concrete intake pipe supplies warm water to the pumphouse.

Two 50 percent capacity pumps supply the de-icing water to the intake
screenhouse. The pumps are vertical, wet pit propeller type units
rated to deliver about 6550 gpm each, against a total dynamic head of
16 feet. Pump motors are each rated at 40 horsepower. Each pump has
a motor operated discharge butterfly valve. The discharge from the
two pumps manifold into a 30 inch diameter line which carries the
de-icing water to the intake screenhouse. Removable roof panels
provide access to the pumps in case they need to be removed for
servicing.

The 30 inch pipeline delivering de-icing water to the intake
screenhouse is buried below the frostline. The pipeline is installed
at a slope which provides for drainage of the line when not in use.
Where low points in the pipeline could not be avoided, drains were
provided at the low points. At the intake screenhouse, the deicing
water pipeline expands from 30 in. to 42 in. and is routed to the
bottom of the intake channel directly in front of the screenhouse base
mat. Vertical risers, connected to the 42 in. diameter header pipe,
are attached to the upstream face of the screenbay piers. The risers
terminate at Elev. 667.5, which is 0.5 ft. above the bottom elevation
of the upstream curtain wall.
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The risers located between adjacent screenbays are 18 in. in diameter
with 3 in. diameter horizontal pipes acting as discharge ports. The
discharge ports are 3 ft. on centers, extending from Elev. 650.5 to
Elev. 665.5. Each riser has 12 discharge ports, 6 directed toward
each of the two adjacent bays.

The risers which are located on the outermost screen bay piers are 12
in. in diameter with six 3 in. horizontal discharge ports located at
the same elevations as discussed above.

The total deicing flow to each screenbay is approximately 3.2 cfs.

Deicing water for the by-pass gates is routed to the downstream side
of the gates by two 4 in. diameter pipes. The pipes deliver
approximately 0.5 cfs per gate. All guides and rollers for the gates
are on the downstream side and are subject.ed to the deicing water
flow.

2.3 GEOTECHLNICAL

2.3.1 Discharge Dike

On the island, the dikes are founded on silty clay at Elev. 671. All
materials above Elev. 671 (typically muck) were excavated and
spoiled. The dike which crosses the slough west of the discharge
structure and the dike across the former discharge canal is founded on
sand. All soils containing less than 50% sand beneath the dikes were
excavated and spoiled. Soil beneath the weist dike was excavated to a
minimum depth of one foot and stockpiled for use as topsoil. In the
vicinity of the backwater drain, soil beneath the dike was excavated
to stable subgrade.

Excavation of soil to founding depth and placement of fill took place
simultaneously to minimize swell and/or disturbance with consequent
loss of strength of the island foundation soils.

Dike fill consists of material excavated from the intake and from
spoil banks which were stockpiled southwest of the cooling towers.
Dike fill consist of sands and gravel containing less than 12;% fines
when placed underwater and less than 20% fines when placed above water.
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2.4 STRUCTURAL

The intake screenhouse is a box type structure founded mostly below
grade and water surface. The foundation is a concrete mat founded on
cut. The substructure is reinforced concrete.

The superstructure consists of structural steel framing with metal
clad siding. Front and rear walls of the intake screenhouse
substructure extend down into the water, acting as a seal 'against
floating debris and outside air. Elevations of the bottoms of the
front and rear skimmer walls are 667.0 and 670.50 respectively. Deck
elevation of the intake screenhouse is 685.0 with motors and
electrical equipment placed above the floor so as to minimize damage
due to flooding.

The discharge structure consists of a remotely controlled gate
structure and four buried discharge pipes. -The gate structure is a
reinforced concrete box structure founded on cut. The discharge pipes
consist of interlocking reinforced concrete pipe founded on cut and
buried with earthfill. Sheet piling is used to retain slopes upstream
of the gate structure.

The de-icing pumphouse consists of an ungated concrete pumpwell with a
metal superstructure. The pumphouse is founded on cut and backfill
placed against the four sides of the pumpwell to existing grade. 'The
intake pipe for the pumphouse consists of interlocking reinforced
concrete pipe. The discharge pipe is welded steel. Both pipes are
founded on cut and buried. See Deicing System, section Z.2.3.

2.5 ELECTRICAL

2.5.1 13.8 KV Power

Two 13.8 KV Power feeders provide power to the intake structure. One
feed originates at the #10 Bank Transformer and the other at the CTl
Transformer in the switchyard. The loads are divided equally between
these two sources. Disconnect devices are provided by NSP on each
feeder at the switchyard end.

2.5.2 480 VAC Power

Each 13.8 KV Power feed energizes a 1000/1333 KVA (AA/FA), 13.8
KV-480V transformer which in turn powers a double ended 480 V
switchgear section. A bus tie breaker has been provided so that
either source can supply the entire screenhouse. Main breakers on
each switchgear source are interlocked with the tie breaker to allow
only two out of three breakers closed at any one time. Each
switchgear section then feeds a motor control center. One 480 V feed
from the intake screenhouse powers motor control centers at the
de-icing pumphouse and at the discharge structure.
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The motor control center horizontal bus is rated 600A and vertical bus
rated 300A. The bus work is braced for 22,000 Amps symmetrical. A 2"
x 1/4" copper ground bus is supplied in each MCC. The MCC
requirements are detailed in Specification E-015Q. The switchgear and
transformer requirements are given in Specification E-015N.

2.5.3 120 VAC Power

480/277-240/120V transformers and corresponding distribution panels
are provided for lighting, control panel power, and other
miscellaneous 120 VAC loads at the intake, discharge, and de-icing
pumphouse. Lighting circuits are 277V single phase. Transformers and
distribution panels are divided between buses.

2.5.4 Grounding

All mechanical equipment, cable tray, conduit, motors, and building
steel is tied to the existing, plant grounding system. Ground rods
were added as required at the remote structures to maintain a
resistance to ground of less than I ohm per IEEE Standard 142.

2.5.5 Instrumentation and Control

Instrumentation, control requirements, and operation for the specific
system is given in the logic descriptions (Appendix B) and logic
diagrams.

2.5.6 Lighting, 120 VAC Receptacles, and Welding Receptacles

The area lighting level in the intake structure and de-icing pumphouse
is designed to be between 10 and 30 foot candles. Additional lighting
is provided as required. Emergency egress lighting is provided in
buildings.

The lighting level at the discharge structure is designed to be
between 2-5 foot candles.

Convenience and welding receptacles are provided and located as
required.

A bill of material for the lighting system, 120 VAC receptacles, and
welding receptacles was prepared by SWEC for purchase by the
Electrical Contractor.
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2.5.7 Security

Security system requirements were determined by NSP.

2.5.8 Raceway

Power, control, and instrument cable installed from the turbine
building to the intake structure and from the intake structure to the
de-icing pumphouse and discharge structure is direct burial rated
cable.

Cable tray installed in the intake screenhouse is aluminum. The cable
tray in the plant itself is used for routing new cables when possible.

Cables installed in the turbine building use the existing cable tray
system.

Raceway was specified by SWEC in the installation specification for
purchase by the Electrical Contractor.

2.5.9 Wire and Cable

Specification E-024A details 600V control cable requirements.
Specification E-023A details 600V and 13.8KV power cable requirements.
Specification E-024P details 300V instrument cable requirements.

2.5.10 Miscellaneous

All electrical equipment at the intake screenhouse, deicing pumphouse
and discharge structure is located above the 150 year flood
elevation. All indoor electrical equipment enclosures are NEMA 1A or
better. Outdoor enclosures are NEMA 4 or better. Indoor motors are
open drip-proof. Outdoor motors are totally enclosed.

2.5.11 Cathodic Protection

Cathodic Protection is provided at the intake screenhouse and for
direct buried conduit as required.

2.6 MECHANICAL

2.6.1 Ventilation

A Ventilation system was provided for the intake screnhouse in order
to provide an indoor air temperature of 104'F when the outdoor air
temperature is 89 0 F. The required air movement is 15,200 cfm. Air
exhaust is provided by two power operated roof top ventilators. Air
intake is provided by louvered openings in the west wall. All
ventilation openings are provided with bird screens and are designed
to prevent weather penetration.
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2.6.2 Heating

A heating system in the intake screenhouse, is designed to maintain an
operating temperature of 50'F when the outdoor air temperature is
-140F and the river temperature is 320F. The system consists of
eleven electric unit heaters rated at 30 KW each for a total installed
capacity of. 330 Mi. Each unit heater has an individual adjustable
thermostat located on an adjacent wall.

2.6.3 Fire Protection

Portable fire extinguishers are provided as necessary. The traveling
water screen spray wash header has two fire hose connections with
Elkhart model L-E, 95 gpm nozzles.

2.6.4 Service Air

A service air compresor system has been provided in the intake
screenhouse. The compressor system is designed to provide 225 scfm at
110 psig. Compressed air is routed to 15 quick disconnect type air
stations throughout the screenhouse for maintenance as required. The
compressor system is skid mounted with a self contained liquid cooling
system and air drying system.

2.6.5 Instrument Air

A duplex instrument air compressor system has been provided in the
intake screenhouse to provide instrument air to the bubble tube
instrument racks and to the eight screenwash three way air operated
plug valves. The instrument air compressor system consists of two
18.5 acfm air cooled non lubricated compressors mounted on one skid.
The compressor system is designed to provide 100 psig oil free air at
-40OF dew point. Only one compressor is required for the instrument
air load with the second compressor provided as backup.

2.7 QUALITY ASSURANCE

The screenhouse and all associated equipment are QA Type III. The
discharge structure and all associated equipment are QA Type III. All
equipment has the same design and quality assurance classifications
unless otherwise rated.
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2.8 CODES AND STANDARDS

The screenhouse and associated equipment was designed in accordance
with the following codes and standards as indicated by the Project
Analysis Report:

Screen Pumps Manufacturers Standard

Traveling Water Screens Manufacturers Standard

Trash Rack & Rake Manufacturers Standard

Strainers Manufacturers Standard

Bypass Gates Manufacturers Standard

Stop Gates Manufacturers Standard

Valves USAS-B31.1-1967

USAS-B16.5-1968

MSS SP-61

Piping (Steel) USAS B31.1-1967

Piping (Fiberglass) ANSI B31-1980

Motors NEMA MG-1-1972

Steel Structure AISC - 1980

Concrete Structures ACI 318-77

Electric Cable IEEE 383-1974

Sluice Gates Manufacturers Standard

3.0 SYSTEM OPERATION

3.1 System Arrangement

The system arrangement is as indicated on drawing number NF-92703 for
the intake and NF-92704 for the discharge.
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3.2 Descrintion of Intake and Discharge Flows.

3.2.1 Normal Operation

Discharge flow rates are limited during specified periods by
provisions in the NPDES permit as listed below:

April 150 cfs
May 300 cfs
June 1-15 400 cfs
June 16-30 800 cfs

During these periods the intake flow rates cannot exceed the allowable
discharge rates plus an allowance for evaporative and drift losses
from the cooling towers.

During other periods of the year the intake flow rate may vary to
provide maximum plant efficiency provided the thermal criteria listed
in Section 1.1.3.5 is not exceeded.

3.2.2 Infrequent Operation

Higher intake flow rates than those permitted by the discharge
provisions listed in Section 3.2.1 will be allowed in order to prevent
condenser inlet temperatures, from exceeding 85 0 F. The NPDES permit
allows for these higher flow rates provided they are minimized to the
extent practical. During these periods the discharge thermal criteria
must still be met.

3.3 Two Unit Winter Startup

In the event that both plants must be shut down during winter months,
the warm water source for de-icing will be lost. Both bypass gates in
the intake screenhouse should be manually opened if not already open
and it should be verified that at least one sluice gate is open. The
bypass gates and sluice gate should be verified open at the onset of
the outage and remain open for the duration of the outage to allow
plant startup.

4.0 SYSTEM LIMITATIONS AND SETPOINTS

Maximum Operating Water Level 678 ft.

Normal Operating Water Level 673.5 ft

Minimum Operating Water Level 672.5 ft.

Average Net Screen Face Velocity
0.5 fps at 800 cfs.
0.88 fps at 1410 cfs.
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4.1 EQUIPMENT

4.1.1 Screen Size

Larval Season April 16 to Aug. 31 0.5 mm mesh
Remainder of Year Sept. 1 to April 15 9.5 mm mesh

Speed
Differential Pressure
In W.G. Across Screens

021

411

8"

18"

9.5 mm

0 fpm

3 fpm

20 fpm

Alarm

Bypass

0.5 mm

3 fpm

3 fpm

20' fpm

Alarm

Bypass
Gate Open

Gate Open

Design Maximum Differential Pressure 8 ft. WG

Design Operating Differential Pressure 3.5 ft. WG

4.1.2 Trash Rack and Rake

Design Maximum Differential 5 ft. WG
Traversing Speed 30 fpm

4.1.3 Screen Wash Pumps

4.1.3. 1 Coarse Screen Trash Removal Pumps
Number of pumps
HP
RPM
Capacity (gpm per pump)

4.1.3.2 Two Speed Fine Screen Trash Removal Pumps
Number of pumps
HP
RPM
Capacity (gpm per pump)

4.1.3.3 Coarse Screen Fish Removal Pumps
Number of pumps
HP
RPM
Capacity (gpm per pump)

2
100

1800
1000

2
33/75
1200/1800
480/760

2
15

1800
600
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4.1.3.4 Fine Screen Larvae Removal Pumps
Number of pumps 2
HP 20
RPM 1800
Capacity (gpm per pump) 760

4.1.4 Bypass Gates

Number of Gates 2
Head Loss at Max Flow 4 in. W.G.
Net Free Area 500 sq. Ft.
Maximum Flow 1410 cfs

4.1.5 De-Icing Water Supply Pumps
Number of pumps 2
HP 40
RPM 1200
Capacity (gpm per pump) 6550

5.0 SAFETY k'EATURES

Safety features for the intake screenhouse, discharge structure and
de-icing pumphouse were provided. These include, but are not limited
to, handrails, fire extinguishers, non slip tread, and other equipment
necessary to provide a safe working environment.

6.0 SYSTEM MAINTENANCE

6.1 MAINTENANCE APPROACH

Normal access to equipment for inspection and maintenance is provided
by system design. Special features provided for maintenance are
discussed in the following sections.

6.2 PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE

Preventive maintenance of all components and controls for the intake
structure is conducted following normal nuclear power plant practice
and manufacturer's recommendations.

6.3 TESTING AND SURVEILLANCE

6.3.1 Screen Wash Pumps and De-icing Pumps

The screenwash pumps are tested monthly to verify operability. The
de-icing pumps are tested monthly during winter months when not in use
to verify operability. The test is performed during normal operation.
The following parameters are recorded during the test:

1. Suction water elevation.

2. Discharge pressure.
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3. Vibration amplitude.

6.3.2 Valves

A. All valves except vent, drain, instrument, test valves and
maintenance isolation valves are partially stroked once
every three months, and fully stroked annually.

B. All check valves are tested annually.

6.4 INSERVICE INSPECTION

All components are visually examined while in operation every three
months.
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,,OTES:

1. ALL CONDUIT IS SHOWN DIAGRAIMAT ICALLY EXCEPT WHHER-E SPACE ALLOCATo,'IC,
S.HAS BE., DESIGNATED. WHERE SPACE ALLOCATION HAS BEEN SHOWJ THE CO'DUIT

SHALL BE RUN WITHIN THE DIMENSIONED LIMITS. CONDUIT, WHEN DIMENSIONED,
SHALL BE INSTALLED AS INDICATED.

w o 2. WHERE EXPOSED COwD.UIT CROSSES A VIBRATION JOINT OR WHERE CONDUIT EXP41,1SIOtN

S-c PROVISION' IS RECUIRED, A SHORT LENGTH OF FLEXIBLE CONDUIT SHALL BE INSTALLED.

la A =. 3. CONCEALED OR BURIED CONDUIT SUBJECT TO FLOODING SHALL BE SLOPED TOWARD
BOXES, HANDHOLES OR MANHOLES FOR DRAINAGE.

0 4. ALL CON'DUIT LOCATED IN SCREENWELLS, UNDERGROUND TUNKELS, PITS ARD

<S OUTDOORS ON EXTERIOR WALLS SHALL BE MOUNTED SO THERE IS AT LEAST
ONE-QUARTER INCH AIR SPACE BETWEEN THE CONDUIT AND THE SUPPORTING

S=-SURFACE.

5. WHERE UNGROUN"ED CONDUCTORS ENTER A CONDUIT IN A CABINET, PULL BOX,
C JUNCTION BOX, OR AUXILIARY GUTTER, THE CO4DUCTORS SHALLBE PROTECTED

,BY A SUBSTANTIAL BUSHING O-Z ELECTRICAL MFG CO TYPE "S' OR APPROVED
EQUIVALET, PROVIDING A SMOOTHLY ROUNDED INSULATI G SURFACE, UNtLESS

w 3: THE CONDUCTORS ARE SEPARATED FROM THE CONDUIT FITTING BY SU STAINTIAL
Z• • INSULATING MATERIAL SECURELY FASTENED IN PLACE. WHERE CONDUIT

w BUSHINGS ARE CONSTRUCTED WHOLLY OF INSUL..ATING MATERIAL, A LOCKNUT
SHALL BE INSTALLED BOTH INSIDE AND OUTSIDE THE ENCLOSURE TO WHICH
THE CONDUIT IS ATTACI.ED.

-6. ALL CONDUIT CONNECTIONS TO ALL MOTORS VIBRATING EOUIPMENT, BELT
DRIVEN EQUIPMENT, PRESSURE AND LEVEL SWITCHES, THERMOCOUPLES,

* ETC, TO BE MADE WITH FLEXIBLE CONDUIT.

7. RIGID STEEL CONDUIT RUN IN EARTH AND NOT ENCASED IN CONCRETE

,i SHALL HAVE .A PVC JACKET, OR BE COATED WITH ASPHALTUM.
Shr.

8. ALUMINIjM CONDUIT SHALL NOT BE EMBEDDED IN CONCIRE-m.

4c "9. WHERE CONDUIT CROSSES VIBRATION JOINTS IN SLAB, USE IS' LENGTH OF FLEXIBLE
STEEL CONICUIT WRAPPED WITH -'" OF OAKJMi AND THREE THICK"NESSES OF .uRLAP,
THOROUGHLY PAI9TErED WITH ASPHALTUM.

)0. CONDUIT ENTERING SHEET STEEL OR ALUMiNUM BOXES, WITHOUT HUSS, EXPOSED TO
, c •WATER OR RAIN, SHALL BE TERMINATED WITH A CONDUIT FITTING APPLETON ELECTRIC CO

TYPE "HUB."THOMAS 5 BETTS CO BULLET HUB SERIES 570 OR APPROVED EQUAL.

>
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NOTES:
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1. ALL CONDUIT, WIRE AND ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT TO BE INSTALLED IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THE LATEST STANDARDS OF THE "NATIONAL ELECTRICAL
CODE* AS ADOPTED BY THE NATIONAL FIRE PROTECTION ASSOCIATION,
UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED IN THESE STANDARDS.

*2. MARK NUMBERS REFER TO ITEMS IN BILL OF ELECTRICAL MATERIAL OR
COMPUTER PRINTOUTS.

3. FOR CABLE NUMBERS REFER TO CABLE SCHEDULES OR COMPUTER PRINTOUTS.

*4. FOR ABBREVIATIONS REFER TO STONE & WEBSTER ENGRG CORP

STD-MG-1000 SERIES.

*5. FOR LOCATION AND DATA FOR INSTRUMENT TRANSMITTE.S, THERMOCOUPLES,

PRESSURE SWITCHES, ETC , REFER TO EQUIPMENT LIST.

6. CENTER LINE OF ALL POWER RECEPTACLES AND PUSH BUTTON STATIONS TO BE
4"0" ABOVE FLOOR ELEVATION UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED.

7. THE TOP OF ALL CONTACTOR AND STARTER GROUPS SHALL BE 6'- 0" ABOVE
FLOOR ELEVATION UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED. THE EXACT DETAILS OF
ARRANGEMENT SHALL BE DETERMINED BY THE CONTRACTOR; HOWEVER, THE
GENERAL ARRANGEMENT SHALL FOLLOW IN SO FAR AS PRACTICABLE THE

-ARRANGEMENT AS SHOWN ON WIRING DIAGRAMS.

8. CLEARANCE, IF REQUIRED FOR ALL STRUCTJRAL MEMBERS, CONDUIT, TRAYS AND
EQUIPMENT FOR THE ISOLATED PHASE BUS SHALL BE INDICATED ON THE
DRAWING. CONDUIT FOR SECONDARIES OF GENERATOR CURRENT TRANSFORMER
LEADS, BOTH PHASE AND NEUTRAL SIDES, SHALL BE INSULATED IN ACCORDAUNCE
WITH MANUFACTURER'S DRAWINGS.

*Notes 2, 4, 5 are tot applicable to Job 12911.09 (NSP E-78YO73)

- I
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NOTES-

I. ALL GROUNDING SHALL BE INSTALLED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE LATEST
STANDARDS OF THE "NATIONAL ELECTRICAL CODE" AS ADOPTED BY THE NATIONAL

FIRE PROTECTION ASSCCIATION, UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED IN THESE STANDARDS.
2. THE GROUNDING SYSTEM IS SHOWN DIAGRAMMATICALLY. EXACT LOCATION OF

Sa.CABLE, GROUUD RODS AND CONNECTIONS SHALL 2E DETERMINED BY THE
CONTRACTOR UNLESS OTHERWISE DETAILED.

o 3. CABLE SHALL BE SOFT DRAWN, STRANDED, BARE COPPER OF SIZE SPECIFIED
,, x =ON DRAWING, UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED.

a !a 0 4. IN SWITCHYARD CONTROL HOUSES WHICH ARE IN SWITCHYARDS OF 230KV OR
0:ABOVE, ALL REINFORCING STEEL AND BUILDING STEEL SHOULD BE BONDED

ZZ TOGETHER AND TIED INTO THE GROUND GRID.
5. WHERE GROUND CABLE IS TO BE EXTENDED IN THE FUTURE, COIL 5'-0" AND

= BURY SO THAT IT IS ACCESSIBLE.
- =z *6. BUILDING STEEL- SHALL BE GROUNDED AT BASEMENT ELEVATION BY CADWELDING

a. Q. OR THERMOWELDING ALTERNATE STRUCTURAL COLUMNS OF THE OUTSIDE BUILDING
WALLS TO A COPPER GROUNDING LOOP.

"&6 7. GROUND CONNECTORS FOR ATTACHING THE GROUND CABLE TO MASONRY, ABSESTOS,
SMETAL SURFACES OR EQUIPMENT SHALL BE BURNOY TYPE "GB" OR APPROVED

EQUIVALENT.

8. ALL BOLTED JOINTS SHALL BE MADE UP FIRMLY. BOLTS, NUTS, AND WASHERS
Z SHALL BE SILICON-BRONZE ALLOY FOR COPPER"T0 COPPER CONNECTIONS. FOR

-o ALUMINUM TO ALUMINUM CONNECTIONS USE HIGH STRENGTH ALUMINUM OR

STAINLESS STEEL HARDWARE. USE STAINLESS STEEL HARDWARE WHEN COINNECTING
DISSIMILAR MATERIALS.

9. A GROUND SYSTEM SHOULD ALWAYS BE CONN'ECTED TO A CONTINUOUS METALLIC
_ UNDERGROUND WATER PIPING SYSTEM, METAL WELL CASINGS OR SHEET STEEL

PILING WHERE AVA.LABLE, IN ADDITION TO DRIVING GRCUND RODS INTO THEEARTH TO SUCH DEPTH AS MAY BE NECESSARY TO REACH PERMANENTLY MOIST0 o
SOIL. THIS ASSUMES THAT THE PILING OR PIPING SYSTEM DOES NOT REQUIRE

CATHODIC PROTECTION.
10. WHERE GROUND CABLE IN CONCRETE CROSSES EXPANSIO: JOINTS, THE CAKLE

SHALL BE WRAPPED WITH BURLAP AND PAINTED WITH ASPHALTUM, OR WRAPPED
9 WITH POLYETHYLENE. THE GROUND CABLE SHALL BE WRAPPED A DISTNC'E OF-I INCHES EITHER SIDE OF THE EXPASION JOINT.

11 AT LEAST TWO TIES TO GROUND SHALL BE PROVIDED FOR THE GENER.TOR,
a 0 DISCONNECTING SWITCH STRUCTURES, CIRCUIT BREAKERS, MAIN ANU STATION

AC • iSERVICE TRANSFORMERS, AND SWITCHGEAR.

. 12. IN OUTDOOR INSTALLAT!ONS, STRANDED GROUNDING CONDUCTORS SHALL BE
INSTALLED EITHER ENTIRELY EXPOSED ON THE SURFACE OF THE CONCRETE
FOUNDATION MECHANICALLY PROTECTED, OR ENTIRELY WITHIN THE FOU,,D-TION
USING A COPPER BAR OR GROUNDING INSERT TO MAKE THE TRANSITION THROUGH
THE CONCRETE. THE STRANDED CONDUCTOR SHALL NOT BE INSTALLED SO THAT

z 9IT LEAVES THE CONCRETE AT AN EXPOSED OUTDOOR LOCATION.
•. .= * Note 6 not applicable to Job 12911.09 (NSP E-78Y073). Underground

connections will be compression type.
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NOTES (CONT 1:

* 13. CONNECTIONS BETWEEN THE GROUIND CABLE AND CONNECTOR MAY BE MADE BY
COMPRESSION, 9.OLTS OR . CONNECTIONS BETWEEN THE
CONNECTOR AND THE EQUIPMENT SHALL BE BY MEANS OF BOLTS. CONNECTIONS FETWEE.N
THE GROUND CAELE A",D SUPPORTItIG STRUCTURE MAY, SE W:TH 4CLTS IF A CNNECTOR
IS USED OR EXOTHERMIC PROCESS IF THERE IS NO CONNECTOR. A TYPICAL BOLTED
CONNECTOR WOULD BE BURNOY TYPE "MA" OR APPROVED EQUIVALENT.

14. ELECTRICAL ECUIPMENT, TRAYS, AND CONDUIT SHALL BE BONDED TOGETHER TO
INSURE ELECTRICAL CONTINUITY. CABLE TRAYS SHALL BE GRCUNDED VIA COPPER
TO BUILDING STEEL ON EACH END AND NOT MORE THAN EVERY IO0FT. ALL COINDUIT
FROM CABLE TRAYS TO ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT SHALL BE BOINDED TO THE TRAY.
AT ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT WHERE CONDUIT DROPS ARE NOT USED AND CABLE IS RUN
FROM THE CABLE TRAYS INTO THE EQUIP'MENT, THE CABLE TRAY SHALL BE BONDED
TO THE EQUIPMENT. AT METAL-CLAD SWITCHGEAR, LOAD CENTERS AND MOTOR
CONTROL CENTERS, THE BONDING JUMPER SHALL BE 2/0 CABLE.

15. ALL METALLIC STRUCTURES, MOTORS AT 2300V AND ABOVE, SWITCH GEAR, MOTOR
CONTROL CENTERS, CONTROL AND RELAY BOARDS, LIGHTING CABINETS,CONTACTORS,
CABLE TRAYS, AND CONDUIT SHALL BE PERMANENTLY AND EFFECTIVELY GROUNDED
BY A GROUND CABLE CONINECTED TO THE GROU,"D GRID. OTHER EQUIPMENT MAY SE
BOLTED TO SUPPORTING STRUCTURE OR CONNECTED TO THE STRUCTURE W[-iri A GROUND
CABLE. ALL MOTORS LESS THAN 25 HP AT 575V OR LESS KAY BE GROUNDED
THROUGH THE CO'NDUIT SYSTEM. EXPANSION JOINTS IN CONDUIT SHALL BE MADE
ELECTRICALLY CONTINUOUS BY A BONDING JUMPER.

16. BURIED OR SUBMERGED EQUIPMENT SUCH AS TRAVELING SCREENS AND THEIR
FOUNDATION BOLTS OR PIPING TO WHICH CATHODIC PROTECTION MAY BE APPLIED
MUST NOT BE IN METALLIC CONTACT WITH REINFORCING RODS, METALLIC CONDUIT,
GROUNDING CABLE OR OTHER PIPING. THEY SHOULD BE SEPARATED AS FAR APART
AS CONDITIONS WILL PERMIT. INSULATING FLANGES, UNIONS OR COUPLINGS MAY BE
REQUIRED IN THE PIPE RISERS JUST ABOVE GROUND ELEVATION.

17. ALL GROUNDING CABLE IN CATHODIC PROTECTION AREA SHALL HAVE INSULATION
SUITABLE FOR DIRECT BURIAL IN EARTH.

18. FOR ELECTRICAL CONTINUITY OF METAL RACEWAY CONTAINING WIRES OPERATING
ABOVE 250V, PROVIDE TWO LOCKNUTS, ONE INSIDE AND ONE OUTSIDE OF BOXES
AND CABINETS.

19. ALL SHIELDED CABLE SHALL BE TERMINATED AND GROUNDED ACCORDING TO THE
RECOMM•ENDATION AND INSTRUCTIONS GIVEN BY THE ENGINEER, UNLESS OTHERWISE
SHOWN ON DRAWINGS.

20. ARMORED CABLES SHALL HAVE THE CABLE ARMOR GROUNDED IN ACCORDANCE WITH
INSTRUCTIONS GIVEN BY THE ENGINEER.

* No Exothermic process connections shall be made on Job 12911.09
(NSP E-78Y073)
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APPENDIX B
LOGIC DESCRIPTION

B 1.0 LOGIC SYSTEM DESIGN

B 1.1 System Arrangement

B 1.1.I Intake Screenhouse

The intake screenhouse is served by eight traveling water screens,
one traveling trash rake, two 50 percent-capacity coarse screen
trash removal pumps, two (two-speed) 50 percent-capacity fine or
coarse screen trash removal pumps, two 30 percent-capacity coarse
screen fish removal pumps, two 50 percent-capacity larvae removal
pumps, twelve differential level sensing points, one fish return
line temperature sensor, two bypass gates, one overhead bridge
crane, and one jib crane.

All pumps will have motor-driven butterfly valves on the discharge.

The screenhouse load will be supplied by two 13.8 KV feeders from
the switchyard. (Transformers CTl and 10 Bank.)

B 1.1.2 Deicing Pumphouse

The deicing system is comprised of two 50 percent-capacity deicing
pumps, each with a motor-driven butterfly valve. These valves are
interlocked to the pumps to prevent the pump from starting against a
closed valve. One 480 volt feeder from the. intake screenhouse will
supply power to a local motor control center for the deice system.

B 1.1.3 Discharge Structure

The discharge structure is served by four motor-operated discharge
gates, one discharge canal level sensor, and four temperature
sensors. The control signal for the gates will originate from the
plant "Main Control Board". One 480 volt feeder from the deicing
pumphouse will supply power to a local motor control center for the
gate drive motors.

B 1.2 Control and Instrumentation

. B 1.2.1 Description of Operation

... - B 1.2.1.1 New Screenhouse

A. Traveling Screens

Each traveling water screen is driven by a variable speed A.C. motor
cgiving a speed range from 3 to 20 fpm. Each traveling screen has
two types of screen panels. The fine mesh screen panels are used
from April 16 to August 31, and the coarse mesh screen panels are
used during the rest of the year.
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Locally mounted at each screen is a JOG-REMOTE selector switch and
a JOG pushbutton. The REMOTE position will enable the
OFF-INVERTER selector switch mounted on the screenhouse control
board to function. The JOG position will enable a pushbutton to
jog a screen for maintenance purposes. The jog speed is the 60
cycle speed of approximately 20 fpm. The OFF position will
disable the respective screen. The INVERTER position will run the
screen at the speed determined by the inverter frequency.

The mode of operation for each bank of four screens is controlled
by a MANUAL-AUTO selector switch on the screenhouse control
board. When the switch is in the MANUAL position, the four
corresponding screens will run off the inverter at a speed
manually selected on a potentiometer mounted on the control
board. A START and STOP pushbutton for each bank of four screens
will initiate the manual run sequence. In the AUTO position the
bank of four screens will run at a speed required by the control
system.

A signal from any one of four screen differential level sensors
associated with a group of four traveling screens will start the
operation of that group. If one or more of the traveling screens
is not in the INVERTER position, the control input from the level
sensor for that traveling screen will be disabled and the rest of
the traveling screens will continue to operate as normal.

A two position switch (fine-coarse) for each set of four traveling
screens is used to select the type of screen panels currently in
service, either fine mesh screen panels or coarse mesh screen
panels. In the FINE position, the screens will continually run at
3 fpm when the differential is 4 inches or less. In the COARSE
position, the traveling screens and the fish and trash spray wash
systems will not run as long as the differential is less than 4
inches. When any 1 screen within a group of 4 exceeds 4 inches
differential for a period of two minutes, a signal will be
initiated to start all four screens in that group at 3 fpm.

Operation at differentials 4 inches and above is the same for both
fine and coarse mesh screens. If the differential increases above
4 inches for either type of screen the speed will automatically
increase proportionally until reaching the maximum speed of 20 fpm
at 8 inches of head differential.

The coarse screens will remain in this load follow mode until the
differential drops below 3 inches for 20 minutes, then they will
shut off. The fine screens will continue to run at 3 fpm below 4
inches of differential.

The screens will automatically rotate (with wash sprays) 1-1/3
revolutions if they have not operated in the last 8 hours. The
speed will be the same as used during jogging.
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At 10 inches differential of water, an alarm will be sounded on
the annunciators at the plant "Main Control Board" and in the
intake screenhouse.

In the event of an inverter failure the screens will be
transferred to a 60 hertz backup power source that will run the
screens at about 20 fpm.

B. Screen Wash Pumps

There are two identical screen wash pump systems, one system each
for a group of four screens.

During the time period of April 16 to August 31 when the fine mesh
screen panels are being used, one low pressure larvae removal
spray pump and one low pressure trash removal spray pump will run
continuously for each bank of four screens. The trash removal
pumps are two speed pumps that should be in the slow speed
position during this time.

A RUN-STOP/RESET and SLOW-FAST control switch is provided for each
of these pumps at the screenhouse control board. In the RUN
position the pumps will start and run. In the STOP/PESET position
the pumps will stop.

During the balance of the year, when the coarse screen panels are
used, separate high pressure fish and trash removal spray pumps
will be used. Each of the coarse screen pumps are controlled by a
MANUAL-OFF/RESET-AUTO control switch mounted in the control
board. The MANUAL position will start and run the corresponding
pump and the OFF/RESET position will stop the pump. In the AUTO
position both the trash and fish removal spray wash systems will
start once any of the screens in that bank of four are signaled to
start. Prior to starting the screens, the coarse screen pumps
will start and run for 2 minutes to fill the return lines, and
will continue to run for 10 minutes after the screens stop to
flush the return lines.

A motor-operated valve on the discharge of each pump will open as
soon as the pumps are started. If the valve does not fully open
within 15 seconds, an alarm will sound and the pump will stop.
The RESET function of the STOP or OFF position allows the pumps to
be restarted after a valve open failure. Each motor-operated
discharge valve can also be opened or closed manually using a
CLOSE-AUTO-OPEN control switch on the control board.
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The fine screen larvae pump and coarse screen fish pump use a
common pipe header to the screens for each system. The coarse
screen fish pump is interlocked to the fine screen larvae
discharge valve to prevent the pump from starting if the opposite
discharge valve is open.

During heavy trash loading in the coarse screen mode of operation,
a second trash removal spray header on each screen may be placed
in operation. 'This may be done by opening the manual valve on the
secondary trash removal header and manually starting the fine
screen trash removal pumps in the fast speed.

C. Bypass Gates

Each of the two hydraulic bypass gates will be controlled by a
AUTO-LOCAL control switch on each units control box. The LOCAL
position enables the UP and DOWN pushbuttons to function on the
hydraulic units.

In the AUTO position both gates will open in unison whenever the
differential level across any, one screen in the INVERTER mode
within both groups of four screens exceeds 18 inches, the
differential level across the entire screenhouse exceeds 24
inches, total deicing system failure, or all power to the new
intake structure is lost.

Once open, the gates will latch in place. The gates must first
release the automatic "dogging device" before they can be closed.
In the event of a power failure, each gate accumulator will. have
sufficient capacity to automatically open the gate after a time
delay of two minutes to eliminate spurious trips. If one of the
two hydraulic pump units should fail, manual cross-tie valving can
be opened to allow any one pump to be used singly on either gate.

D. Trash Rake

The intake screenhouse will be provided with one traveling trash
rake which will run along a rail in the deck of the structure.
The trash rake is manually controlled. A differential level
sensor across the trash rack in each bay will alarm at 6 inches
indicating that trash needs to be removed.

E. Overhead Crane

A 15 ton capacity traveling overhead bridge crane is available for
servicing equipment in the intake screenhouse. It is manually
controlled from a suspended pendant control box above the
screenhouse deck.
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F. Jib Crane

A jib crane is located and manually controlled on the north side
of the intake screenhouse building to aid in the removal and
emptying of the trash baskets.

B 1.2.1.2 Deicing System

Two manually started deicing pumps are available to keep the
traveling screens from icing up during the winter months. Water
will be supplied from the discharge of the plant and pumped to the
screenhouse to submerged diffusers in front of each bay. Motor
driven butterfly valves on the discharge of each pump will open
before its associated pump can start. The pumps and valves can be
started or opened at the screenhouse control board or locally at
the pump.

B 1.2.1.3 Discharge Structure

The required flowrate and discharge velocity will be maintained by
the control room operator opening an appropriate combination of
the four sluice gates. Each gate will have a REMOTE-LOCAL and
OPEN-CLOSE switch locally and an OPEN-CLOSE control switch in the
"Main Control Room" that will enable the operator to either fully
open or fully close the respective gate.

A calculated discharge flowrate and open/close gate position will
be displayed along with the average temperazure of the open
discharge pipes on the "Main Control Board Mimic Bus"

B 1.2.2 Component Control Description

B 1.2.2.1 Intake Screenhouse

A. TRAVELING SCREENS - Typical of eight (Two groups of four)
(CT-067-lII through CT-067-118)
(Ref drawings NF-92780-l, N`F-92780-2)

1. Each individual traveling screen will manually start from the
control board in the intake screenhouse whenever all of the
following conditions are satisfied:

a. The screen bank selector switch (CS-91800-48, 49) is in
the MANUAL position.
(Speed range of 3 fpm to 20 fpm may be selected manually
on a potentiometer mounted on the control board.)

b. The individual screen selector switch (CS-91800-03
through CS-91800-l0) is in the INVERTER position.
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c. The screen bank START pushbutton (PB-91800-39, 60) is
depressed.

d. The individual local screen selector switch (CS-91900-02
through 91907-02) is in the REMOTE position.

e. Motor circuit breaker closed.

f. Motor thermal overload reset.

2. Each individual traveling screen can be manually jogged from
the screen location whenever all of the following conditions
are satisfied:

a. The individual local screen selector switch (CS-91900-02
through CS-91907-02) is in the JOG position. (Speed
during jog will be approximately 20fpm.)

b. Jog button (PB-91900-0I through PB-91907-0l) is depressed
at the screen location.

c. The individual screen selector switch (CS-91800-03 through
CS-91800-I0) is in the INVERTER position.

d. Motor circuit breaker closed.

e. Motor thermal overload reset.

3. Each bank of four traveling screens will automatically start
with coarse screens whenever all of the following conditions
are satisfied:

a. The individual selector switch for each of the four
screens in the bank (CS-91800-03 through CS-91800-I0) is
in the INVERTER position.

b. The screen bank selector switch (CS-91800-48, 49) is in
the AUTOMATIC position.

c. Differential level across any one screen in the bank
exceeds 4 inches for more than 2 minutes.

d. The screen selector switch (CS-91800-23, 24) is in the
COARSE position. (September 1 to April 15.)

e. 2 minutes has elapsed after the spraywash pump start.

f. Header pressure of the screen fish removal system
(PS-91602, PS-91603) must exceed 15 psig.
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g. Header pressure on the screen trash removal system
(PS-91600 or PS-91604, PS-91601 or PS-91605) must exceed
45 psig.

h. The individual local screen selector switch (CS-91900-02
through CS-91907-02) is in the REMOTE position.

i. Motor circuit breaker closed.

j. Motor thermal overload reset.

4. Each bank of four traveling screens will continuously run at
minimum speed with fine screens whenever all of the following
conditions are satisfied:

a. The individual selector switch for each of the four
screens in the bank (CS-91800-03'through CS-91800-I0) is
in the INVERTER position.

b. The screen bank selector switch (CS-91800-48, 49) is in
the AUTOMATIC position.

c. The screen selector switch (CS-91800-23, 24) is in the
FINE position. (April 16 to August 31.)

d. Screen differential less than 4 inches.

e. Header pressure of the screen larvae removal system
(PS-91602, PS-91603) must exceed 15 psig.

f.- Header pressure on the screen trash removal system
(PS-91604, PS-91605) must exceed 45 psig.

g. The individual local screen selector switch (CS-91900-02
through CS-91907-02) is in the REMOTE position.

h. Motor circuit breaker closed.

i. Motor thermal overload reset.

5. Each traveling screen will automatically start and run for
1-1/3 revolutions at approximately 20 fpm whenever all of the
following conditions are satisfied.

a. The screen bank selector switch (CS-91800-48, 49) is in
the AUTOMATIC position.

b. 8 hours has passed since the screen has been run.
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c. The individual selector switch for each of the four
screens in the bank (CS-91800-03 through CS-91800-l0) is
in the INVERTER. position.

d. The individual local screen selector switch (CS-91900-02
through CS-91907-02) is in the REMOTE position.

e. The screen mesh selector switch (CS-91800-23, 24) is in
the COARSE position.

f. 2 minutes has elapsed after the spraywash pump start.

g. Header pressure of the screen fish (PS-91602, PS-91603)
removal system must exceed 15 psig.

h. Header pressure on the screen trash removal system
(PS-91600, PS-91601) must exceed 45*psig.

i. Motor circuit breaker closed.

j. Motor thermal overload reset.

6. Each individual traveling screen will stop whenever any of the
following conditions are satisfied:

a. The individual selector switch (CS-91800-03 through
CS-91800-l0) is in the OFF position.

b. The screen bank STOP pushbutton (PB-91800-61, 62) is
depressed.

c. The screen selector switch (CS-91800-23, 24) is in the
COARSE position, the individual screen selector switch
(CS-91800-03 through CS-91800-10) is in the INVERTER
position, the screen bank selector switch (CS-91800-48,
49) is in the AUTOMATIC position, and the differential
level (DPT-91700 through DPT-91707) across all the screens
within a bank of 4 that are in the INVERTER position, drop
below 3 inches for more than 20 minutes.

d. Header pressure on the screen fish removal system
(PS-91602, PS-91603) drops below 10 psig.

e. Header pressure on the screen trash removal system
(PS-91600 and PS-91604, PS-91601 and PS-91605) drops below
40 psig.

f. Motor circuit breaker open.

g. Motor thermal overload.
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B. Coarse Screen Fish Removal Pump - Typical for two
(Ref. drawing NF-92780-4)

1. The coarse screen fish removal pump (CS-045-l033, 1034) will
manually start from the control board in the intake
screenhouse whenever all of the following conditions are
satisfied:

a. The pump selector switch (CS-91800-12, 14) is in the
MANUAL position.

b. Motor circuit breaker closed.

c. Motor thermal overload reset.

2. The coarse screen fish removal pump will automatically start
whenever all the following conditions are satisfied:

a. The pump selector switch (CS-91800-12, 14) is in the
AUTOMATIC position.

b. The fine screen larvae removal pump discharge valve
(MV-91208, 9) is closed.

c. Differential level (DP-91704 through DP-91707, DP-91713
through DP-91716) across any of 4 traveling screens in the
corresponding bank exceeds 4 inches for 2 minutes, or the
screens have not been run for 8 hours. (Note: The
individual screen selector switch (CS-91800-03 through
CS-91800-l0) must be in the INVERTER position before
differential level can be considered for that screen.)

d. Screen mode selector switch (CS-91800-23, 24) is in the
COARSE position.

e. Motor circuit breaker closed.

f. Motor thermal overload reset.

3. The coarse screen fish removal pump will stop whenever any of
the following conditions are satisfied:

a. The pump selector switch (CS-91800-12, 14) is in the
OFF/RESET position.

b. Ten (10) minutes has elapsed since the corresponding bank
of screens automatically stopped.

c. The screen operation mode selector switch (CS-91800-23,
24) is in the FINE position.
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d. 15 seconds has elapsed since the pump has started and the
discharge valve has not opened. (Note: The pump can now
only be restarted in the AUTOMATIC position by first
manually placing the appropriate selector switch in the
0FF/RESET position and then returning it to the AUTOMATIC
position.)

e. Motor circuit breaker open.

f. Motor thermal overload.

C. Coarse Screen Trash Removal Pump - Typical for two
(Ref. drawing NF-92780-3)

l. The coarse screen trash removal pump (CT-045-1023, 1024) will
manually start from the control board in the intake
screenhouse whenever all of the following conditions are
satisfied:

a. The pump selector switch (CS-91800-ll, 13) is in the
MANUAL position.

b. Motor circuit breaker closed.

c. Motor thermal overload reset.

2. The coarse screen trash removal pump will automatically start
whenever all the follcwing conditions are satisfied:

a. The pump selector switch is in the AUTOMATIC position.

b. Differential level (DP-91704 through DP-91707, DP-91713
through DP-91716) across any of 4 traveling screens in the
corresponding bank exceeds 4 inches for 2 minutes, or the
screens have not been run for 8 hours. (Note: The
individual screen selector switch (CS-91800-03 through
CS-91800-l0) must be in the INVERTER position before
differential level can be considered for that screen.)

c. Screen mode selector switch (CS-91800-23, 24) is in the

COARSE position.

d. Motor circuit breaker closed.

e. Motor thermal overload reset.
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3. The coarse screen trash removal pump will stop whenever any of
the following conditions are.satisfied:

a. The pump selector switch (CS-91800-1I, 13) is in the
OFF/RESET position.

b. Ten (10) minutes has elapsed since the corresponding bank
of screens automatically stopped.

c. Screen operation mode selector switch (CS-91800-23, 24) is
in the FINE position.

d. 15 seconds has elapsed since the pump started and the
discharge valve has not opened. (Note: The pump can now
only be restarted in the AUTOMATIC position by first
manually placing the appropriate selector switch in the
OFF/RESET position and then returiing it to the AUTOMATIC
position.)

e. Motor circuit breaker open.

f. Motor thermal overload.

D. Fine Screen Larvae Removal Pump - Typical for Two
(Ref. drawing NF-92780-4)

1. The fine screen larvae removal pump (CT-045-1031, 1032) witl
manually start from the control board in the intake
screenhouse whenever all of the following conditions are
satisfied:

a. The pump selector switch (CS-91800-27, 32) is in the RUN
position.

b. Motor circuit breaker closed.

c. Motor thermal overload reset.

2. The fine screen larvae removal pump will manually stop
whenever any of the following conditions are satisfied:

a. The pump selector switch is in the STOP/RESET position.

b. 15 seconds has elapsed since the pump started and the
discharge valve has not opened. (Note: The pump can only
be restarted by first manually placing the appropriate
selector switch in the STOP/RESET position and then
returning it to the RUN position.)

c. Motor circuit breaker open.

d. Motor thermal overload.
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E. Fine Screen Trash Removal Pumo - Typical for Two
(Re. drawing NF-92780-3)

1. The fine screen trash removal pump (CT-045-1021, 1022) will
manually start from the control board in the intake
screenhouse whenever all of the following conditions are
satisfied.

a. The pump selector switch (CS-91800-25, 30) is in the RUN
position.

b. The speed selector switch (CS-91800-26, 31) is either in
the FAST or SLOW position.

c. Motor circuit breaker closed.

d. Motor thermal overload reset.

2. The fine screen trash removal pump will stop whenever any of
the following conditions are satisfied:

a. The pump selector switch (CS-91800-25, 30) is in the
STOP/RESET position.

b. 15 seconds has elapsed since the pump has started and the
discharge valve has not opened. (Note: The pump can only
be restarted by first manually placing the appropriate
selector switch in the STOP/RESET position and then
returning it to the RUN position.)

c. Motor circuit breaker open.

d. Motor thermal overload.

F. Coarse Screen Fish and Trash Removal Pump Discharge
Valves - Typical of four (MV-91202 through MV-91205).
(Ref. drawings NF-92780-3 and NF-92780-4)

1. The discharge valves for the coarse screen trash and fish
removal pumps will manually open from the control board in the
intake screenhouse whenever all of the following conditions
are satisfied.

a. The valve selector switch (CS-91800-16, 17, 21, 22) is in
the OPEN position.

b. Motor circuit breaker closed.

c. Motor thermal overload reset.
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2. The coarse screen trash and fish removal pumps discharge
valves will manually close from the control board in the
intake screenhouse whenever all of the following conditions
are satisfied.

a. The valve selector switch (CS-91800-16, 17, 21, 22) is in
the CLOSE position.

b. Motor circuit breaker closed.

c. Motor thermal overload reset.

3. The coarse screen trash and fish removal pump discharge valves
will automatically open from the control board in the intake
screenhouse whenever all of the following conditions are
satisfied.

a. The valve selector switch (CS-91800-16, 17, 21, 22) is in
the AUTO position.

b. The corresponding trash or fish removal pump starts.

c. Motor circuit breaker closed.

d. The motor thermal overload reset.

4. The coarse screen trash and fish removal pumps discharge
valves will Automatically close from the control board in the
intake screenhouse whenever all of the following conditions
are satisfied.

a. The valve selector switch (CS-91800-16, 17, 21, 22) is in
the AUTO position.

b. The corresponding trash or fish removal pump stops.

c. Motor circuit breaker closed.

d. Motor thermal overload reset.

G. Fine Screen Trash Removal Pump Discharge Valve - Typical of
two (MV-91200, MV-91201)
(Ref. drawing NF-92780-3)

1. The fine screen trash removal pump discharge Valve will
manually open from the control board in the intake screenhouse
whenever all of the following conditions are satisfied.

a. The valve selector switch (CS-91800-15, 20) is in the OPEN
position.

b. Motor circuit breaker closed.

c. Motor thermal overload reset.
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2. The fine screen trash removal pump discharge valve will
manually close from the control board in the intake
screenhouse whenever all of the following conditions are
satisfied.

a. The valve selector switch (CS-91800-15, 20) is in the
CLOSE position.

b. Motor circuit breaker closed.

c. Motor thermal overload reset.

3. The fine screen trash removal pump discharge valve will
automatically open from the control board in the intake
screenhouse whenever all of the following conditions are
satisfied.

a. The valve selector switch (CS-91890-15, 20) is in the AUTO
position.

b. The fine screen trash removal pump has started.

c. Motor circuit breaker closed.

d. Motor thermal overload reset.

4. The fine screen trash removal pump discharge valve will
automatically close from the control board in the intake
screenhouse whenever all of the following conditions are
satisfied.

a. The valve selector switch (CS-91800-15, 20) is in the AUTO
postion.

b. The fine screen trash removal pump stops.

c. Motor circuit breaker closed.

d. Motor thermal overload reset.

H. Fine Screen Larvae Removal Pump Discharge Valve - Typical of
two (MV-91208, MV-91209)
(Ref. drawing NTF-92780-4)

1. The fine screen larvae removal pump discharge valve will
manually open from the control board in the intake screenhouse
whenever all of the following conditions are satisfied.

a. The valve selector switch (CS-91800-57, 58) is in the OPEN
position.

b. Motor circuit breaker closed.

c. Motor thermal overload reset.
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2. The fine screen larvae removal pump, discharge valve will
manually close from the control board in the intake
screenhouse whenever all of the following conditions are
satisfied.

a. The valve selector switch (CS-91800-57, 58) is in the
CLOSE position.

b. Motor circuit breaker closed.

c. Motor thermal overload reset.

3. The fine screen larvae removal pump discharge valve will
automatically open from the control board in the intake
screenhouse whenever all of the following conditions are
satisfied.

a. The valve selector switch (CS-91800-57, 58) is in the AUTO
position.

b. The fine screen larvae removal pump has started.

c. Motor circuit breaker closed.

d. Motor thermal overload reset.

4. The fine screen larvae removal pump discharge valve will
automatically close from the control board in the intake
screenhouse whenever all of the following conditions are
satisfied.

a. The valve selector switch (CS-91800-57, 58) is in the AUTO
position.

b. The fine screen larvae removal pump has stopped.

c. Motor circuit breaker closed.

d. Motor thermal overload reset.

I. Bypass Gates - Typical for two (CT-062-301, 302)
(Ref. drawing NT-92780-5)

1. Either bypass gate will manually open from the local control
box in the intake screenhouse whenever all of the following
conditions are satisfied:

a. Local control box selector switch is in the LOCAL position.

b. UP pushbutton is depressed on the local control box.

c. Hydraulic accumulator is charged.
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2. Either bypass gate will manually close from the local control
box in the intake screenhouse whenever all of the following
conditions are satisfied:

a. The local control box selector switch is in the LOCAL
position.

b. The local DOWN pushbutton is depressed (this will also
release the "dogging device").

c. Hydraulic accumulator is charged.

3. Both bypass gates (2) will automatically open and lock in
place in unison whenever all of the following conditions are
satisfied:

a. Local control box selector switch in the AUTO position.

b. Hydraulic accumulator is charged.

c. And any one of the following conditions exist.

i) differential level across the screenhouse exceeds
24", or

ii) differential level across at least one screen within
both groups of 4 screens exceeds 18", or

(Note: The individual screen selector switch
(CS-91800-03 through 10) must
be in the INVERTER position before
differential level can be measured across
that screen.)

iii) total deicing system failure

iv) Loss of control power to either hydraulic system
will cause the individual bypass gate to lock open.

4. If an auto open signal is initiated and after a time delay of
3 minutes both gates have not opened, the accumulators will
automatically be used to open the gates.
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B 1.2.2.2 Deicing System

A. Deicing Pump - Typical for two (CT-045-1041, 1042)
(Ref. drawing NF-92781)

1. The deicing pump will manually start from the control board in
the intake screenhouse whenever all of the following
conditions are satisfied:

a. Control board pump selector switch (CS-91800-28, 29) is
momentarily in the RUN position.

b. Deice pump discharge valve MV-91206 or MV-92107 have
previously been manually opened.

c. Motor circuit breaker is closed.

d. Motor thermal overload reset.

2. The deicing pump will manually start from the deicing
pumphouse whenever all of the following conditions are
satisfied:

a. The local pump selector switch (CS-91908, CS-91909) is
momentarily in the RUN position.

b. Deice pump discharge valve MV-91206 or MV-92107 have
previously been manually opened.

c. Motor circuit breaker is closed.

d. Motor thermal overload reset.

3. The deicing pump will stop whenever any of the following
conditions are satisfied:

a. Control board pump selector switch (CS-91800-28, 29) is
momentarily in the STOP position.

b. Local pump selector switch (CS-91908, CS-91909) is
momentarily in the STOP position.

c. Deice pump discharge valves (MV-91206, MV-91207) is closed.

d. Motor circuit breaker is open.

e. Motor thermal overload.
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B. Deicing Pump Discharge Valves - Typical for two (MV-91206,
MV-91207)
(Ref. drawing NF-92781)

1. The deicing pump discharge valve will manually open from the
control board in the intake screenhouse whenever all of the
following conditions are satisfied.

a. Control board valve selector switch (CS-91800-18, 19) in
the OPEN position.

b. Motor circuit breaker is closed.

c. Motor thermal overload is reset.

2. The deicing pump discharge valve will manually close from the
control board in the intake screenhouse whenever all of the
following conditions are satisfied.

a. Control board valve selector switch (CS-91800-18, 19) is
in the CLOSE position.

b. Motor circuit breaker is closed.

c. Motor thermal overload is reset.

3. The deicing pump discharge valve will manually open from the
deice building whenever all of the following conditions are
satisfied.

a. The local valve selector switch (CS-91910, 11) is in the

OPEN position.

b. Motor circuit breaker is closed.

c. Motor thermal overload is reset.

4. The deicing pump discharge valve will manually close from the
deice building whenever all of the following conditions are
satisfied.

a. The local valve selector switch (CD-91910, 11) is in the
CLOSE position.

c. Motor circuit breaker is closed'.

d. Motor thermal overload is reset.
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B 1.2.2.3 Discharge Structure

A. Sluice Gate - Typical for four (CT-062-391 thru 394)
(Ref. drawing NF-927S2)

1. The sluice gate will manually open from the plant "Main
Control Board" whenever all of the following conditions are
satisfied:

a. Control room selector switch (49060 thru 49063) is in the
OPEN position.

b. -Local selector switch (91924, 91926, 91928, 19130) is in
the REMOTE position.

c. Motor electrical fault reset.

d. Motor thermal overload reset.

2. The sluice gate will manually close from the plant "Main
Control Board" whenever all of the following conditions are
satisfied:

a. Control room selector switch (49060 thru 49063) is in the
CLOSE position.

b. Local selector switch (91924, 91926, 91928, 91930) is in
the REMOTE position.

c. Motor electrical fault reset.

d. Motor thermal overload reset.

3. The sluice gate will manually open at the discharge structure
whenever all of the following conditions are satisified:

a. Local selector switch (91924, 91926, 91928, 91930) is in
the LOCAL position.

b. Local selector switch (91925, 91927, 91929, 91931) is in
the OPEN position.

c. Motor electrical fault reset.

d. Motor thermal overload reset.

4. The sluice gate will manually close at the discharge structure
whenever all of the following conditions are satisfied:

a. Local selector switch (91924, 91926, 91928, 91930) is in
I the LOCAL position.
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b. Local selector switch (91925, 91927, 91929, 91931) is in
the CLOSE position.

c. Motor electrical fault reset.

d. Motor thermal overload reset.

B 1.3 Annunciators

B 1.3.1 Intake Screenhouse

Annunciators are provided on the intake screenhouse control board
as follows:

A. 8 each - Screen 121 thru 128 differential greater than or
equal to 10 inches.

B. 8 each - Trash rack, Bay 1 thru 8 differential greater
than or equal to 6 inches.

C. I each - Screenhouse building differential greater than
or equal to 24 inches (either of two sensors).

D. 3 each - Lo instrument air pressure (instrument
transmitter rack 001, instrument
transmitter rack 002, compressor receiver.)

E. 1 each - Hi DP - Instrument air dryer.

F. 1 each - Screen fish-larvae wash system failure (any
one of four pumps).

G. I each - Screen trash wash system failure (any

one of four pumps).

H. I each - Deice system failure

I. 1 each - Lo fish return line temperature (one sensor
near fish return discharge).

J. 1 each - Bypass gates open.

K. 1 each - Bypass gate trouble.

L. 2 each - Air receiver - Hi water level (instrument air,
service air) - Future.

M. 1 each - Programmable controller failure. (Primary CPU.)

N. 2 each - INVERTER 91801-A or B fault.
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0. 1 each - Screenhouse load center trouble.

P. 1 each - Envir Lab Basement

Q. 1 each - Lock and Dam #3 Equipment Problem

B 1.3.2 Main Control Room

Annunciators using existing spare windows are provided on the
plant "Main Control Board" as follows:

A. Screen differential greater than or equal to 10 inches.

B. Screenhouse differential greater than or equal to 24
inches.

C. Bypass gates open.

D. General alarm - screenhouse.

E. Bypass gate trouble.

B 1.4 Indicators

B 1.4.1 Screenhouse Control Board Indication
The following variables will be displayed on the intake
screenhouse control board.

A. 2 - Building differential level (one from each of two
sensors).

B. 8 - Screen differential level (one from each of eight
sensors).

C. 8 - Trash rack differential level (one from each of eight
sensors).

D. 1 - Fish return line discharge temperature.

E. 2 - Screen speed (one for each bank of 4 screens).

B 1.4.2 "Mimic Bus Insert" Indication
The following variables will be added to the display in the
plant control room.

A. Intake river temperature.

B. Traveling water screen RUN/STOP.

C. Bypass gate OPEN/CLOSE.

D. Deice pumps RUN/STOP.
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E. Deice pump discharge valve OPEN/CLOSE.

F. Average - discharge temperature.

G. Discharge flow rate.

H. Discharge canal level.

Note: These signals are in addition to signals already included
in the control room.

B 1.5 Instrumentation I/0 for screenhouse programmable controller
(PC)

B 1.5.1 Analog Input

A. Trash Rack Differential Pressure

Instrument: 8 each - Foxboro Model 823, 2-wire, differential
pressure transmitter, span set at 0-25 inches water equals 4-20
madc output to PC.

B. Traveling Screen Differential Pressure

Instrument: 8 each - Foxboro Model 823, 2-wire, differential
pressure transmitter, span set at 0-25 inches water equals 4-20
madc output to PC.

C. Screenhouse Differentail Pressure

Instrument: 2 each - Foxboro Model 823, 2-wire, differential
pressure transmitter, span set at 0-25 inches water equals 4-20
madc output to PC.

D. Screenhouse Intake Level

Instrument: I each - Drexelbrook admittance level probe and
transmitter, 2 wire, span set at 0-13 feet equals 4-20 madc output
to PC.

E. Discharge Canal Level

Instrument: 1 each - Drexelbrook admittance level probe and
transmitter, 2 wire, span set at 0-13 feet equals 4-20 madc output
to PC.

F. Discharge Temperature

Instrument: 4 each - Action Pak model TP621N - 052 - Type T
Thermocouple transmitter, span set at 0-180 degree F equals 4-20
madc output to PC.
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G. Fish Return Line Temperature

Instrument: 1 each - Action Pak model TP621N - 052 - Type T
Thermocouple transmitter, span set at 0-180 degree F equals 4-20
made output to PC.

B 1.5.2 Digital Input (120 Volt)

A. Discharge Gate (Open or Close)

4 each - 1 open limit switch (normally open) per discharge gate, 4
discharge gates total, contact closure indicates gate not closed.

B. Screen Drive Inverter Fault

2 each - 1 normally closed contact per each inverter drive, 2
inverter drives total, contact closure indicator inverter fault.

B 1.5.3 Analog Output (4-20 madc)

A. Screen Drive Inverter Signal

2 each - 4 to 8 inches water differential pressure across any one
of four screens in the INVERTER mode will cause a corresponding
output of 4-20 made to the appropriate screen drive inverter.

B. Screenhouse Intake Level - Mimic

1 each - PC input change of 4-20 madc (0-13 ft. span) will cause a
corresponding output of 4-20 madc to the main plant Mimic Bus
Insert.

C. Discharge Canal Level - Mimic

1 each - PC input change of 4-20 madc (0-13 ft. span) will cause a
corresponding output of 4-20 madc to the main plant Mimic Bus
Insert.

D. Plant Discharge Flow - Mimic

1 each - PC output of 4 to 20 madc to correspond to 0-1500 cfs by
using the following calculation:

QT=(Ks 15 + Ks Is + K, I, + Ka I,) [hIs-hlNT]

A
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1.0 ;Introduction

Li Purpose.....

On Jnuly 9 th 2004 the EPA published an amendment to rule 316(b) of the. Clean Wafer Act:
(CWA) in theFederal Register (from hereafter referred to as- "the Rule"). The purpose of the:.,

" amendment is to. establish the best technologylavailable for minimizing adverse environmental:
impact associated with the. use of cooling water intake structures. The Technology Installation

:.and Operation Plan (TIO Plan). is one component of the ComprehensiveDemonstration Study
.(CDS), which is being submitted by our facility to comply with. 40CFR 125.95(b)(4)(ii)..

.1.2 Compliance Altern afivýe 2

The Rule states five alternatives for a facility to choose from in. order to be in" compliance. xcel
Energy.chose compliance.alternative 2(40 CFR 125.94(a)(2)) for Prairie Island Nuclear, .
Generating Plant (PINGP), as discussed in the "Proposal For Information Collection (PIC).""..
Briefly, compliance alternative 2 requires Xcel Energy to demonstrate that existing design and
construction technologies, operational measures, and/or restoration measures at PINGP meet the---
impingement and entrainment performance standards.

1.3 TIO Plan Description

The TIO Plan is intended to describe the operational measures that are currently used at PIINGP.
Included in this Plan are operational measures used that are intended to minimize impingement
and entrainment at the facility. Operational measures are documentedwith procedures and
preventative maintenance (PM) plans. This Planwill list and describe operational and
'maintenance procedures that are used for the intake technology at PINGP to: address meeting the
impingement and entrainment national performance standards (40CFR 125.94(b))., It should be
noted that a schedule for .the installation and maintenance of any new design and construction ..
activities will not be included, since PINGP's intake technologies are already meeting the
performance standards and no new technologies. need to be installed. .
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2.0 .Prairie Island Nuclear Generating Plant Information

:2.1 Location-

PINGP is located on the Mississippi River in Goodhue County (township 11 3N, range 15W)

near Red Wing, Minnesota. The site is locatedwithin the city limits of the City of Red Wing,
Minnesota on the west bank of the Mississippi River2. The plant site is located about 26 miles SE -

.. of the Twin Cities Metropolitan Area. The total area0f the site is approximately 578 acres.

The principal surface waters in the vicinity of PINGP are: the Mississippi River, Sturgeon Lake,
the Vermillion River, and the Cannon River. Lock and Dam Number 3., which is located
approximately one and one-half miles downstream of the plant, controls. the levels of the
Mississippi River and Sturgeon Lake.

2.2 Generation

PINGP has two units, identified as units 1 and 2. Eachunit employs a 2-loop pressurized water.%
reactor. Full commercial. operation began on.December 16, 1973 for Unit 1. and on December
21, 1.974 for Unit 2. Both. units are licensed.with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) for
. .operation at 1650 MWt per reactor, which is equivalent to a gross electrical output of 575 MWe.
Northern States Power (NSP), d/b/a Xcel Energy, owns: the facility, while Nuclear Management. .
Company (NMC) operates the facility.
2.3 Cooling System Description,

Water iS withdrawn from the Mississippi River for condenser/circulation water system and
cooling water systems. The condenser/circulating water system provides high volume .cooling
waterflow for the turbine-condenser. steam cycle, whenever a unit is operating. The cooling
water system also Supplies other plDat equipment,. such as pumps, motors,. and heat exchangers.'

-PINGP's: cooling Water system is capable6 of operating as a once-through system, ,aclosed-16i.o
system,. or. a helpef system.: River water enters the plant through the. intake screenhouse and the
plant scieenhouse. Circulating waters discharged to the river are controlled by sluice gates and
recycle gates. When cooling towers are in operation, some of the plant waste heat istransferred

to the air and the remainder is transferred to the river. During the period the towers are out of,
service, the waste heat is transferred to the river or recycled back to the intake canal totemper: .
the incoming cold water.

2.4 Intake Description

Plant intake flow from the Mississippi River enters the intake screenhousethrough eight 18:5 .-
foot high by. 1.2 foot wide bay openings. The bottom of the inlet skimmer wall is at elevation
667.0 feet. Each bay is equipped with a raked trash rack and a traveling water'screen with low-
pressure fish Wash sprays and high-pressure trash wash sprays. Bypass gates are available to.
.. maintain a continuous flow in the event that flow through the screens is reduced due to high.
debris loading.:. The bypass gates are a vertical lift gate type with rollers. The gates.open:
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automatically when the head differential across the traveling water screens reaches 18 inches or
when the head differential. across the intake screen house reaches .24 inches.

Eachf screen is. 10 foot wide and extends from the operating deck (elevation 685 feet) to the floor
(elevation 648.5. feet). Screen panels are replaceablel. During the period of April 1 through•
August 31 (the spawniing season),.fine mesh screens (0.5 mm) are used to minimize the number:
• of fish eggs and larval entrained. For the remainder of the year, coarse mesh screens (3/8-inch or.
.9.5 mm) are in service.: The screens are capable of operation at several-different speeds, as

' necessitated by debris loading. -

During fine mesh screen per6ation, the screens run continuously.. When the head differential is 4
.:inches or less, the screens continuously. travel at-3 fipm during fine mesh operation.: Coarse. '-
screen operation is intermittent, -meaning th.at the spray wash systems (both fish and debris) do
not operate: when the differential level is less than.4 inches,. These screens will, however,-
automatically rotate, with sprays operating, 1-1/3 revolutions if 8 hours pass without screen.,
operation. For both fine and coarse screen operation, if the differential level exceeds 4 inches, .

screen speed increases proportionally up to a maximum of 20 fpm at 8 inches differential level. -

The traveling water screens are equipped with fish lift.buckets to remove organisms from the ,"
intake water. Aquatic organisms impinged on the screens, or carried in the attached buckets,,.
travel with.the screen during rinsing and are washed into a fish collection trough.. Removal of
the fish and organisms is accomplished on the upward travel side with a low-pressure (10 psi)
inside spray when fine mesh is used-and with a low-pressure (20 psi).outside spray when coarse.
mesh is used. Debris is removed by a backside interior high-pressure (50 psi for fine mesh and
100 psi for coarse mesh) spray system. The organisms and debris washed off the traveling water
screens collect'in a common trough and return to the river through a buried pipe approximately
2200 feet long. :The pipe discharges into the Mississippi River at a point approximately 1500
feet south of the intake screen house.-
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3.0 Operational and Maintenance Procedures

Operational and maintenance procedures are classified into four categories based on thhe:type of:::
work being done. ,:The.four types of procedures are mechanical, PMs, instrument and control (I &
C) PMs, surveillance procedures, and testing procedures.: Procedures for all work types that are.
relevant to the intake. screenhouse are. identified and described in this section and summarized in
Tabl e 1.

3.1 Surveillance Procedure (SP)

Surveillance Procedures are procedures that direct the actual operation of equipmefit r valve.,
lineup to verify proper flows or pressures. SPs are typically conducted to verify required testing

criteria/codes or meet Technical Specification requirements. PINGP implements three SP.s that
are pertinent to the ýintake screenhouse or appropriation of Water.._ SP's.are listed in Table 1 and.
-described: in the following text.

SP 1333

Surveillance Procedure 1333 is implemented for verificati6n of the NPDES permit requirements.
The intent of SP 1333 is to maintain NPDES permit compliance. This SP is performed

throughout the year on fixed dates as stated in the NPDES permit and outlined in the SP.
Operational measures directed .by SP. 1333-include:-

Ensure installation and operability of fine mesh traveling screens.
S. Operation 6f cooling towers.
• Verification of fine mesh larvae spray header pressure.
4. Verification of plant discharge flow less than 300 cfs (April and May):
* Verification of plant discharge flow less than 400 cfs (June 1 to 15).

* Verification of plant discharge flow less than 800 cfs (June 16to 30).
* Maintenance of 5°F.orless AT across the plant.
* Installation of :coarse mesh screens.

.SP 1260

Surveillance Procedure 1260 is implemented to ensure the accuracy and operability of the
Discharge Canal flow instrumentation, and fulfills the H4, ODCM calibration requirement. The
discharge flow rate is determined by measuring. the level at the intake screenhouse and discharge

_,canal. The difference between the levels (AH) andposition of the.sluice gates determine
discharge flow. This SP is performedgon an 18-monthinterval.

SP 1707
Surveillance Procedure 1707 is implemented to test the river temperature monitoring System.

The test verifies the accuracy and operability of the'river temperature monitoring system as..--
required per.NPDES Permit #MN0004006., -



PLNGP monitors the river water temperature at seven locations by remote monitoring Stations
and a central receiving station. The remote stations measure the water temperature. at the
following locations: Two at Sturgeon Lake (upstream), one on the Mississippi River at Diamond
Bluff (upstream), at piers 1, 2, and 3 of Lock and Dam No. 3 (dowstream), and.at the intake

-. screenhouse.: At each location there is at least one dual element Type T thermocouple measuringthe temperature providing a voltage input to one of the remote monitoring stations. Each of

these remote monitoring stations sample the river temperature on a scheduled frequency and
transmits the data to a central receiver at the plant., Each temperature monitoring point is.
compared to an RTD probe measurement made at-the temperature element. This SP is
performeidyearly.-

3.2 Preventative Maintenance

.,Preventative Maintenance (PM) is the classification of work that. includes predictive (condition-
-based) andperiodic/planned (time-based) actions taken to maintain a piece of equipment within:
design operating conditions and to extend its life. Further, PM is used to assure that safety
related, security related, 10CFR71 related, and fire protection related equipment is maintained to
operate within normal limits or will function to place the. plant in a safe condition if normal
limits are exceeded. Plant maintenance personnel perform the maintenance in accordance with
plant procedures, vendor manuals, and vendor instructions...

3.2.1 Mechanical

PINGP has'seven mechanical PM procedures that are used in the intake screenhouse. The PM
numbers, descriptions, and frequencies used at PINGP are listed in Table 1 and summarized in
this section.

PM 3512-2 and PM 3512-3

The primary purpose of PMs 3512-2 and 3512-3 is to change the screen mesh size from fine to
coarse (or coarse to fine) as required by PINGP's NPDES/SDS permit guidelines. PM 3512-2 is
initiated for Bank 1-screen change out and PM 3512-3.is initiatedfor Bank 2 screen change out.
The secondary purposes f these PMS are to inspect/repair or replace certain parts of the
equipment that may be worn or loose. Some of these .items, like the tray to .boot seal, function to
prevent flow of aquatic organisms past the screens and into the plant intake. Thus, the
inspections/repairs are a necessity for minimizing entrainment of fish.

PMs 35 12-2 and 3512-3 are usually scheduled 2-3 weeks prior to the dates given in the
NPDES/SDS permit ,(April 1st and August 3 Ist of each year). The frequency of each of these
PMs, consequently, is sixth months (once every 180 days).
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PM 3512-4-121 and PM 3512-4-122

The purpose. of. these two PMs is to perform inspections of the 121 and 122 Bypass Gate.
Hydraulic Systems. The PM consists of changing filters; checking oil level, and looking, for oil
leakage. Thesetwo PMs. are performed annually..

PM 3512-5

The purpose of this PM is to take measurements of the carrier chain roller radialclearance of the
intake screen house vertical traveling screens. These measurements'enable plant personnel to

.predict when to~take a traveling screen out of service for chain adjustment and/or parts
replacement.-, PM3.5 312;5..is conducted 2 times per: year, generally co-incidental with the screen
change 6ver'PMsZ.

PM 3512-8'

,The purpose of PM 351.2-8 is to inspect and record the condition of both"the intake screenhouse"
iand plant screenhouse bar racks with the use of a diver.. Inaddition, the diver inspects the,:
river/canal area into the plant screenhouse and outlet of the intake screenhouse_ for debris/sand
build-up. This PM is conducted once every five years.

PM 3512-9 and PM 3512-10

The purpose of these PMs is for a diver to perform an inspection of the wheels, shafts, nuts,
bolts, piston attachment to the emergency bypass gate and surrounding area. of the bay. Also, as
directed by the System Engineer, clean mud from the eight horizontal plates on the backside of
the gates and blow mud from the gate (floor level) a distance of 6 feet. These two PMs are
performed annually.

PM 3512-15.

The purpose of this: procedure is to perform a top to bottom inspection and repair of the intake
traveling screen assembly. This procedure requires dewatering the corresponding bay to perform
repairs to the foot-shaft assembly. Maintenance activities include: lubricating/greasing
components, repaing traveling •chain, inspecting foot and head shaft assemblies, recording
adjustment measurements, and installing screens. This PM is performedas needed for inspection
and repair.: '

PM'4500-7.

"The primary purpose of this PM is.to make sure the:trash racks, fish trough, and entrance to the:
fish retumr pipeline are clean of debris. A secondary purpbse is to grease the screens regularly to

:prevent bearing failure and to watch for fluid leaks and listen for equipment sounds that are

• ',:2 ": ' : :: - :' .. '. .-- 7 . " • . : . ' " . ,.. .. . . .8



abnormal to the operation'of the screenhouse. The frequency. of this. PM is daily, with some of
the weekly and monthly tasks done as the visual conditions dictate.

3.2.2 Instrument and Control (I&C)

Instrument and control preventative maintenance is directed at the instruments associated with
the. intake traveling screens, bypass gates, and air systems.. There-are four L&C PM procedures
relevant to the intake screenhouse. The numbers, descriptions, and frequencies of the four.i&C
PMs are listed in Table 1 and summarized below.,.

IC CT-8

The Purpose of this PM is for the calibration of the intake traveling screen supply pressure,. This:
PM has a frequency of once.every 36 months.. :

ICPM 0-005

The purpose of this PM is to calibrate instruments on bypass gates 121 and 122. Instruments
calibrated include intake structure building differential pressure transmitterS, Oil level switches,
and oil pressure switches. This.PM has a frequency of once every 24 months.

ICPMO-010

The purpose of this PM is to calibrate instruments used for the intake screenhouse screenwash.
Instruments calibrated include differential pressure transmitters, pressure Switches, and fish
return temperature monitoring loop. This PM is performed on a 24-month interval.

ICPM 0-014: :

The purpose of this procedure is to ensure proper calibration of the service and instrument air
compressors in the intake screenhouse. This PM is performed ona 36-month interval.

3.4 Testing Procedure (TP)

Testing procedures verify that all interfaces with existing plant equipment and systems operate as
'intended and all:critical performance parameters are achieved. This testing may require specific[
plantoperational modes to.. adequately: test all-conditions.. PINGP has two TPs that are pertinent
to the intake screenhouse andior maintaining.316(b) compliance.

TP 1690.

Testing Procedure 1690 is'intended to detect any majorchanges of sediment buildup in front of
the Intake. During summer months, the approach canal: and intake canal are depth souded to:.
detect any drastic sediment changes. An increase of sediment buildup could affect plant

Operation or intake screenhouse equipment. The frequency of this:TP is once durng the summer
months.
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TP 2537
The I purpose. of Testing Pirocedue 2537 isIto cycethe Intake screenhouseBYpassGate's

. Emergency Open Solenoid Valve. The solenoid valvechanges position on loss ofpower,
allowing the, accuimulators to open their, respective bypass gate., TP 2537 consists of failing tIe:.
-powertoeach bypias.sgate,'by using: a manual bypass:valve positioned to divert oil flow from the"bypass gate to the oil reservoir. In addition, the valve will allow the hydraulic pumps to operate,
increasing the .duty, cycle time" of the system, and enabling the filtration.systemto clean the
hydraulic oil. It should be noted thatthis :procedure does not open the bpass gates&..-The
:.frequency of thiSTP is Onceeverysveni wkdays weekly).-
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4.0 Assessing Efficacy of Intake Technologies

In 1983, a new screenhouse was constructed at the PINGP., There are presentlY two completescreening facilities operating at PINGP. The old, or original traveling screens and screenhouse.. ,
(plant screenhouse) were designed to prevent debris, fish, and other organisms from entering the
plant via the cooling Water intake.ý The new. screenhouse and screens (intake: screenhouse),'.
completed in 1983, were designed and located to exclude' fish from the warm circulating water: ....
system. In order. to determine the efficacy of PINGP's cooling water, intake structure,.a review of
historical data and reports will be used,.

During November 1983 through March 1984 impingement samples were.collected from coarse
mesh screens at the intake Screenhouse. Total, number of fish -impinged was .estimated by
expanding thenumbers collected during Weekly samples over an entire month. In addition, fish::.
collected were recorded as live or dead, live fish were held in aquaria for up to 96 hours., To
determine the efficiency of the screenwash in removing fish on the front side of the coarse mesh::-.
screens, a dip net was used to collect material washed off the backside of screens. The'results ofthe samples indicate the front spray wash system was nearly 80 percent effective intremoving
fish.

During sample years 1984 to 1989, sample collection of fish impinged on the fine mesh screens".
started in April and continued through August. Samples were collected 2 to 3 days a week by
diverting 25 percent of the screen wash water into larval collection tanks in the basement of the .
environmental lab.:

Three types of samples were collected to provide various data. Sample types included.abundance, initial survival, and latent survival; Initial, survival samples, were c01lected atnight-or
early morning to determine night density of fish and eggs and initial survival of fish impinged On,.,,.
the fine niesh screens: Initial samples underwent a "first and second" sort. The first'sortwas., -
designed to remove live and dead fish, with emphasis placed on removing all live fish in a time' :)%
efficient manner. The second 'Sort was designed to assure removal of all remaining fish and eggs.
Abundance samples were collected during early-to midmorning to estimate day density of-fish.
and eggs impinged on the fine mesh screens. Latent survival samples were collected to

determine the latent survival of fish impinged on the fine:mesh screens. 'Fish collectedforiatent".survival estimates were held for 48 or 96 hours and checked at selected time. incremen s.
Number of live and dead fish Were recorded during each time interva.
During.1984, back wash samplesl from fine: mesh"creens were also collected. Back wash
"amples were collected while an abundance sample was collected.: iThis sample was collected
using a 0.5 mm .mesh ichthyoplankton drift net placed in the high pressure trash removal return
trough.; Comparing data from the abundance and back wash samples was utilized to determine
the efficiency of the low pressure front Wash in.removing fish impinged on the fine mesh
screens . Twenty-four pairs of samples compared indicated that the front spray wash removal;, .
system was. more than 98 percent efficient in removing fish from the front side of the fine mesh
screens.



:tDurngthe months of April, May, and June operational measures to. reduce intake flow are in .
.place per the ..NPDESpermit to minimi'e potential impacts to larval fish and eggs at the intake.

. " Operations at PINGP reflect this design with current. opeational measures as follows: -

" April1:i5 to 30:, i300'cfs (194 rngd) if the flow in'the.river is.at or above 15,000 cfs.

":150 cfs (97 mgd) if the. flow in the river is below 15,000 cfs

Ma .io31:` 300 cfs (194 md
June I to 15: -400 cfs (59 mgd)
June. 16 to 30:: .- 800 cfs.(517.5hmgd)

Through screen velocities during the period of April 15 to June .15 range from 0.29 ft/sec to 0.38
ft/sec. ,These through screen velocities during this sensitive larvae.period are less than the 0.5

ft/sec perff mance standard for impingementmortality asstated in the 316(b) PhaSe I rule,
document. The remaining periods of theyear flow iS limited to0the design intake flow of 1410

I mpingement studies were conducted from 1992 to 2005 to evaluate the effects of increased'
water appropriation,'from 150:to 300:cubic feet per second (cfs) during April on impingement of
larval fish on, 0.5 mm fine mesh traveling screens at PINGP.: From 2002 to 2005; permit:
approve:d bowdoWn (discharge) reduction to3 00 cfs. or less was initiated on April !5. rather

" tha, n April. 1st. Prior- to 1992, the cooling water'intake system operated with fine-mesh screens
S":from April 16 ,throughAugust. 31, in accordance. with plant's NPDES Permit. Since 1992, for-'

Astdy purposes; the plant hasimplemented fine-mesh screen operation on' April 1 to
accommodate sampling during the month of April for years 1992 throu gh 005. "Data. for hiS
evaluation were collected by pre-dawn and daylight.sam•pling of larval fish and fiSh eggs from
the screenwash water. Estimated impingement values during.Aprileforallyears were low and'
represented by relatively few taxa/tife stage combinatins..

Stone and.:Webster,(1977) conducted studies for alternative intake designsto reduce entrainment
mortality at PINGP. One: ob ective was to determine criteria for screen mesh size that is fine
enough to screen, a large percentage of eggs an• larvalastages ofspecies considered to be
impo-rtant.Based onnthis study, it was determined that 0:5 mesh screen would bedrequired to
'. iadequatel~yscreen thiose organisms from'the water entering the intakeý canal. Examin

larval data indicated that 0.5 mm mesh should screen a wide range of eggSc ad larvae found in
.!the vicinijty. of PINGP.*,

impingement estimates calculated for 1985:.through 1988.are consideredto be a: realistic.
approximation of the numberof lralfish ad eggs which would iave been entrained through
PTINGP in the absence of the fine mesh screens.- Entraiinment studiesý in 1975 estimriated that
nearly.70 million larvae and eggs were •entrained at PINGP. mpingement estimates.from fine
mesh screens for,.i985 through 1988 weie. similar.with estimated number o0f larvae. and-: eggs
impinged ranging from.42 million to 77 miillion. Species composition: o-f 'entrainnient and
imp;inpgementsampleS is alsosimilar with freshwater drum, can gizzard shad

representing a, large Iper-centage of .samples. F
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5.. Conclusion.

PINGP's current NPDES permit regulates the continued operational and maintenance measures
-:in place for the intake screenhouse. The NPDES permit directs river water withdrawal rates,'operation of the intake Screenhouse and fish return system and requirement of fine mesh screens

to minimize entrainment.of larval fish and eggs (Appendix A).

During the period.April 1 through August 31, PINGP is requiredto operate the intake vertical
traveling screens in continuous mode and using fine-mesh (0.5 mm) screen material in order to.-
minimize entrainment of larval fish, fish eggs, and other aquatic organisms. In addition, intake"
flows are limited fromApril 15 through June 30 in order to minimize the impingement of fish.
and fish larvae. -During the remaining months (September through March) when entrainment of:.

larval fish and eggs is not expected standard 3/8-inch mesh screens are installed. The fish ,.
handling and return system is in service during both time periods. Surveillance procedutes at

" PINGP are utilized to verify that required operational measures are implemented. Preventative:
maintenance procedures are used to assure that intake screenhouse .equipment is maintained and

perates within required limits.

Based on survival studies, :sampling induced mortality studies, and operational measures, PINGP.
meets the impingement standards set forth by. the 316(b) rule.. Survival .of juvenile and. larger
fish sampled from fine mesh. screens -is 71.5 percent. In addition, studies to determine sampling::
induced mortality determined thatnearly .10 percent of mortality to juvenile fish (15 percent.
mortality for all life stages) is caused by the sampling method. With -sampling mortality factored
in, over 80 percent survivorship is expected from PINGP fine mesh:screens. If operational.
measures are factored in, it can be assumed that overall fish survivorship of the community is:
"wincreased since fewerfsh overall are being impinged. :During the peak larval densitY period
(May and June), PINGP intake flows. are limited to 20 to 30 percent of. design flow...The.
-assuption can be made that during thesemonths only one-third of the fishthat would have be.en
impinged (if operating at design flow) are being impinged resulting in increased overall:
survivorshiP.

Due to the use of 0.5 mm (fine) mesh screens atfthe intake:screenhlouse' from.April through.
' August entrainment standards are met at Prairie Island. It has been documented from larval

-studies conducted at.PINGP. that 0.5 mm mesh screens clect eggs and larvae of all fish
-expected to be encountered in the naturally occurring drift from the Mississippi River

community within the vicinity of the plant.
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Table 1. Summay of Procedures for all Work Typ~es Relevant to the Intake Screenhouse.. I
BANK 1 INTAKE TRAVELING SCREEN .- ChangestheBank.1 intake traveling screens

" FINE/COARSE MODE AND SCREEN and Bank 1 mode from Coarse to-Fine or Fine to
PM 3512-2 CHANGES .' : ":": . 6 MONTH FREQ 180 DAY-INTERVAL .MECH . Coarse

- BANK. INT-AKETRAVELING SCREEN`T -. Changes the Bank 2 intake traveling screens.:
FINE/COARSE MODE AND SCREEN .- and Bank.2 mode from Coarse to Fine or.Fine to

PM 3512.3- CHANGES '6 MONTH FREQ 180 DAY INTERVAL MECH _Coarse

. 121 INTAKE SCREENHOUSE BYPASS GATE. . Perform annual inspection of 121 bypass gatePM 3512;4-121, ]ANNUAL INSP•ECTION -',":.: '" -. ANNUAL'.':- -, MECH .'iyruisstr.. .*- " .;
... . ................... ... ... ... ......-...... --._-..S .... E ....N --• ' IB P S •# ............... .......... -: ...............-- : : -- -• ":--- .................. ..P~ • '~ u ..o -a 1 2 --• • -

11221INTAKE, SCREENHOUSE BASSGAECH hduicysm
PM ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ YA G52-2 NULNPCIN-ANNUA :,-Perform annual inspection of,122 bypass gate

PM 3512-4-122 ANNUAL INSPECTION "ANNUAL - . -. MECH hydraulic system,........ .-' - ' :' ...i.....i..S.i~ ~i's s # • fi X ~ S ....... ........... ..- . .- .....- -' .. ......-. .. ......•:' "7 - :":" --
I NTA KE TRAVE L ING SCRk EE.N'S. SP'RING AND- -----
FALL ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL Perform inspection maintenance, and

PM 3512-5 !MEASUREMENTS i..: : . -, .BI-MONTHLY 61 DAY INTERVAL . MECH -Iadjustment of intake travelingacreens.

.. ' . ' . . - .. .Inspect and record the condition of intake
- FIVE YEAR UNDERWATER INSPECTION OF screenhouse inlet and outlet for debris/sand

PM 3512-8 SCREENHOUSE INLET(S) . YEAR ENG build-up... .... " ............ ~~i YEA tE.--N G .::•i =-;: ---------- ....-.... ......... ,: ":" :'- .:T : : i........ ...i~ ~or• a~ 'ce~ae]• ie in'o '~~" 2•
- 1 - 21 INTAKE SRENOS BYPASS GATE i Perform an underwater inspection of the, 121

PM 3512-9 )INSPECTION " : . - iANNUAL . MECH intake b gate . -

122 NtAkEt SREHOUSE BYPASS GATE Perform an underwater inspection of the 122 -

PM 3512-10 .INSPECTION ... ANNUAL . MECH intake screenhouse bya

INTAE TRVELNG SREE TOPTOPerform a top to bottom inspection and repair of
PM 3512-15 INSPECTIoN AND REPAIR ' AS NEEDED iMECH .itheI intake traveling screen

WEEKL - - Perform periodic (daily/weekly) tasks as
PM 4500-7,. "lNTAKE SCREENHOUSE WEEKLY TASKS .MECH. I described in procedure -

!INTAKE TRAVELING SCREEN SUPPLY 7' 'I"'.erform calibration of instruments listed in IC.
IC OCT-8 • PRESSURE INDICATORS ' -13 YEAR .- ' . ' :IC OCT. '

1121,&122 BYPASS GATES INSTRUMENT " "' ' .. ' . Calibrate. instruments associated with bypass
ICPM 0-005 'CALIBRATION 24 MONTH INTERVAL IC -"..gates.. . .... .......... L.H~ :• i- : ii i6 ..-......... si. ...... ... ... ...... . . ... .. . . .. ....-- . ..... Tae.s i m -n ~ as• -i~ ~ ". .. - -..

!INTAKE SCREENHOUSE SCREENWASH ' Calibrate instruments associated with
iCPM 0-010 INSTRUMENTS CALIBRATION 24 MONTH INTERVAL - " IC screenwash functions

(INTAKE SCREENHOUSE SERVICE &
• . INSTRUMENTAIR COMPRESSER '"Calibration of service and instrument air

ICPM 0-014 INSTRUMENT CALIBRATION. " 36 MONTH INTERVAL. IC c " .om..pressors.i: . : " .. : " "
-DISCHARGE CANAL FLOW INSTRUMENTS Verifies accuracy andoperability of discharge

SP 1260 jCALIBRATION " 18 MONTH .OPS cana flow instrumentation .
OF NPDES PERMIT "Verifies seasonal changes to plant operations to

SP 1333 '(REQUIREMENTS jFIXED.DATE OPS meet permit requirements

•RIVER TEMPERATURE MONITORING* Verifies accuracy and operability of river
SP 1707 _ SYSTEM YEARLY TEST ANNUAL OPS temperature monitoring system

INTAKE SCREENHOUSE BYPASS GATE ''

EMERGENCY OPEN SOLENOID VALVE " I Cycles intake screenhouse bypass gate

TP 2537 . CHECK WEEKLY .OPS emercencv ooen solenoid valve
APPROACH, INTAKE, RECYCLE AND OLD DI ' EN 'NGU Depth soundingsato detect any major changes in

TP 1690 DSCHARGE'CANALDEPTH SOUNDING .AENG build-up of sand/silt

4.' - . ... : . .

j.

' r" : : :~:: :: : .• ., . - . . .. " : . i ,, " :• . =
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Minnesota Pollution nt0 Agecy

CERTIFIED MAIL NO: 7004 2510 0000 2117 5535.
RETURN-RECEIPT REQUESTED,

Mr. Patrick Flowers
Manager, Water Quality Solid Waste q

'Northern States Power d/b/a Xcel Energy:
414 Nicollet Mall
Minneapolis, MN 5540141993:

RE: Major Modification National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System/State Dispsa I
-. System Permit No. MN 0004006

Xcel Prairie Island Nuclear Generating Plant,
Welch, Minnesota -.-.

j Dear Mr.. Fowers:

Enclosed is a copy of the reissued final modified National Pollutant Discharge Elim:inati~on,:.
System (NPDES)/State Disposal.System (SDS) permit for -the Prairie Island Nuclear Generating

Plant. This permit supersedes an earlier NPDES permit that was issued on September 23, 2005,
and modified on January 26, 2006.: All written comments received during the pUblic notice
period were considered. -

ft is the responsibility of the Permittee to maintain compliance with all of the terms and
conditions'of this permit. Please carefully review the entire permit.

We would like to draw your attention to the. following:

Limits and Monitoring Requirements:
AAn additional requirement to monitor and report the total0caendarmonthflow at surface0.
discharge station SD 001 during the months of April, May, and June has been added., The;:
previous permit requiredtthat this value be reported only for the months July through March.
The modified permit requires yea r round monitoring and reporting for total calendar month flow
at SD 001.

Dredged Material Management Requirements:
-:Th-e modifi~edpermit •includes requiiimnts 'edted the stor treatment, disposal and/or

reuse of dredged material generated at Prairie: Island Nuclear Generating Plant. Themodified.
permit does not authorize or regulate the dredging activity itself. -Priorto conducting dredging

520 Lafayette. Rd. N.; Saint, Paul, MN, 551557419 .4; (651) 29 6-6300 (Voice) (651) 282-5332 (T7Y) ýwwwpasamn -us,
St. Paul.- Brainerdl Detroit Lakes. -Duluth-, Mankato - Marshall . Rochester - Wilimar,:,

Equal Opportunity Emrployer,_ Printed onrecycled, paper containing at least 20 percent fibers from paper recycled by consumers6;"`.



Mr. Patrick Flowers
Page 2-

activities in the bed of public waters the Xcel Energy is required to contact the Minnesota."
Department of Natural Resources, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, the appropriate Soil and:
Water Conservation District, county and/or localiunit.of gover'ment. -.

I you have any questions -regarding aIny o f the terms.
Katrina Kessler of our staff at 651-296-7376.,

Sincere

and conditions oif the permit, please. contact,

* Jeff Stollenwerk
Supervisor
Land and Water Quality Permits Section
Industrial'Division

KK:lmg

Eicrilosures: Final Permit

cc: Jim B odensteiner, Xcel Energy, Minneapo lis (w/encloSures).
Brent Kuhl, Xcel Energy, Minneapolis (w/enclosures)
Jeanne Tobias; Xcel. Energy, Prairie Island Plant (w/enclosures)
GeorgeAzevedo, Eonvironmenial Protection Agencyi Chicago (w i/enc!0 sure)

0
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"STATE OF MINNESOTA
Minnesota Pollution Control Agency ".

Industrial Division.,

National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) and -.
State Disposal System (SDS)Permit MN0004006 ,.:

PERMITTEE: Northern'States Power Company d/b/a Xcel.Energy:,..

FACILITY NAME: Prairie Island Nuclear Generating Plant

RECEIVING WATERS: Mississippi River

CITYITOWNSHIP: Welch COUNTY:: Goodhue

MODIFICATION DATE: 6/30/2006 EXPIRATION DATE: August 31, 2010

The state of Minnesota, oh behalf of its citizens through the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency (MPCA),
authorizes the Permittee to discharge from this facility to the receiving waters named above, in accordance .
with the requirements of this permit.

The goal of this permit is to protect water quality according to Minnesota and U.S. statutes and rules,
including Minn. Stat. chs. 115 and 116, Minn. R chs. 7001, 7050 and 7060, and the U.S. Clean Water Act.

'This permit is effective on the modification date identified above, and supersedes the previous permit that:": •
was issued for this facility on September 23, 2005, and modified on-January.26, 2006.-

This permit expires at midnight onthe'expiration date identified above.

Signature:.".: ::.;.' ichael 0Mike J Tib etts, Manager .'FoThe Minnesota Pollution Control-Agzency. . i :!

Land and: Water uaty Permits Section :
Industrial Division

if you have questions on this permit, including the specific permit requirements, permit
reporting or permit compliance status, please contact:;

Minnesota Pollution Control Agency
Industrial Division

. 520 Lafayette Road North
SL~aul~M.N ~ 4 5I519F---Telephone: (651) 296-7376

Fax: .(651) 296-18717.7TelephoneDevicefor Deaf(TTY)" (651) 282-5332"

Printed on recycled paper containing at least 10% paper recycled by consumers
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Table of Contents

Required ,Sub .mittals,.,
.Permitted Facility Description.
T,,Topographic Map of Permitted Facility
Limits and Monitoring Requirements;

Chapter 1. Surface Discharge Stations.
Chapter 2.: ,,Surface Water Station,
Chapter 3. lWaste Stream Stationw

Chapter 4.:Industrial Process Wastewater
Chapter 5. Dredge Material Management
Chapter 6. Steam Electric.,.
Chapter 7. Storm Wastewater
Chapter 8.. Chemical Additives
Chapter 9. Total Facility Requirements
Dredge Sampling information

Page
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'33-35
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Required Submittals

316(b) RequiredSubmittals*:,..
-Source water physical data required by 316(b) Phase 11";;...%....October28,2006. .

Cooling water intake stiructurei data......... ........ ... .. October 28,2006',

:Cooling water system data., ............................... October 28, 2006

Proposal for.Information Collection............ . -... ...... Octobeir28, 2006

Comprehensive Demonstration: Study................. . .....•....... .Octoi.tbeer28,2•2 06:,

-Results of IM &E Study ........................ ................................... October 28, 2006

Design Cons.truction Technology Pant..: ........... 0..Octo ber28, 2006

liTechnology Installation' ad Operatio !nPlia ............... ctober• 218,ý.2006.

Verification Monitoring Plan.............. .... ........... O :" 6-ctober: 28, 2006.,:-

*ThePermitebe has tentativelyselected Compliance Alternative (2) of 40. CF-J 125.!94 (a),tO meet

the impingeiment and enitrainment reduction. requirements.:Alternlative (2) requires that the...
Permittee, demonstrate that existing design and construction technOlogies, operational measures,

and:6r restorationmeasures meetthe impingement mortality and entrainment perform nce

standards.

ý,ý.Other Submnittals:.

Storm water lluiion u ': pre.ý =v . =%e- =n tion pla.. da"ys • ter permit issuance-.

.IIL . 21 days after theend of each ýcailndar month.

: following permit, issuance

APplc tino permi reissuance...........8 day beore permiteprto
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Permitted Facility Description ,

This facility is a two unit. nuclear fueled electric-generating plant. Both units use a pressurized
water reactor system design-with a maximum Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) licensed
S power level of 1650 megawatts thermal per unit,which is equivalent to.a combined maximum -:

generating capacityof approximately 1100 megawatts electric for the facility. :-The treatment andl: '
disposal systems at the plant consist, of a chemical treatment system, a reverse osmosis.system, a
radioactive waste (radwaste) treatment system, an intake screening system, and coomlg towers.
water is withdrawn friom wells for plant process uses, and from the river for condenser/circulating
water. system and cooling water systems. The condenser/circulating water system provides high .

volume cooling water flow for the turbine-condenser steam cycle whenever a unit is operating arind;-
also allows for excess heat rejection when a nuclear unit is at thermal power with the generator off-
line. The cooling water system supplies other plant equipment, such as pumps, motors and heat"'
exchan'gers and: is normally operated at all times. -

The plant discharges condenser/circulating water and cooling water the Mississippi River via
the condenser/circulating water system discharge canal through surface discharge SD 00:1.
Duringthe winter months, a portion.of the warm water from the dischargecanal i~sret'ured tob.:..
the intake screenhouse via a de-icing line to prevent ice build-up on the bar racks and traveling
screens. The plant:discharges steam generator blowdown through surface'discharge'SD 002.
Radwaste treatment system effluent is discharged through surface discharge SD 003. The:
reverse.osmosis (RO) system effluent is discharged through surface discharge, SD 004 .The unit ,
1 and Unit 2-turbine building sumps, which are comprised of noncontact cooling water, 0)
.condensate traps and drains, roof and floor drains, unit 1 and 2 condensate blowdown.and the:.,
heating system blowdown, are discharged through surface discharges SD 005i and SD 006.
Miscellaneous plant floor drains are discharged through surface discharge SD 010. All of the.
above surface discharges (SD) are ultimately discharged to the river via the circulating water
system dischag cnL, SD 001.
"The plant intake scren'backwash is discharged via'SD012.. The fish return systemw.hich

collects impinged fish'. aquatic•organisms, and debris off the vertical t msigscreensis also
:discharged via SD 012.:.SD.012 discharges directly to the river.- i '' .

The. plant has two intenai waste streams, theUnit 1Land Unit 2 cooling water:systems. These
:systems' are treatedroutinely with bromine and/or chlorine: to cotrol bio fouling rganiss and,":
when being treated, r designated as wast srasW 01anWS 002. Bromine. and/or

'chlorine residuals are. limited in.accordance with this permit,-. Since WS00.1iand WS 002 'are..
comprised of cooling water system:flow(s) at the time of treatment, these internal waste streams
are also. discharged to the river via the. circulating water system at SD 001.

. -.., : :)
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T" plnt Is..a an la d '. '" , m e. ' t"

pan so anon land treatment and disposal systemi typically referred to as the "land-
lock drainage system." The land-lock drainage system is used for periodic disposal and .
treatment of turbine building sump discharges when the total suspended solids and oil and grease
residual of the sump water is such that it exceeds applicable discharge limitations. The system
consists of ant approximately 500 ft long, 10 ft wide drainage trench which allows for
treatment/filtration of collected water through a semi-permeableclay liner system.
Reconstructed in 1998, the drainage trench does not discharge to surface, waters, and

accumulated water either evaporates or seeps away. Turbine building sump discharges to the
land-lock drainage system are primarily composed of river water/sediment and solids,,:
The plant uses a number of chemical additives for various purposes within the plat systems and

piping and may discharge residual concentrations of these additives via the surface discharges,..
The concentrations of any additives used that may cntribute to a discharge have beenreviewed
and approved by the MPCA (reference NPDES Limits Matrix dated November 1, 2004) and are.::

restricted accordingly. Any new chemical additive usage or increase in dosages used requires
approval by the MPCA in accordance with Chapter 7 of this permit.

The plant is limited in the amount of heat it may discharge to the river. The thermal limitations
regulating the plant cooling water discharge are described in Chapter 5:part 2 Applicable
Effluent Limitations - Thermal Limitations. The plant's heat discharge or thermal load to the.
:river is limited by mixed river temperature immediately below Lock and Dam No. 3,e downstream of the plant. Cooling tower operation is sometimes required to meet the thermal.
limitations.. To determine the ambient riyer water temperature, assess the plant's thermalinput,
and assure compliance, with applicable thermal limitations, temperature monitoring is conducted
at S 001 ondenser/circulatin water and cooling water dischargecanal outfall), a heI pt

intake, (SW 002), at the main river channel (SW 003-upstream river point), at a point(s) in
Sturgeon Lake (SW 004-upstream river, point), and immediately downstream of Lock and Dam
No. 3 by tl-tree separate temperature prob&es (SW 001).: i.' .:
The plant is also regulated by the amount of river water that may be used for condenser and

equipment cooling. The design of the various plant cooling systems does not allow for direct,
measurement or river intake flow but does. allow for calculation of discharge flow SD 001 based.-:

on sluice gate positions and canal water elevation.1 River water withdrawal rates are controlled'.
indirectly by imposing limitations on discharge flow at SD 001, which approximates intake flow.-

The discharge flows'are limitedfirom April. 15 through:June .30 in order, to minmiuze the
impingement of fish and fish larvae, as stated in Chapter 1, Part 5.1.5 Theplant must operate the..... .
intake screening system throughout the year as required in Chapter 5, Parts 4.1 and 4.2 to assure....
impinged fish are returned to the river via the fish return system. In addition, during the period
April. 1 through August 3 Lthe plant is required to operate theintake vertical traveling screense
using the fine mesh screen material in order to, minimize entrainment of larval fish, fish eggs, and
other aquatic organisms.o the . • .i
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Sanitary wastewater generated at the plant is treated uising•htheplant's septic system or trucked to
Red Wing WWTP or Prairie Island, Community Water Treatment Plant.

The surfae discharge (SD) ad internal -waste stream. (WS) discharges from,:the plant are
ýdescie inthe 1ftollwgtalwt approximnateQ fows inimillio gallons. e day, (MGD):

DISCHARGE WASTEWAT-E SYSTEM- MAXIUM FLOW AVERAGEFLOW
.SD 001 O CodenseiC irciig,. ,Water: 864 '503

S~~and .oln Wae 0
SD02 SemGenerdt6r ,:ýBlowdow;ýn. A576: 0.0 12

SD003. Ra dioactiveWasteEffliunt '0.230.-:` 0.002
SDR004 Rverse.Osmosis Effluent 0.244 ... 0.051. .
-SD05 -Unit:1. Turbine Buil.gSump.. 0.360, 0030.:---'

-<:::SD 006 ..Unit 2 TubineBing sump 0.360 0 S : .030.

SD 010 Miscellaneous:PlantFloo6r . 0.015 . . 0.001:s:SD02 In'ý-tlake Screen Backwas~h and3.20

* FishReturn
WS 001 !:Com4bine-d. Unit 1 and Unit 2.6 25
WS 002 ' Cooling. Water.(when subj~ect . ..

to oxidation)__________________
Note: Flows are basd oni available data for 3 months of system operation in 2005

...... ......
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The location of the facility aud the' selected mionitoring stations. is shown on the mnap below.
Topographic Map of Permitted!Facility
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Permit Mod..fied: June 30, 2006

Permit Expires: August 31, 2010

Xcel.- Prairie Island Nuclear. Generating
-,Limits: and Monitoring Requirements

Page 7

Permit #: MN0004006

The Permittee. shall comply with the limits and monitoring requirements as specified below.

SD 001: Condenser Circ Water & Cooling Water Sys (Applicable only during discharge):

Parameter- . Limit Units" -Limit e Effective Period Sample Type lFrequency[. Notes

hlorine Rate ... Monitor k.lig/day DailyMaximum Jan-Dec -" Calculationf -x Day 2I, Only ___:__'. "' :_-_. . _____._""," _

rlow . Monitor ] MG __f Calendar Month Total Jan-Dec . ] Measuremont J 1 x Day I
low 'f Monitor mgd " Daily Average: " Jul-Mar]:. Measurement ff I x Day. I

low f,. . :97 : ".mgdo..: .Daily Average ,Apr. Measurement x xDay 13

low Ing 194 mgdg Daily Average Intervention - Apr f Measurement lixDay j 12

Flow 194 "f mgd Daily Average Intervention May " Measurement ffIx Day [ :

low.,259 Jf mgd Daily Average Jun Measurement lx Day 15

JlowL - 517.5 -fngd Daily Average Intervention Jun Measurement lx Day 14

xidants,.Total Residual (Bromine,,."j 0.001 1.]mg/L ]F Daily Maximum Jan-Dee f Calculation 1 x Day .
ontinuous ii___If._ I _______ ______1it__

Pxidants, Total.Residual.(Bromine), . 0.05 '[ mg/L1 Instantaneous Jximum Jan-Dec. IGrab IxDay [
Interm ittent ii _ _ .__ _ _ ________...... I _ _ - .... .... _____.. .... I ...... -

Xidants, Total Residual (Chlorine), ]F 0.047. mg/L " Daily Maximum " " Jan-Dec f'.Calculation j lx Dayf-_ _

sTotal Residual (Chlorine), J 0. -mg/L jf Instantaneous Maximum, j Jan-Dec G Ab j. b x Day:_L j __ .._]I• -ittent • -- .:.. : """ - ". . "": .. " , -i :-:

H -f 9.0 SU Calendar MonthMaximum Jan-Dec :f Grab If .xWeek j 17..

H .. 6.0 'ý SU- Calendar Month Minimum Jan-Dec .... Grab .. lxWeek 17

'lant Capacity Factor, Percent of Monitor % if Calendar Month Average Jan-Dec ii Measurement I x Day -

emperature, water .'Monitor ~ Deg F] . '"SingleNValue Ian-Dec Measurement, I x Day : 7
.. __Onl I. '-_...._._. : . ContinuoUs i s_ . :

SD 002: Steam Generator Blowdown Discharge .... .. ........._

Parameter Limit ][ Units. . Limit Type .Jf Effective Period Sample Ty Frequency Notes.

low . ' Monitor imgd L CalendarMonth Average ifJanec Estimate .x Month

r Only1f Ja-e

Flow I Moitor MG ledarMonthTotal If Jan-Dec If Estimate lx Month

olids, Total Suspended (TSS) J 65.3 Ff kg/day jf Calendar Quarter Average. i Jan-Dec If Grab If 1 x Quarter .. __"."

olids, Total, Suspende~d (TSS) f:3 mILjCaendar Quarter Aveaej. Jai-e f Grb JxQuarter} ___

ol~ids, Total Suspended (TSS) Id 21. gdy II Daily Maximum Jan-Dec Grab If x Quarterj____I

~ ~~~b~f~?I7 i~aly~v~ximu - Fn~De.........~af

' 7nD. __uaf-
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The Permittee shall comply with the limits and monitoring requirements as specified below.

SD 003: Radwaste Treatment Effluent.
,Parameter J Limitt. I. [Units Limit Type ][ Effective Period ISample Type lFrequencyl Notes

low J, Monitor mgd ]f Calendar Month Average Jan-Dec Estimate I x Month I

low -.Monitor [MG J Calendar.Month Total Jan-Dec - Estimate [ 1 x Month

olids, Total Suspended (TSS)- 26.0 :. kg/day Calendar Quarter Average 1 Jan-Dec Grab I x er

Solids, Total Suspended.(TSS). 0 j[ F Calendar QuarterQAveage Jan-Dec ] Grab [1 xQuarter

olids, Total Suspended (TSS). . .86.9 " kg/day Daily Maximum: Jan-Dec ]" .Grab [ uar

Si, tSpd0 mg -Daily Maximum Jan-Dec Jf Grab 1 x QuarterI •o lids, T otal Suispended (T SF, : i .100 ' 1 X Q u rte

SD 004: Reverse Osmosis Effluent

SD 005: Unit. 1Turbine Bldg Sump Dschg ........

Parameter. Limit units j[ LimitType : Effective eriod Sample TyelFrequency Notes
low..'. ".... -, ,"Monitor g CalendarMonthAverageJ Jan-Dec,:: Estimate: 1xMontht __._

low .Monitor MG .- f CalendarMonthTotal[ L Jan-Dec ]. Estimate I 1xMonth-
': , :..: .: ::" ::'. :. .Only ______.___ : ::[ '___________________ ii_____"__________ I-" . ... ______ IL _____"___"_. " " ___"____"___) ..

Hil & Grease, Total Recoverable IF 10.1-[mg/b.i Calendar Month Average ". Jan-Dec aGrab: 1 x Month
HexaneiExtraction _____I ___ i ____________i _________ t______ I_____ ___

il & Grease, Total Recoverable 15 mg/b] Daily Maximum .Grab 1 Moth
Hexane Extraction) Jj _g/L_ ._""_ I Maximum .._...._ .f Jan-Dec Lx n

olids, Total Suspended (TSS) j 30 Calendar Month Average .] Jan-Dec Grab I i xMonth 1.16
Solids, Total Suspended (TSS) 100i f mg/b DalyMaum t: Jan-Dec Grab 111 xMo f 16

.......... Maxini

SD 006: Unit.2 Turbine Bldg Sump.Dschg _ __ .________--___" _____-

Parameter..:]- Limit Jj Units J[ . Limit Type Effective Period ]Sample.TypeFq eguency[ Notes I
?low . Monitor] mgd Calendar Month Average I Jan-Dec j Estimate [ x Month J :

flow.. -. . jf_ i.it•r2I: .G•.....__-_a Mont Toa 1 Jan-Dec 1 Estimate Ix1 xMonth .

il & Grease, Total Recoverable Cr 1o.0 m/Av erb oth
rHexane Extraction) ".____- If Calendar Month Average Jan-Dec . .

il & Grease, Total Recoverable . 15 rf.mg/b 1! Daily.Maximum . Jan-Dec f Grab .. F x Mnth
Hexane Extraction) j r• _: - ..' '_ mC r . n _____I_,r_ _ Iferage :- . :lonth .[.".. . -.

Solids, Total Suspended (TS)30 mb Calendar Mont Avrg t JnDc I rb 1xMnh 1

p
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..The Permittee shall comply with the limits and monitoring requirements as specified below: " , . " :. :': '. ,:- .: -.. , ::: .i .: ; ' " g, -, '" n" s a-s . "e i. e " be." w.:-

SD 006: Unit 2Turbine Bldg Sump Dschg _________

FParameter Limit Units { Limit, Type- 11 Eff6etive Period [7amleTypeFrequene Notes

olids, Total Suspended.(TSS) FmgIL Daily Mxiu Jan-ra,-Decoth 1

SID 0 10: Misc Plant Floor Drains Discharge

Parameter '. iLimit Units 1 Limit Type Effective Period] SampleTyp.elFre uencyi Notes

low Monitor mgd :[Calendar QuarterAverage- : Jan-Dec Estimate'., I xQuaer

low [... . .Monior MG Calendar Quarter Total Jan-Dec . Estimate lx Quarter

oil & Grease, Total Recoverable . f 10 '] mg/L Calendar Quarter Average I[. Jan-Dec. Grab. I x Quarter
Hqexane Extraction)._________L_____________________I____________I____

Oil & Grease, Total R6coverable 15 m/fngL -j Daily Maximum Jan-Dec .,.... Grab [i x Quarter
Hexane Extraction . . . i i ::_____ J} . I . -,"__ ._j .__'_. .J.__ _.

Solids, Total Suspended'(TSS) 30 igf j Cal~enda Qurtrarter[anDe Ga

olids, Total Suspended (TSS) iQO mg/L Daily:Maximum Jan-D Gra [ aer{ I

SD 012: Intake Screen Backwash + Fish Retn

Parameter Limit Units [ Limit Type . E•ffective Period Sample Type jFre quency, Notes
Monto gd FCalendar Month Average -. Jan-Dec Estimate . xMonth I

tI *,Y: . 11
low Monitor MG Calendar Month Total Jan-Dec ," Estim 1 [ Month 3

SW 001:. MissiSsippi River Below Lock& Dam #3;
Parameter j Limit J[ Units J . Limit Type E[ ffective PN

rremperature.Difference Between ]: 5 Deg F J1 Monthly Average of Daily .- Apr-Oct Measurement, 1 x Day. 9:
[Sam ple & .Reference Point " Maximum t_._.______.""""_ Continuous J _____ : I,

emperature, Water 86 . DegF 1 Daily Average .. Jan-Dec... 11 Meurement,I 1x Day 8.•te 86 Dal Aveage Mesuemnt :"8.: . ii:::/

11_emperature,___tr, _______ __- _ : ' " . "_ _"_: . j Continuous. j- ._,. .I ._ "

Water eratue7 WatereDg-F• • Daily Average Intervention ! .,-NoxvMar I1sr t' ' x Day.

emperature, Water, 43- DegF Daily AverageIntervention Apr-Oct Measuremen 1 x.Day, 1

SW 002 Plant Intake Channel,.

-.,= Pa t '" "Lirij- Uiit[ 7 -i-tT Te- [ Effective Period: Samle Frequnec Notes
r tureWater .. Monitor Deg F Single Valu "Jan-Dec . Mament,. 1Dy 8.

___ .___ ...___.____. _ Only Continuusi
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Permit #: MN004006.

The Permittieeshall comply with the limits.and monitoring requirements as specified below;

SW 003:. Main River Channel Upstream Pt.

. Paameter. ' Limit Units [ ,Limit Type ]F Effective Perid Sample Tye Freuenc i Notes
emperature, Water"; Monitor DegF. [f ; Single Value Jan-Dec.. Measurement, x Day,[

On Continuousf i f .

SW 004:' Sturgeon. Lake.- UpstreamPt.

r 777Parameter.... ii nt [ Limit Tý e Effective PeriodSml eFe n Notes
'emperature, Water .[Mn..ir... siiti Dg F Single. Value JInFDeciMeapu remetne Day "81

Only~iz~ Continuous

ws 001: Unit .Cooling Water Discharge.

Parameter . Limit.. Units- ] . Limit Type. .. Effecti•e Period Sample Type Frequency. Notes
Flow•. -:.:... . ' . " ' f. ntor .. mgd. ]- Calendar Month Average .. . Jan-Dec 1 Measurement, 1 xDay6..

____ ___ ____ ___ ___ ___ ____ _ JContinuous - K

ow Calendar.Month To . an-ec Measurement, 1  y.r. ... 7: '• :, . .,:,. ; O l t i " 1 ', "" " 1 : : "' lContinuous't ? '"" I '.....- :."

xidnts ToalResdua j 2.0 m/L Daily Maximum . Jan-Dec: Ira ]x Day jjI1.

WS 002:'ý Unit 2 Coo1ing Waer Di.SC h arg.e.

Parameter . Limit ]I Units Limit Tye 6 Effective Period ISam ple e•Frequencyl otes
low . f Monitori CalendarmMonthAverage J.nDcýý . Meaure.ent xD

Only. . . Continuous,

low .. : Monitor [MG. Calendar Month Total ]f "Jan-Dec if Measurement,I .f.1xDay. 6
. ...Jf ' .... Onl __. ,__. ."_ _ " Continuous .. _ _

xidants, Total Residual 2.0 mDaily Maximum.. ., Jan-Dec , Grab . x Day-j .1

)

.........................................., , 7
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The Permittee shall comply with the limits and monitoring requirements as specified below.

Notes.
I- Determined using flow curve and sluice gate position, see Chapter 9, Part 1.28.

-- During intermittent treatment, the discharge of total residual oxidants. shall be limited to'a total.of .2 hours per 24. hour period. The Permittee shall..,
monitor the amount and time of oxidant application and.shall report it monthly.

-- Large debris collected at the trash racks shall be disposed of so as to prevent it from entering waters.of the state
-- May exceed this fl6w limit if needed to. keep from exceeding 85 degree F condenser inlet temperature operating limit provided that flow is ,

minimized and cooling towers are operating to the maximum extent possible.
5-- Once the tempefature in the receiving water ialls below 43 degrees F for.. fihe consecutive' days the discharge shall not raise the temperature of the
eceiving water above 43 degrees for an extended period of time. .If the temperature in the river is greater than 43 degrees F for two consecutive days,,.-

e Permittee shall noti y the MPCA. This limits applies until the am'bient river, temperature increases to 43 degrees F or above for 5 consecutive days
or.until April .l,whichever.occu'rs first. The. Permittee shall submit the daily maximum, daily average, and daily minimum temperature collected at each
of the three monitoring probes located on the dividing piers at Lock and Dam No..3 With the monthly DMR.
6- See Chapter 3 for data collection and reporting.

7 See Thermal Limitations in Chapter 5.-
8-- See applicable sections in Chapter 2 and 5 for thermal limitations and data collection requirements. .
9 Startinge April .1 the discharge shall not raise the temperature of the receiving water greater thain 5 degrees F above the ambient water temperature

obasedn the monthly averages of maximum daily temperaturesat the three monitoring probes (refeirence lpinft)located on the piers dividing Lock and.-*
Dam No. 3. This limit applies until such a point when the daily average temperatur6 of the receiving water is less than 43 degrees F for 5 consecutive
dayso

>Starting April I the discharge shall not raise the temperature of the receiving Water greater than 5degrees F above the ambient.Water temperature.
nit applies until such a point when the daily average temperature of the receiving water is less than 43 degrees F for 5 consecutive days. The

W,• tee shall submit the. daily maximum, daily average, and daily minimum temperature for each of the three monitoring probes located on the
ividing piers at Lock and Dam No. 3 with the monthiy DMR..

11 -- The Permittee shall monitor SD 001 foi total r'esidual oxidant and be subject to the limitations as described in the Limits and Monitoring
equirements forSD001. g

12 _- This limit applies from April 15 -30 when the flow in the receiving water is greater than .or equal to 15, 000 cfs. May exceed this flow limit if
needed to keep from exceeding the 85 degree F condenser inlet temperature, operating limit provided that flow is minimized and cooling towers are
operating to.maximum extent possible.,
13 -- This limit applies from April 15 -30 when the flow in the receiving water is less than 15, 000 cfs. May exceed this flow limit if needed to keep
from'exceeding the 85 degree F condenser inlet temperature operating limit provided that flow is"minimized and cooling towers are operating to
m maximum extent possible. . ........ .
14 -- This limit applies from June 16 - 30; May exceed this flow limit if needed tb keep from exceeding 85 degree F condenser inlet temperature
operating limit provided that flowis minimized and cooling towers are operatingto the maximum extent possible. ,
15 -- This limits applies from June 1- 15. May exceed this flow limit if needed to keep from exceeding 85 degree F condenser inlet temperature
operating limit provided that flow is minimized and cooling towers are operating to the maximum extent possible.
16 - Where the background level of natural origin is reasonably definable-and normally is higher than the specified limits for total suspended solids
,average andmaXimum), the natural level may be used as the limit
171-- pH limit is not subject to averaging and shall be met at all times:

:_ .:," ..• .: " i ? " : .. .:-:. ": :::: ':, , ,• '• • .•:A - , .: ".. .. :. : . ':" , . ._ . ii".: •:, :. ". •:: , ::. ..=:.i• •. :, .". :, ... : . -:.- ". i..:.: :" :. ." . .z
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1'Uapter 1. Surface Discharge Stations

*ampling Location..

1.1 Samples taken in compliance with monitoring requirements specified for surface discharge SD 001 shall be

taken ata point representative of the discharge. Samples taken in compliance with monitoring requirements for
ouffalls 002, 003, 004, 0!0, and 012 shall.be taken at apointrepresentative of the discharge prior to mixing

with other waste streams. Samples taken in compliance with monitoring requirements foroutfalls 005 and 006
shall be taken at a point representative of the discharge prior to mixing withother waste streams, and samples

shall be taken at each outfall.

2. Surface Discharges

2. 1 Oil or other substances shall not be discharged in amounts that create a visible color film.

2.2 There shall be no discharge of floating solids or visible foam, except that which occurs naturally in the river, in

other than, trace amounts.

2.3 The Permittee shall install and maintain outlet protection measures at the discharge stations to prevent erosion if

necessary.

3. Discharge Monitoring Reports

.3.1. The Permittee shall ýsubmit monitoring results for discharges in accordance With the limits and monitoring

requirements for this station.. If no discharge occi'rreed during thereporting period, the Permittee shall check the
"No Discharge" box onithe. Discharge Monitoriig Report(DM) .

* quirements for Specific Stations

4. 1 SD 00,11: Submit a monthly DMR monthly by 21 days after the end of each calendar month following permit

issuance.

4.2 SD 002: Submit a monthly DMR monthly by 21 days after the end of each calendar month following permit

issuance.

4.3 SD 003: Submit a monthly DMR monthly by 21 days after the end of each calendar month following permit

issuance.

4.4 SD.004: Submit a monthly DMR monthly by 21 days after the end of each calendar month following permit

issuance.

4.5 SD 005: Submit a monthly DMR monthly by 21 days after the end of each calendar month following permit

issuance.

4.6 SD 006: Submit a monthly DMR monthly by 21 days after the end of each calendar month following permit

issuance.

4.7 SDi 010: Submit a quarterly DMR quarterly by 21 days after the end of each calendar quarter following permit

issuance.

4.8 SD 012: Submit a monthly DIM monthly by 21 days after the end of each calendar month following permit

issuance.

5. Special Requirements

-'Discharge Operations
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Chapter1.I Sufc ischarge Sain

5. Special. Requiremfents:.

: .5.1' The.plant coingwater discharge flows in mIllion gallons.per day (mgd) shall be limited:' "follows during the
spciidperiod s:

April 15 ,30: 194. mgd if the-flow in the river is at or above 15,000 cfs
97mgd if the flow in the river is below 15,000.:cfs.

May 131: l94 mgd
June 1 -15: :.2-59 mgd
June 16-30: :517.5- mgd'

5.2 The piant may.dischargeWWaterat SD 001. at higher flow rates. during the specified period, if needed to prevent
condenser inlet temperatures from exceeding 85 degree F provided that such higher flows -are minimized to.the
extent practical, and all c6oling towers are opearted to the maximum practical extent. .

3 16(b) Demonstration
.,Souirce Water Physical Data, Cooling Water-Intake Structure Data, Cooling Water.System.Data

5.3 The Pernittee shall submit: the sourcewater physical data, cooling water intake structuiredata , Iand co oiing&
water system data in accordance with the NPDES. Final Regulations to Establish Requiremiients.ifor Cooing
Water IntakeStructuresat Phase.: I Existin gFacilities,. published July 9, 2004:in the Federal Register pusuant to

31(b f te Clean -W.ater Act, 4ocfRParts 9, 122,123 ,124, and 125. -

The data shall be submitted by October 28, 2006.
.316(b)Proposal for Information Coilection and Comprehensive Demonstration Study Requirements

c. 5.4 The: Permittee has tentatively selected Compliance Alternative (2) of 40CFR 125.94 (a).to:meet the dimpingement
and :entrainment reduction requireme•ns. Alternative:(2) requires that the:Permittee demonstr

4: designi and construction technologies, operational measures, and/or restoration measures meet the impingement
mortality and enitrainmtrenrt perforac standards.:, - --'ý

5•.5 The Permittee shall submit a Proposal for. Infrmation Collection in accordance with the. NPDES FinalRegulations to Establish Requireements for Cbooling Water Intake Structures at Ph'a, IIExisting Facilities by
October. 28,. 2006.,

5.6 The Permittee shall submit a comprehensive d:e mristration.(CDS).'study in.accordanrce witý:.316(b) of the Clean
WaterAct, 40CFR.Part 9, 122,123, 124; and 125. The6316(b) demonstrati6n study.elements, further desc••bed
below, shall be implemented to assure thatthe"1ocation, design, construction, and capacity of the cooling water
intake structure at the plant reflect the best technology. available'(BTA) for minimizing adverse environmental
impa ct.

The 316(b) CDS shall demonstrate that the. implementation and/or operation of technolo Igy d operational.
measures will reduce cooling water intake impingement mortality of all life stages of fish and shellfish by 80 to.95 and percentIand will reduce entrainemntiby 60 -to 90 percent from the baseline calculation, based on the
316(b) perormnc reurmnsfrafehwater river.

'The Perrmittee shall submit the CDS: by October: 28, 2006.:
3 6(b)YDe-mostfii6a on kI rMýtliynEntrinm nt(I-M&E)-Car-Srztintudy:---,

'(baselinie development).
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,Aapter 1. Surface DischargeoStations

Speial Requirements,,'

' 5.7. The Permittee shall submit the restilts.of an Implingement Mortality and Entrainment Characterization Study
. -. ,(IM&E Study). The study shall provide information to support the development of a calculation baseline for ievaluating impingement mortality and entrainment consistent with the 316(b) rule. *' The Permittee may update,
the.study upon request to, andpapproval by, the MPCA..

- All field sampling shallbe conducted under present normal plant operating conditions, ;screen rotation, and plant.
flows. Documentation shall be. maintained-of plant operations during.sampling.: All species impinged shall be...
identified, with weight and. length measurements taken to. the extent feasible. Data from historical studies may
be included in the' calculationd"ofbaseline impingement and entrainent. if deemed relevant and appropriate'.

5.8. The IM&E Study shaH include thefollowing in accordance with the 316(b)requirements: .

a. Taxonomic identifications. of all life stages of fish,. shellfish, and any species protected under Federal, State,..
-or Tribal Law (includingthr-eatenedort endangered specie-s) that are in the viiniof the cooliig water intake
structure and are susceptible' of impingement and entrainment> "
b. .A characteriation of ailliife stages of fish, shellfishand any spe~ieS protected under Federal stite,ad and

Tribal Law (inciudin$g.threateneed orentIdangere, species) identified'pursuant to paragrpih a. aqove, mc luding a .
description ofithe abun`dane ad temporai and spatial characteristics in thelvicinitny oftha 'coing water ntkestructure(s), baed on sufficient data t' characterize annual, seas•nai ad :dielvariationS in impingement .
mortality and entrainment (e.g related to climate d weatheridifferences, spawn-ing feedingandwate coluImn.
migration).." These. may include historical data that are representative. of the current operation andbiological

-conditions at the site. '

c. Documentation of the current impingement mortality of 'all life stages of fish, shellfish, and-any species .
protected under Federal, State, or Tribal Law (including threatened or endan~gered species) identified pursuant to
paragrapha..aboVe and an estimate of impingeinent mortality and'entfainment to be used as a baseline.

5.9 The Pernittee shall submit the.results of the.M&E study, by October 28,2006. The submittal shall describe the
.c •alculated baseline for' impingement mortaiity and entrainment and verify the calculated baseline based on the
ttal acquired impingement 'and entrainment ;data..'.

316(b) Demnonstration.::-
Design and Construction ,Technology Plan.

5.10 The Permittee shall submit a Design and Construction Technology Plan (DCT Plan) to the MPCA for review- and approval.:: The DCT:Plan shall d:escribe the technologies and/or operational-measures in place and/or
- selected tomeet the impingement adenainment performance rqir0hements in the•316(b) Rule, 125.94.

5.11 The DCTPlan shall include the f6llowing information in accordance with 36(b)'Rule requirements:
a. A narrative description of the design andpeation ofal designand nstruction technologies and/or

;operational measurs(existingand proposed), including 'fish handling and return systems,.that are in place or
will be used to meet' e requirement toreduce impingement moitalityand entraient of those species-

- - expected to be most susceptible, and inflormation that demonstrates the efficacy of the technologies and/or
- operational measues for those speeies. A'•ote .d _ n i DES

app~lication.----- ~ito so~j~dnteND~eni

b- Calculations of 'the reduction in impingement mortality andentrainment of all life stages of fish and shellfish
that would be achieved by the technologies and/or operational measures selected; based on the IM&E study..:
The total reduction in mortality must be assessed against the calculation baseline."--.-."
c: Design:ad :engineering arawings, and calcation results and descriptions, preparedlby a qualified

pro fessional tosupport the descriptions required by paragraph a. above. - - - ' -

.,.':..
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Chapter 1. Surface.Discharge Stations

5. Special Requirements

5.12 The DCT Plan shall be subitfted to:the MPCA for review and approval. by October 28, 2006.

L 316(b) Demonstration
Technology Installation and Operation Plan

5.13 A Technology InstallationhandOperation Pir (TO Plan) shallbe shbmiited for MCA review and approval.b
..:The TIO Plan. shall intcludes the following in accordance with 316(b) Rule requirements:

.a.-A schedule for the :maintenance orf -ay new design and 6&onstruction techhologies -The technology
installation shall be reasonably schediled to ensure that impacts to energy reliability and supply are minimized..

: b. Listof operational and oher parameters to mbe mnitored, and the ldcations and frequency for monitoring.

c .:-g. List of acfiVitie to brendertaken to ensue to th• dege practicable the efficay of installed desig.nand

cntoiios ticon techniog'ieS and operotional mea .sue. andI the:schedule for implem entati ion.

Sd.' Aschedule:and method6olo for asessing theefficacy of any installed design and constructionit~chiologies:
and operati6nal measures in meeting applicabe P performance stadards.or sit ! specificrequirement•siclumding
an: • adaptive manage•mnnplan for revising desigonandcostuctiitchnolgiesperational masures, operation

and maintenance requirements',' andior mOnitoringire .quirements if the assessme§ t idicates that applicabl. -

... performancstandard (impingement mortality adentrianmen.. reductions) are, notbeingmet.

5.14 TheTIO Plan shall be .submittedto theMPCAfor review and approval by October28, 2006. The Permittee,
shall meet the terms of the TIO. Plan in accordance with MPCA approval of the TIO Plan, including any-,
revisions to the adaptive management.plan component of the TIO Plan that may be necessary should applicable
performance standards (impingement mortality and entrainment: reductions) not be met.

316(b)'Demonsotration
VerificationMntrn Plan.

5.15 The Permittee shall-submita verificationc Monitoring Plan (VM Plan) to the MPCA for review and approval.

The VM Plan shall describe the monitoring to be% cn6dcted over"a"per•iod of-2yeais designed to verify that the
full-scale performance of the proposed or already implemented technblogies andor oper nationalmeauresare
successful in meeting the performance standards (applicable impingement mortality and entrain'ment ,

reductions). .The VM Plan shall provide the following:
.a. Description of the :frequencyi and duationofmonitoringthe parameters tobe monitoredanid the basis for

determining the para6eters and the.frequency and duration of moiiitoring. The parameters selectedand duration ..
. and frquencyof monitoring cshallbe•consistenf with any meth ogy .fr assessing success&inmeeting

applicableperformance Standards in theTIO Pl.an The method:for assessment of succeSS shall b.e spified
including the averaging period for determining the percent reduction in impingement mortalityý
b." A proposal on how haturally moribound fish and shellfish tat enter the cooing water intake structure would

be identified and taken into account in -assessing success in meeting the performance standard...

c...: A description of the information to be included in a subsequent biennial status, report to the MPCA...

5.16 The VM Plan'shall be submitted to the MPCA by.October 28, 200.6.
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," apter1. Surface Discharge Stations

pecial Requirements

5.1 7 Verfication monitoring in accordance wifththe VM Plan shall be conducted fo aperiod of 2years to
demonstrate whether the design and construction technology and/or operational measures meet the, applicable
performance standard (impingement mortality and entrainment reduction),. A final report. on verification
mo nitoringshall be subitted to the NPCA within 120 days f competion ofverificationmonitoring.: The

:..MPCA may approve a change to the plan at any time. The plan elements ard procedures shall be follo wed as
'.described in the-latest approved version:of the plan. The Permittee may make.changesto the':studies and plan

u request to, and approval, by, the. MPCA..

316(b) Demonstration:,:
Records .-. 

. . -

5.18.The Permittee shall maintain records of significant data used to develop the IEM TI P VM Plan;;record s
regarding compliance with the requirements of the 3 6() R ; a c ance im nito g t for ali th th, f I(bj Ru~le'; and anycmp~liance6 Jmonioing a o

p,,eriod of at- least* 5 years from p.e Irmit issuance.-

,,,3,16(b) Demonstration:Z
Biennial Status Report '

5.19: The Permittee shall submit a biennial.•status report beginning July 1, 2011 to th•e• ',MPC The biennial sta•s•S
report shallsummarize* monitoring data and other informationirelevant to perfOrmam e... !ftheinstalled
technology and/or operation measures. Other information shall inclide summarie's ofsignificant,6perati6n and
maintenance records and summaries of adaptivemaniagement activies,•or other inf

determining. compliance with the facility's TOlan;.rlvato

Chapter 2. Surface 'Water Stations,.,

1.;Samnpling Location
- .1i Tm-peratue monitoringfo•r SW Station 001 shall be takn by', 3 separate probesdlocedaime diately

ow.nstrealmof Lock'and.Dba No.on threepiersdividing the four egated sections of the.da. ' Indiidual
temperature (naximum, average, and minimum) data froniach pobe shall'be•'clleced and submitted.

'Compliance with the: Sdegee Fmiaximum •allowable inerease :at ISW' 00 sha lle based, on t m•onthl average,
of the daily maximum tempernature atthe three bes. Temperature rem itoring for Station 002 shall be
: taken'at apoint in the intake channe representative of river water tem. erature uaffe~cted by the plant thermal

discharge6.Temperature.monitoring for SW' Station 003. shaiil be itaen in thi e main riverch annel'at a.point ::.:: •:
unaffected by the plantthermal discharge.: Temperatremonitoring frSWStation 004 shaIbetaken: in ,.

'Sturgeon_ oLake at one rmore poinaffected by:th. ,plan forltherma: l dischare..

2Dischag Mnitorin4' Reports ''

.2. iThe Permittee shall 'submit monitoring results in accordance with the limits and monitoring requirements for this
station. If flow conditiois are such that no siample couid beacquired, the Perittee shallcheck the "No Flow"

~bo an noe he: onditions o' the DischargeeMonitoringReotDM)

2.2 For parameters r'equired to be monitored continuously, porticnisf f tý monilt•oring:. datawill' occasioally be lo6st-
'whaen equipment•is ouit [ofservice•:for''repairs or whi e pereoringriinst entalibrat.snd
maintenance•• ,n such •ases, losof os 6hbr' o' !ess of datah uin oa caldend.ar dyneed not be reported 'unless the
Permittee has reason.to' beli-eve'ýat-iesultig:g..va'lus :eportedon ti•" tal-i
conditions. '' ' o ' y. "a'.'

3. Ilquirements for Specific Stations''" ''

3.1 SW 001: Submit a monthly DMR monthly by 21 days after the end of each calendar month following permnit
issuance.
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Chapter 2. Surface Water Stations

1. Requireme~nts for Specific Stations:
3.2 SW 002: Submit a monthly DMRmonthly by 21 daysafter the end of 6achcalIendarmonth following permit

.3 SWO 00:Submit a monthly DMR monthly by 21 days after the end of each calendar month
issuance.

.3.4 .SW.004:- Submit a monthly, DMR monthly by 21 days after the end of each calendar month following permit
iss uance. -

4.Special Requirements ,-

Exceeanceof Permit Thermial Limitations:Under. Energy Emergenc~ies

4.1 -The* the'rmal limitations of this permit may be exceeded for a limited period under. extreme. conditions of
electrical energy. emergencies. Exceedance of the thermal liimitations may 6ccur onlyr dring e-!dtrical energy.
emergencies.: For purposes of this permit an electrical energy emergency is-defined as the time p eriod when:..:
Northern StatesPower Company's, d/b/a Xcel Energy (Permittee or Xcel Energy), generating system is iný;
System Conditioning Operating Code Red, or when in System Code Orange 6(danger) if degradation to Code Red
apears, likely. absent corrective,.action..

4..2 System, Code Red (emerg~ency). occurs. wen, the energy supply. is subject to, but not limited to, partial power
interruptions, curtailmerttt f energySupply to"controlled 'ustoiers and .eak controlled ustomers, power
interruption to commercial customers, •a r •iedtion of peak voltage.!. It represents a Sitation where all

: : electrical reserves have. been exhausted, the electrical grid is stablea exceedd

" electrical supply. -Code Red is also commonly referred to.as a "Ibrown-out".' A: Code Red may-also lead to
- interruption to. retail customers and power interruption, commonly referred to as a rotating "black-out".

S - System. Code. Orange (danger) occurs when the entire electrical systemIis vulnerable to instability due -asingle

failure, such as a potential transmission.fault,.loss of a generating unit, or otler technical failure. It, re s ". - •

- situaii6n where electric power demand: is 'currently being met but utility equipmehtis being opperated at or near -

maximum dependable capacity aidl remaiing: energy reserves are ext-remely low or non existent. Under Code
Orange.energy:controlled customers and ener.gypeak customers are being curtailed, external energy is

. .unavailable,. and loss of an'Xcelelectrical generatin unitwor external purchase'would result in Xcel being unable
- tolmeet required NERC (North American ElectriciReliability:UCoinci) operating requirements.
.3 The.rmal limitation exceedances may occur only under the following conditios': .u n . .

1.f Thermal limitation exccedance will only be considered under lan elecrilaa•energ' mergency. Xcel Energy

- - shallbase decisions regardingthermal limitation excek ces od engineering ad operational measures
., necessary to maintain stable regional energy supplies and protect critical generation and transmission equipment. -ii

' :..•..Xcel Energy shall take: all reasonable corrective actions available to aoid thermal limitation ekceedances.

2. T~h~e~rmallimition exceedances • .e aowable only after Xcel Energy. has- exhausted all.other reasonable
- - alternatives or determined them to be inadequate. These alte ive incldeb not limited to useof all

Available Xcel Energy power genieration including Xcel Energy oil burning facilitiesand reserves, energy -

purchas.es, demand side management measrs curtailmen tof non-ess .ential auxiliary load, and public appeals
for vounar enrg cosrvto mesues Enrg csts,% either incurr6d at X el Energy generating facilities

-or hr -enrg -dsa~b_ pcn a

3. Xcel Energy Ishall restore operations to return to compliance wi thpermit thermal limitations as soon as
possible upon termination of the electrical energy emergency, that is, Uponreturn.4tO astable system Code

"Orange (danger) or better System code...,The duration of thermal limitation exceedances shall be minimized.
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i !Apteq2 Surface Water Stations

Wpecia~l Requiriemients

4.4
4.. Xce! Energy shall limit the. severity of thermal limitation exceedances to the extent possible.. Xcel Energy
shall maintain: any.,existing cooling tower systems and other cooling systems used to remove heat from coolingwater to be discharged so that these cooling systems are.completely available during energy emergencies.

.5. Xcei.Energy shall attempt. to notify the MiCA. in advance of itsintent to exercise this provision to exceed the

permit thermal limitations under an electrical energy~emergency.ý IfXcel Energy is. unable to provide advance.:.
notification, due to suddenprobliems caused by storms, unplanned loss of critical generation or transmission, or
s Similar circumstances causing conditions to rapidly deteriorate, Xcel Energy shall notify MPCA staff as :soon as.:
possible after the initial.response actions .are tompleted. -If the event:occurs after normal business hours or a-

..weekend Xcel Energy shall notify the State Duty Officer and provide follow up notification .to MPCA the niext
business day. -- -

6. Xcel Energy shall institute monitoring for any environmental impacts during exceedances of the thermal .
-limitations.. Specifically Xcel Ener'gy shall institute periodic biological observation's of the zone of influence of
the thermal discharge on the receiving water and anyplant discharge. canal, to monitor fr. sigs, of dead ori.
distressed fish and other aquaticlife. Any dead or0distiressed fish observed shall be tabulated and recorded by

Xcel Energy staff and reported withn one day, or, the next busine~ssday if on a wveekend,.to the MPCA and the
Minnesota Department.-of Natural Resources (MDNR)..- :..
Xcel Energy, shall submit a monitoring plan for biological observations during electrical energy emergencies,

within 30 days after issuance of this permit.-

@4.5
7. Xcel:Energy shall comply with the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources ([DNR) requirements
"concerning any costs or charges y theMDNR for fish or other aquatic organisms lost dueto any thermal

limitation exceedances.-
8. Unless otherwise specified by the MPCA,'during an electrical 'energy emergency Xcel Energy shall piovide a

daily sunmmary of the. status of plant operations, the nature and extent-of any permit. deviations .r exceedances of
the thermal limitations, any mitigating actions being taken, and any observed environmental impacts. The daily
summaries shall be provided bytelephone. and e-mail message to theMPCA during business days. Daily
summaries during theweekend shall be provided by.e-mail message.
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Chapter 2. Surface Water Stations
4. Special Requirements

4.6
9. Xcel Energy shall provide a written sumnaryof any thermal limitation exceedances pursuan tto aneecrical
energy emergency .within 30 days of termination' of the energy emergency.-The summary shall addressat a: "... .
*mmunum:

a. The.specific cause of the electricalenergyemergency and informatin describing the conditions leading to
the energy .emergency which may include, but are not limited to' weather conditions and power•demands.
b. Thy:s•- stem code that Xcel Energy was operating underlandoallstepos thatXcelookto lower energy demand,

and/ori increaseestp tetrce toianor increase -energy. output in order to prevent a thermal limitation exceedance. These steps include,'but arenotlimied to, items such as operation of peaking and oil burning plant internal load reduction measures,
energy purchases, public appeals'for voluntary energy reduction,: implementation of curtailment of service to."
interruptible customers, power interruption to commercial customers, etc.

c. A statement confirming that the electrical energy emergency leading to exceedances of thermal lIMitations
was unintentional and that there was no known,-viable'engineering alternative.for deviation from the planttI -s
permitted thermal limitations.:,A.similar statement confirming that the electrical energy emergencyleading to .,

-* exceedances. oftherma'A limitations resulted from factomrsbeyond XceO Energy's control and did not result: from
opeIperator error, improperly designed facilities, lack.of preventative maintenance;or increases in-production
beyond the design capacity of the treatment. facility,(c0oling equipment).

d.. A written summary of the technical aspects of the facility that are involved with cooling and maintaining. .
compliance with thermal limitations..

e. Information on any alternatives to a thermal limiitation exceedance and impacts that would likely have
occurred if power generation was reduced in order to avoid a thermal limitation exceedance. Such impacts may
•include public health and safety, public security issues, damage to generating plants, disruption of commercial
and industrial processes, and related potential impacts. "

f. Ifit is determined that the thermal limitation exceedancewas the result ofinadequate design, operations or
maintenance, the, actionsXcel Energy will take to .avoid a future thermal limitation exceedance.

7:.0

: : • " : :i -i~: .• :: •.., ::a,
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apter 2. Surface Water Stations

A pecial Requirements

4.8 This provision is meant to provide for limited and infrequent short-term exceedancesofthe p ermittheral
limitations solely: under extreme and relatively unique circumstances (such as an unusual heat wave). This
provision does not preclude the IPCA from.subsequently requiring Xcel Energyto resolve ahy recurring:,
th6eialliimnitatiori exceledances through installation of additional cooling equipment, or oth er measures to...,
remove excess heat; in the event that thermal exceedancesbecome relatively frequent or are the result of
inadequate design under normal (non-emergency) conditions.

.This provision does not preclude the MPCA from taking any!enforcement action pursuant to thenrmal limitation
exceedances if the above conditions are not followed.

Chapter 3,.Waste Stream Stations

i.. . L .

1.1 Samples for Station WS 001 and WS 002 shall be taken at each internal wastestream, units 1 and 2, cooling
water discharge or at another point representativeof the discharge prior to mixing With circulating water or any
other waters. 6.

1.2 The Permittee shall submit monitoring results for discharges in accordance with the limits and monitoringj
• requirements for this station If no discharge occurred during the reporting period, the Permittee shall check the*

"No Discharge" box on the Discharge Monitoring Report (DM).

1.3 For parameters required to be monitored continuously,'portionsof the monitoring data willd occasioiially be lost
when equipment is out of Service for repairs or while performing routine instrument calibrations and

maintenance. In such cases, loss of one hour or less. of data in a calendair day need not be reported unless the'
.Permittee has reason to believe that resulting values reported on the DMR are not representative of actual
conditions..

e

2. Requirementsfor.SpecificStations. . -.

2.1 WS 001:. Submit a monthly DMR monthly by 21 daysafter the end of each calendar- month following permit
",issuance.

2.2. Ws002: Submit a monthly DMR monthly by 2 days after the end of each calend month follbwing permit

issuance.:

3. Special Requirements

3.1 If the need arises to raise thelhalogen level above 2.0 mg/I for WS 001 and.WS002, units 1 and 2 plant cooling
water, a calculation shall be performed using the actual condenser/circulating water and 0coolin waer flow
halogen demand determined at that time. This information shall be submitted with the other monitoring data
required in the.monthly DM. '

3.2 Acalutionshall beperformedusing the actual cooling water flow rate, condenser/circulating wateiflow rate'

and the halogen demand of 0.5 mg/l. The calculation consists of the ratio of total cooling Water fldowrate to the, condenser/circUlatingwater flow rate multiplied by-the highest measured cooling water halogen level, minus the.cden s/ens irculat' ter demand (0-&ppm. .The-valueU ,shoul dbe-a negative'vale-'•sho6wig that all th -

halogen was used prior to discharge to the river.
6 , ... : .. " . -• ,. . . )..
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Chapter'4. Industrial Process Wastewater

I.. .I"l ruIIJuLIUJe DiscLar-ges

1I. The Perm'ittee:shall prevent the routing of pollutants from the facility to a municipal wastewater treatment
system in any manner -unless authorized.by the pretreatment standards' of the MP.CA and the amunicipal authority..

1.2 The'Permittee shalinot transport pollutants to'a municipai wastewater treatment system at wil interfer•with:
the operation-:of the treatment system. or.cause pass-through violAtions,of effliuent limits or water quality -
. tn .i.n r' c

1.3 This permit does not authorize the discharge of'sewagewash water, scrubber water,'pills, oil, hazai-dous
substances, or, equip entlvehie'eleaning ad maintenance wastewaters, to ditches, w.tladsor-other surface
waters: of the state except as permitted in the NPDES permit, for site• treatment~systems..:•.•.•.•

2.Hydrotest. Discharges

2.1 The Permittee shall notify' the MPCA prior toQdischarging hydrostatic test waters. The Penittee shallprovide
information necessary to evaluate the potential impact of this discharge and to ensure compliance with this
permit. This information shall include:

a. the poosed discharge dates;,,

b.., the name and location of.receiving waterSm including city or township, county, and township/ange locationl.I"

c. an evaluation of the impact of the discharge-on the reeving waters in relation' to the Water qualiystandards;

d. amap~identifying discharge location(s) and monitoring point(s);

e.-:the estimated average and maximum discharge rates; -

f, the estimated total flow volume of discharge;

g. the water. supply for. the test water, with a copy -of the appropriate Minne
Resources (DNR) water apprgPriation permit;... .:..

h.. water quality data for.ihe Water supply;-

i. proposed treatment method(s) before discharge; and:

j. methods to be'used to prevent scouring and erosion due to the discharge.

. )

;sota ,Departmen#teof Naturl .1 .

2.2 The above notificaiton prceduredoes not apply to routine hydrostaic teSt.s' of platequipment provided all of,
the following conditions are m.et:' , , "

a. The test is conducted using the eqguipment's normal process water.

.b. The hydrostatic discharge isthroUgh the designated outfall for that equipment when, in normal operation (as
identified in this permit).,

chiThcviotmialorethat ouf al ii ng vonnesand rate._

d. There are no residual chemicals or contaminants present of a type or. at levels beyone thos alr..ady reviewed

and approved as acceptableb the MPCA staff for that outfall..'

3.: .Polychlorinated BiphenyIs (PCýBs)

!. .3.1! PCBs, including but not limited to those.used.in electrical tiansformers and capacitors, shall not be discharged
or released. to the environment.."- .
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~1pter 4. Industrial Proce~ss Wastew'ater

4. Application for.Permit Reissuance

-4.1 The per•it application shall include *prioty pbllutant Analytical data a§s part of the application for reissuance of
this permit. These analyses shall be done on i ndividual samples taken during the two year period before the....

: reissuance application is. submitted.

Chapter 5. Dredged Material Management.

1. Authorization 1 .4.

1.1 This permit is infended to regulate the storage, disposal and/or reuse of dredged fmaterial.

1.2 This permit authorizes the Permittee to store dispose, and/or reuse dredged material in accordance With the,
provisions of this permit.. ......

1.3 This permit does notauthorize h or otherwise regulate dredging activity. HowevIer,. dredgihng acti ity issbject-o

the water quality d standards specified: in Minnesota Rules ch.: 7050 And:7060.-..

Initiation: of dredge activities slhall not wom until the Permittee has Obtained all federal, state and/or local.
-.. "apprvals that mny be required for a paticularproject,including but not limited to state per-mitsregulating

activities in the bedof public water as •defined. in Minn. Stat. seb.&. 105 fbom the MinnesotaDeparent of -
Natural Resources (DNR), federal permits for dredged or fill material from the U.S. Ary Corps ofEngineers, .
a. d local permits fro.mthe appropriate Soil and Water Conservation District, county or local Unit of government

S (LUG).

W - 1.4 Compliance with the terms and conditions of this permit releases theTPe6mittee from the requirement to.obtain a,

separate permit for construction and/or industrial activities at the storage; disposal and/or reuse site that would

.otherwise require the Permittee to obtain a construction and/or industrial storm water permit in accordane with
the Cleah Water Act and Agency rules, except where the use.or reuse of dredged mateial. is occurring ata .

*lctoseara"teromn other activity covered by this. permit.

2. Sampling and Analyses:

2.1 Characteriiation ofSedimnt from the proposed dredge site must; becoipeted prior to::the initiation of dredging
activity, Results of sedimentccharacterizatio, miist becom0rpiled.and submitted to the PCA prior 0to th start of

- idredging-• •:Charaeterizationshall c[onsist of at least a grain size analysis and, ifapplicable, baseline and
Additional sediment Analysis per, Tables 3 and 4 of Appendi 1.

2.2,Grain' Size Analysis

The ermittee shall. complete a sieve, 6rainsize analysis using ASTM Method C-i36 for the gradation anaysisl

and ASTM Method D-2487 for classification. The minimum number of.samples required forithe analysis shall

be determined using table I in Appendix 1. If the sieve analysis obtained is .greater than 95 percent sands then

the material is acceptable for Tier 1 or 2 use 'and'additional analytical sampling is not require . .:

2.3 Baseline Sediment Analysis

2.4

Dredgedmi y e. gram ize aais) must be
Analyzed for. the constituents listed in Table 2. of Appendix 1.

Additional Analysis

if it is established through a review of past activities at the site that there is a reasonable likelihood for a
pollutant to be present in sediment at a dredge site, .the dredged material must be analyzed for additional

analyte(s) in accordanee with Table l3and Table 4 in Appendix 1.
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Chaptr 5. -Dredged Material Manageinent

3. ehadlig, ff-oadng nd Tranisportation of Dredged Material

3.1 Dredged materials shall be managed in amanmer so as to minimize the amount of material returned bY Spillage,.i
erosion orother discharge to:waters of the state during rehandling, .ff-loading and/or transportation activities.

3.2 Areas for the rehandling and/or off-loading of dredged material shall be sIoped awayfromsurface wateror "
otherwise controlled.

3.3 Dredged material hauled onlfederal, state, or'local highways, roads, or streets must be hauled in such.a way as to
prevent dredged material from leaking, spilling, 6r otherwise being deposited in the'right-of-way. Dredged
material deposited on a public roadway must be immediately removed and properly disposed.

3.4 Tracked soil and/or dredged material shall be removed from impervious surfaces that do: not drain backto the*
dredged material storage, disposal and/or reuse facility within 24 hours of discovery, and placed in the storage,

dispo'sail and/or reuse facilit site.

4. Stoiage, Disposaland/or Reuse of Dredged Material..

4.1 Authorization. Prior to the use of anew (different. from already-disclosed) site for .the storage, disposal, and/or
reuse of dredged material, the Permittee shall obtain written MPCA approval for such use.

4 .. 42 General. Any site used fr the, storage, disposal and/0or reuse of a dredged material shall be opexated!ad
maintained by thePermittee to controlrunoff, inclUding stormwaterfrfromthe facility to*fre•ventthe.exeedarice
of water quality standards spcified in Minesota Rules, chs. 7050 and 7060.:, .

4,3 The Permittee may dispose of dredged material at a permitted solid waste landfill, through on-site~disposal0or
through reuse for a beneficial purpose, as follows:.-.
a. Temporary storage and/or treatment of dredged material at the dredge project site. Temporary storage of
-:dredgedmaterialis subject to the requirements of part 3.4 of this chapter..

b. Disposalf o edged material atile dredg'e project site.. Disposdl of dredged material is shibjeet to parts3.5-
th 'gh 6oftihis* chapter.:

C. .Reuse'of dredged material for. beneficial: puroses. Reuse of dredged material is subject*to pfts 3.37 through
3.39-of this chapter.

A. Temoporary. Storage anid/or Treatment of Dredged Material

4. 4 All* of the fllow1iig requirements apply to the temporar.y;s.torage and/or. teatment.of dredgedmaterial•:
aI - emporary storage. shalInit-exceed 1 yar.storae oraccumulation of dredged materialfor rnor• than.i year

constitutes disposal,ý and is•subject to' the disposal facilityý requitemefts ofparts 3.5 thr•ugh 3.36 ofthis chapter.
b. Dredged materials shall be managed in a manner soas to miniize the amount of materia retedby,
spillage, erosion or other discharge to waters of the state. Best management practices for the management of
dredged materials are outlined in the MP.CA fact sheet, "Best Management Practices for the Management of
Dredged Material".
c. If dikes, berms or silt fences have been constructed to contain temporary stOckpiles of dredged material, they
shall not- be removed until all material has been removed from the, sto~ckpile. ,

B. Disposal of redged*Material

4.5 Notification. Notification of a new or existing dredge disposal facility shall be submitted forMPCA review and
approval.

46Dsposal facilities shall be constructed/operated in accordance with local requirements, including the
_ett6btif -eta.at;ya- intat untuciir_
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- pter.5. Dredged Material Management

4*Storage, Disposal and/or Reuse of Dredged Material .

4.7 Initial Site Plan',. An initial site plan shall be prepared and submitted for MPCA review and approval. The initial

site plan shall consist of volume calculations for the final permitted capacity and a map of the facility., The map

of the facility shall include the permitted boundaries, dimensions, site contours (at~ c~ntour intervals of two feet

:or less), soilboring locations with Surface elevations and present~and planred pertinent features, including but

not limited to roads, screening, buffer zone, fencing, gate, shelterandequipment buildings, -and surface water

diversionand drainage.: The. initial site plan must be signed by aland surveyor registered in Minnesota. or a

professional engineer registered in Minnesota.

4.8 Delineation and Identification of Permitted Waste Boundary. The perimeter'or outer limit of a dredged material.

disposal.facility shall be indicated by permaneit posts or signage. In addition, a permanent Sign, identifying the

operation and showing the permit number of the site, shall be posted at the. dredged maiterial. disposal facility.

Site.Selection and Use.

4.9 Locational Prohibitions. All of the following iocational standards apply to any facility for the disposal of

dredged material:

a. The disposal facility must be 16oated entirely above the high water table.

b. The disp0osal facility must not be located within a shoreland or wild and scenic river land use district governed,

by Minn. R.. chapters 6105 and 6120.

c. The disposal facility must not be located within a wetland, unless. the Permittee has obtained all federal, state

and/or local approvals that may be required for a particular project.,

d. The disposal area shall not be located in an area which is unsuitable because of topography, geology,

4: hydrology, orsoils.

0 4 .10 Separation Distances. A minimum separation distance of 50 feet must be maintained between the boundaries of

the disposal facility and the site property line.

Design Requirements

4.11 The following design standards apply to a facility. used for the disposal of dredged materials:

a.. An earthen containment dike, or other MPCA approved embankment and/or other sediment control

measure(s), shall be established around the perimeter of the dredged material disposal facility (permitted waste

boundary).
b. Site preparationshall allow for orderly, development of the site, Initial site preparations shall include clearing

and grubbing, topsoil stpping ard stockpiling, fill excavation, if appropriate, drainage control structures, and

other design features necessary to construct and operate the facility.

c. Surface water runoff shall.be diverted around dredged materials disposal facilities to prevent erosion, and

protect the'structural integrity. of exterior embankments. from failure..

d. Slopes :and drainageways shall be designed to prevent erosion. Slopes longer than 200 feet shall be

interrupted with drainageways.

e. Final slopes for the fill area shall be a minimum two percent and a maximum 20 percent, and shall be

consistent with the planned ultimate use for the site.

g. Final cover shall consist of at least: 18 inches of soil with the top 12 inches capable of sustaining vegetative

gr owth.
h. For a system that will impound water (e.g.. hydraulic dredging) with a constructed dike over 6 feet in height,

or that impound more than 15 acre-feet ofwater, the system is subject to Minn. R. parts 6.1 5.0300 through.

6115.0520 [state Dam Safety Program). Contact state Dam Safety Program staff at (651) 296-0521 for more
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Chapter 5. Dredged Material Management

4. Storage, Disposal and/or Reuse of Dredged Material,..

4.12 Site Stabilization.: The Permittee shall stabilize the dredged materialldisposal facility before any disposal in the
facility is allowed, as follows:..
a. The exterior slope of all permanent dikes or berms shallbe no steeper than 3 to 1 (horizontal to vertical). The
exterior slopes of all permanent dikes or berms must be seeded and a soil fixative (e.g. mulch, blanket) applied
within 72 hours of the completion of any grading work on the. slopes.,
b. If grading work is completed too late in the growing season to seed or plant the desired species, then the
Permittee must propagate an annual cover crop that can be dormant seeded~or planted and must apply a soil*
fixativeto the site, At the very minimum, the Permittee must appy a soil fixative to the exterior slopes of all
permanent dikes or berms prior to the first snowfall.
c. Silt fences, if used, mustbe properly installed-.The silt fences shall be tall enough and installed at a sufficient
distance from the base of the permanent dikes/berms or temporary stockpiles to create areasonable secondary
containment area.

4.13 Operational Plan..An Operational Plan of the site and immediately adjacent area shall be developed and
implemented, and shall show progressive development of trench and/or area fills and any phase construction.
The scale of the development plan shall not be greater than 200 feet per inch.

4.14 Facilities for the disposal of dredged materialshall be designed bya professional Iengineer registered in the state
of Minnesota, and in accordance with the criteria in parts 3.13 and 3.14 of this chapter. The Permittee Shall
construct the facilityin' accordancewith these design plans and specifications under the direct supervision of a

professional engineer registered in the state of Minnesota. .-

4.15 Certification Required. Prior touse of a facility for the disposal of dredged material under this partthe
Permittee shall obtain and submit written certification from an engineer licensed in Minnesota stating that the
disposal facility meets the requirements of parts 3.13 and 3.14 of this chapter, and has been: constructed in
accordance with the design plans and specifications." .

Site Management, Limitations, and Restrictions

4.16 New or Expanded Facilities. All of the following reqUirements apply to the construction of new or expanded
facilities used for the 'disposal of dredged material:. ,
a.: The Permittee shall plan for and implement construction practices that minimize erosion and maintain dike
integrity.
b.:Erosion control measures shall be established on all downgradient perimeters prior to the initiation of any
upgradient land-disturbing construction.activities.,
c. Surface runoff must be directed around and away from the storage and/or disposal facility site, until the site is
stabilized,-USually by assuring tiat vegetative cover is Well-established.
d. Sediment control practices shall be designed and implemented to.minimize sediment from entering surface
waters. .The timing of the installation of sediment control practices may be adjusted to accommodate short-term
activities such as equipment access. Any short-term activity must be comnpleted as quickly as possible. and the
sediment control practices must be installed 'immediately after the activity is completed.. However",sediment
control practices must be installed before the next precipitation• event even if the activity is not complete.;
e. All erosion and sediment.6nftrol measures shall remain in place until final stabilization has been established.
Permanent cover or final stabilization methods are used to prevent erosion, such As the placement of rip rap,
sodding, Or permanent seeding or planting. Permanent seeding and planting must have a uniformperennial

vegetation cover of at least 70 percent density tokconstitute final stabilization.
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4:Sto'ra i Disposal and/or Reuse of Dredged Material

4.17 Management.of Disposal Facilities,. The following standards apply to a facility used for the disposal of dredged
mat erial:
a. Each fill phase shall be outlined with grade stakes, and staked for proper grading and filling.
b. All trenches or fill areas shall be staked with permanent markers.
c.A permanent benchmark shall be installed on-site and show its location on the facility as-built plan.
d. Run-on and run-off of stormwater shall be controlled. The owner or operator. must implement management
practices designed: to control run-on and run-off of stormwater*from the disposal facility.

e. Vegetative cover shall be established within 120 days of reaching the final permitted capacity of the dredged
material disposal facility, orwithin• 120 days of the inactivation or.completion of.a phase of the facility thereof.
f. If the disposal facility contains any particulate matter'that be subject to.wind dispersion, the owner or
operator shall, cover or otherwise manage the dredged material to control wind dispersion.

.9 g. Nuisance conditions resulting from the disposal of dredged material shall be controlled and managed by the
facility owner or operator.
Sh. Cover slopesshall-be surveyed and staked during placement.

Inspection and Maintenance

4.18 Periodic Sie Inspections.: The Permittee shall insiect the disposal facility toensure integrity of the erosion,
control measures, system Stability and dredged material containment. At a minimum, the facility shall be
inspected:,.
a. prior to the initial placement of any dredged material in the facility; and,
b. within 24 hours of each significant storm event and/or the subsidence of flood events; or,

* c. atileast once per month if a and/or b,.above, are not occurring. .
InSpections may be less frequent once a project is complete assuming all material has been transported to an
off-site permitted facility or reused in accordance with.this permit'and is: vegetated.

4.19 Recordkeeping. The Permittee shall record the date of each inspection, any problem identified with the facility,
and the action(s) taken to correctany identified'problem., The Permittee shall keep these inspection records on
siteadaai lal to6 MPCA staff upon request

4.20 Nonfunctioning erosion and sediment control measures shall be repaired, replaced or supplemented with
functioning erosion and/or sediment control measures within three days of discovery.

4.21 Dikes and berms constructed to contain hydraulically dredged material and the attendant:liquid must be
maintained free of all types of animal burrows. Animalburrows should be baekfilledwith compacted material
within three days of discovery.

4.22 Where dredging and disposal have been suspended due to frozen ground conditions, the inspections and
maintenance shall beginas soon as weather conditions warrant, or prior to resuming dredged material placement
in the disposal facility, Whichever occurS first.

Sediment Removal and Disposal

4.23 Dredged material shall be removed from disposal facilities in a manner so as to not damage the integrity and
effectiveness of the containment structure or area.

4.24 Dredged imaterial removed froma storage, disposal, and/or reuse facility shall be managed in accordance with
this chapter.

-4.251 Recordkeeping. Yih Pemtesalrcrth.a&J Ane6f4dg fidrarmod ~6from po
facility, and the method and location of the disposition (disposalor reuse).of~such materials; This-inforation

W shall be submitted with the annual 'Dredged Material Reporti, as specified in the 'Annual Report' part of this
chapter. ,..l.. Requirements
Closure and Post-Closure Requirements !:.. .
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4. Storage, Disposal and/or Reuse of Dredged Material..

4.26 The. Permittee must cease to dispose of dredged materials and immediately close the dredged material disposal
facility when:
a. the Permittee declares the dredged material disposalfacility closed;
b. all fill areas reach final permitted capacity;
c. an.agency permit held by. the facility expires, and renewal of the permit is not applied for, or is applied for and
denied;
d. an agency permit for the facility is revoked; and/or,
e. an agency order to:cease operations is ,issued.

4.27 Closure Plan. The Perinittee shall prepare and submit a'Closure Plan' for the final closure of a dredged material
disposal facility for MPCA review an approval.

4.28 The 'Closure. Plan' shall identify the steps needed to close the entire site at the end of its operating life. The
closureplan shall include the following elements:
a. A description of how and when the entire facility will: be closed. The description shall include the estimated
year of closure and a schedule for completing each fill phase.
b. An estimate of the maximum quantity of dredged material .in storage at any time during Ite ife of the facility.
c. A cost estimate including an itemized breakdown for closure of each fill phase and the total cost associated
with closure activities at dredged material disposal facilities.

4.29 A'copy of the approved 'Closure Plan' and all revisions to the plan shall be kept :at the facility until closure is
completed and certified.' At the time of closure, the agency:will issue a closure document in' accordance with

.Minn. R- part 7001.3055.

4.30 Amendment of Plan. The Permittee may amend the 'Closure Plan' (plan) any time during the life of the facility .
The Permittee shall amend the plan'whenever changes in the operating plan orfacility design affect the closure
procedures needed, and whenever the expected year of closure changes., Required amendments shall be
completed within 60 days of 'any change or event that affects the closure plan.,

4.31 Notification ofFinal Facility Closure. The Permittee shall notify the commissioner at least 90 days before final
facility closure activities are to begin, except if the permit for, the faciity has been revoked.

4.32 Closure Performance Standard. :The Permittee must close the dredged material disposal facility in a manner that
eliminates, minimizes, or controls the escape of pollitants to ground water or surface waters, to soils, or to the
atmospheredudringthe postclosure period.

4.33 COmpletion of Closure Activities. Within 30 daysafter receiving the last'shipment of dredged material for
disposal, the Permittee must begin the final closure activities outlined in the approved 'Closure Plan' for the
dredged material:disposal facility. Closure activities mustbe completed according to the approved 'Closure
Plan'.' The commissioner may approve a longer period if the 0wneror operator demonstrates that the closure --

activities will take longer due to adverse weather or other factors not in the control of the Permittee.

4.34 Closure Procedures,
a.Complete the appropriate activities outlined in the approved 'Closure Plan'.
b. Complete final closure activities consisting of submitting to6 the county, recorder and the commissioner a
detailed description of the waste types accepted at the facility aId what the facility WaS used for, togetherwith a

surveyplat of the site' The platmust be prepared and certified by a land surveyor registered in Minnesota. The
landowner must record a notation on the deed to the property or on some other instrument, normally examined.

. during..a titlesesarh;thatcwill.in perpetui ty otify.- potential-urchaser-'.f-thep ,prdcuety t -py-seci -

conditions or im~itations for use of the site, as set out in the 'Closure Plan' adclosuredouet
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4.0, Storage, Disposal and/or Reuse of Dredged Material

4.35 Certification'of Closure.1 Wheni final facilitY closurejiscompleted, the Permitteef6ishall submit tothe'"
commissioner certification by the Permittee and an engineer registered'in Minnesota that the facility has been
closed in accordance withthis chapter.:

The certification shall contain the following elements:
a. a completed and signed 'Site Closure Record'; -

b. documentation of closure,.such as pictures, showingthe" construction. techniques.used during iclsure ; and,
c. a copy of the notation carrying the recorder's seal which has:been filed with the county recorder.:,

4.36 Post-Closure Care. After final closure, the Pernittee shall cmply with the fo0owing requiremens:.
a. restrict access to. the facility byuse of gates, fencing, or. othermeans to prevent further disposal at. .
the site, unless the, site's final use. allows access;"

b-. maintain the integrity, and effectiveness of the final cover, including.making repairs to the final cover
system as necessary to correct the effects of settling, subsidence, gas and leachate migration, erosion, root,
" penetration burrowing animals, or other events;. -

c. prevent, run-on and run-off from-eroding or otherwise.damaging the final cover;'
d. protect and maintain surveyed benchmarks

C. Beneficial Use. or Re-Use of Dredged Material

4.37 Prior to the use or reuse of a dredged material, the Permittee shall, determine the 'approprate "..suitable reuse
c.:Category"! of thedredged.material to be used-or reused, as-described below..: ,

0 .38 Suiabe Reuse. Categories. The suitable ruse caegory ofa dre.dged materiais base.d on eh -anal' d .
characteristics of the dredged material (sampled prior to dredging or in a spoil pile: after dreding) and
-appropriatelyapplied Soil-Reference Values (SRVs), which are listed in Table. 2.of Amppendix 1 to this- permit.ý'.

For the purposes of this permit, dredged material intended for-the beneficial use or.reuse is categorized into
. .three tiers:. Tier:i, Tier: 2, anid Tier ...'If the siev• alysis obtained by a #200 sieve is greaterthai;95' perent

sands then the. material is acceptable for .Tier 1: or 2 use ad additiofnl analytical sampling is, not required.

a. Tier .1 material is authorized6to be used or re6used at/on sies th a'residential property use category. Tier"1
,material is characterized by acontainant level that is at• r below"ali respectiie 'aialye c.doncentatiohnlisted in.."
: the Tier 1 SRVcolmn for-any cont•minant that.canbe reasonably expectedto be present in the.dredged
material.
b. Tier 2 material is authorized to, be used or reused on/at sites with in industrial orrec reationaltuse categ rory..
.Tier 2 material is-characterized by a contaminant level that is at or below- all respective analyte concentrations

i..s•isted in the Tier.2. SRV. columnfor, anycontaminantpthat can be reasonably expectedto b.epresent in ithe,. .,
dredgedrmaterial:..., .,

• c i; 6. Tier 3 materia is NOT authorized to be used or reused Under this permit. .:Tier. 3material is charactehrzed by,
a contaminant level that is greater thln any respective analyte concentrations listed inthe Tier2 SRV column fOr,:
any. contaminant that can be reasonably expected to bepresent in the dredgd material.

4.3 9 Storage Prior to Reuse. storage'of dredged material prior to ieuse..:or use is subject to the temporary storage
requirements of this chapter; or.,thedisposai #equiremeints of this chapter, aspapplicable.: ,"

0d
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5. Annual Report
5.1 The annual 'Dredged MaterialReport' shall be on a:form provided by the:Commissioner, o a :nother MPCA.

approved form, and shall include the following elements:
a. Dates of dredging;
b. Volume of material placed into storage or disposal facility; .
c. Any incidents, such as.spills,. unauthorized discharge and/or. other permit.viblations which may have occurred;,
d. Water level records for the disposal facilities of hydraulic dredging projects;.-,:
e. Such information as the MPCA may reasonably require of the Permittee pursuant to Minn. R.- 7001 and Minn.
Stat. chap. 115 and 116 as amended; ,-

f..For disposal' facilities, the dates of'Periodic Site Inispections'.requiredb•y this chapter, and the status of erosion*'
control0measures at the disposal facility;'g For disposal facilities, the dates, the voiume ofdredged material removed frm the.disp0sal facility, and the

method and location of the disposition (disposal.or reuse) of such materials'..
h. For faciities that used or reuseddredged materialduriheprevious calendar year,"the following
inf6rmation shall also be provided: d... ..... .
i. A written description, of the use or reuse of the dredged material . .....
ii. A written determination of the. use categry and approp.Oriate Soil Ref:erence Values (SRVs); and,
iii. The results of an evaluation of the level of contaminants in the dredged material proposed for reuse for the
respective SRVs.. .

:6.: Definitions'

6. 1 "Beach.Nourisment" means the disposal 6f dredged 'nateria on the'beah:chs or in the water w.terward.starting
at or above the Ordinary High Water Level (OHWL) for the purpose-of adding to,* replenishing, or.preventing
'the erosion of, beach materia..

6. 2."BMieficial Re-Use"-means the reuse of dredged material, afer the. materia has been. dewatered; in projects such
as, but not limited to: road base, building base orpad, etc.. - % .W.

6.3 "Carriage,,or Conveyance, Water'! means.thewater prtion of a slurry•of water, and dedged.m ate'riai.
6.4 "Carriage Water Return Flow"marrinsthean criage watewichi i is returned to a receiving water, after separation'

. of the dredged material from thecarriage water in a disposal, rehandling or treatment facility. ,

6.5,'"Design capacity" means the total volume of compacted dredged materials, along with any•topsoil in'termittent,
intermediate, andor: finai -cover, as calculated from final contour and cross-sectional plan sheets that define'the -
areal ad vertical extent of the fill ae. - -

6.6 "Discharges of Dredged Material" mes anyaddition 8f dredged materia l'into waters of the state r'd includesS" :dischargesl of water from edeged material disposal operations !ncluding b h idnrishment, -up!ad, or confied
disposal which reun to waters of stat6e'Materialresuspended during norma dredging oPerations' isiisidered
"de ininimis" ,and is not a dredged material discharge. '

6.7- "Disposai Facility"'menans.astructure, site or area for the disposal of dredged material.'

6.8 "Dredged Material means any material removed from the bed of any waterway by dredging.

6.9. Dredgn" means any part of thpr.cess of the remova of material from'the be sd f watrays;frasp f . .ort ofthe material to a disposal,rehandling or treatment facility; tr eatent of the raterial; discharge"'of carriage or

itrtitial water, and disposal. of the. material.~
6.10 "ErosionControl !means methods employed toprevent erosion. Examples include:I soil stabilization practices,

. horizontal slope grading, temporarylgr permanent. coyer;.and constructio0 phasing.. (look for SW definition).
.6.1 " /Final.Stabilization" means that all. soil disturbing activities at the site have been completed, and'that aurniform.'!-,

perennial vegetative cover (a density. of 70 percent cover for unpaved areas and areas not0covered by permanent. .
structures) has been: established or. equivalent permanent stabilization measures have been employed. Examples'
of vegetative cover practices can be found in Supplemental Specifications to the 19,88 Standard Specifications
for: Construction(Min.nesota Department of Tra nsortation, 1991)
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6.•Definitions - .

6.12 "FloodEvent" means that the suifaceelevation of a waterbody has'risen to a level that.causes the inundation or
submersion of areas normally above the Ordinary High Water Level.

6.13 "Impoundmnent" means a natural or artificial body of Water or sludge confined by a dam, dike,. floodgate, or other
barrier. -

-ý.6.14 "Interstitial, or Pore, Water" means water contained inthe interstices or voids of soil or rock inithe dredged
material.

6.15 "OrdinaryHighWater Level (OHWL)" means the boundary of waterbasins, watercourses, public waters, and
public waters wetlands, and shall be an elevation delineating the highest water level which hasbeen maintainedb

for a sufficient period of time to leave evidence upon the landscape, commonly.that point .where the natural.:
vegetation Cs. from predominantly aquatic to predominantly terrestrial. For watercourses, the ordinary high
. i )i'.• .: water level is the elevation of the top o6 the bank.ofthe chael. For reservoirs and flowages, the ordinaar hgh.

-waterilevel is the operating elevation of the normal summer pool. (Mirn. Stat.l chap. 103G.005 Subd.*14 and MN .
Rule 6120.2500 Subp.1 I.)

6.16 "'!Rehandling Facility" means a temporary storage site or facility used during the tran'sportation.of dredged
material to a treatment or disposal facility.

6.17 "Significant Storm E vn.'ent" means a storm event that is greater than 1.0 inches' in manitude ad that occurs.at
8 least 72 hours.from the previously measurable (greate" than 1.0 inch rainfall).stormevent. The: 72-hourstortn .

event interval may be waived where: -. -

a. the preceding measurable storm: event:did'not result in a measurable discharge from the acility; or,

b. the Permittee documents that less than a.72-hour interival.is repvresentative. for. loc!al1 storm.events durig the -

season When sampling is being conducte'd.-
6.18 "Stabilized" means staked sod, riprap,-woodfiber blanket, or otherpmaterialthat prevents *erosion from occurring

-has covered the 4exposed groundsurface.-Grass seed is not stabilization. . -

6.19 ".'Storage Facility" means a structure, site.or .area for the holding of.dredged material for moretha.n,.48 fihors. in.
quantities equal to orgreaterlthan.ten cu.bicyards.' Storage for ethan 1 year contitutes disposal..

:'6.20 "Unconfined Disp6sai" means the deposition of dredged materiali, fi water, on the'bed'edofawaterway.Z.;(. ,.

6.21 "Upland Disposal" meandsrthe dis po sal. 6 f dredgetd. materiAls Ia l 0dw' ard fo1m "riaryh -we vlo
Waterway or waterbody..

Chapter 6,.- Steam Electric

1. Authorization

1 . The Permittee is ýautho;rized to discharge condenser/ciiculating water. and noncontat•;cooling water in.ý..:
accorfdanceW ith. and in:compiiarice with the effluent limitations, restrictions, And conditinScontained
elsewhere in this, permi; -.

1. Te erittee -holds a ,Minnesota Departmento -Naul Reoreemt8-0 .hicfreqires thefclt.

>to maintain the wetland. (duck pond) adj acent to thie:discharge canal,.

.3 The Permittee is not prohibited froma discharge ofcondenser/circulatingwater and coolingwaterfor use asa
de-icing agent at therintake structure should the need arise. -

2. Applicable Effluent Limitations - Thermal Limitation

2.1 The therimalwaste streams shall notimpact-the safety:and pro•agation of a balaniced,' indigenous population of
shellfish, fish, anid, Wildlife in and-on the Mississippii River-
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Chapter 6. Steam Electric .

2. Applicable Effluent Limitations -Thermal Limitation

2.2 In accordance with the Federal Water Pollution Control Act, this permit may be re-opened to insert a more
restrictive thermal limit or the requirement to. conduct a 316(a) study if it has .been shown that the thernal
component(s). of the surface water discharges affect the safety and propagation of a balanced, indigenous
population of shellfish, fish, and wildlife'in andon theMisissippi River.d -

2.3 For the urposes of this permit, the fall trigger point is defined as the point at which the daily average upstream
ambient river temperatUrefalls below,43' degrees F for five consecutive days.

During the period April 1 through.the. fall thermal point the Permittee shall operate.the cooling towers and
associated equipment, to the extent necessary,- in such a way that the cooling water discharge satisfies the

associated--... ...t-t hee te

following conditions: . '

: .1) Does not raise.the .temperature of the receiving water, immediatelyi below Lock and Dam No. 3. by more than 5
degrees F above ambient based on upstream monitoring data and the monthly aeragesofmaximum daily
temperatures at the three monitoring probes located on the piers dividing theo fur gated sections of the:dam. 7.
2)In nocase•shall itexc e eed a.daily avera e tem:er i.ature'of 86' degrees F. ..

3) If the daily average ambient river temperature reaches 78.degrees F for two consecutive days, the&Permittee'.
shall operate aIlIcooling towers to themaximum extentlpracticable., For single unit operations, this requiremefit
is satisfied by operation of two of the: four cooling towers..::. i

2.4 During the effective period (beginning on the fall trigger point and ending.March 31), or earlier as described .imC\

below, plant thermal discharges shall be limited by ambient river temperature as' fol6ws:i -. . W

Once the daily average ambient river teiperature falIs below 43 degreesF for five consecutive days, the,
Permittee shall not raise the temperature of the receiving water immediately below Lock and Dam No. 3 (SW "'

S001) above 43 .degree F for an extended period, of time.: While operating under, this restrictionif the daily
average temperature inwthe receiving water measured at SW 001, (measured using, hiee sprobeson the iers
dividing the four g4ted sections of the ddm): equals or exceeds 43 degrees.F for twocons•ecutie days, the
Permittee shall rnotifý, theCommiinerad the Mihesota'Depatentf Natural Resources. Flowig such ̀
notification thelCommission may 'require the Permittee'to' tpe•t the coolingtowers ort alternmative action as
necessary until such time that the,43 degree F'criteria can be-consistently met. .'

:2.5 The spring trigger point is demfied as the point in time that the daily average ambient river ternperature increases
to 43 degrees For above for five consecutive days, or A0pril.. 1 whichever occurs: first. -

The Permittee shall operate in the above manner (Section 2.4) throughout the winter and into spring until the..
spring trigger point. Once the spring 43 degree F daily average ambient ri-er temperature triggerior ,the, pril 1
date trigger has been reached, plant thermal limits default back to the requirenments of Section' 2.3 until the
following fall thermal trigger point. If the tempeature trigger results ina partial month 0f operatioi under:

Section 2.3 conditions/requirements, compliance with the Delta.T of 5. degrees F shall be based On the 'monthly
.average of the maximunmdailvam bient temperatures on days after the triggeris"reched. ..

From April 1, or earlier as described above, through the fall thermal trigge pqirit the requ irements ofS•etion 2.3

2.6 Abrupt temperature chaniges in the discharge due to ýchafiies incooling tower'operatioinal modes or-getierator __

. unittripouts shall be minimized to the maximum extent practical to.reduce the potential for thermal shock in 'the
•'receiving.water (MississippiRiver). ThePermittee shall be responsible for fish kills in the receiving water

(Mississippi River) and the recirculating water system due to thermal shock andtchemical tr•ea nts.'

2. 7 The ambient river water temperature shall be defined as the t emperatureof';e•river at a point unaffect ed by the
plant or any other thermal discharge and shall be representative of themain" river channel temPerature and
Sturgeon Lake'outlet temperature. - '
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2. A..~pplicable Effluent Limitations- Thermal Limitation

2.8 The Permittee shall monitor th6 temperature of the receiving water immediately. below Lock and Dam No. 3
continuously (using.three probes on -the piers dividing thefour gated sections of the gates), and this data shall, be
reported along'with the. monthly discharge monitoring reports. The Permittee shall maintain"the site temperature
monitoring system fr outfall SDI 001.

2.9 The Permittee shall conduct temperature monitoring for stations including the combined effluent from the
condenser/circulating water' system and: cooling water system (SDOO 1), upstream locations Strugeon Lake 1,
Sturgedn Lake 2, Diamond Bluff (main channel), the screenhouse inlet temperature (intake channel),:and the
S three separate teperatufe probes locatedat Lock and Dam No. 3 (on the piers dividing the four gated. sections
ofthe dam). The minimum, maximum, and average temperatures shall be recorded daily at these stations 'and
r reported with-the monthly discharge monitoring reports.

The Permittee Shall maintain the site temperature monitoring system encompassing ambient river temperature,
Lock and Dam No. 3, intake, and oufall SD 00 1. Eliminations or reductions in portions of the system may be
allowedfas the informationRis compiled. The'Permittee may evaluate the reliability and/or representativeness of

the monitoring systeml and its various stations.? Any relocations in the system, and reductions or eliminations of
monitoring requirements are subject o M0PCA review and approval.

2.10 If monitoring equipment for Sturgeon Lake 1, Sturgeon Lake.2, or Diamond Bluff (main channel) is out of
service, then intake temperature monitoring may be utilized as the back up for ambient river: water temperature
detetrination. If either Sturgeon Lake 1 or Surgeon Lake 2 is out of service, the remaining station(s)"may be
u"tiized'as the backup.for surgeonLa•e temperature inputs to determine ambient rive ater temperte.ý The

* sturgeon Lake I and SturgeonlLake 2 temperature monitoring equipment may be removed from service in the

fall after, the daily average ambient river terature isbelow43degrees F for two consecutive days. The
sturgeonLake 1 and Sturgeon Lake 2 temperature monitoring equipment shall be reinstalled in the spring; once
the potential for damage from ice and floating debris is minimal. It shall:be installed prior to or as soon after
April 1. as practical.

3. Chlorination

3.1 Chlorine/bromine may be used only in the cooling water system, except chlorine or bromine may be used in the
condenser/circulating cooling water system periodically to treat for parasitic amoeba or zebra mussels provided
the circulating, cooling water is dechlorinated prior to discharge.

The Permittee shall monitor the amount and time of bromine/chlorine application and shall report it monthly on
the DMRs

3.2 During intermittent bromination the discharge, of total residual oxidant (bromine/chlorine used) at SD 001, shall
be limited to atOtal of 2 hours per 24 hour period and to an instantaneous maximum concentration of 0.05 mg/!.
During continuous chlorinatio n the discharge of total residual oxidant shall be limited t6 an instantaneous
maximum concentration of 0.2 mg/l. The:Permittee shall also monitor the amount and time of chlorine and or
bromine application and shall report it mo nthly along with. the other monitoring reports.

At times, plant configuration can result in shutdown of a unit's cooling water pump (WS 00 1 or WS 002) for a
short period oftime with, cntinuous chlorine/bromine injection in progress.: During this time, chlorine/bromine
: injectionwould continueviathe norma injection path but could bak flow through'tiheidle cooling water pup

- . suctioniand be drawn-into ithe-condenser/circulating;water- system.. Any cehlofine/bromrine would be subsequently
discharged to SD 001, the normal discharge fogboth the coolin water and condenser/circulatingwater systems.

In this off-normal plant cOnfigUration,.chlorine/bromine. injection may, continue at the normal rate provided SD
001 discharge limits are not exceeded. Any' plant Operation in this off-normal configuration shall be documented
on the monthly DMR.
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Chapte 6. .Stedam Electric

_3.. Chlorinationý

3.3 The discharge of total residual oxidants at SD0O1-,' bromine/chlorine used, shall be limitedduringintermittent
.bromination/chiorination to. a total ortwo hours per 24-hour period from the facility.. .The. Permittee shall!also

.:monitor the amount.and time of chlorine and/or.bromineiapplication and shall report it monthly alng with the
oter mon itoring reports.

4. Intake Screens
4 .21.i The"Perittee .may operatewith up to3/8 ich. mesh screens during the period September 1 through Maich31.

During the April 1 through August, 3 .period, the Permittee shall use the 0.5 mm fine mesh screens, or alternate
minimum larger sized screens Uplon approal.b y the MPCA."

4.2 The intake screening system shall be maintained to provide for continuous fine mesh screen operation during the
-sensitive period.April 1 through August 31 in order to. minimize mortality of fish and other organisms.
: OpeArtibn. shall-include maintaining desigh scree6ný ash pressures and operation of all intake screens to
m-inimiziefish ipingemenitentfairmenaiid.mortality:.Maintenance. f the intake screen systm .shall be

schedued and completed during the less sensitive impingenent/entraiment period o fSeptmber 1..tihugh
: .March 31.Tis restriction applies only ,to;outie: pianned maintenance that 1) requires th e in..take, screening

osystem (or a prtion of the system) to be taken out of service, an, that 2) could reasonably bescheduled and
completed outside of the timeperiod of concern (March 31,September.1) without adversely affecting personnel

.- .,...: saifety or equipm ~ent ei abiit . .:ii: ; .:-. •.:: , "!.:;.:7::'i:-:; i: '.: -:; .•:,:;i. ' --,.".f ::•:fii~ ";i:!: i! :

.. :...ThePeir'ittees shailminimize the amount oftime that intake screenhouse emergency bypass gates are ope•iiThe

... emergency bypas gates may:be opened when necessary to meet Nuclear Regulatory Comqissionr•attor safety
and testing requirements or to. allow for urgently required maintenance or repairs. Ifthtibypiss gates are open
.for morethan 24hoursin a calendar m circumstances shall be repor-tedi th6 next DMR.

4.3, Water.used to riisethe intakesc•ree.s.•shallbe free of chlorine and.chemi-a lm cadditiv

4.4 Large debris 0ollected at the trash racks shall be disposed ofso as to preventWitfrom entering waters of the state.

/ :,:.45 The Permittee shall be responsible for fish kills in the.receiving water and thec reeirculating.water stem due.to
* termal shc an hemical treatmntbis.

4."-46i Thepemiay be reopened ad modified based on ecological. onitoring and studies by ih. Minnies6ta
e " par " "n In f m e"0faturail ResourceSN ort hemStaites 'Power, and:. .. '

Department of Natural Resources, the. Wisconsin Depart.. ... .. , o R s
teMPCA. , _,,

4.7-ThePermittee shall submit Pa mnitorng plan to maintain ecological monitoring consistent with the Annual

Enviro•mental reports to the Commissioner for approval within 45 days of the effective date of this permit. The
:- :monitoring planeshall include the iingeiiieritstudy discussed in part 4.6 abo•e:• TheaCmmisionershall I

consulitwiththe Minnesota Department of Natural Resources in review and approval o. f the ecological
;monitoring plan.

.4.8 The Permittee shall submit an Annual Environrental reportto the Commissioner by July 1lof each year
summarizingthe previous years' data collection..

.4.9 The C6o m ssioner . shall consult with the.M esoMiDepareent af NaturalaResources inreview and.approval of
ta Deatn ofNtrlRsorernrv

th..... eecological.nitodngsubmittals described insection 4.7 ad 4.8ofthischapter.'

C hapter 7. ,:Stormiwater

1. Authporization

1.1 Thi chpeuhorizes the %Permittee to discharge str ae soiated with industrial activity in accordance
'With the terms and ýconditions of this ýchapter.
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"ipter 7. Stormwater

Stormwater. Pollutio Prevention Plan
_2. The Permittee shall submit a copy of the Storm Water Pollution.Prevention Plani(SWPPP) totheMPCA 180

days after the permit is issued, Subsequent revisions to the SWPPP during the permit terms can be retained at.
the faciIity. -

2.2 The Stormwatef Pollution Prevention Plan shall include a description of appropriate Best ManagementPractices
for protection of surface and ground water quality.at the facility, and a schedule for implementing the practices.
The Plan shall also; include the procedures to be followed by'designated staffemployed by the'Permittee to
implement tht plan.:

2.3 The Permittee shall comply With its Stormwater Pollution Prevenion Plan.

2.4 The Permittee shall develop and implement a Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan to address the specific...
c6nditions at the industrial facility. The goal of the PlaI is to ,eliminate or minimize contactofstorm watei: With

significant rmaterials that should be treated before it is discharged.

3. TemporarY Protection and Permanent Cover

3.1 The .Permittee shall provide and maintain temporary protection or permanenit cove, for the exposed areas at the. :

facility...

3.2 Temporary protection methods are used to prevent erosion on a short-term basis, such as the placement of
mulching straw, wood fiber blankets, wood chips, erosion control netting, or temporary seeding. - -

. 3.3 Permanent cover or final stabilization methods are used to prevent erosion, such as the placement of.ripr,•"

sodd;i:ý or permanent seeding or plantingijPermanent seedirigand planting must have a unif r perennial
v vegetation cover of at: last 70 percent density to constitute final-stabilization. ,

4. Inspection and Maintenance ', -.
* 4.1 The Permittee shall ensure that temporary protection and permanent cover for the exposed areas at the site are"

maintained.

4.2 Site inspections shall be conducted at least once every two months. during non-frozen conditions. Inspections. '
shall be conducted by appropriately trained personnel aI the facility site per the fa"cility's Storm Water Pollution
Prevention Plan (SWPPP).I The purpose, of inspections is to 1) determine whethei, structural and non-structural
BMPs require maintenance or changes, and 2) evaluate the completeness and accuracy of the SWPPP. At least
one inspection during a reporting period shall. be conducted while storm water is discharging from the facility.

4.3 Inspections shall be .documented aad a copy of all documentation shall remain on the permitted site and be
available'.upon request. Indicate the date and time of the inspecti6n as -w.ell as the namre:of the inspector on the
inspe ction for m

4.4 The following compliance items will be inspected, and documented where appropriate:.:....

a.. eyaluate te faci•it deterin.e that.the SW P accatel reflects sit c6nditions,..

b.. evaluate the facility to determine whether new exposed mate'riais have been added:. to the site, since

comp le'tion' of the SWPPP and document any new, significant materials;

:C. du~rinmg theInspectoii~onjodu~teibAuring-te ruofeettbev.te u offAdetermine if it is discolored or -

otherwise visibly cointaminated, and document observations; and,,,,:.,

: d. determine ifthe non-structural and structural BMPs as indicated in the SWPPP are installed and fiuctioning

properly.-

4.5 Iif the findings of a site inspection indicate that BMPs are -notb meeting the objectives of the SWPPP corrective
action s mnust be initiated 'within 30 days and the BMPs restored to-full operation as soon as field conditions
aloW.-
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Chapter 7.. Stormwater

4. Inspection and Maintenance,:

46The Permittee shall minimize vehicle tracking ofgaesoil or mud.'

5. Sedimnentation Basin Design 'And Construction

5. 1: Inlet(s) and outlet(s)..shall be designed to prevent short circuiting and the discharge of floating debris.,
5.2 Th inlet(s) shall be placed at anelevation at least a bove one-halof t basi design hydraulic stO age volume.'shal " e pi' e tan e "t lfb th bai esi au istrage m F. q.,....'.

5.3 The outlet(s) shall. consist.of a perforated riser pipe, wrapped with filter-fabric and covered with crushed gravel.
The perforated riser pipe shall be designed. t. all.owcomplete drawdown ofthe basin(s) .

5.4 Permanent erosion control, such as riprap, splash pads or gabions shall be installed at the outlet(s) to prevent
"".. I I. : , :" , •' ý '. 1 1 1 . . . • - . :....,

downstream erosion.

5.5 The. basins. shall be designed to allow for regular removal of accumulated sediment by a backlhoe or other
suitable equipment.

5.6 Nqew sedimentation basins shall be designed by a registered professional engineer, and installed under the direct.
su -pervisionf a registered. professional engineer.

5.7."Basins shall provide at least 1800 cubic feet, per acre drained, of hydraulic storage volume below the top of the,
outlet riser pipe."

6. Application of Chemical Dust Suppressants- ' '.' . ' ." .

61 If a material applied is mixed with water or another solvent before application, the:.chemical anlsis shall be ..
'done on the aqueous or other, mixture that:.is representative of the solution applied. This analysis shall be
conducted duringthe same calendar year. of application. This analysis shall include the parameters that imdy.be-.
determined by U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Methods 624 and 625 which are:described in.40,
CFR Part 13 6.

6.2 The Chemical Dust SuppressantAnnual Report shall inclu e:
a. a record of the: dates methods, locations. and amounts by volume of apilication at the faoility;

b., whether the productwas appliedin theprecedingyear; and 't d"

S c. the resultsof a chemical analysis of thematerials applied each year.

6.3'In areas that ,runoff to the'surface receiving water. identified on Poage 1 "of. this.' ermint (Mississippi River),
".chemica dust suppressants, if used, shallnot be' appliedw ithin 100 feet of the: Mississippi Rver.7These
materials also shall not be. applied within 100 feet of ditches that conducet surface flow to the Mississippi'-River. ."

6.4 If chemical dust suppressants are applied, the Permittee shall submit a Ch'efical Dust SuppressantAnnua
Report due March 31 ofeach calendar year.followingthe, appaication of a :chemia -dust spPressant..

:.Chapter 8.:. Chem-ical Additiv~es.

1. General Requirements P__". ............ _ _ . . :_. . . '. #" : .

1.1 The Permittee shall receive prior written approval from the MPCA before increasing the use of a chemicaladditive authorized by this permit, or using a chemical additive not authorized by:this permit.e Chemical

additive'!, includes processing reagents, water treatment products, cooling: water additiyes, freeze' conditioningagents, chemical dust suppressants, .deergents and solvent cleaners used for equipment and maintenance

-laning,ý among other materials'

1.2 The Pernittee shall request approval for an increased or new use ofa a chemical additive 60 days before the
proposed increased or new use...."" ,
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' pter 8. Chemical Additives

L. General Requirements

1.3 This written request shall include the following information for the proposed additive:

a. Material Safety Data Sheet.

b. A complete product use and instruction label.

c. The commercial and chemical names of all ingredients.

d. Aquatictoxicit and human health or mammalian toxicity data including a carcinogenic, mutagenic or
teratogenic concern or rating.

e. Environmental fate information including, but not limited to, persistence, half-life, intermediate breakdown
products, and bioaccumulation data .
f. Thepoposed method, concentration, and average and m•Ximumrates of use.

g. If applicable, the number of cycles before wastewater bleedoff.

h. If applicable, the ratio of makeup flow to discharge flow.

1.4 This permit may be .modified to restrict the use or discharge of a chemical additive.

Chapter 9. Total Facility Requirements

1. General Permit Requirements

Definitions

1.1 "Calendar. Month Average" is calculated by adding all daily values measured during a calendar month and.
dividing by the number of daily values measured during that month. The "Calendar Month Average" limit is an
upper limit.

1.2 "Calendar Month. Maximum" is the highest value of single samples taken throughout the month. The "Calendar
Month Maximum" 'is an upper limit.

1.3 -."Calendar: Month Minimum" is the lowest value of single samples taken throughout the month. The "Calendar
MonthMinimum". is alower limit.

1.4 "Calendar Month Total" is calculated by adding all daily values measured during a calendar month. It is usually
expressed in mass. or volume units. The "Calendar Month Total" isan upper limit.

1.5 "Daily Maximum" means the maximum allowable discharge of pollutant during a calendar day. Where daily
maximum limitations'are expressed in units of mass, the daily discharge is the total mass discharged over the
courseof the day. Where daily maximum limitations are expressed in terms of a concentration, the daily
discharge is the arithimetic.average measurement of the pollutant concentration derived from all measurements
taken'that day. The "Daily.Maximnum" is an upper limit.

1.6 "Grab" sample type is ni ivi~uidiidilsar &6lledoecedffomiii loci ona~t on~point in time.

*1. 7 "Instantaneous Max~imum" is the highest value recorded when continuous monitoring is used or when the
reporting frequenicyis not specifically-defined. The "Instantaneous Maximum" limit is an upper limit. The
highest value recorded is reported.

1.8 "Single Value" in the context of this permit is in reference to temperature limitations described under thermal
limitations, where applicable, or to a temperature monitoring requirement.
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Chapter 9. Total Facility Requirements.

1. General Permit Requirements

1.9 :"Stormwater" means stonmwater runoff, snow melt runoff, and surface runoff and drainage.

General Conditions,:,.

1.10 Incorporation by Reference. The following applicable federal and state laws are incorporated by reference in
this permit, are applicable to the Permittee, and are enforceable parts of this permit: `40 CFR pts. 122.41,
122.42, 136, 403 and 503; Minn. R. pts. 7001, 7041, 7045, 7050, 7060, and 7080; and Minn. Stat. Sec. 115 and
116.

1.11 Permittee Responsibility. ..The Permittee shall perform the. actions or conduct the activity, authorized by the
permit in compliance with the conditions of the permit and, ifrequired, in accordance With the plans and
specifications approvedby the Agency. (Minn. R. 7001.0150, subp. 3, item E)

1.12 Toxic DischargesProhibited. Whether or not this. permit includes effluent limitations for toxic pollutants, the
Permittee shall not discharge a toxic pollutant except according to Code of Federal Regulations,. Title 40,
sections 400 to 460 and Minnesota Rules, parts 7050.0100 to 7050.0220 and 7052.0010 to 7052.0110
(applicable to'toxic pollutants in the Lake Superior Basin) and any other applicable MPCA rules. (Minn. R.
7001.1090, subp.1,: item A)

1.13 Nuisance Conditions Prohibited., The Permittee's discharge.shall not cause any nuisance conditions including,
but not limited to: floating solids, scum and visible oil film, acutely toxic conditions to aquatic life, or other
adverse impact on the receiving water. (Minn.R. 7050.021i0subp. 2)

1.14 Property Rights. This permit does not convey a property right or an exclusive privilege. (Minn. R. 7001.0150,
subp..3, item C),:

1.15 Liability Exemption. In issuing this permit, the state and the MPCA assume no responsibility for damage to
persons, property, or the environment caused by -the activities of the Permittee in the conduct of its actions,
including those activities authorized, directed,.or undertaken under this permit.- To. the extent thestate and the-
MPCA may be liable for the activities of its employees, that liability is explicitly limited to that provided in the
Tort Claims Act. (Minn. R. 7001.0150, subp. 3, item 0);

1.16 The MPCA's issuance ofthis permit' does notobligate the MPCA to enforice'local laws, rules, or plans beyond
..what is authorized by Minnesot Statutes. (Minn.iR. 7001.0150,'subp.3, item D)

1.17 Liabilities. The MPCA's issuance of this permit does not release the Permittee from any liability, penalty or
duty imposed by Minnesota or federal statutes or rulesor locai ordinaces except the obligation to obtain the
permit. (Minn. R. 7001.0150, subp.3, item A).

1.18 The issuance of this permit does not prevent the fture adoption by the MPCA dof pollution control rules,.
standards, or orders more stringent than those now. in existence and does not prevent the enforcement of theserules, standards, or orders against the Permittee. (Minn. R. 7001.0150, subp.3, item B) -

1.19 Severability. Theprovisions of this permitare seTverable and if any pr•iin 6sfthis .ermit, or the application
of any provision of this permit to anycircumstance, is held invalid, the, application of such provision to othercircumstances and the remainder of this permit shall not be affected therebyy.

1.20 Compliance with Other Rules adStatutes.' The Permittee"shall comply with all applicable air quality, solid
waste,, and hazardous waste statutes.and rules in the operation and maintenance of the facility.

L21ispecion and Eni~-hnauthorized~by Minn~. Stat.-Sec-115.04;I1.51B.i7 ~s~uhd, ;,andj.116.091, andujpon
presentation 0f proper credentials, the agency, or an authoriz•d em oylee or agent oe agpe "cyshall be * ;
allowed by the Permittee to enter, at reasonable times upon the property of the Permittee to examine and copybooks, papers, .ecords, or memoranda perta ing to theconstuction,.modification, or operation f the facility
covered by the permit or pertaining to the activity covered by the permit; and to conduct surveys and
investigations,.including sampling.or monitoring, pertaining to theý construction, modification, or operation •f
the facility covered by the permit or pertaining to the activity covered by the permit. (Minn'. R. 7001.0150,
subp.3, item I)
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* pter 9. Total Facility Requirements

1.- General Permit Requirements

1.22 Control Users. The Permitteeshall regulate the users of its -wastewater treatment facility so as to prevent the
introduction of pollutants or materials, that may result in the inhibition or disrption of the conveyance system,

:-treatment facility or processes, or'disposal system that Would contribute to the:violation of the conditions of this
permit or any federal, state or local law or. regulation.

Sampling

1.23 Representative Sampling. Samples and measurements required by this permit shall be conducted as specified in

this permit and representative of the discharge or monitored activity. (40 CFR 122.41 (j)(1))

1.24. Additional Sampling.. If the Permittee monitors more frequently than required, the results and the frequency of
mohitoring shall be reported on the Discharge Monitoring Reprt (DMR) or another MPCA-approved form for

that reporting period. (Minn. R. 7001.1090, subp..l, item E). .

1.25 Certified Laboratory.. A laboratory certified. by the Minnesota Department of Health shall conduct analyses
required by thispermit. Analyses of dissolved oxygen, pH, temperature and total residual oxidants (chlorine,

bromine) do not need.to be • pleted by a certified laboratory but shall comply withmanufacturer's

specifications for equipment calibration and use. (Minn. Stat. Sec. 144.97 through 144.98 and Minn. R.

4740.2010 through 4740.2040)

1.26 Sample Preservation and Procedure. Sample preservation and test procedures for the analysis of pollutants shall
conform to 40 CFR Part 136 and Minn. R. 7041.3200"

127tEquipment Calibration. Allmonitoring and analytical instruments used to monitor as required by this permit
2 Shall be. calibrated andmaintainiedat a. fre:quency necessar to ensure. accuracy.ý Flow monitoring equipment

" shOUld be calibrated atleast twice annually. For facilities with lift stations/pumps, calibraion shall be

completed at least twice annually. The Permittee shall maintain written records .of all calibrations and

maintenance for at least three years. (Minn. R. 7001.0150, subp. 2,: items B and C)

1.28 Unless otherwise approved, instruments used to measure metered flows shall be accurate within plus or minus

0 percent of the true flow valuesi Flow for non-metered systems (e.g., screenwash return)shall be estimated

using methods such as pumpdischarge curves and run times. SD 00i discharge flow shal bedetermined by

comparing discharge canal sluice gate position and canal. water elevation to the applicable engineering flow

curves.

1.29 Maintain Records. The Permittee shall keep the records-required by this permit foratleast three years,.
incuding any calculations, original reCOrdings from automaticdmonitoring instruments, and. laboratory sheets.

The Permittee shall extend these record retention periods upon.request of the:MPCA. The Permittee shall%

maintain records for each sample and measurement. The records shall include the following information (Minn.

R. 7001.0150, subp. 2,ý item C):,-

a. The exact place, date, and time of the sample or measurement;

b. The date of analysis;

c. The name of the person who performed the sample collection, measurement, analysis, or calculation; and

d. The- ------

* e the results of the analysis. (Minn. R-7001.0150,subp. ,i tem.
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Chapter 9. 'Total Facility, Requirements .

1. General Permit Requirements

1.3 0 Completing Reports.. The Permittee shall submit the results, ofthe required sampling and monitoring activities
on the forms provided, specified, or approved by the MPCA. The information shall berecorded in'the specified

areas on those formsand in the units specified. (Minn. R. 7001.1090, subp. 1, item D;. Minn. R. 7001.0150,
subp. 2,.item B)

Required forms may include:

Discharge Monitoring Reports (DMRs)
The results of the monitoring and sampling required in this permit shall be recorded on the (grey and white)
DMRs Which, if required, will be provided by the MPCA. If no discharge occurred during the reporting period,
the Permitteedshall vheck the "No Discharge" box on the DMR. Note: Every open, white box must befilled-in
on the DMR, unless no discharge occurredduring the reporting period.

Supplemental Report Form n(SRFs).
Individual values for each sample and measurement must be recorded on the. SRF which, if required, will be

provided by the MPCA.. SRFs shall be submitted with the appropriate DMtRs.-You may desigi and use your
own SRF, however it must be approved by the MPCA. -Note: Required Summary information MUST also be
recorded on the DMR. Summary information that is submitted ONLY on the SRF does not comply with the
reporting requirements. .

Other Reports and Forms
Other reports and information required by this permit shall be recorded on a form supplied or approved by the '
MPCA, andd-submitted by the date specified in the permit.ý (Minn. R... 7001.1090, subp. 1, item D and Minn. R.
7001.0150, subp. 2, item B)

1.31 Submitting Reports. DMRs and SRFs shall be submitted to:

MPCA.
Attn:. Discharge Monitoring Reports
520 Lafayette Road North
St. Paul, Minnesota 55155-4194i

DMRs and SRFsshall be submitted or postmarked by the 21 st day of the month following the sampling period
or as otherwise specified in this permi t.. A DIVIRshall be'submitted' for each requiredstation even if no
discharge occurred during the reporting period. (Minn., R7001 !01:50, subps.:2.B and311)

Other reports required by this permit shall be submitted or postmarked by the date specified in the permit to:

MPCA
Attn: WQ Submittals Center
520 Lafayette Road North
St. Paul, Minnesota 55155-4194

1.32 Incomplete or Incorrect Reports. The Permittee shall immediately submit an amended report orDMRto the
MPCA upon discovery by the Permittee or notification by the MPCA thatit has submitted an incomplete or
incorrectUTeport-or DMR- The amended-report-or.,DIMV-shaltEiontain -the issing-or-Gorrerttd-a ta-.-ang-with-a-
cover letter explaining the circumstances, of the incomplete or. incorrect report. (Minn. R. 7001.0150 subp. 3,
item G)
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•pter 9. Total Facility Requirements

1. General Permit Requirements

1.33 Required Signatures.-AllIDMRs, forms, reports, and other documents submitted to theI MPCA shall be signed bythe Permittee or the duly authorized representative of the Permittee. Minn.R. 7001.0150, Subp. 2, item D. The
person or persons that sign the DMRs, forms, reports.or other documents mustfcertify that he or she understands
and complies with the, certification requirements of Minn. R. 7001.0070 and 700 1.0540, including the penalties
for submitting false information.• Technical documents, such as design drawings and specifications and
engineering studies required to be. submitted as part of a permit applicationor .by permit conditions, must be
certified by a registered professional engineer. (Minn. R. 7001.0540)

1.-1,34 Detection Level. The Permittee shall report monitoring results below the reporting limit (RL) ofa paicular

instrument as "<" the value of the RL. For example, if an instrument has a RL of 0.1, mg/L and a parameter is notdetected at a value of 6.1 mg/L or greater, th, concentration shall be reported as "<0.1 mgI. Non-detected ", I
"undetected ",belowdetection limit!, and "zero" are unacceptable reporing r"esits, and are permitreporting
violations. (Minn. R. 7001.0150osubp.2, item B).:;. .

1.35 Records. The Permit-tee shal, when requested by the Agency, submi within a reasonable time the information

and reports that are, relevantlto the control of pollution regarding the construction, modification, or operation of
the facility covered by the pe-mit o-regarding the conduct of the'activity covered by the permit (Minn R:
7001.0150, subp. 3, item H)

1.36 Confidential Irnformation. Except for data determinedto be confidential according to Minn. Stat. Se&. 116.075,
subd. 2, all reports required by this permit shall be available for public inspection. Effluent data shall not be.:
considered confidential. To request the Agency maintain data.as confidential, the.Permittee;must follow Minn.-. R. 000.130

Noncompliac and Enforcement

1.37 Subject t6 Enforcement Action and Pena ties.. Noncopliance with a term .or•icondition'of tis permi :subjects
the Permittee to penalties provided by federal and state law setfothin section 309 of:the CieaWaternAct;
-United States Code, title 33, section 1319, asamend an. ed inaMinn. Stat: Sec." 11'5.071 6 and1.072, includig.
.monetary penalties, imprisonmenti orrboth. (Miinn. R.. 70061.10960 subp.- 1item B)

1.38 CriminalActivity. The Permittee may not knowinglyf, make'a false statement;irepresentation,'or certification in ar. r ecord or other document submitted to -the Agency. A person.who falsifies a report or document submitted tothe Agency, or tiampers with, or knowingly rendersinaccurate a monitoring device or method iequirqd to be
maintained under this perit is subj to criminal and civil•penalties provided by federal and state law. (Min•i.
R. 7001.0150, subp 3 item G., 7001. 1090,.subps. 1, items G: and H-and Minn. Stat. Sec609.671 ..

1.39 Noncompliance Defense. It shall not be a, defense for the Permittee in an enforcement action -that it woiuld have
been necessary to halt or. reduce thepermitted activit in order to maintain compliance with the'conditions of

1.40 Effluent Violations.:•% if sa•nling by the Permittee indicates:a violatioin •of any dischar-e limitation specified in
this permit,the Permittee shall immediately makeevery efforttoveri.fythe.viol.ation pby collectig additional
samples, if apprpriate, investigate. the cause of the- violation,. and take action to prevent future violations., -
Violations that are determined to pose'a threat to human health or a drinking Water suipply, or. represent a
signific6at risk t the feniron nt shall be i ediately reported to the MinnesotabDepartmeft of Public Safety;, •(:Duty Officer at 1(800)422-0798 (toll :fre)0or0(651)649-5.45 -i(mefioiarea) In addition; you may'alsb•contactthe'

MPC during' * ~ ii ; b1in1h urs. Otherwise the violationis and teresultsoayadtoa Lsapigsllb
recorded on the nexti appropriate DM~or report. . ..

.41RUnauthorized Releases of WastewateriProhibited. -.Except for conditionsh'specifically described in: Min. R.
..... 7001,1090, subp:.1 items'! and K, all unauthorizedbypases overflowst discarges, slls, or other releases Of
wastewater or materials to the environment, whether intentional or not, are prohibited-. However, the MPCA.::.- will consider the:Permittee's compliance with permit requirements frequency of release," quantity, type•,lo•ation,.-and other relevant factors when determining appropriate action. (40 CFR122.41 and.Minn. Stat. See 115.061)an.. . ... .. ...... ,in i ..ng p r p r. . '::.1 ... . "". .. " ...
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Permit Expires: August 31, 2010 Permit #: MN0004006..:;

Chapter 9. Total Facility Requirements:

1. General Permit Requirements"
1.42 Upset DefenSe. In the event of temporary noncompliance by the Permittee withan applicable effluent limitation

resulting from an upset at the Permittee's facility due to: factors beyond the control of the Permittee, the..
Permittee has an affirmative defense to an enforcement action brought by the Agencyas areSult of the
noncompliance. if the.Pernittee demonstrates by a preponderance of competent evidence: ...

a.% The specific cause fteust

b. That the upset was unintentional;

c. That the'upset resulted from factors beyond te reasonable contrl Iof the Pennittee ad did not result from
operational error, improperly designed treatmenit facilitles, inadequate treatment.facilities lack of preventative

maintenanrice, or increases.in production which are beyond the.desimi capability of theýtreiatmient facilities;

d. That at the time of the upset the facility was being properly operated,;.,
e. That the Permitteeproperly notified the Commissioner-of the upset.in.accordance With Minn. R.7001.1090,

subp., , item I; and

f." f:Thlat the Permitee implemented the ireme'iialneaýsures required by Min R. 7001.0150,.subp. 3, item"J.

Operation. and M~aintenanceJ

1.43 The Permittee shall at all times properly operate and maintain the facilities and systems of treatment and control1,
and the appurtenances related to them which are installed or used by the Permittee to achieve compliance with
the-conditions of the permit. Proper operation and maintenance includes effective performance, adequate.-
.findingadequate .operator staffing and training, anid ade.qiia6t labor*ifranrid process controls;ihcilidig
appropriate quality assurance pre dures. The Permitte-eshall install and maintain.appropriate backp o
atxiliary facilities if they are necessary to.acliieve 6mtimiM .with cthe conditions of the permit and, fdr.all

permits other than hazardous waste facility peint ifthesebackup or yawlia faciiiieSare technicalY. and
eco. _ .nomic aly feasib.le, . R. .0 . ubp item F. ... . ... -.

1i.44 ifthe event of• a-eduction orIlss ofeffective reatmert of wistewtatetthe facilityf the. Permittee shall6control

.of this permit. The Pertmittee shall cdntinue this control or curtailment uti nt facility has
been restored or uhtil'an alternative method oftreatmentiS provided. ('Mi n. R.b7001.109 . 1,t C)

l.45 Soids 'Maagement. The Pe -sitt~eshall properly store, transport• and di§sos f biosolid(s, •eptage, sedimelnts,
residual, solids, filter backwash, screengs, oil, grease, and. ther substances so that p.ollutaitsdo:not enter

surface Waters or grund waters of the state. Solids should be disposed of in accordane w.ih i al, ýtate and..,
federal requirements. (40 CFR.503 and Minn. R. 7041 and applicable federal:and statesolid jwaste.rules)

1.46 Intake traveling screenrinse water maidcdrtents"iil be rreturined to .the river uninterrupted for the protectionf of
fish and othe a~quaticogns.-q•tit :,r ans s th.r at e t ..... rng n .. .tia

1.47 Scheduled Maintenance. The Permittee.shall schedule maintenance, of tetreatent works during" non-critica•.
water quality periods to prevent degradation of wateriqua ity,•.except wwh.ere emergency mainten ance• is.required
to prevent a condition iiat would be detrimental to waterquaiityorhuan health. (MinnR." 7.001 1b50.:subp.

-,3;- item- Fan&Mim -R:7O001; 1507subW2Ij nr)--

1.48 Control Tests. In-plant control tests shall b&conducted at* a frequency adequate to ensure compliance with the ,
- .conditions of this permit. (Minn R, 700 1.0150. subp., 3ý item F.antid!.i. R. 7001.0150. subp. 2, :.item .B))

Changes to the Facility 'or Permit.
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Permit Expires: August 31, 2010 Permit #: MN0004006

- pter-9. Total Facility Requirements..

1. General Permit Requirements. z

1.49i Permit Modifications., No person required by statute ot rule to obtain a permit may construct, install, modify,: or
operate the facility to be permitted, nor shall a person commence an activity for which a permit is required bystatute or rule until the Agency has issued a written permitfor the facilityor activity. (Minn. R-7001.0030)

Permittees that propose to make a change tothe facility ordischarge that requires a permit modification must
follow Minn. R. 7001.0190. If the Permittee cannot determine whether a permit modification is needed, the
Permittee must contact the MPCA prior to any action. It is recommended that the application for. permit
modification be. submitted to the MPCA at least 180 days prior to the planned change.

1.50 Report Changes. The Permittee shall immediately report to the MPCA (Minn. R. 7001,0150, subp. 3, item M.):

* a. Any substantial changes ineoperational procedures;

.b.: Activities which alter the nature or frequency of the discharge; and:

C. Material factors affecting compliance with the conditions of this permit. (Minn. R. 7001.0150, subp. 3, item.

1.51 MPCAInitiated. PermitModification, Suspension,sor Revocation.. The MPCA may modify:or revoke and reissue
this permit pursuant to Minn. R. 7001.0 170. The MPCA may revoke without reissuance this permit pursuant to
Minn. R. 7001.0180.

1.52 Permit Transfer. The permit is not transferable to any person without the express written approval of the
Agency after compliance with the requirements of Minn. R. 7001.0190. A person to whom: the permit has been
transferred shall comply with the conditions of the permit. (Minn. R., 7001.0.150, subp. 3, item N)

1.53 Permit Reissuance. If the Permittee desires to continue permit coverage beyond the date of permit expiration,.
the Permittee shall submit an application for reissuance at least 180 daysbefore permit:expiration.. If the
Permittee. does not intend to .continue the activities authorized by this permit after the expiration date of this
permit, the Permittee shall notify the MPCA in writingat least 180.days before permit expiration.

If the Permittee has submitted a timely application for permit" reissuance, the Permitt ee may continue to conduct-
the activities .authorized by this permit, in compliance with the requirements of this permit, until the-MPCA.
takes final action on the application, unless the MPCA determines any of the following (Minn. R" 700 1.0040 and..

7001.0160)'::,-

a. Theh Permittee is not in substantial compliance with the requirements of this permit, or with a stipulation
agreement or compliance schedule designed- to bring the Permittee into compliance with this permit;

b.ý The MPCA, as axresult of an action or failure to actby the Permittee, has been unable to take finalaction on
the application on or before the expiration date of the permit;,.

c. The Permittee has submitted an appiicaition with major deficiencies or has failed to properly supplement the
application in a tiniely manner after being informed of deficiencies..(Minn. R. .7001.0040 and 7001.0160)/



ppe dix 1

Table 1. Minimum number of samples for sediment evaluation

VOLUME PLANNED FOR, NUMBER OF CORE
REMOVAL in CUBIC YARDS SAMPLE SITES

.0-30,000 3

.130,0 00,000 5

-- 00,000-500,000 .6
500,000-1,000,000 8.

>1,000,000 >8



Cadmium

SW-846 3050B/6010B EPA 601C

SW-8.46 3050B/6010B EPA.7131 0.02 25ý 160
Chromium III SW-846 3050B/6010B EPA 6010 or 7191 .. 0.058 . 44,000 .10000
Chromium VI SW-846 3050B/6010B EPA 6010 or.7191. 0.058 87 650
Copper -. SW-846 3050B/6010B EPA 6010 or.7211 0.1 119,000

a~d '" SW-846:3050B/60!0B EPA 6010 or 7421 0.22 300: 700
4eicury SW-846 7471A EPA 7471 0.02.•.5 1.5

Nickel SW-846 3050B/6010B EPA 6010 0.36' 560 2,500
Selenium SW-846 3050B/6010B -0.43 160 1,250

Zinc SW-846 3050B/601 OB EPA, 6010 or 7951 . 0.35" 8,700 . 70,000

Total Phosphorus EPA 365.2/365.3 50:.:

Nitrate + Nitrite

Ammonia-Nitrogen _

total Kjeldahl Nitrogen.

PCBs (Total) I SW-846.8081 :... 1. 2 2
sw -8:__ __s__ _ EPA 8081, 3540Bj 3541 / •_•• •••_•• • •• o ••____• ::_: • _ • ___• _____•_r•

Total Orgadic Carbon SW 846 180.81 SW846-EPA 9060 0

Sieve and Hydrometer ASTM D-422
Analysisture C n. I _" __.___". __, __

Moisture Content ASTM D-22 16

)



STable 3. Additional Sediment Parameter.List

Methd Tir I ier 2
Detection OilSiReference

:Pkaramete Limit Refenc VA lue (S RV)
Analytical Method (mg/kg, diy Value (SRV) (mg/kg,S ciy

weig unless (gkdry 'gweightunless
noted) weight unlessoted e noted).

Barium' SW-846 3050B/60lOB 0.049: 1,200. 11, 000
Cyanide SW-846 9012A: 0.5 62 5,000

Manganese SW..46 3050B/6010B 0.39 3,600 8,100.

Ol& Gbrease SW869070,

'..::.Aidrin SW-846 8081 EPA.8081, 354440B, 3541 0.00044,.. .:__-.."":"..

Chiordane SW-846 8081,EPA 8081, 354440B, 354L .11 74.

Endrin .SW-846 8081 EPA 8081, 354440B, 354.1 0.00073 8 56

Dieldrin SW-846 8081 EPA 8081, 354440B, 3541 . 0.00091 . 0.8 2

Heptachlor SW-846 8081 EPA 8081,:354440B, 3541 0.00077 :2 . 5

Lindane (Gamma BHC) . SW-846 8081 EPA 8081, 354440B, 3541 j .0.00029 9" 15

DDT. SW-846 8081 EPA 8081,.354440B, 3541 0.00063 15 - " 88]

DDD SW-846 8081 EPA 8081, 354440B, 3541 " 0.0002 . 56J .. ::.1

DDE .SW-846 8081.EPA 8081, 354440B, 3541.1 0.0002 . 40] 90
, .. " Toxaphene. :"'..: .. SW-846 8081 " .003 13. . ..oxan 9.: 13. 28::0:0 0

2,3,7,8-dioxin, ý,3,7,8- EPA 8290 . 1-i0 pg/g 0.00002. 0 . 0000.3
fuxn andl 5 2,37,8-'
substituted dioxin and b.__. __._f ___anand__.15_2,3,__,8 _____ ________. . 76.g:k- .. 10:: : 28..:.

afurn congeners _""__ _._._ _ _:_._:

Polycyclic Aromatic.Hydrocarbons,(PAHs) __.___•_._" :____.:_ . "." ._.. . : .... __

Naphthalene EPA.83100' • 1;. . __ ! _!76 ug/kg ,-- : ..... i" 10 28,
Pyrene . [EPA 831 195 ugkgj80 5,80

" lurene .. ?... EPA8310 77.4 ug/kg 850:1- 42)

.. . ..then.. EPA 8310 6.7 ug/kg. .1,200 -. 5,200

A-thracene .[ EPA 8310:. ' 57.2 ugfkg . ,880 45,400"

Fluoianthene [ EPA 83'10 423 ug/kg 8,080 6,800
. Benz (a) pyrene (BAP)/BAP equivalent ' EPA 8310 150 ug/kg: 2 4

.Beno (a) anthracene, EPA 8310 108 ugg . Thne results.for these analytes.should
nzo EPA.83 10 150 ugfkg be added together ,and :treated.as the

:"EPA!8. 10-1-.- -:BAP equivalnt, which is compared

_________________________________________ Iagainst the soil refernene value',for,•.:".i :ii :•:::•::::,•.•- : ! " en ' ": -' EPA 83,10 • .170 ug/kg.
.Benzo (ghi) perylen. EP.3017. Benzo a) p

-'Benz (k)fluoranthene [ EPA 8310 :.240 ug/kg



Chrysene- EPA 831 o .- 66tug/kg.
Dibenzo(ah)anthiacene L EPA 8310 3 _ _":"3 ug/kg_

Indeno'(l2,3-cd) pyrene.. EPA 8310 I 200 u gkg'

Atterburg i mits. (Liqii'd; ASTM D4318:
Liinit and Plastic Limiit) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

.Specificý Grav .ity ASTM D-8541__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _______



<Table 4. Contaminants and Source. Industries. Adapted from Inland Testing Manual (EPA/Corps, 1998)
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1.0 Introductioni

On.. nJuly .2004.theEPA published"an amendment to rule 31.6(b) ofthe Cleat Water")Act (CWA)in the Federal Register (from hereafter referred-to as "the Rule") The ,

purpose of the amendment is to establish the best technologyavailable f'orminimizing
adverse environmental impiact associated with the use6of.cooling water intake strctures.

;.The Verificktion Monitoring Plan (VM.Plan) is one componentoftheComprehensive

Demonstration Study (CDS), which is being submitted by our facility to comply with
40CFR 125.95(b)(4)(ii).'

As stated in the Rule, the VM plan is to contain, :attaminimum, two years of monitoring
to verify the full-scale performance of the propoSed or already implemented technologies
and/or operational measures. The verification study is to begin once thedesign and
construction technologies and/or operational measures are installed.
In addition, the VM plan must provide: (1) Description of theifrequency andduration of

monitoring, the parameters to be monitored, and the basis for dete6rining the parameters
.and the. frequency and duration for monitoring; (2)*A proposal onhow naturally

moribund fish and shellfish: that enter the cooling water intake structure would be
identified and taken into account in assessing success in meeting the performance
standards; .(3)_A description of the informationwto be included in a bi-annual status report.

,: ' • : 5 . :. i ... - . .. , " : . . .. " . , " . . i3



2.0 Summary of Verification Monitoring•:

In 1983, a new sc reenhouse wa s constructed: at the Prairie Island Nuclear Generating
Plant (PINGP). ..There are presently two complete screening facilities operating at.
PINGP. The old, or original, traveling screens and screenhouse (plant screenhouse) were
designed toprevent debris, fish, and otherorganisms from entering the plant via the
cooling water iritake.,' The new screenhouse and screens (intake screenhouse)" completed
in'1983, were designed and located to exclude fish from the warm circulating water .

:system. Xcel Energy has conductedverification monitoring and related studies to verify
..the performance of intake screenhouse technologies at PINGP from 1983 through 2005.

2.1 Imihngement''
During November 1983 through "March 1984 impingement samples were collected from

"coarse mesh screens at the intake.'screenhouse. Total number offish impinged was
estimated by expanding the numbers collected during weekly samples over an entire
month.- In addition, fish collected were recorded as live:or dead, live. fish were held in.-
aquaria for up'to 96 hours. To determine the efficiency ofthe screen wash in removing
fish on the front Side of the coarse mesh screens, a dip, netwas used to collect material
washed Off the backside of screens.: The results of the Samples indicate the front spray..
wash system- was nearly.80:percent-effective in removing fish..

During sample years 1984 to 1989, sample collection of fish impinged-on the fine mesh
screens started in April and continued through August.' Sampleswere collected 2 to. 3
days a week by diverting 25. percent of the screen wash water into collection tanks in the
basement of the environmental lab. Three types of samples were collected to provide
various data.. Sampietypes included abundance, initial survival, and latent survival.
Following a designated sampling duration, all fish and any debris were rinsed into two
collection baskets located in .the collection area of the tank.:These baskets were then
removed from the tank, the contents transferred to four-liter beakers, and transported to
the fish handling' and sorting area for further processing.

: initial survival'samples were collected at night or early morningato determine night
•ý.'density of fish and eggs and initial survival of fish impinged on the fine mesh screens.

Initial samples underwent a "first and second" sort.. The first sort was designed to
remove live and dead fish, with emphasis placed on removing all live fish in a time"
Sefficient manner. ..The second sort was designed to assure removal of all remaining fish
and eggs. Abundance samples were" 'collected during early to midmorming to estimate day
densityoffishand eggs impingedo..n the fine mesh. screens*. After the sample was
collected, all. fish, eggs, and debris were preserved in 10 percentbuffered formalin

solution. conitaining rose bengai siain and were sorted after the stain had an opprity to
penetrate all organisms. '''''

,Lateiit•urviva.. sampleswere collected to determine the latent siurvival of fiSh impinged

....on the fie 'me•sh screens.,., Samples were collected duiring early morning.:. After the
-,wsample.was co11ctedaliquots were placed in Pyrex baking dishes and sorted oyer alight

4A



-table. Only. live fish were removed and placed in 250 ml wide mouth jars or six gallon
aquaria containing filtered river water. Jars and aquaria were kept in acrylic plastic water
bathS receiving a constant supply of river water. This allowed fish to be maintained at
ambient temperatures throughout the holding period. : Fish collected for latent: survival
estimates were. held for. 48 or 96 hours and checked at selected time increments. Number
of live and dead fish were recorded.during each time. interval.

During 1984, back wash samples from fine mesh screens were also collected. :Back wash
samples were. collected while an abundanc. sample was collected. This sample was ::
ýcollected using a 0.5 mm mesh ichthyoplankton' drift net placed in the high pressure trash
removal returntr.ough. Comparing data from.the abundance and back wash samples. was:
utilized to determinethe efficiency of the low pressure front wash in removing fish

.impinged on- the fine mesh screens.: Twenty-four pairs of samples compared indicated ,
that the front spray wash removal system was more than 98 percent efficient iniremoving
fish from the front side of the'fine mesh screens.
Fish and egg densities were calculatedlon a day and night basis using data from

abundance and initial survival samples respectively. Estimates of the number of fish and:
fish eggs impinged on the fine mesh screens were calculated by averaging data from
initial and abundance samples. These values were expanded to weekly and yearly,
impingement estimates. All fish and -eggs collected were identified to the lowest practical
taxon by life.stage and developmental phase. Life stages included egg, larvae, juvenile,
and adult. Estimates of the number of fish. and eggs impinged on the fine mesh screens..
were calculated by averaging data from the initial and abundance samples: These values.were expanded to weekly and yearly impingement estimates.

Identification Methodology'-.

All fish and eggs collected were identified to the lowest practical taxon by life, stage and.
developmental phasee. Life stages included egg, larvae, juvenile, and adult. Terminology
.and criterialare similar to those described by Auer (1982). The larval stage was divided
into two developmental phases, prolarvae and postlarvae, which corresponded. to Auer's
terms yolk-msac larvae and. larvae.

Terminologyand criteria:
*Prolar vae-phase of development frommoment f hatching to complete

absorption of yolk.:. . '

' Postlarvaew-phase of development from complete absorbtion of yolk to
development of the full compliment of adult fin rays and absorption f fanfold...
Juveniles-ophase o6f development from complete fin ray development andTfanfold
,asortion to sexual matuirity

All fish,eggs removed from. samples were enumerated, but only freshwater drum eggs
Were identified. Others were.recordedd. s "unidentified fish eggs". No differentiation



was made between live. and dead eggs. Egg data..ere included only in density and total
-impingement estimates:.

:.Total lengths of representative specimens were recorded to refine length ranges as
established in previous years, for developmental phases off each taxon.

Identification:aids included published and unpublished literature cent manuals (Auer,
1982 and Holland, 1983), reference specimens from previous studies, and dissecting
microscopes with bright field/dark field bases and polarizing filters.

. :Sampling Mortality.

Extreme low river flows and excessive debris conditions occurred during impingement
sampling in 1988. It.became apparent that sampling induced mortality was having a
pronounced impact on initial survival estimates. Large amounts of zooplankton and..
phytoplankton appeared to be causing increased mortality of fish in the sampling tank
and was substantially increasing sorting time. (NSP, 1989). To address this concern, the :
larval survivorship studywas adapted in 1989.. and 1990 by introducing test fish into the.
sample collection system..: To differenitiate from naturally occurring larval fish in the
samples, test-fish were markedwith a biological stain. The resultant survival of test fish.
was used to assess sampling induced mortality..

:The effects of debris loading were studied to determine the relationship to survival of
-larval fish collected. :Studies conducted in 1989 and 1990 document that high debris in
the. collection system caused introduced test fish to suffer increased mortality and
indicated survivorship of larval fish collected from the vertical traveling screens was
underestimated. It was als;determined that survival estimates are dependent on the

hardiness of Species and developmental stage of the fish (NSP., 1989).

Results of studies conducted in 1989 and 1990 indicate thatsampling induced mortality ..
caused by excessive debris in samples ranged from approximately 3 to44 percent
mortality depending upon sample period and test fish species.: Overall, test.fish survival,
-was 85 percent, suggesting that.the sampling method may account for 15 percent
" •.mortality of all fish sampled from fine mesh screens and up to 10 percent mortality of

juvenile fish (NSP, 1989).

Related Studies

Impingement studies from 1992 to 2005 were conducted t6 evaluate the effects of'
increased water appropriation from 150 to. 3.00 cubic feet 'per second :(cfs) during. Aprilon
impingement* of larval fish on 0.5 5' fine mesh iraveling-screens at P1NGP.- From 2002
to 2005, permi approved blowdown (discharge) reduction-to 300 cfs or less was initiated
on'April 1i5:" rathelrthan on April It Prior to 1,992, the cooling water intake system "
operated with'fine-mesh screens from April. 16 through August 31,iniaccordacewith
plant's NPDES Permit. S 9,92, for, study purposes, theplant has implemented fine-
mesh screen operation on April 1 to accommodate sampling.during the month of April

6



for years 1992 through 2005. Data for this evaluation were collected by pre-dawn and
daylight sampling'of larval fish and fish eggs from the screenwash water. Estimated.,
impingement values during April for all years were low and represented by relatively few -
taxa/life stage combinations."

... .. o n... .... .

2.2 Entrainment..

Based on studies conducted at PINGP (see IM&E. Study), it was determined that 0. 5
mesh screen would adequately screen eggs and larval stages of fish from the water.-
entering the intake canal. Impingement estimates calculated for 1985 through 1988 are
considered to be a realistic:approximationf of-the number of larval fish and eggs which

-would have been entrained through PINGP in the. absence of the fine mesh screens..:
Entrainment studies in 1975 estimated that nearly 70 million larvae and eggs were
entained: at, pINGP. impingementestimates from fine mesh screens for 1985 through:.
1988 Were similar-with.estimated numberof larvae and eggs impinged ranging from 42
million to 77 million. Species composition of entrainment and impingement samples is
also similar with freshWater drum, cyprinids, and gizzard shad representing a. large
percentage ýof samples.

i2.3 Operational Measures and River Flow

During the months of April, May, and June operational measures to reduce intake flow:
are in place per the NPDES permit to minimize potential impacts to larval fish and eggs

at the intake. -Operations at. PINGP reflect this design with current operational measures,
as follows:

April 15 to 30: 300 cfs (19.4 mgd) if the flow in the river is at or above 15,000 cfs
150 cfs (97 mgd)'if the flow in the river is below 15,000 cfs

May. 1 to.31: 3,00cfs (194mgd)'
June 1 to 15: .. 400 cfs (259 mgd)
June 16 to 30: 800 cfs (517.5 mgd)

Tlhiough screen velocities during, the period of April 15 to June: 15 range from 0.29 ft/sec,
to 0.38 ft/sec. These through screen velocities during thissensitive larvae period are less

than the 0.5 ft/sec performance standard for impingement mortality as stated in the 3 16(b)
Phase II rule document. The remaining periods of the year flow is limited to the design.

intake flow.of,1410 cfs..

The Mississippi River" is the source-water body for circulating and cooling water. systems
at PINGP. Xcel Energy proyids water temperature and flow data in theP INGP Annual
Report. The report presents daily plant operating. hours,. river inlettemperatures,. site.

.,.,discharge temperatures and flows (blo.wdown). .Also prSe6ented in the report are daily and
"monthly averageMississippi River flows, 'as provided byý US Army Corps of Engineers
at"Lock ad Dam3. bOther monthly averages reported include PINGP intake flows, and

the plercentage'of Mississippi River WAter entering the: pant.



2.4 Electrofishing Surveys

Xcel Energy has conducted electrofishing surveys on the Mississippi, Riverin the vicinity
of PINGP since 1973. The ongoing study provides more than 30 years of data on the fish
populations in the river.

To fulfill partof the continuing environmental monitoring requirements of PINGP, the
Mississippi River fisheries population is sampled by electrofishing near Red Wing,
Minnesota, May through October. The study area extends from 3.6 miles upstream of the

plant (River mile 802) to 10.8 miles downstream of the plant (River mile 787.5). The,ý
objective of the study is to monitor and assess the status of the fishery in the vicinity, of
the PINGP (NSP,, 1994), Parameters analyzed and compared to previous years include
species composition, length-weight regressions, percent-contribution (fish/br), length-'
frequency distributions, and catch per unit effort (CPUE) for selected species.

Sampling is conductedmonthly, May through October, within- four established sectors of
the study area-. The runs within each sector are similar to previous years sampling to
ensure a similar set of relative data indices for yearly comparison. Parameters used to
describe the fisheries include species composition, length-weight regressions, percent
contribution, length-frequency distributions, and catch per unit effort (CPUE). It is
assumed that population dynamics and spatial distribution is represented by CPUE.....
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3.0 Proposed Monitoring Plan

Based on intake screen impingement and. entrainment verification studies and related

studiestconducted since the construction of the intake screenhouse in 19893, Xcel Energy

snot proposing any additional impingement or entrainment sampling at PINGP, Xcel

Energy will continue to conduct electrofishing surveys as outlined in the Ecological,

Monitoring Plan submitted in accordance with NPDES permit MN0004006 Chapter 6,

Section 4.7. In addition, Xcel Energy will continue to report water temperature and flow

data consistent with past Annual Environmental Reports. The PINGP Annual

Environmental Report will also be considered as.the 316(b) bi-annual status. report.
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